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PREFACE
VV/ith this volume ends the history of Ancient India from 900

B, C. to 100 A. D. As stated in the prefaces to the

previous volumes, this work is an outcome of a life-time of

incessant research work and study. That does not mean, however,

that all that is said here is gospel troth. But let none of my
readers and critics doubt my sincerity Infallibility, I do not

claim. I would only request my readers to go through the pages of

this book with an open mind and give their judgement impartially.

When any novel theory is floated in the field of ancient

history, it is but natural that it should be fiercely and relentlessly

criticized by all, who ha^e been accustomed to old theories about

the same subject. Once our opinion is formed and fixed as regards

a point, it is very difficult to change it, no matter how catholic

minded we are. Human nature takes time to be convinced. Hence

the usual fate of a new theory, mspite of its being supported with

a sufficient number of convincing pieces of evidence, is fierce

denunciation. When people recover from the first shock of its

novelty, they begin gradually to think about it. Then vacillating

between distrust and belief, they are at last convinced one way
or the other. I am, therefore, not at all surprised at the hot

reception that is being accorded to my volumes, which contain

nothing, if not novel and startling theories. Novelty as it is, is

the very soul of these volumes. I am prepared to wait. I am
prepared to be refuted. What I am not prepared for, is any doubt

as to my sincerity of purpose. What I am not prepared for, is the

insidious suggestion that these volumes have been written, not in

the service of history, but in a partisan spirit, with a view to

propaganda for Jainism. I request my readers and my critics to

judge my volumes on the basis of facts which they present. I

invite them to dissect and analyse every point in these volumes.

And I request them to be open-minded and impartial.

These volumes are intended for scholars as well as for laymen.

Hence, minute details are given in the foot-notes. The book itself
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contains a presentation of those things only, which are likely to

interest the general reader, for whom also, these volumes are

meant. At the same time, advanced students of history will also

find much to attract their attention and deserve their notice. The

primary motive however, is to initiate the general commonalty

of readers into the cowebs of Ancient Indian history and to

make them permanently interested in the glorious past of India.

Part IX IS connected with the account of the Kus'ana dynasty.

The first two chapters are devoted to the account of the

Kusanas in general. The third is devoted to an account of the

Western Ksatrapas (Chasthaii dynasty). Various interesting points

have been raised and discussed in this chapter. The first chapter

contains an account of the origin, chronology and of other matters

concerning the dynasty. I have proved that there were two Kaniskas

as against one. 1 have also proved that Huviska was quite different

from Juska, which was but another name of Vasiska. Huviska

was the regent of Kaniska II during his minority. When Kaniska

came to the throne, he allotted a certain portion of his kingdom

to him, and established him as an independent king over that

region. I have also proved that the oaka era was begun much

later than A. D. 78.

Part X. This part is devoted to the account of the Chedi

dynasty. It consists of five chapters. The first chapter begins with

an account of the origin of the dynasty and ends with Ksemraj. In

the second chapter, I have proved tliat Pusyamitra Sunga florished

two centuries after Kharvel and his contemporary Brhaspatimitra,

the king of Magadh. I have also proved that No. 103

in the inscription belongs to the Mahavira era, and that

the inscription was erected with a religious end in view. The

third chapter contains further details about Kharvel and about the

inscription. Chapter fourth is devoted to discussions of the Maha-

vijay Prasad, of famine, of the Jaina idol in Kaling and of the

idols at the temple of Jagannathpuri. Details about Trikaling have

been given in Chapter V. There has also been instituted a

comparison between Kharvel and Priyadarsm. The chapter ends

with the accounts of the remaining kings of the dynasty.
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Part XI—^Much jesearch work remains to be made about

the Andhra dynasty. We request the scholars to direct their

attention to the history of south India. This part has been divided

into fourteen chapters. The first four chapters are devoted to the

details about race, family, origin, time, number, chronology and

titles of the Andhra king. The next two chapters are about

inscriptions by the Andhra and other kings. The remaining eight

chapters contain an account of the thirty kings of the dynasty. The

main novel points to which I desire to draw the attention of my
readers are:—(1) The dates and parents of Srimukh, the founder

of the dynasty. (2) Whether 78 A. D. is the correct date of the

starting of the §aka era. (3) The connection of the Maitrak,

TraikQtak and Chalukya dynasties with the Gupta dynasty. (4)

In ancient times, kings did not fight for political purposes;

they fought for religious purposes only. (5) Most of the inscriptions

and charity-deeds of ancient times are connected with religion

and not with politics, as is mistakenly believed by scholars.

The author takes this opportunity, to thank all, who have

helped him, one way or the other, in bringing out these volumes.

He acknowledges bis debt to various historical treatises, a full

list of which is given elsewhere, and to all historians, whom he

has quoted in the volumes. He also recognized the services of

the translator of these volumes, from Vernacular into English

—

Prof. R. J. Desai, M, A. of the Dharmendrasinhji College, Rajkot.

Last, but not the least, he forwards bis thanks to those readers,

scholars, and reviewers who have, through love for history, penniSd

something about theories set forth in these volumes.

T. L. 5HAH



Pictures in the Book

The pictares are divided in 3 parts (A) Gfeneral (B) Decora-

tive (C) & Maps. The first line of numbers shows the

serial nutnbers of pictures themselves and the second

line indicates the page in the book, on which their

description is given. Deficiency of numbers in A division are

to be taken as referring to those in B & C divisions.

( A ) General pictures

No. Page Details

1 Cover page:—The picture represents Kalpa-druma, Kalpa-

taru or Kalpa-vyksa; for its description, please refer

to Vol. I, pp. 25 in the preface-portion.

2 Title page:—The dome of the Safichi-stupa. For details vide

Vol. II, Pref. pp. 19 and index in this Vol. These details

will convince the reader that the Tope belongs to

Jainism. It was erected in commemoration of

Mahavir’s death.

3 Title page:—The Elephant at the entrance of Hathigumfa

cave. It is a tribute to the sculptural art of the times.

The reader will see that the cave with its inscrip-

tion is carved out by Kharvel, while the elephant

is erected by Priyadar^in at the top of his Dhauli

Jaguda rock-edict. This proves that Kharvel flourished

before Priyadar^in and that Elephant was the

symbol of Priyadarsin. For further details about the

elephant, vide index in Vol, II.

5 22 Portrait-head of Kadaphisis 1; it is reproduced from

his coins (vide Vol. II, coin no. 87).

5 26’ Portrait-head of Kadaphisis 11; it is also reproduced

from his coins like the above (vide Vol 11, coin no. 88),
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No, Page

8 311

9 46
10 48
11 51

13 631

14 75]

15 29

16

17
29

22 159

23 165

Details

All these foar portrait-heads, respectively of Kaniska I,

Huviska, Kaniska II & Vlsudev I, have been taken
from their coins. (Vide Vol. II, Chapter on coins).

The fact that Vasudev had changed the religion of

his forefathers is evident on the reverse side of

the coin.

Portrait-heads of Chasthaij & his grandson Rudra-
daman; for their faces, refer to their coins in Vol. II.

The reader will see that both faces resemble each
other in several respects.

The idol of Vem Kadaphisis II. It shows the body

only and gives us an idea of the manner of the royal

dress and ornaments (see also below. Nos. 16 & 17).

No. 16 represents the body of Kaniska II (we have
proved that there were two Kaniskas and not only one);

& No. 17 that of Chasthan, as based on the Mata
idol which has been found out with both of them.

The heads in both the idols seem to have been

destroyed. It is curious that these two idols as well

as No. 15 have no heads. We intended to get the

heads represented by an artist, on the basis of

details available to us, but the details available are

not enough for the purpose.

Mahavijay-prasad-Amravati stupa. Upto 3rd century

B. C. the whole region of Dhankatak, in which the

stupa IS situated was full of Jains, thus indicating

that the relics found out from there, belong to

Jainism (For further details vide Vol. I, pp. 150-9)

The trio in the temple at Jagannathpuri. Though
the architecture of the temple resembles that of

Bhuvanesvar (fig. no. 37 below), yet the trio of the

idols is an exact prototype of the trio found in the
region of Bhilsa Topes (Plate XXII, “The Bhilsa
Topes” by General Cunningham). It may be stated
here that though the temple is generally accepted
today as belonging to the Vedic religion, yet in ancient

times it had connections with other religions also,



No, Page Details

Two foot-prints found out from* the excavations

near the Amravati Stupa. For details please refer to

the text.

Signs representing Tri-ratna. Scholars have inter-

preted them as “The Buddha, the Law and the

Order”. We have proved that they belong to Jainism.

These two idols represent Par^vanath, the 23rd

Jaina Tirthanker. One is single & the other is

Chaumukhji, They are found out of the excavations

near the Amaravati stupa in the region of Dhan-

kafak—Bennakatak. This proves that the Amaravati

stupa itself belongs to Jainism. The Madras Govern-

ment Communique of 30-12-29 states that another

tope, resembling Amaravati stupa in shape and size

has been found out in the region. Details are given

in Vol. I, pp. 149, fig. no. 20 & 21.

31, 32, \ 197 Nahapaij-pillar & Gautamiputra pillar; Tirhut pillar

33, 34 J& 198 & Sankisl- pillar. Details are given on the pages

referred to. This proves that the region—Govardhan-

samay—containing the first two pillars and the

various caves round about, has more to do with

Jainism than with other religions.

35 169 The temple at Jagannathpurl, where there is the

trio referred to in No. 23. It has three court-yards

and has lions at the entrance. In the main court-

yard is the Aruij-stambha. Details are given in the

text on the page referred to.

36 172-73 Arun-stambha (vide No. 35 above). Similar stambbas

are found in the Jaina temples (Bastis) in south

India. There they are called Man-stambhas. One of

them (No. 38 below) has been given here for the

sake of comparison. (The picture has been borrowed

from “His. of Ind. and Eastern Architecture”.)

37 165-70 The temple of Bhuvane^var in the village of the same

name. It resembles No. 35 (vide descr. No. 23 above)

in many ways. The Hathigumfa cave is very near

this place.

26) 198

27f

28 167

291 199



No. Page DetaiU -

35 175—3 MSffstambha (vide no 36) It is produced here for

the sake of comparison only. For details vide

the nevt.

39, 40i \
The Toratjs ( Front-pieces ). Fntfance-doors of the

41, 42 J Safichi, Bharhut and Mathura Topes; and a slab

for performing religions rites at Mathiira. Fpr

details vide pages mentioned against the illustrations.

43 Priyadarsin’s portrait-head. Unfortunately Kharvel’s

portrait-head has not yet been found out. Both

these Jaina emperors have contributed greatly

towards the maintainance of their own faith and the

uplift of humanity in general.

44, 45, 46 Mathura-lion-capital pilar; Sahchi-piliar & theSarnath

pillar. Even at the first eight, one will see that

the pillars do resemble one another. They all

belong to & speak of the sanctity of the saipe faith-

For details refer to the place quoted against every

one of them.

( B ) Decorative pictures

Part IX

Chap.
I (Fig. 4, pp. 1 ) The hfily foreigners and the peace--

loving natjves of In^a. They quarreled constantly on account of
temperaipental differences.

Chap, n ( Fig. 7, pp. 30 ) Kaniska extends his territory
to the north of the Himalayas. The Chinese bow down before him.
After his conquest he is murdered by an unknown soldier.

Chap. Ill ( Fig. 12, pp, 54 )—Conquest of Avanti by
Chasthan. He assumes the title "King”. His native place for
the hilly region of central Asia.
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Part X
Chap. I ( Fig. 18, pp. 91 )—The term " Chedi " is derived

from Chhedi or Chhedan” i. e. cutting of the bamboo forests. By
a stroke of good fortune Karkaindu is selected for kingship by

the female-elephant. Jainism spreads among the people.

Chap. U (fig. 19, pp. 110)—Nand I had wrested the

favourite Jaina idol from the forefathers of Kharvel. Kharvel has

reconquered it and he rejoices in his victory.

Chap. Ill (fig. 20, pp. 127)—Kharvel pursues the ^atakaroi

king beyond banks of the Krsna and defeats him.

Kharvel extends the canal to his kingdom-the canal that

was dug by the Nanda king in order to save his people from

the effects of the famine.

Chap. IV ( fig. 21, pp. 157 )—Even during the times of

famine, Kharvel devoted his energy to the revival and spread of

learning by making provision for the preservation of books. It is

believed that the idol which was cause of the quarrel is the same

as that of Jagannath. He got the Amaravati Tope erected.

Chap. V ( fig. 29, pp. 179 )

—

Chanakya arranges things

in such a way that the poison-bodied girl may go to Vakragriv.

The death of Vakragriv and the conquest of the Mauryas

upto Ceylon.

Part XI

Chap. 1 ( fig. 53, pp. 203 )

—

The Aryan kings of the region

between the Krsna and-the Godlvari, marry the non-Aryan girls

and thus starts the mingling of two civilizations and races. Kharvel

defeats Srimukh and drives him to the South.

Chap. II
(

fig. 54, pp. 218 )—The female-elephant selects

Nand IX as the king of Magadh, though he was born of Sudra

woman. The scholars seem disconcerted at this choice.

Chap. Ill ( fig. 55, pp. 239 )—Change of the capital.

People migrating to the new capital with their bag and baggage.

Chap. IV ( fig. 56, pp. 257 )—The ruins of Amravatl, a

large, flourishing and well-fortified city in South India, Priyadarsin

defeats and drives off the ^atakart?i king. Agnimitra desires the

help of Patafljali who makes him perform the sacrifice.

3



Chap. V ( fig. 58, pp. 273 )—Erection of rock-edicts by

the king. The king absorbed in the meditation of the past and

its relation to the future.

Chap. VI ( fig. 59, pp. 294 )—The queen erecting the

rock-edicts. Fine arts flourished to a high degree in ancient India.

Chap. VII ( fig. 60, pp. 320 )—Marriage of Naganika.

She assumes the responsibilities of the administration, as the heir-

apparent is a minor. Srimukh is going southwards.

Chap. VIII ( fig. 62, pp. 355 )—The cat-shaped wooden

stopper causes the death of the suckling prince. Woe to the cats;

foreign visitors to India have praised her in highly eloquent

terms. Princess Sanghmitra’s departure to a foreign country for a

religious mission.

Chap. IX ( fig. 64, pp. 349 )—Small rock-edicts were

erected by Priyadar^in at places where his relatives had died;

prince Tival’s murder; king Satakarni befriends Patafijali by paying

nim high respect.

Chap. X ( fig. 66, pp. 361 )—Marriage of Agnimitra and

Malavika. Raising of his own flag, by Rsabhdatta (the son-in-law

of Nahapan) at the holy region around Nasik, as a sign of his

Conquest. Vikramaditya defeats the Yavanas and relieves the

people from their persecution.

Chap. XI ( fig. 67, pp. 372 )—King ^alivahan was as

great a patron of literature as he was brave. He married the

princess of Ceylon after conquering that country. He got nijmer-

ous temples built at PHitana and raised the religious flag there.

Chap. XII
( fig. 68, pp. 384 )--A maiden greeting the

Symbols of the ancient past. The youth rushing expectantly

towards the future.

Chap. XIII ( fig. 70, pp. 398 )—The serpent—prince is

infatuated with the beauty of a girl bathing in the Godavari,

and as a retult, a son is bom to the girl. The boy is the great

hero of the future. The future king Hal is playing with toys,

and is arranging them into military formations.

Chap. XIV (fig. 71, pp. 407 )—When a great empire

goes to pieces, small kingdoms take their birth and establish

themselves as autonomous units.



( 6 ) Maps

Fig. Map Pp.

No. No. No.

25 1 180 Map of Trikaling; showing the territorial extent of

Kharvel (according to scholars). As a matter of fact,

however, Khlrvel’s territory extended far beyond Madura

in the south (vide Fig. No. 52, Map No. 7 given below).

47 2 186 Map showing the region of Bharhut and Rtipnath

Stupas. These places are situated on the banks of a

tributary of the Ganges. At the Rupnath edict, the

place where Vasupujya the 12th Jaina Tirthanker died,

Priyadar^in also got the elephant carved out. Champa-

nagari was also situated in this region, between Rupnath

and Jabbalpore. For details vide index Vol. II.

48 3 186 Map showing the region around Bharhut Stflpa. For

details vide indexes Vol. 1 & II.

49 4 32 Kaniska’s territorial extent. Excluding Avanti, practically

the whole of North India is under his power. The

Andhras also have taken a slice from the Gardabhila

territory.

50 5 49 The territorial extent of Kaniska II. He granted

independence to his chiefs. Thus, Chasthan became

independent, drove out the Gardabhilas from Avanti,

and assumed the title “ King Then he defeated the

Andhras and forced them to vacate Paithan and retreat

to a place far in south India. Hence, there are only

two powers in India; the Ku^anas in the north and

the Cha^haQas in the east and the west. This conti-

nued upto the time of Rudradaman.

51 6 104 Condition of India in the 5th century B. C. Nand I

established his empire in north India, and Ksemraj

established an independent kingdom in Kaling. Nand I

tried to defeat him and take over Kaling also, but

Ksemraj was a match for him.
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Fig. Map Pp.

No. No. No.

52 7 186 Map showing the political condition of India during

the rule of Nanda kings from III to VIII. Kharvel had

by this time established a large empire in the south,

right upto Ceylon. He had also defeated the Nanda

king and reobtained the famous Jaina idol. He never

annexed the conquered territories. Hence we find the

petty kingdoms of Choll, Pallav and Pa^dya.

57 8 259 Map representing “Govardhan-samay”, where are found

the various inscriptions of Nasik, Nanaghat, Junner,

Kanheri, Karle etc. Tri-rasmi and Ruksa or Rathavarta

mountains and Paithao were situated in this region.

61 9 331 §rimukh, the founder of the Andhra dynasty has

established his Andhra empire, just to the west of the

Kaling empire & his son Andhrapati No. 2 appears to

extend it much to the south.

63 10 340-2 Mallik-^ree Andhrapati No. 4, taking advantage of

the political situation in Magadh, during the latter part

of rule of Bindusar, greatly enlarges the Andhra empire,

which is being fortified by his successors No. 4, 5 & 6

Andhrapates.

65 11 358 Andhrapates, who were under the vassalage of the

Magadhan emperor, freed themselves from the bondage

after the death of Emp-Priyadarsin. This is continued

till the end of No. 17; who again in his turn extends the

empire further to the south upto Ceylon.

69 12 369 Peaceful times prevail & the rulers reign uneventfully.

72 13 409 The Western Ksatrapas appear on the field under the

able guidance of Chast^ii, Rudradaman & his success-

ors, who force the Andhras to evacuate the north

ern portion of the Deccan; and the Andhras after a

rule of nearly 7 centuries, the longest in the history

of the whole world, is disappearing in the abyss

pf misfortune.
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Chapter I

The Kusana Dynasty

Synopsis:—TAfi KukUna Dynasty flourished after 100 A. D.

Hence it goes outside the tvme—limit, that has been fixed for this

hook-, the reamis for including its accowni in this volume^Details

cibotd Hutis and Kuhans as Aryans and the differences between

them Duration of the Kukana dynasty and the extent of its

territory—a dynastic list of the Kuhana Kings and their chronological

order—Clearance of many misapprehensions.

The various sects of Kuscns, their origin and other details

about them—The relations between Kadaphtsis I and the Ku^ns—
tiis political career—Reasons why Kadaphtsis II has been considered

as a foreign prince, though he ruled in India—His conquests and

defeats, and details about hts territorial extent—His connections

with Takstlla and Mathura, the two great cities of northern India^

The starting of the Kukdna era-

1



2 Introductory Chapter

THE KU^ANA DYNASTY

It has already been made known to the readers that these

volumes are concerned with a connected account of the history

of India from 900 B. C. to 100 A. D. For the

Introductory sake of convenience and clarity, we have treated

northern India and southern India as separate

entities. As fuller materials are available about northern India,

we have hitherto devoted the pages of these volumes to an account

of the dynasties that ruled in it. The main bulk of the volumes

has been devoted to the Magadha empire and to the Avanti

empire, the two largest empires in those times. A detailed account

has also been given of foreign princes, some of whom invaded

India at various times with a view to plunder the soil, gather the

booty and go away, and some of whom invaded her with the

intention of making her their future home.

Now we turn to southern India; but before doing so, we

propose to devote some pages to an account of the Kusans. The

reasons for doing so are as foIlows:~(l) A. D. 78 has been taken

as the year in which the Ku^ana era was started. This date is

certainly within the time-limit fixed for these volumes. (2) My
researches tell me that the Kusana era had been started much
later than 78 A. D.; yet I propose to give some details about

these people, because their civilization had a powerful effect on
India. (3) The belief that the Aryans of India descended from
the Huijs ( the whites ) is gaining ground. These Huijs, it is believed,

had their home on the north of the Himalayas^. Again, it is quite

probable that the Huns and the Kusans were related to one
another by ties of blood.

Let us try to find out whether the Huns and the Kusans had
any blood-relationship and whether, either or both of them were
the ancestors of the Aryans. One of the sects of ancient Aryans
was known as Gurjaras®. The theory has been advanced that

they came to India from Georgia. The theory is probably based

(1) Vol. Ill, pp. 320.

(2) Vol. Ill, pp. 313 and farther.
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on the similarity of pronunciations®. This province of Georgia was

situated in the N. E. or S. £. of Asian Turkey near Mt. Caucasus*,

between the Black Sea and the Caspean Sea.

Huns and Kusans Hence it has been imagined that, that was the

as Aryans original home of the Aryans®, who, in course

of time, began to migrate towards all directions.

We should here take notice of the fact, however, that this theory

has been based on the similarity of pronunciations only®. This is

reason number one against the theory. Another reason is that

the original home of the Aryans has been proved to be in Jambh*

dwip, and that Sakadwip was the home of the non-Aryans^. The
region about Mt. Caucasus is included in Sakadwip and hence it

cannot be taken as the home of the Aryans. It is possible that

some of the Aryan tribes might have first migrated towards the

region about Mt. Caucasus and settled there for a long time and

hence the scholars might have called it the home of the Aryans®.

We have proved that the composers of the sacred books of

Hinduism were natives of ^akasthan®, which is at present known

by the name ^eistan, and which is situated in the S. W. of

(3} Read f. n. uo. 6 below for the confusions arising out of the similarity

of pronunciations.

(4) Vol. Ill, pp. 320.

(5) It was once believed that their original home was the region aroiind

the Rnphratis and the Tigris in Asian Turkey. ( F. n. no. 13 below ).

(6) The similarity of pronunciations has cut both ways in history. Some*

times it has helped history (voLlII, pp. 236) and sometimes it has misguided

it. (Sandrecottus has been wrongly identified with Chandragupta; Ardra-des

has been wrongly identified with the Adriatic coast, while as a matter of fact

It is Arabia. Vol. I, pp. 19 and pp. 253).

(7) Vol. Ill, pp. 89. (Farther study reveals that the north-eastern region

of Arabia, lying on the south coast of the Persian gulf and the region round

about the mouths of the river Euphratis and Tigris must be this Ardra-des)

(8) The readers should be clear about the difference between the home

of the Aryans and the region which they subsequently occupied. Cf. f. n* no.

10 below.

'

(9) Vol. Ill, pp. 92 to 96.
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Afganistan, round and about lake Hamam. Hence, it becomes

evident that different tribes of Aryans must have migrated to

different regions and settled there^“. One such tribe must have

settled in the region about Mt. Caucasus, another must have settled

in the region around the Euphratis and still another in Sakasthan,

the home of ‘the composers of the sacred Vedic lore.

Let us now turn to the consideration of the home of the

Kusans and the Hu^is. It is generally believed that the Huns lived

originally on the other side of the Hindukush-ranges. If these

people wanted to come to India, they must have first gone south-

wards, because it was not possible to cross the Hindukush on

the north and the west. This region is included in Jambudwip

(Vol. Ill, pp. 84 and further). Hence the Huijs were definitely Aryans.

Nothing definite is known about the home of the Kusans;

but looking to the way they came to India, we can definitely

state that they must have come from the other side of the Hindukush.

The region from which they came may have been somewhere

near Asian Turkey or in Khotan and Tibet. Certain pieces of

evidence led us to the conclusion that some region in Tibet must

have been their original horne^^ Certain other pieces, on the other

hand, tell us that they must have come from central Asia^®. This

(10) The place of origin, according to Hinduism, means the revival of

a race at a particular place, after the flood.

According to Jainism, origin means the beginning of Ara after the extinctioh

of the previous one.

The universe has, according to both religions, neither beginning nor end.

It is eternal.

(11) Read the accounts of Wima Kadaphisis and of Kaniska I, given

further in this volume. They had a desire to have blood-relationship with

the Chinese emperor.

(12) A special appendix has been devoted to Chaftha^^ in this volume.

It has been proved in it that he began his career as a Ksatrap of the Kusansj
and that he adopted the Kusana era. In short, his actions create the impression

that he was a Kusan himself. In vol. II, pp. 50 to 55, 1 have stated at several

places that he was a Hun. Again, I have stated on the authority of his coins

that the Hulls came originally from the Asian Turkey. (Vol. II, pp. 50 to 55
gnd vol. Ill, pp. 141, coin no. 102). Those theories now require changes.
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makes it obvious that the Huns and the Kusans had differeot

homes and were thus different from one another. Their homes,
however, are included in the ancient boundaries of Jambudwip, and
hence both may be accepted as Aryans.

It has been stated in vol. Ill, that the region connecting

Jambudwip and Sakadwip is a straight line between the Caspean

Sea and the port of Gwlder on the Persian Gulf. (Vol. Ill,

pp. 89; see the map there, fig. no. 46, line AB )^®. Again, it has

been already proved that the original home of the Aryans was
in Jambudwip and not in Sakadwip. Hence the home of the Aryans

must be on the east of the straight line indicated above.

The Aryans migrated towards five different regions from their

original home:—(1) the region about Caucasus; (2) the region about

the Euphratis and the Tigris; (3) Sakasthln-Seistan; (4) the N. E.

region around Hindukush; (5) and central Asia. Out of these five,

the first two regions were situated in Sakadwip, and the last three

in Jambudwip. Hence we devote our attention to the last three.

Let us now try to find out the region from which they migrated

to these five places. It is very probable that their original home

was that region of Asian Turkey in central Asia, where are situated

the cities of Bokhara and Murva, and where is also situated the

lake EraP^, the water of which is drinkable and in which flow the

rivers Oxus and Amu. Both the Vedic and the Jaina religions

state that Mt. Meru was situated just there. (Vol. Ill, details

about Jambiidwip, pp. 84 and further). The author of Hindu

History ( B. C. 3000 to A. D. 1200 ) states^®:
—

“ Bactria, now

(13) Or, a straight line might be drawn from the Caspean Sea to the

ports of Basara and Kovet on the Persian Gulf (Vol. Ill, pp. 91, fig. no«

46 line CD). This, however, does not make much change in the boundary,

except that the region about the mouths of Euphratis and Tigris, where

Bagdad and Basara are situated, must be considered as the home of the

Aryans (f. n. no. 5 above). (The “Semetic Origin" according to certain scholars).

(14) Sometimes it is known as “A sea” on account of its vast area. Agab)

two rivers How into it.

(15) H. H. pp. 628.
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Russiatic Turkestan, was our Balhika or Bakshu Desa, a home of

the Aryans in central Asia.”

In short, (1) The central portion of Jambudwlp, which the

scriptures have stated to have been Meru, was situated in central

Asia, about lake EraP®; (2) The cities of Bokhara and Murva

are situated in that region; (3) That region was the original home

of the Aryans; (4) They migrated towards various directions in

course of time.

These are the conclusions at which I have arrived. There

may be pieces of evidence going against them^’'; but so far as they

are not found out, we may take these conclusions as authoritative.

The Huijs and Kusans were believed to be of the same

origin on account of the following reasons:—(1) Little information

is available about them; and it comes out of

Huns and' Kusans the little we know that the homes of both these

people were on the other side of the Himalayas,

that both were fair-skinned and that both being warlike, invaded

India and consolidated their power over some of her regions. (2)

Chasthani was taken to have been a descendant of the Kusans,

because it was proved on the evidence of his coins. that their

home was in central Asia. The author of Rajatarangirii has, more-

over, stated that Kusana kings of Kasmir, by name Kaniska,

Huviska and Juska, belonged to “ Turushka i. e. Turkish

nationality^®”. This makes it evident that the Kusans must have

been natives of central Asia. In short, the Huijs and Kusans

were believed to be branches of the same people. (3) An idol of

Chasthaijhas been found out at the vDlage of Mat^® near Mathura,

side by side with an idol of a Kusana king. (4) The Chasthagas

adopted the era that was started by Kaniska*®.

(16) Full details about this are given in vol. Ill, pp. 88 and further*

(17) I have come across a piece or two of evidence against these

conclusions. I have referred to them in the introduction to this voltttne*

(18) Vol. II, pp. 361.

(19) Read the next chapter,

(20) Read the next chapten
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These four reasons thus lent colour to the view, that both

these people were the branches of the same race. Later researches,

however, reveal that the coins of Chastha^^^ bear portrait-heads

quite diflferent from those on the coins of Ku^ana kings?®. Again,

it is very improbable that the home of the Kusans might have

been Turkey®®. Evidence supports the contention that they must

have had blood-relationship with the Chinese emperors®*. Their

coins also bear traces of resemblance with the Chinese manners

of life.

Hence we come to the conclusion that:—(1) The Chasthanas

came from central Asia; (2) The Kusans must have come from

Tibet or China and must have been closely connected with those

people; (3) The HQns must have come from the region of Pamir

and Kholan, situated on the other side of the Himalayas, near

the Hindukusb.

Thus these three foreigners hailed from the hilly and cold

regions on the other side of the Himalayas. Hence they must

have had certain common traits like strong constitutions, and

similar customs. These resemblances might have led scholars to

conclude that they had a common origin. Kadaphisis I, the Kusana

chief has been named with Uci®® as the chief of the five races

by historians®®. These five races may have been (1) Uci of China.

(2) Kudins who came from the region about Tibet. (3) Hugs who

hailed from Khotan and Pamir. (4) Chasthagas who came from

central Asia. (5) The Yonas who were a ramnent of the Bactrians.

Certain details about Huns have been given in vol. Ill, pp. 318,

f. n. no. 21. Those details are repeated below:
—

“All legends

unanimously declare that Mihirkul was a blood-thirsty demon.

The Hugs recklessly set fire to fields and villages alike and mass-

acred people in large numbers. They were strong, agile and

(21) Vol. II, coins nos. 42 and from 85 to 90.

(22) Cf. f. n. no. 20 above.

(23) Cf. f. n. no. 18 above.

(24) Read their accounts in the next chapter.

(25) Vol. Ill, pp. 96 and pp. 263.

(26) E. H. I. 4tb edi., pp. 213.
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inhumanly cruel. Their voice was shrill, their gestures wild and

their appearance ugly and uncivilized. Indians looked at them with

terror-stricken and disgusted eyes. They were a race of broad-

shouldered, flat-nosed apes with small eyes deep-set in their heads.

They did not grow any beard ( or very little ) and hence neither

looked manly when young nor respectable when old.” Such descriptions

of the Ku^ans and the Chasthans are not available. Their coins,

however, make it abundantly clear that both of them have little

in common with the Huns. This is one more proof that they were

different people belonging to different races.

Some details, already proved in the foregoing chapters, require

recapitulation here, in order to freshen the memory of the readers.

It has been already proved that the Ku^ans
The^duration of the

zenith of their power in the province
Kusana dynasty, and . ^ , , , , . . ,

the extent of its
“ Siirsen in northern India, and that its capital

territory was Mathura. Below are given, in a tabular

form, details about dynasties—both foreign and

Indian, that wielded sway at various times over the regions lying

between Mathura and the home of the Ku^ans.

Time Powers Regions

(1) B. C. 327 to Governors of Alexander The Punjab
317 B. C. = 10 the Great.
years.

(2) B. C. 317 to Indian Princes—Jalauk, The Punjab,
B. C. 190 = 125 the son of Priyadar^in and Kasmir and

his descendants; and then Sursen.
the ^unga emperors.

(3) B. C. 190 to The Ksaharata and the The Punjab
B. C. 70 = 120 Bactrian rulers; among and Sursen.

them, Euthidemos, Deme-
trius and Menander ruled
as sovereigns: and Ha^am-
Haglmasa, Rajuvul, Sodas,
Liak and Patik ruled as
their governors.

(4) B. C. 70 to Indo-Parthian king The Punjab
A. D. 45 = 115 Moses and his descendants, and Sursen.

Aziz I, Azilises, Aziz II and
Gondofarnes.
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The above given table gives us a clear idea of the powers

that ruled over northern India from B. C. 327 to A. D. 45. We
have also stated that the Kuslns reached the zenith of their power

in Sursen. Again, it has been made quite clear that they were

foreigners. We have also stated in vol. Ill, that they could have

come to India only by taking a turn round the Hindukus; and

that in order to come to Delhi or Mathura, they must have

traversed through the Punjib. The table given above makes it

crystal clear that the Ku^ans had not been able to obtain any

footing in India upto A. D. 45, although it is quite possible that

they might have established and consolidated their power in the

border provinces.

It, thus, remains for us to find out, at what time and in

what regions, they had established their power before they came

to India. For this, we shall have to probe into the histories of

Afganistan, Bactria and Khojan and Tibet, the countries which

are situated on the borders of India. Of these four countries,

Afganistan and Bactria were under the rule of the first three

powers stated in the table, upto B. C. 75, thus excluding any

possibility of the Kudins having established their power there.

Let us then turn to the two remaining countries, namely, Khotan

and Tibet. A historian states^^:
—

“Hindu Puranas call them (Kusha-

Tochari people) Tushars or Tukharas®®; of the 13 or 14 Tushara

kings, we know the names of only four:—Kanishka, Huvishka,

Juska and Vasudev or Vasushka.” Mr. Vincent Smith*® says:

—

“Formation of five Yue-Chi principalities including Kushan and

Bamiah... consolidation of the above five kingdoms into one Kushan

empire under Kadaphisis I.” This statement of Mr. Vincent Smith

clearly gives us to understand that at first the Yue-Chi race was

sub-divided into five parts, of which two were Ku^ans and Bamiyah,

and that in course of time these five sub-races united themselves

(27) H. H. pp. 633.

(28) As the names Kanifka, HnviSka etc. etc. are stated here, there remains

no doubt about the identity between Kusans and Tusars.

(29) Vide pp. 293 of E. H. I. 4th edition,

2
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and established a powerful empire, with Kadaphisis at the head.

Thus, we get some idea of the origin of the Kusans and of the

names of some of their kings. We, however, do not get any definite

information, whether these princes succeeded one another one after

the other, or whether any time intervened between them. In

connection with this, Mr. Vincent Smith says;
—

“Destruction of

Indo-Parthian power and gradual conquest of north India by

Kadaphasis KadaphasisI died, & accession of Kadaphasis II

Kadaphasis II died in cir. B. C. 1 10 and Kanishka Kushan accession

cir. B.C. 120®® Thus we see that the first group of Kings consist-

ing of Kadaphisis I and 11 and the second group of kings consisting

of Kaniska, Juska and others, belong to the Kusana dynasty.

Probably the interval between the rules of two groups must have

been about ten years®\ Another writer®® states:- -“Kushan rule

in India (45 A. D. to 290 A. D.)=245 years : their two dynasties in

India were (1) Kadaphisis dynasty and (2) The Tochari dynasty."

We shall later on try to find out whether one group was immediately

succeeded by the other or whether there was any interval between

the two groups.

We now turn to the question of the duration of their rule.

It has been made clear in the foregoing paragraphs that their rule

must have been established in India, any time after 45 A. D., but

not before that. It was in 45 A. D. that Gondofarnes went away
to Persia. Now, it would sound quite possible that the Kusana

rule was established immediately after Gondofarnes turned his back

on India. It would not be wrong, however, to surmise that the

rule of the dynasty began about 50 A. D. The rule of the dynasty

(30) This clearly shows that there was an interval of ten years between
the two groups. If the writer, however, means B. C., he ought to have stated

the second group to have succeeded in 100 B. C. and not in 120 B. C. as

he has done. Or, he may have actually meant A. D. and not B. C. in which

case the figures given are correct. (An extract for the author quoted in the

succeeding page, confirms this latter theory).

(31) Read f. n. no. 30 gbove.

(32) H. H. pp, 649.
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ended, as one of the authors quoted above has stated, in 290 A. D.

The same author®® states:
—“The Kushanas held E. India till 280

to 290 A. D. when the Guptas overthrew them”. This statement

is confirmed by historians who tell us that the Guptas came to

India from Nepal in about 290 A. D., and conquered some portions

of northern India and of Magadh and eastern India. Chandragupta

alias Vikramaditya I, the third in the dynasty, established the

Gupta empire in 319 A. D. Mr. Vincent Smith is of the opinion that

the rule of the Kusana dynasty in India began in A. D. 120 and

ended in A. D. 260. We shall see later on that this contention

is not acceptable on many grounds. In short, the rule of dynasty

began in 50 A. D. and ended in 290 A. D. i. e. after 240 years.

We shall now try to prepare a chronological list of the rulers

of the dynasty. The Puraijas tell us that there were 13 to 14 kings

in the dynasty. Of these, we know names of

Their chronology six, four of which belong to the second group

and two to the first group. Hence the remaining

eight succeeded Vasudev, whose name is stated as the last of the

first six kings. The founder of the dynasty was Kadaphisis I.

Mr. Vincent Smith also has called the last eight as “Later Kushan

Kings”. Hence, according to him,®* the following is the table of

Kusana kings;

—

(1) Kadaphisis I (cir.) 40 A.D. 78 A. D. 38 years.

(2) Kadaphisis II (cir.) 78 „ 110 „ 32 M

Interregnum 110 „ 120 ,.
10

tl

(3) Kaniska 120 „ 160 „ 40 h

(4) Huviska 160 „ 182 „ 22 >i

(5) Vasudev 182 ., 220 „ 38 ft

(6) Other kings 220 „ 260 „ 40
tt

The author of Rajatarangiiji®® and the author of “Maurya

Samrajya ka Itihas” have stated the chronology in the following

(33) H. H, pp. 658.

(34) E. H. I. 4th edi. pp. 293.

(35) Rajataiangi?!. Tara^ I, para. )'4, pp.
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manner:—(1) Kadaphisis I; (2) Kadaphisis II; (3) Huviskaj (4)

Juska; (5) Kaniska and (6) Vasudev.

Both Mr. Vincent Smith and the author of Rajatarahgini hold

considerable sway over the students of history as far as the

authenticity of the details given by them is concerned. This much,

however, may be reasonably stated about the author of Raja-

tarangiiji, that he being a native of Kasmir and a writer of old

times, his account of the kings of Kasmir—and the Kusans were

one of the dynasties that ruled over Kasmir—may be considered

more authentic than that given by Mr. Vincent Smith. Again, he

is supported by the author of “Maurya Samrajya ka Itihas®®,

though we must also admit that Mr. Vincent Smith is supported by

the author of “Hindu History”. Curious as it is, however, it must

be noted that Mr. Smith contradicts himself in another book of

his
—

“Mathura and Its Antiquities”—in which he states®^:
—

“Six

bases of Buddha statues inscribed and dated in the regnal years

of the Indo-Scythian rulers Huvishka, Kanishka and Vasudev”.

Thus, -Mr. Smith is not sure whether Kaniska was the predecessor

of Huviska or vice versa. The same thing has happened in the

case of the author of the Hindu History, who says on pp. 656:

—

“Kanishka who was probably succeeded by one Vasishka”; and who

again states on pp. 658:
—

“Kanishka was succeeded by Juska,®®

about whom we know very little”. The authors of Rajatarahgini

and of “Maurya Samrajya ka Itihas” do not thus contradict them-

selves, and hence should be considered more authoritative. Mr.

Smith, however, is an acute student of oriental history, and his

statements are based on the irrefutable evidence of inscriptions.

Hence, it would not be proper to set them aside as incredible.

Hence, in order to find out a via media between these two authorities,

we might suggest the following solutions:

—

(a) There were two Kaniskas instead of one; one of them was
succeeded by Huviska and the other was succeeded by Vasudev.

(36) M. S. I. pp. 654.

(37) Vide the same book, printed at Allahabad in 1901, pp. 3.

(38) By Ju?ka, he really means Havi?ka, because the account giVen on

t>p» 656 to 658, refers to HUvifka.
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(b) Juska may be taken as another name for Huviska®*; or

he may be placed between the two pairs, and thus we might

have:—Kaniska, Huviska, Juska; Kaniska; and Vasudev as the

order of succession.

Of course, these are only tentative solutions which have yet

to be proved on the basis of reliable evidence. The chronological

list, based on the authority of the author of Rajatarahgini, is as

follows:—(1) Kadaphisis I; (2) Kadaphisis II or Vima Kadaphisis;

(3) Kaniska; (4) Juska; (5) Kaniska; (6) Vasudev and then seven

or eight kings whose names are not yet known. This list may be

accepted as the most reliable one, as long as we cannot arrange

another on the basis of sound facts.

(1) On pp. 162 of “Kharosthi Inscriptions” by Sten Konow,

it has been stated in connection with the inscription near the

village named Ara‘
—“Maharajasya Raiatiraiasya

acceptance of the
Devputrasya Kaisarasya Vazeskasya Putrasya

above given list and Kaniskasya”a‘‘Of Kaniska, the son Kaisara

their solutions Vazeska^® Emperor Devaputra”. In the list

given in the above paragraph, we find, on the

other hand, the following order of succession : No. 3 Kaniska;

No. 4 Juska; No. 5 Kaniska. This means that the second Kaniska

must either have been the son of Juska or related to him in some

other way. If we accept the relation of father and son between

them, then, as Juska is considered to be but another name of

Huviska*\ it follows that Kaniska was the son of Huviska and

not of Vasiska as stated in the extract from the inscription, quoted

above. If we accept any other relation between them, then the

question will be:
—“Who was Vasiska, whose name is stated in

the inscription referred to above ? and why has his name not been

included in the list by the author of Rajatarangii?i ? ( Is it possible

(39) See f. n. no. 38 above.

(40) It follows that Kaisar was another name of Vaze§ka. Cf. this with

the account of Kanifka II in the succeeding chapter.

(41) See h n. no. 38 above.
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that Juska, Huviska and Vasiska were the names of one and the

same individual?)

(2) In the chronological list mostly accepted for the Ku^ana

dynasty, Kaniska has been stated as the successor of Kadaphisis II.

This makes it possible that the relation between them must have

been that of father and son. This also gives rise to difficulties

similar to those stated in No. I. «

(3) In the Ara inscription, referred to in No. 1 above, Vasiska

seems to have connected with his name the title “Emperor”. This

shows that he was a regular kmg and as such, his name should

be included in the chronological list of the Ku^ans.

(4) An inspection of all the rock-inscriptions of Kaniska makes

it clear that number 3 has been the smallest number connected

with his name*'"'; and sixty is the largest number connected with

his name*®. This shows that Kaniska was at least on the throne

for 57 years**. A glance at the dynastic list of the Ku^ans will

show that no king of that dynasty ruled for more than 40 years.

It is possible that Kaniska might have been appointed as a minor

and with some one as the regent.

(5) If we study the inscriptions in which the names of

Ku^ana kings are mentioned, we find a different story about

their order of succession and chronology. The time of Huviska*®

is included in the 57 years stated for Kaniska in No. 4. Again
Huviska is also described as an “Emperor” in these inscriptions,

showing that he was also a regular Kusana king and that he

(42) 0. H. I. pp. 131, see the inscription of Sarnath.

(43) O. H. I. pp. 131, see the inscription of Mathura,

(44) Nos. 41 and 60 are also found in the inscriptions of Kanifka, bearing

the title 'Emperor”. Similarly nos. 33 to 60 ate connected with the name
of Huviska. (See f. n. nos. 45 and 46 below).

(45) O. H. I. pp. 139, about which, Mr. Vincent Smith states in 'Mathura

hnd Its Antiquities :
—

“Huvishka’s years overlap those of his predecessor from

the year 33 to the year 60 of Kanishka's regnal era”.

Read f. n. no. 46 below.
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cannot be set aside as a mere general of Kani^ka*®. How to

find a solution to the difficulty is a great puzzle.

(6) The dates of Vasiska and Kaniska are also found to

overlap one another.* ^ Vasiska, as we have already seen, is also

described as “Emperor”*®

A solution to all these difficulties would be to arrange the

order of succesion which is at the end of pp. 12. An article in a

journal lent much colour to this view.*®

We now turn to arranging the chronological list of the

Kusans. We start with the year in which Kaniska 1 ascended

the throne. We have shown above®® that he came to the throne

in 103 A. D.

We know that two kings preceded him. Kadaphisis I, first

established his power over a region on the other side of the

Hindukul®^ He was the first Kusana chief,

A chronological list We have stated in Vol. Ill, that Gogdofarnes
of the Kusans left India for good in A. D. 45, in order to

occupy the Persian throne, which had fallen

vacant at the time®*. Hence up to 45 A. D. GondofSrnes was

(46) See the inscription of Varadak. no. 51 is stated there; no. 60 is

stated in the inscription of Mathura.

Cf> f. n. nos. 44 and 45 above.

(47) Cf. f. n. no. 48 below.

(48) Comparing the details given in?—(a) the inscription of Ara referred

to in no. I above; (b) no. 24 in the inscription of Isapur; (c) no. 28 in the

inscription of Sahchl (though the name “Vazeska” is only half-mentioned

there); and (d) no* 28 in the inscription of Mathura, we find that all these

dates are included in nos. 3 to 60 of Kaniska.

(49) Vide “Sudha”, a Hindi Journal, V. E. 1990, Margasirsa number,

“Mathura ka Yagniya Stambha”; by Mr. Vasudev Sara? Agraval, M. A.| LL. B.

I am not quite definite about the number of pages, as I came across a very

soiled copy of the journal.

(50) Vide pp. 448, vol. III.

(51) Read the paragraph above, about the Aryan origin of the Hugs

gnd Ku^ns.

(52) Vide his account in vol. 1II|
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the master and ruler of the Punjab, Afganistan, and all the

regions situated between Sursen and Persia. Hence the power of

the Kusans was established over India, any time between 45

A. D. and 103 A. D.

Most historians agree that Kadaphisis I ruled for 40 years

and Kadaphisis II ruled for 32 years. It often happens, however,

that the view of the majority is not always the correct view,

unless it is based on the evidence of coins and inscriptions®®.

The dates given, above have no such foundation; though we

accept them for the present. Some historians are of the

opinion that there was an interval of ten years between the

death of Kadaphisis II and the accession of Kaniska I®*. This

means that Kadaphisis must have established his power in India

between 82 years and 103 A. D., the year in which Kaniska I came

to the throne. So fas as my information goes, however Kadaphisis

II was immediately succeeded by Kaniska I, and that there was

no interval there. This theory is supported by the following facts:

An idol of Kadaphisis II, represented as sitting on a throne has

been found out in a village named Maf which is 14 miles away
from Mathura*®, thus making it clear that that region was

under his rule.*® Again the idol of Kaniska and of Chasthaii®^ has

been found out in the same region. This shows that Kaniska I

(53) Scholars are unanimous about many points in the lives of Asoka
and Ftiyadarsin. As evidence based on coins and inscriptions, however, is

wanting, we cannot be definite about those theories inspite of the unanimity

among scholars. Hence, when such evidence is found out, these theories are

disproved. (Vide vol. II, the account of the Maurya dynasty).

(54) See the dynastic list on pp. 11.

(55) It is proved that the power of Kadaphisis II must have extended

ppto this region only. He may not have been able to conquer Mathura. Or,

he may have died while carrying an invasion over Mathura. (Read f. n. no.

56 below; and his account given later on).

(56) It is also possible that the area of Mathura in those times must
have been very large. Mat may have been a suburb of Mathura. This, however,
is not very probable. Vide the account of KaniSka I.

(57) This proves that Cha§fhan was connected with the Kusans. Vide

chap. Ill for his exact position with them,
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was the immediate successor of Kadaphisis II, because there can

be no possibility of an interval between the two kings,—of the

kings of the same dynasty—ruling over the same region, as is

shown by their idols, unless there was an interregnum®® of foreign

rule between the two. Now, no such interval of foreign rule seems

to have followed the death of Kadaphisis. Had there been any,

the author of Rljatarangini would certainly have mentioned it.

In short, we come to the following conclusion regarding the dates

of first two Ku^ana kings:

—

(1) Kadaphisis I, 40 years A. D. 31 to A. D. 7l“®.

(2) Kadaphisis II, 32 years A. D. 71 to A. D. 103.

Now, we turn to the dates of the kings of the second group.

In the inscriptions of Kaniska the following numbers are stated:

—

No. 3 in Sarnath; no. 9 in Mathura; no. 18 in Manikyal; no. 41

in Arl. As regards the dates of Vasiska, we find no. 24 in Isapur

and no. 28 in Sahchi (?) and no. 29 in Mathura. The least no.

for Vasiska, being 24, and he being the immediate successor of

Kaniska, and he having connected the title “Emperor” with his

name in the inscriptions, we come to the conclusion that Vasiska

came to the throne in the 24th year of the Kusana era, which

was started by Kaniska in the year in which he came to the

throne. Hence Kaniska I must have ruled for 23 years, and no.

41 in the Ara inscription referred to above, must be taken in

connection with Kaniska II. Vasiska must have ruled from 24 to

29, i. e. for six years®”.

We now turn to the remaining kings. In the inscriptions of

Huviska we find the following numbers:—No. 33 in Mathurl; no.

51 in Vardak; and no. 60 in Mathura. Of these the last two are

connected with the title “Emperor”, while the first has no such

(58) Vide pp. 345 of vol. Ill for similar events.

(59) J. I. H. Q. Vol. XII. Prof. Sten Konow, pp. 29:
—

“Kujula Kadphesis

must have been a young man in A. D. 45. (N. B. He is of the opinion that

he was born earlier than A. D. 15).

(60) A doubt is raised on account of one inscription; it does not seem,

however, to be of much importance. Read f. n. no* 61 below* ‘

3
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title connected with it®^. This shows that Huviska bore no title

from 29 to 33 and that he bore the title “Emperor” at least from

51 to 60. We cannot say exactly when he assumed that title

between 33 and 51. In connection with Kaniska the second, we find

that the title “Emperor” is connected with his name in 41 in the

Afa inscription and 60 in the Mathura inscription. This means

that Kaniska II must have assumed the title “Emperor” at least

in 40®*. Thus Huviska ruled from 40 to 60 and was without any

title from 29 to 40. Again Kaniska II ruled from 40 to 60 at

least. We will show in his account that he ruled upto 95, because

an inscription has been found out from Mathura bearing no. 98

and the name of Vasudev, the successor of Kaniska II. Again,

there ate reasons to believe that this inscription was carved a

short time after his accession to the throne. He may have ascended

the throne in 93, and many scholars hold the opinion that he

ruled for 38 years. Thus Kaniska II ruled from 40 to 93 = 53

years, and Vasudev ruled from 93 to 131 = 38 years. Seven or

eight kings succeeded Vasudev, but we do not have any information

about the durations of their reigns. It has been proved that the

Guptas defeated the Kagans and established their own empire

over the same territory. The Gupta dynasty is proved to have

begun to rule from A. D. 275 to A. D. 290, which gives us to

understand that the Kusana dynasty ended in about 280 A. D.

( i. e. 177th year of the Kusana era. The last seven or eight kings

ruled for 46 years in the aggregate.

Below is given a proved chronological list of the Kusana kings:

—

(61) It is said that an inscription has been found out mentioning no> 28

with Huviska bearing the title “Emperor’*. This is not possible because in

a Mathura inscription no. 29 is distinctly connected with Vasi§ka bearing the

title “Emperor”.

(62) Upto this time, the whole territory was under the power of one ruler,

who called himself Emperor". From hence, the territory was divided into

two parts, under the powers of two difierent rulers. Huviska had very small

territory under his power, while Kaniska II had a very large one. Hence he
also assumed the title “Empetot”.
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A. D. A. D. Years Kus&na era

(1) Kadaphisis 31 to 71 = 40 —
(2) Kadaphisis II 71 to 103 = 32 — —
(3) Kaniska I 103 to 126 = 23 1 to 23

(4) Vasiska 126 to 132 = 6 23 to 29

(5) Huviska

without the title 132 to 143 = 11®* 29 to 40

Emperor®® 143 to 163 = 20 40 to 60

(6) Kaniska II 132 to 143 = 11®®

143 to 196 = 53 40 to 93

(7) Vasudev 196 to 234 = 38 93 to 131

(8-14) Seven kings 234 to 280 = 46 131 to 177

249

Thus the rule of the Kusana dynasty lasted for about 249

years. There were 14 kings in the line. During the years 40 to

60 two kings held the title “Emperor”.

When emperor Priyadariin visited Nepal, he also invaded

Tibet and conquered it. He had appointed his son as the ruler

there. On his return journey, he conquered

Khotan also and included it within the kingdom

of his son. Then he conquered Kasmir®^ and

appointed his son J^auk as the ruler there. All these things have

More details about

Kusana race

(63) We have here stated that Ka^phisis I ruled for 40 years and

Kadaphisis II ruled for 32 years. We can, however, interchange these numbets«

The matter is discussed in details in the account of Ka^aphisis II.

(64) Read f. n. no. 65 for details as to who was “Emperor” for these

11 years.

(65) Vide the account of Kanifka for his position during the rule of

Huviska for 11 years.

(66) For an explanation of this, vide the account of Huvifka. It is explained

there, why from 1 43 to 163, two kings simultaneously held the title “Emperor”,

and why the author of Rajatarangiiji has mentioned the name of JuSka separately.

(67) The author of Rajatarangini states that K^mir was inhabited by

.the Mlechchhas at this time. (Vol. I, verse 107, which is quoted in our vol. 11,

pp. 361). The translation is, ‘'As the countries were overrun by the Mlechcfabag

etc.” [N. B, A Mlechchha means a non-Aryan.) .
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been told in details in vol. II, where his account is given. Thus

these regions had become the homes of Samvriji-Lichchhavi ksatriyas.

This was the first instance of the Aryans emigrating to foreign

countries. One historian®®, however, says:—“The connection of

Asoka with the ancient Khotan kingdom, appears to have been

close®®. It is said that Asoka had banished some nobles of Taxilla

to the north of the Himalayas as a punishment for their complicity

in the wrongful blinding of Kunala. One of the nobles was elected

king who reigned till he was defeated by a Chinese rival”. No

doubt the historian differs from our point of view. The extract is,

however, quoted to shed some light on the time of Priyadarsin

and on the Chinese rival^®. We have proved in vol. II that by

“Asoka” in the above extract, the writer really means “Priyadarsin”.

It is possible that the Kunal-incident may have been incorporated

in order to provide some reason for Asoka’s son going there,

because Kuijal lost his eyes in Avanti of which he was the governor.

Hence the persons who might have been guilty of complicity in

the crime of KuuH’s blindness, must have belonged to Avanti, and

not to Taksilla *
. Again, no shred of historical evidence can be

brought forward to prove that Kunal ever visited either the Punjab

Sometimes the term “Yavan” is mixed with the term “Javan” and thus

confusion becomes worse confounded. Read vol. Ill, pp. 101, f. n. no. 1 in

this connection, and also pp. 103 of the same volume. Hence by "Mlechchha",

the author of Rajatarangini means “Yavanas”. These Yavans (Greek) and

Yonas (Bactrians) had different civilization from the Aryan one at that time.

The people of Turkey (Central Asia) and of Khotan had civilization akin to

the Aryan one. Hence the author of Rajatarangini has considered them to be
Aryans. The Kusans, though they are considered foreigners in a way, were

Aryans from the view-point of civilization, and followed a religion which had

much of Aryan culture in it. (Cha?than was closely connected with them. We
.shall discuss it later on).

(68) H. H. pp, 530 by Mazmudar.

(69) Cf. f. n. no. 71 below.

(70) It may be possible that this Chinese chief might have defeated

Damodar, the son of Jalauk or any descendant of Damodar. (F. n. no. 71 below).
# I have now come across a reading where Taksilla is said to have been

another name for Avanti. [ Vaijayanti (A Budha dictionary) pp. 156 ].
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or Taksilla. Hence the possibility of the people of Taksilla migrating

to Tibet or Khotan is very remote. For our purposes, however,

it is enough to state that some Aryan tribes migrated to Khotan'^

'

during the rule of Priyadarsin. Shortly after this hordes of U-ci

people of the Chinese origin^'^ also over-flooded Khotan, and

began to establish and consolidate their power over Khotan and

Tibet. Hence Khotan became conglomeration of five different races:

—

(1) U-ci of China; (2) The natives of Khotan; (3) The Tusars^®

who came from central Asia and to which Kadaphisis belonged;

(4) The Lichchhavi ksatnyas who had emigrated from India;

(5) The Mlechchhas of Kasmir'^* whom some have mistakenly

called Javanas’®. A Tusara chief, by name Kadaphisis, united these

five races and established his power over the whole region^®. This

makes it clear that most of the subjects of Kadaphisis were of

Aryan origin. Indeed the Mlechchhas were the only non-Aryans^

(71) Cf. f. n. no. 69 above.

(72) Cf. f. n. no. 70 above. VVe have stated m vol. Ill, pp. 96 that the

portion which was advancing eastwards was obstructed by sea on that side,

and so turned westwards and came into contact with the races who had settled

in Khotan. The U-cis seem to have originated from this contact.

(73) Pp. 10, f. n. no. 32. Read the extract quoted there from H. H,

pp. 649.

(74) Jalauk had driven out all the Mlechchhas who bad settled there.

Some Mlechchhas had, however, settled in Bactria, and later on some of them

emigrated to Kasmir.

(75) H. H. pp. 505:
—
"The word Javana (applied to Turks or Mahomedans)

is often wrongly confounded by scholars with Yavan (the Greeks)". Vida

vol. Ill, pp. 101, f. n. no. 1.

[N. B. The Yavanas can neither be called Turks nor Mahomedans,

because Islam as a faith originated in A. D. 611.

In vol. Ilf pp. 62 and f. n. no. 54, I have suggested that there ruled a

Jaina king even in Arabia. Vide the account of Gardabhlla Vikramacaritra,

pp. 390, f. n. no. 90. It was a suggestion which might have astonished many

readers. Now all details about the Gardabhila kings are known to the readers.

It will also be proved that the Kusana kings were not only Aryans but Jains. ]

(76) Vide vol. Ill, pp. 263.

(77) Read £• n. no. 75 and especially the note by me.
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The remaining races hailed from areas which were situated in

Jambudwip.

In a way, we can affirm that Kadaphisis I has not ruled over

in any part in India. We have thought it proper to give some

details about him because:—(1) He was the founder of the dynasty

and (2) his coins are found in the Punjab.

The Kusans as well as the Huns, whose chiefs named Tormag

and Mihirkiil have become famous in history, came to India from

the other side of the Himalayas. The Huns
The relation between , . . ,... ^ being natives of hilly regions were white in
Kadaphisis 1 and the ^

,

Kudina dynasty
complexion. The Kusans also hailed from cold,

hilly regions, and were probably of a fair

complexion. As scanty information is available about both the races

it was commonly believed by scholars that they were two branches

of the same family or that they were closely connected with each

other. On further study of facts regarding them, we find that these

two races had very little connection with each other. We have

already given details about the main characteristics of the Huij

race in vol. III. We have now at our disposal the coins of Kusana

chiefs also. These coins bear their portrait-heads. A scrutiny of

these coins will convince us that the Kusans had little in common
'with the Huns.

Who were, then, Kusans ? We have said that a certain Kusana

chief united five different races that dwelt in Khotan and established

his power over them. It should be noted, however, that none of

those five races bears the name Kusan. Scholars have advanced

no reason why that chief was called a Kusan ?

This question necessarily requires further investigation. An
idol of Vem alias Kadaphisis II has been found out in Mat, a

village near Mathura. The following words are inscribed on it:—
“Maharaj Rajatiraj Devaputra Kusan-putra Sahivem”. This means
that Vem calls himself the son of Kusan. This does not necessarily

mean that he belonged to the Kusana race. We can deduce the

meaning that his father s name was Kusan, whom we recognize

as Kadaphisis I. If it is definitely proved that his name was Ku^an,
it would not be unreasonable to come to the conclusion that the
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name of the dynasty originated from him, he being the founder

of the dynasty. This makes it clear that Kusan is the name of

an individual and of a dynasty, but not of a race, the name of

which we may take to have been “Tusar” for the present. So

many dynasties have derived their names from that of their founders.

The Si^unaga dynasty owes its name to its founder, king Si^unag,

and so do the Nanda, the Gardabhila and many other dynasties.

This theory is supported by Sir Cunningham'^®, who states that

on the coins of Kadaphisis, there are the words “Kujul Kadaphisis”.

The term Kujul’® is of KharosthI origin, and the Greek equivalent

to it is Kozolo, which means a Ksatrap. Thus Kadaphisis was a

Ksatrap of some emperor. A glance at the account of Kadaphisis,

given later on, will convince the reader of the truth of the theory.

Probably the Kuslna chief was a general of some powerful

Chinese emperor®®.

Let us now turn to a study of his coins. We are not yet

certain whether his power was established over the Punjab or not.

Of course, his coins are being found out there, but this cannot

be a certainty of his having ruled over it, because his son who

established his power over the Punjab, may have put his father’s

coins into circulation®^. Mr. Mazmudar, on the authority of the

Puraijas, comes to the conclusion that Kadaphisis I did not rule

over any part of India. He says®®:
—
“The Puranas mention 8

Greek rulers of India”. This statement seems to have"been made

in connection with the time when the Mauryan empire fell and

the Shungas established their power over Avanti. Hence the term

“Greek” means all foreign rulers. The eight rulers in question may

have been:—(1) Demetrius, the son of Euthidemos, who though

he invaded India did not settle here like his son. (2) Menander;

(78) Vol. II, pp. 120, coin no. 85.

(79) I. H. Q. vol. XII, pp. 27.

(80) F.n. no. 68 above, “He was defeated by a Chinese rival”.

(81) Read details about his coins (Vol. H, PP- 120, coin no. 85). It becomes

clear from that, that his kingdom extended upto Kabul.

(82) H. H. pp. 552,
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then five Indo-Parthian chiefs, namely, (3) Moses; (4) Aziz I;

(5) Azilizes; (6) Aziz II; (7) Gondofarnes; and (8) Vem Kadaphisis,

who ruled in India for several years. His descendants did rule in

India, but as they adopted Indian names, they are not considered

as foreigners. We may note that in the list of eight foreign kings,

given above, there is no mention of Kadaphisis I. All these kings

lead us to the conclusion that Kadaphisis did not rule in India

any time.

The rule of the Indo-Parthian emperor Gondofarnes ended in

45-46 A. D. in India®® (vide vol. III). Kadaphisis I, on the other

hand, came to the throne in 31 A. D. as we have already seen.

His reign ended in 71 A. D. (pp. 17 above). Hence the possibility

of Kadaphisis I having ruled over India is very remote, because

a foreigner like him could not have so soon established himself

on the throne left vacant by Gondofarnes. Circumstances, on the

contrary, point to the possibility of Gondofarnes having left India

only after making proper arrangements for the protection of his

Indian dominions and to his having defeated Kadaphisis in an

encounter. (Vol. Ill, pp. 263). The names of Ksatrapas found out

from Mathura—the names which scholars think to be of Parthian

origin®* seem to be those of the Ksatrapas appointed by these

Persian emperors. These names are three or four in number, and

(83) H. H. pp. 647;—He died about 60 A. D. This shows that he remained
on the Persian throne for 15 years after he left India. For these fifteen years

at least, his hold over his Indian dominions must have been firm. Vide vol.

Ill, pp. 263, f. n. no. 65.

(84) C. A. I. (C. J. Brown, M. A., London, 1922). “The deposition of

Pecores, successor of Gondophatnes to the Pahlva kingdom of Taxilla, must
have taken place between the years A. D. 45 and 64, and was effected by
Vima Kadphases, the second Kushan king*’. This extract makes it clear that

it was Vima Kadaphisis who achieved the conquest of the Punjab and that

after the departure of Gondofarnes, his governors managed his Indian domi-
nions. These governors have been mistakenly believed to have been independent
rulers by some scholars. The Bactrian chiefs, Demetrius and Menander had

also appointed governors in various provinces. No doubt, some of them did

try to establish independent power. (Vol. Ill for details).
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hence the Ksatraps bearing these names must have ruled at least

for 25 to 30 years in the aggregate. Hence we conclude that

Kadaphisis never set his foot in India.

So long as we do not get any conclusive piece of evidence to the

contrary, we cannot accept Kadaphisis I as the ruler of the Punjab.

For the present, therefore, we shall treat him as a foreign®* prince.

We have stated in Vol. Ill, that after the death of Alexander

the great, Seleucus Necator and other Greek®® chiefs usurped

parts of his empire. The Yonas, a mixed branch of the Greeks,

became masters of Bactria.®’. When their power declined, some

of the Bactrian territory was annexed by the Persian emperors

to their kingdom, and Moses was appointed as the governor over

that portion. The eastern part of Bactria was invaded by a new

race which had emigrated from eastern China. We do not know

the name of the chief of this race. It is, however, probable, that

a descendant of this chief, a hundred years later, appointed Kada-

phisis I as one of his governors. He established his power®® over

the five different races that dwelt in that region at that time. He

also conquered Balkh and Bokhara, and being a brave adventurer,

annexed some portion of Afganistan also. A historian says®®

about him:
—

“ His empire extended from the frontiers of Persia

to the Indus (?) and included the kingdoms of Bokharl and

Afganistan. He died at the age of 80, after a vigorous reign.
”

He ruled for 32 years from 71 A. D. to 103 A. D. (pp. 17).

Of these 32 years, for the first 10 or 11 years he ruled outside

(85) H. H. pp. 505:—“The Greeks were Aryan colonists of the Mediterranean

islands, called the lonians. The Hindu tradition makes them of Hindu origin,

being the descendants of Turvasu, a rebellious son of Yayati. It is said that

these Yavanas gradually marched towards the West. Greek Ionian and Hindu

Yavan is the same word”.

Cf. vol. Ill, pp. 236, where is given a comparison between the words of

Greek and Persian origins.

(86) Read f. n. no. 85 above.

(87) For the distinction between Yona and Yavana, vide vol. Hi the

account of Priyadarsin. Vol. III» pp. 101 & seq.

(88) Pp. 21 above.

(89) H. H. pp. 650-651.

4
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India. For the rest of time, he ruled in India and held the title

.. ^ A “Emperor”. Hence his account should have been

included in the next chapter, which contains an

account of Ku^ana kings who ruled over India. His successor Kaniska,

however, started the Kusana era. So, a distinct period begins in the

rule of the dynasty with the accession of Kaniska I. That is the

reason, why the account of Kadaphisis II is given in this chapter.

Vem Kadaphisis was brave and adventurous like his father. He
ruled for 32 years and died at the age of 80. A writer, however®®,

quotes Cunningham as follows:
—“Cunningham gives 35 to 40 years’

long®' and victorious reign to this monarch.” We have given

below reasons why we differ from Sir Cunningham in this matter.

The Gardabhila king, Vikramacharitra (Vol. Ill, pp. 336) ruled

for 40 years from A. D. 53 to 93. He had conquered all the provinces

including Kasmir, and had appointed Mantrigupta as the governor

there. (Vol. Ill, pp. 389). This means that upto 93 A. D. Vem Kada-

phisis must have remained outside India, either for 22 years after his

accession to the throne, if we accept that his reign lasted for 32 years,

or for 30 years, if we accept that his reign lasted for 40 years. We
know that his father’s kingdom extended upto Kabul. Hence, he also

must have limited himself upto Kabul for a number of years after

his accession. If we can find out, for how many years he thus

confined himself within the limits of his father’s kingdom, we

®ight get a clue to the solution of the problem at hand. In this

connection, a writer®* says:
—

“ It is stated in the inscription near

the village named Khalatsa, which is in the vicinity of Ladakh,

that emperor Vem Kadaphisis lived in the year 187.” This means
that at that time Vem Kadaphisis called himself Emperor®®. The
number of the year shows that he had not started his own era,

but that he had adopted the era of some one, either an honoured

(90) H. H, pp. 652,

(91) Read f. n. no. 63 above.

(92) Read “Sudha" a journal published in northern India. V. E. 1990,

MargMitfa number, pp. 5. The article is written by Mr. Vasudev Sara®
Agraval, M. A., LL. B. “Mathura ka Yagniya Stambha”.

(93) Vol. II, coiq no. ^6. There also we find him holding the title “Emperor",
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ancestor or a greater king, under whose vassalage he must have
been®*. Now the number does not seem to refer to any honoured

ancestor in the dynasty, because it was his father who started

the dynasty, not more than 60 to 70 years ago. Hence the only

conclusion to which we can come is, that the number must have

belonged to the era of a ruler under whose tutelage Kadaphisis

II was. We have already stated above, that his father had esta-

blished his power over the five races in a territory, which was a

portion of the dwindling Bactrian empire, a portion of which was

annexed by the Persian emperor, who had appointed Moses as

governor over it. The eastern portion of the same empire was

conquered by a general of Chinese origin. All these events took

place in about B. C. 110 to 115 ( Vol. Ill, pp. 314 ). If we add

187 to this year, we come to A. D. 77 in which year, in all

probability, Vem Kadaphisis II was on the throne in India. This

means, that if we accept the 40 year theory, he got the region

under his power in the 14th year of his reign, and that if we

accept the 32 year theory, he got the region under his power in

the 6th year of his reign. On the other hand, it is stated in the

Oxford History of India, pp. 146 that during the 9th year of his

reign he requested the Chinese emperor to marry his daughter

with him. Probably the Chinese emperor took offence at the

request, which he took as insulting because it came from a man

whose father and who himself were under tutelage, and challenged

him to war.®® The Chinese general inflicted a severe defeat on

Kadaphisis, who lost nearly 70000 men in the battle®®. From that

time Kadaphisis never dared to lift his head against China. He

had also to cede his foreign territories like Khotan. We should

note here that this war with China took place in the 9th year

of his reign. But when we find him using the very Chinese era

(94) Scholars have given this number an altogether different interpretation!

In the same way no. 78 in a Taksilla inscription which really belongs to

KSatrap Patik, has been believed by them to have belonged to Moses and

thus an entirely false interpretation is put on the event. Vol. Ill, pp. 187.

(95) Cf. f. n. no. 96 below.

(96) Bha. Sam. Itihas, pp. 231. *'Ue lost 70000 men". H. H. pp. 651,
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in the inscription referred to above, we have to come to the

conclusion that his relations with the Chinese emperor were all

right, upto the year of that inscription. Hence, the date of the

inscription must have been prior to the date of his war against

the Chinese emperor. This leads us to the conclusion that the

inscription must have been prepared during the 6th year of his

reign and not during the 14th, which proves that he must have

ascended the throne in 71 A. D. and must have ruled for 32

years. ( pp. 19, f. n. 63 ).

The details given above, show that he had conquered a vast

territory by his own valour and being proud of his achievements,

he had the effrontery to request his suzerain to allow him to marry

his daughter®’. From that time onwards he directed his attention

to consolidating his power in India.

After his war with China, he seems to have spent his time

in comparative ease and quiet. During these years of respite, he

gradually brought the Punjab and Kasmir under his power. Sir

John Marshel®® holds the opinion that the Ku^ans obtained

Taxilla in 60. Prof. Stein Konow®®, on the other hand, says, “ Sir-

kap^®" (the capital of Khaharatas, Saka and Parthian rulers of

Taxilla pp. 2) was sacked by Kushans about 70." These two

extracts give us to understand that Taxilla was probably conquered

in 60 A. D. and sacked in 70^®^ This number 70 represents the

^aka era which is believed to have been started in 78 A. D., which

was then current in northern India and which we shall later call

the Kusana era. We shall, however, prove later on, that this era

was started in 103 A. D. Hence Taxilla must have been sacked

in 70+25=95 A. D. We have already shown that Mantrigupta, the

governor appointed by the Gardabhila king over Kasmir, ruled

in the province upto 93 A. D. Evidently, at the end of the rule

of Mantrigupta in 93 A, D., Vem Kadaphisis invaded India and

(97) No doubt the Emperor was very angry at the effrontery.

(98) E. H. I. Smith, edi. 4th. pp. 272, f. n. there.

(99) J. I. H. Q. vol. XII, pp. 32.

(100) J. I. H. Q. vol, XII, pp. 2.

(101) We have given quite a different account of the destruction of TakSfllS,
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conquered the Punjab and Kasmir. Then he tried to extend his

kingdom step by step, and found his progress smooth, because the

two successors of Vikramacharitra were very weak. It is said

about him.i°®:
—

“ Kadaphisis next attacked India. All north-west

India, as far as Benares (except perhaps Sind) passed to him.”

It is doubtful whether he came as far as Benares. Possibly his

territory extended upto Mathura, fourteen miles away from which

in a village near Mat, an idol of his, has been excavated. Probably

he did not attack Mathura proper also^“®. Had he done so,

some idol or other relic of his would have been found there too.

Again, the Kusana era was begun during the reign of his successor.

This probably means that it was his successor, who became the

master of Mathura. It might be argued that Mat may have been

a suburb of Mathura, in which case it must be admitted that he

had conquered Mathurl^"*. It may also be said that an idol of

his might have been set up at Mlt, because his death must have

taken place there. His defeat by the Chinese emperor might have

caused him to drop all idea of starting an era—if indeed, any

such idea he had. Any way, it is quite certain that the Kusana

era was not started during his time. It may be argued that the

era was started during his reign, if we take it for granted that

he had conquered Mathura. All circumstances, however, point to

the conclusion that the era was started by his successor and its

dating began with the year in which he ascended the throne. Why
did not Kaniska, it may well be asked, not begin the dating of

the era, from the year in which his father ascended the throne ?

In answer to this may be pointed out the definite fact, that the

era was not started during the reign of Kadaphisis II, who had

not advanced upto Mathura, not to talk of Benares.

(102) H. H. pp. 652.

(103) Avantl was the centre of attraction in central India. Similarly

Mathura was the centre of attraction in northern India. That was the reason

Why foreign invaders like Nahapan and Chastha? called themselves kings and

started their eras only after achieving the conquest of Avantl. Of course, they

dated the eras with year in which founders of their dynasties ascended the throne.

(104) This makes it clear that Mat was not a suburb of Mathura but

a separate village.



Chapter II

The Kusana Dynasty (Contd.)

Synopsis:—(7) Kaniska /—he was the first in the Kuiana

dynasty to assume the title “King”, causes for this—Hts relations

With Vem—His conquests and the extent of his territory—His

policy, family and life—His religion and some details of his life

in relation to it—Quotations from scholars about the spread of

Buddhism—Eight noteworthy points about the Kusans—Three of

them discussed in this chapter and the rest elsewhere—Distinction

between Aryans and non-Aryans in reference to Kuians.

(2) Vajeska, Jeska, Juska—An account of his life.

(3) Huvtska, Huska—Some dijficuUtes in connection with him

and their solutions—His life and his relations with his family.

(4) Kaniska II—A description of social and rdigious events

that took place in his reign—His name and his life—A comparative

study of the two Kaniskas.

(5) Vasudev I—Religious revolution during his time.

{fi-13) The end of the dynasty-'Causes of its downfall.
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(1) KANISKA I

I^ni^a was the first Ku^ana ruler to establish power in India

and to occupy the Indian throne as such. He succeeded Vem
Ka^phisis. What was the relation between them ? Secondly, did

he succeed Vem immediately after the latter’s death, or did any

time pass between the death of Vem and the succession of Kaniska ?

These are the two questions we want to discuss. With regard to

the second question we have shown ( pp. 16, last line ) that the

succession took place immediately.

Let us then turn to the first question The coins of Kaniska

show that he had assumed the title “King”. We may note here

that, both Nahapan and Chasthan ( vide their accounts ) did not

assume the title King, so long as they did not conquer Avantj,

the heart of India in those times. ‘ Before the conquest of Avanti

by them, they had rested content with their original titles like

“Katrap” and ‘ Mahakatrap”. It is probable that the Kuians

followed the footsteps of their predecessors in this matter. Hence

*the cc^s of Vem Kadaphisis do not bear the title king, because

he had not been able to conquer Mathura, the centre of northern

Indian The appending or the title “King” in the coins of Kaniska

is a pointer to the fact that he must have conquered Mathura,

and that he must have started an era in commemoration of his

victory. Historians b.ave cal’ed this era the §aka era.

^holais differ as to the relations between Vem and Kaniska.

Souk hold the opinion that th-ere was no blood-relationship between

them and that there passed an interval of ten

His Klaiioas withVem years before Kaniska succeeded Vem®. ( Vide

the previous chapter and read the dynastic list

g^en tberfe) We have proved in the previous chapter that there

was Eo such interval between the two, that one immediately

(1) F« o. oa. 103 io the previsjos ^afstef,

(2) Thete are no for tliese cooteotioos* fa research

work, z bsipoltlbeds kae always to hs testoi to the of all available eviSooee*

Tbe vendd goes the va.y it ia led. Aay’ schemas of e^taMMusd tepiate propotm^iag

0ieotsff has uso eefSeoee to sttppoit, ia alwava treaded witili conndeote.
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succeeded the other. I incline to the belief that the relation between

them must have been that of father and son, because:—(1) one

immediately succeeded the other; (2) He waged a successful war

against the Chinese emperor, as if in order to take revenge on

him for the insulting defeat that he had inflicted on his predecessor.

This undoubtedly points to blood-relationship—and that too, a

close one—between them. (3) If we accept the theory that there

was an interval between the reigns of these kings, their seats of

capital must have been different. As a matter of fact however,

one had come as far as Mat, and the other right in Mathura,

—

places which are very near one another. It is argued that there

was an interval between the reigns of the two on the ground of

the time of the conquest of Kasmir. This, however, does not prove

that there was no blood-relationship between them. And all agree

on the point that both belonged to the same race. Hence they

must have been father and son.

We have stated that his reign lasted for 23 years, from 103 A. D.

to 126 A. D. It seems that he devoted all these years to conquering-

new countries®. He conquered the whole of
The extent of his western India including Sind. In this connection,

it is said by the author* of the “Cambridge

History of India”. The Siie Vihara of the 11th year of Kaniska

proves that the suzerainty of the Kushans extended to the country

of the lower Indus at this date”. The author of Hindu History

says: “ His dominions include Kabul, Kashmir, Muttra and
Magadh® (?). Practically he was the Lord Paramount in north

India”. It seems that after achieving these marvellous conquests.

Any theory coming from him is bailed as gospel truth. While, an adventurer
in the realm of history is always discredited, however sound may be the
reasons and pieces of evidence set forth by him in support of a theory,

people always look askance at him and try to cry him down. ( For details

vide the account of Chasthan),

(3) F. n. no. 12 further.

(4) Vide vol. I. pp. 703.

(5) I have not come across any piece of evidence confirming his conquest
of Magadh. Hence the mark of interrogation.
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he decided to wipe out the blot on the reputation of his dynasty

^a blot that was inflicted by the Chinese emperor. He first con-

solidated his power in Kasmir and founded there Kaniskapur after

his name. Then he seems to have passed not through the Khaiber

Pass thus avoiding the circuitous path round the Hihduku^, and
to have directly reached Tibet and Khotan. Then he conquered one

after the other provinces which were under the power of the Chinese

generals. Not only did he reconquer all the territory, lost by his

father Vem, but he also took with him to Mathura the second

son of the Chinese emperor as hostage for his good conduct. In

this connection it is stated in The Oxford History of India®:—

“He avenged his predecessor’s defeat in Chinese Turkestan”. It

is also stated by the author of “Bharat kS Samksipta Itihas”, He’

conquered the provinces of Yarkand and Khotan and took with

him the son of Chinese emperor as hostage at his court”. He
seems to have advanced still further and to have conquered the

province of Mongolia from the Chinese emperor. Hence, it is stated

by the author of Hindu History®:—“The name and fame of Kanishka

are cherished by tradition, not only in India, but also in Tibet,

China and Mongolia”. His avarice and ambition however knew no

bounds. He marched his armies further and further, till they were

tired and exhausted and till he was in all probability murdered

like Alexander the great®. It is stated in The Oxford History of

India^°:
—

“Tradition’^’- affirms that he must have been smothered

while on his last northern compaign by officers who had grown

weary of exile beyond the passes”.

(6) Ibid. pp. 103.

(7) Ibid. pp. 232.

(8) Ibid. pp. 653.

(9) Research work is about to throw entirely new light on the life of

Alexander.

(10) Ibid. pp. 130.

(11) Many scholars seem inclined to believe this tradition to bo true. It

is, however, possible and none of them might have investigated into the

authenticity of that tradition. Sometimes a tradition is historically proved to

be true.

5
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These extracts make it clear that Kaniska did not die a natural

death, but was murdered by some officer of the army, either on

the borders of China or in the intervening region. He died thus

in some foreign land, far from the seat of his capital. Had he

directed his attention towards the conquest of Avanti and other

parts of India instead of wasting ius energies in foreign countries,

he would have been indeed more successful and would have ranked

in power and fame with the emperors of Magadh. In those times,

a small chief like Chasthaii could distinguish himself if he was

valorous and determined.

We know that his territory outside India was greater than

his territory inside India. As he devoted most of his time to

conquests oftnew countries, he had little time
His policy, laifilly

details of internal administration,
and Ilf*

, ... t t

He followed, however the tradition of the

previous emperors of Magadh or of other emperors, divided his

kingdom into several provinces and appointed governors over

them. In this, he was helped by his two sons, of which Vasiska,

or Vazeska or Zeska or Juska was the elder and Huviska or

Huska was the younger. Vasiska was entrusted with all the affairs

of internal administration while he himself was away from India.

Huviska was appointed as governor of Kaimir and the surrounding

regions. Over Rajputana, (then called Madhya de^ with Madhya-

mika as its capital), was appointed a general by name Ghsamotik,

who having died during the lifetime of Kaniska, his son Chasthap

was entrusted with the same post. Of these three appointments,

the first two are supported by the writer of the Oxford History

of India. As regards the third, details are given in the next

chapter. The writer of the Oxford History^® says:
—
“Kanishka

spent most of his life, waging successful wars; whilst absent on

his distant expeditions, he left the government of the Indian

Province in the hands'® first of Vasiska'*, apparently his elder,

(12) Oxford His. of India, pp. 103.

(13) This is & result of the lack of full knowledge about his dominions.

(Read f, n. nos, 14 and 15 below). Or the book is concerned with India 'Only.'
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and then of Huviska^® apparently his younger son.
”

Thus, it seems that Kaniska spent his life in contjiipsts

and expeditions.

We now turn to some details about his family. We cannot

definitely say how long he lived. We can however come to a

tentative conclusion after a consideration of the following facts.

In the first place, his regin lasted for 23 years. Secondly, he died

far away from the seat of his capital. Thirdly, both his father

Vem, and his grandfather Kadaphisis died after becoming 80 years

old. This means that by the time of his father’s death, Kaniska’s

age must have been 40 to 45 years. Adding 23 years of reign to

this, we gather that he must have died at the age of 63 to 68.

Had he not been murdered, he must have probably lived long.

His constant expeditions, on the other hand, bespeak a younger

age. But that looking to the constitutions, climate and other

factors of those times, we might come to the conclusion that,

people in those times aged not so rapidly as we do. Hence, it fs

not unreasonable to conclude that he died at the age of about 70.

He had two sons. Vazeska the elder was probably 40 to 45

at the time of his death, while Huviska was 35 to 40.

People of our time find it difficult to grasp and admit that

in ancient times kings, appreciating the value of spiritual life,

always followed some particular religion very

devoutly. Whenever we want to find out which

religion a particular king followed, we ought

to look to his coins, inscriptions and other such materials in which

he must have left some signs and symbols of his religion. We
have already referred in the preceding chapter to all the inscrip-

tions and coins concerning Ku^wa chiefs. The main inscriptions

are at Mathura, Sanchl, Ara, Isapur, Sarnath and Vardak. Their

coins are fully described in Vol. II and 111.

His devotion

religion

(14) It is not yet commonly recognized that Vaje^ka got the throne first,

and that Huvifka was a governor at the same time.

(15) Read f, n, no. 14 above.

A glance at the accounts of Vasifka and Huvi$ka will show that tbq

terms “former” and “latter” are of no uee.
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Some pieces of sculpture have also been found out in this

connection. Many idols, slabs; inscriptions and pillars have been

excavated near the hill of Kankalitila, one of many hillocks

near Mathura. Details about this are given in “ Mathura and Its

Antiquities ”, published by the Government of India, at Allahabad.

If we compare these idols and pillars and inscriptions with those

at Safichi, we will’ notice much resemblance between the two. This

clearly means that they both belong to the same religion. The
idols and pillars of Bharhut^® also are found to have much

resemblance with those at the above two places. We will, however,

not take it into consideration here because no mention is made

in them of Kusana^^ chiefs.

The inscriptions in question bear very clearly the names of

kings thus leaving no doubt of their identity. The word “ Deva-

putra” strongly indicates their connection with the Aryan civili-

zation. This means that Kusans were no foreigners. They were

Aryans. The theory that "Vasudev^® was the first to adopt Aryan

mode of life is quite ill-founded. The reason, why scholars came

to the conclusion that Vasudev was the first Ku^ana chief to adopt

Aryan mode of life, was that the signs on his coins are different

from the signs on the coins of previous Ku^ana chiefs. This,

however, is in no way a conclusive piece of evidence. This change

signifies that Vasudev followed a religion which his predecessors

did not follow. Vasudev was a follower of Hinduism, while his

predecessors followed either Jainism or Buddhism.

Let us find out which religion was followed by the prede-

cessors of Vasudev. Kadaphisis I, as we know, never set his foot

in India. Kadaphisis II was the first Kusana chief to come to,

and stay in India. What religion did he and his descendants upto

Kaniska follow ? Many scholars are confirmed in the belief that

(16) Read “The Bharhuta Stupa" by Cunningham. Some details about
the similarity between the relics at these two places ate given in vol. I.

(17) At the time of the erection of the Bharhuta relics, Kv&nas bad not

come to India.

(18) Details about him are given later on.
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the stupas at Sanchi are connected with Buddhism^®. This argues

that the stupas and other relics at Mathura which are quite similar

to those at Safichi, must also be connected with Buddhism. Hence

they believed that the Kusana chiefs upto Kaniska were followers

of Buddhism. Mr. Smith in “ Mathura and Its Antiquities
”

says*®:
—

“Six bases of Buddha statues®\ inscribed and dated in the

regular years of the Indo-Scythian rulers, Huvishka, Kanishka and

Vasudeva”. This means that these chiefs were followers of Buddhism.

In the introduction to the same book, however, he says:
—
“The

objects found by Cunningham with the exception of ten-armed

Brahmanical'"*® figure are all Jain®®.” This means that both Mr.

Smith and Mr. Cunningham hold the opinion that the idols found

near Mathura are connected with Jainism, though they differ

slightly in their views. Both are great authorities on ancient history.

A Bengali writer says®^:
—

“ He®® also had a great liking for a

curious mixture of Greek, Indian and Persian gods. The types of

his coins had Hercules, Sarapies, Skanda, Visakha, Pharro and

others, but no figure and name of Buddha”. This means that his

coins present a variety of gods and goddesses*®, and that there

(19) Bharhuta is also reduced to the same condition. Cf. f. n. nos. 16

and 17 above.

(20) Ibid. pp. 3.

(21) “Buddha Statues’’— this term does not necessarily mean that the

statues did belong to Buddhism. “Buddha” means one who knows or *'a

learned man”. (Compare f. n. nos. 22 and 23 below).

(22) Does a ten-handed figure necessarily belong to Brahmmism.

(23) It clearly means that there was no Buddhist image.

(24) H. H. pp. 656.

(25) These words are written in connection with Huvifka. Probably when

the author wrote these words, whether Kaniska preceded Huviska or vice versa

must not have been certain. As a matter of fact, Huvifka was the successor

of Kaniska I and predecessor of Kanifka II.

(26) The reasons for such happening may be as follows:—(1) As they

Were not definitely settled in a particular civilization, they must have adopted

various gods and goddesses. (2) Or they must have done so in order to represent

the religious peculiarities of the five races over whom the Kusana chief

established his rule.
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is no Buddhist sign on them. The same writer says later on:

—

“Like Kanishka, he was a liberal patron to Buddhist religious

endowments. Probably he was a growing Hindu". Surely this means

that he was a liberal-minded ruler with tolerant views on religion.

He also states that the king was inclining*’ towards Brahminism.

The following extract from the same writer gives us his views on

the condition of Buddhism in those times, though I do not happen

to agree with all the views stated therein.

He*® says:
—

“ No Buddhist period in the Indian History.

Some scholars have made much of Buddhism in India. They think

that at one time ( say from B. C. 242 to 500 A. D. ) Buddhism

had eclipsed Hinduism*®; that a great majority of the people had

embraced Buddhism, and that, almost everything was Buddhistic

in style etc. It does not appear that there is much truth in it.

Buddhism was no doubt prevalent in India. In other parts of

India, it was sporadic. The large province of Assam was entirely

free of Buddhism. The provinces about Hardwar, Canouj, Allahbad,

Benares had little Buddhism. Carnal, Jaipur, Panchal etc. furnish

110 proof as to the prevalence of Buddhism there. Even in Magadh
and Bengal®®, Hinduism flourished side by side with Buddhism.

The monks were regular Buddhists, but the laymen were mostly

Buddhistic Hindus, i. e. men who followed some Buddhist doctrines

on the Hindu basis, having castes and Hindu manners. This is

why they could be won to Hinduism easily. There are some native

Christians in south India, who still follow the caste system and
some other ancestral Hindu .manners etc. The Buddhist pilgrims

After some years' stay in India their civilization became settled. This is

evident from their coins.

(27) These words suggest that the seed of the change of faith by Vasudevi

Was laid daring the time of Huviska, his immediate predecessor.

(28) H. H. pp. 702-703.

(29) As a matter of fact, Jainism was preponderant in India for a number
of centuries.

(30) This indicated a minute study of the history of various iTndiftTi

provinces by the author.
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of Ceylon and China of the 4th® ^ century A. D. did not notice

Buddhism flourish in India”. The author has quoted the following

passage from The Historians’ History of the World in support of

his views:
—
“The Editor of the Historians’ History of the World

is right in observing that owing to its abstractness and rivalry of

Hindus, Buddhism was a failure®® in India®®; in modified form®*

it has, however, prevailed in other parts of India”.

The authors quoted above wrote some fifty years ago. Later

researches have proved that the excavated idols and other relics

at Kankalitila belong to Jainism. No doubt, the Safichl relics belong

to Jainism, because both of them are identical in everything.

We have proved at great length and with the evidence of coins

and inscriptions, that most of the relics which were taken to be

connected with Buddhism, belong as a matter of fact to Jainism.

The Kudina inscriptions bear specific mention of years, months,

dates and seasons; no Buddhist inscriptions, on the other hand,

contain anything of that nature, except the year. This shows

clearly that the Ku^ans were not Buddhists. They were Jains as

truly as the ^akas and the Ksaharatas were Jains. Even Chastha?,

as a study of his coins and inscription convincingly shows, was a Jain.

Some points in connection with Kaniska’s life deserve notice

here. Some of them have no direct bearing

upon his life. Such are discussed in the
Some points

next chapter.

(A) To be discussed in this chapter.

(1) Do Chasthan and Kusans belong to the same race ?

(2) What about the trio of Huska, Juska and Kaniska ?

(31) This proof is very decisive against Buddhist influence in India from

B. C. 270 to 4th ceetury A. D.

(32) Cf. an extract from the presidential lecture of Mr. Homele, (vol. I,

pp. 42) under the auspecies of The Bengal Royal Asiatic Society. Cf. f. n*

no. 34 below.

(33) It may have been successful in Ceylon.

(34) "Modified form" We have proved in vol. II, chap. I, that Buddha

was at first a laina monk, and remained so for seven years. Cf, this with thp

phrase noted above.
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(3) Some details about “Aryan” and “Non-Aryan”, and

about “Yavana”, “Mlechchha” and “Turk”.

(B) *ro be discussed in the account of Kaniska II.

(4) Comparison between Kaniska I & II.

(C) To be discussed in the account of Chasthaii or in the

third chapter.

(5) Why do we find the statue of Chasthan side by side

with that of Kaniska ?

(6) The beginnings of the Kusana and Chasthana eras.

(7) Distinctions between the races of Chasthan and

Nahapln. (Some are given in vol. Ill, pp. 164 & seq.).

(8) Some details about the terms “Ksatrap” and “Maha-

ksatrap”. (Some details are already given in vol. Ill,

pp. 117 & seq.).

We take these points one by one:

—

In the idol that has been excavated®® in Mat near Mathura,

Kaniska is found standing side by side with Chasthaij. This

(i) Do Chasthaq and

Kueans belong to the

same race ?

indicates some connection between them. The

appendage of the term “Ksatrapa” to the name

of Chasthap shows that he was a vassal of the

other. Scholars have inclined to this belief and

hence, whenever they found any number mentioned along with

any Chasthana king, they have taken that number to have belonged

to Kusana era, which they believe to have been started in 78 A. D.

They have, however, made no effort to show that both belonged

to the same race. The relation of suzerainty and vassalage may
exist between two kings though they do not belong to the same
race*®. Let us try to find out whether any such relation existed

between them®''

(35) Details are given later on in chap. III.

(36) It has been proved that though Kfatrap Bhumak belonged to the
Ksaharata race, yet he acted as the governor of Bactrian chiefs, Demetrius
and Menander (Vol. Ill, vide their accounts).

(37) Man is after all d creature of environment. The founder of the dynasty
having always resided outside India*, was not confirmed in any civilization

because no definite civilization prevailed in those parts. His successors adopted
a definite culture because they came into touch with one,
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We have proved that though the founder of the Ku^ana

dynasty did not definitely belong to any religion, his successors

who came and settled in India, became followers of Jainism. The

relics excavated from the mound of Kankalitila near Mathura

indicate that they were devoted to Jainism®®. It can be proved

about Chasthanas also, that they were Jains. Their coins bear

Jaina symbols on the reverse side (Vide vol. II, chapters on coins).

Their inscriptions found near Mt. Girnar at Junagadh, have not

been definitely interpreted. Mr. Rapson, however, inclines to the view

that they are concerned with Jainism®®. Moreover, an inscription

by Juska has been found erected at Sanchi (ante. pp. 15, f. n. 48) over

which he had no political power*®. In short both the Chasthans

and Kusans were staunch followers of Jainism. This, however,

does not necessarily mean that they belonged to the same race.

When we examine their coins, we find there are many points of

difference there. The titles assumed by them strengthen the view

that they belonged to different races. “Emperor” and “Kujul” were

the titles adopted by the Kusans while “Ksatrap”, “Mahaksatrap”,

“Raja”, “Svami” etc. were adopted by Chasthaijas. These things

bespeak different social customs. The names of Cbasthana kings

generally end in “Daman”, while the Kusana names end in “Ska” or

“Uska”. Later on they seem to have adopted purely Hindu names

like “Vasudev”. Chasthanas came to India from the region of Tiskand

^nd Samarkand in central Asia; the Kusans hailed from Khofan and

Pamir. It is however true, inspite of these differences that Chasthanas

were one of the five races over which the Kusana chief established

his power. That was the reason why probably Ghsamotik, the

father of Chasthan was appointed as a Ksatrap by the Kusana chief.

(38) For details read “Mathura and its Antiquities’

.

The Safichi inscription assures us that the region about it was connected

with the Kusans. The close relation between Sanchi and Jainism has already

hsep proved* Hence the Kusans must have been Jains. Cf. f* n. no. 39 below.

(39) Details are given in the account of ChasthaUs. Vide also vol. IIIi pp.323.

(40) The existence of a pillar inscription in a region not under their power,

proves that the place has connection with the religion of the Kusans. (Cf.

f. n. nos. 29 & 39). We should look into the details of this inscription.

6
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There is no doubt that there were kings of this name. We
were uptil now not certain of the order of their succession. We have

already tried in the previous chapter to arrange

this order. By permutation and combination,

these three names can be arranged in six different

ways. Full details about their succession will be

given in their respective accounts. Briefly stated:—Kaniska I, the

brave and valorous king, was succeeded by his eldest son Vazeska,

or Joska* who having died at an early age was succeeded by

his son, who assumed the name Kaniska II. He being a minor,

the affairs of administration were conducted by his uncle Huska*®.

Let us now refer to the words of the author of Rajtarangitji.

They are:- -*®:—“ The continued existence of the three places

Kaniskapur, Hushkapur and Jushkapur.” These names indicate that

there were kings of that name. All the three citiesbeing situated in

Kasmir, we conclude that they were rulers of that country.

Evidently, the quotation refers to the Ku^ana dynasty bearing the

same name. Of this trio, everything is clear about Huska and

Juska. But which of the two Kaniskas is meant here ?

In the chronological list given by us in the preceding chapter,

we have shown that Kaniska I was a predecessor of Huska and

Juska, and that Kaniska II was their successor. This will make
it easy for us to find out the order of their succession, if the

names given in the quotation are in a chronological order. The
author of Rajtarangiiji must have arranged them in such order only.

Evidently Kaniska I was the founder of Kaniskapur, as the name
of that city is stated first.**

Let us find out the apprmdmate time when these cities were

founded. We have shown that Kaniska I, ruled from 103 to 126 A.D.,

(a) The trio of

Huska, Ju?ka

and Kaniska

(41) Vide below where an account is given of VazeSka

(42) This confusion is due to political conditions of Kasmir and Mathura
in those times. Read the account of Kaniska II given later on-

(43) Vol. II, pp. 361. The extract has been quoted from Rajatarangini

Sarga I, pp. para. 24.

(44) Read the statement on pp, 33 above..
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and that Juska or Vazeska ruled from 126 to 132 A.D. Kaniska

spent only the first twelve years of his reign in India, and the

remaining in conquering foreign countries. He turned his eyes to

Ka^mir only after this. Hence, he must have founded the city

sometime after 115 A. D. Juskapur must have been founded

anytime between 126 to 132 A. D. Huviska stayed in Kasmir twice

or thrice. During the rule of Kaniska I, he stayed there from 115

to 126 A. D. During the reign of Kaniska II, he stayed there from

132 to 142 A. D. Later on, he established himself as the independent

ruler of Kasmir, and ruled for twenty years. In all probability he

must have founded the city during his third period of stay, when

he was independent. He may as well have founded the city during

his earlier periods of stay. In short, Kaniskapur was founded

between 115 to 126 A. D.; Huskapur between 120 to 126 A. D.

and Juskapur between 126 to 132 A. D. Thus, all the three cities

were founded within 17 years from 115 to 132 A. D. Or if the

time of Huviskapuris extended upto 162, then it would be 47 years.

We have given full details about these terms in Vol. III. We
have also given details about Indo-Scythians, Parthians, Indo-

Parthians, Ksaharatas, Greeks and Bactrians. We have also shown

distinctions between Mlechchhas and Yavanas,

between Aryans

and non-Aryans

In Asia, there are two or three regions bearing the name

Turkey. One in the extreme west, we may call Asian Turkey, the

other comprising Khotan and the surrounding
(3) Distinction

region, Chinese Turkey, and the region around

the Oxus containing cities of Taskand and

Samarkand as Russian Turkey.*® People

residing in two of these Turkeys were Aryans and followed the

Aryan culture during the time of_the Kusans. The third, namely,

the Asian Turkey, though of the Aryan origin, came later on, under

the influence of Greek culture. Thus the Greeks, the Bactrians

and the Asian Turks were Non-Aryans. The Bactrians later on

came into close touch with the Aryan civilization, but they were

(45) We have called this region “Asian Turkey” in vol. Ill, We now

find that it is more appropriate to call it “Russian Turkey“i
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called Mlechchhas due to the difference in civilizations. We find

in Rajtarangigi that Jalauk had defeated the Mlechchhas. These

Mlechchhas were none other than Bactrians, a portion of whom

came under the Kusans in about 100 A. D. with this difference

that the later Bactrians had leas of*non-Aryan culture in them

than the former.

This makes it clear that the terms Aryan and non-Aryan

refer to civilizations and not to territories. The same people who

might have been non-Aryans first, might have become Aryans

later on.

We have to note that Chinese Turkey aud Pamir were the

homes of Kuslns. These regions were inhabited by the U-ci-race

and hence the Kusans had blood-relationship with them. The

Casthanas, on the other hand, came from Russian Turkey. Both

these people were Aryans. They were simple and generous. During

their stay in India, they absorbed more and more of Jainism,

Buddhism or Brahminism. The Kusans settled in north India,

while the Chasthaijs settled in central India in Avanti. The

Kusans succeeded the Indo-Parthians and consequently inherited

most of their culture*®. The Chastha^s succeeded the Gardabhils

and so absorbed most of their mode of life. The Gardabhils were

Jains and Jainism had a powerful hold on the Chasthaijs. The
Kusans were not so powerfully influenced by Jainism. Chasthan,

being a native of Russian Turkey, we find the signs of Mt. Meru

which was situated near his home, on his coins. We do not find

such signs on the Kusana coins.

We should note here that in ancient times there were only

three religions in India. They should better be termed “cultures”.

Of these, a study of statistics tells us, Jainism is found to be

steadily declining. People find it hard to swallow the fact that

the Turks, Arabians, Afgans and many other races of Asia, who
are now all Muslims, were at first Jains. Why should there be

any difficulty in believing this, when it is universally granted that

the composers of Hindu sacred books also were natives of AfgSnistan.

(46) Cf. ante f» n. no. 24. The extract is quoted from H. H. The variety

of portraits in the coins is due to this reason.
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Again, before the rise of Isllm in the seventh century A. D., these

people must have followed some other religion. We have shown in

vol. II, (vide account of Priyadarsin) that Jainism spread its wings

far and wide over Asia. We have proved in the account of the

GardabhUa king Vikramcharitra, that even in Arabia, Jainism was

the prevalent religion right upto the 3rd century A. D.

( 2 ) VASISKA, VAZESKA, ZESKA, JUSKA

Kaniska I was succeeded by his son Vazeska. In some

inscriptions we find “Vasiska” in place of Vazeska. Sometimes it

was shortened to Zeska, which in its turn, became Juska in order

to rhyme with Huska and Kaniska^^.

We know that the first three Kusana kings, Kadaphisis I &
II and Kaniska I enjoyed long life spreading over nearly 80 years.

Naturally the fourth king, was a youngster to

Other details 30 to 35. Naturally we expect that his reign must

have lasted for a long time. But inscriptions tell

us that his reign lasted for six years only. He must have died

from an accident. His son, as we shall prove later on, was only

three or four years old at that time.

As his reign lasted for a very short time, scholars were

sceptical of the existence of any such king. One of them*® has

said, “ Huviska was probably succeeded by one Vasishka whose

name appears from the inscription, though not varified by a coin”.

The same writer says again*®:
—“He (Huviska) was succeeded by

Juska about whom we know very little”. Thus we see that Juska

was another name of Vasiska®®

It has been proved that Kaniska had appointed Huviska, the

governor of Kasmir and Vazeska the governor of Mathura. Of

course, a separate dynasty was not founded by Huviska, though

he was to all intents and purposes a free monarch. Had he done

so, Vazeska’s name would not have been mentioned by the author

of Rajatarangi^i, in the dynastic list,

(47) Read below f. n. no* SO,

(48) H. H. pp. 656.

(49) Ibid, pp. 658.

(50) F. n. no. 47 above.
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His was an uneventful and short reign. His father had left

for him a vast empire.

(3) HUVISKA-HUSKA

Many things about the Kusans are still unknown. We have

tried to dispel some darkness in the previous pages. The next

problem to be considered is, who came first, Huviska or Kaniska.

We have stated that when Vazeska died, his son was only three

or four years old. He was, no doubt, the rightful heir and hence

his name should be stated after that of Vazeska.

The inscriptions, however, tell a different story.

(A) Three inscriptions bear the name of Huviska:-The Mathura

inscription bears no. 33, but no title is appended to his name.

The Vardak inscription bears no. 51 and the Mathura inscription,

60. Both have the title “Emperor” appended to his name.

(B) Two inscriptions bear the name of Kaniska:

—

The Ara inscription bears no. 45, and the Mathura, 60. Both

of them have the title “Emperor” appended to his name.

From this, it seems both of them called themselves “Emperor”

from 41 to 60. It also seems that Huviska was the immediate

successor of Vazeska. Some time betweeen 33 and 41 both of

them began to style themselves “Emperors®*”. This continued

upto 60. From 29 to 41, we find the mention of Huviska alone.

Why should there have been no mention of Kaniska, though

he was the rightful claimant to the throne after Vazeska’s death ?

It is possible that during his minority, his uncle conducted the

administration. The inscriptions of Huviska make it clear that he

styled himself “Emperor” right from 40 to 60. It follows from

this, that he acted as regent from 29 to 40, because we find that

from 41 onwards Kaniska also called himself “Emperor®®”. These

conclusions hold good so long as no earlier date is found describing

any one of them as “Emperor®®. Thus Kaniska remained minor

(51) For details read the previous page.

(52) From 29 to 40 i. e. 11 years. Cf. f. n. no. 51 above.

(53) This requires minute research. If an inscription is found bearing

any date from 33 to 40, it would be very helpful.
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for 11 years and came to the throne at the age of 14 or 15, the
common age for majority in those times. We remember that A^ok
acted as the regent of Priyadar^in for 13 years and that these 13
years have been included in the period of his rule®*.

What about both these persons styling themselves “Emperors”
simultaneously for 20 years from 41 to 60 ? We know that while

away from India on his conquest tour, Kaniska I had appointed

Vazeska over Mathura and Huviska over Kasmir We also know
that he died while fighting in foreign countries. Hence we might
conclude that:

—

(1) The dynasty was divided into two branches, one over

Mathura, and the other over Kasmir.

(2) Huviska accepted nominal obedience to Vazeska the

successor in the main branch.

(3) Huviska acted as the regent of Kaniska II during his

minority.

(4) If one of the branches is issueless the other succeeds over

the whole territory.

Let us discuss the possibility of each of these conclusions.

The very fact that both called themselves “Emperors” simultaneously

means, that they ruled over separate territories and started two

branches of the dynasty®®. What was the reason of this and how

long did this continue ?

(1) Probably the arrangement made by Kaniska I was

accepted as permanent®®^.

(2) This state of affairs continued in all probability upto 60,

as no inscription bears witness to its further continuation. In this

connection, a consideration of the respective places of their inscrip-

tions would be of much help. The inscriptions of Kaniska II are all

(54) The Pura^s have similarly called PuSyamitra Sunga king, though

he never ascended the throne.

(55) Read f. n. no. 56 below.

(56) If this be proved, Vazeska-Jufka cannot be included in the dynastic

list of the Kasmirian kings. But the mention of his name in the list by the

author of Rajatarangiui, shows that Juska was considered as the overlord by

him. (Cf. f. n. no. 42 and the account of Vazeska),
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in the region around Mathura, and both describe him as “Emperor**.

This makes it clear that he was an independent sovereign from

40 tp 60. In the case of Huviska, two of his inscriptions are of

Mathura, bearing numbers 33 and 60, of which the latter only

bec^rs the title “Emperor”. The place of the third inscription is

Vardak which is thirty miles away from Kasmir, and thus evidently

in Kasmir. In the year 33, Huviska was the regent of Kaniska,

and hence his inscription bears no title. The inscription of Vardak

bears no. 51, the year in which he was the independent ruler of

Kasmir and so he may well have called himself “Emperor®’”. But

how do we explain the appendage of that title to his name in

the inscription of Mathura, which bears no. 60? We may note

that 60 was the last year of the rule of Huviska, and we have

no information to the effect that his dynasty continued after that.

In all probability, after the death of Huviska, Kaniska II came to

Kasmir and ascended the throne, thus combining both the branches.

We know that at the time of the death of Kaniska I in

23, Vazeska was 40 years old and Huviska was 35. We have

shown above that he died in 60, after a reign

Httviska'a age of 37 years, at the age of 72. During the 11

years from 29 to 40, he acted as the regent

of Kaniska. He had no son.

(4) KANISKA

When he attained majority, he ascended the throne of Mathura.

As a matter of fact, Huviska’s name cannot be included in the

dynastic list of the kings of Mathura It can legitimately be

included in the list of the kings of Kasmir. We are not sure whether

it would be quite proper to enter the name of Vazeska or Zuska

in the dynastic list of Ka^mirian kings. So the chronological order of

(57) Vide Sudha (ch. I, f. n. no. 49), pp. 6:—It is stated there:
—
“At

this time Huvifka also was the independent ruler over a kingdom In the

51st year he became the master of Kabul also".

(58) It is believed (ch. I, para next to f. n; no. 59) that an inscription

bearing no. 28, has been found out, in which Huviska is found calling hitnself

“Emperor'’. If this is proved, it is to be understood that he was an indepeqdeqt

ruler of Kasmir in that year.
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the kings of Mathura is:—Kaniska I, Vazeska-Jaska, Haviska

(uncertain), and Kaniska 11.

The dynastic list of the kings of Kl^mir*® is as follows:—

Kaniska I, Vazeska or Juska (uncertain), Huviska and Kaniska II.

Kaniska II seems to have adopted the name “Kaisar” as his

inscriptions bear that name. Mr. Sten Konow, in his “ Rock Ins-

criptions in Kharosthi ”
( pp. 162 ) has quoted

His various names etc. the following extract from the inscription at

Ara ®®:-“Maharajasya Rajatirajasya Devputrasya

Kaisarasya Vazeska Putrasya Kaniska.” The extract shows that

“Kaisar” was the name adopted by Kaniska, (the son of Vazeska)

in his inscriptions.

We know that he was a minor at the time of his father’s

death. Hence he must have been born in about 18 to 25. He died

in 93. Hence he lived for about 68 to 75 years. His reign lasted

for about 64 years, including 11 years of his minority.

We know that he ascended the throne in 40. We might have to

shift it a bit earlier when we come to the account of Chasthag. For

the present we accept it as all right. From that

Events during
y^^j, onwards he called himself “Emperor.”,

his reign
Huviska did the same in Kasmir, and there came

about a change in the status of Chasthan who was uptil then a

Ksatrap. He became Mahaksatrap in that year. It is stated in the

“ Journal of the Andhra Historical Research Society ” Vol. II, Part

I, pp. 62:
—

“ The statues of Kanishka and Chasthana being found

together...” This extract shows that Kaniska considered Chstahag

to be his compeer. He was appointed Mahaksatrap and a larger

territory than one under Ghsamotik (his father) was put under

(59) Details given in previous pages will enable the readers to follow this.

(60) In the Marg£^ir?a number of “Sudha” 1990, it is stated on pp. 5:

—

“The word Vazefka is here exactly in the same position, in which the word

Knsanpntra is found in the inscription of Mat. It follows that both the names

denote the relation of father. Thus Knsan was the name of Vem’s father".

(Mathura ka Yagniya Stambha by Vasudov Sara? Agraval). Cf. f. n. no. 40,

last chapter. This requires further research,

7
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his power. Or he was granted foil autonomy over his original

territory. Thus, in Kaniska’s time he himself was the independent

ruler of Mathura, Huviska of Kasmir and Chstahaij of Sind and

Rajputana. In short, the empire founded by Kaniska I, was much

reduced during the time of Kaniska II. Whether this was done by

Kaniska II, willingly or unwillingly, is a separate question. Of

course after Huviska's death, the Kasmirian territory came again

under his power. Turning to the religious condition in those times

we find in Buddhist books®^ the following words:-‘‘Fourth council

at Kundalvana near Shrinagar under the presidentship of Parshva.”

This means that he had given facilities for a Buddhist conference

in his kingdom. That does not, however, necessarily mean, that

either he or his descendants were Buddhists. King Ajatsatru has

been mentioned in Buddhist books as granting facilities to

Buddhists. He was a Jain. The Kusans held tolerant views on religion

and hence granted facilities to Buddhists, The same writer seems

to support this view®* by saying in connection with the inscriptions

of Kusans:
—

“ But no figure and name of Buddha.” In connection

with this conference, Mr. Vincent Smith says (E. H. I. 3rd.ed,

pp. 267):—Buddhist council—Kanishka’s council which is ignored

by the Ceylonese chroniclers, who probably never heard of it, is

only known from the traditions of northern India as preserved by

the Tibetan, Mongolese and Chinise writers. The accounts of this

assembly like those of the earlier councils, are discrepant and the

details are obviously legendary.” This means the accounts of the

various Buddhist conferences, as we find them, are not very reliable.

In short, the Kusans were followers of Jainism.

His was a peaceful reign. He was not ambitious like Kaniska I.

On the contrary he seems to have ceded Kasmir to his uncle,

and Sind and Rajputana to Chasthan, who later on became the

independent ruler of Avantl. Like the Indo-Parthian king Aziz II,

who allowed the Gardabhils to -establish themselves over Avanti,

Kaniska made no effort to secure Avanti for himself. His was a

(61) H. H. pp. 656.

(62) Ibid, pp. 656.
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long reign and he was a lover of peace. He devoted himself to ait

and religion. We find many idols and other relics in Kankalitila,

which bear an eloquent testimony to this. It may be argued tha t

the name of Kaniska in these relics refers to Kaniska 1. Looking,

however, to the modes of life led by them, we must conclude in

favour of ZCani^a 11.

Both enjoyed a long term of life. The second ruled for the

longest period in the whole dynasty. The first ascended thet hrone

in his middle years, the second was a minor
Kaniska 1 & II gf jjjg father’s death. The first was
a comparison

adventurous and ambitious, the second was

peace-loving and contented. The first devoted most of his life to

warfare, the second to art and religion. The first founded a vast

empire, the second could hardly preserve It. The first started an

era. In short, the region of Kaniska I was full of adventures and

brilliance. The second’s reign was peaceful and unevntful.

(5) VASUDEV I

Vasudev I succeeded Kaniska II on the throne and ruled for 38

years from 196 to 234. It is said about him®®:
—

“ Inscriptions of

Vasudev I at Mathura certainly range in date from 78 to 94.” This

means that his kingdom consisted of Mathura and the surrounding

regions. He seems to have ascended the throne at a very early

date. All his inscriptions are found in the region about Mathura.

No memorable event seems to have taken place during his reign.

Probably he was also of a peace-loving nature like his father.

His coins differ from those of his predecessors. This shows

that he gave up the religion of his forefathers and became a follower

of another. Mr. Vincent Smith®* says;-“Vasudev I whose thoroughly

Indian name, a synonym of Vishnu, is a testimony to the same

fact borne by his coins, almost aU of which exhibit on the reverse,

the figure of the Indian God Shiva, attended by his bull Nandi and

accompanied by the noose, trident and other insignia of Hindu

iconography.” This shows clearly that he became a convert to

(63) E. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 272.

(64) Ibid, pp. 272,
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Brahminism. It is stated in the Jaina books that the main monks

for four centuries beginning with the third century of the Vikrama

era, preferred residence in the forest to residence among the

people.®® It may be inferred that this may probably be due to

religious pressure from the regions of Nepal and Bhutan, where

people at that time belonged to the Prajapati sect. The Guptas,

who brought about the end of the Kusana dynasty, came from

this region. Hence we conclude, for the present, that in the 2nd

century A. D. Brahminism pushed itself to the front, and the

Kusans became converts to it. Thus Jainism disappeared from

Mathura.

In “Cambridge Short History of India®®”, it is stated:
—“To

the Buddhist Kanishka was as great a figure as Asoka, but

unfortunately, no early historian mentions him and his date is very

much disputed”. The same writer says®’' further, “It must be

remembered, however, that while there is no doubt about the

existence of the Buddhist council and the work it did, Kanishjra’s

connection with it is not absolutely certain. Parmarth, for example,

who is the earliest and perhaps the most reliable authority does

not mention Kanishka”. Clearly, Kaniska was not a follower of

Buddhism. In the district of Pesavar, a box has been excavated

from a village named ^ahi-ki-Gheri. There is a picture on this

box®® in which Kaniska is represented as “standing between the sun

and the moon”. We know from our study of the coins that scholars

call the same symbol “Star and Crescent”, which is found on all

the coins of Chasthaija kings. It has been proved in vol. II, that

this is a Jaina sign. Details about it are given in the next chapter.

All these pieces of evidence prove that all the predecessors of

Vasudev were Jains. He was the first convert to Brahminism.

(65) The reason for this change is not known. We do not know in which

country they travelled before this change. Possibly monks used to stay in

Sopara and other places of central India.

(66) Vide pp> 76 of that book.

(67) Ibid, pp. 78.

(68) Ibid, pp. 79.
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Vasudev died in 234 A. D. How many kings succeeded him 1

All we can say is that the Kusans remained in power for ' next

46 years upto 280 A. D. We cannot come to a definite conclusion®®

about the time of the end of the Kusana dynasty,
The remaining

definite information is available
Kusana kings °

(6 to 1 3)
about the time when the Guptas, who succeeded

the Kusans, established their power in India. The

third Gupta king, named Chandragupta I or Vikramaditya, conquered

Avanti from the Chasthaijas, whom we have called the kings of the

^ahi dynasty (voL III). He started the Gupta era in commemoration

of this event If we accept that the first two Gupta kings ruled

for about 40 years, we find that the Guptas must have supplanted

the Kusans in about 279 A. D. In this connection Mr. Vincent

Smith says’
—

“The decay must have been hastened by the

terrible plague of A. D. 167 which desolated Roman and Parthian

empires for several years”. This means that the Kusana dynasty

ended in about 167 A. D. He has not forwarded any reasons for

saying so. Probably, there being much confusion among scholars

about foreigners who settled in India, he assigned the dates of one

race to the other. We have proved that the Indo-Parthian empire

in India ended in 45 A. D. and the Indo-Scythian in about 52 A. D.

The slight resemblance between the coins of the Parthians

and the Kusans is due to the reason that the latter were the

immediate successors of the former.

That Vasudev has been called I, means that there was another

king bearing the same name. Possibly there may have been Vasudev

III and IV. We close this chapter with a quotation from Mr,

Vincent Smith:
—“So much, however, is clear that Vasudev I was

the last Kushan king, who continued to hold extensive territorries

in India; after his death there is no indication of the eidstence

of a paramount power in northern India”.

(69) F. n. no. 70 below.

(70) The Gupta era was started in 319 A. D* because in that year begad

the rule of Chandragupta 1.

(71) E. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 273.
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The Ksatraps of the Chasthana ( Saha )
dynasty

Synopsis !—The reason why the account of Ckasthai^ has

been given side by side wUh that of the Kuhans—The starting of

their era—Evidence of coins and inscriptions about it:—

(/) A brief sketch of the life of Ghsamotik.

(2) Chadhati, his different Mies—his life and ' the extent of

his territory—His idol with that of Kaniska, details about this

conjunction—A comparison between Nahapan and Chasthait—

Details about the terms "Kscffrap and Mahaksatrap’* xoith special

reference to Chasthait—The Chasthaiia era and the Kuiana era—

Hts life etc,

(3) Did Jayadaman come to the throne ?

(4) Rudradamdm—Eight difficulties with reference to the extent

of hts territory—Clarification of other issues about him—The

religion of Chasthans,

Political significance of rockHnscriptions—The inscriptions are

an index to their religious fervour—The year in which the Chastharict

era was parted, eight pieces of evidence cdmt it—Clarification

of hitherto unexplained issues—Chronological list.
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THE CHASTHAlfA DYNASTY

The Chasthaijs are generally called the western Ksatraps.'

We have called this dynasty “Sahi”^ in vol. Ill, pp. 266. We do
not propose to give an account of the whole dynasty, because

that is outside the time-limit of this book. We have referred below

only to those points which fall within the time-range fixed by us.

The account of Chasthana Ksatraps is given side by side with

that of the Kudins, because the former were the Ksatraps appointed

by the latter. Naturally, many historical events refer to them both.

We have shown that the Ku^ana era was started in 103 A. D.,

and that the Chasthana era was also begun in the

Their era same year. Scholars hold the opinion that both

the eras were started in 78 A. D. I have given

below a number of reasons why I believe that they were started

in 103 A. D.*.

In the two chapters (Part VIII) devoted to eras we have

proved that the ^aka era that prevailed in northern India had no

connection with the one in southern India. We have given there full

details about the one that prevailed in northern India. We take

others here. •

Scholars believe that the beginning of the §aka era in north

India was connected with any one of the following four things:

—

(1) Nahapln (he has been mistakenly taken to have belonged to

the ^aka race); (2) The beginning of the Chastharja rule; (3) The

beginning of the rule of the Kusana king, Kaniska; (4) The

beginning of the rule of Moses or Aziz I or II. The main reason

for believing so is that these dynasties were, at one time or the

other, powerful in northern India. There being a bit of confusion

about the races, it has been commonly believed that all of them

(1) For a time I believed that this was the right name for the dynasty.

X.ater researches, however, made me change ray belief. Hence I have continued

to call the dynasty by its old name Chaftbaua.

(2) The date may be shifted a year or two earlier or later; but that will

give rise to other difi^culties,
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were Sakas or related to ^akas®. Then the scholars fixed up 78

A. D. as the year in which the era was begun.

Of the four conditions stated above, the first and the fourth

do not suit with 78 A. D. (vol. Ill, pp. 164 to 169 and pp. 255-57).

Condition no. 3 has already been discussed in the account of the

Ku^ans. So we turn to the one remaining condition, no. 2.

That a number belongs to a particular era should always be

proved on the evidence of coins and rock-inscriptions. An inquiry

into the inscriptions and coins of the earlier Chasthaija rulers will

be of much use to us. The first three Chasthana rulers were

Ghsamotik, Chasthan and Rudradaman. No coin or inscription of

the first has as yet been found out. In the case of Chasthaii, we

have many of his coins, but no inscription has yet been found

out. These coins bear one of the two titles “Ksatrap” and “Maha-

ksatrap”. We find, however, no number on them^. One thing to

be noted about his coins is that he has called him “King” in

them. Both coins and inscriptions are available in the case of

Rudradaman. The inscription bears the number of his dynastic

era, and his coins describe him as “Mahaksatrap” and “ King
.”

We conclude that he was a Mahaksatrap from the first, because neither

the coins nor the inscriptions call him “Ksatrap”®. The successor of

Rudradaman has struck coins which tell us that he ruled from

72 to 100, thus proving that the reign of Rudradaman ended in

72. The earliest dates found about Rudradaman and Chastha? are

(3) Vol. Ill, pp. 95; pp. 96, f. n. no. 47; and pp. 231 and f. n. no. 78.

(4) I happen to have come across no. 46 once; but I have not evidence

at my command to state it as authoritative.

( It is stated on pp. 122 of C. A. R. Introduction:—“All that is known
as to the duration of Chasthana’s name— in the period limited by the years

46 and 72”. It is stated on pp. 72 of the same book: “Period between Saka

46 and 72”. These, however, cannot be taken as authoritative, because that

author has made these statements with the belief that Nahap^ and Chastha?

both were Sakas and that tha latter was successor of the former. (Vol. Ill,

pp. 164 to 169).

(5)

Details about the power of striking coins and erecting inscriptions

are given in the succeeding chapter.
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52 and 46 respectively. This means that Rudradaman must have

come to the throne any time between 46 and 52. Or, during those

six years some other king must have ruled. We have shown that

a “Mahaksatrapi” denotes more powers and larger territory f'han

a “Ksatrapi” (vol. Ill, pp. 116 & seq) and that, if the father was

“Mahaksatrap”, it was customary to call the heir-apparent “Ksatrap”

(vol. Ill, account of Nahapan). The fact that the title “Ksatrap”

has not been connected with Rudradaman, indicates that he came
to the throne directly, without ever being the heir-apparent. The
coins of Jayadaman, the father of Rudradaman, bear the title

“Ksatrap®”. This shows that he was the heir-apparent, and that

he died just before Chasthan. Had he died much earlier than

Chastha?, Rudradaman must have been called “Ksatrap” for some

time to come. At least, no coin has been found out which described

him as “Ksatrap”. In short, Chasthan must have died in about 49,

the year in which Rudradaman must have succeeded the throne.

He ruled for 23 years, i. e. upto 72.

We have proved that the ^aka era did not start with Nahapaij

or before him. Now, if we accept that Chasthan was the starter

of the era, we will have to agree that his rule lasted for 49 years,

as that is the year in which he died. Kings’' in his dynasty did

not rule so long. The eighteenth in the line, Rudrasen III ruled

for 30 years and the fourth king Danyadsri ruled for 28 years.

(6) C. A. R. pp. 117, para 93:—“jayadaman bears the title of Kshatrapa

only”. It is stated further, “On his coins Jayadaman uses the title Svami,

Lord, in addition to Raja and Kshtrap”. These statements are contradictory

'

[ N. B, The coins, which Mr. Rapson declares to have been struck by

Jayadaman, do not seem to have been struck by him. It seems to have been

a matter of conjecture with him. They bear the figure of the Bull, and are

found from the region around Junagadh, and not from Avanti or any other

region. They also bear the signs of Sun and Moon, on the streng[th of which

ho has fixed them up as belonging to the Cha§Ihans. I do not agree with

Mr. Rapson in this matter. Vide the account oi Rudradaman to see whether

he (Jayadaman) ever connected the title King” with his name. ]

(7) The term “King” denotes independence. These chiefs attained to

“Kingship” after passing through the stages of "Ksatrapi” and “Mahaksatrapi"

8
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In short, kings* ruled in the average for 30 to 35 years. Hence

49 years of rule for Chasthan is not a possibility®. Again, we have

to note that he could have started^ the era, only after attaining

to a “Mahaksatrapi” or to “Kingship’-®”. It has been, however,

proved that he was a Ksatrap for some years. This would mean

that he was an independent ruler for 49 years, and a Ksatrap for

some preceding years—a further impossibility. These things go to

show that the era was not begun in the year in which he ascended

the throne. It must have been begun in the year in which his

father came to the throne.

We know that the Ksaharata chief Bhumak was a Ksatrap

for some years and then became a Mahaksatrap. During his life-

time his son and heir-apparent, Nahapatj, was a Ksatrap. We
also know that so long as they were under the power of an overlord,

they could not start an era of their own. At the most, they could

date an event to have happened in a particular year of their reigns,

and could connect that number with the event. In short, a

Ksatrap could not start his own era. He could do so only after

attaining a “Mahaksatrapi” and after founding his own dynasty’-’-.

Hence, we do not find any mention of the Ksaharata era in the

coins and inscriptions of Bhumak, though his son king Nahapaij’-®

dated the beginning of the era with the year in which Bhumak
ascended the throne. In the same way, Chasthan started his own
era after becoming “Mahaksatrap” and dated it with the year in

which his father ascended the throne.

This era, as we know, is called by the scholars as belonging

to northern India’*. We have said that it was started in the same

(8) A person may have enjoyed power even before attaining “Kingship”.
Cf. f. n. no. 7.

(9) Read f. n. no. 7 above.

(10) Vide f. n. no* H below.

(11) A person could not start bis own era so long as he was under the

vassalage of an overlord.

(12) Cf. f. no. 8 above.

(13) Vide vol. Ill, pp. -148 extract from Dr. Kielhotn, and voLIII, pp. 443
extract from Mr, Rapson,
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year in which the Kusana era was started. The one in south

India is called the Salivahana era also. Let us now examine the

theory that the era was started in 78 A.

If 78 A. D. is accepted as the year in which the era was

started, we will have to agree that Ghsamotik ascended the throne

in that year. Now Chasthao’s reign, as we have
The beginning year gggn, ended in the 49th year of the era, i. e.

of the era
according to this theory. The territory

under Ghsamotik’s power comprised Sind, Rajputana^®, while

Chasthan’s seat of capital was Avantl. This means that from 78

to 127 A. D. these territories were under the power of this pair

of father and son. In the account of the Gardabhila dynasty,

however, we have proved that throughout the period indicated

above, not only these territories were under their powers, but their

power extended right upto Kasmir, as has been noted down by

the author of Rajtarangijji. This proves that the power of Chastha?

over Avanti and the surrounding regions must have been established

at some other time. Hence, the era could not have been started

in 78 A. D. Again, if we accept this date as the one in which the

era was started, there will be another difficulty of the same kind

with regard to another ruler of the dynasty. Mahaksatrap

Rudrasimha was the twenty-second and the last of this dynasty. His

coins point out that his rule lasted from 310 to 31(x), the last digit

being illegible. It must have, however, been any number from 311

to 319. Accepting 319 as the right figure, we get that the dynasty

ended in 319 + 78 = 397 A. D. It has, however, been unanimously

accepted as true that Avanti was conquered by Chandragupta,

the first Gupta king in 319 A. D., and started his own era in

commemoration of this event. His dynasty ruled over Avanti upto

400 A. D. and further. Looking to all these reasons, we cannot

help coming to the conclusion that 78 A. D. as the year in which

era was started must be discarded.

(14) Vide vol. Ill, pp. 441 & seq. for details about the beginning of the

^a era.

(15) Vide the account of Kanifka I, pp> 32t
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In this connection. Mr. VincentSmith says^®:—^“The substantial

controversy is between the scholars who place the accession of

Kanishka in A. D. 78 and those who date it later in about A. D. 120”.

This suggests that Kaniska must have ascended the throne some-

time between 78 and 120 A. D. We have already proved that the

Chasthaoa era was begun in the same year in which the Kusana

era was begun, i.e. sometime between 78 and 120 A. D. Sir John

Marshall^^ seems to support this view when he says:
—

“Kushanas

obtained Taxilla in 60 A. D. and Kanishka must have ruled in

1st half of 2nd century A. D. So Kanishka could never have founded

the Saka era”. This means that the Saka era was founded sometime

between 100 A. D. and 150 A. D. A dynastic list of the Chasthaga

rulers is given on the next page *. A glance at it will tell us that

the fourteenth king, Bhartrdaman, ruled for 16 years from 201 to

217. There seems to have been a gap after that. The gap is followed

by kings holding the title ‘ Svami^®”. It is assumed that the holders

of this title were Chasthaijs, but the exact relation between them

and the preceding group of rulers is not known. Dr. Bhagvanlal

Indraji believed that the later group is a branch of the same

dynasty. It is clear, however, that very little is known about the

53 years between 217 and 270. The kings during these years hold

the title “Ksatrap” as is shown by their coins, and we- are not

definite about the periods of their rules. It is not unnatural to

conclude that during these 53 years, the ChasthaQS must have

lost their independence.

The Dynastic list given below is borrowed from C. A. R. Intro,

pp. 153. The numbers denote the Saka era:

—

(16) E. H. I. 4th edi., pp. 272; and J. A. H. R. S. vol. II, part I, pp. 62.

(17) J. A. H. R. S. vol. II, part I, pp. 62.

* C. A. R. Introduction pp. 153.

+ The coins of these two have not been found out.

Those who are bracketed ( ) thus, do not hold the title “MahSkSatrap”.
The years of those who hold the title "Mahaksatrap” and “Svami” have been
stated outside the bracket.
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A glance at the accounts of the Guptas will show that they

conquered Avanti in 319 A. D. and assumed the title “Emperor”.

The dynastic list given above tells us that the 53 years from 217

to 270 of the Saka era, are rather dark as regards the account

of the Chasthana kings. During these years they held the simple

title “Ksatrap” the meaning of which we now know. Hence, the three

or four rulers during these years must have been under the vassalage

of an overlord. At the end of this period also, these rulers do

not seem to have gone beyond the humble title “Svami”^®. We
have stated above that the Guptas conquered Avanti in 319 A. D.

In that year Bhartrdaman was on the throne of Avanti and the

year according to the §aka era was 217. If we deduct 217 from

319 we get 102, which means that the ^aka era was started m
103 A. D. Thus the Saka era was started in 103 A. D. by Chasthaij,

who was then a Mahaksatrap®°. The dynasty was founded by his

father, Ghsamotik. The era was dated with the year in which

Ghsamotik began his rule.

I now propose to give a brief account of Chasthana kings

from Ghsamotik to Rudradaman I. I have decided to close the

account with Rudradaman for two reasons. (1) A rock-inscription

at the foot of Mt. Girnar in Saurastra, near which also there is

another rock-inscription by Priyadarsin, is said to have been erected

by Rudradaman. I have come upon certain new details about it.

(2) That inscription sheds new light on the Andhra kings.

(1) GHSAMOTIK

He was appointed Ksatrap by Kaniska I, a year or two after

he came to the throne, i. e. in about 104-105. The evidence of

his coins, however, points to 103 A. D. as the year of his appointment.

(19) A Ksatrap has an overlord; while a “Svami" has no overlord. The
territorial extent of a “Mahaksatrap” was greater than that of a “Svami”.
This term was adopted by the Chastha^s during the time when Avanti was
not in their power. It was intended to show that they were not under the
tutelage of any king.

(20) Similar instances have taken place. Vol. Ill, pp. 306, f. n. no. 24.
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In the eleventh year of his own reign, Kaniska got a religious

place built at a village named Sii in Sind. This shows that, that part

of India was under his power at that time. When he started on his,

expedition to conquer foreign countries, he appointed Vazeska over

AvantI, Huviska over Kasmir, and Ghsamotik over Sind and

Rajputana. The Bactrian chief Menander had appointed Bhumak

over the same region some years ago. Hence, Ghsamotik’s seat

of capital was the same city, namely Madhyamika. He died during

the time of Kaniska I in about 115-17 A. D. His son Chasthaii was

appointed governor in his place. As Ghsamotik was a Ksatrap**

only throughout his career, he could not have struck his own

coins, and upto this time, no inscription has been found to

his credit.

(2) CHASTHAN

He started his career with a Ksatrapi; later on, however, he

rose to Mahaksatrapi; at last he became an independent king.

He started his career at the age of thirty to thirty-five. He does

not seem to have distinguished himself during the earlier years

of career. Hence, we find him a Ksatrap upto 1 32 A. D., the year

in which Vazeska died. Vazeska was succeeded by Kaniska II,

who was a minor. Hence, his uncle Huviska became the regent.

It was during this time, that he was raised to Mahaksatrapi. He

seems to have consolidated his power during the eleven years of

Kaniska’s minority and to have pleased his overlord; as a result

of this, we find his idol side by side with that of Kaniska in the

village of Mat near Mathura. In 143 A. D.” when Kaniska II

ascended the throne, he declared Chasthaij as an independent ruler

of Sind and Rajputana. Upto this time, even during his Maha-

(21) Some details about “Ksatrap” and “Mahaksatrap” have been given

in' vol* III, PP- 117 & seq. Some more details will be given in the next chapter.

’ (22) The year has been mentioned in connection with the coronation of

Kaaiska II. Later researches, however, show that he ascended the throne twp

years earlier. Hence this date will have to be also taken much earlier, i. e.

A, D. 141-42.
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ksatrapi, he had struck no coins of bis own**. It might be asked

why he did not get his own coins struck, if Nahapao did so during

the period of his Mahaksatrapi. In reply to this it may be stated

that Nahapap succeeded his father Bhumak, as a Mahaksatrap.

While Chasthaii has been promoted to Mahaksatrapi by his overlord.

This is the reason why we do not find any coins of Chasthan

bearing the title Mahaksatrap**. His coins bear the words “Raja

Mahaksatrap Chasthan”. This shows that he got his coins struck

after he became an independent king. The successors of Chasthao,

inherited the title “Mahaksatrap” as a matter of right, just as

Nahapa? inherited it from his father. We now see, that only an

independent ruler could get coins struck in his own name. The

inscriptions, on the other hand, were erected in commemoration

of donations, and hence could be erected by any person who

donated a sum of money for religious purposes. At this time, there

were four major powers in India. The Punjab, Ka^mir, United

Provinces and the eastern regions were under the power of the

Kuians. Sind and Rajputana were under the rule of Chastha?. The

Gardabhils were supreme in Avanti, Saurastra, Cutch, Gfijrat and

the Vindhya regions; and south India was under the power of the

Andhras. At this time the rulers of Avanti were not very strong.

(Vol. Ill, table opp. pp. 329). Hence, Chasthan invaded Avanti

and conquered it. Kaniska II could have well taken advantage of

this opportunity. Somehow or other, he made no move; hence

Chastha? now had a very large territory under his power including

an important centre like Avanti*®. In commemoration of this event

(23) Suppose, he got his own coins struck as did Mabaksatraps like

Nahapan, In his case, however, this would not have been tolerated by his

overlords, namely, the Kusans. Chasthau himself also would not have considered

it in conformity with his self-respect to strike coins, on which he must have

of necessity allowed the Kv^ana era to appear, as he had no era of his own
during that period. The best way adopted by him, thus, must have been to

strike no coins at all.

(24) Read f. n. no. 23 above.

(25) I have stated here that Avanti was conquered in 143 A. D. In the

table vol. Ill, opp. pp. 79, I have stated the date to have been 78 A. D.
Further researches, however, convinced me that 143 A. D. was the right date.

I have made the correction in the table opp. pp. 329 ol the same volume.
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he got his coins struck like Nahapan® and proclaimed himself “King”.

He also started his own era. In 145, he led an invasion over the

territory of the Andhra king (vide their accounts further in this

volume ), defeated him and forced him to vacate Paithan, the seat

of his capital. The new Andhra capital was Vijaynagar, which was

much farther in the south, where his successors seem to have ruled

for nearly 75 years, after which the dynasty ended. Chasthaii spent

the remaining years of his rule in peace, and died in 152 A. D.

i. e. during the 49th year of the Chasthana era.

Thus we see that Chasthaij ruled over a large empire. In fact,

excluding Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, United Provinces, the Punjlb

and Kasmir, his power extended over the whole of India. The

belief that his grandson, Rudradaman got an inscription made

near the Sudarsan lake, is however, ill-founded. Details about it

will be given in the account of Rudradaman, whose kingdom was

as large as that of Chasthaij, or even probably larger.

We have referred to the excavation of this idol from Mat

near Mathura®^. The question is:
—

“Does this idol represent

Chasthan as a Ksatrap or as a Mahaksatrap ?
”

The Joint Idol of
question arises because of two Kaniskas

Kanlsk.& Chasthan

have begun in 103 A. D. and not in 78 A. D. A writer says®®:—

“The statues of Kaniska and Chasthajj being found together,

would mean that they were contemporaries and even relatives’

.

On pp. 61 of the same book, it is stated:—"Chasthan held his

office as great Kshatrap under Kushan dynasty i. e. under Kadaphisis

II*®”. From this passage we glean that Chastha? was at least a

(26) For the importance of Avantiin those times, vide pp. 192. vol. III.

(27) J. A. H. R. S. Vol. II. part I, pp. 62.

Vide pp. 1 to 6 of “Sudha’*. 1934. MargasirSa number.

Vide “Ganga” pp. 170, 1933. Jan. Special number.

(28) J. A. H. R. S. Vol. 11, part II, PP- 62.

(29) Both Kadaphisis I & II call themselves “Kuzul”. i.e. governor in

their coins. Naturally a governor could not have a K?atrap under him,

neither could he have a “Mahakfatrap" under him. It may be argued that

9
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Mahak^trap®®; and he has described as such by many otheu

scholars. In short, we may conclude that by the time the idol was

made, he had become a Mahaksatrap. We know that soon after

appointing Chasthap as Ksatrap over Sind and RljputanS, Kaniska I

hurried oflf on his expedition to foreign countries from which he

never returned. Hence, we have to rule out the possibility of Kaniska I

and Chasthaij as having sat together in the idol. In the same way,

during the eleven years of Kaniska II’s minority, there could have

been no question of such idol having been erected. Hence, the idol

must have been .prepared in commemoration of Kaniska Il’s

coronation in 142 A. D.

European scholars are not very clear about the nationalities

of foreign invaders®^. Many confusions have resulted out of this,

yet European scholars proclaim that the muddle-
Nalmpan & Chasthan

jg ^j^g gj^jg Indian writers. AnA comparison
instance of this is the question of the nationalities

of Nahapag and Chasthan. Some scholars say that Nahapa? was

an Indo-Parthian, and others say that he was either a Scythian ov

an Indo-Scythian. Chasthaij has been considered to have belonged to

several races. To show this, both have been said to have belonged

they adopted the title “Emperor’’ after coming to India, and so could have

“Ksatraps” and “Mahaksatraps” under them. In reply to this, it might be

stated;-tll Ka^phisis II lived for a very short time after adopting "Emperorship”.

(2) He had not established power over a territory large enough to appoint

KSatraps. (3) Cha^han's father was the first to be appointed Ss a governor.

(4) He had neither conquered Mathura, nor had be started his own era. Hence

he could not have appointed Mahak§atraps.

(30) Read f. n, no. 23 above.

(31) An example of this will su£5ce. C. A. R. pp. 104, para 84:—“It is

possible that the Kshabaratas may have been Pablavas and the family of

Chastan Sakas. It seems to be certsfin that the name of Nahapana is Persian

and that the name of Ghsamotik, the father of Chasthana is Scythic” (Thomas,

J. R. A. S. 1906, pp. 211). In spite of such confusions the blame is laid at

the door of Indian scholars, in words like the following:—"Indians cafed very

little whether an invader was a Parthian, Saka or a Kushan. The cOfltjuerer

came from Saka-dwipa and so he was a Saka”. (Ind. Ant. xxxvii, 1908^ pp. 42)t

Read f. n. no. 45, k>. 95 of vol. III in this connection.
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to the same race. This belief is probably based on the Junner

inscription by Ayam®*, which bears the no. 46®®. The largest

number in the inscriptions of Nahapan and Rsabhdatta is 46, and

the smallest in the inscriptions of Chasthana Ksatraps is 52®* in

that of Rudradaman, the grandson of Chastha?. The interval

between the two numbers being only of six years, it was conjectured

that Chasthan succeeded Nahapan sometime during those years.

This- was supported by the fact, that no inscription or coin®* of

Jayadaman, the father of Rudradaman, has yet been found out.

Probably Jayadaman never came to the throne, or he ruled only

for about six months. All these circumstances led the scholars to

conclude that ChasthaQ succeeded Nahapai; on the throne and

that he ruled, as a “King” only for a short time, having ruled

as Ksatrap and Mahaksatrap for a large number of years. We
have, however, already proved in vol. Ill, pp. 200, that this theory

is ill-founded. Some more proofs to the same effect are given below;

—

(1) Both Bhumak and Nahapan struck coins while they were

Ksatraps, while Chasthaii has none to his credit during the time

of his Ksatrapi. Bhumak, of course, did not mention any inde-

pendent date, because he had not founded his own era.

(2) While a Mahaksatrap, Nahapaij got many rock-edicts

erected. Chasthaij, on the other hand, could not do so because

he was under the tutelage of another king, even during the days

of his Mahaksatrapi.

(3) During his Ksatrapi, Nahapan was subordinate to the

authority of his father only. When he became a Mahaksatrap he

enjoyed the powers of an independent king. Chasthai? was, on the

other hand, a subordinate all through his Ksatrapi and Mahaksatrapi.

(4) Nahapa? was the heir-apparent to a throne. Chastha?i was

(32) Instead of “Ayam”, "Amaya” has been printed in vol. HI, by mistake.

(33) Vide C. A. R. pp. 59, Inscription no. 35 ( vol. Ill, pp. 148 ).

(34) Numbers have been found on some coins, but not in the coins of

preceding kings. ( Pp. 56 above.

)

(35) Some coins are said to be struck by him. We can however, be by

UQ means certain about it. Read f. n. no, 6, pp. 5? above.
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merely the governor of some provinces. Hence his advance in power

depended on the favour of his overlord. Nahapa^ as a Mahaksatrap

was independent, Chastha^ was not.

(5) Signs and script, on the coins of both are quite different.

(6) Had Nahapai} wanted to get an idol of his carved, he

could have done so. Chastha? had no such power.

(7) Nahapan was in a position to invade Avanti immediately

after coming to the throne. Chasthan had to wait for eleven years

after attaining to that position.

(8) After Nahaplg’s accession to the throne of Avanti, he

began to call himself king, and it was entirely at his option whether

to use the title “Mahaksatrap” or not. Chasthaij used the dual

title, “Mahaksatrap—King” ( pp. 168, voL III ) as if he had got

much accustomed to the title “Mahaksatrap”.

(9) Nahapan was a native of Afganistan, while Chasthan’s home
was central Asia. The mother-tongue of Nahapaij was KharosthI,

while that of Chastharj was not such. Chasthaij, of course, did

know some Kharosthi words, as he had stayed for a time in

Afganistan.

(10) In the inscriptions of Nahapan, we find the mention of

the season, the month and the day. Chasthari, on the other hand,

has made no mention of seasons.

In spite of these points of difference between them, they

resemble each other in many points as is shown below;

—

(1) Both were foreigners, and both fully adopted Indian

culture. Nahapaij sanskritized his name and got it Narvahan or

Nabhovahan. The descendants of Chasthaij did the same.

(2) Both were Jains. Both visited Jaina holy places like

^atrunjay and Girnar, which were under their power ( Details about

this will be given in the account of Rudradaman).

(3) Both established their power first over Madhyades (Not

exactly Central India, but that region of Rajputana on the west

of the Arvalli hills. Vol. I, chap. III). Both later on became rulers

of Avanti.

(4) Both received political training from their fathers, whom
they succeeded on the throne.
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(5) Both started their own eras, which they dated with the

year in which their fathers ascended the throne. This shows that

they were very dutiful sons.

(6) Both had a long political career. Nahapan began his career

at the age of 15 and died at the age of ICO. Chasthaij, who died

at the age of 65, had comparatively a shorter career.

(7) Both conquered Avanti by their own valour.

(8) They had a striking facial resemblance. (Vol. II, their

portrait-heads. Vol. Ill, plate I, figs. 14 & 15). They adopted the

Indian custom of wearing crowns. Their crowns are of the same type.

Some other details about them are noted below:

—

(1) After the conquest of Avanti both turned their eyes towards

Andhra. Nahapan, however, was satisfied with general hegemony

over Andhra; Chasthan, on the other hand, forced the Andhra king

to vacate Paithaij the seat of the capital.

(2) This shows that after the conquest of Avanti, Nahapaii

made no addition to his territory. Chasthaij increased to a great

extent This bespeaks more valour.

(3) Nahapan had no son. Hence his dynasty ended with him.

Chasthana dynasty lasted a long time as twenty kings succeeded

him one by one.

(4) Nahapai; allowed the circulation of the coins of his Bactrian

chief, Menander. Chasthai? did not follow that practice.

(5) Nahapao took measures to foster and develop trade.

Chasthao employed all his time in conquests.

(6) NahapaQ is famous for his charities. He may have done

so in order to make the people of Avanti, favourably inclined

towards him. Again, his being a long reign, he had time enough

for such deeds. Chasthaij had little time for such things, busy as

he always was conquering new territories.

We have already given some details about these two terms.

It seems that when a king had a large empire

The powers of a yjjder him, he divided it into several political

KSatrap andofa
divisions, over each of which he appointed a

Mahaksatrap
governor. These governors were called Ksatraps.

A Ksatrap sometimes was entrusted with a larger territory and

Wcis given more powers. Then he was called a Mahaksatrap.
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The foreigners who invaded India may be divided into two

parts for our convenience. One we shall call independent, and the

other dependent. The first type of invaders were those who had

independent kingdoms in foreign countries, before they came to

India. Such invaders were Greeks, Bactrians®*, Parthians, Pahlvas-

Persians and Kusans. The other type were those who had no

independent kingdom in foreign countries before their coming to

India. Such were the Sakas, the Ksaharatas and the ChasthaQas.

The table given below will illustrate these points.

Kfatraps, who were appointed

by foreigners of the independent

type

Kaatraps belonging to other

type

Details Kfatrap Mahakfatrap Kfatrap Mahaksatrap

(1) Striking

coins

Cannot

(except by

special per*

mission of

the king)®’’

Can strike

coins®"; but

the dating

must be ac-

cording to

the era of the

i
overlord

Can strike,

but general-

ly did not

Can strike®®

%

(2) Use of

the era

Must use the era of the

overlord

Must use the

era of the

Mahaksatrap

of his own
dynasty

Must use the

era of his

own dynasty

(36) The Bactrians were originally under the power of the Greeks. Later

on, however, they asserted their independence and they came to India as

independent conquerers, and appointed Kfatraps.

(37) Coins of Hag^—Hagamas may be included in this category. ( Vol*

It, coin nos. 5 & 10 ).

(38) Moses, the Indo—Parthian kingf may be considered in the category;

but he was not a Mahakfatrap. Chajtha? was a Mahaksatrap of this type.

(39) Cf> the coins of Rlinvul and §o^s (after he became a Mahaksatrap)*
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(3) Starting

of a new

era

(4) Powers

of his own

race

May not have May not have The overlord No overlord

arty relation any relation may be a

Mahaksatrap

of the same

race; he may
be the father

Probably no blood-relation- Son and He himself

ship heir-apparent is

throne

(40) For instance the rock-edict of Khalat-sagam near Ladakh, by Vem

Ka^phisis. (Pp- 26 above).

(41) Inscrs. of Nahapap—Rsabhadatta, of Aysfm minister; the Tah?(fll

inser. of Patik, bearing no. 78 ; all the inscriptions of the Kusailis And of

Che^haPs etc. are instances to this.

(42) For iastance, Bhunuik, Nahapan, Rajuvult So^as, Liak, Pafik etc.

(5) R e 1 rt.

t i o n s

with the

overlord

(6) Blood-

relation*

ship

Can start the era of the Can start the His own if

overlord*® or of his dynasty era of his he is the

Mahaksatrap founder of

the dynasty.

Otherwise he

may begin it

with the first

year of the

founder*^ of

his dynasty

Under his own Under his own Under the Independent

Mahaksatrap king general guid-

ance of the

Mahaksatrap
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(7) Rise in By the re- By his valour After the

position commenda-
tion of the

Mahaksatrap
and with the

favour of the

overlord

and also by

the favour of

overlord^®

death of the

father who
is a Maha-
ksatrap**

he himself

becomes
Mahaksatrap

(8) Number One or more
4B

A servant is

in most cases

not promoted
to a Maha-
ksatrapi*®. In

exceptional

cases, the

number may
be one^^

Always an
heir-apparent;

so only one

(9) Power As subordinates of the king Can errect

of erect-

ing rock-

edicts

they might do so at the

behest of their overlord,

and use his era. If he has

performed an act of charity

personally, no title need
be mentioned. Any private

individual could get an
edict erected in comme-

by his right

as an heir-

apparent.

Can use the

era*® of his

own dynasty

moration of an act of

charity.

Mahaksatrap

from the first.

Subordinate

to nobody

No question

of number,

because he

himself is on

the throne

This ques-

tion does not

arise as he

is subordi-

nate to no-

body

(43) They examplify the position of Mahakfatrap Cbaftha?.

(44) All these things happened in the case of f. n. no. 42 above.

The belief that Rudradaman became a Mahakfatrap by his own prowess

is ill-founded (Vide his account).

(45) For instance, there were 20 to 24 Kfatraps during the reign of Darius.

(46) This is the reason why there were no Maha-kfatraps among the

Pahlavas. (Cf. f. n. no. 37),

(47) F. n. no. 37 above. The instance of Mahakfatrap Chaf^hau is of the

same type.

(48) F. n. no. 36 above.
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Both eras, as we have already shown, began in the same
year, 103 A. D. by different persons. The Kusana era was prevalent

The Kusana era and

the Chasthana era
• • •

in the whole of northern India; the Chasthana

era was prevalent in AvantI and Saurastra only.

The end of the Kusana era has almost been

made by Guptas in 280 A. D., and that of the Chasthana era in

423 A. D. The following table will make everything clear;

—

Chasthana era Kusana era

(1) Beginning 103 A. D. 103 A. D.

(2) Founder Chasthag Kaniska I

(3) Date Appointment of his His accession to

father as Ksatrap the throne

(4) Prevailed Avanti and The whole of

where ? Saurastra northern India

(5) Ended by The last Gupta The first Gupta kings

whom ? kings

(6) Any branch ? Hvardatta Abhir, Of Chasthatj himself

Mahaksatrapa

(7) Why branch ? Weakening of By the consent

the power of the king

(8) End In 423 A. D. and In 280 A. D. or

about that about that

(9) Period of 320 years 175 years

duration

Chasthan was probably 30 to 35 years old when he came to

the throne, after the death of his father in 117 A. D. He died

in about 152 A. D. This means that he had a

His age political career extending over 37 years. Hence

he died at the age of about 70. He was a Ksatrap

for 16 years, Mahaksatrap for 10 years and King for 10 years. He

was succeeded by his son Jayadaman.

Whether Jayadaman at all came to the throne is a question.

No coin or inscription has been found out to support this. His

name, however, occurs in the inscription containing a dynastic list.

From this we gather that he was Chasthaij’s son and Rudradaman’s

10
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father. Some scholars believe that his coins have been found out^®.

Details of this are given on pp. 117 of C. A. R. and they are not

very conclusive.A scrutiny of the coins themselves

Jayadaman does not prove that they really belong to

him. His name has become known on account

of the following reasons. In the first case, there is the Sudar^ana

Lake inscription at the foot of Mt. Girnar. Scholars believe that

all details about conquests given in it refer to Rudradlman®°. In

order to make things seem proper®^, the name of Jayadaman was

inserted between that of Chasthan and of Rudradaman. Details

about the coins referred to in f. n. no. 49, supported this point of

view, because they bear the symbol of Star and Crescent, which

is commonly found on Chasthana coins. They also bear the titles

Svami and Mahak satrap. On the other hand no title is found to

have been appended to Jayadaman’s name in the inscriptions. We
know that no Ksatrap could get his own coins struck. Again these

coins bear no name. It has been pointed out however, that the

symbol of Star and Crescent indicates a Chasthana king, probably

Jayadaman. These details will make it clear that evidence in

support of Jayadaman having ascended the throne is very unreliable.

Personally I am inclined to the opinion that he never came to

the throne. It is a problem which requires further study. If it is

(49) F. n. no. 6, pp. 57 and f. n. no. 35, pp. 67.

Details about five coins, supposed to have been struck by Jayadaman,

are given in C. A. F. It is not stated from what places they have been found,

except m the case of one, in connection with which it is stated that it was

received from Rev. R. H. Scott of Junagadh. This is also quite indefinite

information.

It can be proved from the statement of the same writer that there must

have been no coins and that he never came to the throne. Read pp. 76 and

its footnotes.

(50) Details about Sudarsana lake-inscription are given on pp. 352 of

vol. II. More details will be given in the account of Rudradaman later on.

(51) If we accept that the provinces conquered by Chasthan were subse-

quently lost. It means that the next king must have lost them. (J- B. B. R. A. S,

New edi, vol. Ill, pp. 73).
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definitely proved that he did succeed Chasthan on the throne, we

shall have to try to find out the cause of his early death. If this

is not proved, we may conclude that he died during the life-time of

Chasthan. Probably he died shortly before the death of Chasthan

who died of the shock.

He ascended the throne in about 152 A. D. or in the 49th

year of Chasthaija era. His reign ended in 175
Rudradaman

^ 72nd year of Chasthana era.

He was about 32 to 35 years old at the time of his accession and

died at the age of about 60.

We have seen that Chasthan left a vast and mighty empire

behind him. It is stated in the Sudarsana Lake inscription that

Rudradaman conquered Purvakaravanti, Antipa,
Misunderstanding

^narta, Surastra, Svabhra, Maru, Cutch, Sindhu,

of his territory
Ssiiivir, XvRKur^ np3.]r&nty ^is^d 3.nQ other countries#

This is certainly inexplicable. It indicates that the

inscription had probably no connection with Rudradaman as. it is

understood to-day. I have discussed this question in details in vol.

II. pp. 352 & seq. Below is given a summary of the main points.

(1) I differ from scholars in connecting Rudradaman with this

inscription, (pp. 65). In fact they themselves contradict one another

in many respects. They tell us, for instance, that right from the time

when Rudradaman was in the womb of his mother, Chasthan began

to prosper steadily and expand his kingdom without receiving any

set-back. This means that during all the 35 years of his political

career from his Ksatrapi in 1 17 A. D. to the end of his reign in

152 A. D., Chasthau progressed on and on. How can we reconcile

this with the contention that Rudradaman conquered the twelve

provinces mentioned in the inscription ? They were already

conquered by Chasthaij. Does this mean that they were again lost by

Chasthan ? That would go against their own theory of continuous

expansion. Does this mean that they were lost by Jayadaman during

his short reign of six months ? This goes against their own theory

that Jayadaman never came to the throne. Again, it is very

improbable that a whole continent of twelve provinces was lost within

the short span of six months without any major .battle having
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been fought, because there is no such battle on record. It is equally

impossible that Rudradaman could have conquered these provinces

all at once. In short, Rudradaman simply inherited these provinces

from his predecessor, Chasthaij.

(2) Prof. Rapson®* saysinC.A.R. (line 12 of rock-inscription):

—

“ He conquered the Yaudheyas and twice defeated Satkarni, the

Lord of Dakshinapath. He himself acquired the name of Maha-

ksatrap.” This extract is based on the theory that Rudradaman

conquered many provinces. There, however, remains no question

of such conquests when the theory itself is proved to be ill-founded.

’ Again a person could be a Mahaksatrap by inheritance also®®.

We know that Chasthan had become a Mahaksatrap during his

life-time. Hence his successors became Mahaksatraps automatically

when they came to the throne.

(3) In the same book®^ the writer comments upon the words

“ Bhrasta Raja Pratisthapaken ” (line 12),
“ The reference to his

reinstallment of deposed kings is indefinite ” This means that he

is not sure of it. As a matter of fact, according to my opinion®",

these words refer to Priyadarsin who did do a thing of the kind.

There is a definite reference to this in Jaina literature.

(4) The same scholar®® makes the following remarks in

connection with the script of the inscription:
—

" In contrast to the

strictly classical Sanskrit of the Girnar inscription, Rudradaman’s

coin legends, like the Brahmi legends of Nahapan, and indeed

most of the coin legends of the western Ksatraps are in a sort

of mixed language which may be described either as Sanskrit with

Prakrit or as Praksit with Sanskrit features.” The inscriptions of

(52) Ibid, pp. 60.

(33) Jayadaman also was a Mahaksatrap. How could he be called so, if

he lost all the twelve provinces ?

(54) C. A. R. pp. 120, f. n. no. I.

(55) Vol. II, pp. 352 and sequel. (Appendix B, about theSudarsana lake).

It has been shown there that all the epithets belong to Priyadarsin and not

to Rudradaman.

(56) Ibid, pp, 121, para 96.
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Nahapan are in Brahmi, while those of western Ksatraps are in

mixed script®’ as are their coins. We have given similar arguments

in Vol. II, pp. 355.

( Note:—The difference in script does not definitely mean that

Rudradaman was not the author of the inscription. In fact, he was

the author®®, but he has not used in it the script commonly

used in his times. Why ? On the same rock, there is a separate

inscription by Samudragupta ? Why did Rudradaman not have one

of his own ? Why did he get an inscription prepared side by side

with that of Priyadarsin and in the same language ?®® The argument

that, there was want of space because the rest of the rock was

taken up by Samudragupta is groundless because Rudradaman was

his predecessor in point of time. I do not quarrel with the theory

that Rudradaman was the author of this inscription. My difference

of opinion is about the aim of the inscription. Details about the

inscriptions of the other members of his dynasty will be given

later on ).

(5) In connection with twice defeating “ ^atakar^i, the Lord

of Daksi^iapath
”

it is stated in the inscription®®:
—

“ On account

of the nearness of their connection, he did not destory him.” It is

believed that they were related by marriage®’, and the curious

thing about it is that inspite of Rudradaman being a victor, it was

he who gave his daughter in marriage to the ^atakarni king.

This belief is based on an inscription near the village of Kanheri,

an account of which is given in paragraph 57 of C.A.R. (No. 17).

There are some illegible words in the inscription and they are

(57) This proves that Chafthau and Nabap^ belonged to different racest

We have discussed this in vol. Ill, pp. 164 and sequel. This should be added to it,

(58) Vol. U, pp. 355. There I have given a slightly different versioh.

The reader is requested to take the version given here as more correct.

(59) Of course, there is a slight difference between Sanskrit of the Girnai

inscription, and that of this inscription.

(60) Line 9 of the inscription. ( E. I. vol. VIII, pp. 47. A translation ia

given there ).

(61) F. n. no. 63 below.
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interpreted to the effect that a daughter of the descendant of a

king of Kardamak family was married to the Satakarni king of

Daksinapath. That descendant has been fixed up as Rudradlman.

Now, there is no evidence to prove that Rudradaman was in any

way connected with Kardamak. As a matter of fact the Kanheri

inscription has been misinterpreted. The real meaning is that though

the king of Daksinapath was twice defeated by Priyadarsin, yet

he was allowed to remain alive because he had married a sister

of his. This battle has been referred to in the inscription of Dhauli

Jaguda, which was fought by Priyadarsin in the 9th year of his

reign. At that time Kaling was under the power of Satakarni, and

he was also called the Lord of Kaling.®® The battle took place

in B. C. 280-1. Details about this will be given in the account of

Andhra kings. The Kardamak mentioned in the Kanheri inscription

was quite another Satakarni king. The inscription was erected by

the queen of king Hala Salivahan, who when he ascended the throne,

had assumed the name Pulumavi. The queen in question was the

daughter of king Kardamak ( Kadambak ? ) who was defeated in

a battle by the Satakarni king. This took place in about B. C.

20-25. Details about this will be given given in this Vol. later

on®®. These details will show how events which happened at an

interval of nearly three centuries have been intermixed and

confused in connection with Rudradaman. In short, the theory of

the conquest of the countries by Rudradaman, as mentioned in

the Sudarsan-inscription, is quite ill-founded and requires a different

interpretation.

(6) We now turn to the details of inscription itself. It consists

of 20 lines in all. The first 16 are broken and the last four are

in tact. In Epigraphica Indica Vol. VIII, Dr. Keilhorn®* states

(62) KaliDg was under different kings at different times. Here is given

only one instance. Another instance is given on the authority of Yugapuran,

in Buddhiprakas, vol. 76, pp. 88 to 102, by late Divan Bahadur Kesavlal

Dhruv. Extracts from that are given on pp. 34-9-50 of vol. III. This shows

that the kings of the Sata djmasty were lords of Kaling sometime.

(63) C. A. R. no. 17. Kanheri inscription.

^64) Ibid, pp. 37) last two lines.
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that the space occupied by the whole inscription is 1900 inches.

Out of this 275 inches or 7 of the whole consists of broken

spaces. This gives an idea to the reader of the lost part of the

inscription.

The first two lines give a description of the Sudar^ana Lake»

Lines No. 3-4 and 5 tell us that the lake was repaired on the

the last day of the dark half of Margasirsa in the year 72, by

Rudradaman, the grandson of Chasthan. Lines No. 6 and 7 contain

details about the two rivers Suvarnasikta and Palasi and of Uryant

( Ujyant-Girnar ). Line No. 8 tells us that first it was built by

Chandragupta Maurya and that it was repaired during the time

of A^oka. A misunderstanding has arisen about lines 9 to 11. Details

about this have already been given in Vol. II, pp. 352. They are

briefly these;—(A) “ Vistrta (ga) Agarbhat Prabhrtya avihita

samudita Rajlaksmi ”=The prosperity of the reign increased conti-

nuously right from the time he was in the womb. (B) He had taken

a vow not to kill a man -except in a battle. (C) He had conquered

by his own valour the following countries:—Eastern and western

Akaravanti, Anupades, Anarta, Surastra, §vabhra, Maru, Cutch,

Sindhu, Sauvir, Kukkur, Aparant, Nisad etc.” In line 12 we get

the information that he had conquered Yaudheya and the Lord

of Daksinapath and that he was again given the throne. Lines 13

and 14 contain eulogies of that king. Line 15 contains the mention

of Rudradaman, who is stated to have given large sums of money

for charitable purposes. In lines 16 to 20 we get details of the

reparations of the broken dam, by an officer named Suvisakh, who

is also praised in eulogistic terms.

The details given above will make it clear that all references

to Rudradaman are over by the end of line No. 7. Next is given

a history of the dam from the time of its first construction to the

time of its reparation by Rudradaman. Then comes the description

of the conquest of several countries by a king whose name is not

given. Last of all is mentioned the fact that an officer named

Suvisakh got it repaired during the time of Rudradaman. It is

evident from this, that the king whose name is not given is not

Rudradaman, because had his name been intended there, a
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continuous description beginning with line 8 would have been given.

Obviously, the king must have been a Mauryan one as the preceding

lines contain the mention of the kings of that dynasty. Many

reasons can be given to prove that the lines do not refer to Asok.

Details A, B, C, given above do not fit in with the life of Asok.

Probably Rudradaman wanted to institute a comparison between

him and some king of the Mauryan dynasty, in those lines.

Evidently he must have been a king who came after A^ok, because

reference to him is given after A^ok. Now, Priyadarsin was the

only powerful king after Asok. Again details A, B and C given

above fit in with his life ( Vol. II. His account, and Appendix

on Lake Sudarsan). It seems certain that one of the gaps in the

inscription must have contained his name. Lines 8 to 15 thus refer

to Priyadarsin and not to Rudradaman.

(7) The list of the names of the countries does not contain

any mention of Rudradaman’s conquest of Daksipapath, whose king

he let go alive not once but twice. This was his greatest conquest.

The fact that no mention is made of it in the list indicates that

the list does not refer to him.

(8) It might be argued that the fact that PriyadarSin got the

lake repaired, which is based on Peterson’s " Sanskrit and Prakrt

rock-edicts of Bhavnagar State ”, is baseless because no specific

mention is made of Priyadarsin in that book.®® In reply to this I

have to state that I have never said that the book does contain the

name of PriyadarSin.®® I merely stated that the following is in

brief the summary®^ of Prof. Peterson’s conclusions;
—

“ The dam
was built by Visnugupta during the rule of Chandragupta. It was

repaired by an officer named Tupas or Tususpa during the rule

of ASok. It was repaired for the second time during the rule of

(65) This point has been raised by Sri Indravijayasuri in his booklet

on Asoka.

(66) Vol. II, pp. 352.

(67) Readers should please note, that I have never said that Prof. Peterson

said so. I have made only a logical reference from his conclusions.

Cf. f. n. no. 68 below.
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Pjriyadar^in Of course Prof. Peterson has made no specific

mention of Priyadar^in, but the inference®® is quite logical”. This

extract will make it clear that I have never made an emphatic

declaration to the eflfect that according to Prof. Peterson,

Priyadariin got it repaired a second time. In this connection I have

further stated on the same page (vol. II, pp. 353):
—

“ Line 8 contains

the mention of Chandragupta; in subsequent lines Asok is also

mentioned. Then there comes a gap. Obviously the name of a

successor of Asok must have been there in the gap”. That successor

was Priyadars'in. On pp. 92 of “Buddhiprakas”, (Gujarat Vernacular

Society) vol. 76, it has been stated by late Divan Bahadur Kesavlal

Dhruv on the authority of Yugapuraij:
—

“ Salisuka will harass the

people of Saurastra and will make his elder brother Samprati

famous by making Jainism an all powerful religion. Such is the

prophecy”. We have proved in vol. II, that Samprati was but

another name of Priyadarsin and that Priyadarsin and ^alisuk

were brothers. I have shown in vol. II, pp. 355-57 that Sudarsan

dam might have been repaired by §ali^uk who acted as the governor

of Saurastra. In short, details like this go to prove, the countries

mentioned in the inscription were conquered by Priyadarsin

[Note:—^The inscription has been misinterpreted so many times.

It is obvious that further research might necessitate some changes

in the original interpretation. For instance, no reference is made

either to Priyadarsin or to ^alisuk in Epigraphica Indica. A perusal

of Prof. Peterson’s interpretation on the other hand suggests the

possibility of the name of Priyadars'in. Evidently, further research

work is necessary about the inscription®® ].

Misinterpretations of inscriptions have often resulted into false

theories about various events and kings. Notable instances of this

are Priyadarsin and the Andhra king, especially with regard to

their religion.

(68) Readers will now be convinced that I have not said emphatically

at any time that Prof. Peterson said so. Cf. f. n. no. 67 above.

(69) F. n. no. 65. I draw Sri Indravijayasuri's attention to this point,

becaase he seems to take a keen interest in this subject*

a
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It has been proved that the Ku4ans were staunch followers

of Jainism, upto the end of the rule of Kaniska II. Scholars have

committed the mistake of connecting them

Other misunderstandings with Buddhism, as they have done in the

case of many other dynasties and kings. We
have also proved that the Chasthaijs were Jains. We have proved

these things on the evidence of coins and inscriptions.

We have proved in vol. II, { chapter on coins ) that the symbol

of “Star and Crescent” belongs to Jainism. Coins on which this

symbol is found must have been struck by kings who were followers

of Jainism. In inscriptions also, the religious sign was inscribed

at the very beginning. In the rock-edicts of Chasthana kings, for

instance, we have at the beginning, “Namo Siddham”, evidently

a sign of Jainism. Prof. Rapson has described on pp. 59 to 62

of C.A.R. five rock-edicts (Nos. 38, 39, 40, 41, 42), of the Chastharja

kings^®. All the five edicts contain mention of charitable deeds

only. There is no allusion to any political event in them. The

Sudar^an inscription ( i. e. no. 38 ) does contain mention of the

conquest of countries. The main aim of the inscription, however,

is not the commemoration or celebration of any conquests. The
aim is to commemorate the fact that the dam was repaired by

the order of a particular emperor, whose conquests are incidentally

mentioned. Prof. Rapson says in this connection;
—

“Its immediate

object is to record the reparation in the reign of Mahaksatrap

Rudradaman of the dam of the Sudar^an lake, which had burst

during a violent storm”. In the case of inscription no. 40, he

(70) For details vide that volume : Vide further in this vol. pt. XI, ch. VI.

No. 38 : Junaga4h. The date is the first day of the dark half of Margasirsa.

No. 39 : Gunda, by Rudrasimh I. The date is the fifth of the bright half

of Vaisakh.

No. 40 ; Junagadh, by Rudrasimh I.

No. 41 . MuleWar-Mulvasar; by Rudrasen I; the date is the fifth of the

dark half of Vaisakh.

No. 42
;
Jusdan, by Rudrgsei) I. The date is the Qfth day of the dark half

of Bhadrapad.
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says^^:
—“The purport of the inscription cannot be ascertained;

but it is probably Jaina in character and it contains the ancient

name of Junagadh (Girinagar)’*”. In short, these inscriptions were

erected from the religious point of view, like most of the ancient

inscriptions. Kings in those time were devoutly attached to their

religion. This has been explained in details in vol. II. All the

inscriptions, pillars, stupas and gigantic idols of Priyadarsin were

erected from the religious point of view only. Same is the case

with the Sudarsan-lake inscription. This proves that it was not

prepared with a view to celebrating the conquests either of Rudra-

daman or of Priyadarsin. Hence the theory, that it celebrates the

conquests of various countries by Rudradaman is entirely ill-founded.

Equally baseless is the theory, that it had anything to do with

the agricultural department of the Maurya kings^® ( Further details

will be given later on ).

Jaina places of

pilgrimage

Prof. Rapson has stated in connection with inscription no. 40,

(vide at the top above):—“It contains the ancient name of Junagadh

(Girinagar)”. This shows that the ancient name
of Junagadh was Girinagar and that Mt. Girnar

must have stretched as far as the place of this

inscription. The foot of a mountain is a sacred place of pilgrimage

to followers of all religions. We have proved in vol. II, that all

Mauryan emperors except Asok were Jains. Some of them, like

Chandragupta, became Jaina monks during the later part of their

lives. Throughout their lives they performed many religious acts.

The Sanchi stupas are an eloquent testimony to these deeds. One
of them gave 40000 coins in charity for the lighting of a row of

lamps. Full details about this are given in vol. P^. In fact Girnar

was a sacred Jaina place in ancient times. Like Priyadarsin,

Chandragupta also must have led a procession of pilgrims to the

mountain (vol. II, pp. 342). Probably the lake must have been

(71 ) Ibid, pp. 6l>

(72) For details read the next paragraph below.

(73) Details are given in vol> 11, pp. 180. Readers are requested to read therm

(74) Vol. I, description of Avantf* References are made in several paragraphs.
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previously built with a view to water-supply^® to such large number

of pilgrims. In short, places where inscriptions and edicts are found

were sacred places of pilgrimage in those times.

The Chasthana kings also visited Girnar many a time with

a view to pilgrimage. Inscriptions nos. 38 and 42 contain some

details of their religious performances. The question we have now

to consider is whether all the five inscriptions signify places of

Jaina pilgrimage or not. Two of them are near Junagadh. One is

at Gunda (a village in the district of Halar in Kathiawad), another

is at Mulvasar (a village in the Okhamandal district in Kathiawad),

and the last is at Jasdan (a village in the Chofila hills in Kathiawad),

The first two at Junagadh have already been proved to be signifying

a Jaina holy place. Near Jasdan is a village named Aciandpur

which was called Vardhamanpur-Aijandpur during the time of

Mulraj Solafikl, because it was under the power of a king named

Dhruvasen of Vardhaman. This has been proved'^®, on the authority

of copper plates''^, by me. In ancient times, Mt. ^atrunjay or

Vimalgiri stretched upto this Agandpur. It has been proved that

Satrunjay was and is a sacred place of Jains'^®. We have also

shown that Girnar was at that time but one of the ranges of

Mt. ^atrunjay^®. Hence Agandpur was a sacred place of the

Jains in those times. The Chasthagas must have visited that place

(75) E. I. vol. VIII, pp. 46, line 11, A measurement is given there of a

rift in the dam, (Read below). That measurement gives ns an idea of the

area of the dam. The measurement is:—^“By a breach 420 cubits long, just

as many broad and 75 cubits deep, all water escaped”. A cubit is equal to

1^ to 2 ft. So the gap was 800 X 800X150 ft.

(76) "Jain Dharmaprakas" a monthly published from Bhavnagar. V. £.

1985, no. 5, Srava?, pp. 161-174.

G. V. S. Buddhiprakas, 1934, pp. 318 to 322.

"The Gujarati”, 1937, a weekly published from Bombay,

(77) Vide I. A. vol, XII. July, 1883, pp. 190.

(78) Jama Dharmaprakas, V. E. 1985, Vaisakh number, pp.S8 to 73. “Jaina
Jagrti’’, published from Ahmedabad. V. E. 1988, vol. I, no. 3, pp. 88 & seq.

(79) For details about the original area of Mt. iSatrunjay, vide ‘‘Jaina

-Jagrti" referred to in f, n. no. 78 above.
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due to this reason. Full details are not yet available abdufc Gunda
and Mulvasar. It may be possible that one of the 108 summits

of Vimalgiri must have been situated near Mulvasar in those times.

Gunda, which is situated in Okhamatjdal, must have had some

connection®" with §ri Neminath, the cousin of ^ri Krsrja.

One inscription of Rudradaman has been found out near a

village named Andhau in Cutch®\ and bears no. 52. It also refers

to a religious event. This place seems to have been connected

with Bhadravati or Bhadresvar, the most ancient and sacred place

of the Jains®*.

The time of

Chasthana era

Some proofs are given below to the effect that the era of

Chasthan was begun in 103 A. D.

(1) Bhartrdaman’s time was from 211 to 217®*. He was

defeated by Chandragupta of the Gupta dynasty,

who then started his own era. Thenceforth the

Chasthaijas moved to the adjoining territory. This

took place in about 319 A. D. Subtracting 217 from 319, we get 102.

(2) Bhartydaman was succeeded by Vi^vasen (216-226); then

came Rudrasimh II (227-239) and then Yasodaman II (239-254).

No details are available for the next sixteen years. Obviously,

dhring the 54 years between 216 and 270, the Chastha^as seem

to have been either under the tutelage of the king of Avanti and

to have ruled over a small adjoining territory. During this time

Chandragupta I and Samudragupta ruled supreme over the large

empire of Avanti Samudragupta died in 374 A. D. (271 of the

Chasthana era), and was succeeded by Chandragupta II. During

his time Svami Rudrasen III seems to have asserted his power

and to have assumed the title Mahaksatrap®* after conquering a

(80) Some references have been made to this subject in f. n. nos- 77, 73

and 79. More details will be given later on.

(81) Cambridge Short History of India, pp. 82.

(82) Vol. I, pp. 167, f. n. no. 55.

(83) Pp. 61, the dynastic list of the Chasthana rulers.

(84) From this we understand that the title "Svami" is inferibr to thd

title ''Mahaksatrap". (Vol, III, pp. 147, f. n. no. 14).
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large portion of the adjoining territory. He got his coins struck

also, which bear no. 271 of the Chasthana era.

(3) Svlmi Rudrasen III was succeeded one by one by three

kings, each of them holding the title Svlmi. Their time was 271

to 311, i. e. 40 years. The weak rule of Chandragupta II was

followed by the powerful suzerainty of Kumargupta, who immediately

after coming to throne in 413 A. D., defeated these Svamis and

thus the Chasthana dynasty came to an end. That is the reason

why we do not get any coins of these Svlmi rulers.

(4) Kumlrgupta ruled from 413 to 456 A. D. His successor,

Samudragupta ruled from 456 to 480 A. D. During the rule of

these two powerful emperors, the Gupta empire reached its zenith.

Then followed the weak rule of Kumlrgupta II, and thus began

the decline of the Gupta empire.

(5) During this Kumlrgupta’s time, the Gupta empire was divided

into three or more parts. In the fifteenth year of Kumlrgupta’s

rule, the Huqs®® under the leadership of Torml«j invaded India and

entered Avanti after establishing mastery over western and central

India, in about 490 A. D. Kumlrgupta fled from Avanti and

took shelter in Kanoj where ruled the Parihlr Rljputs, who had

established their power over northern India. Kanoj was the capital

of this empire, and in the sixth century there ruled over ICanoj

the famous king Harsa. The remaining part of the western empire,

consisting of Saurastra and Gtijarlt was taken over by Bhattlrak,

the commander of the Gupta forces. He founded his dynasty there

with Vallabhipur as the seat of capital, a year or two after 490

A. D. The southern part of the empire was taken over by the

Traikutakas and Chllukyas at about this time or within a few

years after this.

(6) Emperor Harsa died leaving no issue behind him. His

brother-in-law, Grhavarman®®, came to the throne. He belonged

to the Maukhari clan of Rljputs, who were probably a branch of

(85) The dynastic list of the Hu^js may thus be arranged:—(1) Torman
A. D. 490 to 510=20 years; (2) Mihirkul A. D. 510 to 533=23 years.

(86) For the dynastic list of these rulers, vide vol. I, pp. 187, For further

details about them vide vol, III, pp. 319, f, n, no. 25.
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the Samvrijis. Cphavarman was succeeded by his son Bhogvarman,

who in turn was succeeded by his son Ya^ovarman. We have

already stated that scholars like Slddhasen Divaker, Bappabhattsuri ,

and Vakpatiraj flourished during the time of Yasovarman and, his

son Amradev®^. By his valour, Yasovarman had earned the name,

Vikramiditya.

(7) Torman, the Huija chief, was succeeded by his son

Mihirkul, on the throne of AvantL He persecuted the people to

the utmost. The people at last united®® and decided to rise in

rebellion against him in 531-33 A. D. On Mt. Abu, they took a

vow in front of fire out of which four Rajput clans came out®®.

They led an expedition against Mihirkul, defeated him on the

field of battle and exterminated the Hups root and branch. Details

have already been given in vol. Ill, pp. 318 and sequel.

(8) During the rule of the Chasthaijas (pp. 61 for the dynastic

list. Many persons intervened Damsen, the eighth ruler, and

Ya^odaman, the ninth ruler) there flourished a general named

Hvardatta of the Abhir community, from 261 to 264, i. e. 158 to

161 of their era. He was appointed as governor over a region

near the source of the Godavari. Taking advantage of the weak-

ness of his overlord, he became independent, assumed the title

Mahaksatrap and founded his own dynasty. The power of these

Abhir chiefs slackened for a time. But during the time of Kumar-

.gupta II, the Abhir chief named Dharsen founded the Traikutaka

dynasty. Details about this are given on pp. 303 to 312 of vol. III.

Thus the mighty empire of Avanti ended in 5th century A. D.

Just as the Mauryas were the last emperors of the Magadha empire,

so were the Guptas the last torch-bearers of the empire of Avanti.

Many new details have been given above and enough evidence

has also been attached to make them convincing. Below is given

a chronological list of the events referred to in this part.

(87) Vol. Ill, pp. 26-27 and 208-209.

(88) A fine instance of unity in times of stress and storm.

(89) Details about them are given in vol. Ill, pp. 319, f. n. no. 22. This

vras the origin of the Rajputs, who took over themselves the duty of protecting

the people. They took a vow to this effect beforefire.
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Chapter 1

Chedi dynasty

Synopsis:—Chedi dek—a summary of the description gtven in

vol. I.—Relation between the Chedi dek and the Chedi dynasty—
Chedi is not the name of any country, or of a caste or of a place;

some theories of its origin—The three branches ofthe Chedi dynasty—
The boundaries of the Chedi dek—An account of the polHical

condition of Kaling from the death of emperor Karkati^n to the

beginning of the rule of king Ksemrdj.

(/) Ksemraj:—His dynasty and his relation xmth Mahamegh^

vahan— His life, the duration of hts rule, and his territorial extent—
The seat of Jus capital, the change in it and the religious signifu

cance lying behind it—Why did Nandivardhan invade K(ding,for

political motive or for religious motive?

i.. (2) V^dhiraj;—An account of his life.
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CHEDI DYNASTY

In the first nine parts of these volumes, we gave an account

of the countries of northern India and of the dynasties that ruled

over them. Now we turn to south India. We
Preliminaries shall find that south India had not as many

dynasties as the north. One reason for this is

the comparatively uncivilized condition of south India. North India,

as we know, was the home of Aryan civilization. As time went

on, this civilization began to spread in south India and at last

south India became almost as civilized as north India. The inroads

of Aryan culture were mainly due to the invasions and expeditions

of the kings of north India over south India. Some of the conquerors

founded colonies there and thus came into direct contact with the

natives. This direct impact resulted into an extensive spread of

the Aryan civilization. In short south India became Aryanized.

The Aryan conquerors of south India began to appoint their

governors over conquered parts of south India. These governors

were mostly members of the royal family or very near relatives

of the conquerors. When they found their overlords weak, they

began to establish independent kingdoms of their own. Such

independent kingdoms, were, however, few. Two independent and

great empires also sprung up, and in the following pages, we shall

give a detailed account of these empires. One was the Kalinga

empire and the other was the Andhra empire. The Chedi dynasty

found the first, and ^atvahan dynasty found the second. We begin

with the account of the Chedi dynasty.

Details have been given in vol. I, pp. IbO and sequel* A king'

of the region died leaving no son behind him. According' to* tha

custom of the country, a female elephant with

The Chedi dynasty a jar full of water was made to perambulate

the city and as she sprinkled water on Karkaiydu;

he was. elected king. On pp. 136 to 141 of voL I^ is^l^vea a
description of Mahakosal or Ku^asthal. Th^re we have proved,

that Karkaijduwas the son of queen Padmavati and king Da^hivShan.

Separated from his parents by a decree of fate, he became thd

king of Kaling in the manner stated above. Certain circjunkt^noQS
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led' him to invade Mahako^al or Anga over which ruled his father

Dadhivahan. Had not Padmavati, who had become a Jaina nun,

intervened and informed them of the sacred relation between

them, a terrible fight would have taken place with consequences

unknown. As a result, Karkandu inherited his father’s kingdom and

began to call himself the lord of Trikaling^. He belonged to the

Chedi dynasty. (For details read the next paragraph). He assumed

the name Meghvahan®, in conformity with his father’s name. After

some years he renounced his kingdom and became a Jaina monk.

As he died without leaving a son behind him, ^renik of Magadh

annexed the kingdom to the Magadh empire®, and thus came into

vogue the term “Anga-Magadh”. Details have already been given

in volume I.

It has been stated in vol. I, that Sariivriji Ksatriyas were

divided into 18 branches, some of which were Lichchhavi, Malla,

§akya etc. (pp. 27 and 120). We have also
The origin of ^e

Kadambas, the Pajdyas, the Cholas
term wtieai

and others were also branches of the same

( vol. I, pp. 347 ). In the account of the Mauryas in vol. II, we

have shown that the “New Mauryans” of south India were originally

Mauryas themselves, and that generals Chutkanand and Mulanand

were relatives of Nanda kings. The founder of the Andhra dynasty,

Simukh by name, was the son of Mahapadma, the second Nanda

king. (Details will be given in the account of the Satavahana

dynasty). Again Maharathis, Rastrikas and Bhojakas, being the

sub-sections of New Mauryas and the groups who emigrated with^

Mulanand and Chufukanand, also probably belonged to the Samvriji'

group. In short most of the dynasties of north India were of Sarhvriji

origin. It is possible that Dadhivahan also belonged to one of these

(1) For details about Tnkaling, read further in the chapter.

(2) The term “Meghvahan” is a proper noun as well as title. Knmarpali

the Solanki king of Gujarat was for example called “Meghvahan'’.

(3) If Srel!;iik annexed Kaling to the Magadha empire, then the rnlihl

dynasty must either have ended or the king most have come under the tutelage

9f Magadh. Dgtsils will be given later on.
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eighteen branches. It is possible that Chedi was the name of a

branch or of a sub-^branch of the Samvriji clan.

That no mention of the term Chedi is made in the Buddhist

books, points to the fact that the term must not have ensted in

Lord Buddha’s time. Again, none of the countries, over which

Karka^du established power bore any such name. Nor did any rock

or castle or city in those countries bear that name. It is possible

that the origin of the name had some connection with a major

event in the life of Karkagdu. Details given in vol. I, show that

the prophecy of his becoming a king was connected with the cutting

of a bamboo (Varfis). So, the country may have been named

Variis ( It also means a dynasty ) and the term Chedi may have

been a deteriorated form of “Chhedan” ( cutting ). The country,

over which the king of so named dynasty ruled, may have later

on begun to be called by the same name. There is no mention

of this term in ancient Buddhist and Vedic books^. Thus we see

that the term “Chedi” had probably a very curious origin, and the

term must have come into existence with Meghvahan in about

558 B. C.®. In short, the Chedi dynasty was founded in 558 B. C.

by Meghvahan.

Meghvahan died in 537 B. C. leaving no son behind him.

According to the federal system of government which prevailed in

(4) Vedic books tell us that a race named "Chet” inhabited Vidarbha,

the modern Berar. (Vide Jam Sahitya Samsodhak, vol. Ill, pp. 373). Cunningham

has stated in his “Book of Ancient £ras”i pp. 9) that the Chedi kings of the

Kalchuii dynasty were natives of Chhatisgadh and Bustar. The seat of theit

capital was Boramdev. They advanced as far as Jubbalpore. This makes it-

clear that these “Chets” have no connection with the Chedi dynasty. The

Vedic books also contain a mention of a dynasty named Ira ot 11a. (Vide the

account of Khaivel). In ancient Jaina books the term “Chedides” is often

mentioned.

(5) In vol. I. it is stated that this event took place in 565 or 563 ot

559-558. Further research tells me that the most likely date is 558-59.

If no. 103 mentioned in the Hath^uinfa inscription, may be accepted as

belonging to the Chedi era, then the numbers stated above would mean 462|

460 and 456 B. C. respectively. Betaiis will be given later on.
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those times, Sreijik annexed his kingdom to the Magadha empire.

Some details have already been given in vol. I and some others

will be given in the account of Ksemraj. Kunik,

toe ?h”di*drnas*ty*
governed by a passion

to extend his empire. This gave a hard blow

to the federal system. His son Udayin invaded and conquered

many southern countries. He was succeeded by weak rulers,

Anuruddha and Muijd. Taking advantage of this opportunity,

Ksemraj, a descendant of Karkagdu established his independent

power over Kaling. This re-established the Cliedi dynasty.

The Chedi dynasty was divided into three periods. The first

began with the reign of Meghvahan and ended with his death,

and the subsequent annexation of his kingdom by Srenik, B. C. 558

to 537 = 21 years. The second period consits of the interregnum

beginning with 537 B. C. and the re-establishment of the Chedi

dynasty by Ksemraj in 474 B. C.= 63 years®. The third began

with the reign of Ksemraj and ended in 361 B, C.= 113 years.

The total comes to 197 years.

Hence we are concerned with the last period. It consisted of

five kings. When the 4th king died in 372 B. C. however, Chandra-

gupta Maurya annexed the kingdom to the Magadha empire. Hence,

the third period had really lasted for 103-4 years and not for H3
years as stated above. The total time thus would be 187-88 years.

The question we have to consider from this is, ' whether no. 103

in the Hathigumfl inscription has any connection with the Chedi

dynasty. The answer is of course in the negative, became Kharvel,

the author of the inscription, could not have known how long his

dynasty was to last.

Scholars have a different theory about the Chedi dynasty.

They state that the first period of the Chedi dynasty consisted

of K^mraj, Kharvel and others, (whom we have put in the third

(6) Reasons of fixing this time for king Ksemraj have been stated in

vol. I, in the account of the Chedi dynasty. Scholars have fixed the time as

the second century B. C. Details will be given in the account of Kharvel,

The mootest point is no. 103 in the Hathfguinfa inscription.
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iperiod^). The second period, according to them began in B. C. 24d,

and the third period in 11th century A. D.

It is certain that the period in which Ksemraj flourished ended

in B. C. 372, or at the most in B. C. 361, when the Chedide^

was annexed to the kingdom of Magadh®. At the end of the

Mauryan dynasty, the country came under the rule of the ^atvahana

kings. Taking advantage of a weak ^atvahana king, Chasthaij brought

the country under his power, at the end of whose dynasty the

Guptas established their power over it, and continued to be its

masters till the end of the dynasty in the 5th century A. D. In

spite of this, a belief exists that a certain I^vardatta of the Kalchuri

dynasty established his power over a certain region in 249 A. D.

and started the Chedi era®. In chapter eleventh, vol. Ill, we have

proved on the authority of rock-edicts that Isvardatta did not

belong to the Kalchuri dynasty, and that he called himself Abhir.

He was a Traikutak who flourished about 249 A. D. The seat of

his capital was in the region around the source of the Godavari.

It is not known whether he ever established his power over Chedide^.

Probably Chedide^ was under the power of the Chasthapas and

the Guptas during all that time. It is not known on what grounds

Isvardatta has been connected with Chedides. Scholars have some

how enunciated the theory that Chedides came under the power

of the Kulchuri kings and that the Chedi era was stated from

that time^®.

Scholars are silent as to when this second period ended. They

(7) For the authenticity of this inscription vide the description of the

Hathigumfa inscription. Kharvel himself states that he belonged to the third

branch. Read line no. 3.

(8) This name is given here because here we are concerned with its account.

(9) The Kalchuri kings are known as Trikutakas. For details read

Kanarise dynasty" by Dr. Fleet in “Proceedings of the Aryan Section of

the Seventh Oriental Congress”; or the article by Dr. Bhagvanlal Indraji in

Bombay Gazetteer, pp. 249 and sequel.

(10) “Chronology of India" by Duff, pp. 226 (details about 249 A. D.):—
'A. D. 249 current, Sunday 26th, August or Asvln, Sud 1, Kaliyuga 3350
pxpired, epoch of Chedi era; Ind. Anti xvii, pp. 215-16."
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however consider the third period to have began in the'llth

century A. D.; when the Kalchuri kings began to rule over Chedi de^,

and restarted the Chedi era. The scholars also say that the other

name for the era was the Kalchtiri era, the name being based on

the dynastic name of the rulers. In fact, it is believed that the

Kalchuri kings were the founders of the Chedi era, there having

been started no era during the first two periods. In short, they

think that the Chedi era was founded during the rule of the Kalchuri

kings. These Kalchuri kings, it is believed, had no blood-relationship

with Meghvahan and his descendants.

We have seen in vol. I, that the original name of the country

over which the Chedi kings established their rule was Variis. In

connection with the boundaries of this country

Chedf^eF
*** Cunningham^^ says:-“Boramdev, the capital

in Chhatisgadh or Mahakoshal, which formed

the old kingdom of Chedi or Kalchuris ” This means that the

region consisting of the districts Chhattisgadh, Bilaspur and Raipur,

was called Mahako^al in those times and that the seat of its

capital was somewhere near Boramdev. In ancient books, Mahako^al

is called Kuiasthal, a name that suits the character of the country^’.

At present its major part is full of forests inhabited by beasts of

prey. We know that king Dadhivahan of Anga had gone out on

an elephant on a pleasure trip with his pregnant queen Padmavatl

(vol. I, pp. 130). The elephant then ran away into an eastern

forest together with the queen on his back. If we accept the boundaries

stated by Sir Cunningham for Vam^des, everything would be alright^®.

Thus the country which was called Mahakosal or Ku^asthal daring

the times of Mahabharat, was called Vaih^a during the 6th century

B. C. It consisted of the modem districts of Chhattisgadh and

Bastar. We may fix up thus the boundaries of Varii^ as follows:

—

(11) Book of Ancient Eras, Intro, pp. 9.

(12) Vol. I, pp. 135, f. n. no. 118. Kusa=a kind of grass, which grows

in plenty In that region.

(13) Scholars stick to the opinion that Anga consisted of the region around

the modem district of Bhagalpur in Bengal,

13
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Chhotanagpur and Reva States on the north, the Godavari on the

south, Utkal and Orissa in the east, and Vidarbha and Ailga id

the west^*. This seems to be supported by an article in I. H. —
“The country to the west of Orissa was known as the Dakshina

Kosal or Chedi”. All scholars, however, are not unanimous about

the boundary. A scholar'® states:
—

“Chedi was the country adjoining

Bhojkat or Avanti on the east”. This means that the boundaries

of Chedi de^ extended as far as the districts of Ho^angabad and

Nimar. This does not seem to be true, because these districts

formed a part of Vidarbha or Anga, the capital of which was

Champlnagari where Priyadariin got the Rupnath rock-edict erected.

Another scholar' ’ states on the authority of Colonel Todd:

—

“Chanderi, a town in Malwa, was the capital of Shishupal, who

was killed by Krishna. ( J. A. S. B., vol. XV); according to Fuhrer,

Dahalmandal was the ancient Chedi; according to some, it comprised

the southern portion of Budelkhand and northern portion of

Jubbulpore. Rewa Kalangar was the capital of Chedi under the

Gupta kings. Chedi was also called Tripuri”. Thus different scholars

hold different views about the boundaries of Chedi de^. One reason

for this is that some have based the theory on the Chedi de^ proper,

and some on the territory under the power of the Chedi dynasty.

Different kings of the d3masty are bound to have at least some

variety in their territorial extents. During the times with which

we are concerned, Anga was in the west, Vathia or Mahako^al was

in the centre, and Kaling was in the south and east. But the

modern districts of Sambalpur, Ptiri, Angtil and Katak in Orissa,

did not form a part of Kaling. They were annexed to the Kalinga

kingdom by Ksemraj. A writer'® has truly observed:
—

“Cheti or

Chedi is the well-known Vedic and classical ruling family. This

(14) Cf. f. n. no. 13 above.

(15) Ibid, 1929, no. 5, pp. 612.

(16) J. A. S. B. vol. 21, pp. 257; Asok by Dr. Bhandarker* pp. 35.

Pulinda was situated on its borders. (Sabbaparva).

(17) Dey’s “Ancient Geography of India", pp. 14.

(18) J. B. 0* R* S. 1927, vol. 13, pp. 222 and seqaeb
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branch of the Chedis seems to have migrated into Orissa from

Maha-kpshal, as the Oriya Manuscript ( J. B. O. R. S. Ill, pp. 482)

suggests”. Prof. Rhys Davids in his “Buddhist India”, pp. 26 states:-

“The Chedis were probably the same tribe as that called Chedi

in older documents and had two distinct settlements. One, probably

the older, was in the mountains^® in what is now called Nepal.

The other, probably a later colony was near Kosambi to the east,

and has been even confused with the land of Vamsa”. Another

scholar says®®:
—

“Tripun® ‘ seems to have been the capital of Chedi.

They were called the rulers of Dahala or Chedi”. We need not

bother ourselves with all these theories. It is sufficient for our

purposes to know that Anga, Vam^a and Kaling were situated

side by side and stretched from west to east.

We have stated that the first period of the Chedi dynasty

began with the reign of Karkagdu and ended with his death, and

that the third period began with the reign of

After Karkan^u Ksemraj. We shall here attempt to show what

happened in between these two period, so that

a connected link may be established for the whole dynasty.

Karkagdu died in 537 B. C. leaving no son behind him. ^re^ik

annexed the kingdom to the Magadha empire. Karkaijdu was the

lord of Trikaling consisting of Anga, Vamsa and Kaling. The new

term that came into existence after the annexation was “Anga-

Magadha”. This suggests that out of the three countries only one,

Anga, was annexed by Sreinik. Otherwise the new term must have

been Trikaling-Magadha. Ajat^atru, who succeeded ^reiiik on the

throne, changed the seat of his capital from Rajgrhi to Champapuri,

the capital of Anga, in 525-24 B. C. Probably ^re^jiik must have

given the throne to Karkandu’s son-in-law*®, and hence he must

have been accepted by him as the overlord. This means that actual

(19) It would have been better if any piece of evidence was given.

(20) A. E. vol. II, pp. 302.

(21) Tripuii was another name of Jubbulpore, not far from which is the

rock-edict of Rupnath, near which was situated Champapuri. (Cf. f. n. not

13 above).

(22) Vol. I, pp. 164, f. n. no. 46.
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annexation of Trikaling mast not have taken place during the

reign of ^regik. Ajat^atru, however, being more covetous of acquiring

land, must have effected the annexation, with the consequent change

in the seat of capital. Even he must have annexed only Anga, and

allowed the other two to remain under the power of the said son-

in-law*®. This state of affairs continued upto 492 B. C., by which

time Ajatsatru was dead and his son Udayin had already come to the

throne. During these times, kings were becoming more and more

greedy of land®* and wholesale ann^ations began to take place.

So, during Udayasva’s reign his commander-in-chief, Nagada^ak,

who later on founded the Nanda dynasty and assumed the name

Nandivardhan, in accompaniment of Anuruddha, the heir-apparent,

conquered all the territory upto Ceylon*®, including Vamsa and

Kaling. Thus ended for the time being the ruler of the Chedi dynasty.

During the second period, two kings of the dynasty ruled

over Chedi des. Their names were Sobhanray and Cha^dray. The

two other names, Sulochan and Surath were probably other names

of Dadhivahan and Karkai^du or of Kankapdu alone. Hence they

refer to the first period of the dynasty. From 492 B. C. to 475

B. C. the last year of the rule of Anuruddha, Trikaling was a

part of the Magadha empire. During the weak rule of his brother

Mund, whose reign lasted for two years only, a state of anarchy

prevailed; various parts of the empire, entrusted to governors,

became independent. Ksemraj established independent power over

Vanisa and Kaling. He may have been the governor of these

countries. He may as well have been an outside invader. We do

not know. He was a distant relation* ® of Meghvahan. This took

(23) We cannot forward any piece of evidence in support of this.

(24) Vol. I, KuUik-Ajatsatru lost his life while attempting to cross the

Vindhya ranges. This incident is mentioned in Jaina books.

(25) This greed for land was the result of the evil influence of the fifth

ira. By the time of Nandivardhan it became a common practice of kings.

(26) Had he been a near relation, he would have got the throne after

the death of Karkaudu, in the place of his son-in-law. That he was a direct

descendant is mentioned in the Hathigumfa insoription by Khatvel. For the

prigin of the term Mahameghvaban read further,
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place in 475 B. C. In this year thus began the third period of

the Chedi dynasty.

(1) KSEMRAJ

He was a distant relation of Meghvahan,*^ the founder of

the dynasty., Probably he was a direct descendant of Meghvahan*®.

The question we have to consider here is why was the founder

called Mahameghvahan, and why is his dynasty called Chedi.

First we turn to the word Mahameghvahan. When Karkandu

came to the throne, he did not know anything about his parentage

or family or native place. It is probable that when he ascended the

throne, he assumed one of the two names, Surath or Sulochan, if

they are proved to have been the names of the same individuals.

We know that his mother Padmavati became instrumental in

preventing a horrible fight between him and his father Dadhivahan

and in thus acquainting him with his parentage and family. In

all probability from thence he assumed the name Meghvahan in

order to sound it in conformity with Dadhivahan, his father’s

name. After the death of his father, he inherited the kingdom of

Anga, thus enlarging his kingdom, in commemoration of which

he might as well have prefixed “Maha” to his name, in order to

“ signify greatness. Another explanation of the name Mahameghvahan

is as follows:—In Kaling, there is a Jaina holy place named Samet*

^ikhar. At present the foot of the mountain is in Bengal. But the

mountain was much larger in area in those times, like Satrunjay

in Saurastra. In those times Sametsikhar stretched from Bengal

to Madras, and the foot of the mountain was®® in the modern

district of Ganjam where, near Dhauli-Jagauda®® Priyadar^in got

(27) The authors of the Purai^s seem to believe that the Chedi kings

held the title Mahameghvahan. It has been stated on pp. 374 of Jaina Sahitya

Samsodhak, vol. HI, that the kings referred to as holders of the title “Megh’*

were those to whose dynasty Kharvel belonged. It has now been proved that

the Chedis came from Mahakosal; so the details given above refer to them.

(28) Ft n. no. 27 above.

(29) The face of the earth, as the scientists believe, is constantly

changing. No wonder then that the foots of the mountains changed.

(30) Dhanli aad Jagauda ate situated at the distance of 125 miles front
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greeted rpck-edicts as marks of his devotion to religion. In short

the whole region was hilly® ^ and full of forests. Now, forests always

cause a great amount of rainfall. Henpe, the ruler of this forest

territory might have assumed the significant title Meghvahan i. e.

bringer of rainfall. Any way Mahameghvahan was another name of

Karka^jdu. (More details will be given in the account of Hathigumfa).

Now we turn to the origin of the term “ Chedi.” and its

connection with Meghvahan. Some details about this term have

already been given. We have stated that “ Chedi ” was derived

from “Chhedan” (cutting). This is my theory.

Scholars offer a different theory. In the first line of the

Hathigumfa inscription, Kharvel calls himself the descendant of

“ Air or Ail Mahameghvahan Chediraj.” In connection with “ Air

or Ail” a writer®* says:
—

“Aira, a descendant of Ira or Ila, identifies

one of the main dynastic divisions to which the Chedis do belong

according to the Puranas ” (Pargiter. J. R. A. S. 1900. pp. 1 1-26).

This means that the Chedis are a branch of Ira or Ila. In Vedic

books, it has been stated that Vidarbba was inhabited by a race

named “Chet”.®®

The late Pandit Jayasval wrote an article in “Nagri Pracharini”

(Kartik number), on Hathigumfa inscription. A translation of the

article has appeared in “ Jaina Sahitya Sansodhak” Vol. Ill, no. 3,

pp. 366 and seq. On pp. 369 it is stated, that some of the words

have disappeared. At certain places there are rifts in the stone,

each other. Both are spoken together to have been at the foot of Mt.

Sametsikhar oq account of the following reasons;—(l) One mast have been

situated at one point of the foot and the other at the other. (Read f. n. above).

(2) As proof of this, it may be stated that Priyadarsin got a part-a few of

the numbers-of religious doctrines inscribed at one place, and the rest at the

other. (3) Scholars have always spoken of them together, thus suggesting

close relation between them. (For the relation of these places to Priyadarsin

read his account in vol. 11).

(31) King Vakragriva, the helper of Chandragupta Maurya, was called the

king of hilly regions.

(32) J. B. O. R. S. vol. XIII, 1927 A. D. pp. 223.

(33) Ft n. not 4 abovei
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His place in the

dynasty

attd at certain other places chips have worn off. Water has worked

havoc on the stone and some signs which were not their original

have been wrought out by such forces of nature, in course of time.

The first line is found to be tact and gives us details about

Kharvel’s dynasty. But some imperceptible changes must have

taken place there also. Thus the whole inscription requires a close

scrutiny at the hand of experts.

In the Hlthigumfa inscription, Kharvel calls himself the son

of Vrddhiraj and the grandson of Ksemraj. The word “Tatiyo”

in the second line of the inscription refers to

the third period of the dynasty, and does not

mean that Kharvel was the third king in the

dynasty, as is believed by scholars. In the 5th Oriental Conference

at Lahore in 1929, Dr. Barua of Asam, read an article on Kharvel,

in which he stated (if I do not err) that Kharvel was the sixth

in the dynasty. This means that Ksemraj was the fourth king.

We have already stated that the names of the two preceding kings,

the second and the third, were §obhanray and Chaijdray ( vol. I,

pp. 165, f. n. no. 46 ). This®* has been supported by other sources

also. (For details, read the account of the Hlthigumfa inscription.)

The dynastic list has already been given in vol. I. We draw the

notice of the readers to the fact that Ksemraj was the fourth,

and not the first king, of the dynasty.

He established independent power over Kaling in 475-4 B. C.

and ruled for 36 years.®® Thus his reign ended in 439 B. C.®®

We do not know at what age he came to the throne. But the

fact that he successfully resisted the onslaught of a powerful

invader like Nandivardhan, shows that he must have been a

seasoned warrior by the time he came to the throne. Hence, he

(34) Vol. I, pp. 278, f. n. no. 9. “Anekant" a monthly that was formerly

pablished from Delhi, In vol, I, nos, 3 to 6. This topic has been discussed

by Muni Kalyanvijayaji and other scholars, and have come to the conclusion

that this dynastic list is not very reliable. It has, however, thrown much new

light on the problem.

(35) This has been generally accepted by scholars.

(36) Vol. I, pp. 359, Seethe dynastic list there.
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must have come to the throne at least after 30.

have been nearly 70 by the time of his death.

Thus he must

We now turn to his territorial extent. We have stated that

either he must have been the governor of the countries over which

he established independent power or must have

territoriatextont
conquered them. In the second

case, there most have been very little territory

in his power before the seizure of these two countries. In B. C.

468, he had to fight a pitched battle against Nandivardhan®’.

Even before this battle was fought, he had conquered all the

territory in which are situated at present the districts of Sambalpur

Puri, Angul and Katak, because these districts were not within

the boundaries of Kaling. The fact that Nandivardhan took away

the Jaina idol from Katak, shows that it was not under bis power.

This is also supported by a statement found on pp. 482 of

J. O. B. R. S. Vol. III. ( quoted on pp. 95 ). In short, the Uriya

districts®®, now called Orissa, which were on the N. E. of Kaling,

were conquered by Ksemraj between 475 to 468 B. C., and thus

he had expanded the boundary of the Kalinga kingdom from the

Mahanadi to the Suvariiarekha. In order to keep proper order in

his thus enlarged kingdom, he changed the seat of his capital to

a place near the lake Chilka, which is situated near Jagannathpuri.

The capital of Vamsa, as the Buddhist books tell us, was Dantapur,

and that of Kaling was Kanchanpur. We do not know what name
he gave to the new seat of his capital. We deduce from the

rock-edict of Priyadarsin, however, that the name must have been

Tansuliyanagari® ®.

This place was politically very important, and was one of the

reasons of the frequent battles between the kings of Magadh and

(37) Vol. I, pp, 371, the chronoloi^cal list there.

(38) The name may be “Uriya” or “Uda”; it was the native place of the

people who at that time inhabited Orissa. For the importance of this province

in reference to him and to his religion, read farther.

(39) It is possible that Tansuliya was the name of the region in which
the capital was situated. (Line no. 6, Hathlgamfa inscript ion).
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Kaling. It is probable that the change in the seat of capital was

effected by Kharvel, because it was he, who got the canal from

the Ganges, dug by Nandivardhan, extended to this city. This is

mentioned in line no. 6 of the Hathigumfa inscription. No previous

line contains any mention of its having been conquered by him.

Hence, it must have been conquered either by his father Vrddhiraj

or by his grandfather Ksemraj. The rule of Vrddhiraj being of a very

short duration, he had hardly any time to conquer new territories.

Hence, the conquest must have been achieved by Ksemraj, who

spent almost all his life in warfare. This is supported by the

fact mentioned in the Hathigumfa inscription, that the Jaina idol

was taken away from that city by Nandivardhan during his time.

Thus, the Kaling empire extended upto the Suvarijarekha or

further in the north, the Godavari in the south, the ocean in the

east and the region consisting of the districts of Chattisgadh and

Bustar in the west. Anga was probably not included in the Kalinga

empire. Nandivardhan invaded Kaling in B. C. 468 and took

away the Jaina idol. Realizing that it was no use fighting, they

both did not bother themselves with any more warfares.

Ksemraj first established himself as the ruler of Vam^a and

Kaling, Anga having been annexed to the Magadha empire. We
have stated that Dantpur was the capital of

The capital of Kaling Vamsa and Kancanpur of Kaling (Vol. I. pp.

143). Vamsa consisted of the modern districts

of Chattisgadh and Bustar, and hence Dantpur must be located

somewhere there. Kaling consisted of the region between the

Mahanadi and the Godavari, and hence Kaiicanpur must have

been somewhere in that region. When Ksemraj extended his

kingdom upto the Suvarnarekha, he changed the seat of his capital

to a place situated near the lake Chilka. We do not know whether

this change was effected earlier.

Scholars hold different theories about the capital of Chedi.

Some believe that the seat of the capital was Kancanpur*®, others

(40) Read the account given above. It was situated near Jagannathpnrr

near the lake Chilka. For details vide next chapter.

14
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incline towards Kapilpur*^, Dantpur*’* and Manipur*®. At present

their names respectively are Jagannath**, Vijaynagar*®, Rajma-

hendri*® and Ganjam. Some suggest*'^ Kaling was divided into

two parts, north and south Kaling, with Sinhpur as the capital

of the north and Rajpuri*® or Yayatinagar*® as the capital of the

south. The other name was Pritudakadarbh ( pp. 4 of the same

book ). Adinagar was another name of Yayatinagar which is at

present called Sonpur, and which is situated on the Maha(pp. 15).

The same writer has also suggested Kalingnagari which is on the

west of the rock-edict of Priyadarsin at Dhauli (pp. 23), The towns of

Pateli and Koranga which are 8 to 10 miles from Puri, are also

suggested as the capitals of Kaling. It is also stated®® that ^rikakul

was the name of the capital of Kaling, while another writer®* says

on the authority of Magesthenes that the name was Parthilyse.

Thus, various names have been suggested; the situation is however

in the region 20 to 25 miles from Jagannathpuri.

It has been proved on the evidence of coins and inscriptions

His religion and the that he was a follower of Jainism, like his

importance of the ancestor KarkaQdu, who had become a Jaina

seat of his capital monk and attained nirvan, and who has been

assigned a place among the "Pravatta Chakra®*” (Details about

(41) J. A. H. R. S. vol. II, part I, pp. 3. (It is stated therein, that Sinhpur

was the capital of north Kaling and Kapilpui of south).

(42) J. A. H. R. S. vol. II, part I, pp. 22. Dantpur has been identified

with Jagannathpuri, where Buddha was worshipped as an Incarnation of Visnu.

It is also stated that the name Sinhpur (the city of lion) was changed to

Dantpur (the city of Tooth), probably because the teeth of Buddha are

preserved there.
*

(43) Vide the volume referred to in f. n. no. 41.

(44) Cf. f. n. nos. 40, 41 and 42 above.

(45) R. W. W. Vol. II, pp. 107, f. n. no. 60.

(46) F. n. no. 45 above.

(47) F. n. no. 41 above.

(48) J. A. H. R. S. Vol. II, part I, pp. 2.

(49) Ibid, pp. 7.

(50) ]. R. A. S. Vol. VIII, pp. 6.

(51) Bha.Prai Rajvaihsa, Vol. ll, pp. 99. (52) Vol. I. pp. 167, f, n« ho, 5$.
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this term will be given later on). More detdls will be given in the

account of the Jaina idol of Kaling.

In ancient times, kings did not imprint®® their names or

portraits on their coins. They merely got their religious symbols

imprinted on them®*. In course of time, as Avasarpiiji advanced,

names and portrait-heads began to appear®®. Foreign influence also

contributed to this change®®.

The Hathigumfa inscription and the capital of Kalinga kingdom

are closely associated with Jainism. The Jains consider those places

holy where their Tirthankeras, the number of which is 24, attained

nirvai?®^. Twenty of fhese attained nirvai; on Samet^ikhar and the

remaining four at different places®®. The last of twenty, who attained

nirvao on Sametsikhar was Parsvanath. That hill is called the

Parsvanath hill, a very sacred place of the Jains. In Jainism, it is

a custom for all the Jains to be called followers of the previous

Tirthanker as long as the next does not attain nirvaij. Thus, during

B. C. 877®®, when Parsvanath attained nirvaij, to 556 B. C.®®,

when Mahavir attained nirvaij, all Jains were called followers of

Parsvanath. Thus, Karkandu, who ascended the throne in 558 B. C.

called himself the follower of Parsvanath. We have seen that the

foot of the Sametsikhar stretched upto Dhauli, where Priyadarsin

got his famous edict erected®^. During Karkatjdu’s rule that region

was under his power.

(53) Priyadarsin adopted the same humble attitude in his numerous giant

and small idols. That is the reason why they do not bear his name.

(54) Vol. I, chapter on coins.

(55) Vol. I, chap. II.

(56) Vide the account of Nahapan in vol. Ill, and vide vol. II for his coins.

(57) For a detailed account of Jaina sacred places vide vol. II, pp. 371,

f. n. no. 53.

(58) For a list of such places vide vol. II, pp. 324, f. n. no. 28 and

vol* I, pp. 280, f. n. no. 17.

(59) A person becomes a Tirthanker in Jainism, only after he has attained

the Kaivalya stage, Parsvanath became Tirthanker in B. C. 877.

(60) Mahavir became Tirthanker in 556 B. C. He had become a Jaina

monk in 568 B. C. Vide vol. II, pp. 4, f. n. no. 7.

(61) Voli III pp. 326 & ante, f. n. no. 30,
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Udyasva had installed a Jaina idol in Patliputra^’*. Similarly

Karkaijdu had installed an idol of Parsvanath^^ in his capital. In

that temple he said his daily prayers. Kaling was under the power

of Magadh after the death of Karkandu. Sobhanray and Chaodray

were under the vassalage of Magadh. The mlers of Magadh also

were Jains®*. Hence, when K^mraj established his independent

power over Kaling, Nandivardhan became anxious about the idol

of Parsvanath. Hence, when he became himself the ruler of Magadh,

after the weak rule of Mund, he invaded Kaling with a large army.

A great battle was fought, but no decisive result came out. In the

mean time, Nandivardhan received the news of excessive rainfall

at Magadh, as a result of which Pataliputra was in imminent danger

of being flooded. Hence, he left the battlefield and hastened towards

his capital. As a sign of his half-conquered battle, he took away

with him the idol of Parsvanath. Thenceforth he had no time to

invade Kaling ( Vide his account in vol. I ). Kharvel, the grandson

of Ksemraj, took revenge of this insult by invading Magadh and

by defeating Brhaspatimitra the 8th Nanda king, and by bringing

idol back to his capital.

(2) VKDHIRAJ

Vrddhiraj succeeded Ksemraj on the throne in B. C. 439.

Ksemraj was 70 at the time of his death. So Vrddhiraj must have

been 40 to 45 at the time of his accession. His son was about four-

teen at this time and his name was Bhikhkhuraj. When he ascended

the throne he assumed the name Kharvel. Vrddhiraj ruled for

10 years. So, Kharvel was about 24 when he ascended the throne.

Vrddhiraj ’s reign was an uneventful one. He himself was

advanced in age when he came to the throne, and his son was

too young to lead expeditions. Again Nanda II was a powerful king,

and his kingdom stretched upto the borders of Kaling on the west^

and the north. On the east was the sea. On the south the Kalinga

kingdom had stretched far enough upto the banks of the God3vaii.

(62) The older anidoli the greater its sacredness. For details about this

idol read further

(63) Vide antei
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When Bhikhkhuraj became older, he was sent with an army on

that side; but while the fight was going on, Vrddhiraj died in

429 B. C. and Bhikhkhuraj returned home from the field of battle.

It seems that Vrddhiraj died a sudden death®®.

Thus the Kalinga kingdom was somewhat extended in the

south, due to the enterprise of Bhikhkhuraj. Details of this invasion

will be given in the account of Kharvel.

Vrddhiraj seems to have justified his name by making good

additions to the kingdoms he inherited from his father. References

to this have been made in the Hathigumfa inscription,

Khlrvel spent the first year of his reign in repairing his capital.

Next year, he led his fourfold army against Srimukh®® and drove him

as far as Nasik. This shows that Vrddhiraj had a well-disciplined

and strong army under him and that he had conquered the region

where is situated at present the Hydrabad State. This shows that

during the rule of Vyddhiraj, Kalinga empire was much extended

in the south. Kharvel thus inherited a large and consolidated kingdom

which enabled him to defeat a powerful foe like Srimukh in the

very beginning of his reign, and force the Andhra kings to call

thqpiselves Andhrabhftyas®^.

(64) Vol. I, for dynastic lists of Sisunigas and Nandas. •

(65) Line 2 of Hathigumfa inscription.

(66) In inscriptions he has been called “Satakarani”. He has also beed

called “Sata*’. Vide Buddhiprakas, vol. 76, pp. 86 to 95; the quotation from

Vugapuraiit Saka king pursued Aristhakar^a of the ^ata dynasty.

(67) Vol. Ill, pp. 29.



Chapter II •

Chedl dynasty ( contd.

)

Synopsis:—(5) Kharvel or Bhikhkhuraj or Dharmaraj—Hia

time—Was Pusyamitra the same as Brhaspatimitra of Magadh ?

Pros and cons of the question—Arguments against the theory.

No. 103 in the Hathigumfa inscription. Scholars believe that

it belongs to the Nanda and Maurya eras—That is untrue^

Reasons fov this—The no. belongs either to the Chedi era or to

the MahSvira era—Proofs in support of this.
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(3) KHARVEL, BHIKHKHURAJ, DHARMARAJ
He came to throne in 429 B. C.- 98 A. M.

Chedi dynasty as well as the Kalinga kingdom owe their fame

in history to Hathigumfa inscription by Kharvel and to the rock-

edicts of Priyadar^in**. The chronology of the kings of the Chedi

dynasty has been based on the Hathigumfa inscription. Scholars have

come to the conclusion that Kharvel was a contemporary of Pusya-

mitra, the founder of the Sunga dynasty. As Pusyamitra’s time

has almost been fixed up, Kharvel’s time must have been about

the same. Then the scholars have fixed the time of the preceding

kings of the dynasty on this basis.

The belief that Kharvel and Pusyamitra were contemporaries

has been based on some details and the number given in the

Hathigumfa inscription. My difference with the scholars is about

this number. Hence, I have come to the conclusion that these two

kings could not have been contemporaries. Below, I have given

proofs. Some of them have already been given in vol. III. J repeat

them here for the sake of perspective®..

(1) It is believed that Satakarini ^rlmukh was the founder of

the Andhra dynasty. On the basis of an inscription by his son’s

queen Nlganika, he has circuitously been shown to have been a

contemporary of Pusyamitra. Now it is stated in the Hath^mfi
inscription that Kharvel inflicted a defeat on Srimukh. This means

that ^rimukh, Pusyamitra and Kharvel were contemporaries.

Let us see whether this hypothesis is true. The fact that

Srimukh and Kharvel were contemporaries is based on the irrefutable

evidence of the Hathigumfa rock-edict. The theory of Srimukh and

Pusyamitra having been contemporaries is not based on any strong

piece of evidence. It is an established fact that the Mauryan dynasty

(1) The Hatbigumfa inscription makes it clear that these names were

assumed hy himself.

(2) A comparative study of these kings has been given later on.

(3) Most of the arguments stated below have already been given in the

preceding volumes at various places. Vol. I, pp. 151 to 153. Vol. I, pp. 328;

Vffl. I, pp. 355; Vol. Ill, pp. 21 to 26; Vol. Ill, pp. 110 (Menander).
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lasted long after the death of Asok. This means that A^ok and

Pusyamitra were separated by a long interval, the latter having

been the later to come in time. We know that Magesthenes was

the Greek ambassador at the court of Asok. In his memoirs,

he has stated that from the military point of view, Magadha empire

was the first, and Andhra was the second. Now to have powerful

army, second only to the vastest military organisation in India, the

Andhra kingdom must have been established long before the time

of Asok. We have shown above that a long interval separated

A^ok from Pusyamitra. Hence the founder of the Andhra dynasty,

^rimukh, must have flourished long long before Pusyamitra. They

could not have been contemporaries.

(2) Dr. Rapson* in connection with the time of the inscription

of queen Naganika says:
—

“ It may be placed a little, but not

much later than Ashok’s and Dasarath’s edict. But what in my
opinion, most clearly proves that they belong to one of the first

Andhras, is that their graphic peculiarities fully agree with those

of the Nasik inscription (no. 1 ) of Kanha’s or Krishna’s reign”.

Thus Prof. Rapson inclines to the belief that the inscription belongs

to one of the first Andhra kings, one of whom was Kanha. In other

words Kaijha flourished a few years after Srimukh, the founder of

the dynasty, and Naganika flourished a few years after Kanha.

This clearly indicates that Naganika flourished long before A^ok

and that ^rimukh flourished much earlier. In no. I above, we have

proved that Pusyamitra flourished long after A^ok. Hence he

flourished much longer after ^rimukh.

(3) Dr. Rapson® states elsewhere:
—“The coin legends of

Andhras in every district and at all periods without exception are

in the same Prakrit language”. This means that Prakrt was the

language of the people during the rule of the Andhras. Now, we
know that the spread of Sainskrt followed the decline of Prakrt.

Priyadarsin’s inscriptions indicate that Prakrt was current upto his

time. Sainskrt began to gather influence during the rule of the

(4) C. A. R. pp. 19 to 21.

(5) C. A. R. para. 153.
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^ungas under the in^etus of Patafijali, the famous commentator^

This proves that the Andhra kings flourished long before the §ungas.

So Srimukh, the founder of the Andhra dynasty flourished long

before Pusyamitra, the founder of the §unga dynasty.

(4) The pictures on the walls of the Hathlgumfa inscription

are painted naked, thus showing that the sages and ascetics wore

no clothes in those times. The rock-edicts of Priyadarsin, on the

other hand, show that the custom of putting on white clothes by

them had already begun. This shows that Kharvel was a predecessor

of Priyadarsin, and consequently of Pusyamitra, who founded the

Sunga dynasty at the end of the Mauryan dynasty.

(5) A writer® has stated in connection with the Hathlgumfa

inscription:
—

‘‘Kharvela invaded Magadh and laid siege to Rajagrihi

and that four years later, he captured the royal palace (at

Pataliputra^ ) and made the Raja of Magadh fall at his feet®”.

This means that he invaded Magadh twice. We know that he also

defeated the second powerful king ^rimukh of Andhra. (Hathlgumfa

inscription line 4). Thus he was the most powerful emperor in

India at that time. Evidently he could not have borne with patience

the invasion and destruction of Pataliputra by any other king.

Historians, on the other hand, state that Pusyamitra invaded

Pataliputra, defeated the king, and destroyed the whole city®.

Naturally, had this taken place during the time of Kharvel, under

whose vassalage the Magadha king was, he would never have allowed

(6) Ind. His. Qua. vol. V, pp. 587, 1929 A. D.

(7) The words in the bracket have been written by the author of the

book. Why has he stated the names of both the capitals ? The change from

R^jg^hi to Pataliputra took place much later.

(8) This has been explicitly stated in the Hathigumfa inscription.

(9) The impossibility of this has been proved in vol. Ill, pp. 22 to 25«

We have also shown in the account of Pufyamitra the contradiction of calling

Pu§yamitra the king of Magadh on the one hand, and of describing him as

invading Magadh on the other. Again, Pufyamitra never ascended the throne.

It was his son Agnimitra, who actually ascended the throne and established a

large empire. He may have destroyed Pataliputra.

15
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such wholesale destruction. Hence, Pusyamitra could not have been

a contemporary of Kharvel.

(6) Kharvel has stated in line no 10 of the Hathigumfa

inscription that there are three divisions of politics, namely, war,

peace and concililation; or punishment, peace and compromise. It

should be noted that he has made no mention of “Dissensions”,

which proves that it must have been a later addition to the science

of politics. Probably the addition was made by Chlnakya, the

prime-minister of Chandragupta. Evidently, Chanakya flourished

later than Kharvel. So, Pusyamitra must have flourished much later

than Kharvel.

(7) The inscription of Kharvel tells us that he invaded Magadh

twice^°. On one of these occasions, he is stated to have invaded

Rljgrhi. This proves that Rajgrhi was the capital of Magadh during

the time of Kharvel. Now we know that Pataliputra as a capital of

Magadh was established during the time of Chandragupta Maurya, or

even before him. This shows that Kharvel lived before Chandragupta.

(8) In line 12 of Hathigumfa inscription Kharvel is stated to

have defeated Brhaspatimitra, who is stated to have been succeeded

by Agnimitra^^. This indicated that Agnimitra was the son of

Brhaspatimitra. The Puraijas, on the other hand also declare that

Pusyamitra was the father of Agnimitra. Hence an attempt has

been made to prove that Brhaspatimitra was the same as Pusya-

mitra.^®. Hence comes the theory that Kharvel and Pusyamitra

were contemporaries. Now, there can be no greater or more absurd

self-contradiction than this; because these very scholars have stated

that Pusyamitra invaded Plfailputra jind reduced it to ashes

(10) I differ slightly from this theory. For details read the next chapter.

(11) J. O. B. R. S. vol. XIII, pp. 242.
—“On the evidence of coins". Then

are given there the names of Sunga kings. The name of Brhaspatimitra is

not at all mentioned in the list. On what grounds then, has he been called a

Sunga ? Again, the list does not state that Agnimitra succeeded Brhaspatimitra

on the throne.

(12) In argument no. 9 discussed above, the reader will find that scholars

have taken it for granted that Brhaspatimitra was the same as Pusyamitra.

(13) The words “He invaded Magadh" indicate that ho was not a ruler
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Now to describe one and the same person^* as a successful invader

of Magadh and then to describe him to have suffered a severe defeat

at the hands of Kharvel is not a very reasonable statement.

(9) In line 12 of the Hathigumfa inscription, Kharvel has

stated that he defeated Brhaspatimitra, the king of Anga-magadha

and brought much wealth with him from there. Scholars have

identified Brhaspatimitra with Pusyamitra. The same scholars also

state that he was succeeded by Agnimitra, who thus must have

inherited the kingdom of Anga-Magadha. Now, it is a historically

established fact that Agnimitra conquered Anga and married the

daughter of the king of that country. This is a contradiction. This

makes it clear that Pusyamitra was not the same as Brhaspa-

timitra. (Read No. 10 below).

(10) Pandit Jayasvalji has stated^® that Brhaspati is the lord

of the constellation of Pusya. Hence “Pusya” means “Brhaspati”,

thus proving that Pusyamitra was but another name of Brhaspati-

mitra. We have shown in argument No. 8 above, that this is not

true. A scholar says in this connection^®:
—

“ His identification of

Bfhaspatimitra with Pusyamitra...even if we admit that Byhaspati

was also identified by the ancient Hindus with Pusya, that does

not justify the identification of Brhaspatimitra with Pusyamitra,

any more than the denotation of the same God by the terms of

Skanda and Kumar, justifies the identification “Skandagupta with

Kumargupta.” In short, we cannot identify Brhaspatimitra with

Pusyamitra simply because “ Brhaspati ” and " Pusya ” have the

same meaning.

(11) Pandit Jayasval says that, it is stated in the Hathigumfa

of Magadh. (C. H. I. pp. 518). The fact Is that seat of the capital was changed

to AvantI by Priyadaisin (Vide his account). Hence PuSyamitra and Agnimitra

also settled in AvantI.

(14} F. n. no. 11 above. It shows that Pusyamitra was not the ruler of

Magadh, and had never invaded Pataliputra. In fact) his son Agnimitra had

invaded Pataliputra many years after his death.

(15) J. B. O. R. S. vol. XIII, pp. 240-250.

(16) Ind. His. Qu. 1929 A. P. V9U Y, pp. 597,
, .
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inscription that when the Greek chief Demetrius^ who had

advanced as far as Mathura/® heard of the invasion of Magadh

by Kharvel, he retired from Mathura to the Punjab. Now, Demetrius

was a contemporary of Pusyamitra, hence, they argue, Pusyamitra

was a contemporary of Kharvel. In connection with this theory,

a scholar says^®:
—

“ But even if we admit for argument’s sake

that Demiti or Demitrius was engraved here, what evidence is

there to show, that this Demitrius can be no other than the son

and successor of Euthydemos of Bactria ? The extract means that

it is very doubtful whether word “Demite” or “Demitrius” is there

in the inscription.®®, and also that if it is granted that the word

is there, what proof is there® ^ for the contention that he was the

same as the son of Euthydemos®®, and not any other king of the

same name.®®

Even if we accept that “Demetrius” was none other but the

(17) The whole name is not clearly given m Hathigumfa. (Read the next

chapter). Some letters of the word are there and some have disappeared. So*

the whole word has been arranged by scholars according to their own lights.

The writer is doubtful whether “Dimit” is the correct deciphering of the word.

The article has been written in Ind. His. Qu. 1929, vol. V, pp. 594, There

its writer says:
—“Mr. Jayaswal has described his difficulties before he could

make out Dimita or Dimiti”. This means that the present interpretation of

the word is very doubtful.

(18) There are two cities bearing the name Mathura:—(l) Mathura in

N. India, the capital of Sursen. (2) Mathura or Madura in S. India, which is

situated near Trichinopoly. It should be ascertained which of the two cities

is meant in the inscription.

(19) Ind. His. Qu. 1929 A. D., vol. V, pp. 594.

(20) F. n. no. 17 above. For the correct deciphering of the supposed

Word “Dimit” read the next chapter.

(21) F. n. no. 23 below.

(22) Vol. HI, pp. 89. See the list of Bactrian chiefs.

(23) We have seen the list of Persian, Greek and Bactrian rulers. It

becomes clear from this, that there was only one ruler bearing the naihe
Demetrius. There was no other ruler, whose name came anywhere near “Dimiti”
pr “Dimit”,
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son of Euthydemos, the theory falls to ground, because Demetrius

never crossed the Sutlej and hence never came to Mathura. During

the time in which Kharvel lived, no foreigner ever invaded any

part of India, not to talk of a Greek chief** having encamped

himself in India.

(12) In the account of Pusyamitra (Vol. Ill pp. 20 to 26) we

have proved on the support of strong evidence, that Pusyamitra

and Srimukh were not contemporaries. There does not arise,

therefore, the question of Pusyamitra and Kharvel having been

contemporaries.

(13) According to scholars Pusyamitra came on the throne

in B. C. 188*®, and Kharvel in B C. 183. Both, they say, ruled

for 36 years. This means that Kharvel survived Pusyamitra by

five years. Now, it has also been stated that in the later part of

his life, Pusyamitra performed the second Asvamedha sacrifice and

let the sacrificial horse loose to roam about the world. Now, if

Kharvel had been a contemporary of Pusyamitra, he would never

have allowed the horse to stalk about his kingdom unchallenged

and thus meekly submit to the overlordship of a king, whom he

had defeated and forced to fall at his feet. Now, it cannot be

argued that Pusyamitra began the sacrifice after the death of

Kharvel, because by their own theory, Kharvel lived longer of the

two. In short, they were not contemporaries at all, but were

separated from one another by an interval of nearly 250 years.^®

We have given above negative proofs to the effect that

Kharvel and Pusyamitra were not contemporaries. Below we give

some positive proofs;

—

(14) It is stated in line 3 of the Hathigumfa inscription that

he came to the throne at the age of 24. In the following lines

are narrated events which took place in his reign after his coronation.

This means the first two lines describe events which took place

(24) No Greek, Persian or Bactrian ruler bore the name “Dimit" or

anything near it during Kharvel’s time.

(25) J. O. B. R. S. vol. XIII, pp. 244.

(26) See the next page.
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before his accession to the throne. He has been described as

“Heir-apparent” in these two lines.

In line no. 2, it is stated that while he was heir-apparent

he invaded Ceylon, over which ruled a king named Abhivijay*^

at that time. It was the third year of Abhivijay’s reign. A glance

at the chronological list of the Ceylonese kings (Vol. II, pp. 238

f. n. 71), will tell us that the rule of this king®® began in B. C.

432=95 A.M. The third of his reign would be 429 B. C.®® We know
that he had to leave the battle half-finished and hasten back on
account of the death of his father. This means that Kharvel came
to the throne in 429 B. C. Now, the scholars tell us that Pusya-

mitra came to the throne in B. C. 188®" (Vol. Ill, pp. 8, 15 and
463). This shows that there was an interval of 250 years

between them.

(15) In line 12 of the inscription it is stated that Kharvel

invaded RajgThi and got possession of the Sugahgeya or ^asanka

palace. This means that at the time of the mvasion of Kharvel

Rajgrhi was still the capital of Magadh. In fact in the inscription

itself, there is no mention of Pataliputra, which was made the seat

of the capital during the time of Mauryan emperors. Hence, Kharvel
must have flourished before 372 B. C.

(16) The famous Chinese traveller Hieuen-Tsang has written®
“ Hieuen Tsang tells us that, shortly before his arrival, Purnavar-
man, Raja of Magadh and the last descendant of Ashok, had
piously restored the sacred Bodhi tree at Gaya, which Sasanaka,
king of Bengal had destroyed. These events happened soon after
600 A. D. ” Thus according to Mr. Vincent Smith, the descendants
of Asok ruled Magadh upto 600 A. D. Now, it has been proved

(27) A detailed discussion of the various misinterpretations of the inscription
has been given m the next chapter.

(28) Read the account of the Hatbigumfa inscription for details.

(29) The account of grimukh of the Satvahan dynasty, given later on,
Will show the truth of this date.

(30) He died in this year. He enpyed powers for 38 years.

(31) Vide pp. 71 of “Asok” by V. Smith in the Rulers of India Series*
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that Pusyamitra belonged to the ^unga dynasty, while Adok was

a Maurya. If we identify Pusyamitra with Brhaspatimitra, we shall

have to accept that he was a Maurya and not a Sunga. This

means that the Chinese traveller was wrong. All these conditions

and confusions have arisen from the blunder of identifying

Pusyamitra with Brhaspatimitra for the sake of calling him a

contemporary of Kharvel.®**

Again it is an accepted fact that Brhaspatimitra was a ruler

of Magadh. We must place him either after Pusyamitra or before

A^ok. Now he could not have flourished after Pusyamitra. Hence

he must have flourished before Asok, who himself flourished

before Pusyamitra.

(17) Religious evidence also points to the fact that Pusya-

mitra was not a contemporary of Kharvel. Mr. Smith®* says:

—

“The Creeds of Jesus, Zoroaster and Mahomad were unknown;

he (Ashoka) is not thinking of exclusive militant religions like

Christianity and Islam—the essence of the matter—all Indian

denominations are aimed at self-control and purity of life. Similar

toleration®* of various creeds was practised by various princes,

Kharvel of Orissa for instance used language almost identical with

that of Ashoka.” We gather from this that the policy of religious

tolerance, introduced by A^ok®® was adopted by many subsequent

kings in different parts of India. Kharvel for instance followed it

as it becomes clear from the Hathigumfa inscription®®. We have

already proved that the inscriptions which have been attributed

(32) If we accept that he was the ruler of Magadh, we shall also have

to accept that his son Agnimitra inherited Magadh by right of succession. It

has been stated, on the other hand, that Agnimitra invaded Pataliputra. What,

then, is the truth ?

(33) Pp. 60 of “Asok” in the Rulers of India Series.

(34) Ibid, pp. 62.

(35) It is a common belief of scholars that Priyadarsin and Asok were

names of the same individual and that Kharvel flourished after Asok. We
have already proved that Priyadarsin was different from Asok and that Kharvel

flourished before Asok.

(36) The Hathigumfa inscription of Kharvel and the inscriptions of Asok

preach and exalt the same religion.
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to A^ok, really belong to Priyadar^ln, his grandson. Kharvel was

a follower of Jainism®^ and so was Priyadars'in®®. The second

thing to be borne in mind is, that Kharvel and Brhaspatimitra

waged wars for the same Jaina idol. The third thing to be remem-

bered is that Pusyaraitra was a follower of the Vedic religion and

performed Asvamedha sacrifices at the instance of Patanjali.

Kharvel on the other hand has stated that Asvamedha sacrifices

should not be performed by kings. Again Pusyamitra or his successor

Agnimitra, according to the belief of the scholars, cut off the

heads of Buddhist monks in large numbers. (We believe that the

victims were Jaina monks Vol. III). In short Kharvel and Pusya-

mitra were followers of different religions. If we identify Pusya-

mitra with Brhaspatimitra, we give rise to a contradiction, because

Brhaspatimitra was a Jain, while Pusyamitra was a follower of

the Vedic religion. Hence, we cannot identify Pusyamitra with

Brhaspatimitra, and consequently, with Kharvel.

(18) It is stated in C. H. I.®®:
—

“ With regard to the Andhras,

more certain evidence of inscription, assigns them to a period,

which is in flagrant contradiction to the position they occupy in

the Puranas. ” The Puratjas state that the Andhra rule began in

the 1st or 2nd century B. C., but according to the evidence

deduced from inscriptions, the rule of the dynasty began in 3rd

or 4th century B. C. We know that the evidence of the inscriptions

is always the most reliable of all. This means that Srimukh, the

founder of the dynasty, must have flourished in the 3rd or 4th

century B. C. Now Srimukh has been stated to have been defeated

by Kharvel, in the Hathigumfa inscription. This means that

Kharvel also flourished in the 4th century B. C., i. e. two centuries

before Pusyamitra.

(19) Another writer*® says:—" It must be observed that the

Chetiya Kula mentioned in Kharvel grants, the earliest perhaps

(37) Details are given in the next chapter.

(38) We have proved this, time and again, in vol. II.

(39) Vide pp. 522, of that book.

(40) J. S. I. part II, pp. 88-89.
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of south Indian Jains, is a branch of the Jains, which has not

Spread itself in S. India. It perhaps represents one of the Jaina

Shakhas of N. Indian origin, which flourished before the great

schism in the time of Bhadrabahu and Chandragupta> Possibly

this branch belonged to the Chedi kingdom.” The extract means

that the Chedi dynasty began before the Maurya dynasty, i. e.

Kharvel flourished before Asok, who flourished before Pusyamitra.

(20) A comparative study of the scripts used by Kharvel in

his Hathigumfa inscription and by Priyadar^in in his inscriptions,

will prove that Kharvel flourished before Priyadar^in.

On the support of the evidence supplied in the 20 points

stated above, we come to the conclusion that Kharvel was not a

contemporary of Pusyamitra, but flourished long before him, and

that Brhaspatimitra, whom Kharvel defeated, cannot be identified

with Pusyamitra. Brhaspatimitra was in fact a separate individual*^

(vide the account of the Nanda dynasty.

)

A number has been given in the Hathigumfa inscription. It

has been variously interpreted as 169*®, 165*®, and 103, of which

the last interpretation has been unanimously

The time of Kharvel accepted. This inscription and this number are

very important from the view-point of history.

Hence, we shall discuss below the possibility of all the three inter-

pretations. As Kharvel himself got this inscription erected, it is

clear that he was alive in that year. The thing we have to decide

is to which era does this number belong.

Various writers incline to the opinion that the number belongs

either to the Nanda era or to the Mauryan era. In the chapter

(41) A proof or two can still be given. But as they are based on Hathigumfa

inscription, an account of which is given in the next chapter, they are not

given here. They will be given in the next chapter.

(42) C. H. I. vol. I, pp. 608.—"Shatkarni of Andhra dynasty (Shalivahan

Satkami) being contemporary with Kharvel (whose accession cir. 169 B. C. if

Hathigamfa inscription is dated in Maurya era. pp. 314—15; 534 and 602)”.

(43) J. B. O. R. S. vols. Ill & IV? C. I. pp. 16; Ind. His. Qua. vol. V,

A. D. 1929, pp. 587 and sequel. Hathigumfa inscription, line 16:
—

‘Tn the one

hundred and sixty—fifth year of the time of the Mauryan kings”*

16
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on eras in the previous volumes, we have not included any such

eras in the list given there. We have also stated that an era was

begun to commemorate an important event.

Let us discuss the possible dates of the beginning of the

Nanda era. It may have been begun in B. C. 472=55 A. M. when

the first Nanda king came to the throne. Or it may have been

begun in 415 B. C. or 112 A. M., when the ninth Nanda king

established peace and order in the kingdom, after many years of

misrule during the reigns of previous Nandas. The Nanda dynasty

ended in 372 B. C. = 155 A. D. Hence there are only two

possible dates when the Nanda era must have been begun. (1)

B. C. 472; (2) B. C 415.

We now turn to the Mauryan era. It may have been begun

in, (1) 381-82 B. C. = 146 A. M. when Chandragupta established

his power over a small territory; (2) 372 B. C. = 155 A. M. when

Chandragupta came to the throne of Magadh; (3) 326 B. C.=

200 A. M. when A^ok ascended the throne after suppressing

rebellions in the Punjab; (4) B. C. 289 = A. M. 237, when the

greatest Mauryan emperor, Priyadar^in ascended the throne.

We have given below a table of these dates in connection

with the number in the Hathigumfa inscription:

—

Date In terms of io3 In terms of i65 In terms of i69

(1) B. C. 472 B. C. 369 B. C. 307 B. C. 303

(2) ff 415
., 312

,, 250 99 246

(3) 19 372
,.

269- 207
99 203

(4) 99 381 » 278 216
99 212

(5) 99 326 .. 223
..

I6I
99 157

(6) >t 289 .. 186 124
99 120

Scholars believe that Pusyamitra ascended the throne in about
188 B. C. and Kharvel in about 183 B. C.^*. Hence of all the

dates stated above, only five, which have been heavily printed,

come anywhere near them. Of these five also, only one-1 86-fits in

with the dates given by them. Hence all others have to be ruled

out. Let us now see whether this interpretation is correct or not.

(44) Argaments nos. 12 and fo the preceding pages.
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In order to accept that interpretation, we shall have to agree that

the Mauryan era was begun in 289 B. C. with accession of Priya-

dar^in to the throne. This means that the Hathigumfl inscription

was erected by Kharvel 103 years after the accession of Priyadarsin

to the throne of Magadh. The script experts, however, unanimously

declare that the Hathigumfa inscription must have been erected

before the rock-edicts of Priyadarsin (arguments nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 etc.

on pp. Ill & seq.). Therefore this theory also is untenable. In

short. No. 103 belongs neither to the Nanda era or to the Mauryan

era, and B. C. 186 is not the date of Kharvel.

We shall examine the theory from another stand-point. Kharvel

defeated Brhaspatimitra of Magadh. This Brhaspatimitra must

have ruled any time from 5th to 6th century B. C. to 188 B. C.

During this period, three dynasties ruled Magadh. (See the dynastic

lists given at the end of Vols. I, II, & III). These three dynasties

were (1) Si^unag; (2) Nanda; (3) Maurya. The first dynasty flourished

in very old times and hence is to be left out of account. Hence

Brhaspatimitra must have belonged to one of the two remaining

dynasties. Kharvel himself has stated in the inscription, that he

had enmity with the Nanda kings, because a certain Nanda king

had taken away a Jaina idol from the kingdom of one of his

ancestors. It would be absurd to accept therefore that Kharvel

adopted the Nanda era*® in his inscription. The Nandas were his

deadly enemies. If we say that Brhaspatimitra belonged to the

Mauryan dynasty, the possibility of Kharvel having adopted the

Mauryan era, is ruled out on the same grounds. Hence neither

the Nanda nor the Mauryan era was adopted by Kharvel in

his inscription.

To which era, then, does No. 103 belong ? In this connection

we ought to remember certain characteristics of the kings of those

times. In the chapters on coins in Vol. II, we have noted that

ancient kings were not very anxious to commemorate their own

names*® and that they were very devoted to their religion. In coins

(45) Whether this number belongs to the Nanda era ? Details are given in

vol. Ii pp. 311-12.

(46) Vid9 the account of Priyadarsin* This is the reason why we do not
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as well as in inscriptions they got inscribed religious symbols and

religious eras. It has been already proved that Kharvel was a

follower of Jainism. Hence the era adopted by him must have

been the Mahavira era which was begun in 527 B. C. when Maha-

vira attained absolution (Vol. II, pp. 8). Calculating that way 103

means 527-103=424 B. C. It has been stated in the Hathigumfa

inscription that 103 denoted the fifth year of his reign. This means

that he ascended the throne in 429 B. C. = 98 A. M.^^. He ruled

for 36 years, and he came to the throne at the age of 25. So

he died at the age of 61.

Before I came to the conclusion that 103 belonged to the

Other theories for
Mahlvir, I inclined to two other views, which

no. 103 I subsequently gave up as untenable. We shall

take brief notices of them below.

(1) No. 103 may have belonged to the Chedi era^® because

Kharvel belonged to that dynasty.

(2) The Mahavira era may have been begun in 556 B. C.*®

when Mahavir attained the Kaivalya stage (Vol. I, pp. 366) and

not in 527 B. C. when he died, because the first occasion is decidedly

auspicious"®, while the second is a sad one"‘. Generally an era

was begun when a king came to the throne or when the most

important"® event occurred in the life of a prophet®".

find bis name on any of the idols erected by him. Even in edicts his name

appears as an indication of his reiigioos zeal. He was so modest.

(47) The matter stated in vol. I, pp. 325-26, is now proved. Satvahan

dynasty did begin in 100 A. M. because Srimukh, the founder of that dynasty,

has been stated to have been defeated by Kharvel in the second year of his

reign» i. e. 98+2= 100. So, he retreated and established his kingdom neat Nasik,

(48) Pp. 405 in vol. HI, f. n. no. 17.

(49) Pp. 401, f. n. nos. 5 and 6 in vol. Ill; f. n, no. 52 below.

(50) For instances vide pp. 452 of vol. III.

(51) It is said that eras could be begun in commemoration of the death

of a person (pp. 407, f. n. no. 18, vol. III. Read the extract there from

Prof. Rapson's C. A. R. pp. 162, para 135). No such instance, however, is

found in history. Cf* f. n. nos. 52 and 53 below.

(52) The Christian era was begun in the year in which Jesns Christ
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Let US examine these theories. (1) The Chedi era must have been

begun in commemoration of any of the four following occasions;

(a) B. C. 558 or 563, the possible dates when Karkandu ascended

the throne of Kaling ( Vol. 1, pp. 152-56); (b) B. C. 537 when
Surath ascended the throne; (c) B. C. 475, when Ksemraj became

the king of Kaling; (d) B. C. 429 when Kharvel ascended the throne.

Kharvel has made a clear mention of No. 103 and of his enmity with

a Nanda king. Hence, Kharvel must have been the contemporary

of a Nanda king. Let us find out who this Nanda king must have

been, and everything will be clear. Now, if we deduct 103 from

the four possible dates given above, we will get B. C. 455 (460),

434, 372 and 326. A glance at the chronological list of the Nanda
kings ( Vol. I, pp 360 ) will make it clear, that during 455 (460)

B. C. Nand I ruled over Magadh, and during 434 B. C. Nand II

ruled over Magadh. It has been proved that Nand II had no clash

with the Kalinga kings We have already shown that it was Nand I

who had clashes with an ancestor of Kharvel. So the Nanda

king mentioned in the inscription was none else but Nanda I. Let

us now find out whether Chedi dynasty was founded in 558 B. C.

or 563 B. C. We have stated in vol. I, pp. 162, f. n. no. 44 that

when Mahavir was travelling through Kaling, nine years after his

becoming a Jaina monk, i. e. in B. C. 559, his father’s friend was

ruling over it®^. When he died without leaving a son behind him,

Karkandu was installed on the throne. This means that Karkandu

ascended the throne after 559 B. C. So 563 B. C. as the date of

his accession has to be ruled out. This means that he must have

ascended the throne in 558 B. C. and the Chedi era must have

been begun in that year. In vol. I, pp. 165, we stated three possible

dates of the beginning of the Chedi era ( 558, 556 and 475 B. C.).

entered into his fourth year (pp. 452, vol. III). The Muslim era was also

begun in commemoration of a celebrated event in the life of Mohamed. (Cf*

f. n. no. 51 above).

(53) The Buddhist era is said to have been begun by some in the yeat

in which Buddha died. Others believe that it was begun in the year in which

he attained the nirvan stage. (Vol. II, pp. 8 and f. nos. there).

(54) J. S. S. part III, pp. 372, Kne 13-14.
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Let us now, therefore, try to find out whether the era was begun

in 558 or 556 B. C. This is proved in the next paragraph.

(2) We know that Maha\dr attained the Kaivalya stage in

556 B. C. (vol. I, pp. 366). Now, if we accept that the Mahavira era

was begun in 556 B. C., then 103 would come to 453 B.C. Now,

Nandivardhan died three years before that. Hence the mention

of the word “Nanda” by Kharvel in his inscription would have no

meaning. Hence, the Mahavira era was not begun in 556 B. C.

but in 527 B. C. Equally groundless is the theory that no. 103

had any connection with the beginning of the Chedi era or with

the accession of Karka^du on the throne.

If we accept the Chedi era was begun in 558 B. C. then 103

would come to 455 B. C. Now, Nandivardhan died in 456 B. C.

But if we accept that Karkandu ascended the throne a year earlier

in 559 B. C., then 103 comes to 456 B. C. exactly the year in

which Nandivardhan died. But these are all useless speculations.

The fact is that 103 has no connection with the Chedi era®“.

The conclusion is that 103 is connected with the Mahavira

era which was begun in 527 B. C.

(55) Still I have a slight inclination to believe that noi 103 is connected

with the Chedt era> Read the next chapter.



Chapter III

Kharvel (contd,

)

hathIgumfa inscription

Synopsis :—Htstorical importance of the Hathigumfa ins-

cription—Theories about it—Different interpretations-^The true

importance—Points in it.

Of the 17 lines, only two are immune from differences of

opinion—In the remaining 15, there are 36 points which have given

rise to a number of difficulties—A detailed discussion of these points

and of the sub-points arising from them—Kharvel was a follower

of Jainism—Scholars have not studied Jaina literature at aU—
Hence a largenumber ofdifficulties have arisen about the interpretation

of the inscription—The light it throws on the manner in which a

Jaina king led his life—Laws ofnature and their effect on those times.
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KHARVEL (continued)

This inscription has effected tremendous changes in history.

A thorough study ^ of the inscription is out of the scope of this

book. Hence only a synopsis® has been given

The Hathigumfa
First we shall state the interpretations

Inscription
^p^^ various scholars. Then, we shall

state the points, where we have reason to differ from the scholars.

Some points of difference are based oh the condition in which the

inscription has been found out®. Some are based on the compa-

rative lack of knowledge about the religion of Kharvel*. The

inscription consists of 17 lines. The following interpretation is based

on the common consensus of scholars:

—

(1) Line 1:—Air® (Ail®) Emperor Mahameghavahan^, Chediraj

Vaniavardhan® Kalingadhipati Kharvel.

(1) Readers desirous of details should look into those books.

(2) The synopsis given here is based on “Jama Sahitya Sanisodhak” a

quarterly published from Poona, part 3, pp. 380. (The journal has been

discontinued).

(3) The extract given below from Jaina Sahitya Samsodbak, part 3, pp.

369, will give the reader an idea of this condition. “At several places the

letters have disappeared; the first twelve letters have disappeared together

with the chips of stone; some letters have disappeared through the effect of

water; at some places, deep letter-Iike excavations have been made making the

illusion of real letters and symbols. It is difficult to distinguish between the

effects of the chisel and those of nature". This means there are many difficulties

which one has to bear in mind before arriving at a correct interpretation.

(4) Kharvel was a Jam. To understand his life thoroughly, a good study

of Jaina literature is indispensable. Jaina literature has not received much
attention from scholars, because most of the Jaina manuscripts have as yet

not been edited and printed. Lack of the knowledge is a great handicap in

the proper interpretation of this inscription.

(5) Vide the next chapter for the meaning of this word.

(6) Words, which are not m the inscription itself, but which have been

inserted by the interpreter, in order to draw out a connect sense, have been

put into brackets.

(7) Vide pp. 93-5 for the meaning.

(8) Vide the account of KarkaUffu in vol. I, to understand his pride in

calling himself a descendant of the Chedi king.
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(2) After a period of boyhood or minorship for the first fifteen

years of his life, he enjoyed the position of the heir-apparent for

nine years. He has been steadily growing from childhood and

Abhivijay (Ven Raja)

(3) In the third generation of he ascended the throne.

Daring the first year of his rule, he got the fort repaired got

dams and walls built and got the gardens in a proper order

(4) and thus® pleased his three and half-million people^".

During the second year, not caring at all for Satkarni, he sent a

large army westwards; the army which reached the Kanha-venna

(Krs^ia-vena) and ravaged the city of Musik (Musik). In the third year,

(5) Pastimes were established and thus pleased his people^

In the fourth year,

(6) He forced all the Rastrikas and Bhojakas to fall at his

feet. In the 5th year, he got the canal dug upto his capital through

Tansuliya—the canal that was originally dug in the one hundred

and third year of Nandaraja. In the 6th year, in the celebration

of the Rajsuya sacrifice, he absolved the people

(7) from all the taxes. In the 7th year, his queen belonging

to the family of Vajradhar, gave birth to a child. In the eighth

year, he traversed through the Gorathgiri^®

(8) and laid a siege to Rajgrhi, Hearing of his exploits, the

Yavana king Demetrius left Mathura and receded. During the 9th

year and Pallava

(9) Kings in those times considered it to bo their duty to perform such

deeds for the good of the people. The inscriptions of Priyadarsin also are an

eloquent testimony to his zeal for such deeds.

(10) We cannot say whether this number represents the population of

one town, or of the whole kingdom.

(11) Priyadarsin performed many such deeds. See rock—edict no. 3. This

shows that Priyadarsin and Kharvel belonged to the same religion. Cf. f. n.

nos. 9 and 20.

Jaina literature contains numerous examples of such deeds. Cf. f. n. no- 61.

(12) This mountain was situated near Gaya in Behar. (Vide the account

of Priyadarsin, vol. II, pp. 357, appendix C). It is also called Gorathgiri.

(J. S. S. part III, pp. 381, f. n. no. 8).

17
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(9) he gave large sums in charity^®, and of Arhat

(10) got a palace named Mahavijay built, at the cost of 38

lacs of Puns. During the 10th year, he started on a conquest-

expedition towards Bharatvarsha—^he, who believed in the policy

of punishment—compromise and persuation.

(11) During the 11th year, he got a market place raized to

the dust, which was built by a wicked king. The ground was tilled

with ploughs drawn by donkeys. He broke to pieces the body of

Tamar, the cheater of the people, and of age 113 years. He also

defeated the kings of Uttarapath.

(12) Creating great alarm in the minds of the people of

Magadh, he led his army of elephants to the Sugangeya palace^'^

and forced king Brhaspatimitra of Magadh to fall at his feet He

also took back the Kalinga-Jaina idol, which was taken away

there by a Nanda king. He also took away with him a large number

of jewels through gatekeepers from Anga-MagadL

(13) He also brought with him, in boats of elephant-shape,

from the Paijdya king, numerous horses, elephants, jewels, pearls,

and rubies which astonished the people.

(14) He subdued the In the 13th year, on Mt. KumarP®

on which is the WheeP® of Jainism on Kayanisidi stupa^'^

(13) Details have not been given here.

(14) In Mudiaiakfasa we get a mention of “Soganga" as the palace of

Chandragupta in Pataliputra. (J. S. S. Vol. Ill, pp. 382, f. n. no. 11).

(15) Another name of Khapdagiri or Udayagiri. On a hill near Bhuvanesvar

is the Dhauli rock-edict of Priyadarsin. Very near it is the Hathlgumfa inscription.

(16) Vol. I, pp. 167, f. n. no. 56; vol. II, pp. 49, f. n. no. 44-45. Details

about Pratiharyas are given there. A wheel was constantly kept revolving in

front of a Chakravarti king (emperor); a similar wheel was also kept revolving

in front of a 'firthanker. It was called the religious wheel. A Tirthanker or

an Emperor was called a "Pravrttachakra'*.

J» S. S. Vol. Ill, pp. 372, It IS stated there, that the religious wheel was
on the Mt. Kumarl, neat this inscription, i. e. Mahavir preached the gospel

from this mount. This mount is at the foot of Sametsikhar (pp. 107 above).

Twenty of the twenty-four 'Htthankeras of Jains attained salvation here.

Hence, the Wheel was almost alwaysihere, Cf. f. n. nos. 27 and 28 below.
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he fixed annuities to the worshippers^®. He, who was devoted to

worshipping^® and who was a Upasak®®, learnt the distinction

between body and soul®\

(15) For Arihanta’s Nisidi*® he got for his queen Sindhula

of Sinhaprastha happiness

(16) erected four pillars of Vaiduryas; he got repaired again

at the expense of 75 lacs, the fourth part of Angasaptika ( the

Chosathi which was destroyed during the rule of the Mauryas). These

Ksemraj, Vrddhiraj, Bhiksuraj®®, Dharmaraj seeing, hearing and

experiencing......

(17) were tolerant of other religions®*, got all temples

repaired*®. Lord of an endless army of chariots and soldiers, holder

(17) NiSidi=grave; tomb. Kayanisidi=the place where a dead body is

burnt. At places, where great Jama monks died in those times, stupas were

erected, as is proved by this inscription. (Vol. II, account of Piiyadarsin* See

the accounts of Bhilsa and Bharhuta topes).

(18) Worshippers in temples are always given fixed annuities in order to

ensure the permanence of religious ceremonies ip temples. Kbarvel adopted

that custom. (Chandragupta gave a large sum of money for the rows of lamps

on the Saiichi stupa).

(19) According to Jaina scriptures, every Jain has to say his prayers thrice

a day. (Vol. I, accounts of Srenik and Udayasva. Kharvel was a devoted Jain)i

(20) Priyadarsin also had adopted the vow of an Upasak, as his rock-

edicts tell us. This proves that Kharvel and Priyadarsin were followers of the

same religion. (Cf. f. n. no. 11 above).

(21) One who has realised the difference between body and soul.

(22) F. n. no. 17 above.

(23) His real name was Khar-vel (Lord of the seas). He had, howevefj

adopted the name Bhikhkhuraj in continuation of names like Vlddhiraj and

Kfemraj, Being much devoted to religion, be was also called Dharmaraj.

(24) Kharvel was not a narrow-minded king. Priyadarsin adopted the

same tolerant attitude.

(25) This proves that there were Chaityas and temples in those times.

(26) This means that he ruled an empire as large as that of a Cbakiavarti«

Cft {• Bi aQ> abgvei
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of the wheel®® of the empire, king Kharvel, the direct descendant

of the Wheel-possessing®^, sage-like®® (emperor)

The interpretation given above has been taken as true by

most scholars. A study of those times, however, and of the events

that took place in those times, has convinced me that the inter-

pretation given above is not altogether correct. Hence, I have

stated below the points, where I have reason to differ from scholars

and I have also stated my reasons for doing so. A study of these

reasons, I hope, will convince the scholars that the inscription ought

to be studied again by linguists and script-experts®®.

Before beginning a detailed scrutiny of the inscription, it is

necessary to state that Kharvel had nothing to do with northern

India, except his single invasion on Magadh, when he forced the

king of Magadh to fall at his feet and to bring back the idol®®.

As heir-apparent and as king, he led expeditions in south India only.

Hence, all geographical allusions in the inscription refer to south

India® ‘ only. One reason for this was, that there was a powerful

empire in north India,®® and the second was that he, being deeply

(27) Cf. f. n. no. 16 above. In "Ganga”, 1933, Jan. pp. 167, it is stated

that the term “Pravtttachakra" in the inscription refers to the Dharmachakra

of the Buddhists. For the Jaina point of view, i^ead f. d. no. 16 above and

.vol. HI, pp. 223 where are given details about the Dharmachakra at Takfilla.

(28) I. e. a descendant of a king, who had become a sage or a monk in

the latter part of his life.

(Udayan of Sindhu-Sauvir was the last of those kings, who became Jaina

monks at the hands of Mahavir himself. Chandragupta Maurya also attained

to that high stage, but he came later). (Vol. I, pp. 216, f. n. no. 105).

(29) Cf. f. n. nos. 3 and 4 above, for the condition in which the inscription

has been found out.

(30) This re-bringing of the idol had a great significance behind it. Details

are given later on. (Vide also, Vol. I, pp. 17l).

(31) Read below f. n no- 40 and compare the proper interpretation of line 8«

(32) Kharvel lived from B. C. 429 to 393 B. C. During that time Magadh

was ruled by Nanda kings from the second to the ninth. The years, intervening

the reigns of the 2nd and 9th kings, were those of misrule and anarchy, and

Kharvel could have grabbed as much land as he would have liked. Rut he

bad no such desire (Vol. I, chap. I),
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attached to the ideal of an Arhat®®, wanted to lead a religious

life®* and to perform acts for the good of his own subjects®®. The
re-taking of the idol was a question of family prestige, otherwise

he would not have undertaken that expedition also.

Now we turn to the detailed study:

—

( Line 1 ) No question arises about the first line.

( Line 2 ) (A) The fact that he came to the throne at the

age of 24, has led the scholars to believe that, that was generally

the proper age®® for coronation in those times. This is not true.

In those times 13 to 14 was the age of attaining majority. Princes

of that age married and ascended the throne in those times. His

father must have died a sudden death; else, he would not have

gone on a conquest-expedition so far as Ceylon®^. He had to

return from there, leaving the task of conquest half-finished®®.

(B) The original words in this line are:
—“Vadhamana Sesayo

Venabhivijayo tatiye.
”

which rewritten in Sanskrit would be;

—

“Vardhamana Sai^avo Venabhivijaya strtaye.” The line has been

translated thus:
—

“ One, who grew up from childhood and who was

(33) Line no. 9 of the inscription. No specific mention is made of the

word Arhat. ‘'Arhan" means “pertaining to Arban” and Arhan means one who

became free from the eternal cycle of birth and rebirth.

(34) Kharvel’s devotedness to Jainism is apparent in every line of the

inscription. Cf. f. n. nos- 21 and 30 above.

(35) Cf. f* n. nos. 9 and 11 above and lines nos. 4, 6i 7, 9 etc. of the

inscription. Read further for details about "Mahavijaya Prasad" and

“Pustakoddhar”. The inscription tells us that a year of political activity was

always succeeded by one of religious and public activities.

(36) J. S- S. Vol. Ill, pp. 375. It is stated there;
—

“it is stated in

Bfhaspatisutra that the coronation ceremony should be performed after 24*

The same is proved by this inscription

(37) The third line will make it clear, whether he had invaded this region

or not. We should note that the first two lines refer to events that took place

before his accession to the throne; i. e. when he was the heir—apparent.

(38) It is almost certain that Kharvel had no desire to grab-land belonging

t;9 others. He must have undertaken these battles in a defensive spirit or to

^pspect the wishes of his father.
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as great a ruler as a certain king named Ven 1
” The objections to

this interpretation are as follows:—In the first place, the second line

refers to the period when he was- not yet a king®®; hence, he could

not reasonably compare himself to any mighty emperor. It may be

argued that as the inscription itself was erected 15 years after his

coming to the throne, and as he had achieved numerous conquests

by this time, there would be to objection to his comparing himself

to a mighty emperor in this line. Then the question is “Who was

Ven ? and at what other place do we ever find his mention ?
”

The real state of affairs was as follows. As heir-apparent he had

led an expedition to Ceylon^”, where at that time the third king

named Abhaya*^ of the Vijaya dynasty had recently ascended

the throne. He seems to have therefore been named Abhivijay.

He was a, mighty ruler. His power was steadily increasing. Hence,

Kharvel must have compared himself to him in the point, that

his kingdom also was steadily gathering strength. Hence, the line

may have been:-“Vardhaman ^aisaven*® Abhivijaya vistytiye.”

(C) The word “Tytiye” can be interpreted in four ways:

—

(1) It meant the third king of Ceylon. Abhivijay was the third

king in his dynasty. (2) In the third year of his (Abhaya’s) reign,

i. e. in A. M. 98 or in 429 B. C. (He came to the throne in 95

A. M. or in 432 B. C.) (3) The word ‘‘Trtiye” may be connected

with the word Purusayuge in the third line. Then it would

mean “ Kharvel who flourished in the third “ period ” of the

Chedi dynasty, (Chap. I, Part X, pp. 95). (4) Or it would mean
that Kharvel was the third king of his dynasty; (the first and

second being Ksemraj and Vrddhiraj ), Of these, the second and

third meanings seem to me to be more reasonable than the

remaining two. Kharvel has stated in the 17th line (and also line

(39) This incident took place before he ascended the throne*

(40) He attacked south India only daring his rule. This is made clear in

th6 next line of the inscription. (Cf. pp. 132).

(41) Volt II, pp. 238, f. n. no. 21; (the chronological list of Ceylonese kings)*

(42) There ought to bo only one “Va" instead of two in the inscription,

i^n instance of the mistakes in writing in those tunest
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1st) that he was a descendant of Karka^du. Counting from him,

the number of Kharvel would certainly not be third. Many kings

ruled in the line before he came to the throne. Again, had it been

meant that he was the third king in the dynasty, instead of

“Purusayuge”, only “Purus” would have been used. Again, looking

to his number in the dynasty he was the sixth king as has been

shown in Vol. I, pp. 170, which accords with a scholar’s statement*®

of the same kind. Hence, the third meaning seems to be the correct

meaning of the word.

( Line 3 ) Discussion about “ Purusayug ” has already been

made above. There is nothing further to be discussed.

( Line 4 ) For the interpretation read above.

(A) The “second” year of his reign means 100 A. M. or B. C.

427, because he ascended the throne in 98 A. M.; §rimukh, the

founder of the Andhra dynasty has recently founded the throne

and the dynasty. ( Some details about him have been given in

Vol. I, pp. 156** and pp. 320-22. Fuller details will be given in the

following chapters). He was the son of the second Nanda king.

He was steadily advancing towards Kaling with hopes of grabbing

some territory. Kharvel marched against him with a large army.

A pitched battle took place. Srimukh was forced to retreat, had

to change the seat of his capital as far back as Paitha?*® and

Nasik. He had to accept the suzerainty of Kharvel*® and his dynasty

(43) Part X, chap. I, pp. 103.

(44) Vide the account of Nanda in vol. I.

(45) The 8atvahana dynasty was founded in 100 A.M. Immediately after

that, Srimukh was defeated and had to change his capital to Paithan. In the

beginning of his reign, he conquered Berar and established the seat of his

capital there. After six months, however, he bad to vacate.

( In Berar there were certain Maharathis under the rule of Nanda kings.

After conquering Berar, Srimukh has re-appointed them as his Maharathis. He

married his eldest son with the daughter of one of them. This Maharathi was

the father of Naganika, who got the N^ik inscription erected).

(46) Kharvel was not greedy of land. He annexed no part of Magadh to

his empire. Time had not yet influenced kings that way. (Vol. I, pp. 7—8).

There was a sort of federal system in Kharvel’s times.
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began to be called “ Andhrabhrtyas

(B) It seems that Krsna-Vena was another name of the

Krsna*®. A city situated on the banks of Vena or Benna would

naturally be called Bennatat-nagar ( Vol. I. pp. 148. Details will

be given further on).

(C) Musik (Musik). At first, I thought that it must have been

a city situated on the river Musi (cf. B, above). Golkonda at

present is situated on the Musi. Hence, I inclined to the belief

that Golkonda was the ancient Musik. But, in the names suggested

by scholars as the possible capital of the Andhra kings-Paithan,

Warrangul, Chanda, Chinur etc., there is no mention of Golkonda.

Hence that belief had to be given up. Warrangul is situated on

the river Muni. Hence “Musik” must have been possible misrepre-

sentation of “Munik”; but then the question would be, when was

the capital changed to Paithan ? So, that theory had also to be

given up. Then came the idea that, as Nasik and Paithaij are

situated very near each other, the right word in the inscription

must have been “Nasik” (i. e. Paithan) which has been mistakenly

read or interpreted as Mu^ik*®.

( Line 5 ) No question arises about this line.

( Line 6 )
The following are the suggestions in connection

with line no. 6.

(A) Rastrikas and Bhojakas:—These terms are mentioned in

the edicts of Priyadarsin. Scholars believe that they were people

(47) Cf. Sunga-bhjtyas (Vol III, pp. 3; Vol. I, pp. 151 and 356 etc.).

During the time when “Andhra~bhl'tyn'’ came into use, there existed the

federal system of government. By the time of Sungabhrtyas, however, times

had changed, and kings had become very greedy of land. The term “Snnga-

bbnya” indicates the condition of the ^ungas before they founded their

independent rule. Thus, these two terms are not similar in meaning as the

scholars believe (Vol. Ill, pp. 285, f. n. no* 13).

(48) Anandpur and Vardhamanpur are instances of adjectives from which

nouns are formed. (Vide Buddhiprak^, 1934, pp. 58 and 318; Jaina Dharma
Prakas, Bhavnagar, 1985, Vaisakh, no. 2, pp. 58 to 63; ibid Siava?, pp. 161

to 174; “Gujarati" 1937, January).

(49) Read further the territorial extent of Kharvel.
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inhabiting Central Provinces and the regions between the Tapti

and the Narmada. We have already made it clear, however, that

these terms signify certain positions under a king. For instance,

an officer under whose charge there were chariots was called a

“Rathik”. A superior of several such Rathikas was called “Maha-

rathik” (Vol. II, pp. 202, f. n. no. 38). Rastrikas and Maharastrikas

are but other forms of the same terms. Similarly, the governor of

a district was called a Bhojak (Bhukti=region). Asmak or Asvak

was a horse officer. Thus, all these were names of different officers.

Naturally these officers were not people who settled permanently

at a particular place. The Rastnkas and Bhojaks, were most of

them officers of Srimukh, whom Kharvel defeated a year ago.

Some of the Maharathikas of Andhras stayed in Madhya-prant.

^rimukh’s son Gautamiputra Yagnasri was married with Naganika,

the daughter of a certain Maharathik. Chatukanand, Mulanand

and other Maharathikas stayed in Kanara. If these Maharathiks

belonged to the same race, they intermarried®”. In short, they

were not names of races who had settled at particular places.

(B) The words about the canal are “ Pancame ca dani vase

Nandaraja ti-vasa-sata oghatitam; ” which rendered into Sanskrit

would be “ Pancame cedanim verse Nandarajasya tri-sata-verse

avaghattitam.” The interpretation put upon this line by the scholars

is
—

“ During the fifth year, the canal that was dug in the hundred

and third year of Nanda’s reign. ” Let us see whether this meaning

is correct. So far as the words “ Pancame ca dani vase ” are

concerned, the meaning seems to be all right. It is in the remaining

part of the sentence that there seems to be a possibility of

mistake. That part is compound and can be dissolved in two ways.
“
Nandarljsya trisatavarse ” in the 103rd year of Nand’s reign,

or " Nandarajena trisatavarse ” in the 103rd year by Nandaraja

If we take into consideration the first meaning, it would be:-“In

(50)We see from Maratha history that Maiatha chiefs, appointed as governors

over various provinces, became independent later on. The same happened in

case of PaQ^y^s, Kadambas, Cbolas etc. They intermarried among themselves.

They also gave their daughters in marriage to their overlords. One of them

gave his daughter in marriage to the eldest son of Srimukh.

18
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the 103rd year of king Nand.” As no Nanda king ruled for so

long a period, this interpretation has to be given up. The second

interpretation would be “ Another (some) Nanda king had dug the

canal in the 103rd year of the Nanda era started by a Nanda

king. ” This meaning also is not tenable, because this dynasty did

not last longer than hundred years. A third meaning would be,

“ Kharvel dug the canal in the 103rd year of the Nanda era.”

Now, in the first place we have already proved that no. 103 has

no connection with the Nanda era. Secondly, Kharvel did not

get the canal dug. he merely extended it. So this meaning also

will not do.

We now turn to the other way of dissolving the compound
“ Nandarajeiia trisata verse.” That means, that Nand was the king

who got the canal dug, but no. 103 does not refer to his era.

Kharvel simply got it extended. King Nand flourished in the 103rd

year of a particular era. But this does not seem to be the meaning

intended by Kharvel. Had he intended that meaning, he would have

separated the words ” Nandarajetja tivasasata oghatitam.

The true meaning of the line is, that Kharvel got the canal

extended in the 103rd year of the Mahavira era. This fits in with

every historical event. He came to the throne in 98 A. M. So

during the 5th year of his reign, it would certainly be 103rd year

of the Mahavira era. King Nand I ruled from 55 A. M. to 71 A. M.

and had taken away the Jaina idol from Ksemraj. The Mahlvira

era was started in 527 B. C. We have proved that Kharvel came

to the throne in 429 B. C ,
which comes to 98 A. M.®^ Dr. Konow

seems to support our opinion®®:
—

“ It is postulated that the years are

reckoned in the Mahavira era, but unfortunately no mention expressed

or implied of the Mahavira era is actually found in the inscription.”

(C) Kharvel extended the canal upto his capital through

Tansuliya. We have shown that Kharvel got it extended in 103

A. M. When was it first dug ? In the account of King Nand I,

we have stated that during his reign, there was a year of draught

(51) The dates may be counted any way.

(52) Octa Orientalia, pp. 24-26,
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and other of excessive rainfall (Vol. I, pp. 310-11). The first took

place between 64 to 72 A. M.=463 to 455 B. C. or about 65 A. M.=

462 B. C. (Vol. !,• pp. 371); the second took place in A. M. 59=

B. C. 468 (i. e. during the fourth year of Nanda’s reign). A writer®®

however, interprets the words “Tri-vasa-sata” as follows:
—“Nand

had got the canal dug before the end of the third year of his

reign.” A canal is generally dug to protect people from the effects

of a draught.®^ If we accept this interpretation, the year of draught

would be 468-9 B. C.®® Hence, we shall have to make some changes

in the dates of the Nanda king. He ascended the throne in 472

B. C. After spending a year or two in consolidating his empire,

he marched on Kaling in order to conquer it. Having, however

received the news of draught in his kingdom, he hastened back

taking back with him the Jaina idol. He then got the canal dug. In

467 B. C. the king of Vatsa and Avanti died without leaving a son

behind him; so he devoted his attention there. Then he conquered

the provinces of Aparant and Canara; thus making conquests

complete in north and west India. Then he intended to attack

Kaling. Having heard, however, the news of excessive rainfall in

his kingdom, he hastened back and had to give up the plan. A
year and a half later he died. This proves that there were famines

during the reigns of Nand I and of Kharvel.®®

(53) Bha. Pra. Rajvamsa, Vol. U, pp. 246. (No. 103 is discussed there).

It is stated there “ Some scholars interpret ' tivasa santa ’ as three hundred

years, and some as “in the third year*'. The first meaning seems to be absurdi

(54) So> canals were dug in those times m order to provide relief from

the effects of famine. ^
(55) The acceptance of this interpretation does not affect the dates ol

events in Kharvel in any way. It does affect the dates of Nandivardhan’s

reign. This requires further research.

(56) People seem to believe at present that Nature is a lifeless thing

having no regard for (or effect on) mankind. We have proved by historical

instances that Nature has a very powerful hold on us.

Changes and revolutions in mankind are sometimes man-made and some"

times nature-made. Nature affects such vast changes by (1) fire, (2) flood, (3)

famine. Famine may be due to either lack of rainfall or excessive rainfall.

The latter spells ruin of crops, but we get enough suppl;^ 9f water and fodder.
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We do not know, whether there was famine in the whole of

Magadh or in only a part of it. It is probable, however, that the

canal must have been dug in order to give a turn to the waters

of the Ganges and the canal must have been dug upto the

boundaries of Magadh. Kharvel extended it from there to the seat

of his capital, This shows that the canal must have been a very

long affair. We have shown in the preceding chapter that Kharvel’s

capital must have been some where near Jagannathapuri, some

where near lake Chilka. A writer®^ seems to support this'-
—

“ He
made a canal from the Bhargavi to Chilka lake.” This means that

the waters of the Ganges were turned towards the Chilka, which

was in imminent danger of being dried up. The region through

which the canal was dug was called Tansuliya.®®

Hence a draught is more destructive. In connection with it, it is stated in

“Studies of Jainism in South India”, pp. 21:—‘‘Sometimes the famine extended

over the whole kingdom, but more often than not, it was confined to small tracts”.

After the nirvf^i of Mahavir m 527 B. C. famines stalked the land pretty

often. During Chandragupta’s reign, there was a continuous draught for 12

years (Vide his account, pp. 176). That was followed by another famine, which

also lasted for a long time. After the time of Sthulibhadra (A. M. 170=
B. C. 357) who was the monk m Mahavir’s line, there was again a famine in

B. C. 304. In short, after Mahavir’s death, severe famines stalked the land

pretty often. Their effects were devastating. This was due to the malign influence

of the AvasarpiUi (Vol. 1, chap. 1). People, who have received western education,

do not give much credence to this view; but they must now be convinced in

face of historical pieces of evidence. In Jama scriptures, it has been explicitly

stated that certain natural calamities will overtake manyiiyl after the death of

Mahavir. The subsequent events have proved this prophecy to be true. During

the UtsarpiUi everything is in progressive scale. No wonder than that people lived

longer than we do now, and bad greater heights. Acccnrdmg to Jaina books

during the times of Mahabharat, the average life was 1000 years and the

average height was 30 ft. People at present start with the prejudice that all

this IS moonshine. That indicates smallness of mind, lack of vision and

unwillingness to face facts. We draw the reader’s attention to "Famine and

the Preservation of books”— a paragraph that will be given later on.

(57) J. A. H. R. S. Vol. II, part II, pp. 14.

(58) A script expert gives the reading “Tosaliya" in place of “Tansultya"*

In Dhauli'Jagaufla inscription of Priyadarsin, this has been stated as the

capital of that region.
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(D) In the 6th line it is also stated that Kharvel ex;en?pted

his subjects from all taxes during the 6th year of his reign. This

requires some clarification. We know that the followers of the Vedic

religion perform the Asvamedha sacrifice in order to declare the

suzerainty of the king, and sacrificed a horse for that purpose.

Pandit Jayasval has stated about Kharvel^®
—

“Being a Jaina king

he proved his suzerainty by performing the Rajsuya sacrifice.”

This interpretation does not seem to be true, because Kharvel

himself declares in the following lines that he conquered many
countries after performing this sacrifice. The meaning given by the

dictionary in connection with this is that it was a sacrifice performed

by a suzerain at the time of his coronation®®. Kharvel, however,

was not a suzerain when he ascended the throne. Hence, he must

have performed this sacrifice for some other purpose. The preceding

words of the line give a clue to the solution of the mystery.

It is stated there that he extended the canal for sake of water-

supply; and in addition to this he exempted the famine-stricken

subjects from all taxes, thus providing double relief®^. Hence, he

performed the sacrifice for the sake of appeasing the god of rain®*.

(7) In the seventh line it is stated that his queen of Vajradhar

gave birth to a child. Probably this was the Kharvel’s first issue

and hence was the heir-apparent®®. He was born, in all probability

of an ordinary queen and not of the queen-consort. “Vajradhar”

seems to have been the name of the queen’s family. It may have

been a branch of Vrijji ksatriyas. There may have been an errof

in deciphering the script.®^ Probably the queen’s parents lived in

the neighbouring region.

(59) J- S. S. Vol. Ill, pp. 3^5, line 11.

(60) Pp. 655 of the "Sarth JodaUikosa'’ published by Gujarat Vidyapith#

(61)

,
An example of the nobility and of the sense of duty of kings id

those times. (Cf, f. n. no. 11 above).

(62) The sacrifice seems to have been performed after the famine was overt

(63) This heir-apparent came to the throne after him. His name was

Vakragriv* He was born in 105 A. M.=422 B. C.

(64) The word in the inscription is "Vaji-ragharave”, which in Samskrt

to “Vajramthavati”. The two words “Vaji" and “Raghatava” are separate*
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(8) The 8th line has been interpreted as follows:
—

“ He broke

through the Gorathgiri and laid siege around RajagrhI. The Yavana

chief Demetrius had to leave Mathura, when he heard of Khacvel’s

prowess. In the 9th year, the Pallavas...etc.”

(A) It is necessary to re-interpret this line. We have already

shown that except for one single invasion over Magadh, Kharvel

had nothing to do with north India. Both “Mathura" and “Demetrius”

therefore are anomalies. We suggest the following interpretation

based on the following suggestions.

(B) Gorathgiri—It seems to have been the name of a mountain

stretching near the mouth of the KrsQa. In the inscription, the

reading is “Rljagrham” = a palace, and not Rajagrahi the capital of

Magadh. This is supported by the word “Pallava” in the line, which

the scholars have not at all taken into consideration, because it

did not suit with their interpretation. The Pallavas. as we know,

were a branch of the Lichchhavis. Details about them have been

given in voL I, pp. 295-353. They were the governors in south

India, and were appointed by Nand I.

(C) Now we turn to the word “ Dimit ” and its possible

meaning. In the inscription, the word is “Yavanraj.” Scholars have

interpreted it as Demetrius, the Greek chief. They have based

this on the belief that Brhaspatimitra was the same as Pusyamitra,

who was a contemporary of Patanjali, who stated that the Yavanas

invaded Saket. So, the scholars state that Demetrius had to leave

Mathura and recede to the Punjab. Some critics of these volumes

have stated that historians shoud not dabble in probabilities and

that they should state facts only. These critics themselves have

indulged®® in the same mistake. Below, I have stated my objection

against this interpretation.

A glance at the chronological list on pp. 464 of Vol. Ill, will

convince the reader that the time of Demetrius is 183 B. C. and

that he died in 181 B. C. Pusyamitra, on the other hand, died

(65) Vide f. n. no. 77 below. Many such instances are found. (Volt Illf

pp, 127, f. D. no. 3; Vol. Ill, pp. 351, f. n. no. 29, f. n. no. 6 above and

f< a< no. 30 aboY9«
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in 188 B. C. and Patafijali in 190 B. C. The invasion over Saket®^

by the Yavanas, that is stated by Patafijali to have taken place

during the life-time of Pusyamitra, was one by Euthydemos, the

father of Demetrius. The political career of Demetrius began after

the death of Patafijali. This excludes all possibility of any mention

of Demetrius’s exploits by Patafijali. Secondly, Demetrius never

crossed the Sutlej. What to talk, then, of his having come as far

as Mathura and of his haying, left Mathura ?®''. Thirdly, we have

already proved that neither Pusyamitra nor Patafijali was a

contemporary of Kharvel, who ascended the throne in 429 B. C.

The first Greek chief to set his foot in India was Alexander the

great in 327 B. C. i. e. well nigh a century after Kharvel’s time.

Hence, Demetrius did not live during the time of Kharvel®®.

The correct readings are “ Vahraj ” ( in place of Yavanraj

)

and Madura ( in place of Mathura ) a city in south India. The

original words are = “Vipamchitu Madhuram Apayato” which have

been wrongly Sanskritized as “ Vipramoktum Mathuramapayato ”

The right rendering, which has been made by a writer®® is:

—

“ Vipumusvetum Madhuram Apayato.” The word “ Madhuri ”

agrees more with “Madura” than with "Mathura”; a city in south

India. The other correct reading, as we have already stated, is

Vanaraj^®.

The facts stated below will give a correct idea to the reader.

During the reign of Vrdhdhiraj, Kharvel’s father, there prevailed

anarchy in Ceylon (Vol II, pp. 269, f. n. 71). There ruled there, a king

(66) It should, in the first place be settled whether the word is Saket or

Sakai. If it is the latter, it would mean Sialkot, which was once surrounded

by Euthydemos, the father of Demetrius. If it is the former, it would mean

Ayodhya, which was invaded by Menander, the general and successor of

Demetrius. (Vide their accounts in vol. III).

(67) I. H. Q. 1929, Vol. V, PP. 597-

(68) This refers to Euthydemos the father of Demetrius.

(69) “Jainism in Northern India” by C. J. Shah (Longman’s), pp. 161,

f. n. there.

(70) The first letter “ya” should be dropped. Vanraj means the king of

the forest.
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named Patjduvas, from A. M. 43 to 75. He persecuted his people

very much. A certain person named Abhivijay or Vijay, then came

to the throne in 95 A. M. He was a valorous king and gave good

promise of a peaceful and prosperous reign. His name has been

mentioned in the 3rd line of the inscription, where Kharvel has

compared himself with him. Panduvas and his followers then took

to the life of plundering people. Having fled to India, they settled

their head-quarters somewhere in south India, and began to harass

the people. When Vrdhdhiraj heard of this, he sent Kharvel to ease

the situation. We know, that due to the sudden death of Vrdhdhiraj,

Kharvel had to hasten back to the seat of his capital, leaving the

task of conquest unfinished. After coming to the throne in 98

A. M. he could not turn his attention to this affair, on account of

various activities, like defeating ^rimukh, Rastrikas and Bhojaks,

the digging of the canal to provide relief from famine etc. At the

end of the 8th year of his reign, he found time to turn to south

India, invaded it and subdued the Cholas, the Paijdyas and destroyed

their palace. While he was preparing to march further, Paijduvas

Vanrlj, having heard the fame of his valour, left Madura, where

he had settled, and receded southwards. Hence, the meaning of

the line has no connection either with Demetrius or with Mathura.

( 9 ) The word “Pallava” is mentioned at the end of the 8th

line. The 9th line consists of many allusions to his charitable deeds.

It means that these deeds were performed in commemoration

of his victories over Pallavas and others. Being a Jain, he also

built a large and magnificent Jaina temple called “ Mahavijay
”

or “ Arhat-temple

(10) In line 10, it is stated that he built “Mahavijay” at the

expense of 38 lacs of coins and started on an expedition to India.

Details about “Mahavijay” will be given later on.

(a) We now turn to scrutinize the interpretation, “ started on an

expedition to India.” The word in the inscriptions is ‘Bharadhavas’.

It may mean that he started on an expedition to south India.

(b) There is no specific mention of Datjda, Sandhi, Sama,

(71) Details are given in a paragraph entitled “Mahavijaya Prasad” later on.
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etc., the ways of politics. It is possible, however, that out of the

four cardinal principles of politics, namely. Punishment, Compromise,

Persuation and Dissension, the first three existed during the time

of Kharvel. The fourth seems to have been found out by Chaijakya,

the prime-minister of Chandragupta. This shows that Kharvel was

a predecessor of Chandragupta.

(11) The 11th line is interpreted as follows;
—
“In the 11th

year of his reign, he razed to the ground the Mandi^“ or market

place built by a wicked king, and got the ground tilled by

donkeys. He also destroyed the body of Tamaras, who were 113

years old.”

(A) We do not know who this “wicked” king was. A writer’®

says:
—

“ Instead of the word “wicked” there ought to be the word
“ King Ava ”. He (Kharvel) razed to the ground (ploughed down)

with an ass-plough the market town (Matjdi) founded by the Ava

king.” Another writer’^ says on the authority of Sagaranandsuri’"

that“Kfiijik is related to have ploughed Vishalanagar’® with ploughs

drawn by asses ” This latter interpretation is incorrect due to the

following reasons:—(1) Why should Kharvel have re-destroyed a

(72) It is possible that Vanaraj got this market-town erected in order

to find a market for the spoils of his robberies.

(73) J. O. B. R. S. Vol. 14, pp. 150.

(74) J. O. B. R. S. Vol. 13, pp. 261, f. n. nos. 1 and 2.

(75) He has based his opinion on “Avasyaka Vrtti" by Haribhadra Sun,

pp. 685—87 and on Hemchandra’s “Vlrcharitra”, pp. 170-71. We are not

concerned with the details here.

(76) The city intended seems to have been “Vaisali” which was annexed

by Kunik after Cbetak’s death. He may have destroyed it for some reason.

(On account of its large area, Ayodhya was sometimes called Visala; but that

city was at that time under the power of the king of Kosal. Hence, it is out

of question).

Avanti's another name also was Visala, Vol. Ill; pp. 354, vol. I, pp. 180,

f. n, no. 102. Muni Kalyanvijayaji has stated in his article “Jaina KalaGaUana'*

(1987, pp. 31, f. n. no. 28) “Sri Vira Nirvanat Visalayam Palaka Rajya 20

Vatsiui" 1 . e. Avanti was called Visala once. We are, however, not concerned

with it here.
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place, that had been already destroyed by Kunik ? (2) Kharvel

flourished 75 years after Kunik. (3) Vi^allnagariis very far in the

north from Kaling. In between Visalanagari and Kaling, there lay

RajgThi and the. surrounding region of Magadh and then the river

Ganges. Now Kharvel never went so far. This is a good example

of the habits of scholars to inflict far-fetched interpretations^^ on

inscriptions. Another scholar’® makes the following statement in

connection with Mandi:
—

“ Pithunda-Pitunda of Ptolemy. It seems,

that it is a commercial town of importance. It was the gate to the

Tamil-land, as is indicated by the information, which we get from

the reading, now proposed by the last portion of this more difficult

line:
—

“bhi(m)dati Tramira desha etc; he breaks up the combination

of the Tramil (Tamil) countries—The combination or league had

existed for 113 years as the preceding expression says. The Tamil

tradition covering up the Pandya, Chola and Kerala Desha is here

confirmed.” This means that according to the new interpretation’®

of the last portion of this line, Kharvel destroyed the Tamil league

consisting of the Cholas, the Paijdyas and Kerala Desa®®, because

a legend to this effect is prevalent in Tamil literature. According

to Ptolemy, the gateway to Tamil was the city of Pithunda®^,

which was a great centre of trade®®. In short, Kharvel had

conquered all these three countries and had destroyed a market-

town erected by a wicked king.

(77) Cf. (C) line 8 above and f. n. nos. 79 and 81.

(78) J, 0. B. R. S. Vol. 14, pp. 150-51.

(79) First of all “Tamar" was interpreted as copper and then the meaning

accepted was that he razed to the ground a copper pillar. Now a different

meaning is put upon it. Thus, various readings and various interpretations are

made by various writers. Why should scholars then be impervious to a new
interpretation if it has based on facts and figures ?

(80) This refers to the trio of the countries which we call Trikaling,

details about which are given in vol. I. Some details will be given later on.

(81) “Pithunda" IS now interpreted as the name of a city. Formerly, it

was interpreted as an adjective meaning **big’’. Notice the change in the meaning.

(Cf. (C) line 8 above and f. n. nos. 79 and 77).

(82) Its situation is not quite certain; but it was situated somewhere near

Tanjore and Salem.
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(B) After conquering all these countries, he]turned his attention

to north India. We have shown that he invaded north India only

once, and that too for the sake of re-bringing the Jaina idol.

Scholars believe that he invaded Magadh twice, and that during

his second invasion, he laid siege to Pataliputra and destroyed it.

(12) (A) Sugangey:—The name is also mentioned in a play

named “ Mudra-raksas ”. It was the king’s palace. We know that

Nandivardhan I had taken away the Jaina idol from Kaling®®. In

order to recover the lost prestige, Kharvel invaded Magadh, went

toSuganga and forced Brhaspatimitra to fall at his feet. The scholars

have identified this Brhaspatimitra with Pusyamitra. We have

.proved that the theory is ill-founded.

[ Note : Pandit Bhagvanlal Indrajit, deciphered ‘Bahupatisasina’

in place of Brhaspatimitra.®* Evidently, the meaning would be

changed. Due to the manifold influences of nature, there naturally

took place certain changes in the inscription, thus making it very

difficult to decipher it. No wonder that different scholars deciphered

it in different ways.]

(B) Kalinga-Jina Murti—The word "Kalinga Jin murti” can

be interpreted in two ways:—(l) the idol that was in Kaling. (2)

the idol of “Kaling Jin” = Parsvanath. The second is the better

meaning. Parsvanath was called “Kalinga Jin”®® because he attained

(83) J. S. S. Vol. Ill, pp. 372. The translator has stated:
—

"Before B. C.

458 and 400 years before the Vikrama era, Jainism was so much spread in

Uddisa that idols were very common there, only 75 years after the Nirvana

of Mahavira”. (We have proved that the idols became common even before

that. Vol. I, pp. 166, f. n. no. 55.)

(84) J. S. S. Vol. Ill, pp. 373, line 14.

(85) There is a book entitled “Bengal, Behar and Odisa ke Jama Smarak''.

A journalist of Surat, belonging to the Digambar sect, has published a book

in 1985, which begins with pp. 138 of the former book. It is stated on pp.

16 there:—“There is an allusion to the taking away of an idol of R?abhadev

from Kaling by the Nanda king, in the Hathigumfa inscription of Kharvel”.

(We know that it was not the idol of Rsabhadev, but that of Parsvanath.)

[ Note:—At first, I also inclined to the view that the idol was of I^bhadev.

(Vol. I, pp. Udayasva of Magadh founded Pa^aliputrj^ god got a Jama
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nirvan on Sametsikher which was situated in Kaling. In comme-

moration of the event, Karkagdu had installed an idol in a temple,

built by him in a city at the foot of the mountain. For this reason,

this mountain is called “Parsvanath” mountain. Par^vanath is called

" Purusadaniy ” in Jaina literature. The term means, “the healer

of the sick”. Many miracles are connected with the name of

Parsvanath®®, and hence his idol is considered the most valuable

possession and the worthiest of respect. No wonder that Kharvel

thought it incumbant upon him to vindicate himself by marching

over Magadh and bringing back that idol from there.

(C) The term “ Anga-Magadha ” suggests that “Anga” was

a part of the empire of Magadh. During the Mauryan rule and

in the inscriptions of Priyadarsin, we find no mention of “Anga”'

which shows that it had lost a separate political existence by that

time. Hence, it is proved that Kharvel was*^, to say the least, a

predecessor of Priyadarsin.

temple built there, installing in it the idols of Neminath and Adinath. When
the Sunga king Agnimitra destroyed Patahputra, these idols must have been

destroyed. We should note the custom that under the squating figure of the

Tirthanker, there always was carved a Yakfa couple. Hence, the two yak?a-

idols, which were found out from the neighbourhood Patna in 1882, which

have been placed in the Bharhuta gallery in the museum at Calcutta, and

which bear the words “Aja” and “Samratavartinandi” must be parts of these

idols. These were the reasons, why I believed that the idol was that of Adinath

or ?sabhadev, the first Jaina Tirthanker and the founder of Jainism. When,
however, I read the description of the idol m General Cunningham's book
and saw its plate, I began to hesitate. Then I read Samayasunder’s “Urtha-
mata Stavan” (f. n. no. 86 below) (This poet flourished in the 17th century),

whete the words “Parsvanath-Jaganath" are written side by side. The place

of this idol is at present identified with Jagannathpuri. Hence, these words in

the hymn are to be read as “Jagannatha Parsvanath". Again Pataliputra was
safe and sound, during the times of Nandivardhan I and of Kharvel. Hence,
the idol in question had no connection with Pataliputra.]

(86) Some names of Parsvanath are given below:—They are recognized

such, owing to the places, where they are at present worshipped. “Sankhesara,
Amizara, Jiravala, Stambhana, Falodhi,Sorisaro, Ajavaro, Antariksa, Panchasaro,
Jagannatha. Each name is further connected with a miracle* Details are out
pf question here*

'
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(13) The interpretation of the 13th line is:
—

“ He brought

many rubies, pearls and jewels in ships full of elephants from the

PaJjdya king.”

(A) This line indicates that the ships were so big that they

could accommodate elephants. It may also mean that the ships

themselves were elephant-shaped. Perhaps in these ships were

carved elephants and horses which were studded with jewels, pearls

and valuable stones.

(B) It transpires from the words meaning ‘‘this time” in the

line that Kharvel had invaded Pandyl more than once. He first

invaded it while he was heir-apparent, as is mentioned in the

second line. The second invasion took place during the eighth

year of his reign, the mention of which is made in the 8th line.

He invaded it for the third time in the 11th year of his reign, when

he razed that market-town to the ground.

.(14) The 14th line is interpreted as follows:
—

” On Mount

Kumari, where there is the Religious Wheel (on the Kayanisidi

Stupa) he fixed annuities for worshippers and Kharvel, who was

devoted to worships and who had adopted the vow of Upasak,

realized the distinction between body and soul.

(A) Kumari means Mt. Khaijdagiri or L'dayagiri®® on which

was the religious wheel because Mahavir had once preached the

Jaina gospel from there or Karkaijdu, bis revered ancestor had

attained nirvaij here.

(B) Kayanisidi Stupa®®; worshippers and performers of rites

and ceremonies at this Stupa were given fixed annuities by Kharvel,

in order to ensure continuity of worship. The Jains erected such

sttipas on the remains of the bodies of those persons, who attained

to Kaivalya stage and thus became free from the eternal cycle of

birth and rebirth. Karka^jdu, Kharvel’s ancestor was one such. In

this Stupa some remains of his were preserved®®. The relics

(87) This is one more to those twenty arguments given above about thd

time of Kharvel on pp. Ill to 121.

(88) J. S. S. Vol. ill, pp. 372, line 15.

' <89) J. S. S. Vol. Ill, pp. 372, line 17.

(90) J. S. 5. Vol. Ill, pp. 372, line 18 and sequel:—-" Tbm was a
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preserved generally were either teeth or hair, which were put in a

small box and which again was put in the Stupa. Scholars generally

believe that all such Stupas are generally connected with Buddhism.

Now, we have proved (Vide the account of Priyadar^in and of

Prasenjit of Kosal, and of Ajatsatru, who erected the Bharhiita

Stupa® ^), most of these Stupas are connected with Jainism. Again,

the religious signs on these Stupas clearly prove them to be belonging

to Jainism. We have given details about these signs in the chapters

on coins in Vol. II. The reader will be convinced that the Hathigumfa

inscription supports this contention.

(C) Kharvel was a staunch Jain and had taken the Upasaka

vow.®* That means, that he was a regular ^ravak and observed

all the rules laid down for such Sravakas.®® Hence came the

realization of the difference between body and soul. He had also

begun to build many Jaina temples, so that all Jains might have

facilities of worship. He also erected a Stupa in memory of his

ancestor, Karka^du.

(15) “Sukrti ^ramaija suvihita ^ata di^aona gfiani®* tapasvi’*

etc. The meaning is, “Near the remains of great Jaina Tirthankeras,

for his queen Sindhula of Sinhaprastha.

stupa there on the mountain. The bone of an Anhanta was buried under it.

There are many caves and temples belonging to Kharvel’s time and to the

time before that, which bear the foot-prints and symbols of Parsvanatb. They

also bear some words in the Brahmi script. Jaina monks lived m such places”.

This shows plainly that it is a very old Jaina holy place. During the Maratha

period also, the Jains erected a new temple at this place. Many small stupas

and chaityas built by pilgrims are also found here.

(91) Prasenjit pillar and Ajatktru pillar, which are described in the book

“Bharhiita stupa”. Pictures are given in vol. I, fig. nos. 8 and 9.

Mahavir attained to the Kaivalya stage here. A person, who has attained

to this stage, has complete detachedness with all the world affairs. They
have not to undergo the process of birth and re-birth.

(92) See the Sahasram inscription of Pnyadarsin.

(93) An Upasak performs worship thrice a day. SrePik had this vow
(Vide his account). Udayasva aiso had got a large temple built at Pataliputta

for this purpose (Vol. I, pp. 286).

(94) The right term must have been **ten” because that is the nutnko^

9( duectigns* Only Kevali? bftd (his knowledge.
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(A) ^ramana, suvihita'—At the places, where were kept the

remains of those monks who had freed themselves from the cycle

of birth and death.®®, and at the places where Vere kept the

remains of Arihantas®® and of TTrthankeras®'^, he erected Stupas.

In short, at all such holy places®® he erected memorials®® like Stupas

and others for the sake of the well-being of the people. He erected

separate Stupas and temples for the females of harem.^®“. For

instance, for his queen Sindhula, he erected a magnificent memorial.

Four pillars bedecked with Vaidiirya jewels, costing 75 lacs were

erected for this purpose. Or, he may have erected these pillars

for some other purpose.

(B) Sinhaprastha may have been another name for Sinhapur,

the place where Sindhull’s parents lived. There was a city named
Sinhapurnagar situated in Kaling at that time.

(16) “Erected four pillars studded with Vaidurya jewels at the

cost of 75 lacs. Got the fourth part of Chosaththi (having 64

(95) “Kevali, Anhant, Siddha and Tirthanker” are four Jaina technical

terms having special meanings. A person, who attains the Kaivalya stage,

becomes free from the eternal cycle of birth and re-birth. A “Kevali" has

nothing to do but the contemplation of his own soul for the remaining part

of his life. A Tirthanker, on the other hand, has the duty of preaching the

gospel to the people as long as he lives. Others have no such duty. Only,

they solve any difficulty when they are consulted.

The term "Arihant” has three meanings.—(a) One who has destroyed his

enemies, external as well as internal (Vol. Ill, pp. 196). (b) One who deserves

worship and honour, (c) One who has become free from the cycle of birth

and re-birth. Ordinarily, however, the terms Arihant and Tirthanker were

used in the same sense*

(96) The term “Arihant” is here used in the sense of Tirthanker”.

(97) Cf. f. n. nos. 95 and 96 above.

(98) Vide the account of Priyadarsin for the places, which he selected

for erecting pillars and edicts.

(99) The memorials were erected with the view that people, who might

see them, might be inspired to lead the same kind of religious life and attain

to salvation,

(100) Kharvel looked to the convenience of all.
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Adhyayas) which was destroyed daring the Mauryan period, repaired.

These things were done by Bhiksuraj or Dharmaraj”.

(A) The erection of these pillars at such high cost^°^ shows

his love for the preservation of knowledge.

(B) Let us discuss the propriety of the translation:
—
“Which

was destroyed during the Mauryan period”. The original word is

“Vochhinum*'. Scholars believe that Kharvel was a contemporary of

Brhaspatimitra and hence they have fixed up his time after the

Mauryan period. Hence, the translation given above. But we have

already proved that Kharvel flourished before the Mauryan dynasty

and hence the translation “destroyed” is not proper. Again, if a

thing has been already destroyed where is the sense or scope for

its reparation ? Hence “Vochhinum” must be taken to mean “to

be destroyed” or “on the point of being destroyed”. Another

word which requires scrutiny is “Muriya”. There is a blank space

before it. There may have been a word or a letter there or there

may not have been. It is possible that instead of “Muriya” the

original word may have been “Bhuriya”=much In that case, the

interpretation would be “ the destruction of which (Srutagflan=

power of retaining knowledge in memory ) had begun (much) long

since^”*”. Another probable reading might be “Duriya’-difficult,

in which case it would mean, “Sratagfian” had become difficult to

be retained, owing to growing weakness on account of famine”.

We know that two terrible famines had already stalked the land

during the periods of forty-five years, between Nanda I and Kharvel

(f. n. no. 56). During the rule of Chandragupta, whose contemporary

(101) It is likely that a change may have to be made in this interpretation.

See a little further.

(102) It has been stated in the Jama scriptures that after the nirvan of

Jambusvaml ( A. M. 64— B. C. 463 ), certain things will totally disappear.

One of them Is the ‘Kaivalya” stage. Kharvel got this inscription erected 47

years after this. Bhadrabahu, the preceptor of Chandragupta was the fifth

Sruta Kevali (Vol. II, pp. 156, f. n. no. 70).

In short, though the retentive power for knowledge was on its way to

decline, that decline was not so rapid during the time of Kharvel as to deserve

the term “Bhuriy”
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was Bhadrabahu, two great famines spread through the length

and breadth of the land (A. M. 156 to 170). It is also stated in

Jaina books that after the time of Bhadrabahu, people’s retentive

power will decline. The same prophecy was made by Mahavir.

For these reasons Kharvel had thought it his duty to protect the

Sruta-gfian from being destroyed^®®. A third reading is “Itariya”;

but this seems to be rather far-fetched, because the letter “Mu”

is already there. It would have been proper, had the word been

“Riya” only^®*. A fourth reading is “Puviya” (relating to Purvas)

which means “concerning former times”.

A writer has suggested the following changes^”® in connection

with this word. In the inscription the words are “Pan Taiiyasata

Sahasehi Muriya Kala Vochhinam”, which the scholars have

rendered into Sanskrit in the following way, “Pancha Sapta Sata

Sahastraih Mauryakala Vyachchhinnam”. Instead of that he

suggests the following reading:
—

“ Panantariya Sathivasa Sate

Raja (Mu)riya Kala‘“®”=“In the one hundred and sixty-fifth year

of the time of the Mauryan kings”. This means that the preservation

of books was effected by Kharvel in the 165th year of the Mauryan

era. We know that this is not possible because Kharvel flourished

before the beginning of the Mauryan dynasty and again, there

was no epoch like the Mauryan era. If we read the word “Anantariya”

instead of “Panantariya” and retain the remaining part of the

reading suggested by this writer, and interpret “Sathivasa Sate”

as “after 60 years”, the meaning would be “Sixty years after this^°^

preservation was effected by Kharvel”. That would come to 98+

13+60=171 A. M., 98 A. M. being the year in which Kharvel

ascended the throne, and 13 representing the 13th year of his reign

(103) Vol. I, chap. I, and also f. n. no. 56 above. The Avasarpini began

in B. C. 523. During Avasarpini, all kinds of decline, physical, mental and

moral begin. Hence, Kharvel adopted this wise step for the preservation of

knowledge which was in danger of being forgotten.

(104) F. n. no. 106 below.

(105) J. B. O. R. S. Vol. IV, 1918, pp. 395, correction no. 13.

(106) Cf. the third reading “(lta)riya Kala". Cf. f, n. no. 104.

(107) Cf. f. n. no. 102 and its text on the preceding page,

20
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in which this inscription was carved out. It was in this year that

the last ^ruta-kevali, Bhadrabahusvami, the great Jaina monk died

(Vol. II, pp. 156-57). It had been predicted by Mahavlr that there

would be a rapid decline in the retentive power of the people from

171 A. M. onwards, i. e. from the death of Bhadrabahu. Prof,

Jacobi in his introduction to Kalpasiitra, pp. 1 1 has said, “ He

(Bhadrabahu) being the last who knew all the Purvas”. Immediately

after 171 A. M., the preservation of Wta-gnan ( knowledge attained

by hearing) was effected by committing it to books by Sthuli-

bhadraji^”® the diciple of Bhadrabahu. The prophecy having been

publicly made by Mahavir, it was impossible that a staunch Jain

like Kharvel should not have known it. Hence, the meaning of

“Vochchhinam” should be “was to be destroyed” or “was begun

to be destroyed”.

(C) Now we turn to that part, which tells us of the reparation

of a fourth part of the Chosaththi. The words in the inscription

are:
—

“ Choyathi-anga-satikam-turiyam ”, which may be rendered

into Sanskrit as:—“ Chatuh sastikangam Saptikam Turiyam

This phrase is made up of two parts, one about Cosaththi, and

the second about Anga Saptika. In connection with the first, Dr.

Fleet believes^^®:
—
“And he produces, causes to come forth (i. e.

revises), the sixty-fourth chapter (or other division) of the collection

of seven Angas”. Pandit JayasvaP^^ on the other hand believes:

—

“The four-fold (for the fourth) Anga-Saptika of 64 sections, lost

in the time of the Maurya (king) he restores”. Dr. Konow differs

(108) It is stated in the Jaina books that when Bhadrabahu was in Nepal,

Sthulibhadra had gone to him at the request of the Jaina lay-community of

Pataliputra, to study the holy scriptures. Chandragupta became a Jaina monk
under Bhadrabahu, after this. The storing and preservation of books under

the guidance of Sthulibhadra took place after that. Sthulibhadra was the eldest

son of Saka^l, the prime minister of the 9th Nanda king. Vide vol. I, pp.

310, f. n. no. 32 and pp. 339 for his time.

(109) Some details in connection with this are given further on. Read

f. n. no. 56 above.

(110) J. R. A. S. 1910, pp. 827.

(111) I. H. Q. Vol, V, 1929. pp. 589,
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from both and says^”:
—“He restores the sixty-four section Anga,

that had become obsolete at the time of the Mauryan king, included

in a Saptika”. Thus, the first scholar believes that Kharvel restored

only the 64th chapter of a book, the second believes that he

restored the last part of the four parts of the book, and the third

believes that he restored the whole book (containing 64 chapters).

Dr. Konow, however, has also mentioned the word “Parikamma”

in connection with his theory. It means “the first part of Drstivad”

—(a Jaina holy book=Agam). Connecting this meaning with Anga-

Saptika, it would come to “ The Anga consisting of sixty-four

sections”. Mr. Ramprasad Chanda says in this connection:
—

“Only

sixty-four were included in the recension restored by Kharvel”.

These are in short the various theories about ‘ Chatusasfika”.

Let us now turn to the word “Saptika”. According to Dr.

Konow’s opinion, “Satik” means “Sappiya” in Prakrt and Saptika

in Sanskrt. So the whole word “Angasaptika” would be “a treatise

comprising seven chapters “Satik” may also mean “Satik”=

“with commentary”. Then the whole phrase would mean, “Kharvel

restored with commentaries the Drstivada-Anga consisting of 64

chapters, which was on the point of being destroyed”. This

seems to be a good interpretation. Bhadrabahu, the preceptor of

Chandragupta, also composed four-fold commentaries (Churiji,

Avachuri, Vrtti and Niryukti) in order to save the Jaina scriptures

from total oblivion. Kharvel also must have done so, by himself

or by the advice of some great monk. Pandit Jayasval seems to

support this view. The word “Turiya” which comes behind “Satik”

seems to suggest that out of the four kinds of commentaries,

only the fourth (Niryukti) was composed by Kharvel.

(D) “Bhiksuraj and Ksemraj ”—The words in the inscription

are:
—

“Khemraja sa Vadharaja sa Bhikhuraja and Dharmaraja”.

This insertion of “sa” shows that Ksemraj and Vyddhiraj and

Bhikhuraj were separate individuals. There is however no “sa”

(112) Acta Orientalia, Vol. I, pp. 19; I. H. Q. Vol. V, 1929, pp. 589.

(113) There are eleven "Angas" in Jainism, This interpretatigp would

All lighty if any of them h^d seven chapters.
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between Bhikhuraja and Dharmaraja. That shows that they are

the names of the same individual The name “Dharmaraj" must

have been given to Kharvel, because of his performing many
religious deeds. Kharvel was a highly religious king.

(17) 17th line. His policy was that of religious tolerance. He
got all the churches repaired. Kharvel, who descended from the

sage-like line of Pravrttachakra.

(A) “Tolerant of all faiths”. The words in the inscription are

“Savapasatjd Pujako”. The word “Pasapd” had not the meaning

in which it is used now”*. This shows that his religious policy

was generous as that of Priyadarsin.

(B) A detailed discussion of “Pravrttachakra” and “Rajarsi”

has already been given while discussing line 14.

We have now finished the scrutiny of all the seventeen lines.

(114) The term “Devanam Friyah** seems to have sudeted the same fat64

.la the edicts of Priyadarsint it has always been used in good sense. In Bnddhist

and Vedic literatiue it has been used in the sense of a “fool”.



Chapter IV

Kharvel (contd.

)

HATHIGUMFA inscription ( explained )

Synopsis :—Connection between the occurrence offamine and

the preservation of books by Kharvel.

Details dbotd “ MaHavijay and Arhat"—The place where

“ Mahavtjay ” was erected.

The Jaina idol of Rating and the feud between the kings of

Kaltng and of Magadh for its possession—Opinions of various

scholars about that idol—A detailed discussion of each of these

opinions—Conclusions that we draw from this discussion—Con*

currence of other things with these conclusions.

Details about the seven places of pilgrimage {From thejaind

and from the Vedic points of view )—Aw appeal to scholars to

conduct research work in connection with the idol—Some details

about religion and culture—The probable period of idolcdry.

Why is Kharvel^s name not found in other religious hooks ?



1^8 Chapter

KHARVEL ( contd.

)

Hathlgumfa Inscription further explained

We have shown in the preceding chapter that the meaning of

the term “ Vochchhinam ” was to be taken as “to be destroyed.”

Let us now see whether “ Duriya ” is more appropriate than

" Muriya

On pp. 26 of Vol. II, (f. n. 126), a chronological list has been

given of the monks that succeeded Mahavir in direct line. His

second successor was Jambu, who attained to

Connection between

the occurrence of

famine and the

preservation of books

Kaivalya stage in 20, and attained to salvation

in 64 A. M.^. Then this Kaivalya stage became

difficult of attainment, during the influence

of Avasarpiiji. A “ Smta-Kevali ” is one, who

is on par with other forms of Kevali in knowledge; but is inferior

to him in certain other matters^. The last ^rutakevali was Bhadra*

bahu, the precepter of Chandragupta. He was also the preceptor

of Sthulabhadra, the eldest son of Sakadal the prime-minister of

Nand IX and the elder brother of Sriyakaji, a prime-minister.

Bhadrabahu flourished from 139 to 170 A. M. This means that

upto 170 A. M., at least knowledge was preserved in memory and

hearing. As time went on and as famines became more frequent,

the retentive power of men began to decline. Knowledge which

was above the senses^ came on a lower stage. Retentive power*

was on the wane. Bhadrabahu had the knowledge of all the

Purvas and Angas with their meanings. His disciple had not this

much knowledge In short, knowledge was in need of being

(1) When amonk attained to the Kaivalya stage, he gave np all connections

even with religious activities. He led a perfectly detached existence. Hence,

Jambu was succeeded by his disciple in 20 A. M.

(2) Vol. II, pp. 156, f. n. there.

(3) Knowledge is of two kinds:—(a) one derived through the senses, (b)

the other derived independently of the senses. Kaivalya knowledge belongs to

the second category, which was on its declihe.

(4) Cf. f. n* no. 7 below.

(5) Stbuiibhadrs bgd seven sisters. AH pf them became }aina nuns. Tiheif
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preserved right from 64 A. M. Kharvel accomplished that task

in 112 A. M.

Simultaneously with the decline in retentive power came the

irregularities in monsoons and the consequent famines. We know
that terrible famines attacked the land during the times of Nand,

Kharvel and Chandragupta.® When the first famine took place,

Bhadrabihu was in Nepal. Sthiilibhadra, who was in Pataliputra

at that time, had less knowledge. Hence, at the request of the

Jaina lay-community there, he went to perfect his knowledge^ under

the able guidance of Bhadrabahu. By that time came the second

onslaught of famine, at the end of which Sthiilibhadra called a

meeting of the ^ramanas. This meeting is known as the “Vachana”

of Pataliputra. In short, in connection with the preservation of

knowledge by books achieved by Kharvel, “ Duriya ” is a

better reading.

These two words are mentioned in lines 9 and 10 of the

inscription. We know that in those times, kings were not fond of

„ commemorating their own names®. They made

vijay” and “Arhat”
religious symbols® m their edicts and

inscriptions. Kharvel seems to have adopted

the same policy in his inscriptions. He performed numerous deeds

for the good of his subjects and for the spread and permanence

of his religion.

Scholars believe that Kharvel got this ‘‘ Mahavijay ” palace

built in Kaling, because it is mentioned in the Hathigumfa

had knowledge to a certain degree onlyt when he had not renounced the world.

Vol. I, pp« 336; f. n. no. 43; Vol. II, pp. 26.

(6) Vol. Ill pp. 119, f. n. no. 21; Vol. II, pp. 191| f. n. no. 138; vide the

account of Chandragupta.

(7) Vol. II, pp. 169, f. n. no. 22; Vol. II, pp. 25 to 28.

(8) Vide chapters on coins in vol. II. Priyadarsm has not mentioned his

name even in his inscriptions. The Chedi kings, the Mauryas and the Nandas

have not mentioned their own eras in their edicts.

(9) The “Elephant" is the symbol of Priyadarsin- Kharvel seems to have

used his sign at the beginning and at the end of the Hathigumfa inscription.

Vide J. S. S, Vol. Ill, ppf 382, f. n. no. 14,
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inscription, which is in Kaling. I want the readers to be clear about

“Kaling” as the name of a country and “Kaling” as the name of

the empire over which Kharvel ruled. The first is but a part of

the second. I do agree that the palace was built in the Kalinga

“empire”. The point upon which I want to dwell is, whether it

was built in the Kalinga “country” itself. Now, when something

is built or erected in one’s native country, we find specific mention

of a demonstrative adjective before the name of that memorial^®;

if, on the other hand, the memorial is erected in a country, other

than the native country, no demonstrative adjective is used.

Kharvel has stated all the events that took place in his reign in

this inscription. Hence, it would not be proper to accept the theory

that all these events took place in the Kalinga “ country ” only.

Wherever he wants us to understand that a particular event took

place in Kaling proper, he says so clearly. Where, therefore, no such

specific mention, is made, we have to understand that the event

took place outside Kaling. In lines 9 and 10, where the erection of

“ Mahavijay ” is mentioned, we do not find any indication that it

was built in Kaling. We should bear in mind that all the things

mentioned in the inscription refer to south India except one, and

that the names “Pallava” “ Pandya ” and “ Madura ” have been

clearly given. Hence, the palace must have been built in the only

remaining unspecified part of the empire, namely, Chola, which we

have called Dhanakatak^^, Benkatak or Bennakafak.

A word or two remain to be stated here about Dhankatak.

We have stated that ^renik had to stay at Bennatatnagar for

two or three years before he ascended the throne in 580 B. C.

We have also described an incident in connection with his stay

there, in which a merchant named Gopal could buy all the goods

of a foreign merchant, who had challenged the capacity of the

whole city to buy his goods, by means of the gold dust which he

had in vast stores. This indicates that in those times Bennatat

(10) For instance, the canal was extended upto Talsuya, Hence, wbesever

a place in the country itself was meant, specific mention has been made of it.

(11) Details about Dhankatak are given in vol. I, pp. 147 to 160.
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was a large and flourishing commercial centre, perhaps larger than

Pataliputra and Rajgrhi.^®. The city enjoyed almost the same

condition during the time of Kharvel (425 B. C.). It also appears

that the city enjoyed the same prosperity during the time of

Priyadar^in, because the coins of king Pulumavi^® bearing two

sails have been found out. At what time, it met its end is not

the subject within the scope of this book.

We have now proved that the “Mahavijay” palace was built

in the region around Bennatat. It has been recently stated by

the archeological department that a large stiipa has been found

in the vicinity of Amaravati and Dharanikot in the same region.

This points to the conclusion that in times of yore, there must

have flourished a large city there'*. The Government Archeological

communique dated 30-12-39'® states, that the remains of a

monastery have been found out in the vicinity of Bezwada in

Godavari district. Books'® have been published on the subject of

research-work conducted in the region around the Krsija. A study

of these books reveals the fact that this region must have been

a very prosperous one in ancient times. The capital of that region

must indeed have been a large and prosperous city stretched well

over an area of 15 to 20 miles.

The Amaravati stupa was for the first time found out by

(12) Pataliputra was founded in 439 B. C. (Vol. I, vide the account o£

Udayasva). By the time of Kharvel, thus, it had long been founded and was

in a prosperous condition.

(13) Vide A. R. S. I. Vol. I, pp. 5.
—
“The inscriptions we have of Pulumavi

and Yagnashree from Amaravati”. For details about Pulumavi and Yagnasri,

read further the account of the Andhra dynasty. (Yagnasri lived from B. C.

289 to 280 and Pulumavi from 282 to 225 B. C.).

(14) A. S. S. I. Vol. I, (New Imperial Series, no. 6), pp. 13; Pr. Bha.

Vol. I, pp. 162.

(15) Pra. Bha. Vol. I, pp. 65, f. n. no. 53.

(16) A. S. R. I. Vol. 15; Read the details about Gu^idivad and other

cities of Krsna region. Three pictures from there have been reprinted in vol. 1,

plate V and VI, 6gs. no. 20, 21 and 22,

21
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Col. Mackenzie^'', who says:
—

“ In the inscription, this building is

called the Mahachaitya or the Great Chaitya.” On pp. 104 of

the same book, it has been stated in connection with plate 39,

that the word “ Arhat ” is found in the inscription on the stupa.

Kharvel, as we know, has stated in the Hathigumfa inscription

that he built a palace (stupa) named “Mahavijay” as a mark of

his devotion to the Arhat (Jaina) religion, at the expense of 38

lacs of coins. Again the terms “Mahavijay” and “Mahacaitya”

mean the same thing. The Amaravati stupa, even in its present

condition, plainly indicates that it must have been built at the

expense of lacs of coins. Hence, looking to all these indications,

it would not be improper to conclude that Amaravati stupa is

the same as “Mahavijay” mentioned in the Hathigumfa inscription.

The publisher of Col. Mackenzie's book^® states:
—

“ Long after

Col. Mackenzie’s time, it was first surmised that the Amaravati

stupa was a Buddhist document.” He further states:
—

“ His own

belief that it might be Jaina, was credible.” In short, Amaravati

stupa is definitely connected with Jainism and is the same as the

“ Mahavijay ” mentioned and built by Kharvel.

At what time was the stQpa built ? Scholars believe that

it must have been built in the second or the third century B. C.

We have proved that it was built by Kharvel, who lived in the

5th century B. C. In connection with this, it would be better to

quote an extract from Col. Mackenzie’s book^®:
—

“ There is so

much of Greek rather than of Bactrian art in architectural details

of the Amaravati Tope, that the first inference is, that it must

be nearer to the Christian era with the revised date of the

inscriptions, the date of the rail in the second part of the century

The Stupa itself is much older as is shown by the sculpture and

the inscriptions, especially one in the Mauryan character, recording

the gift of a pillar by the General Munda Kuntal.” The last

sentence shows that by the time Mugda Kuntal performed an act

(17) A. S. S. I. Vol. I, (New Imperial Series, Vol. VI), 1882 (printed in

1887), pp. 23.

(18) Ibid, pp. 23.

(19) Ibid, pp. 12.
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of charity during the Mauryan times, the stupa had already been

(before B. C. 372 to 234) in existence, in all probability, for a long

time.®" In short, the Stupa was erected by Kharvel in the 9th

year of his reign in 421-20 B. C.

We have stated in Vol. I, pp. 171 & further,- that Karkaijdu

being a follower of Parsvanath, got a temple built and installed

in it a magnificent idol of Parsvanath. We have

*the Wo*"*^*
shown, how the Chedi and Nanda kings waged

furious wars for this idol. We have also stated

in the previous chapters that in this region is situated the most

sacred place of Jains, namely Mt. Sametsikhar, over which 20 Jaina

Tirthankers attained to nirvaii. The last of these being Plrsvanath,

the mount is also called Parsvanatha Hill.

But the Nandas and the Chedis were not the only kings to

fight for this region. Priyadarsin waged a terrible war against

^atakariji for this very region. Both were Jains® \ This indicates

the degree of intensity with which Jaina kings loved** their holy

places and idols.

Why did these kings fight for this idol and for this place ?

There must have been some deep significance*® attached to both.

Kings erected memorials** and inscriptions to commemorate

their victories here. Jains were really very devout and devoted in

those times.

(20) This is also one more proof that Kharvel and Pufyamitra were not

contemporaries.

(21) We have already proved that Fiiyadarsin was a Jain. We shall

prove later on, that most of the ^atakarni kings were Jains.

(22) It will be clear from this, that Priyadarsin fought a battle in Kaling

not for the acquisition of land but for securing right to have a place of

pilgrimage. He erected there the inscription of Dhauli and J^uda. It pained

bis heart to see so many persons die on the field of battle.

(23) It is possible that Priyadarsin got a full-size elephant carved out hete

for this very reason. At other places, he has inscribed merely a sign of the elephant

(Vol. IF, pp. 325 to 327).

(24) The Dhauli inscription of Priyadarsin seems to have been erected

with this end in view. The aim of Kharvel in erecting the Hatbigumfa inscriptioq

WAS also religious (Read further).
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In this very region is situated the famous city of Jagannathpuri.

People flock there from the whole of India and accept and eat

with devotion the kind of dish that is served to all of them without

distinction whatsoever. A writer*® has said:
—

“ This is a universal

temple. All kinds of people from all parts of India come here to

worship God. It is the gate-way to heaven.” Sir William Hunter has

said*®:
—

“ Hindu religion and orthodoxy®^ are seen here exemplified

for last 1800 years. He also states further on*®:
—

“

These followers

of the ancient legends (not of Puranas ) believe that the magni-

ficent temple ( the original temple of Jagannath ), which was built

by the king of Malwa*®, was destroyed The temple that we

have to-day was built much later on, in A. D. 1198 by a king

named Anang Bhimdev.” Many miraculous legends have been woven

round the temple and the idols in it, just as many were woven

around the temple and the idols, about which we have given details

just previously.®®

The same writer states further on®^:
—“On the west®* (of

its capital) was a mount named Puspagiri, which was full of

numerous Stupas and Viharas. The mount must be the same which

we now call by the names Udayagiri®® and Khaijdagiri®*. In these

(25) “Jagannath ni Murti ane Bharat nun BhaviSya”, pp. 105; by Thakker

Naraya? Visanji, an orthodox Hindu and a well-known writer. (See f. n. below).

(26) Ibid, pp. 105. The writer is now dead.

(27) Details about this place will explain this clearly.

(28) Ibid, pp. 108.

(29) We do not know the name of this king. Details which follow^ give

us to understand that he was a predecessor of Yayatikesarl.

(30) This indicates the importance of the idol.

(31) Ibid, pp. 110.

(32) For details about the directions of these places, see f. n. no. 33 beloW.

(33) Vide vol. I, for details about RajgrhI. There were five hills around
it. Udayagiri and Kha^dagiri are two of them. This range of hills stretched

upto Kahng.

(Note-.—Our own details about directions agree with those of this writer.

We have also stated that the capital pf Kaling was situated near the
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mounts there have been found out many^® Buddhist®® caves and

inscriptions. Five miles on its east is a place named Bhuvanesvar®^

which contains numerous temples.” He states®® further on:

—

“ Some historians are of the opinion that the temple of Jagannath

is a Buddhist®® Stupa and that the idols in it are Buddhist idols*®.

There is a legend current which supports this.” He has stated

that the time of this legend is about 300 A. D. He describes the

present temple** as follows:
—

“ The yard of the temple is almost

square. It is 652 ft. x 644 ft.*®. There was a strong wall around it,

the height of which is 22 ft. Inside the wall are numerous temples*®

which are dedicated to different gods**. The largest and the most

magnificent temple is dedicated to Jagannath. Its spire is 192 ft.

Chilka, and that there was a mountain on its west, at the foot of which is

the edict of Dhauli Jaguda. in the mountain itself is this Hathigumfa. (It is

one of the many caves in the mountain ) ].

(34) We have shown above, that these two hills were called Pnspagiri

in olden times.

(35) They are in hundreds. (Read the extract from “Kalyan” about

Bhuvanesvar given later on).

(36) We have already proved that wherever the scholars have used the

term “Buddhist” we have to understand the term “Jain”. They have based

their conclusions on the theory that Asok and Priyadarsm were names of the

same individual. We have proved that they were separate individuals and that

Priyadarsm was a devout Jain. So, many of the edicts ascribed to Buddhism^

have now been proved to have been connected with Jainism by us.

(37) For this, an extract has been quoted later on from Kalyan.

(38) Ibid, pp. 112.

(39) F. n. no. 49 below. Cf. f. n. no. 36 above. “Buddhism” should now

be re-placed by “Jainism” m such cases.

(40) Details about this point are given later on.

(41) Ibid, pp. 113 (Jagannath nf Murti ane Bharat nun Bhavisya).

(42) Cf. the description of Bhuvanesvar given later on.

(43) Cf. this with the descriptions of the architectural details of Jaina

temples. Many Jaina temples have two protective walls:—interior and exterior.

The inner wall has small temples all around in the interior. In these temples

are installed idols of different Tlrthankeras. We see all these things in Jaina

temples even to-day (Jama temples on Girnar, Satruhjay, Abu etc.).

(44) Jaina temples also contain large temples inside the inner wall (See

the Motisa Seth Group-temples on Mt. ^trunjay).
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high and has a conic shape with varied sculptures. Due to the

effect of time, its colour has become dark. It is decorated with the

Sudar^an Wheel^® and flag of Visnu. The main entrance to the

temple is called the Lion-entrance^®, In the yard, in front of it,

pilgrims gather in large numbers. At that place, is a large and

magnificent monolithic^’ pillar*®.” Next comes the description of

the idol of Jagannath. The interior of the temple is so dark that

even at mid-day, nothing can be seen without the help of a lamp.*®

Then, he has alluded to a statement made by Dr. Rajendralal

Mitra in his “ Antiquities of Orissa ” that®®:
—

“ The temple must

be Buddhist in the origin.”
«

Let us now turn to details about Bhuvanesvar, which is

mentioned in f. n. 33 and 37 above. In the Srava? 1990, special

number of “ Kalyan ”, (called Shiva-number) Vol. VIII, No. I, it

is stated on pp. 570:- Bhuvanesvar is about five miles from the

station. Its ancient name is Akamrakanana. It was the capital

of the famous Ke^ari dynasty of Udia. It is said that in ancient

times, there were 7000 temples in this place. YaySti Ke^ari, the

first king of the Ke^ari dynasty, had begun to erect this

Bhuvane^vara temple in 580 A. D.®^. Around the temple on all the

four sides there is a strong wall 7 ft. in height, 520 ft. (?) in breadth

(45) Cf. the details about the religious wheel at Tak§illa, which has also

been called “Chakiatiith” on account of this reason (Vol. Ill, pp. 212-224).

(46) In Jaina temples even to-day, the main entrance is called the

Lion-entrance.

(47) Most of the pillars erected by Priyadarsin are monolithic. Does this

pillar belong to those times 7

(48) In Jaina temples in south India, a pillar (Mau-stambha) is always

erected in the yard. This is a speciality of Jaina temples only.

(49) We cannot say, why these idols were kept in such darkness. Generally

the construction of the temple is such that there is arrangement for good

light to fall directly on the idol.

(50) F. n. no. 39 above; pp. 117, line 2 of “Jagannath nl Murti ane

Bharat nun Bhavi$ya“.
»

(51) This shows that the temple existed in a different condition before

this time.
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and 600 ft. in length. Inside this wall are one hundred temples

dedicated to various gods. In the middle is the temple dedicated

to God Bhuvane^var. In front of the main entrance to the temple

is a magnificent pillar called the Aruna pillar. The idol (Linga)

of Bhuvanesvar is very big. Its circumference is 8 ft. and its height

is almost the same. Such a large idol of 6iva is found at no other

place.® “ The shape of idol is a bit strange. It is a huge slab of

stone divided into three parts representing Brahma, Visnu and
Mahesa. Just as in Jagannathpnri, here also people are served

with the same kind of dish, irrespective of castes.” These two

descriptions of Jagannathpuri and Bhuvanesvar show that they

resemble each other in almost all points, except some geometrical

detaUs. That means that they represent the same religion.

General Cunningham®® has published two books, one about

Bharhuta Stupa and the other about Sahchl and Bhilsa Stupas. It

is believed by scholars that these stupas belong to Buddhism. The

stiipas found in both these places bear the religious symbols

called “Tri-Ratna”. While stating his views on this point, he®* has

also stated that an image has been found in the Safichi region®®,

which resembles the image in the chief temple of Jagannathpuri®®.

He says:
—

“ Considerable interest attaches to the symbol of

Tri-ratna, as there can be no reasonable doubt that the rude figures

of Jagannath and his sister and brother, now worshipped with so

much fervour in Orissa, have been directly derived from three of

these symbols, set up to-gether in one of the Sanchi sculptures®^

I may add that the Jagannath figure in Orissa is universally

(52) In the extract itself, the word “not” is not given; but the sense, as

we see, leads to that.

(53) Later on, he was honoured with knighthood.

(54) He is an authority on such mtters.

(55) Nos. 22-23 of plate 32 in “The Bhilsa Topes”.

(56) “Bharhuta stupa’’, pp. 111-112.

(57) This clearly shows that there ought to be some resemblance between

the Sanchi stupa and the idols at Jagannath. (Cf. f. n. nos. 58 and 59 below.

The idol is neither Vedic nor Buddhist. Hence it must be Jaina).
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believed to contain a bone*® of Krishna; but as Brahmins do not

'worship®® the relics of their gods, I conclude that this bone must

be a relic®® of Buddha®^ and. that the rude figure of Jagannath

in which it is contained is one of the Tri-ratnas or Triple-gem

symbols of the Buddhist Triad®*. The able reviewer of Mr.

Fergusson’s “Tree and Serpent worship (Mr. Healy in the Calcutta

Review) remarks that one of General Cunningham’s happiest hits

in his derivation of the three fetish-like figures of Jagannath and

his sister and his brother, from three of the combined emblems

of the Buddhist Trinity, placed side by side as at Sanchi. The

resemblance, he adds, is rude but unmistakable.”

The extracts quoted above tell us one thing very clearly. It

is that the temple at Jagannathpuri did not originally belong to

the Vedic religion. Let us now try to find out, to which religion

it owes its origin and present importance.

Let us first arrange the details quoted above, in an orderly

fashion with a view to the time of the Jagannath temple. It has

A discussion of

the extracts

passed through many vissicitudes and its present

condition does little represent its original

condition. We are told that in about 300 A. D.

all the numerous temples around it were destroyed. Then later

on, a king ofMalva, got a temple erected there. We cannot say

when this temple was destroyed, and how. Again in 580 A. D.,

(58) J. B. A. S. Vol. 18, pp. 97 .

(59) The Brahmins consider the remains of a dead body an impurity

which they do not touch. Jainsi on the other hand, preserve them and worship

them. (Kalpa S. S< Com., pp. 123).

(60) Cf. f. n. no. 61 below. The scholars do admit that the idol has

been deformed.

(61) In Buddhism also, the relics of a dead body are considered to be

worthy of worship. (Cf. f. n. no. 58). These relics, however, do not belong

to Buddhism as is shown in f. n. no. 57 above.

Whenever Brahminism or Saivism were in ascendance, the followers of

these faiths, destroyed many Jaina temples and made changes in many other

idols and temtdes. Modern research-work proves this very clearly.

(62) For details vide pp. 358-59, para 10-11 of “Bhilsa Topes".
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king named Yayati Ke^ari, who ruled over that region, began the

construction of a large temple thhre, over the remains of the old

one. The unfinished temple was completed 75 years later by a

king, who was the fourth in the same line. This temple and all

the other temples around it were again destroyed, we do not know

when. Then in A. D. 1198, a certain king named Anang-Bhimdev

repaired and rebuilt them. We see them to-day almost as they

were built by him.

Now, we turn to the details of its construction and of its idols.

The idols represent Sri Krsna, his brother Balaram and his sister

Subhadra. The idols resemble the Tnad of Buddhism. This suggests

that the idols must originally have been Buddhist. This theory is

supported by the fact that there is a bone in the interior of the

idol, which the Brahmins consider impure. The idols are deformed

and are installed in a dark room. Many legends are current about

the miracles of the idol. A common dish is served there, which

is devoutly accepted by pilgrims of all kinds. As regards the

construction of the temple we are told that the main temple is

in the middle of a large courtyard, which is surrounded by another

strong wall. In front of the main entrance of the main temple is

a large monolithic pillar. The temple at Bhuvanesvar also has

the same construction, but the idol there is not so miraculous as

the idol at Jagannlthpuri.

Looking from the historical points of view, we can arrange

the above facts in the following manner. The idols may have

originally been Buddhist. The temple in which they were installed

was destroyed in about 300 A. D. Now the Guptas ruled at this

time and a great religious change took place in their times. As

Sir John Birdwood®® says:
—“No country has witnessed as many

religious revolutions as India”. When the Mauryan rule ended and

the ^unga rule began, one such religious revolution had taken

place. The Sungas who were staunch followers of the Vedic religion,

persecuted the followers of all other religions stnd especially of

Jainism. Another such revolution took place at the beginning of

(63) Maurya Samra, Iti., pp. 208,

22
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the Gupta rule. They were also followers of the Vedic religion

and forced it upon the people of those countries which they

conquered. On account of this, Vasudev I of Mathura, a Kusana

king, had to give up Jainism ( pp. 51 above ). The Guptas also

conquered the region of Avanti from the Chasthanas and began

the destruction of the Jaina memorials and relics there. As in

south India, so in east India, they effected these religious changes

in their religious fervour. Hence the destruction of this temple

must have taken place in about 300 A. D. at the hands of the Guptas.

Then a certain king of Malwa rebuilt the temple, which was

again probably destroyed. In S80 A. D. Yayatikesari®* got it rebuilt.

It is not certain whether any king of Malwa®® had ever under his

power the country of Kaling. Most of the kings of Malwa were

followers of Jainism®®. Hence it is quite possible that one of them

destroyed the work of the Guptas and rebuilt a Jaina temple at

the place. We also know that Dasarath, the grandson of A^ok,

was allowed to establish an independent dynasty over Magadh

(Vol. II, pp. 356 and appendix C). One of bis descendants is said

to have been on the throne in the 7 th century A. D. Probably

he contributed something to the reparation of this temple, because

he also was a Jaina king. A third possibility is that Yayatike^ari

built or repaired the Bhuvane^vara temple, and not the Jagannatha

temple, which was finally built by Anang-Bhimdev. A religious

revolution took place after the rule of these Kesari king in the

(64) Bhuvanesvar and Jagannathpurl are situated at the distance of 5 to

10 miles from each other. Hence, they must have been under the rule of the

same king. They resemble each other in the architectural design. They may

have been constructed at the same time.

(65) In the region around the Sntlej, there dwelt a people called the

“Malvas”. Their king, however, was not called “Malavapati’’. This people do

not seem to have ruled over any region at any time.

(66) See the list oh pp. 187 of vol. I. At this time the country was

ruled by Yasodharman or Vikramaditya and by Bhojdev, the old. The Vedic

scholars believe that they were the followers of the Vedic religion. Jains

believe that they were Jains. Looking to the religion followed by other kings

of that time, they must have been Jains.
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8th century A. D. §ankarachlrya flourished®^ during that revolution.

On the throne of Malwl was a king named Devasakti®® (A
powerful king as the name suggests); and Yasodharman®® was the

king of Gwalior. Being a mighty ruler, he was called Vikramaditya.

A famous Vedic scholar named Vakpatiraj flourished during his

time. He was the author of a book "Gaudavaho”. The same

period produced an equally celebrated Jaina scholar named Bappa-

bhattasuri, who having defeated Vakpatiraj in a public discussion

(Vol. Ill, pp. 209) converted him to Jainism. In short, the Vedic

religion being in ascendancy during these times, the temple was

converted to a Vedic place of worship. Finally it was rebuilt by

Anang-Bhimdev.

The fact that there is in the interior of the idol a bone of

Krstja points that it is not a Vedic idol. Again, caste-distinctions

are preserved with great care in the Vedic religion. But at the

temple itself, a common dish is served to all the pilgrims without

observing such distinctions. Thirdly, a similar triad has also been

found out at Saflchl. These facts prove that the temple has nothing

to do with the Vedic religion.

Let us see, whether the place has any connection with Buddhism.

Who were the kings who ruled this region upto 300 A. D. ? From
B. C. 475 to 372=103 years, the Chedi kings ruled over the place.

All of them were Jains as has been already proved. From B. C.

372 to 204=168 years, the Maurya kings ruled the place, all of

whom except Asok, were Jains. From B. C. 204 to A. D. 300=

500 years, the Andhra kings generally ruled the place. Most of them

were Jains, but some of them were followers of the Vedic religion.

We have, however, already proved that this temple has no connection

(67) The following are the dates of Sankaracharyat

—

Birth A.D.788=V. E.844. Death A.D. 820=:V. E. 876 : Age=32.

During the same time flourished Kumarlibhatta and his brother-in-law

Ma9^nmisra, and Govinddas. They were all great Vedantists.

Bhavabhuti flourished in about A. D. 690-750 about.

Vakpatiraj flourished about the same time.

(68) See the dynastic list given in vol. I, pp. 187.

^69) See tbe dynastic list given in vol. I, pp. 187«
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with the Vedic religion. Again, the facts given above plainly show

that the place was uniformly under the rule of the Jaina kings.

Hence, it is proved that the idol belongs to Jainism. The fact

that the idol represents Krsija, his brother and his sister, excludes

any possibility of its having been prepared by Asok, because

Buddhism did not exist in Krsna’s time. Scholars have based

many of their conclusions on the theory that Priyadarsin was but

another name of Asok. We have proved that this theory is ill-

founded. Hence, we finally prove that the idol belongs to Jainism.

One more fact supports this view. “King Sobhanray * of the Chedi

dynasty founded an idol of Parsvanath near Jagannathpuri and

built a magnificent temple there. As his successors were Jains, the

place flourished as a centre of Jaina pilgrimage. Acharya Vajrasvami

visited the place in the 1st century of the Vikrama era. With the

advent of Sankaracharya this place was converted to a §aivi centre”

( Jaina Satya Prakas, vol. IV, no 1-2, pp. 20).

Now we turn to a study of two or three points:

—

(1) The miraculous stories woven around the idols of Panova-

nath:
—“One of them is given below for the sake of illustration. When

king Ya^odharman ruled over Gwalior, there lived a famous Jaina

monk^° named Siddhasen Divaker. It is stated in Jaina books that^'

while he was sleeping one night, he dreamt that in the idol of

Siva^* in the Mahakalesvara temple in the cemetery of the city

( * ) Karkaudu had built this temple ( vide pp. 108 ); this proves that

Kaikandu’s another name was Sobhanray.

(70) Siddhasen Divaker is believed to be a contemporary of Sakari

Vikramaditya (B. C. 57). I believe that he was a contemporary of Vikramaditya

of Gwalior. (Vide “Jaina Dharma Prakas", 1983, nos. 6, 7, 9, 10. “Haribhadra-

surino Samayavichar).

(71) For details we refer the readers to the Jama holy books.

(72) The idol of Siva is believed to have been in a temple in the cdlnetery

Just outside Ujjaini, because he is believed to be a contemporary of Vikram-

aditya of Avanti. In popular imagination, the name Vikramaditya is always

connected with Ujjaini. The miraculous legend about the idol is not affected

at all, if we shift the time from 8th century A. D. to 1st century B. C. It

is possible that this is the same idol wbiph is a maid-servant pf king Udayin
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there was the idol of Plrsvanath. Next day he propitiated the

idol with proper rites, with the result that the idol burst and out

came the idol of Plrsvanath. Many other similar legends are

connected with the idols of Plrsvanath^®, which have been installed

at various places under various names^*.

(2) Monolithic pillars in the yards:—We are not quite definite

about the origin of this custom. Upto 300 A. D. no such pillars

were erected anywhere in south India. Priyadarsin did get erect

many such pillars, at the top of which he placed figures of lions.

But he does not seem to have made any provision for lighting

lamps on them. One fact deserves notice in this connection. The
Digamber sect of Jainism was at this time getting more and more

powerful in south India. Many south Indian kings had become

the followers of this sect.^® In courtyards of their temples (called

“Basti” ), they used to erect large pillars. Government reports give

descriptions of many such temples in south Canarl. In short,

this system had come into vogue in the 5th or 6th century A.D.

(pp. 166 above). There is also a large pillar in the Bhuvane^vara

temple. Probably the followers of the Vedic religion adopted'^® this

of Sindhu, brought with her to Avanti, for which Udayin invaded AvantI, and

which was allowed to remain in Avanti on account of a heavenly prophecy.

(Vol. I, pp. 124 and pp. 216). The position of the idol was not affected so

long as Jaina kings ruled over Avanti. During the rule of the Sungas or of

the Guptas, the idol may have been concealed within the idol of Siva. It may

not have been destroyed because of the miraculous powers connected with

it. Then Siddhasen may have again brought it to light.

[ Another legend recognizes this Uijaini idol to have been erected in the

times of Aryasuhastisuri, the famous preceptor ofking Samprati alias Priyadarsin.]

(73) F. n« no. 60 above, last part; also vol. I, pp. 74 and pp. 215 above.

(74) Parsvanath flourished in the 8th century B. C. The previous Tfrthankers,

however, know everything about him by the power of their Kaivalya knowledge.

Hence the idol of Parsvanath was worshipped long before he was actually born.

(75) E.g. The Ajanta caves and the temples at BadamI and Aihol etc.

(76) This custom began later on. In Jama pillars, arrangement for lampS'

is made at the top only. In Vedic ones, 'lamps are lighted through the whol^

length (This required further research).
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system in order to make the people believe that the temples

originally Jaina were Saiva ones’

(3) The religion followed by Sri Krsna and his brother and

sister:—The followers of the Vedic religion believe strongly that

the heroes of Ramayan and of Mahabharat were all followers of

their faith. The Jains believe equally strongly that they were the

followers of Jainism. We have stated in Vol. Ill, pp. 207, f. n. 24

that king Kalki destroyed a temple of Krsna in Mathura.^ Now,

Kalki was a follower of the Vedic religion. Hence, the temple of

Krsna which he destroyed must have belonged to Jainism.

In short, we come to the conclusion that the idol and the

temple of Jagannathpuri are connected with Jainism.

Last words

about the idol

Religious fanaticism can go to any length.’® The story quoted

above of Siddhasen Divaker shows that idols were often changed

beyond recognition’® by religious fanatics. Some

changes of the same kind seem to have taken

place in the case of this idol also. In the first

place, it is placed in a very dark room®®. Its present appearance

is described by a writer in the following words:
—

“ The colour

of the idol of Jagannath is black. The eyes are round and the

head flat, with a square piece of slab at the top. The nose is big

and pointed and the face resembles the half-moon®^ (Then

follows the account of the idol of Balabhadra and Subhadra)...

The idol of Jagannath is on the left, that of Subhadra in the

middle, and of Balabhadra on the right ”®®. A common dish, as

(77) To solve these problems, temples of Siva, which were built before

this religious revolution, must be examined.

(78) The Muslims played a havoc on the non-Muslim temples in India,

The Saivas did the same in south India.

(79) Vol. Ill, pp. 203, f. n. no. 15*

(80) Ibid, pp. 114 and 115.

(81) The purpose behind this deformation may be to conceal the idehtity

of the idol- Cf. f. n. no. 82 below.

(82) The purpose behind this arrangement may be to distract thS

attention of posterity,
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has already been stated, is served to all.*® We know that the

Jains recognize no caste distinctions (Vol. I, pp. 25 & pp. 255 etc.).

A story of Sri Krsna is given in Jaina literature. It will give us

an idea of the miraculous power of this idol. There took place

once a fight between Krsna and Jarasandh, the king of Magadh,

Jarasandh, by the power of his magic, rendered lifeless the army

of Krsna. KrSQa, thereupon, propitiated his favourite deity, who

gave him a miraculous idol of Parsvanath, asked him to wash it,

and to sprinkle the water on the army. It need not be said that

the army came to life and that king Krsna was victorious. This

idol is now at present installed in a village named Sankhe^var

in north Giijarat. But when we think of the place, where this

battle between Krsna and Jarasandh took place, we cannot help

surmising that the idol may be the same, which we now find at

Jagannathpurl. The various names of Parsvanath have been woven

together in a verse®*. No wonder that people in those times were

fanatically devoted to this idol, that kings fought furious battles

for its sake, and that Priyadarsin should have erected two edicts

in its vicinity and a memorial®*.

A verse, giving the names of seven sacred places in India,

(83) Paudharpnr in Maharastra is the centre of the pilgrimage of Vithoba*

There also a common dish is served to all the people. (Details ate given in

“Bhilsa Topes” ).

(84) Couplets no. 9 and 10 of that prayer are as follows:—

^orisaro, Sankhesaro, Panchasarore;

Falothi hambhan pasa, Tfratha te Namun re « 9 »

Antarika, Ajavaro, Amizarore,

Jiravalo Jaganath *

,

Tltatha te Namunre ll 10 U

* The real word ought to have been Jagannath. “Jaganath” in the verse

may have been necessitated through prosodic contingencies, just as “Antarika”

is given in place of Antariksa. Or the original word may have been Jaganath

which subsequently may have been changed to Jagannath. Such errors are

very common in ancient history.

(85) Pp. 101, f. n. no. 30 above, for the distance between the Dhauli and

Jagu^ inscriptions.
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was quoted on pp. 178. f. n. 93 of Vol. I. One of the places

mentioned in the verse is
“ Puri ” which has

The seven commonly identified with Jagannathpuri.
sacred places

details about Jagannathpurl have already

been given above, we may now discuss the verse at length. The

verse is as follows:

—

“ Ayodhya, Mathura, Maya, Ka^i, Kafichi, Avantika,

Puri Dvaravati Caiva Saptaita Moksadayikah.”

Seven names have been given above. Of them, Avantika means

Ujjaini, and Puri means Jagannathpurl and Dvaravati means

Dvarka. But what about Maya and Kafichi. Maya was probably

connected with Buddhism. Kafichi is a shortened form of modern

Kanjivaram in south India. It is also known as a famous Buddhist

place. We do not know why two places, not in any way connected

with the Vedic religion, are included in this verse, supposed to be

enumerating Vedic sacred places.

Another way in which the verse can be arranged is as

follows:

—

“ Ayodhya, Mathura, Pava, Champa, Safichi, Avantika

Puri Dvaravati Caiva Astaita Moksadayikah,”

This verse enumerated all the eight places of Jaina pilgrimage.

At Pava, Mahavir attained to nirvan. At Champa Vasuptijya, the

12th Jaina Tirthanker attained to nirvan ( Vol. I, pp. 74 f. n. 13).

Safici is believed to be a sacred place of the Buddhas. We have

already proved that both Safici ( Vol. I, pp. 182 & seq. ) and

Jagannathpurl are centres of Jaina pilgrimages.

We have proved above that the temple at Jagannathpurl is

connected with Jainism. This will not be easily accepted by those,

who are confirmed in the belief that it is

A word 0* warning associated with the Vedic religion. To such

readers we appeal that they should hear to

reason and argument, on which always a truth must be based.

That truth came out in spite of the manifold efforts in the 300

(86) Two or three instances have already beefi given. ( F. n.oos. 81 and

82 above ).
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A. D. to hide it.*® Imagine the condition of non-Buddhist people,

when Dr. Rajendralal Mitra declared that it was connected with

Buddhism.

In the census to-day, Jains are represented as a non-Hindu in

community. That is not as it should be. Jains are Hindus i. e. Indians.

Both the Vedic religion and Jainism aim at the resurrection and
development of the soul of a human being.

The evidence based on inscriptions and edicts has, as shown

above, proved the existence of idols as far as 429 B. C. during

the time of Kharvel Hence, the theory of many
Idolatry scholars that there was no idolatry in ancient

times is ill-founded. UdaySsva built a Jaina

temple in Pataliputra and installed a Jaina idol in it. The remains

of the idol are seen to-day in the Museum at Calcutta. This

proves that idol-worship existed in ancient times®®.

The details given in the Hathigumfa Inscription have to

be taken as absolutely true, because they are

A problem supported by other independent sources. The

problem we have here to consider is:
—“Why is

absolutely no mention made of Kharvel in Vedic, Buddhist or

Jaina books ?
”

Dr. Rajendralal Mitra declared in his “Antiquities of Orissa”

that the temple at Jagannathpuri was connected with Buddhism.

We have seen that the original temple was destroyed in about 300

A. D. King Yayati Kesari began to build a new temple®® in 580

A. D., and it was completed 75 years later, by the fourth king in

(87) Idols older than these times are also found. But we are not sure

of the exact time of their origin. (Vol. I, pp. 166, f. n. no. 55).

(88) Wherever there are idols there is also idolatry. Certain idols have

been found out, the origin of which has not yet been fixed.

(89) The temples of Jagannath and Bhuvanesvar are very near each

other. The latter was built by king Yayatikesari. They are situated in the

same region at the distance of about 10 miles from one another. Hence, all

along the course of time, they were under the powers of the same rules and

suffered equally from religious revolutions.

23
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the line. Daring this very time, i. e. 580 A. D. to 655 A. D., the

famous Chinese traveller Huen-Tsang visited India. He also

visited this district. But in his memoirs,®” we find no mention

of this temple. This shows that the place has no connection

with Buddhism.

It is stated®^ in C. H. I.;
—“His (Kharvel’s) family has found

no place in the dynastic lists of suzerains, which are handed down

to posterity by the Puraijas. ” This may be due to any of the

following three reasons:—(1) The Puranas were composed in the

4 th century A. D. and hence, there is no mention of the Jagannatha

temple in them. This argument, however, is not sound, because

the temple was destroyed in about 300 A. D., the time when the

Puranas were being written. (2) Another argument is that the

temple being connected with the Vedic religion, any mention of

Kharvel may ultimately lead to the truth of the temple having

been originally connected with Jainism. (3) The third argument

is that as Kharvel was a Jaina king and as the Puranas are

chronicles of the Vedic kings, no mention of his was necessary.

This is scarcely tenable, because in the Puranas, we do find mention

of many non-Vedic kings like the Mauryas, the Greeks and others.

The second reason seems to be, therefore, the sounded.

It is all right, if both the Buddhist and Vedic sources are

silent about Kharvel. But why are also Jaina books silent about

their most devoted protagonist ? Once, I inclined to the view that

Kharvel must have been a follower of the Ajivika sect, which was

founded by a certain Gosalak, details about whom are given in

Jaina books. Later research, however, as has been clearly shown

above, has proved that he was a devoted follower of Jainism. The
only reason that can be given for this inexplicable silence is that

many old and ancient books have been destroyed. These books

must have contained a full account of Kharvel. I hope that

research work in this direction will yield fruitful results.

(90) "Records of the Western World". Two volumes,

(91) Ibid, pp. 536*
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Synopsis:—

(

3 ) Kharvel { continued ).

No. 103 tn the Hathigumfa tnscnptton—More details abotU it—
Proof to the effect that it does net belong to the Chedt era—The

meaning of the term “ Trikaling ”—The duration of the life of

Kharvel—Htsfamily—His temtonal extent—Merchants ofTrikahng

traded with the Persians in the west and with Iniontsians {Sumatra,

Java etci) in the east, showing that people in those times were sea-

faring and had trade relations with very distant countries—Kharvel'

s

social and political life-A comparison between Priyadarhin& Kharvel.

{4) Vakragfiv : Parvafehar : Details about him—the tragic

end of his life.

{5) Malayaketu ; Makardhvaj—The end of the Qhedi dynasty%
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( 3 ) KHARVEL ( contd.

)

We have already proved on pp. 122 to pp. 126 that this number

belongs to the Mahavira era. Even then the question lingers whether

there is any possibility of its being connected

No. io3 with the Chedi era. The Chedi era was begun

in 558 B. C. when Karkandu came to the throne.

103 would then mean B. C. 455. But Nandivardhan was already

dead a year ago in 456 B. C. Hence no, 103 does not belong

to the Chedi dynasty. Again concluding that B. C. 455 would

mean the 5th year of Kharvel’s reign. That means that he came

to the throne in 460 B. C., and his father Vrddhiraj ruled from

470 to 460 B. C. and Ksemraj from 506 to 470 B. C. that is long

before the Nandas came even to the throne. Thus the whole history

would be changed.

This term is commonly interpreted as consisting of Ang, Bang,

and Kaling. But no proof is advanced for this contention. Let us

then find out what it really means. We have

Trikallns stated geographical details about Anga^ and

Chedide^* in vol. I. Before accepting the theory

that Ang, Bang and Kaling represent Trikaling, we have to consider

the following points;

—

(1) There was no common language in these three countries,

and they did not belong to the same race.

(2) Scholars believe that Anga consisted of the district of

Bhagalpur in Behar, Bang of the district of Mur^idabad in Bengal

and the region to the south of it, right to the sea-shore; while the

boundary of Kaling began from the Mahanadi and lake Chilka.

(This is of course not the right geographical position of Kaling).

Now the first two countries, Anga and Bang, are situated near

each other; but Kaling is separated from them by a large tract

of land (consisting of the modern districts of Bardavan, Midnapore,

Bala^more, Cutak etc.) which was under the power of Magadh.

(l) Vol. I, pp. 103 and pp. 136 to 143,

{
2) Vol. J, pp. 161 to 163«
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Now this shows that fhe term Trikaling does not connote Anga,

Bang and Kaling. In those times, kings believed in having mastery

over one continuous territory and could not brook any intermediate

piece of land being in the power of another ruler. The European

system of colonizing countries situated thousands of miles from the

motherland did not exist in those times. Again, the very name
Trikaling implies the idea of three countries situated side by side

with no intervening piece of land belonging to another ruler,

between them.

(3) We have shown in vol. I, pp. 136, that the real situation

of Anga is not in the district of Bhagalpur as the scholars believe,

but in Central Provinces. Considering this way, we can say that

Anga and Kaling were situated side by side. But what about

Bang ? Ancient books make no mention of any country of that

name. The term seems to be of a recent origin. What then is the

propriety of considering it to be a part of a very ancient term

like Trikaling?

(4) Looking from the geographical point of view, if we consider

Anga, Vaih^a and Kaling as the constituent part of Trikaling,

they are situated side by side, and the power of Karkagdu did

stretch over all the three.

(5) The meaning of Trikaling, however, as it is used in the

Hathigumfa inscription, seems to be different from the one given

just above. Kharvel had conquered almost the whole of south

India upto Ceylon and Paiidya and Chola. Hence, it would be

more proper in his case to interpret Trikaling as a group of Kaling,

Chola and Paijdya, 'which are also situated side by side. The people

inhabiting all these three countries were of the Dravidian origin, thus

implying a sort of cultural unity among them.

(6) In “ The History of Orissa ” Dr. R. G. Banerjee has stated

on pp. 43, Vol. I, that Trikaling was a combination of Utkal,

Kohgod and Kaling. Utkal stretched from the river Damodar to

the Vaitariji, Kohgod from the Vaitara^ji to the Bangdhara and

Kaling from the Bangadhara to the Godavari. Thus according

to him, Trikaling was one continuous region from the Damodar

to the Godavari.
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(7) On pp. 145, Vol. 14, of J. O. B. R. S. it is stated:
—

“ It has

been discovered that the Kaling people went to Burma long before

the Christian era and established a kingdom, which comprised three

districts & hence called Mudu-Kaling ( Mudu means three in the

Telugu language ) or Trikalingas. “ Whole country was a part of

the Trikaling.” Trikaling:-Kaling, Kongod and Utkal.

(8) The author of “ Bharat no Pracin Rajvamsa” Vol. I pp.

37, states on the authority of Sir Cunningham that Trikaling

consisted of Dhankatak, Andhra and Kaling.

We have given above various theories about Trikaling. We
do no want here to discuss, which theory is true and which is not.

One thing is certain, that Trikaling meant different things at

different times. During Kharvel’s time, it meant the whole territory

from the MahanadI in the north to Ceylon in the south.

We have proved above that he ascended the throne in 98

A. M. at the age of 25® and that he ruled for

36 years*. This has also been stated by him

in the inscription. This means that he was born

in 73 A. M. (B. C. 454) and that he died in 134 A. M. at the age

of 61. The following table will make things clear:

—

The duration

of his life

A. M. B. C. Age Years

Birth 73 454 0 0

Heir-apparent 88 439 15 10

Coronation 98 429 25 36

Death 134 393 61 —
One scholar® is of the opinion that like Chandragupta Maurya,

he also renounced the world in his later life and became a Jaina

monk. He says:-“ Last of all, in the right orthodox fashion, he

spent his last years as a sanyasi® in the hills of Udayagiri, where

(3) Line 2 of the Hathigumfa inscription (pp. 129 above), E. H. I. 3rd edi.

pp. 207, f. n. no. 2.

(4) I. A. Vol. I. pp. 350.

(5) J. A. H. R. S. Vol. II, part I, pp. 14.

(6) He must have actually become a Jaina monk. He must have, however,

Redded to refrain from worldly activities as far as possible. ThuS| though he
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the two storied rock-cut palace still stands. ” His queen’ had got

the palace® built for him. This means that the queen was

responsible for the Hathigumfa inscription and not Kharvel himself,

because it was the queen who got the rock-cut palace (i. e. the

Hathigumfa cave) built. Again, if we accept this true, we must
also admit that he ruled for less than 36 years. Some years must

be assigned to his life as a monk® and during that period his

successor might not have ascended the throne. In line No. 7 of

the inscription it is stated that the Vajradhara queen gave birth

to a son. Hence, at the time when the inscription was prepared

his age must have been only seven years. Kharvel may not have

thought it wise to renounce the world and become a monk, when

his son was only seven years old. The best way must have seemed

to him to settle Udayagiri as the place of his residence and

probably the Sihhaprastha^® queen got a palace built there, for

was the king, he did not take an active part in the affairs of administration«

Hence, do we find the words “as a Sanyasi” in J. A. H. R. S. Vol. 1I» pp. 14.

(7) It seems that it was the queen, who got the whole inscription prepared.

J. S. S. Part III, no. 4, pp. 366, line 8; it is stated there:
—

“ The inscription

that was prepared by Kharvel himself.” In line 5, pp. 374 of the same book,

it IS stated:—"His queen has properly described him as a Chakravarti”. This

latter quotation sbowts hat the writer is not sure, as to who got the inscription

prepared. Certain phrases in the inscription itself, however, point to the con-

clusion that it was his queen who got the inscription prepared:—^Line 2:—

He was heir-apparent for nine years; Line 7:

—

His queen Vajradhara: Line

8;—His deeds contentedly; Line 10:

—

He built the Mahavijaja palace".

(S) In the preceding chapter, we had arrived at the conclusion that the

foot of Mt. Sametsikher stretched upto Dhauli-Jaguda inscription of Priyadarsin

and upto Bhuvanesvar, the place of the Hathigumfa inscription. In the light

of the facts stated above, that conclusion bad to be little modified.

(9) F, n. no. 6 above.

(10) Sindhula must have perhaps not been the Queen-consort. Otherwise,

she would have described herself that way. We also surmise that the son born

of the Vajradhara queen must have been the heir-apparent; but in those times, it

mnst not have been necessary to recognize the mother of the heir—apparent

as the Queen-consort. The custom must have been to recognize that queen

as the Queen-consort, whom the king married first. Why has the Queen-

poQSort sot taken any part in the preparation of the inscription 7
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this purpose. Thirdly, the inscription tells us of those events that

took place during the first fourteen years of Kharvel’s rule. Why
did the queen stop there ? Why did she not get inscribed the

events that took place during the remaining years of Kharvel’s

rule ? Two explanations can be given for this. Either the queen

must have died or there might have come a change in Kharvel’s

life. A third explanation is that the inscription might have been

prepared in the 14th year of the reign. We know next to nothing

about the queen Probably the inscription was prepared in the

14th year of his rule, when also a great spiritual change overtook

him. Lines 14, 15 and 16 of the inscription clearly indicate that

Kharvel’s mind was rapidly inclining towards leading a purely

religious life. In line 14, we read that he realized the distinction

between body and soul. Henceforth he seems to have decided

to lead a detached and secluded life, though nominally he remained

on the throne.

If the conclusions drawn above prove to be true, we might

arrange the dates of Kharvel as follows:—He ruled for 36 years

and died at the age of 61. When he reached the age of 40, he

ceased to take any active part in political activities, and for the

spiritual welfare of his souP’ began to lead a secluded life on

Mt. Udayagiri, where queen Sindhula got a two-storied rock-cut

palace built for him. The day to day administration was conducted

by the ministers, who consulted the king on important points. The

heir-apparent was a minor at that time.

The inscription contains the names of two queens. One was

of Vajradhara ( line 7 ) who gave birth to the heir-apparent in

105 A, M. = 422 B, C. The name of the other is Sindhula of

Sinhaprastha, who got the palace built, and got the inscription

carved in 112 A. M. = 415 B. C. As none of the two is described

(11) I was led to believe that Kharvel must have lost all interest in

worldly affairs due to the death of Sindhula Queen in the 14th year of his

reign. This belief had, however, to be given up because no piece of evidence

was found to support it.

(12) Read the foot-notes in this connection in the previous chapter.
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as the Queen-consort, there must have been a third queen to enjoy

this position. Again it is stated in one book^®:—“ He ( Khlrvel

)

married the daughter of Hathisah or Hathisimh,

His family the grandson of Lalak^*. ” Still another writer

has said^®:
—

“ Not only the Kalingas had trade

in Persian Gulf as well as in Ballabhi^® and Fatal, but Kharvel

has married a princess of Vazira, west of the land of Madras,

beyond the present Afgan border Had the writer given any

piece of evidence in support of his statement, it would have been

very good. The things stated therein do not seem to be probable.

So far as Kharvel’s connections with the Persian Gulf, the Vallabhi

kingdom and the Patala^® regions are concerned, we may accept

his statement. But his connections with Madra and Vaziristan do

not seem within the bounds of possibility. The Madra country^®,

from where king Pandu of Mahabharat married his wife Madri, is

the region between the Chinab and the Ravi in the Punjab. Vaziristan

is situated in Afganistan. Now, as we have already proved, the whole

of northern India was under the power of the Nandas and that

Kharvel never bothered himself with northern India except once

inc onnection with that idol. It may perhaps be argued that Kharvel’s

merchants had trade relations with these countries and hence the

marriage might have been negotiated and arranged by them, and

that there was no necessity to conquer north India for this purpose.

But then, the marriage must have taken place before Kharvel retired

(13) c. I. pp. 16.

(14) Little is known either about Lalak or about Hathisa or Hathisimh.

We know that the Cha?tha9a kings were later on called “Saha’’ kings. (Vol.

Ill, pp. 266). May be Hathi&h belonging to that dynasty ? Hence the writer

may have connected him with Afganistan, thinking it to be the place of

the origin of the Chasthanas.

(15) J. A. H. R. S. Vol. II. part I, pp. 24.

(16) Perhaps the Vallabhi dynasty of Saurastra.

(17) Cf. f* n. no. 14 above.

(IS) Vol. I, pp. 212, the triangular region near the Sindhu at the place

where she flows into the ocean.

(19) Vol. Ill, pp. 105, f. n. no. 17.

24
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to a secluded life on Mt. Udayagiri. Had any such marriage taken

place, there must have been some mention of it in the Hathigumfa

inscription. Hence, this point requires further research^".

He seems to have no other issues except the heir-apparent,

who was born in 422 B. C. and who later on succeeded him,

assuming the name Vakragriv. It is said that he had another

son named Vairocak^\

The Hathigumfa inscription is the only source of information

about Kharvel. A writer”, after making a study of the inscription,

has said:
—

“ In the case of Kharvel, a year of

The extent of his conquest-tour was always followed by another
territory

deeds for the good of his subjects."

This observation is true. We know in what circumstances he came

to the throne. The first two lines of the inscription tell us that

he had by that time acquired experience, both in administrative

affairs and in the arts of warfare. So, he spent the first year of

his rule in consolidating his kingdom. This was a very wise step.

Srimukh, who had recently founded the Andhra dynasty, did not

follow this policy and became too eager to conquer new lands.

As a result of this, as we already know, he” ^ suffered a crushing

defeat at the hands of Kharvel, was forced to shift the place of

his capital as far as Hasik, and had to accept the humiliating position

of being called “ Andhra-bhytya This was a brilliant victory

for Kharvel, looking to the fact that he achieved it only in the

second year of his reign. To subdue Bhojakas andRastrikas like

the chief of the Andhra king was then for him an easy task. His

(20) For the present, we may conclude that the merchants of Kharvel had

trade-relations with these countries. (Cf. pp. 188-91).

(21) For details vide the account of Mayuradhvaj.

(22) laina Sahitya Samsodhak, vol. Ill, no. 4, pp. 374.

(23) Line 4 of the Hathigumfa inscription.

(24) For this reason, Srimukh and his successors were called Andhra-

bhTtyas. For the difference in meaning between Andhrabbi'tya and dungabbftya

vide pp. 136, f. n. no. 47 above. Details, as to when the iSatavahana kings

wiped off this stain, are given in the account of that dynasty,
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kingdom now extended over the whole region between the Narmada
and the Kysna. He followed this policy of alternate years of activity

and rest, and at last subdued the Pallava, Chola and Pigdya chiefs,

and became the master of all territory upto the city of Madura.

During one of these years, he also led an expedition to Magadh,

forced Brhaspatimitra to fall at his feet and brought back that

famous idol. A year later, he destroyed®® the market-town (Matjdi)

built by a wicked king and routed all the gangs of robbers, who

had settled in places round Madura. He now became the lord

of all the territory upto Ceylon®® and united under one banner, people

speaking the Uriya, Tamil and Telagu languages respectively.

From that time, he was fitly called the lord of Trikaling.

By this time, B. C. 415, Nand IX was steadily establishing

power in Magadh, which had recently undergone a period of misrule

and anarchy under the weak Nanda kings. Kharvel had no greed

for extending his territory*"*®. He decided to lead the rest of his

years ’in peaceful contemplation of the soul.

One writer has stated®®:
—

“ Kharvela had sea-borne trade

with Persia. Probably he had also colonies in Burmah and further

India. ” We have no genuine piece of evidence to support this

statement. The Hathigumfa inscription makes no mention of it.

Hence, all we can say for the present is, that this subject requires

(25) This seems to have taken place in the 1 1th year of his Irelgh i. e.

in 109 A. M.=418 B. C. (Cf. f. n. no. 26 below).

(26) We have stated in the account of Udayasva that his son Anuruddha

and his commandeMn-chief Nagadasak, had conquered the whole of the south

India, including Ceylon (Chrono. Vol. I, B. C. 491= A. M. 36 to B. C. 482

=A. M. 45). In this connection, the script experts have deciphered no.

113, which seems to be a mistake, to synchronize with other events it is

likely to be 73 or 63. The same kind of mistake was committed in connection

with line no. 5, where no. 103 was mis-read as 165.

(27) In the same way, Nand never turned his eyes towards south India

with a view to conquering land, though he could have done so from 415 B. C.

onwards, when Khaivel retired from active political life. Kings in those times

were not covetous of land.

(28) J. A, H. R. S. Vol. II| part I, pp. 14i
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further research. One writer*® has also stated in this connection:-

“ The people of Kalinga were the pioneers of Indian colonization

in further India and the Indian Archipelago Kern recognised

that South Indian tribes took the most prominent part in the

colonization of the Indian Archipelago and among the Simbiring

tribe (which means the black)®® there are five sub-divisions

designated Choliya, Pandiya, Meliyala, Depari and Palawi. In

these five names, he rightly recognised the south Indian names

Chola, Pandya, Pahlava or Pallava and Malayali or Chera.” He
further states®*:

—“The Kalingan origin of the earliest colonists

from India does not depend merely on the terms now applied to

Indians in the Archipelago, but also on definite archeological and

histoncal evidence. ” We cannot say that these islands of Java,

Sumatra etc. were under the power of Kharvel, just as we cannot

say that his territory extended upto the Persian Gulf.®*

We know that he took equal interest in conquests as well as

in deeds for the well-being of his subjects, and that each year

of political activity was followed by a year, in

His religious which he performed social and religious deeds,
and social life

performing sacrifices, erecting temples and

palaces and giving money to the poor. He defeated the Pallava

king and erected at the cost of 35 lacs of coins®® a palace named

Mahavijay in the region between the Godavari and the Krs?a. Then

he made arrangements for the preservation of books, got them

copied down and got commentaries prepared on them.

All his public deeds are mainly religious, except that of

extending the canal. His private life also was highly religious. He
had taken the vow of an Upasak and strictly observed all the

(29) “History of Orissa”, part I, pp. 93, by R. D. Banerjee.

(30) The sun being very hot in south India, the people are generally black

in colour.

(31) Ibid, pp. 94.

(32) Pp. 185, f. n. no. 14 above.

(33) We do not know definitely the reason why he got erected such 4
postly palace at this place.
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rules pertaining to it. At last in the I4th year of his re^n, he

retired altogether from active worldly life and ,devoted the remaining

years of his life to religious contemplation.

That he was a staunch Jain, is now an indisputable fact. Prof.

]al Carpentier®* says:
—

“ Why should he have chosen so strange

an object if he had not been a believer in the Jina ? ” The

“object” in question is the Jaina idol for recovering which he led

an expedition to Magadh and forced Brhaspatimitra to fall at his

feet. We have given above enough quotations to show that the

merchants of Kharvel had trade-relations upto the Persian Gulf

in the west and upto the islands of Java and Sumatra in the east.

These merchants seem to have settled in these foreign lands.

They must have founded their own colonies and trading centres

there. They themselves being Jains, they must have tried to spread

Jaina culture in these foreign lands.

One Indian scholar has studied this problem in details; a

perusal of his book, however, gives the impression that he has not

been able to arrive at any definite conclusion about the religion

of the first settlers in the eastern islands. His first difficulty in

this connection is*®:
—

“ Trikaling cannot be proved to have existed

in the first century B. C or A. D. ” This means that the term

“ Trikaling ” came into existence much later than the 1st century

A. D. Hence, there can arise no question of any settlers having

gone to these Islands from Trikaling before that time. So, the

first settlers there could not have been subjects of Kharvel, who

flourished in the 4th century B. C. according to us, and in the

2nd century B. C. according to them. His second difficulty is®®:-

“ The question of the religion of the original colonists to further

India and the Indian Archipelago is still the subject of a very

great controversy...Results of the excavations prove that earliest

Indian colonists were Hindus i. e. Brahminical faith, then Buddhism,

while Jainism does not appear at all.” Thus, there is a contradiction

(34) I. A. 194, pp. 173.

(35) “History of Orissa’’, Vol. I, pp. 95.

^36) Ibid, pp. 96.
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between these two points. In the first, he states that the term

“ Trikaling’* is of much later origin than the 1st century A. D.,

and hence the “Taking”®’ people, who settled in these colonies

must have first settled there much later than the 1st century A. D.

In his second point he states that the excavations prove the

existence of Indian culture in these islands latest in the 2nd

century A. D. and earliest in the 2nd century B. C. A solution

to this difficulty is the acceptance of the existence of the term

Trikaling in the 2nd century B. C. at the earliest and in 2nd

century A. D. at the latest. Let us see, whether we have any

evidence to support this theory. Pages 97 to 107 of his book

reveal that he has made a great effort to arrive at a solution of

this problem. His attempt, however, does not seem to have met

with much success. He states the common opinion of most

scholars in the following words®®:
—

“ They (the majority of Indian

and European scholars ) therefore look upon I^jdo-nesia as being

colonized by Aryans two centuries before or after the birth of

Christ. ” The term “ Aryan ” here means those people who were

influenced by the Aryan culture. It should not be taken to mean
“ Vedic ” culture. We have proved while giving the account of

Kharvel’s life that his merchants, who were Jains, had not only

trade-relations with these islands, but that most of them settled

for good in these islands and spread the Jaina gospel there. They
must have passed through Burma, where also some of them settled.

This emigration must then have taken place in the 4 th century B. C.

We have given above sufficient evidence to prove that the

first settlers in these islands were Jains. The writer of the book,

however, seems to believe otherwise. Even he, however, states*® in

Connection with the idols excavated;
—

“ One peculiar feature of these

Statues is disproportionate size of the ears, which we find in

Jaina and Buddhistic images of India from the Gupta period

(37) Ibid, pp. 95.
—

“It is now universally acknowledged that the Taking
people of Burma though of Mon origin, obtained their name from “Tri-kaling’*.

(38) Ibid, pp. 105.

^39) "History of Orissa", VoL I, pp. 99.
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downwards.” This excludes all possibility of the Vedic culture having

existed there. Some years ago, a lecture on these islands was

delivered under the auspices of the Bombay Branch of The Royal

Asiatic Society by Dr. Nag, a Bengali scholar, who had at the

time, just returned from a visit to these islands. He stated very

clearly that the ancient culture there was Buddhist in origin, not

Vedic. In short, we now come to the conclusion that the first settlers

in these islands vere Jains. They were the subjects of Kharvel and

had settled there for ever for trade purposes in the 4th century B. C.

These emigrants were called “ Tailang ” and had passed through

Burml, where also some of them settled. Later on, the Buddhist

settlers may also have gone there; but here we should remember

that most of the scholars are not very clear in their minds about

the specific differences of Buddhism and Jainism, and have therefore

ascribed most of the Jaina things to Buddhism, just because they

happened to have made a through study of Buddhist sources and

almost none at all of Jaina sources. The same lack of knowledge

has made them identify Priyadar^in with Asok, as we have

already seen.

Both were staunch followers of Jainism. Both built numerous

temples, sttipas, pillars and edicts for religious purposes. Both got

^ numerous and very costly idols prepared and
Priyadarsin & Kharvel

; ,
, v c j

. cave large sums of money in chanty, fixed
a comparison j

annuities for worshippers at temples in order

to ensure continuity of religious ceremonies, and followed a policy

of broad-minded tolerance towards followers of other religions.

Both were valorous in wars and generous in their treatment of

the vanquished. They were not greedy of acquiring land. This is

all the more creditable of Priyadarsin, because he resisted the

temptation strongly though the greed for the acquisition of land

was a common characteristic of all the kings of his time, while

in Kharvel’s times, kings were unacquainted with this desire. Both

ardently desired the spread of Jainism and helped in every way

the merchants, who had trade-relations with foreign countries,

because they could see the possibility of spreading Jainism in those

countries through these merchants, who came into direct contact
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with the foreigners. They inculcated a sort of religious zeal in

these merchants, who many a time acted as conscious or uncon-

scious missionaries. Priyadarsin made greater efforts in this direction.

He had organized a department for this purpose and sent preachers

to distant countries like Asian Turkey, Syria and others. He had

cultivated friendly relations with the rulers of these countries in

order to facilitate the work of these preachers. So far as works

of public welfare are concerned, the extension of the canal is the

only thing that goes to the credit of Kharvel. Priyadarsin, on the

other hand, got fine roads built, trees planted and wells dug and

also built resting places for travellers and for beasts of burden.

He also built hospitals both for men and for animals. In short,

PriyadarSin was an all rounder, looking into every detail with a

resourceful imagination, and endeavouring to make his subjects

materially, intellectually and spiritually happy. As regards the extent

of territory, Kharvel’s kingdom was just one-third of PriyadarSin’s

empire. In Priyadarsin there was a happy combination of intellectual

and spiritual faculties. Kharvel’s life, on the other hand, was

preponderated by religious zeal.

The difference, however, is that of degree and not of kind.

Priyadarsin is, in many ways, a larger edition of Kharvel. In one

point, however, Kharvel deserves greater credit than PriyadarSin.

The latter, though not actuated by the desire of commemorating

his name, did get his name inscribed on his inscriptions. Kharvel

never did so. Both had taken the vow of an Upasak. But

Kharvel advanced further and completely retired from active

political life during the 14 th year of his rule. PriyadarSin’s spiritual

progress did not reach that stage. Kharvel, in the third place,

made a great effort for the preservation of books. PriyadarSin has

no such effort to his credit. Of course, this does not mean that

PriyadarSin’s love for religious books was less than that of Kharvel.

There may not have risen an occasion for that.

He succeeded Kharvel in A. M. 134 and ruled upto 155
A. M. (B. C. 393 to 372=21 years). He was born of the Vajradhara
queen in 105 A. M. in the seventh*” year of Kharvel’s reign.

(40) Lina 7, Hathigumfa inscription.
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(B. C. 422). This means that he was 30*^ when he ascended the

throne. He died at the age of 51 after ruling for 21 years.

( 4 ) vakragrIv PARVETSVAR
In the account of Chandragupta we have already stated how

he (Chandragupta) first founded a small kingdom in a hilly region

in 381 B. C., and how, after defeating Nand IX, he became the

emperor of Magadh in 372 B. C. In the play named Mudraraksas,

mention is made of king named Parvatesvar, who was the master of

these hilly regions. Chandragupta, later on, had to fight against

Malayaketu, the son and successor of this Parvatesvar. In the

same play, it is mentioned that a man named Raksas succeeded

Cha^iakya as the prime-minister of Chandragupta. I am not very

clear*® about the sources, from which I derived the names

“Vakragriv” and “ Makaradhvaj But we may identify Vakragriv

with Parvatesvar, whose name is mentioned in the Mudra-

riksas, and Malayaketu with Makaradhvaj whose name also is

mentioned in the same play. It has also been said, that when

Malayaketu fought against Chandragupta, he had with him his

uncle Vairochan or Vairochak, whom thus we accept as the brother

of Vakragriv and the second son of Kharvel. No details are

available about him.

Little is known about Vakragriv’s rule. He must have been

a licentious and pleasure-loving king, as is well indicated by his

sudden death. We know that Kharvel had inflicted a crushing

defeat on ^rimukh, the founder of the Andhra dynasty, that the

Andhra kings had submitted to the suzerainty of Kharvel*® and

that they were thenceforth called Andhrabhrtyas**. Their coins

(41) It will DOW be clear that the theory, that 25 was the proper age for

coronation is ill-founded. (Pp. 133 above).

(42) I had some pieces of evidence; butthey have been either misplaced or lost.

(43) They were under the vassalage of Kharvel and his successor. Then,

they asserted their independence and wiped off the humiliating term “Andhra*

bhrtyas”. Later on, they had to accept the suzerainty of the Magadha kings.

But then, they were not called Andhrabhrtyas.

(44) Srimukh might have had to accept the humiliating position of

“Andhrabhrtya”. If so, bis successors became independent.

25
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indicate that they had become independent during the weak rule

of Vakragriv. (Vide their account given later on). They had

also conquered some territory from the Kalinga kingdom thus

narrowing its boundaries.

When Vakragriv ascended the throne, he inherited the Tri-

kaling kingdom consisting of Anga, Vam4a and Kaling. Of these,

Anga has also been known by the name Chedi. A part of this

country, which was farthest from the capital, was very hilly.

Chandragupta founded his small independent kingdom there

in 381 B. C., taking advantage of the weak rule of

Vakragriv."*® Chandragupta then wanted to have an army strong

enough to defeat Nand IX. So his talented adviser and minister,

Chanakya made an offer to Vakragriv to the effect that if he

helped Chandragupta against Nand IX, he would be given half

the share of the Magadha empire. Vakragriv agreed. A fierce

battle was fought, in which Nand was defeated. Chandragupta
became the master of Magadh. When it came to giving half the

share to Vakragriv, Chanakya brought in the assembly a beautiful

poison-girl, fully knowing the licentious nature of Vakragriv. No
sooner did Vakragriv see her, than he said that he would give
up his share in the Magadha empire, if that girl was given to him
in marriage. The offer was accepted. Preparations were begun for

the marriage ceremony. While the ceremony was being performed,
and while Vakragriv held the hand of the girl in his own, her
poison had an instantaneous effect on him and he fell dead on
the ground.

We do not know why his name was “ Vakragriv.” Was his
neck crooked ?

(5) MALAYAKETU, MAKARADHVAJ, MAYURADHVAJ
Various rumours were afloat about Vakragriv’s death in

Magadh. It was in such circumstances that Malayaketu ascended
the throne. Finding that his father’s death had taken place in
Magadh in suspecious circumstances, he decided to invade Magadh.
We know however that the Kalinga kingdom had been much reduced
and weakened during Vakragriv’s rule. Chandragupta had already

(45) Details are given in the account of Chandragupta,
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snatched a part of Anga, in order to found his small empire. The
second Andhra king, Gautamiputra Yagfiasri and the third Andhra

king had also taken big bites from the Kalinga kingdom. Cholas,

Pallavas and Paijdyls had either become independent or had been

subdued by the Andhra kings. Thus, when Malayaketu ascended

the throne, the Kalinga kingdom had been reduced to a small

territory. Even then, he decided to invade Magadh and fight

against a powerful king like Chandragupta. A battle took place, the

result of which was that Malayaketu was defeated and was

probably killed. Or, if he lived at all, he led a very humiliating life

perhaps as a vassal king of Chandragupta. He died in about 361

B. C. and thus, the Chedi dynasty came to an end. Magesthenes

makes no mention of Chedi dynasty in his memoirs, though he

does mention the Andhra dynasty. This shows, that the Chedi

dynasty had ended before his arrival in India.^^

(46) Now, the readers will be convioced that Kharvel was not a

coDtemporary of Pufyanritra.
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Appendix

In this appendix, it is my intention to deal with certain points

connected with the Chedi dynasty and the Hathigumfa inscription.

These points were not touched upon in the preceding chapters

because they could not be relevantly included in them.

We have convincingly proved in the foregoing pages that

Kharvel was a follower of Jainism. Now, religion is a matter of

soul. Hence, it can be powerful only in those countries, in which

spiritualism is considered of more importance than mere physical

comforts. We know that ancient India was pre-eminently spiritual

in outlook. Hence, religion had an all-embracing effect upon the

lives of people in those times. That country would indeed be

happy, in which both the soul and the body are properly cared for.

In other words, there ought to be a sort of balance between

spiritual concerns and material ones. Once this balance^ is disturbed

the whole society is disturbed. In ancient India, a political change

often coincided with a religious one. There were, however, kings

whose policy towards followers of religions, other than their own,

was highly liberal. The policy of the Britishers in India is that

of-as if it were-slow poisoning. They have never openly declared

that western civilization is the best of all, but they have engrafted

it upon us, by having perfect control over education of the

country. Now, the western civilization is essentially material.

Hence that materialism, that cynicism, that spirit of irreverence

is slowly creeping into Indian life and is sapping the foundations

at the very root.

During the times with which we are connected in this volume,

there were three religions in India. At various times, during those

one thousand years (900 B. C. to 100 A. D.) one or the other

of them was in the ascendant. A historian’s duty is to tell the

troth, irrespective of his personal faith and beliefs. An attempt of

that kind has been made in the foregoing pages.

(1) Religion at present means mechanical performance of certain riteS<
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Let us take an example or two. Pillars’* have been erected

in the Nasik caves, both byNahapan Ksaharat and by Gautami-

putra ^atakarni, the son of that famous queen Balas'ree. A lion and a

bull are found at the top of these pillars. We need not concern

ourselves here with details about the architecture of the pillars.

(For detaDs vide pp. 185 of “ History of Indian and Eastern

Architecture ” Part I, by Fergusson). Scholars are of the opinion

that both these pillars are connected with Buddhism. Of late,

however, these scholars have been convinced that Nahapag was

a Jain. But they firmly believe that Gautamiputra Satakariji,

and all other kings of the Satavahana dynasty, bearing the title

Satakariji were followers of the Vedic religion. Now, what is the

idea of saying that the pillar erected by Gautamiputra is connected

with Buddhism on the one hand and that he himself was a

follower of the Vedic religion on the other ? We have proved in

the account of the Ksharata dynasty that they were all Jains.

( Vol. Ill, pp. 200 & further). Srimukh, the founder of the Satava*

hana dynasty, and most of his descendants were Jains

( except the intervening 2 or 3) upto 78 A. D,, when a certain king

accepted the Vedic religion and started the Saka era. The coins

of king Gautamiputra also indicate that he was a Jain ( Vol. II,

Coins nos, 75 and 76). He also performed Jaina religious rites

on Mt. ^atrunjay, together with Sakari Vikramaditya ( Vide his

account). We shall give enough proofs, when we come to the

account of his dynasty. In short, both Nahapan and Gautamiputra

^atakarqi were followers of Jainism and the lion and the bull are

Jaina symbols.^

Let us take another instance. Both Sankisa and Tirhut

pillars are declared to be connected with Buddhism by scholars.

(For illustrations, see the plates at the end). Of these, the Tirhut

(2) They are called “Nahapa^a pillar’'and "Gautamiputra pillar” respectively.

Nahapapa pillar is found in cave no- Stand Gautamiputra pillar in cave not 3

at Nasik.

(3) The Lion is the sign of Mahaidr, the last Jaina Tirthanker. The Bull

is the sign of R^bbadev, the first Jaina Tirthanker. These signs, it seems

to met have no connection with Buddhism.
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pillar was erected by Priyadariin. It has a lion on the top. We
have proved that Priyadar^in was a Jain and that he had erected

the pillar there, in commemoration of a certain event in Mahavir’s*

life. We know that the lion is the sign of Mahavir. At the top

of the Sankisa Pillar, there is an elephant whose head has

disappeared. Scholars believed that the headless body represented

the lion.® But now that misapprehension is gone. We know that

the elephant is also a Jaina sign®. Hence, both the pillars are

connected with Jainism.

We take a third instance. In one of the plates at the end of this

volume, are two pictures^representing foot-prints. They are found near

the Amaravatl stupa. It is not far from truth to say that they

are parts of the stupa.® It has been proved on the authority of

the Hathigumfa inscription that the Amaravati stupa is the same

as the " Mahavijay ” palace built by Kharvel. We have also

proved in Vol. I, pp. 148 that at this place there flourished a

large and prosperous city named Bennatafnagar in about B. C.

580. It was largely populated by rich Jaina merchants. It was

probably destroyed® in about 1st century B. C. All these details

prove that the foot-prints are connected with Jainism and not

with Buddhism.

In connection with this, a scholar like Mr. James Fergusson

says^”:
—

“ As repeatedly mentioned, there is as little trace of any

image of Buddha or Buddhist figure, being set up for worship,

much before the Christian era. ” This excludes any possibility of

Buddhist idols before or just near to the beginning of the Christian era.

(4) Details will be given in “Life of Priyadarsin” to be published latet.

(5) “History of Indian and Eastern Architecture’*, vol. I, pp. 58:—-“The
shaft is surmounted by an elephant but so mutilated that even in the 7th

century., the Chinese traveller Hiuen-Tsang mistook it for a lion".

(6) The Elephant is the sign of the second Jaina TIrthankef.

(7) H. I. E. A. Vol. It pp. 223 and 49, by Mr. James FergussoUi

(8) Mr. Fergusson says:—"From bas-relief at Amaravati”.

(9) For details vide pp. 159 and sequel.

(10) H. I. E. A. Vol. I, pp. 122.
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Hence, al] the pillars mentioned above (Nahapana, Gautamiputra,

Sankisa and Tirhuta ) cannot have any connection with Buddhism.

Another famous scholar^ ^ has said in connection with Bharhuta

Btlipa, ( which most scholars believe to be connected with

Buddhism):
—

“ As usual, the Buddha himself is not delineated at the

Bharhuta Stupa. ” This distinctly means that the Bharhuta pillar

has no connection with Buddhism.

We shall close with two more instances, ( for illustrations,

see the plates at the end ) which represent idols of Par^vanath

the 23rd Tirthanker of the Jains. It is significant to note that both the

idols have been found out from the excavations of Bennatatnagar**,

the place of Mahavijay-palace or the Amaravatl stixpa.

In short, we have proved above that many idols and other

relics of the past, which are believed to be connected with Buddhism,

have in reality nothing to do with it. A scholar^® says:
—

"There

is no trace of images in the Vedas or in the laws of Manu or

any of the older books of Hindus”. This shows that idolatry was

conspicuous by its absence in the Vedic religion of those times.

Idolatry in fact began in the 4th century A. D. among the followers

of the Vedic religion. In the same century, the Puranas also were

composed. This proves also that the idols at Jagannith, which are

very ancient, have no connection either with Buddhism or with the

Vedic religion.

(11) B. I. pp. 15.

(12) A. S. R. I. pp. 15. Read the details about the Amaravatl Stupa there.

Vol. I, pp. 148 and sequel; pp. 159^1 of this volume.

(13) H. I. E. A. Vol. I. pp. 122.
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Chapter I

The Satavahana dynasty

Synopsis:—The seven different names of the Andhra kings.

( / ) The first name is Andhra—{ 2 ) The second is "Andhra—
The term Andhra denotes a region; but the boundaries of that

region are uncertain—The term Andhra denotes a people. So the

dynasty may more properly be called Andhra—Proofs in support

of this.

(J) Sata=700; these kings were called §ata, because the dynasty

began in the year 100—Proofs in support of this—To which era

does this no. 100 belong?—The indication of the religion of these

kings from ihai—{ 4 ) Satavahan, Satavahan, Sdtavahan and

^atavahani—Of these, the terms Sata and Sata have been explained

just above—A detailed discussion about the propriety of Vahan

or Vdhan—

(

5 ) ^aiakarnt and Satakarrii ; in both these terms, the

first parts are Sata and Sata, which have already been explained

above—Now, which is more appropriate', Karam or Kartn?—What
must have been the correct word ?—{ 6 ) Salivahan, Sdlavdhan

and Salavdn—Can these terms be applied to all the kings of this

dynasty or to only one of them ?—( 7 ) Andhrabhrtya or Andhra^

bhrtya—Can this term be apph^ to the whole dynasty or only fq

a part of it \—Difference between the meanings of ^ungabhrtya and

Andhfabh^ya.
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SATAVAHANA DYNASTY
* * *

ITS SEVEN DIFFERENT NAMES

This dynasty has been given seven different names by different

historians. These names are:—(1) Andhra; (2) Andhra; (3) §ata or

Sata; (4) Satavahan, Satavahan Satavahan or ^atavahan;(5)^alivahan,

Sllavahan or Salavahan or Galvan. (6) Satakariji or Satakanii; (7)

Andhrabhrtya or Andhrabhrtya.

We discuss the propriety of each of these terms below.

(1) ANDHRA
This term has to be differentiated from Andhra^ With reference

to Andhra, Mr. Vincent Smith® says:
—

“Andhra nation, a Dravidian

people® now represented by the large population, speaking the

Telugu language, occupied the deltas of the Godavari and the

Krishna on the eastern side of India and was reputed to possess

a military force, second only to that at the command of the Prasii

Chandragupta Maurya'^”. This indicates that the term “Andhra”
is the name of a nation. Dr. Rapson® says the same thing:

—

“The earliest mention of the Andhra® seems to occur in a passage

of Aiterriya Brahaman (B. C. 500 composition date roughly) in

which they are enumerated among the tribes of south India. Their

home then, as in later times, was no doubt the Telugu country’

(1) See the details about “.Andhra'’ given later on.

(2) E. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 206.

(3) He has given no piece of evidence in support of bis statement.

(4) The fact that the Andhra were second in power, during the time of

Chandragupta ( Sandrecottus ), proves that the Andhras flourished before the

time of Chandragupta ( Sandrecottus ? ). This also proves that ^nmnkh, the

founder of the dynasty lived much before the time of Chaiidragupta. It is a

proved fact, that PuSyamitra lived much later than Chand.agupta. On what

grounds, then, do the scholars fix upSrimukh and PuSyamitra as contemporaries 1

(Vide the account of Kharvel).

(5) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 15.

(6) In Yugapuran these kings are called Sata. (Vol. Ill, pp. 550^
Quotations from Buddhiprakas).

(7) The writer has not given any piece of evidence in support of his

statement. [ Note:—European scholars have often made statements in support

of which they have not given any piece of evidencej.
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on the eastern side of India, between the rivers Krishna and
Godavari”. Later on in the same book® Dr. Rapson states:

—

“Andhra Desh or the country of the Andhras is a Sanskrit name
for the Telugu country, lying between the rivers Krishna and
Godavari”. In B.C. 500, when the Aiterriya Brahman was composed,

“Andhra” was the name of a nation according to Dr. Rapson.

There is no mention of “Andhra” as the name of a country upto

that time. How did then it come to be that “Andhra” was also

taken as the name of a country?

Mr. Rapson has stated that the Aiterriya Brahama? was

composed in about 500 B. C. This means that upto that time

“Andhra” denoted the name of a nation only. In vol. I, we have

given the names of 25 countries that existed in India in almost

the same time. There also we find no mention of “Andhra”. It

follows from that, writers of all the three religions, namely Buddhism,

Jainism and the Vedic religion, were unacquainted with this name.

In the list of 80 countries given by Huen-Tsang, we do find the

mention of “Andhra” (vol. I, pp. 53). Hence the name must have

come into existence sometimes between 500 B. C. and 600 A. D.

Probably that region must have been called “ Andhra ” in which

the “Andhras” settled for good.

Let us also look to evidence that we can derive from coins

and inscriptions in this matter. The main inscriptions concerned

are those of Nasik, Nanaghat, Junner, Kanherl and of Hathigumfa.

All these inscriptions and all the available coins of the Andhras contain

no mention of “Andhra” or “Andhra” or of “ Andhrabhrtya” or of

“Andhrapati.” The titles mainly assumed by these kings are “Sata”,

“Sata” or ^atavahan or Satavahan® or Satakar^ji^®. In Hathigumfa

inscription also we find the name “Satakariji”^^. The dynasty ended

in the 3rd century A. D. Upto that time no king of the dynasty

seems to have been called “Andhrapati” or Andhrabhrtya. ” This

(8) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 71.

(9) More details about this are given later on.

(10) F. n. no. 9 above.

(11) Read the chapter on Hathigumfa ifi8cription« Line no. 5«
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means that Andhra as the name of a country must have come into

oxistenee sometime between the third and the sixth centuries

A. D., wnen Huen-Tsang visited India and mentioned the

name in his list.

According to historians “Andhra” denotes the region between

the Krsija and the Godavari. Now, this region was not always

under the power of the Andhras. Sometimes, it was under the rule

of Kharvel, sometimes under the rule of the Chasthaijas. The term

“ Andhrapati ” may therefore have meant the ruler of the people

named “Andhras”. It should be noted, however, that neither Kharvel

nor the Chasthaijas, who had this region under their power, were

called, or called themselves “ Andhrapati. ” This makes it clear,

that the Andhra-des had little connection with the Andhra people,

according to historians of the olden times. It seems that later on

these names were confused with each other. Thus, we have seen

that politically speaking, Andhra-des has little connection with

the Andhra people.

Dr. Rapson has, however suggested that Andhra was the

name of that region, in which the people of that name settled.

We now turn to the examination of this point. Dr. Rapson has

stated on the authority of Aiterriya Brahmaij, that the region

between the Krsija and the Godavari was the one, where the

Andhra settled for all time to come. It seems, however, that other

scholars do not agree with him. Dr. V. S. Sukhthanker^® says:

—

“Their original home was in Bellari district”. In “Analysis of the

Bhaijdarker’s Institute, vol. I, pp. 22, in an article entitled “On
the home of the so-called Andhra kings”, the same view is stated.

In another^® book also it is stated:—“Their original home was

not Andhradesa They did not hail from the east^^. In the version

of the origin of the dynasty given in Kathasaritsagar, the founder

of the dynasty is said to have been born at Paithan; even the

language of their inscriptions is some kind- of proto-Maharastri

(12) C. H. I. pp. 598.

(13) J. B. B. R. A. S. 1927, pp. 45 and furtber.

(14) Ibid, pp. 49.
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with no affinity with the Telugu, the language of the Andhras

Then the same writer states:
—

“These facts fully justify the

conclusion that Satavahans were not Andhras^ In short the

Andhrades cannot be considered as the home of the Andhra people.

We shall give proofs, in support of this conclusion later on.

So, from both the points of view,—political as well as that

of colonisation,—we have shown that Andhra-des has no connection

with the Andhra people. Details will be given in chapter III. We
shall prove later on, that the home of the Andhra people was
altogether in another country^®.

(2) ANDHRA
We have already stated that this term denotes the name of

a country. Dr. Bhaiiprker^’ states in this connection:
—

“It must

have at the early period comprised Jaipur and part of Vizagapatam

district of the Madras Presidency, along with some conterminous

districts of Central Provinces; and it is not at all impossible, that

it may have also included the southern parts of the Nizam's

dominions and the Kistna and Godavari districts, corresponding

to modern Teligana^®”. The author has simply expressed his

opinion. He has not given any evidence in support of it. It seems

that these boundaries of Andhra have been fixed by him, while

keeping an eye on the territorial extent of Srimukh, the founder

of the Andhra dynasty. We know, however, on the authority of

the Hathigumfa inscription that the major part of the territory

lying within the bounds stated above was conquered by Kharvel

from §rimukh. Hence, we come to the conclusion that the boundaries

stated above are not correct, either from the view point of the

place of origin or from the political view-point. A scholar^® says:

—

“The mere mention of certain kings in the Puranas as Andhras

and their identity with the names of the Satavahana kings as given

(15) Cf. further “ (4) Satavahans".

(16) Vol. I. Accounts of Nand I and Nand IX.

(17) Bh. A. pp. 34.

(18) J. B. B. R. A. S. 1927, pp. 49.

(19) See further under “ (4) Satavahans”.
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in their epigraphic records cannot justify an inference that the

Satavahanas were originally rulers of the Andhra-desa”.

At one time, I inclined to the view that the region called

Daijdakaragya in Mahabharat, formed a part of Andhra-des, the

boundaries of which were fixed by me as follows:
—
“The SatpudI

ranges on the north, the Tungabhadra on the south, the Sahyadri

ranges on the west, and a straight line joining the city of Chanda

in Hydrabad to the city of Kadappa on the east. These boundaries

not only include the delta between the Krsna and Godavari, but

also include much more to the west of that region. This region

was so full of dense forests that the rays of the sun hardly reached

the land. Hence, it may have been called “Andha” or “ dark
”

country, which later on may have been changed to “Andhra”.

Later research work, however, revealed to me that Andhra-des

has no relation with the Andhra people and that no term like

“Andhra-des” existed during the Mahabharat period. Hence, I had

to give up the theory.

Dr. Bulher*® states:
—“The place-names in Ganjam and

Vijianagaram districts are to be regarded as Andhra colonies of

East Daccan”. This opinion, we may note, has points of similarity

with the view of Dr. Bhlndarker, which is stated above.

In the Sanskrt-English dictionary compiled by Mr. Williams

the term “Andhra” has been defined as follows* ^
—
“The name

of people (probably modern Telangana); name of dynasty; a man
of low caste; (The off-spring of a Vaideha father and Karwar

mother, who lives by killing game)”. This makes it clear that the

term does not denote a country.

We have quoted many scholars above. We see that they

(20) My opinion on this point will be given later on. See the paragraph

“Origin of the Andhras".

(21) Vide vol. Ill, pp. 350. (An extract has been quoted there from G. V. S.

Buddhiprak^ 1928, vol. 76, pp. 98. Some of the words are:
—“Then that

covetous, miserly and very powerful king, hankering after the conquest of the

land of king Shata of Kaling " Vide also J. A. H, R. S. Vol. IIi part I|

pp. 5-6.
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hold different opinions. The reader will, however, see one thing

clearly, and that is that the terms “Andhra” and “Andhra” do

not denote the same thing. We have not yet been able to locate

the position of Andhra-des; neither have we been able to fix up

the place of the origin of the Andhras. That is the reason why
they have been treated as separate terms.

(3) SATA AND SATA
§ata is a Sanskrt word and means “hundred”. According to

Sanskrt rules of derivation*, “^ata” means one belonging to the

family of “Sata”. In the account of the Gardabhila dynasty we
have stated that the §akas defeated king Gandharvasen of Ujjain

and established their rule there. The last Saka king, after being

defeated by Vikramlditya, waged a war against the Sata king in

the south^^ In this war, the Saka king died. Ten years later the

Sata king also died. All this is stated in Yugapura^ which forms

the end of Varahsamhita. This proves that in 57 B. C. these

southern kings were called “^ata”, and that these kings have

some connection with no. 100 (§ata).

It is stated in the Hathigumfa 'inscription that in the second

year of his reign ( i. e. A. M. 100®®), Kharvel invaded the kingdom

of Srimukh and drove him back upto Mu^iknagar. This invasion

took place because ^rimukh, who had founded his dynasty not

long ago, tried to make inroads into the territory of Kharvel®*.

This indicates that Srimukh had founded his dynasty in A. M. 100=

B. C. 427®®.

Thus we see that the dynasty was named “Sata” because it

(22) Vol. Ill, pp. 350, f. n. nos. 22 and 24.

(23) Vide ante, the accounts of Kharvel, pp. 124 and the chronology at

the end of this volume for the events that took place in B. C. 429= A. M. 98.

(24) C. H. I. pp. 600:—“Kharvel m the 2nd year of his reign sent an

army to the west, disregarding Sata-karni and in his fourth year humbled

the Rashtrikas”.

(25) J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. VIII, pp. 239 and seq. (It Is clear from this

that the ^ata kings ruled in Faitha? before the time of Nand IX, who ruled

from A. M. 112 to 155=43 years. This shows that the Sata kings ruled even

before 112).

27
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was founded in the year 100 (^ata). The suffixes “Vahan” and

“Vahan” which are appended to the terms “Sata” and “Sata” need

not detain us here.

(4) SATAVAHAN AND ^ATAVAHAN OR §ATAVAHAN AND
SATAVAHAN

The term “Satavahan’* may be interpreted as;
—"One who

belongs to the dynasty which was founded (i. e. began to flow from)

in the year 100®®”. The term Sata-vlhan means the same thing

and seems to have come into existence’''through a scribe’s error.*
^

The term “Vahan” means a conveyance. Hence, etymologically,

the term “Satavahan” would mean “One who has one hundred

vehicles”. Now this is hardly true, because these kings must surely

have had many more*®than hundred conveyances. Hence “Satavahan”

is the correct term denoting the origin of the dynasty in the year

100*®. Dr. Rapson says*®:
—

“Satavahan is the term being the

name of the clan to which the ruling family belonged”. The term

“Satayan” also has been found to have been used elsewhere®*.

The meaning is the same as that of “Satavahan”.

Below we quote opinions of different scholars on this point.

(1) A writer says®*:
—

"Thus the first name given in the

Puranas, viz. Simukh or Sisuka is named in an early inscription

as Simukha or Satavahano®®”.

(26) To which era this no. 100 belongs is a different question, which

we shall discuss later on. Allusions to it have been made in vol. I, pp. 372

and m the chronology of that year at the end of this volume.

(27) It IS hoped that experts will shed some light on the terms "Vahan”
and “Vahan”.

(28) Vol. I, pp. 234, the story of Gopal Sresthi.

(29) About the misunderstanding of the meaning of the word SatakarQi

details will be given later on.

(30) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 15, f. n. no. 1.

(31) J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. IX, pp. 149, where the story or Kalikacharya
IS given.

(32) J. A. H. R. S. Vol. II, part I, pp, 61 and sequel.

(33) In C. H. I. pp. 598, it is stated that the inscription does not contain

the word Satavahan. (One of the scholars must have^ committed the mistake).
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(2) In the inscription by queen Balasri, the mother of Gautaml-

putra, the following phrase is found:
—

“Restored the glory of

Satavahanas”.

(3) Another scholar®^ says:
—

“Satakariji ruled in the south

during the time of Kharvel. In the inscriptions we find that the

name of his dynasty is Satavahan. It is called “ Salavahan ” in

Sanskrt & Prakrt books The first inscription of Satavahan is

found in the region of Nasik and has the script which- denotes

the date as B. C. 200”.

(4) It is stated elsewhere®®:
—

“Satavahan was afterwards

installed as king and Pratishthanpur became a rich city—(pp. 138).

The Satavahana mentioned by the Brhatkatha must have been a

contemporary with Nanda®®.”

(5) It is stated elsewhere®^:
—

“Majority of the inscriptions

are found at Nasik; their earliest inscription at Nanaghat in western

India, their earliest coin in west India; they are referred to all

along in the epigraphic records, not as Andhras but as Satavahanas”.

. (6) In C. H. I. pp. 131, it is stated;
—“The earliest known

coin bears the name of a king Sata, who is probably to be identified

with Satakarni”.

(7) We have stated above that Dr. Rapson is of the opinion

that Satavahan is the name of a race. At another place®® he

seems to think otherwise;
—
“The later members of the Shatavahana

dynasty continued to rule over the eastern provinces”, i. e. here

he believes that the term denotes the name of a dynasty.

(8) Another writer states®®:
—

“Shatavahan became a family

(34) Vide Jaina Sahitya Saasodbak, Vol. Ill, part IV, pp. 373.

(35) J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. X. pp. 132. (The article by Dr. Bhau Daji).

(36) This makes it clear that the Satavahana kings flourished even during

the time of Nanda Rajas. (This is one more proof against the theory that

Srimukh, the founder of the dynasty, was a contemporary of PuSyamitra, the

founder of the Sunga dynasty. Evidently, Kharvel who was a contemporary

of Srimukh, could not have been a contemporary of PuSyamitra).

(37) J. B. B. R. A. S. 1927, pp. 49.

(38) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 42, para 52-53.

(39) J. B. B. R. A. S, New Series, Vol. Ill, pp. 52,
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name afterwards”. This means that the dynasty bore another name

formerly.

(9) Mr. Vincent Smith*" states:-“The Andhra kings all claimed

to belong to the Satavahana family and many of them assumed

. the title or bore the name of Satkarni”. This means that all the

Andhra kings were called SItavahanas, and most of them were

also called “Satakarni”.

(10-11-12) In a book named Abhidhan-chintamani the term

“^atavahan” is defined as follows:
—

‘‘One who enjoys the facility

of conveyances”. The author of Kalpapradip interprets the term

as follows:
—

” The root Sanu, meaning charity, these kings are

called Satavahans”. These two extracts make it clear that the

term “Satavahan does not owe its origin to any special occasion”.

The author of Kathasaritsagar says:
—“He was called “SatavahanV

because he was lifted by a Yak^ named “Sata”.

(13) In the translation of “Prabandha-chintama^i” pp. 37, it

is stated;—‘‘^alivahan lived in the house of a potter and made

toys representing horses, elephants and men. So he was called

“Satavahan”. According to this, only “Salivahan” can be called the

“^atavahan”. We have seen above that in many inscriptions, many
kings of this dynasty have been called “Satavahanas”. Hence this

view is not tenable.

In short, the extracts quoted above, however varied they may
be in particular points, lead us to the conclusion that the dynasty

was called ‘‘^atavahan” or “Satavahan” and that “Vahan” is an

incorrect term*^.

(5) SATAKARNI OR ^ATAKARNI

The term “ ^atakariji ” is made of two words “ Sata” (hundred)

and " Kariji.” If we take ” Karagi ” in the sense of “ doer, ” the

(40) E. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 208.

(41) ‘‘Jaina Yuga”, V. S. 1985. March-April number. Read there in the

article entitled “Jainism in South India’*.

Buddhiprakas, vol. 82, 1934 A. D. First number. Read there the article

Oh K?atrapas’* by D. C. Mun9. He has mentioned the word “Satavahano'*

therein) Cf. the matter concerning f. n. no. 33 above.
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term would mean:
—

" A person who has performed one hundred

acts; ” roughly taking "hundred” might mean “ about hundred.
”

Looking to the accounts of the lives of these kings, however,

there was none, who performed any large number of deeds-perhaps

notables—in order to deserve this title. Another appellation in

vogue is " Satakarni. ” The word “ Karna ” means “ear”. So the

word would mean:
—

“ One who has hundred ears”^“, in the sense

of the man having a large number of spies. Dr. V. S. Sukha-

thanker*® in his "Analysis of the Bhandarker Institute” says in

article entitle:
—

" On the Homes of the so-called Andhras ”:

—

“ One having hundred ears, meaning a king who has a hundred

spies to work for him. ’’Another writer^ ^ has stated in connection

with a king of Magadh, " A certain Chera king paid a friendly

visit to the king of Magadh. It gives the name of the Magadha

king on the banks of the Ganges as (certain Tamil words) which

would mean "Hundred Karnas” and it was a translation of the

Sanskrit title of Satakarni. Sanskrit scholars have however misread

the name of Satakarni instead of Satakarni, the epithet evidently,

meaning "a king who employed hundred spies "or had one hundred

sources of information. ” Here again, the difficulty is the same.

No king of the dynasty seems to have engaged one hundred spies

for gathering information. Hence, we come to the conclusion

that the term Satakaragi or ( karni ) cannot be etymologically

interpreted.

If we take "Satakarni” as a common appendage to all the

names of the dynasty, there would also be some difficulty there.

Only a few kings, however, have appended this title with their

names in their rock-inscriptions. Hence, the best solution would

be that “Satakarni” was a special epithet adopted by some kings

of the dynasty. Mr. Vincent Smith says*® in this connection:-“The

Andhra kings all claimed to belong to the Satavahan family and

(42} Cf. the legend of RavaU having ten heads.

(43) Ibid, pp. 21 and further.

(44) J. S. I. pp. 120.

(45) £. H. !• 3rd edi. Pp. 208.
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many of them assumed the title or bore the name of Satakarni.

They are consequently referred to by one or other of these

designations without mention of the personal name of the monarch

etc. ” This means that " Satavahan ” is a family name, while

“Satakarni” is a special epithet assumed by certain kings of the

dynasty. The author of J. B. B. R. A. S.^® states:
—

“ It is wrong

to suppose that Satakarni was a family name like Satavahana*’'.

The name Satakarni was assumed by some kings of the dynasty.”

On pp. 598, Vol. I, of C. H. I. it is stated, “ Following forms

are found in various inscriptions, Satakani, Satakani, Sadakarni,

Sata, Sata and Sati.” This list does not include the term “Sata-

vahan which shows that the titles enumerated in the list

were special ones adopted by individual kings. So, the terra

“ Satavahan ” must be the family title common to all the kings.^®

Neither coins nor inscription bear the term “ Satavahan ”; but

they do bear “ Satakariji ” and its variations noted above. Hence,

the only explanation for this anamoly may be that either the word

is misread or it should have special meaning. To take, then, the

first explanation of the probability, of the term being wrongly

deciphered, we might offer the suggestion that instead of "Karani”

there must have been "Saraiji.” Then the whole term would mean
“that which has been begun to move®” in the year hundred."

Many mistakes have been committed and are likely to be committed

in deciphering ancient inscriptions. This may be one of them.

(6) SALIVAHAN, SALAVAHAN OR SALAVAN
This title with all its variations is found to have been used

in connection with only one king of the dynasty. As yet, it has

not been possible to prepare a full and correct list of the dynasty.

Mr. Pargiter has prepared a tentative list based on the Purlijas.

Looking at this list, we find that only one king named “Hala”

(46) Ibid, 1927 number, pp. 81, f. n. no, 125.

(47) The right term is “Satavahan”.

(48) Cf. f. n. no. 27 above.

(49) Cf. f. n. no. 9 and also pp. 210 the paragraph entitled “Satavabana".

(50) This problem requires more research work.
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seems to have borne this title. It is possible that “ Hala ” and

“iala” may have been used in the same sense as the names of

the same king, and that, the term “Vahan” may then have been

simply appended to “ Sala ” as it was applied to “ Sata.” We
should, therefore, note it here that “Salivahan” and its variations

are applicable to only one king of the dynasty, and that it is

not the name of the dynasty.

The term “ Salivahan ’*
is also used to represent the era of

that name. Details about this have already been given on pp.

441 & seq. Vol. Ill, More details will be given in the account

of King Hala.

(7) ANDHRABHRTYA OR ANDHRABHRTYA
This term may be interpreted in two ways:—(1) “An Andhra

king, who is the servant of another king”, or (2) “A king who is

the servant of the Andhra king.” Looking to the details®^ available

about these kings, we have to come to the conclusion that the

first is the more correct of the two interpretations,®*

In very old times, kings were not so greedy of land as they

became later on. When a king defeated another king in a battle,

he did not dethrone him and annex his kingdom to bis own.

But be made him acknowledge his suzerainty. Now, it may have

been established in those times, that the term “ Bhrtya ” was

to be appended to the dynastic name of the defeated king.

When any such king again asserted his independence, the term
“ Bhrtya ” was disconnected from his dynastic name. The coins

lend support to this view®®. The word “Sunga bhrtya” is another

instance of this.

Thus, it becomes clear that the term “ Andhra-bhrtya ” was

used in connection with only those kings of the dynasty, who had

(51) Read f. n. no. 52 below.

(52) It will be explained later on, in connection with the term ‘*Andhra-

bbytya” that the kings of this dynasty were under the vassalage of various

emperors (both Nanda and Mauryan) of Magadh; but they have not been

called “Bhftyas" of particular kings. (Vol. II| coin no. 70; f. n. no. 145).

(53) Vol. II, chapters on coins.
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to accept the suzerainty of some other and more powerful king.

We should note here, that Chanakya was the first to introduce the

idea of imperialism and was to a certain extent successful in

establishing an empire of that kind under the banner of Chandra-

gupta. As time went on, kings gradually adopted the policy of

dethroning defeated king and of swallowing their kingdoms. Hence,

right from the time of Chandragupta to the death of Priyadarsin,

the Andhra kings had “Bhrtya” appended to their dynastic name.

During this period, which ended in 290 A. M. or 237 B. C. with

the death of Priyadarsin, six kings®* succeeded one another in the

dynasty and the seventh had been ruling for last so many years.

Hence, all these first seven kings must have been called

Andhrabhrtyas®®. Immediately after the death of Priyadarsin, the

Andhra kings, taking advantage of their being far from the seat

of the Magadha capital, became independent. Pusyamitra, the

founder of the ^unga dynasty, was a servant of the Mauryan

emperor for three decades. Hence, for 32 years, he was called

“^ungabhrtya”., upto B. C. 204 ( Vol. III. pp. 463 ).

It was suggested to me that the term “Andhrabhrtya” might

mean “ The servant of his own people. ” That may show the

humbleness of these kings and may indicate that they conducted

the affairs of government in a democratic manner. The only

objection to this suggestion is the question;—Why was the term

“Bhrtya” appended to their dynastic names by Andhra and Sunga

kings only, and why not, by others as well ? ” One writer says®®:

—

“ The Pallavas were also Andhrabhrtyas, that is the servants of the

imperial throne reigning in the country by the name of Andhra”.

This statement requires scrutiny and attention. It is interesting

to note that no Jaina book contains any mention of this term.

Scholars, however, do mention that the term is found in the Puranas.

(54) The number has not been definitely settled. This will be discussed

later on.

(55) More details are given later on.

(56) J. A. H. R. S. Vol. II, part I, pp. 65.
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SUMMARY

We have discussed above the seven names connected with

the dynasty. We will give a brief summary below:

—

(1) Andhra indicates the name of a country, the boundaries

of which have not yet been definitely settled.

(2) Andhra denotes the name of the race. The terms “Andhra”

and Andhra having the same spellings in English, they have often

been misused for one another by English-speaking scholars.

(3)
“ Sata ” and “ §ata ” are connected with the date of the

beginning of the dynasty.

(4) ^atavahan etc. are also connected with the date of the

beginning of the dynasty.

(5) ^atakar^i etc. This term is connected with a few kings

of the dynasty. It does not denote the dynasty as a whole.

(6) “Alndhrabhrtya” is used in connection with those kings

of the dynasty, who were under the suzerainty of other kings.

(7)
“ §alivahan ” is connected with only one of the dynasty.

28



Chapter 11

^tavahana or Sata dynasty (contd.)

Synopsis;— is a moMer of regret that scholars have not

been able to arrive at a definite conclusion about a dynasty, which

»s one of the most ancient from the view-point of power.

An attempt is made at fixing the dates of its beginning and

of its end—The number of kings in the line—Dates of each one

of them—

Three divisions of these kings, viz. AndhrabhHyas, Andhrapatis

and Saha promulgators—A &>nnected Ust of the whole dynasty.
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^ATAVAHANA OR ^ATA DYNASTY

In the foregoing pages, we have already given an account

of nearly 18 to 20 dynasties.^ The dynasty that ruled for the

shortest time is that of the Sakas of Avanti,

Its time whose rule lasted for 7i years only. Three or

• four dynasties on the other hand-The Kosala,

the Vatsa and the Si^unaga—ruled for nearly 330 to 340 yearsi

The Chastha^ias also ruled for almost that much time. The Sata-

vahana dynasty, it is interesting to note, ruled for nearly seven

centuries. That duration is perhaps the longest in the history of

the world, and surely the longest in India. It is, therefore, a

matter of great sorrow, that scholars have not as yet been able

to fix up a correct chronological list of the dynasty. Whatever

details we get are available from certain inscriptions and coins,

which, fortunately enough, have been excavated, & very minutely

studied. Below, w'e have made an attempt to make out a

connected chronological list of the dynasty, based on these pieces

of evidence.

Scholars are unanimous about the fact that Srimukh was

the founder of the dynasty. Most of these scholars hold the

theory that this Srimukh was a contemporary^ of Pusyamitra,

the founder of the Sunga dynasty, and hence they fix up 2nd

century B, C. as the time, when the dynasty was founded. Others

doubt this theory® and say;
—

“ With regard to the Andhras, the

more certain evidence of inscriptions assigns them to a period

which is in flagrant contradiction to the position which they

occupy in the Puranas. ” This means that the date fixed on the

authority of the Puraijas is not supported by the evidence of

coins and inscriptions. The explanation for this apparent contra-

diction is, that the information given in the Puratjas has been

(1) A detailed discussion of this subject is given in the account of

PuSyamitra. Vol. ID, and in the account of Kharvel. We have proved there,

that Pusyamitra and Srimukh were not contemporaries. Sntnukh lived nearly

250 years before Pusyamitra.

(2) C. H. I. pp. 522.
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misconstrued. We have convincingly proved in the account of

Khirvel that he was not a contemporary of Pus> amitra and that

Brhaspatimitra who is mentioned in the Hathigumfa inscription,

is different from this Pusyamitra. ^Hencc, Srimukh, who was, on

the authority of this Hathigumfa inscription, a contemporary of

Kharvel, could never have been a contemporary of Pusyamitra,

simply because Kharvel was not a contemporary of this founder of

the Sunga dynasty. We have proved that Kharvel ascended the

throne in 429 B, C. or 98 A. M. and that in the second year

of his rule, he invaded the territory of ^rimukh, who had founded

his dynasty in that very year. This proves that ^rimukh founded

his dynasty in 100 A. M. or 427 B. C. We have als o made it clear

in the preceding chapter that the dynasty was named “^atavahan”

because it was founded in the year 100 ( ^ata ). So, we now

definitely fix up 100 A. M. as the date when the dynasty

was founded.

Let us now try to find out the year of the end of the dynasty.

Mr. Pargiter in his “ Dynasties of the Kali Age” pp. 36 and.

71, states on the authority of the various PurSijas, that there

were thirty kings in the dynasty who ruled for ^60 years. The

author of C. H. I. states on pp. 388, “ A dynasty of 30 kings,

who ruled over Magadh® during a period of 460 years Mr.

Vincent Smith, in E. H. 1. pp. 212 states:-"According to Puranas

the dynasty lasted for 450-56-60 years.” In "Asiatic Researches

Vol. IX, pp. 100, it is stated, "It lasted 456 to 4! 8 years”. Thus,

These four scholars agree on the point, that the rule of dynasty

lasted for nearly 460 years^. Mr. Pargiter has prepared a chrono-

logical list and assigned the years of rule to each king. The total

of these years comes to 363 years. This subject is discussed in

(3) We are not sure whether they ruled over Magadh for all the 460

years. We do not know on what authority the writer has said that they ruled

over Magadh.

(4) Details about this will be given later on.

C- A. R. pp. 25, para 32:

—

“Statements contained in the Matsya—purans

are remarkably in accordance with the facts as known from other sources.

The Matsya gives the total period of tbe dynasty as 460 years and enninsrated
29 kings".
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J. B. B. R. A. S. 1927, Vol. Ill, Part II; Chronology by M.

Duff; and in J. B. R. S. Vol. Ill, pp. 246 to 262. But they have

arrived at different conclusions. Thus, we find no agreement among

scholars about the period, for w'hich the rule of the dynasty lasted.

If we accept 460 years as the period for which the rule of

the dynasty lasted, then the dynasty must have ended in 33 A. D.,

considering the fact that its rule began in 427 B. C. The

evidence supplied by coins and inscriptions, on the other hand,

goes to prove that the rule of the dynasty lasted for a much

longer period. It is, therefore, quite possible that what has been

stated in the Puragas about these kings, has been misconstrued

by the scholars. A scholar, who has made a deep study of the

history of South India® states:
—

“ On the decline® ( not the end

)

of Andhra dynasty about the year 302 A. D.,for there is coin of a

Satvahan king bearing that date.” According to this scholar, there-

fore, the dynasty must have lasted at least upto 302 A. D., i. e.

for 729 years. It is a matter of regret, however, that the scholar

in question has not given any details of the coin concerned.

Hence, we shall have to accept his theory with a sort of reserve.

The Chasthana coins tell us that Chasthan defeated the then Andhra

king in ^aurastra and in Gujarat in 141-42 A. D. and from that

time began the decline of the dynasty'^. During the rules of Damsen

and Yasodaman, the eighth and the ninth descendants of Chasthaij,

Hvardatta Abhir, their governor in the south, founded his indepen-

dent dynasty named Traikutak in about 261® to 264 A. D. (Vol. Ill,

pp. 305-312 ), and he drove the Andbras further in the south. It is

not quite certain, however, whether Hvardatta drove them out or

whether they had to vacate Maharastra earlier. We decide in favour

of Isverdatta, so long as we do not get a piece of evidence to the

contrary. Thus Casthao routed the Andhras from Gujarat in 143

A. D.®, and later on, one of the governors of his dynasty, forced

(5) J. S. I. Vol. II, FP. 76,

(6) This decline hastened the end»

(7) Vide pp. 65 and also Vol. III. See the table given facing pp. 327>

(8) Read f. n. no. 11 below.

(9) If we took 143 A. D. as the year of the end of the dynasty, tbi
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them to retreat as far as Vijayanagar on the banks of the Tunga-

bhadra in 261 A. D. If we accept 261 A. D. as the date of the end of

the dynasty, the period for the dynasty would come to 688 years.

It is stated in the Puraqas that some of the kings were called

“Andhrabhrtyas” and some others were called "Andhrapates”. They

continued to be callad "Andhrabhrtyas” upto the time of Priya-

dar^in. The Andhra king, who was a contemporary of Priyadar^in,

died in 224 B. C. (See the list given later on). We might, there-

fore, consider that they were called " Andhrabhrtyas*” upto 224

B. C., and for succeeding 460 years they were called "Andhrapates”.

The total then would come to 236 A. D. We have, however,

stated 261 A. D. as the furthest date”. This difference might

be explained by the suggestion that they might have vacated

Maharastra even before the time of I^vardatta Abhir^^

In short, the ^atavahana dynasty began in 100 A. M. or 427 *

B. C. and ended in 261 A. D. (688 years^®). For the first 203

years, the kings of this dynasty were called Andhrabhrtyas and

for the remaining years they were called Andhrapates.

The first scholar to make an attempt at the chronological

list of these kings is Mr. Pargiter, who has given his list, based

on the authority of various Puraijas, on pp. 36
Their number, their “Dynasties of the Kali Ages”. Dr. Rapson,

tions of their reigns ^r. Vincent Smith

have also made good attempts in this direction.

I have some corrections to suggest” in this list. Below is given

the list mostly based on Mr. Pargiter:

—

duration of the dynasty would come to 570 years. We see thus, that there

is much misunderstanding about the duration of the dynasty.

(10) Read f. n. no. 9 above.

(11) A. D. 78 to 103. (The true date of the foundation of the Cha^thaQa

dynasty). The gap is just 25 years. The gap between 236 and 261 is the same.

(12) Vide f. n. no. 21 below. 661 years are stated there. Here, we coma
to no. 663. (688-25 as per f. n. 11=663 ). This difference is due to a slight

miscalculation here and there. 661 is the correct number.

(13) Proofs for this have been given later on in this chapter and In the

accounts of individual kings.
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No. Name Years No. Name Years

1 Srimukh 23 17 Hal 5

2 Krsna 10 18 Mantalak (Pattalak) 5

3 ^ri ^atakarni (Sr! Mallik) 10 19 Purikasen (Purindrasen) 21

4 Purootsang 18 20 Sundar Satakarni 1

5 Skandh-stambhi 18 21 Chakor i

6 Satakarqi 56 22 Sivasvati 28

7 Lambodar 18 23 GautamTputra 21

8 Apilik (Divilak) 12 24 Puloma 28

9 Meghasvati 18 24 (A) Satakarni 29

10 Svati 18 25 Sivasri (Sivasri Puloma) 7

11 Skandasvati 7 26 Sivaskandh 3

12 Mrgendra 3 27 Yagnasree 29

(Mfgendra Svatikarna) 28 Vijay 6

13 Kuntal (Kuntal Satakarqi) 8 29 Chandrasr! 10

14 Svatikarna 1 30 Puloman 7

15 Pulomlvi (Paduman) 36
1

-

16 Aristakarna 25 1

481

We shall now consider below (a) the number in the list of all

kings, (b) the name of each king and (c) the duration of his reign.

Though Mr. Pargiter has given us a list of thirty kings, the

list itself contains thirty-one names, if we take into consideration

24 and 24 (A). But he holds the opinion, on

(a) Number the authority of the Pura^as that the kings

in the line were not even thirty, but only 29.

Again, we must remember that the kings of this dynasty have

been divided into two categories:—Andhrabhrtyas and Andhrapates.

It is quite possible, therefore, that the details given in the Puranas

have been misconstrued by Mr. Pargiter. We have shown above

that the rule of the dynasty lasted for 663 years. Mr. Pargiter

contradicts himself by once saying that the rule of the dynasty

lasted for 460 years and then by saying that it lasted for 481 years.

Hence, it remains our duty to find out where Mr. Pargiter has erred

and what is the true meaning of the details supplied in the Puratjias.

We have noted that in ancient times, kings were not greedy

of land. So, when they defeated a king, they did not dethrone
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him, but simply made him acknowledge his suzerainty. This idea

began to fade as time went on. Kings then dethroned the defeated

kings and annexed their countries to their own. We should note

in this connection that the Puratjas have called all the 29 kings^*

mentioned by them Andhrapates. This means that all of them

were independent. They have also called the founder of the dynaty

and some of his immediate followers “Satakarnes”. From this we

can conclude that the 29 kings'^ of the dynasty, who are called

Andhrapates and who flourished after the death of Priyadar^in,

were only independent, while the former ones were under the

vassalage of some other king. At the time of the death of

Priyadar^in, the seventh king of the dynasty was ruling on the

throne. Hence, he passed through two stages, i. e. of Andhrabhrtya

and Andhrapati. Most probably, the number of Andhrabhftyas was

somewhere between and 10*®. (Details about this, will be given

later on). Thus, the total number of kings in the dynasty was

29 + 7 to 10 = 36 to 39.

Mr. Fitzerald Hall holds the theory that there were only 19

Andhrapates. This can be explained in the following manner. We
know it as a historical fact, that one of the kings in the Andhra

dynasty was very powerful and valorous and that he started the

^aka era. ( Vol. Ill, pp. 444 & seq. ). Hence he, from the time

of starting the era and his successors, may well have been called

“ §aka-promulgatots or Sikas ” instead of “ Andhrapates ”. Thus,

out of the 29 Andhrapates, the last ten may have been called

“Sakas”, and the first 19 Andhrapates*^ The 19th Andhrapati,

(14) No. 29 can be made up another way. Read f. n. no. 19 and the

matter connected with it above.

(15) If we include ^atakarni in the list of AndhrabbTtyasi the number
would come to seven. If we consider the fact that the fourth king ascended

the throne twice, the number would be eight.

(16) Cf. f. n. no. 15 above and no. 18 below.

(17) Coins tell us that these kings were semi-independent upto the time
of Sakari Vikramaditya (57 B. C.). The 17th Andhra king was on the throne
at that time. It seems, however, that the Ujjaina symbol is a sign of friendli-

ness and not of vassalage.
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we may note, was for some time Andhrapati, and was from the

year of his esta.blishing the era, ^aka. (2) We also know it on

the authority of coins that in 236 A. D. a descendant of Chasthan

had defeated tlie Andhra king, whose seat of capital was Paithan.

The number of this king is somewhere between 28 to 30 in the

list given above. If we deduct 19 from 29, we get the number 9.

The ninth king in the list is Apilik. Hence, it follows from this,

that first nine^® kings of the dynasty were called Andbrabhrtyas;

the next 19 were called Andhrapates; remaining kings of the dynasty

had to vacate Paithan and had to be satisfied with a small territory

on the banks of the Tungabhadra. Thus, the total number comes

to 28; but if taken into consideration the fact, that the fourth

king came to the throne twice, the total comes to 29. This is another

interpretation of the theory advanced by Mr. Fitzerald*®.

Mr. Fitzerald’s theory clarifies one more thing. In the list

given above, it is stated that king Apilik died in 195 B. C. We
know that Agnimitra of the ^unga dynasty was ruling over Avanti

at that time. He had defeated the chief of Vidarbha and had

married his daughter named Malavika. The chief of Vidarbha in

question may have been Apilik himself or a governor appointed

by him, who was called Maharathi. Thus directly or indirectly

the Andhras were under the vassalage of the §unga kings.®®

(18) The number of Andbrabhrtyas thus comes to nine. If we consider

the fact of the fourth king having come to the throne twice, the number

comes to ten. If we, however, accept the theory that the number of Andhra-

bbrtyas was seven, the number of the king who was defeated by the Cba^thaUa

king was 26th and not 28tb. This means that the total number would come to

26. But the period of duration remains the same, some kings will have to

be allotted more years. The change will have to be instituted somewhere

about the 7tb king.

(19) See f. n. no. 14 above.

(20) Or they may have simply accepted the Sungas as their eldera from

the view-point of religion. The Andhra kings right from the beginning, upto

this time were Jains. But at this time they became converts to the Vedic

religion'through the preachings of Pandit Patanjali. This continued for about

next 75 years. Details will be given in the accounts of the kings concerned.

29
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This province of Vidarbha was really under the power of the

Nandas, and the governor appointed by them was called Maharathi.

(Vol. I, account of the Nanda dynasty; Vol. Ill, account of the

^unga dynasty. ) When Mahapadma, the second Nanda king

died, there arose a quarrel for the succession to his throne. Maha»

padma’s sons by ^iidra queens were not allowed to come to the

throne. As a mark of protest against this, they left Magadh. One

of them, ^rimukh, founded the Andhra dynasty. His son Gautami-

putra Yagnasri established his power over Vidarbha and married

the daughter of the Maharathi there. This Gautamiputra was the

husband of Naganika, who got the Nasik inscription erected.

( More details about him will be given later on). From this time

onwards, Vidarbha was sometimes under the power of Magadh

and sometimes not. At last, it came under the power of Agnimitra

of the ^unga dynasty. ( All this can be proved on the authority

of coins.) After the death of Agnimitra, the Andhras again became

independent and dropped the word “ Bhrtya ” altogether. Apilik

was thus the last Andhrabhrtya and the 10th king was the first

Andhrapati. The 28th Andhra king, who was defeated in 236 A. D.

by the Chasthan king was the last Andhrapati

Thus, the kings of the dynasty can be divided into three

categories. (1) Andhrabhrtyas; (2) Andbrapates; & (3) §akas. The

first division consisted of nearly seven kings, the second of 19 and

the third of ten, thus making the total 36.

Let us now try to find out, how long the rule of each

division lasted (1) We know that the dynasty was founded in

100 A. M. We also know that they became independent after the

death of Priyadar^in. The Andhra king, ^atakarni by name, who

was a contemporary of Priyadar^n, died in 301 A. M. Hence,

for the first 201 years these kings were called Andhrabhrtyas.

(2) The independent Andhra kings or Andbrapates ruled for 460

years. That means, that this period ended in 761 A. M.*^ or in

235 A. D. (3) We know that the ^aka era was founded in 78 A.D.
As the dynasty itself ended in 235 A. D., the rule of this third

(21) Thus the dynasty was founded in 100 A. M. and ended in 761 A. M.
Cf. f, n. no. 12.
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division must have lasted for 157 years. If we consider the

beginning of this period from the year in which the founder of

the era died (83 A. D.), the duration of the third period would

come to 1 53 years. We may now give the following table for the

sake of easy reference.

Part

No. of kings Duration of the period

According to

Pargiter

According

to us

According to

Pargiter

Actording

to us®®

1 (a) Andhrabhrtyas 1—6= 6 7 1

135*®
1

1
1

201®*

(b) Andhrapates 7-30*25 29 ;

346*® 460*®

11 (a) Andhrabhrtyas i 1—6= 6 7
1

135*® 201

(b) Andhrapates 7-23=17 19 228*’ 308*®

(c) Sakas 24-31= 8 10 118*® 152®“

III The whole 1-31=31 36 !

481®’ 663®*

^atavahana dynasty

(22) We have proved these things in the preceding pages.

(23J The details are, 23+10+10+18+18+56=135.

(24) Pp. 226, f. n. 21.

(25) 481—135=346.

(26) 460+ 201= 661 (460 is based on the Purapas).

Cf. f. n. nos. 32 below and 21 above.

(27) No. 7 to 23 of the dynastic list given on pp. 223, ruled for 228

years in the aggregate.

(28) No. 24 to the last king of the dynastic list given on pp. 223, ruled

for 1 18 years in the aggregate (the aggregate of f . n. nos. 23, 27, 28; as well

as that of 23, and 25 will come to 481).

(29) 460 years are to be divided into two parts. The ^akas ruled for 152

years and the Andhrapates for 308 years (f. n. no. 30 below).

(30) 460—308=152. (Top of this page).

(31) The latter part of f. n. no. 28 above-

(32) F. n. nos. 21 and 26 above.
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Now we turn to correcting the chronological list and the

period allotted to kings by Mr. Pargiter. According to him there

were six Andhrabhrtyas, while according to us there were seven.

The period allotted to them by him is 135 years; the period

allotted by us is 201 years. This can be explained as follows:

—

The Nanaghat inscription by Queen Naganika gives us to

understands^ that she was a widow and that she conducted the

afiairi of government, because her sons were minors. At this time

^ri-krsija, the uncle of her husband and the brother of ^rimukh,

usurped the throne from her. This proves that Naganika’s husband

ruled during the period, that succeeded that of Srimukh and

preceded that of ^ri-krs^ja. His coins are available® and they bear

the name “ Gautamiputra Yagnairi”, This is how we prove that

there were seven kings instead of six. Now, we turn to the

difference in years. Dr. Rapson has assigned 56 years®^ to Mallika

Pataka riji, while Mr. Pargiter has given him only 10 years. Looking

to the details supplied by the Nanaghat inscription’’®, we find that

her sons were only eight and six years old, at the time of their

father’s death. That was why ^ri-kysga usurped the throne and

ruled for 10 years®^. After his death, he was succeeded by the

eldest son of Naganika, at the age of 18, If we assign him only

10 years of rule as Mr. Pargiter, he must have died at the age

of 28 in the prime of his youth. Hence, it is more reasonable to

agree with Dr. Rapson and assign him 56 years. That explains

a difference of 46 years. For the remaining 20 years, we might

assign them to Naganika’s husband. Thus, we explain the difference

of 66 years between 135 and 201.

Now, we turn to the second division of kings. Mr. Pargiter has

given 17 as the number and has assigned 228 years to them. We

(33) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 50.

(34) Vol. II, coins nos, 69, 71, 72 etc.

(35) Lists in C. A, R. pp. 68; ‘‘Chronology’' by Mrs. Mac. Dnfif.

(36) Chap. V; Inscr, no. 1.

(37) No. 2 in the dynastic list^ in C. A, R, pp. 68, 18 years have been

ascribed to Kisqa.
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believe, that there were 19 kings®® and that they ruled for 308 years in

the aggregate. That can be explained as follows:-We know, that

Vikramaditya ^akari of the Gardabhila dynasty had defeated the

Saka king of Avanti with the help of the Andhra king of Paithan.

Infuriated at this, the Saka king had given a hot chase to the

king of Paithaii. A battle ensued, and the Saka king died fighting.

Ten years later died the king of Paithao, whose name was Sata.

(vide Vol. Ill, pp 349--50). Now, Vikramaditya Sakari defeated

the Saka king in 57 B. C., as it is very well known. Hence, the

king of Paithaij must have died in 47 B. C. or 480 A.M. Secondly,

it has been stated in Jaina books that Vikramaditya had gone

on a pilgrimage to Palitana, the famous sacred place of the Jains,

and had performed there many religious deeds under the guidance

of a Jaina monk named Padaliptasuri®®. It has also been stated

in these books, that king Salivahan of Paithaij performed some

religious deeds at Palitana under the guidance of three Jaina

monks, namely, Aryakhaput Padalipta and Nagarjun. This proves

that Vikramaditya, Salivahan and these three monks were contem-

poraries. The head of the Jaina monkish order at this time was

Sinha-suri ( Chap. V, inscription 13 ), whose time was 471 A. M.

to 548 A, M.=56 B. C. to 22 A. D. (78 years),

A glance at the dynastic list of the Gardabhila dynasty, given

in Vol. Ill, wUl show that the period of Sakari Vikramaditya is

almost the same. Thus, the Jaina books tally with historical books.

The story of the battle fought between the Saka king and king

Slta of Paithan, as it is narrated in the Yugapuratj, proves the

same thing. (Vol. Ill, pp. 349, f. n. 10). Thus, Sakari Vikramaditya

and king Salivahan were contemporaries. The only thing that

remains now to be found out is, whether king Sata who fought

with the Saka king was the same as king Salivahan or was his

successor. The author of that famous book "Gathasaptasati” vras

a king named Hal and the book shows that he was a learned

man, a patron of literature and a valorous king.^" This Hal is

(38) The number may have been 17. Read further.

(39) References to this are made in his account*

(40) Details will be given in the accounts of bis llfet
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called ^alavahan or Salavana in Jaina books. The king of Paitha?

however, who helped Sakari Vikrairiaditya has not been given

any such distinctive title. It thus becomes clear that ^ata, the

helper of Vikramaditya, was different from Salivahan, the patron

of literature. The fact that Sata helped Vikramaditya and the

fact that Salivahan was a contemporary of Vikramaditya, mean

that Sata was the immediate predecessor of Salivahan. Looking

at the dynastic list of Mr. Pargiter (pp. 223) we find that the name

of the predecessor of Hal is Aristakarna. The duration of his

reign is long and probably he was a powerful and valorous king.

He may have helped Vikramaditya. His reign, according to

Mr. Pargiter, lasted for 25 years, which according to our dates,

comes to A. M. 455 to 480=B. C. 72 to 47. King Hal succeeded

him in 480 A. M.

Another thing that we have to note is, that Gautamiputra

^atakarQi defeated a descendant of Nahapao Ksaharaf and thus

revived the lost reputation for his dynasty, (pp. 223, No. 23: Poste

Chap. V, inscr. No. 8 ). He founded a new era in celebration of

this event.* ^ The date of the beginning of this era is 78 A. D.=

A. M. 605. He died 4^ years*® later, in 610 A. M. after ruling

at least for 22 years. He must, therefore, have ascended the

throne in 588 A. M. Now, we have proved above, that King Hal

came to the throne in A. M. 480 (B. C. 47). We have shown just

above, that Gautamiputra Satakaroi died in A. M. 610. This

means that there is an interval of 130 years between the two

events. According to Mr. Pargiter (pp. 223) the interval comes to

(41) Further research has revealed it tome that the king, who defeated

the descendant of Nahapan, was different from the king who started the

erat who was 23rd king in the line. (F. n. no. 42 below).

(42) This statement is based on the belief that the king, who defeated

Nahapai? was the son of queen Balasri. (J. B. B. R. A. S. 1928; New Series,

Vol. Ill) an article by Mr. Bukhle). (See f. n. no. 41 above, where 1 have

suggested the change). It does not however, alter the date, 78 A. D., although

the periods of rule may have to be slightly modified, especially that of no.

18, (See the account).
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81 years onJy^®, i. e. 49 years Jess. The only solution for this

is to ascribe 49 more years to the peribd of Hal’s rule. There

is some justification for this. He has come to the throne at a

very young age. Again, to ascribe to him a short reign of only

five years is not reasonable, because he was very powerful and

valorous. It may be due to the error of a scribe, who may have

written 5 instead of 55. Thus then, he must have ascended the

throne in’ 480 A. M., and his reign must have ended in 544 A. M.

Thus, we have proved that there was an interval of 130 years

between the accession of Hal and the death of Gautamiputra. Now,

we have to prove that there preceded 12 Andhrapates and that

they ruled for 178 years, in order to make a total of 19 kings**

and 308 years. Mr. Pargiter gives us the number of kings to be

ten*“ and ascribes to them 146 years**' in the aggregate. Obviously

the gap of 32 years has to be ascribed to the two remaining

kings, thus making the total 12. Let us try to find out the names

of these kings. Some Puraijas*’ give the names Avi and Megha-

svati*®, and ascribe to them 12 and 2 years respectively. According

to us, Avi ruled for 12 years and Meghasvati for 20 years, thus

making the total 32. This may also have been the error of a

scribe who may have written 2 instead of 20*®.

(43) 5 years of HaH-5+21+1+6 (monthB)+28+21=81^ years. (A
slight change has to be inserted here also).

(44) The number of Andhrapates has been calculated to 19. Taking into

consideration, however, that the 7th king, iSatakar^i by namej was an

Andbrabbrtya for some time and an Andhrapati for the rest of the time, and that

the last Andhrapati was Andhrapati for a time, and l§aka for the rest of

the time, we can say that their number was 17. (Cf. the latter part of f. n. no.

18 above).

(45) Read f. n. no. 44 for an explanation of this divergence.

(46) The durations of their reigns were:—18, 12, 18, 18, 7, 3, 8, 1, 36

and 25=146 years.

(47) C. A. R. pp. 68. These extracts from the Purauas are quoted there.

(48) Thus there were two Meghasvates in the line, the 11th and 13th.

(49) It may be that Meghasvati ruled for 22 years. (Some difference in

the Dumber of years does not much matter because there took place no event
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We now turn to the third division, the §aka kings. According

to Mr. Pargiter there were 8 kings in this divison, and they ruled

for 119 years. According to us, there were 10 kings and they

ruled for 152 years. The gap of 33 years may be ascribed to the

two additorial kings. The dynasty ended in 235 A. D. If we take

the view that the dynasty ended in 261 A. D., we shall have to

accept that there were 39 kings^° instead of 36. But there is

little reason®* to support the view that the rule of th’e dynasty

ended in 261 A. D.

We give below a summary of 'our conclusions:

—

A. M. A. M. B. C. A. D. years.

(1) The whole dynasty : 36 kings;—100 to 761=427 to 235.

39 kings:—100 to 788=427 to 261.

B.C.

(2) Andhrabhrtya®* : 7 kings:— 100 to 301=427 to 225=201.

9 kings:—100 to 331=427 to 195=231.

A. D.

(3) Andhrapates : 32 kings:—301 to 788=225 to 261=487.

: 30 kings:—331 to 788=195 to 261=456.

Prominent among these were:

—

(A.) Nos. 8 to 28 = 20 ( 21, if we consider 29 in all ).

(B.) Nos. 10 to 29 = 18 ( 19, „ „ „ „ „ „ ).

(C.) Nos. 8 to 28 = 21 ( 19, if we drop two, whose names

are not found out®® ).

(D.) Nos. 10 to 28 = 19 ( 17, if we drop two, whose names

are not found out ).

of importance during the reigns of all the kings from 7 to 16). (See the

remarks at the end of this para).

(50) E. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 212:
—“The number of kings appears to be

correctly stated (in Purapas) as having been thirty''. (Thus we have 9

Andhrabhrcyas+SO others=39 in all).

(51) Read further, the paragraph entitled “The place of capital".

(52) This must be the right number. (Some changes in these dates are

results of further research work).

(53) F. n. no. 52 above.
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This list is open to correction. I am practially sure of

(1) the periods of rule & order of succession of nos. 1 to 7 and of

17-18 (2) while for the rest nos. 8 to 16; the aggregate period

is right but the^r respective period & succession may be changed

a little here and there®*.

THE DYNASTIC LIST OF THE ^ATAVAHANAS

No. Name |A.M.-A.M. Years B.C.-B.C. Religion
1

Other details

1 Srimukh
(Vasisthi-

putra Vili-

vayakuras.

100-113 13 427-414 Jain Founded his

capital in Painth

to the west of

Nasik.

2 Yagna^ri

(Gautami-
putra (Vi-

livayakuras.

113-144

1

1

31®“ 414-383 Husband of

queen Naganika;
Probably his ca-

pital was in

Junner, No. 20
inscription.

Vt^asat,

^atakarfii
1

144-145 10
mths.

383-382

!

!

Son of Niga*
nika; minor.

3

1

1

§ri KTsija 1.

( Vasi-

sthiputra).

145-154

1

lose 382-373
!

1

j

f9 Some of his

territory was
conquered b y
Cbandragupta.

(54) F. n. no. 49.

(55) Inscription no. 20. Chap. VI. (C. A. R. Intro, pp. 39).

"Two of Pulumavi’s predecessors seem to have borne the title Vilivayakura

in the district of Kolhapur”. Pulumavi here means no. 18.

(56) }. B. B. R. A. S. (New edi.) Vol. III. pp. 53; "Srimukh was

succeeded by his younger brother Krsna who ruled for 18 years*’. The Furnas
have given a dynastic list. (C. A* R. Intro, pp. 68). Many changes had to

be made in this list. Ten years bad to be allotted to Kj^ and 8 to Gautamlputra

.

30
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4 Mallik ^ri

^Itakarni.

Vlsisthipu-

tra Viliva*

yakuras.

154-210 56 373-317 Jain Son of Naga-

nika; came to

the throne when
h e attained

majority.

Bhadrabahu’s

and Varahami-

hir’s astrological

contests took
place during his

reign.

5 Purnotsang

(Madhari-

putra J.®’'

210-228 18 317-299 Vide chap. VI.

Inscription No.

3. He changed

the seat of his

capital from
Painth ( Pratis-

jhanpur )
to

Bennakatak ( A-

maraoti ). He
became the ma-

ster of Kaling.

6 Skandh-
stambha.
Kisna II,

(Gautami-

putra

Vilivaya-

kuras (?)

22'8-246 17i 299-282 He was defeat-

edbyPriyadar^in;

His son and

successor was
also defeated by

Priyadardin in

another battle.

7 Vasisthipu-

tra ^ata-

246-302 56^

karni

282-225 Jain at

first; be-

came con-

vert to

Vedic
religion

in his

later life.

Follower o f

Patafijali. See
No. 6, above.

Performed two

A^vamedha sa-

crifices.

(57) C. A. R. pp. '27, para 35;—"His (Vasisthiputra ViUviyakura) (Coins

nos. 57 & 59) position as predecessor to Rfithariputra (§ 36) and Gautamlputra

(§ 37)
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& Lambodar 302-320 18 225-207 Vedie

10

Apilik

Apilak

Avi

320-332

332-344

12

12

207-195

195-183

In B. C. 196
(Vol. Ill, pp 49)

Agnimitra ma>
•tried Malavika,

the daughter of

the chief of

Vidarbha.

11
“ Megha-

svati I®*.

344-382 38 183-145 At first a

follower

of the
Vedic

religion;

then a

Jain.
I

The Jaina monk
KaliksQri Syama-
rya ( author of

Payannas ) con-

verted him to

Jainism. This
Kaliksuriwas the

maternal uncle

of Balamitra and
Bhanumitra of

the §unga dy-

nasty. He had
to quit Avanti

during the rainy

season and go
into the Deccan.

12 Saudas
Sanghasvati

382-411 29 145-116 Jain Was defeated

by Nahapag Ksa-
trap and by
Bsabhdatta. Ins-

cription Nos.
31-35.

(53) For changes in the durations of the reigns of nos. 11 to 16, see

f. n. no. 49 above.

(59) Contemporaries of Odrak and Bhag (Balamitra and Bhanumstra) of

the Sunga dynasty.
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13 ^eghasvati

II.

411-414 3 116-113

14 Mrgendra 414-435 21 113-92

15 Svatikarqa

( Queen
Balairi

)

(Gautami-

gotri ).

433-452 17 92-75

16 Mahendra

Dipakarhi

(No. 15’s

eldest son

and father

of No. 18.)

Queen
Subhadra

( Vasisthi.

gotri.)

452-453 3 75-72

17 Aristakarija

Riktavar?a

Nemikrsina

Gautami-

putra

SatakaraQi;

No.lS’s son

younger

brother of

No. 16

and uncle

of No. 18.

455-480 25 72-47

Jain Ayama, the

minister of Na-

hapan defeated

him. Inscription

No. 35. His

capital was pro-

bably Antaran-

jika, which may
have been near

Aurangabad. It

may also have

iteen Warrangul

or Amaraoti.

„ Read No. 13 for

the seat of the

capital.

May have re.

nounced his th.

rone, and may
have become a

Jaina monk. (In-

scription No. 8.

“Whose son is

living.”

)

Helper of Ta-

bari Vikramadi*

lya. “ Restored

the glory of fore-

iathers”. Conne-

cted with Nasik

inscription. Con-
temporary of

Xaliksuri II of

Gardabhila fame.
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18

19

‘20

21

22

25

24

25

Hal Sali-

vahan Va-

sisthiputra

Satakarqi;

Pulumavi;

Kuntal;

No.l6’s son,

grandson of

No. 15.

and nephew
of No. 17.

480-545 65®°

B. C. A. D.

47—18

A. D. A. D.

Jain

Mantalak 545-553 8 18—26

Purindrasen 553-559 6 26—32 n

Sunder
SatakarQi

559-559 h 32—32
fi

Cbakor 559-562 3 32—35
>3

^ivasvlti 562-605 43 35—78 Vedic (?)

Gautami-
putra

SatakarQi.

605-626 21 78—99 n

ChatrapaQ
Vasisthi-

putra

Satakariji®^

626-649 23 99-122

No. 18 was
probably born

after No. 17 as-

cended the thro-

ne. Contempo-
rary of Jaina

monks named
Padliptastiri and
Nagarjun. Donar
of money to

Sahch! Stupa of

Chahdragupta.

Who was born
through a mys-
terious event.

The thing is

doubtful. Founder
of the Saka era.

A. D. 78 =A. M.
605 (?)

Conquered Sa-
urastra in 105
A. b.

Inscription of

Nanaghat No. 18

(60) F. n. no. 49 above.

(61) J. B. B. R. A. S. New edi. Vol. Ill, pp. 80:—-“It is worthy of note,

however that the VayupniaQ mentions a 8atakarpi after Pulumavi and this
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27

28

29

30
31

32

Pulumavi
ll«“ Gau-
tamiputra

Yagnasri

Satakariji.

649-680 31 122-153 Vedic (?) His coins are

found out in Ka-
thiawar. No. 21

Nasik and Nos.

22 & 23 Kanheri

inscriptions; con-

temporary o f

Chasthaij.

^ivasree

(Vasisthi-

putra ?

)

680-707 27 153-180
>>

Defeatedby the

descendants o f

Chasthai}. Had
to recede his

capital as far

back as Vija-

yantanagar.

Sivaskan-

dha (Gau-

tamiputra J)

707-714 7 180-187

Yagna^ree
§atakar9i

(Vasisthi-

putra ?

)

714-744 30 187-217

I

•
I

i Three

I

kings®®.

,744-790; 45a-

bout

217-262:
99

probably refers to Vasisthiputra Satakarpi of the Nanaghat inscription. (C.A.R.

insc. 18). Pandit Bhagvanlal, who discovered this inscription regarded Chatrapan

Vasisthipatra Satakarni mentioned therein as the immediate successor of

Pulumavi”. [Note:-“Pulumavi'’ here means “Hal". The mistake is due to

misdeciphering by scholars.]

Ibid pp. 81:-“The name Vasisthiputra Satakarui indicates that the king

was identical with the king referred to in Kanheri inscription". (C. A. R* no. 22).

(62) Changes in the dynastic list of the ChasthaOas are due to further research.

(63) The names of these kings as given in C. A. R. Intro, pp. 42 are

Snrudra, ^likTsna II and Snchandra II. It has also been stated there that the

Andhra kingdom was divided into two parts ; Eastern and Western. These

kings ruled over the eastern division with which we are not concerned. We
are not quite definite a1}out the date when the dynasty ended.



Chapter III

The Satavahana dynasty (Continued)

Synopsis:—More details about Andhra and Andhra—More

details aboid the origin of the Andhras—Parentage of the founder

of the dynasty.

Causes of the foundation of the new dynasty, and a discussion

of the points arising from them— Class to which the descendants

of Iksavaku family might belong—

Difference between Andhrabhrtyas and Andhrapates—‘Kings

belonging to each division—Comparison between ^ungabhrtya

and^Andhrabhrtya.
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SaTAVAHANA dynasty (Cond.)

We have already shown in Chap. I, that the term “Andhra*

denotes the name of the country and must have come into

existence somtimes between the 3rd and the

Summary of sth centuries A. D.; that the term “ Andhra
”

previous details
denotes the name of a race and that the first

mention of the term, according to Dr. Rapson, has been made in

the Aiterriya Brahman, in the 5th century B. C.; that no mention

is made of any of these two terms in any of the coins or inscriptions

of these Andhra kings.

Now, we have proved that the dynasty was found in 100 A.M.=

427 B. C. The term “Andhra” came into existence nearly seven

hundred years later in the 3rd century A. D., at the earliest. We
have, however, already proved that the rule of the dynasty ended

in 235 A. D., i e. before the term “Andhra” came into existence.

Hence, the dynasty itself had no connection with the term.

Let us turn to the term “Andhra”. Dr. Rapson tells us that

the term was for the first time used in the Aiterriya Brahamap in

the 5th or 6th century B. C. We have proved that the dynasty was

founded in 427 B. C. Evidently, there seems to be some connection

between the origin of the term and the founding of the dynasty.

What reason, then, must there have been for these kings in not

using this term in their coins or inscriptions ?

An extract from E. H. I. quoted on pp. 204 tells us:
—

“ Andhra

nation, Dravidian people now represented by the large population,

speaking the Telugu language, occupied the deltas of the Godavari

and the Krishna on the eastern side of India and was reputed to

possess a military force, second only to that at the command of

the Prasii Chandragupta Maurya.” We regret to note that the

writer of this extract has given no piece of evidence for identifying

the Andhras with the Dravidians. The author of C. A. R. also has

said that the “Andhras" were a race; (pp. 204 for quotation) but he

has also not given any proof in support of his conclusion that

the Andhras were the same as the natives of Telugu.* We might

(l) People generally accept as true the conclusions arrived at by scholars
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deduce from the theories of these two s'cholars that the Andhras,

later on, came into close contact with the people, speaking the

Telugn dialect and living in the Telugu country. These scholars

have always be<n cautious in arriving at conclusions based on

ancient books. We might notice their caution in sentences and

phrases like:—(l) “The Home of the so called Andhras (pp. 206);”

(2)

“Satavahanr'S were not Andhras.” (pp. 207); (3) “The founder

of the dynasty was born at Paithan.” (pp. 206). It is possible that

the parents of the mother of the founder of the dynasty might

have been living in Paithan and that the mother must have gone

there on the occasion of the delivery. Hence, this does not ne-

cessarily prove that PaithaQ was an integral part of the Andhra

kingdom. Paithap, moreover, is situated in the western part of

south India; while all scholars are unanimous on the point that

the Andhrade^ was situated in the eastern portion of south

India. In short, the term “ Andhra ” denotes the name of a race

and the place of their origin has not yet been definitely found

out. Their connection with south India is a thing that came

about much later on. The kings of the dynasty have not connected

the term with their names. Hence, we have not yet been able to

arrive at definite conclusions.

Dr. Rapson, the famous coin-expert®, says:
—

“ The four

Puranas, which have been independently® exmained, agree in stating

that the first of the Andhra kings rose to

The Mlgln of the power by slaying Susherman, the last of the
Andhras

Kanvas. In three of them, he is called Shimukh;

in the fourth, he is simply described as a strong Sudra,

Vrshalo Bali”*. The commentator regards Bali as a proper name.

of established reputation, though these scholars have not advanced any proofs

in support of their conclusions.

(2) C. A. R. pp. 64.

(3) The names of the four Puranas are:—Matsya, Vayu,ViWu and BhSgvat.

(4) For the real meaning of the term, vide vol. II, pp. 149, f.n. ng. 26

and pp. 170, f. n. no. 29.

Dr. H. C. Sheth of the N&gpur University states:—*‘Ltikety the word

31
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Thus, it becomes clear that according to the Puranas, the term

“ Andhra ” denoted a race. Prof. Williams has defined the term

Andhra as follows in his dictionary:
—

“ A man of low caste ( the

off-spring of a Vaideha father® and Karwar mother®, who lives

by killing game.” We know that Videh and Karwar are situated

at a long distance from each other. The coins of ^rimukh and

those of his descendants bear Bow and Arrow ,
thus showing

his low parentage. A deep student of South Indian History^ says:-

“ There was also a Nandaraja of Kalinga, from whom some four

Kshatriya clans of Andhra—desh are descended; so says a Telugu

version”®. Which were these four clans ?® and what Nanda king^®

VtSal which perhaps originally meant, one belonging to a non—brahniinical

and heretical sect>..I suggest that Vrsal as used in connection with Chandragupta

is the sanskritised form of “Bastlens” (Prakrit form of which will be Basal),

which was the Greek equivalent of Rajan (king)".

(5) The capital of Videh was Vmla, details about which have been given

in vol. I. The king ruling at that time was Chetak, who belonged to the

Lichchhavl clan, which was a branch of Saihvnjis. So, the father was a

KSatriya and the mother was a ^udra. Evidently, “Andhra" was the name of

a race. Cf. pp. 207.

“Karvar** is the name of a town in the Bombay Presidency* In its

neighbourhood are situated big cities like Belgaum, Dbarwar and Kolhapur.

From that region are found out the coins of Chutukanand and Mulanand.

This region was under the power of the Kadambas. The Sudra girl may have

been the inhabitant of this town. Or, “Karvar” may have been the name of

a caste; any way she may be so called because of her connection with the

name of the town or of the caste.

(6) Read f. n. no. 5 above, the second paragraph.

(7) J. S. I. part II, pp. 4, f. n. no. 1.

(8) “Dravidian" is considered to be the original language of south India.

It was divided into four branches:—(l) Telegu dialect, spoken at present in

the Hydrabad State The region in which it is spoken is called Telangan. (2)

Tamil, the dialect chiefly spoken in most parts of the Madras Presidency.

(3) Kanarese, now spoken in Mysore State and in the Kaoara districts of the

Bombay Presidency. (4) Malayam, spoken in the southern-most parts like

Madura, Cape Comoriu, Cochin, Malabar etc.

These details make it clear that Telugu was spoken in the region called

Andhra* The origin of the Andhras is deduced on the authority of the Telugu

literature. Hence, that is a very reliable source.
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is meant here i Unfortunately, the author has not made these two

points clear. He states, however, further^^:
—

" The Andhras of

the Talevaha river (referred to in the Jataka stories^* of the sixth

century B. C.) the contemporaries of Kharvel^® must likewise have

been Jains^* as also the Nagas^®, in alliance with them^® and the

Sendraka-Nagas^^ in alliance with the Kadambas^®. Very little

is known about these Andhras, except that they were immigrants^®

into the lands inhabited by the Kalingas®® and the Telingas.

(9) Read f. n. no. 20 below.

(10) Read f. n. no. 26 below.

(11) Ibid, part I, pp. 74.

(12) This IS one more proof for the fact that ^rimakb was not a con*

temporary of Pufyamitra iSung.

(13) This proves that Kharvel lived in the 5th century B. C. Cf. f.n. no.

12 above.

(14) The Andhras have been called Jains. Kharvel, as we have already

proved) was a Jain.

(15) The Nandas as well as Sisun^gas may be simply called N^gas.

(16) All of them were Jains. We have proved this in vol. I, in the

accounts of the Sisunaga and Nanda dynasties.

(17) This must have been a branch of the Nagas.

(18) This proves that the Kadambas were a branch of the Nagas. (Vol. I,

account of Nandivardhan).

(19) This means that the region about the river Talevaha was not the

native place of Andhra (f. n. no. 1 1).

(20) According to the writer, then, the four branches of the Ksatriyas

that originated from king Nand were.—Naga, Sendraka Naga; Kadamba and

Andhra. But in the same book (pp. 20 to 25) be has mentioned "5 clans of

Andhra Rajputs or Kshatriya clans" and has enumerated them as follows.

—

(l) Kakatiyas of Warrangul; (2) Kotas of Dhanya-kafaka; (3) Fusapaties

of Bezwadi. and Fusapadu of Vijayanagai, (Kharvel probably destroyed some

peculiar structure here. Cf. line 11 of Hathigumfa inscr. onpp. 145); (4) Kosars;

(5) Vag^us.

He further addst
—

“All these were Shaivites. Some of them (or perhaps

all) may have been Buddhists or Jains during the Satavahan period".

[ Note:—^The 6atavahanas were followers of Jainism from the first. Hence

their co-relatives also were Jains. Some of them, later on, became converts

to the Vedic religion; but none of them was ever a Buddhist. Most of the

gbove branches were Jains for most time.)
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Whether they belonged to the Satavahana’ ^ clan or not, is difficult

to determine’’. It becomes clear from this extract that the term
“ Andhra ” does not mean the §atavahans only; it also includes

within its fold other races as well. Probably the Satavahana clan

was one of the branches of the Andhra race. ( cf. pp. 205-7 and

pp. 242 ). The same scholar quotes Dr. Buhler in his book**

as follows:
—

“ Dr. Buhler is of opinion that it was the Kadamba
script that latterly developed into the Telugu-Kanarese of Andhra

-Karnata variety of south Indian alphabets. This lends colour to

the suggestion that the Andhra and Kadambas to-ge:her contributed

to the earliest growth of the fine arts and cultuie of Andhra and

Karnata provinces”. In short, the culmre of“® south India is mainly

indebted to the Kadambas*^ and Andhras, and the Kadamba
script was the source of many other scripts.

(21) Read f. . no. 12 above.

(22) J S. I. Vol. II. pp. 576.

(23) These details will probably be useful to us in deciding the date of

the Gomatesvara idol.

(24) Dr. Buhler here seems to incline to the view that the Kadambas

were the predecessors of the Andhras from the point of settlement and of

languages. But later on, he seems to state that the Kadambas were not the

predecessors of the Andhras. He states on pp. 76 of the same book:
—"On

the decline of Andhra dynasty about the year A. D. 302^ ( for there is a

com of a Satavahana king bearing that date) came into power the Abhiias

or Kalchuris or Haihayas, the Raftrakutas and the Ksdambas*, on the

ruins of whose power the Chalukyas®, ( please note t iat they are not

Chaulukyas) claim to have built up the empire; and they seem to be direct

followers of Kadambas, as is manifest from the style of Mi-nvyasa gotra,

Haritiputra etc. which they have adopted from their Kadf mba predecessors;

for, as far as can be gathered from inscriptions, the Kidambas were the

earliest south Indian dynasty to adopt this style^’’.

On pp. 80 he states:— ‘ The formula which expresses Satavahan culture

1. For my idea on this point, vide pp. 221 and f. n. 'here.

2« As a matter of fact, the Kadambas were the earliest.

3. Chaulukyas are different from Chalukyas.

4« So the Kadambas were the people, from whom the Abhiras etc. originated!
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From the extracts quoted above from various scholars, we
come to the following conclusions:—The ^atavahanas had some

connection with the Kadambas in the south and with the Nandas

and the Mauryas in the north. The ^atavahanas, who were a

branch of the Andhras, were of a Sudra origin from mother's

best is “Siddham Nam ah”; the formula which expresses Chalukja culture best

is “Om Sivuya Siddham Namah” or “Om Namah Narayanam”. Shaivism and

Narayanism are said to be particularly of south Indian origin, while Buddhism'’

expressed by “Siddham Namah” is Mauryan® and north Indian.’*

These extracts prove clearly that all these races were Jains. It has

already been proved by us that ^atavahaaas descended from the Nandas. The

readers should note that the “Chalukyas” belonged to south India; while the

“Chaulakyas” belonged to north India; they are names of different races. The

latter originated in the 6th century A. D. (?) on Mt. Abu from a sacrifice.

The origin of the former, on the other hand, is much older.

On pp. 83, the same writer states:
—

“Social unions and fusions are

always attempted to safeguard their political power. Evidence of this is found

in VisnukuDd^-Kadamb-Satakaram, who must have been a prince bom of the

SatakarUi® and Kadamba uuior; similar relations the Satavahanas are said to

have contracted with the Pallavas® and the Nagas; the Kalcburis also followed

this tradition of social union". We may give here some more examples of

this. SreUik and bis son Ajatsatru bad marriage -alliances with Prasenjit of

Kosal. Ninth Nand and Chandragupta; Asok and Seluecus Necator; ^rimukh’s

son Yagnt^rl and Niganika, the daughter of a Maharathi of Vidarbha; Agnimitra

and Malavika of Vidarbha etc.

5. The right term ought to be Jam, because the word “Siddba” originally

belonged to Jainism.

6. Signs (on Mauryan coins) like "Moon on the Hill" ‘‘Svastika’’ “Chaitya"

have been accepted by Pandit Jayasval as Jaina signs. ( Vol. II, chap. Ill,

at the end. Details about religious signs).

7. Cf. Coins of Chutukanaud and Mulanand. Vol. II. ; Vide vol. I for

details about them.

8. Vide the account of Rudradaman, pp. 77-78. Scholars, having mi5=

interpreted the Kanheri inscription, have come to the conclusion that Rudradaman

gave his daughter in marriage to the ^atakarni king. I have stated my ideas

on this point there (see further, part XI, chap. V, inscr. no. 17).

9. Vide the account of Nandivardhan in vol. I. Read details about PuUavas,

Kadambas etc. and the connections among them.
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side, and of a Ksatriya origin from the father’s side, ^rimukh, the

founder of the dynasty, was born before 427 B. C., because he

founded the dynasty in that year. He must have been born in about

450 to 460 B. C. As regards the father of ^rimukh, Mr. Williams

tells us that he was a native of Videh, while the author of "Jainism

in South India” tells us that the Andhras were descendants of some

Nanda king®®. Let us then find out, which of the Nanda kings ruled

in about 460 B. C. and whether he was a native of Videh and

had married a Sfidra woman. We know that the Nandas were

the descendants of the Nagas, who were a branch of the Saihvriji

clan, which consisted of eighteen branches. These Samvriji were

the natives of Videh and they spread everywhere in India from

Videh. Thus, the Nandas were in a way natives of Videh. Again

Videh was under the power of the Nandas. We know, that of the

nine Nanda kings, only the first, the second and the ninth were

valorous and powerful; the rest were nominal. Further, out of these

three, Nand IX, ruled from 415 B. C. to 372 B. C. and was born

of a ^&dra mother. But he had not married a ^ildra girl himself.

Nand I as we know, had conquered many countries and had

established his power over most of the southern countries. Nand II

thus, had inherited these southern provinces from his father.

Nand I ruled from 472 B. C. to 456 B. C. and Nand II ruled

from 456 B. C. to 428 B. C. It has, however, been already proved

that, it was Nand II who had married a Sfldra girl. Hence, Srimukh’s

father was none else but Nand U®®.

We propose to deal here with the causes why ^rimukh, the

son of Nand II, founded a new dynasty in the south. When Nand

The oriein of

the dynasty

II died, question arose as to which of his sons

should be placed on the throne because some
were born of Siidra queens & others were born

of Ksatriya queens. It was at last decided, that one of the Ksatriya-

born sons should succeed Nand II. The same question arose

when Nand VIII died. At that time, it was decided that, one on

(251 Read above the details about "Satavabao”.

(26) Cf. f. n. no. 10 on pp. 243.
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whom the female-elephant sprinkled sacred water should succeed

him. One of the ^udra-born sons®^ was this time fortunate enough

to be singled out by the female-elephant, while his wedding

ceremony was going on.®^

The fact that after the death of Nand II, there was a quarrel

for succession shows that one of the Sudra sons must have had

the greatest right to the throne on account of seniority in age.

Nand II had married a Sudra girl, only five or six years before

his accession to the throne. Srimukh was born of her. Naturally,

he was the eldest of all the children of Nand II. His right to

the throne was discarded by ministers on the ground that the

throne should be occupied by a Ksatriya only. Srimukh had a

younger brother named Krsiia by the same mother. This Krstja

had usurped the throne from the son of his nephew Gautamiputra

Yagna^ri while he was a minor. Srimukh left Magadh as a sign

of protest against the throne being given to one, who was junior

to him in age. He went southwards, probably because his mother’s

parents must have been staying there. We know that his mother

belonged to the Karvar family. The name suggests that her

parents must have been the natives of Karvar district. It is also

known that her parents belonged to the hunting tribe®® who lived

on game. In this district are also found the coins of Chutukanand

and Mulanand. The signs on these coins*® resemble the signs on

Srimukh’s coins. It is obvious that these chiefs were in some

way related to Srimukh. Most probably they were very near

relatives of ^rimukh’s mother.

Now, we turn to a problem, on which scholars are sharply

(27) At this time Nand was getting married with a Brahmin girl* This

shows that intercaste marriages were allowed in those times. Nand 11 was

not called Kalasok becauee of bis marriage with a Sudra girl, because such

marriages were common in those times.

(28) F. n- no. 29 below.

(29) Vol. II, nos. 49, 50, 51, 52 (coins). Compare them with nos. 53, 54

and others. “The Bow and the Arrow" on these coins suggests the calling

of hunters. F. n. no. 28 above. Cf. the extract from C* H. I. pp. 530 in the

next chapter.
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divided, ^ritnukh and his successors ruled in the region between

the Godavari and the KTsna. At many places in the region-Nasik,

Junner, Kanheri, Nanaghat etc.—inscriptions and coins of these

kings have been found out. In one of these inscriptions, which

the scholars have named Nasik no. 2
,
there are two phrases,

which, according to scholars, shed light on the caste of ^rimukh.

They are:—(1)
‘ Eka Bamahanasa ” and Khatiya dapama-na-

madana. ” A scholar named J C. Ghosh has written a learned

article on these phrases in “ The Indian Culture ” 1938, Vol. V,

No. I, July. He says:
—

“ Scholars are not at one about the caste

of the Satavahanas. Prof. H. C. Ray Chaudhari thinks they are

brahamans. While Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar has taken pains to

prove that they are non-brahamans. Both the scholars have mainly

relied on the same evidence, though interpreting differently*® to

arrive at their respective conclusions.”®' Scholars, who hold the

opinion that the Satavahanas were Brahmins, argue that the term
“ Bamahanasa ” means Brahmaija and that the other term means
" One who has destroyed the pride of the Ksatriyas.” Now, such

humiliation and extermination of the Ksatriyas were brought about

by Para4urlm who was a Brahmin. Hence, a person who has

achieved the same exploit must have been a Brahmin. Scholars,

who hold that they were non-brahmanas argue that even Mahi-

padma®®, who was born of a Sudra mother, had exterminated the

Ksatriyas.®* Hence, the task of humiliating or of destroying the

Kmtriyas is not necessarily confined to the Brahmins alone. They

(30) This shows that scholars are in the habit of interpreting the same
piece of evidence in many ways. Many instances of the kind can be shown,

(Vol. I, the three verses of Parisisthaparva m connection with the dynasties

that ruled over Avanti; the term ”KhatiyadaparaaDamardana*' etc.).

(31) The author of J. B. B. R. A. S. (New edi. Vol. Ill), holds the same

opinion (pp. 52).

(32) Vol. I, the account of Nand IX, who was the son of Nand II by a

^ra girl. Ha had exterminated the Ksatriyas. The Purinas call him Maha-

padma. We have shown that Mahapadma was the name of Nand II, and

Mahanand of Nand IX.

(33) ViWupurai? 4, 24.
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also argue that the term “Eka Bamahanasa” should be interpreted

as "a unique votary of Subramanya (the warrior of god Kartikeya).”

In support of this, they tell us that the term Ksatru according

to Manu means “ a mixed low caste, born of Sudra father and a

Kshatriya mother. ” These Ksatrus are a tribe, as old as the time

of Alexander the Great. One party argues that the names of their

mothers' families—Gautami gotra, Vasistha gotra etc—indicate

that they were Brahmins.®* The other party states that even in

the Iksavaku dynasty, there were Ksatriyas and Brahmins®® and

further raise the question:
—

“ If they were Brahamans why did

they not mention their patronymic ? ” In reply to this the first

party says:
—

"Salivahan®® was the son of Sesh, the king of

serpents, and of a brahman girl, and he goes by his mother’s caste

of Brahman. ”
( N. B. The real reason, as we have already noted,

of these kings being called by their mothers’ family-names, was

that these kings were polygamous and hence each son had to be

differentiated by his mother’s family-name.®^ They also say:

—

“ The name Naganika shows that they married Naga girls also.”®®

They also state that the Nagar-brahmatjas of Gujarat are

descendants of Brahmins by Naga girls. Hence they say:
—"Now,

if these Nagar-brahmins, who were the off-springs of a Naga and

i Brahmin-girl,®* could be Brahmans, there could be no objections

(34) We Will show later on, on the evi(?ence of coins that this is a wrong

belief, (vide the account of Srimukh, given later on).

(35) Ibid, pp. 22;
—

"In fact, it is not true that all the descendants of

Ikshavaku were Kshatriyas. There were Brahmans also among them’’.

(36) "Salivahan” is the name of that king of the dynasty who flourished

450 years after the establishment of the dynasty. Hence, the origin of the

dynasty cannot be connected with his name. Again« the king with whom this

legend is connected, lived much later than even Salivahan. The legend has

no connection with Salivahan. (Vide bis account).

(37) Vol. II, pp. 11. f. n. no. 49.

(38) If the scholars mean that Naganika was a Naga princesst then

Malavika, with whom Agnimitra married, must also be called the samei and

names like Mahendra, Suresha, Kumar etc. must be connected with God Indra.

(39) Readers are requested to notice the inconsistency of the scholars

38
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to the Satavahanas being Brahmans with similar legendary origin.”

After stating all these arguments advanced by both the parties

Mr. Ghosh states*®:
—

“ To sum up, Prof. Bhandarker has failed

to adduce a single piece of evidence which goes against the

possibility of the Satavahanas being Brahman; on the other hand

their Brahmanic matronymics go positively to show that they

were Brahmans. Their legendary origin also points to this.

Possibly they were Brahmanas Possibly they were Naga-Brahmins

without gotra. The Ikshavaku kings of South India were the

Brahman decendants of Ikshavaku.”

We come to the following conclusions about this problem:

—

(1) The term “Bahamanasa*' does not necessarily mean a

“Brahmin.” It means also one, who observes “Celebacy.” The term

has been used in this sense in numerous edicts of Priyadar^in.

More details about this will be given in my “Life of Priyadar^in”

which is to be published shortly.

(2) One, who exterminates the Ksatriyas need not necessarily

be a Brahmin. Even MahSpadma, who was bom of a §iidra

mother, achieved it.

(3) Both the Anuloma and Pratiloma marriages used to take

place in those times as they take place to-day.

(4) We have stated the origin of the terms “ Satavahan
”

and “ ^alivahan.
”

(5) We have also given above, the reason why sons in those
times were called by the family-names of their mothers.

(6) We, moreover, draw here the attention of readers to the
fact, that we have proved all these things on the evidence of coins
and inscriptions.

We will now refer to one or two allusions in the Pura^as
about the origin of the Andhras and then close this affair. (1) In
Vayu, Matsya and Visiju*^ the Satavahanas are stated to be “of

here. They once say that the Nagar Brahmanas are the offsprings of a
Brahman father and a Naga girl; they say in the next sentence that they
were the oflfaprings of a Naga father and a Brahman girl.

(40) Ibid, pp. 23.

(41) ^Tho 'details of Andhra in chap, I.
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jthe same caste as the Andhras (2) The Bhagyat** calls them

Vfsal or Sudra. In Visiju, ^rimukh has been called “ Balipu-

cchak. We have already explained in what sense Cha^kya

used the term “ Vrwl ” in connection with Chandragupta. ( Vol.

II^ pp. 149. f. n, 26 pp. 170 ). The term Balipucchak seems to have

the same meaning.

We have already explained the meaning of the term “Andra-

bhrtya. It means that these Andhra kings, who were called by

this name, were under the vassalage of other kings.

We should note that this term is conspicuous by its absence

in Jaina and Buddhist books. Only the Pura^as contain the

mention of this term. Now, these Purauas are

The history ol believed to have been composed in about the
the Andhrabhftyas

fourth century A. D. Many Vedic

scholars, however, flourished before that time. Patafljali, the

famous commentator, flourished in the 2nd century B. C.. We
have shown that he played a prominent part in the religious

revolution that took place in his times; and his part in the political

changes was no less prominent. Below are given some details about

the part played by him.

He was born at a place situated near the sources of the

KrSQa and the Godavari. While he was young, the seventh Andhra

king^® was ruling in the south, and Priyadar^in was ruling in the

north. We know that Priyadar^in had inflicted a heavy defeat on

this Andhra king in a terrible war.*® Details about this war will

(42) Ibid, pp. 23< We have interpreted the same statement in another

way. (pp. 243 above).

(43) Bha. Pra. Rajvamsa, vol. II, pp. 156; see above the extract from

C. A. R. pp. 64 (pp. 241 ); Bhagvat Skandba 12, chap. I, verse 20.

(44) VisnupuraUa, Ansa IV, chap. 24, verse 44.

(45) See the dynastic list on pp. 233 & Seq.

(46) Rock-edict no. 13 of Pnyadatsin. His conquest over Kaling is

described there. Cf. the allusion to it in Sudarsan lake inscription. It is stated

there, that he defeated the king of Daksipapath twice and then was connected

with him by a close tie.
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be given in the account of this king, later on. During these times,

it was custom that though one king was defeated by another, the

conqueror allowed the defeated king to retain his throne, provided

he accepted his suzerainty. Patafijali seems to have considered

this king a “Bhrtya" of Priyadarsin. The terms “Andhrabhrtya"

and “ ^ungabhrtya ” seem to have been used in the Puragas in

this sense. But that was a period of great political changes. This

system of allowing a defeated king to retain the mastery over

his kingdom was fast disappearing. Kingdoms of kings, who were

defeated, had begun to be absorbed lock, stock and barrel by

the victors.

The thing, we have now to find out, is whether the predecessors

of this seventh Andhra king were independent or were “Bhrtyas”

of some other king. We know that ^rimukh, the founder of this

dynasty, and Krsga, his younger brother, had left Magadh as a

sign of protest against the decision, that only a Ksatriya-born

son was to succeed to the throne. Most probably they were given

a portion of the empire in compensation. This portion must have

been the region, where now are situated the states of Revl-Bundel*

khagd and the district of Mahako^al. Srimukh, therefore, must

first have settled in this region. After consolidating his power in

the region thus given to him, he must have made preparations

for further conquests. He turned his eyes towards Kaling where

Kharvel had recently come to the throne*''. Thinking that he

had favourable chances of success there, he invaded Kaling. No
sooner did Kharvel hear of this than he marched towards him
with a large army and not only inflicted upon him a severe defeat

but forced him to retreat as far back as Nasik an J the Sahyadri

ranges. Kharvel on his return annexed the region now known as

Hydrabad state and destroyed a part of it.*® Tnough Srimukh

was thus defeated by Kharvel and though a part of his kingdom

(47) Srimukh was about 32 years old at this time. Khirvel, on the other

hand, was only 26. (Hathlgumfa inscription). For more dota.ls vide pp. 2+7-8.

(48) A.n these details are given in lines 3 and 4 of the Hathfgumfa

inscription. (pp« 129 & Seq. V, his account).
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was also annexed, he did not become a vassal of Kharvel, because

the latter did not much care about such vassalages. His coins bear

the title “Vilivayakuras Viravalay.”**

In 414 B. C. he was succeeded by his son Gautamipntra

Yagnasri, the husband of Naganika. He ruled for 30 years, i. e.

upto 384 B. C. During his time, Nand IX ruled over Magadh
and Kharvel ruled over Kaling. Neither of them molested the

Andhra king, who, also on his part, kept quiet, because he remem*

bcred very well the severe defeat inflicted upon his father by

Kharvel. In 392 B. C., however, Kharvel died and was succeeded

by his son Vakragriv, who, being a licentious prince, was not a

match for controlling the vast empire which he inherited from his

father. His empire began to dwindle gradually and southern portion

became independent. Nand IX invaded the kingdom of the Andhra

king sometime about 390 to 384 B. C. Probably Gautamipntra

died while fighting. If, however, the battle took place earlier than

384 B. C, he must have accepted his defeat and his coins'^'* must

be interpreted in the light of this fact.®^ At the time of his death,

he had two sons aged eight and six respectively.®* The reins of

the government were assumed by Naganika. Krsga, ^rimukh’s

younger brother, however, usurped the throne ( Vol, II, No. 70,

f. n. 146 & Nanaghlt inscr. ) He had probably accepted the

suzerainty at first of Nand IX, and then of Chandragupta^®. In

short, Gautamiputra was independent for a time, and a vassal

king for the remaining part of his reign. Krs^a was a vassal king

through out his reign.

(49) This is out interpietatioo. (Vol. II, coins nos. 56, 58).

(50) Vol. II, coin no. 69.

(51) Vol. II, coin no. 70. (If that is true, the interpretation put on coin

no. 71 is false). The true interpretation of the “Horse” sign depends on this.

(52) Nanaghat inscription by queen Naganika. (Chap. IV, inscription I).

(53) Most probably Kl?9a was not under the vassalage of Chandragupta,

because the latter came to the throne after the former’s death.

It is possible, on the other band, that Chandragupta, while he was the

lord of a small territory, fought against K«na and killed him. (Chronology

uodST B. C. 373 at the end of vol. II, pp. 411 ).
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Krsna ruled for about ten years, i. e. upto 373 B. C. Then

he was succeeded by the eldest son of Naganika, Vadasat

Mallika Sri ^atakar^ji by name, probably because (a) Kjsrja must

have died a natural death in 373 B. C. as he had reached the age

of 68 years.®* (b) or he accepted the suzerainty of Chandragupta

and appealed to him to help him against the usurper®®, (c) Agam

Vadsat ^ri had already attained his majority®®. Even during the

rule of Bmdusar, he continued to be in the same position as long

as Chaijakya was at the helm of affairs. After Chapakya’s removal

from power, however, several kingdoms in Deccan became indepen-

dent. ^atakargi also became independent and he subdued all the

smaller kingdoms in the south. He also conquered the eastern

part of Kaling and in the south he expanded his kingdom as far

as the Plijdya territory. Thus, this Andhra king was himself a

vassal for the first 28 years of his reign, and he bacame the overlord

of many kings for the next 28 years of his reign.

At the time of his death, A^ok was ruling over Magadh. He

was succeeded by his son Madhariputra, who ruled for about 18

years. A^ok, as we have already seen, had little time to turn his

eyes towards south India. Consequently, Madhariputra was the

independent king of the whole of his inherited kingdom for all the

18 years.® He died in about 299 B. C,

He was succeeded by his son Gautamiputra Skandhagupta,

the six Andhra king. He was independent like his father. When,

however, Asok was succeeded by Priyadarsin, conditions changed.

After having consolidating his position in north India during the

first five years of his reign, he turned his eyes towards south

and got victory over Skandhgupta, consequently the Andhra king

(54) This calculation is based on the supposition that he was two years

younger than Stimukh, who was born in 458 B. C. Further research has

revealed that he died while fighting against Chandragupta. (Vide his account).

(55) All the three causes may have combined in bringing about this.

F. D. DO. 53 above. (Vol. II, chronology B. C. 373, pp. 411)

(56) Instances of attainment of majority at this age are Sre^ikB)

Priyadarsin etc.

(57) Vol. 11, coin no. 59,
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accepted his suzerainty and gave his daughter in marriage

to him.®® Thus, Skandhagupta was independent for the first 14

or 15 years of his rule®® and was a vassal of Priyadar^in for the

remaining 4 years.®® He ruled for 18 years.

He was succeeded by his son Vlsisthaputra Satakariii, the

seventh Andhra king. He was very eager to be free from the

vassalage of Priyadarsin. Hence a terrible battle®^ took place

between him and Priaydariin; he was severely defeated®* and

continued to be a vassal upto 236-7 B. C. when Priyadarsin

died.®® Then began the decline of the Mauryan empire. Satakariji

became independent. Thus, for the last eleven years of his reign

he was independent, and he subjugated many kings during this

time. (More details about him will be given later on).

By this time, kings had begun to adopt the policy of annexing

the kingdoms of defeated kings. The old system of allowing the

defeated king to retain his kingdom in tact, provided he accepted

the suzerainty of the victor, was fast disappearing. Upto the time

of Patafijali there remained some vestiges of the old system. The
Sunga king Agnimitra performed the second A^vamedha sacrifice

& put an end to this system®*. Now, we finish all details about

Andhrabhrtyas.

From the seventh Andhra king onwards, upto the time of king

Hal, various other kings had defeated the Andhra kings; but the

conquerors always annexed a part of their kingdoms and allowed

them to rule independently over the remaining part. Hence, there

remained no necessity of their being called Andhrabhrtyas.

Below is given a tabular summary of the Andhrabhrtyas.

(58) Vol. 11 and IV for details about Sudarsan lake inscription.

(59) Coin no. 80.

(60) Coins nos. 63i 64.

(61) Vide details about the Dhauli-Jaguda inscription of PriyadaAn,

(62) See the Dhauli-Jagu^ inscription and the Sudarsan lake inscription.

Further research reveals that he gave in marriage his sister and not his daughter.

(63) Coins nos. 65 and 74. 75. (A bit doubtful).

(64) Pp. 226 about calling Apilika an Andhrabhftya.
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to B. C> Under whose suzerainty



Chapter IV

The Satavahana dynasty (Continued)

Synopsis:—The capital of the Andhras—Various theories

about it—Its location.

Combination of common titles v>tth the names of these kings

and difficulties arising from this custom—Clarification of these

difficulties “with the help of the family names of their mothers'—

Regions followed by these kings—Changes of religions by them—'

Religious revoMtons and their effects on the people—Political

changes—A comparison between PatanjaU and Chattakya.
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^ATAVAHANA DYNASTY (Contd.)

Various names have been suggested as possible capitals of

the Andhras. Some of them are:—Paithan (Pratisthanpur,) Junner,

Soparak (sea-port), Chanda.-Chanda* (Berar

Seats of the capital District), Chinur. Warrangul and Amaraoti^ in

the Nizam states, and Vijayanagar, which is

situated on the banks of the Tungabhadra in the extreme south

of the Bombay Presidency. Let us now consider the claims of

each of them.

"When Nand 11 died in 427 B. C. (100 A. M.), there arose

a quarrel about the succession to the throne among his nine sons,

six of whom were born of ksatriya queens and the remaining of

sudra ones. The eldest two-^rimukh and Krsga-left Magadh as

a sign of protest against the throne being given to a- ksatriya

prince, and went southwards via Chhotanagpur. Thinking that it

would be easy to defeat Kharvel of Kaling, who had recently

come to the throne and who was very young, he invaded Kaling»

Kharvel, however, inflicted a severe defeat upon him and forced

him to retreat as far back in the south as Nasik^. He settled

there and founded the seat of his cadital in Paithau.

There are two Paithanas. One is 25 to 30 miles on the south of

Aurangabad; in the map (see at the end) it is spelt as "Pyton.” Now
Aurangabad itself is 80 to 100 miles on the east of Nasik. Hence,

Pyton also is at a distance of nearly 100 miles on the east of

Nasik. The other Paithan is 15 to 20 miles on the south-west

(1) This city is situated on the confluence of the rivers Watdha and
Pam in the district of Berar. Amaraoti is also considered to be a possible

seat of the capital. (F. n. nos. 2, 6 and 8).

(2) This Amaraoti is not situated in Berar. It is situated in the region

named Dbanakatak. (Vol. I, pp. 149 and sequel).

Chinur is also situated on the confluence of the rivers Godavari and

Purohit. (Purohit itself is formed by the confluence of the Vain and the

Pain). Cf. f. n. nos. 1 and 8. Also cf. Vol. I, pp. 155, f. n. no. 25.

(3) This was the sacred place of pilgrimage of the Satavahana kings.

(Chap. V, inscription no. 13).
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of Nasik, In the map it is spelt as “Peint”. Roughly speaking

Pyton is to the east & Peint to the west of Nasik. Looking to

the fact that Kharvel had given Srimukh a hot chase from the

east of Nasik it must be concluded that he must have settled

himself at Peint-a safer retreat to the west. In ancient times it

was called Pratisthanpur. It is situated in a rocky region, at the

foot of Mt. Trirasmi.

Scholars are, however, strongly inclined to the theory that

Pyton was the seat of Srimukh’s capital. It is stated in C. A. R.

Intro, pp. 39, Para 48:—“Paithan on the Godavari in the Nizam's

dominions, the ancient Pratisthanpur is in Jaina legend* the capital

of king Salivahana and his son Sakti-kumara®.” The reader will

see that this extract decided in favour of Pyton, as we have

stated above, about the scholars. As regards Soparak being the

possible capital of the Andhras, little proof is available. Further

research may throw some light on this point.

Now we turn to Junner, Chanda and Chinur. During the rule

of Srimukh and of his son, Gautamiputra, the district of Berar

and the region of central provinces were conquered. (Details will

be given later on), This territory remained under the power of

the Andhras upto about 190 B. C. when it was conquered by

Agnimitra Sunga, who married Malavika, the daughter of the

chief of Vidarbha. That means, that this territory remained under

the power of the Andhras for 250 years. Now Chanda is a large

town in Berar. It is situated near Amaraoti®, which was also

probably under the power of the Andhras. These two cities^ and

Chinur are all situated, either on the banks of the rivers Kfsna

(4) It is true that the Jaina legends contain the mention of Paitha? or

Pratisthanpur. Its situation as indicated by the author, however, is incorrect.

The author ought to have mentioned the legend.

(5) Details about him are given in chap. V, inscription no. 3.

(6) Scholars hold the opinion that this Amaraoti is situated in Berar.

(See f. n. no. 10 below).

(7) As a matter of fact, Chinur and Chanda are situated on the confluences

of rivers; Amaraoti is not sp situated. This requires further research.
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and Godavari themselves or their tributaries . There is little

evidence to support Chanda or Chinur as capitals of Andhras.

Chinur has a strong wall around it. Hence, it must have been

of considerable military value to the Andhras. In 57 B. C. ^akari

Vikramaditya was helped by the seventeenth Andhra king, named

Ansfakarna, against the ^aka king. In a pitched battle, which

was possibly fought near Chinur, Aristakar^a killed the §aka king.

From B. C. 375 to B. C. 57 (i. e. from the fourth to the seven-

teenth Andhra king), the Andhra kingdom grew in power and

prestige. This growth was, of course, checked by Bhtimak and

Nahapao who forced the Andhras to vacate Paithan and retreat

in the east°. But this set-back was only an exception. Chinur was

no doubt a city of strategic importance from the military point

of view; but there is little evidence to prove that it was the

capital of the Andhras.

Junner’s chances of having been the capital of Andhras, are

greater. We learn on the authority of inscriptions that in about

B. C. 114 Nahapaijand his son-in-law tried their best to conquer

the region in which this city is situated. We should note that

Feint is very near Junner. Probably the Andhra king, who was

constantly harried for six years by the Ksaharata chiefs ( vide

the account of Nahapag, Vol 111, in years numbering 40-41 and

46) took shelter in various cities like Junner, Kanheri etc. and
made them temporary seats of capital. That must have been the

reason, why the victors erected inscriptions in commemoration of

their conquests at these placesi

Later research has revealed it to me that the wars between
the Andhras and the Ksaharata chiefs were not due to political

changes, because in those times kings did not banker after the

acquisition of land. Again, the Andhras had shifted their seat of

capital to Bennakatak as early as 414 B. C. to 360 B. C. Coins

(8) F. n. DOS. 1 and 2 above. They are situated on the confluences of

the Pain and the Vain. The new rivet formed out of it was called Purohit.

(9) It is believed that queen Balasri got the inscription erected in order

to remove the stain of political subjection.
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of the then reigning king, either Gautamiputra Yagna^ri or his son

Malliksri Satakarni, are found there.^® This also means that the

inscription of queen Balasr! also cannot be given a political inter-

pretation (Chap. V, inscription No. 14). Most probably the wars

between the Andhras and the K^harata chiefs were fought due

to religious causes; the inscriptions must have been erected to

commemorate religious occasions, just as Priyadarsin and the

Chastha^ias erected so manny for the same purpose. (Chap. VI,

inscriptions Nos. 38 to 42).
'

Now we turn to Warrangul and Amraoti. We have stated

in Vol. I. pp. 159-60. that 25 miles from the mouth of the Krsjja

there was, near Bezvlda, a large city^^ named Bennatat-nagar,

which derived its name from Benna, another name of the Krsna.

The region surrounding Bennl was called Bennakatak. It was also

called Dhanakatak on account of its fertility. Excavations in this

region make it clear that there must have flourished there a large

and prosperous city in ancient times. The things excavated are

ruins of monasteries and Chityas. ^reoik or Bimbisar stayed in

this city for two or three years (B. C. 582-3) before his accession

to the throne of Magadh. Kharvel of Kaling built here an edifice

named Mahlvijay” in the fourteenth year of his reign (B. C. 416).

These things show that Bennatat was large and flourishing city

during the 6th and the 5th centuries B. C.

Kharvel’s rule ended in 392 B. C. and his dynasty

ended in 360 B. C. During these 32 years, the Mauryans
conqured this region from Karvel’s descendants.

During the weak rule of Bindurar, however, the Andhras

(10) C. A. I. by Cunningham, pp. 108,
—“So far as my experience goes,

all the coins of Andhras are found In eastern India, round about Amaravati,

while all the ‘Bow and Arrow' coins come from western India”. This extract

proves:—(a) Amaraoti is situated in eastern India, and not in Berar; (b) The

founder of the Andhra dynasty, whose sign is bow and arrow, ruled in western

India only; (c) His successors gave up that sign; their coins are found in the

region surrounding Amaraoti.

For more details read further.

(11) Vol. I, pp. 159 and f. n. no. 37.

(12) C. A. R. Inscription no. 4^, “Records a gift to the Amaravati Tope'*

(Lipe 2; the great Chaitya).
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became independent (347 B. C.), extended their territory in all

directions and got hold of this region also. In order to control

the affairs of such a vast kingdom, the Andhras must have found

it politically expedient to change their seat of capital to a large

city in the east. This city may have been Amaraotl. We should

note here that there are two Amaraotes; one is situated in Birar^®;

the other is situated near Bezwada.** The second is meant here.

It is situated in the Bennakatak region. (Vol. I pp. 149-160). Coins

of many Andhra kings are found in this region. Mr. V. S. Bakhle

says in J. B. B. R. A. S. 1928, Vol. Ill, “ G. J. Dubrevil remarks

in his ‘ Ancient History of Deccan.
’

‘ when the Kshaharatas

occupied North Deccan, the capital of the Satavahanas was probably

Amravation the lower course of the Krishna”. Dr. Bhau Daji states

J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. VIII, pp. 239, “Padumavi is called Naravara-

swami (a new king) and he has also the title of the swami of Benna-

katak—Bennakatak is, I believe, identical with Warrangul, the

capital of the Teligana or Andhra..” General Cunningham states

in his "Coins of India” pp. 108:—All the coins of Andhras are

found in Eastern India round about Amravati while all the Bow
and Arrow coins come from Western India.” These extracts make

it clear that Amraoti was an important centre of the Andhras.

Scholars are of the opinion that the seat of the capital was

changed to Amaraoti in 114 B. C.; I on the other hand, believe

that it was made the seat of the capital, in 415 B. C. or in 347

B. C. at the latest. I propose to discuss this topic in details

later on.

Now, which was the seat of the capital, Warrangul or Amaraoti.

I have no proofs for or against Warrangul. Proofs in support of

Amaraoti have already been stated.

We now turn to Vijayanagar. In about 143 A. D. when the

27th king named Pulumavi ruled, the Andhras had to change
their capital to this place, because a heavy defeat was indicted

upon them by Chasthaij and his grandson Rudradaman.

(13) See the extract from Sir Cunningham's C. A. I. f. n. no. 10.

(14) Head the following paragraph^ cf. f. o. no* 12.
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In short, during the rule of the dynasty, which lasted for 700

years, the seats of capital were Paithaij, Warrangul-Amaraoti and
Vijayanagar one by one.

It is very difficult to differentiate the kings of this dynasty. This

is due to the following reasons. In the first place, not all the kings

of the dynasty have given their names in their

Difficulties arising coins and incriptions. They have given the
from common t ^ inames of their gotras on their mothers sides

(metronymics) and have added the common
appellation Satavahan or ^Itakarni. ( Gautamiputra Yagna^ri,

Va^isthiputra Yagna^ri etc. or Gautamiputra Yagna^ri

^atakariii etc. Only in very rare cases we find distinctive titles,

viz. Vilivaya-kuras and Pulumavi Satakartii. ) Secondly, the time

of other contemporary kings has also not been definitely fixed.

For instance, we find the vague mention of Nos. 40 to 46 with

Nahapan, |Isabhdatt etc. who fought against these kings. Now, we

cannot say to which era these numbers belong. Probably they

belong to the Saka era, so the scholars have concluded. Calculating

that way, however, they come to 118 A. D. or there about; while

the real date as calculated on the bases of irrefutable evidence

is 114 6. C. The same thing has happened in the case of Chasthan

and Kharvel. Nos. 42-52 have been mentioned in connection with

Chastha? and No. 72 with his grandson Hudradaman. These

numbers have been indentified with the Saka era; hence, they

have been calculated as 78+42 = 120 A. D. As a matter of fact,

however, it must be calculated as 103+42 = 145 A. D. (Vol III).

The same has happened in the case of Kharvel, He was a

contemporary of Srimukh and of Brhaspatimitra. Now, this Brhaspati-

mitra has been wrongly identified with Pusyamitra, because his

date could not be fixed in any other way. We have proved that

there was a gap of nearly 250 years between Kharval and

Pusyamitra. Thirdly, the inscriptions are wrongly interpreted e.g.

we have shown how, due to such misinterpretations, scholars

believe that Rudradaman gave his daughter in marriage to ^atakarni.

Of the three reasons stated above, the first is due to the

kings themselves; the other two are due to the hasty interpretations

of the scholars. They gleaned .their evidence from Buddhist and
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Vedic sources only. They seldom turned to Jaina literature—

a

large store-house of antiquities and historical pieces of evidence—

,

Coins of Vadasat^ri Satakarni, Vilivayakur Satakariji, Madhariputra

Satakarni, Chuttikanand and of Mulanand show that they belong

to very ancient times, yet their dates have been fixed otherwise

in order to make them fit with certain hypothesis with which these

scholars started. In the foregoing pages, we have gleaned all available

evidence from Jaina, Vedic and Buddhist sources and have come

to conclusions with great caution and circumspection. To those,

who start with the prejudice that we are trying in these volumes

to give undue prominence to Jainism, we have nothing to say

except that they should peruse these pages with an unbiased mind.

It was a custom in ancient times—as it is at present—that

a person never married ja girl belonging to the same family. Hence,

the son, if his mother's family name is attached

mother.,
different from his father’s. From this rule^®

we can deduce that ^rimukh and his younger brother Krsija were

not Gautamiputras, because ^rimukh’s son Yagna^ri, the husband

of Naganika, was a Gautamiputra. For the same reason, Naganikl’s

son Vadasatsri also could not have been a Gautamiputra. The
coins of Vadasatsri (Vol. II) show that he was a Vasisthiputra.

This rule, we are glad to say, has been useful to us in elucidating

the details of relations between 16th, 17th, 18th, 24th and 26th

kings of the dynasty.

We know the reason why §rimukh left Magadh and established

his own kingdom in the south. The Nandas, as we know, were

Jains. Hence, there is a reason to believe that

Religious changes Srimukh also was a Jain. The sign on his coins

proves this. The Puraijas tell us that during the

time of the famous commentator Patanjali, these kings became
converted to the Vedic religion. (Vide the account of the seventh

king). It is also said that some time later on, a king of this dynasty

(15) Vol. II, pp, 10. We have discussed there the question why Lord
Buddha was called Gautam.
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became a follower of the Vedic religion and started the §aka

^alivahana era. We have no reason to disbelieve the Puraijas.

Hence, we conclude that these kings were originally Jains; but

twice during the rule of the dynasty, some kings became followers

of the Vedic rsligion.

Let us go into details about this. A glance at the list on

pp. 256 shows that the 1st, 2nd and the 5th Andhra kings were

quite independent. The 3rd, 4th, 6th and 7th were independent

for some time and vassals for the rest of time. These four kings

were under the vassalage of the Nanda or the Maurya kings of

Magadh, both of whom, as we have already proved, were Jains.

Hence, their vassals must necessarily have been Jains. Thus, we

can say that the first seven kings of the dynasty were Jains.

The seventh Andhra king was very ambitious. He had come

to the throne at a very early age and his reign lasted for 55 to

56 years. For the first 45 years of his rule he had to be under

the vassalage of Priyadardin, a staunch follower of Jainism. So

long as Priyadar^in was alive, he could not lift his head, either

against his sovereignty or against Jainism. At this time, only Jainism

was widely prevalent in India; Buddhism was on its way to

decline^®. The Vedic religion also had paled into dimness before

Priyadarsin’s ardour for Jainism.*’^ Queen Tisyaraksita's incident

was too fresh in the minds of the people to allow any revival of

Buddhism. When Priyadarsin died in 236 B, C., the Andhra king

at once approached Patafijali, appointed him the royal preceptor,

became a convert to the Vedic religion and set all possible machinery

into motion for the widest possible spread of the Vedic religion

in south India. He began to perform the 'Asvamedha sacrifices,

against which in the 6th century B. C. Buddha and Mahavir

(16) Historians believe tbat only Buddhism had stretched far and wide

in Triftig. This belief is based on the theory tbat most of the inscriptions and

pillars have been erected by Asolt. We have, however, proved that most of

them have been erected by Priyadarsin, a Jaina emperor. Hence, the followers

of Buddhism must have been comparatively few.

(17) Read f. n. no. 16.

34
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strongly protested and for preventing the killing of innocent

animals in which, they founded Buddhism and Jainism.

In north India also, time was opportune for the spread of

the Vedic religion and for the decline of the hitherto powerful

Jainism. Priyadarsin was succeeded by his eldest son named

Vrsabhsen, a prince of very excitable temperament. After coming

to the throne, he gave the method of peaceful persuasion in

matters of religion—a method devoutly and unflinchingly followed

by his father—and began to oppress the non-Jains. He also

quarreled with his relatives. Anarchy prevailed everywhere. The
vast empire established by Priyadarsin began to disintegrate rapidly.'

Within a short period of five to seven years, there remained only

a shadow of the former empire and Jainism was fast on its way
to decline. Satakarni invaded Avanti. Vrsabhsen was killed m the

battle. Satakarni became the suzerain and Vrsabhsen’s son or brother

was given the throne of Avanti under his vassalage.^® In order

to ensure his rule there, he appointed his general Pusyamitra, a
Brahmin^®, as the commander-in-chief. To top all, he performed
his second Asvamedha sacrifice also in Avanti.“°, and made the

people of Avanti pay for it.®^ Then he returned to his kingdom
and a year and a half later, died.

(18) It seems, that upto this time kings had no greed for increasing their

territories.

(19) PuSyamitra is said to have been born in the region near the source

of the Godavari near PaithaP. That supports this conclusion. Hence, the revival

of Vedic religion began in this region, because Patahjali also was born here.

This region is called “South Gaud or Gonard".

The territory of Pala kings, on the other hand, is called Eastern Gaud
in Behar.

(20) C. H. I. pp. 530-53P— ‘Twice it appears had Satkarni proclaimed
his suzerainty by the performance of the horse-sacrifice; and on one of these
occasions at least, the victory thus celebrated must have been at the expense
of the Sungas . (We know that the Sungas werei in the first instance, the

commander-in-chief of the Mauryas).

(21) The pillar—edict in commemoration of the victory is a testimony
to this. Vide the above f. n. No. 20.
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Patafijali was now left alone. Having, however, a resourceful

mind at his command, he repaired to Avanti where his friend

Pusyamitra was at the helm of affairs. He selected this time

Avanti as the centre of his activity, because it was the cultural

and political centre of India in those times. We know how

Brhadrath, the last Mauryan emperor was killed (Vol. II). Then

began the rule of the Sunga dynasty and Patafijali with the help

of Pusyamitra and his son Agnimitra began to work fiercely for

the spread of the Vedic religion and for the repression of Jainism.

Thus, we see that there was a revival of the Vedic religion, first

in south India and then in north India. The successors of the

seventh Andhra king, for several generations to come were the

followers of the Vedic religion.

Now, it has also been stated that the 26th (or 24th) king of

the dynasty became a convert to the Vedic religion, and founded

the Saka era (Vide his account). This means that somewhere

between the 7 th and 26th kings, the Vedic religion was given up

in favour of Jainism, which was again given up by the 26th king.

Let us try to find out when this change took place.

We have stated in the account of the Sunga dynasty ( Vol.

Ill, pp. 70) that Balabhanu, the nephew of Balamitra-Bhanumitra,

was converted to Jainism by his maternal uncle Kaliksuri®®, the

famous Jaina monk. Enraged at this, Bhanumitra ordered Kaliksuri

to leave Avanti in the midst of the rainy season. Hence, the monk

left Avanti and went to Pratisthanpur in the south. There he had

a great following, on account of his learnedness aed persuasive

talent. This happened in about A. M. 375=B. C. 152®®. A glance

at the dynastic list of the Andhras will show that the 1 1th Andhra

king Meghsvati by name was on the throne at this time. This

(22) Irya Mahagiri was the 9th successor of Mahi-vir, the 10th was Arya

Suhastiji, the preceptor of PriyadarSin {A. M. 246 to 292|B. C. 281 to 235=
46 years). The eleventh in an offshoot was Gunasundarsuri, A. M. 291 to 335=
B. C. 236 to 192=44 years. The 12th in succession was Kahksuri or !§yara*

skjharya, A. M. 335 to 376=B. C. 192 to 151=41 years. Some believe that

bis time was A. M. 386 to 396.

(23) See f. n. no. 22 above«
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means that king No. 7 to 11 of this dynasty were followers of

the Vedic religion. The 11th king, however, became a convert to

Jainism under the preceptorship of Kaliksuri. Hence, all the kings

from 11 to 25 (or 23) were followers of Jainism. Their coins support

this view-point (Vol. II, Chap, on coins).

Details of the religious swing towards the Vedic religion which

took place during the rule of Sivasvati Satakarni, the 25th ( or

23rd) king will be given in his account. It may be stated here

that the Vedic religion continued to be the religion of these kings,

from this time onwards to the end of the dynasty.

In short, the first seven kings were followers of Jainism

(427 B. C. to 230 B. C.). The Vedic religion was in power from

the latter part of the reign of the 7th king, upto the rule of the

10th king. Then, from the rule of the 11th king. Jainism was

revived and remained in power upto the rule of the 22nd king (B. C.

160 to 78 A. D.). Then again, it was supercedea by the Vedic

religion, which ruled supreme to the end of the dynasty. Thus,

out of 675 years ( B. C. 427 to 261 A. D.) for which the rule

of the dynasty lasted, Jainism remained in power for 425 years

and the Vedic religion for 250 years.

We have stated above, how Vedic religion was first revived

in south India, and from thence spread into north India also.

What were the consequences of this change ?

As a rule, when one religion is superceded by another, its

relics are destroyed or molested by the followers of the religion

which is in power. Such destructions and

religious changes
molestations must have taken piace during the

rules of the 7th, 11th and 23rd kings. We have

some evidence at our disposal to give details of such changes that

took place during the rule of the 7th king. Details of the changes

that might have taken place during the rules of the two other

kings, we leave to the scholars to find out.

We know that right from the beginning of the dynasty upto

the 45th year of the role of the 7th king. Jainism was followed

(Vol. II, coin no. 62). What was the reason of the change to the

Vedic religion at the time. It is possible that his severe defeat at
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the hands of Priyadarsin near the place of the Dhauli-Jaguda®,*

inscription, must have given rise in his mind to antagonism against

the religion followed by Priyadarsin. He must have nourished

that antagonism upto the death of Priyadarsin, and then have

given full vent to it. That was why, under the preceptorship of

PataQjali, he became a convert to the Vedic religion and performed

two Asvamedha sacrifices. He also sowed the seeds of this religion

in Avanti by leaving Pusyamitra at the helm of affairs there.

We know that Priyadarsin had got erected a very large number

of rock-edicts, pillar-edicts, idols and Chaityas to commemorate

and preserve for a long time the tenets of Jainism. When Agni-

mitra Sunga ascended the throne, he began a fierce destruction

of these relics with a view to destroying Jaina culture for ever.

The Jains concealed many of their idols by burying them under

ground and emigrated in large numbers from the Sunga kingdom

in order to escape persecution. This is the reason why Mewar,

which was under the power of the Sungas, has at present no

Jaina relic to show; while Jodhpur, Jesalmir, Bikaner and the

region on the west of Aravalli hills are full of such relics, because

these regions did not form parts of the ^unga kingdom. This is

also the reason why we get only broken idols in the region of

Malwa.®® The Sungas had destroyed and melted out the silver

and gold idols®® and had left the stone ones to themselves.

Agnimitra did not do much harm to rock and pillar edicts because

he had nothing to gain from them in terms of gold and silver.

Even then, he caused the lions at the top of the pillars to be removed

and destroyed, because the Lion is the symbol of Jainism. Even from

the Stupas, he removed every scrape of gold and silver. He s^ms to

have burnt all the Jaina books wherever he found them. Thus, qnly by

a freak of fortune, the Stupas like Bhilsa and Sanchi escaped mostly

unhurt, Jaina monks also were ruthlessly persecuted; hence they also

(24) Vol. II, pp. 27?. The details of the battle are given in the Dhauli-

Jaguda inscription.

(25) The ruins of Devgadh and Abu date from 5th to 7th centuries A. D«

(26) Vol- III, pp. 54-56.
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emigrated to Rajputana and Gujarat and Saurastra. Agnimitra

had got a declaration circulated that any one, who would cut off

the head of a Jaina monk would be given a prize of one hundred

gold coins. Thus, for a century and a half®^ after the death of

Priyadarsin there ensued a period of darkness®” for Jainism. Those

Jains who emigrated to other countries performed many religious

rites®® for the preservation of Jainism. One of the rites was to

repeat a verse ten million or crore times. Those who performed

this rite were called “Krodinyas®°”, a term which is often found

in the rock-inscriptions. Not satisfied with these atrocities, Agnimitra

invaded the region of Mathura and destroyed the Vodva Stupa® ^

and the temple of Sri Krsna®®. Then he went to Patliputra to

demolish the seven gold hillocks and died there. Details have

already been given in his account (Vol. II).

There is one thing to the credit of Agnimitra. We know that

the Magadha empire had begun to disintegrate rapidly and that the

disunion and anarchy were rampart everywhere. The foreign invaders

(particularly Demetrius and Menander) saw their opportunity and

began their onslaughts on India. This tide of foreign invasion,

however, was checked®® by Agnimitra, who was very ambitious and

who wanted to be the emperor of India.

Things were very quiet in south India. Kings there were

peace-loving and were followers of the Vedic religion. They had,

as we know, friendly relations with Avanti.

Patanjali, as we have seen, played a prominent part in the

(27) Vol. Ill, pp. 36 to 43 with their footnotes.

(28) This alludes to the dark period of Jainism set in, after the deaths

of Priyadarsin and Arya Suhastin.

(29) The successors of Mahavir at this time were Susthit and Supratibaddha.

They were called “Kaudinyas”.

(30) “Bharhut Stupa’' by Sir Cunningham.

(31) The queen-consort of Mahaksatrap Rajuvul re-installed the stupa,

after a lapse of 60 to 65 years. Vide his account in vol. 111.

(32) This shows that the temple of i§ri Kr^Ua belonged to Jainism.

(33) Vide the account of Ksaharata Nabapan and foreign invaders in

yol. III.
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field of religion by reviving the Vedic religion. His part in the

political field was no less prominent. In order to awaken the

greed for the acquisition of land, he made Agnimitra perform two

Asvamedha sacrifices. He was not, however, as successful in the

political field as he was in the religious field. He incited Pusyamitra

and Agnimitra to murder Brhadrath. The defeated king, according

to him was not to be given his throne back®*.

Political changes Agnimitra married Malavika, the daughter of

the chief of Vidarbha and annexed his kingdom

also. It was he, who brought about the disappearance of the terms

“Andhrabh!'tya”and“Sungabhrtya” in order to establish imperialism.

Unfortunately no coins of the Suoga kings ha\e as yet been found

out. It is probable that their coins have been excavated but have

not been identified®®. Pandit Jayaswalji has tried to identify some

coins as belonging to Pusyamitra—Agnimitra, but no conclusive

piece of evidence has as yet been found out.

Three names, Paijini, Kautalya and Patafijali; arise from

the dim depths of antiquity, to the forefront. All the three were

_ Brahmins by birth and were highly learned.
Patanlaii & Kautalya,

three, Panini confined himself to

academic activities only. Chagakya & Patanjali,

on the other hand, were ambitious and plunged themselves into

political activities. Chandragupta, the founder of theMaurya dynasty,

was a devout pupil of Chanakya. He was a Jain. Patafijali, on

the other hand, was a devout follower of the Vedic religion, and

so were his disciples, the Andhra king and Agnimitra. Chanakya’s

political wisdom was much greater than that of Patafijali. Both

dealt a deadly blow to the system of re-establishing the defeated

(34) Priyadarsin never annexed the kingdom of any defeated king. He

gave them their thrones back as his vassals. (Vol. II> appendix on Sudarsan

lake inscriprion). This system began to disappear from the time of the Sunga

kings. No wonder it is, that it had completely disappeared by the time of

Rudradaman,who flourished nearly 250 years later. The Sudarsan lake inscription,

therefore, refers to Priyadarsin only.

I35) Paudit Jayasvalji is now dead.
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king on the throne as a vassal king and tried to establish the

system of annexing the kingdom of the defeated king. Chanakya

spent the last years of his life in retirement, while Patahjali was

actively engaged in political activities right upto the time of his

death. Chanakya took many measures to alleviate the condition

of the masses, while PatafijaU’s contribution to this field was nil.

Chanakya believed in the method of compromise and was a

successful organizer. His famous treatise on economics is an eloquent

testimony to his ability for organizing and to his love for rule

and order in every branch of life. Patafijali’s life was clouded by

religious fanaticism of the extreme kind. Patanjali has been reputed

as a greater scholar than Chanakya. That, however, is doubtful.

There is reason to believe that many of his treatises in various

branches of knowledge have yet not been known to the world.



Chapter V
Inscriptions

Synopsis;—Inscnptions and coins supply irrefutable evidence

with regard to ancient history. As regards coins, full details

have already been given m Vol. II. / propose to devote two chapters

here to a full and detailed study of some of the inscriptions. It

should be noted that sometimes a single inscription throws light

on various historical points and helps to clarify a number of moot

questions. Hence these two chapters on inscriptions.

Extracts have been mainly quoted from Dr. Rapson’s "Coins

of Andhra Dynasty". Our views have been dated upon theqi.
^

•
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INSCRIPTIONS

(i) Ninaehat

C. A. R. Intro, pp. 45, para 57:
—
“The inscription is a record

of sacrifices performed and of donations made, to the sacrificing

brahmans. It is set up by queen Naganika, the wife of king §ri-

^atakarqi, acting apparently as regent during the minority of her son,

Veda Dr. Rapson has prepared the following table in order

to clarify the relations between the persons whose names are

mentioned in the inscription:

—

Raya Simukho ^atavabano Kalalaya-Maharathi

Angiya Kulavadhan
Maharathi^ Tranakayiro

Dakvi,i[»thapati SinWarn = NIgaiika

Vedasiri ^ati-Sirimata Haku Siri

As regards the time of the inscription, he says on pp. 19 of

intro, para 21, on the authority of Dr. Buhler:
—"According to the

epigraphical evidence, those documents may be placed a little but

not much later than Asoka’s and Da^arath’s edicts. But, what in

my opinion, most clearly proves that they belong to one of the

first Andhras is, that their graphic peculiarities fully agree with

those of the Nasik inscription. No. I of Kaiiha or Krsna’s reign”.

In J. B. B. R. A. S. New edi. Vol. Ill, pp. 47, it is stated:

—

“The inscription at Nanaghat is by the queen of Satakarni, the

third king of this dynasty (A. S. W. I. 5. pp. 68), who according

to Buhler’s inscription, was the son of Simukha. The alphabet of

Nanaghat agrees with that of Hathigumpha (J. B. 0. R. S. Ill,

pp. 1 12). This justifies the identification of Satakarani mentioned

therein with Satakarani of Nanaghat, that is No. 3 of Pargiter’s

list". The same writer states later on, (J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. Ill,

1928, pp. 83); “Nanaghat inscription by mother Naganika is dated

in the 13th year® (regnal year) of Vasisthiputra”

(1) For details about these names vide chap. VI.

(2) The author has not given any proof. Vide the account of Vadsa^ri

for the proof.
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As regards the time of the inscription we agree with Dr.

Rapson and with the author of ]. B. B. R. A. S. We differ,

however, in one point. They hold the opinion that the performers

of the religious rites were brahmanas. The original word in the

inscription might have been “Bamaija”, which means “one who leads

a celebate life’*. Persons other than the brahmanas observed this

vow in those times. The donations were made to such persons. The
incidents referred to in the inscription date 383 B. C. The inscription

itself was prepared in 372 B. C-

Now we turn to some details about Naganika : (1) As regards

Kalalaya Maharathi, it is stated in C. A. R. Para 26, that his

whole title must have been Sadakan Kalalaya Maharathi, as it is

found in the coins of Chittaldurg in Mysore. (Vol. II, Nos. 47-48);

(2) Angikulavardhan (Sanskrt) should be interpreted as Angiya

kulavardhan. “Anga” one of the trio of Anga, Vanga and Kaling,

commonly known as Tnkaling. Dr. Rapson believed that Anga

was the same as the districts of Bhagalpur and Mongir in Bengal.

We have, however, shown in vol. I, and while discussing the

marriage of Agnimitra with Malavika of Vidarbha in vol. Ill, that

Berar was a part of Anga. Naganika’s father was the ruler of

this region. We shall prove this in the account of Gautamiputra

Yagnasri. In short, the Maharathes were rulers of Anga and hence

were called Angiyakulavardhan; (3) “Tra^jakiyaro” : the first part

means “Trata’’, the protector. These Maharathes of Anga, it will

be now seen, were connected with the rulers of Anga, just as

Chutukanand and Mtilanand were connected with the Nandas.

(a) Natik

C. A. R. Intro, pp. 46, para 23 :
“ King Krisjja of the

Satavahana race; undated.”

Dr. Rapson has stated in para 22, pp. 19 of the Intro, on

the authority of Dr. Buhler that the inscription was erected at the

time when the Maurya dynasty ended and the ^unga dynasty

began. In para 23, however, he states:
—

“ The names and the

order of succession of the first three Andhra kings are correctly

given by the Puragas, viz. (l)Simukh, (2) Krsga, (3) ^ri Satakaroi.

It is probable, too, as stated both in the Bhagavat and in tbg
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Vistju Puragas, Krsija was the brother of §imukh. ” We agree

with Dr. Rapson.

(3) Nasik

C. A. R. Intro, pp. 46:
—

“Possibly containing the name of

king Sakti-Sri.” The words are indistinct and hence doubtful. But

Mr. Stenart suggests that the reading may have been Mahahakusiri

( nati )ya Bhatapalikaya = ( Bhatipalika = grand-daughter ) of

Maha-hakusiri.”

Dr. Rapson has identified this Hakusiri with the one, which

is mentioned in inscription No. 1. and has stated in para 25, pp.

20;-—“It is quite possible that §akti-^ri may have come to the

throne subsequently and that he may be identified with the Maha-

Haku Siri the great ‘ Sakti ^ri ’ who is mentioned in an undated

inscription at Nasik. It is possible also, as Buhler has suggested,

that he may have been the historical of the Sakti-kumara of

Jaina begend.” In short, he has identified Sati-Sirimat Hakusiri of

No. 1 with Maha-Hakusiri of No. 3, and has come to the

conclusion that this Sirimat Hakusiri may have succeeded his

brother Vedsiri on the throne, and that this Maha-Hakusiri may
have been the same as §akti-kamar of the Jaina legend®.

[ Note:—Hakusiri of No. 1 has no connection with Maha-
Hakusiri. They were difierent individuals. The very words in the

inscriptions differ. This has been accepted as true by Dr. Rapson

and Stenart. Again Hakusiri of No. 1 never came to the throne

and hence the title “Maha” cannot be joined with his name.

Maha-Hakusiri, on the other hand, was a valorous king and earned

his title by numerous brave deeds. His time was the beginning of

the first century A. D. (Inscr. no. 13) He seems to have figured

prominently in Jaina literature.

In regard to the syllable “Ha” in Maha-Hakusiri, Dr. Rapson

says* “In the Dravidian Prakrit of the Andhras, ha=!§kt. §a. Thus

(3) Its time is believed to be 2nd century B. C>, when the rule of the

Sunga dynasty began. This inscription contains allusions to the grand daughter

of this Maha-Hakusiri and he-ice he believed that its time must bo (two

generations later) the end of the 1st century B. C. (C. A. R. pp. 46i no. 3).

(4) C> A. R. pp. 20, f. n. no. 3.
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Haku=Sakti, HaIa=Sala (Sata)®; probably also Hiru=Sri, Hatakam=
Satakarni." The derivation of Hala Satakarni is thus a mere

conjecture.
]

(4)

Bhilsa-Sanchi

Stupa No. 1. (General Cunningham’s “Bhilsa Topes, pp. 214,

264, Plate no. 19 ).

C. A. R. pp, 47 & para 29, pp. 23:
—

“ The inscription as it

stands in Cunningham’s eye-copy is evidently incorrect.” There

is no other way to identify it. It tells us of the donations made by

some one during the rule of Vasisthiputra Satakarni. “ Dr. Buhler,

indeed proposed to identify him with Sri-Satkarni of the Nanaghat®

and Hathigumfa inscriptions on the ground that the alphabet of

the Bhilsa inscription showed similar characteristics.” Then, he

states his own opinion:
—

“If this identification could be established

we should have good reason, although not conclusive reason, for

believing that Bhilsa (Vidisa) the capital of the province of East

Malwa (Akara) was in the possession of the Andhra at a date

(cir. 16 B. C.) when it is generally supposed to have belonged

to the Sunga dynasty,” This shows that he does not agree with

Dr. Buhler in all points. In connection with the time of this

inscription, it is stated in C. H. I. pp. 533:-“An inscription (hto.

346) on one of the Bhilsa Topes, Sanchi No. I, records a donation

made in the reign of a Satkarni, who cannot be identified more

precisely but who must certainly have been an Andhra. The

inscription is not dated, but there is now a general concensus

among archeologists that it probably belongs to about the middle

of the first century B. C.”

[ Note:—Some deductions about the time of an inscription

(5) Chap. I above, about the descriptions of Sata and Salivahan and

further about Hala Sahvahan.

(6) There are two inscriptions at Nanaghat; one by queen Naganika,

(No. 1) and the other by Chatrapa? Satakarni (No. 18). It is not clear which

of the two is referred to here. The words “Vasisthiputra Satakarni" suggest

that no. 18 is referred to here. The reference, however, to Nanaghat and

Hathigumfa at the same time, suggests that no. 1 is referred to here, which

was erected in the 4th century B. C. No. 18 was erected in the 2nd century A, D*
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can certainly be made from the script. But that would not be

the whole and irrefutable evidence. VVe have seen above how

Dr. Buhler’s conclusions based on the script only, have been

proved wrong. ( No. 1 and No. 3 ).

It is not probable that the city of Bhilsa came under the

power of the Andhras, because as he himself states, the region in

which Bhilsa is situated, was under the power of the Sungas at

the time of the inscription. Again, we shall prove later on, that

Avanti never was under the power of the Andhras. Once, one

king of the dynasty had an opportunity to establish his power

over Anvanti, but at that time the system being to re-establish

the defeated king on the throne, he returned to Andhra. ( Vide

the account of No. 7 ).

As a matter of fact, the Bhilsa Stupa tells us that Vlsisthi-

putra ^atakar^i mentioned in it is the same as Hala Satakar^i.

He is also known as Pulumavi and as Vasisthiputra ^atakar^i.

( Vol. II, Chap, on coins. Vide his account in this Vol. ). He
flourished in the beginning of the 1st century A. D. This king

as well as two or three of his predecessors had very friendly

relations with the Gardabhila kings of Avanti, and they helped

one another in times of difficulty. One such occasion, there was

during the time of Sakari Vikramaditya. Another occasion is found

in the account of Vikramachantra Gardabhil. Details about this

are given in Jaina literature. Both the kings once went together to

Mt. Satrunjay in Saurastra on a religious occasion. We have proved

in Vol. 1, that the region about Bhilsa is closely connected with

Jainism. In the account of Chandragupta Maurya, we have stated

that he gave a large sum in donation in order to provide for a

row of lamps on the Sanchi Stupa. In short, Bhilsa and Safichi

are sacred places for the Jains. Hence, it is quite in the fitness of

things that Satakariji’, referred to in this inscription, may have

(7) The iuscription tells us that an artisan gave a sum of money in

charity. The words “during the reign of Satakarn/' point to the fact that the

artisan was the subject of the Satakarni king. Now Satakarni never ruled in

Avanti. Probably he was present at the place of inscription.
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gone to Bhilsa and an artisan named Anand may have given a

sum of money in charity with his permission and in his presence.

Thus, the details supplied by the inscription are supported by Jaina

literature. As regards time, Dr. Rapson states:
—“On the whole, it

appears more probable that Buhler was mistaken in assigning so early

a date to this inscription, and that this king Vasisthiputra Sri

Satakarni is to be identified with one of several Satakarnis who

appear later in the Puranik lists.” ]

(5-6) Kanheri

Both have been prepared by Mlthariputra Svami ^akasen

during the 8th year of his reign, on the 10th day of the hot

season (summer).

Details about Mlthariputra will be given later on. First, we

note the details about Gautamiputra ^atakariii as given in paragraphs

34, 35. He got his own portrait-head imprinted on the coins of

Nahapao. Dr. Rapson, therefore, believes that he had defeated®

Nahapaij. Then he says in connection with Vilivayakur Gautamiputra

“which cannot be absolutely proved of the great Gautamiputra

Satakariji, the conqueror of Nahapana with the Gautamiputra

Vilivayakura of the coins found at Kolhapur The evidence of

re-struck coins® shows that this king was preceded in this district by

(1) Vasisthiputra Vilivayakura and (2) Mlthariputra Sivalakura”. In

short, according to him, Gautamiputra who imprinted his portrait-

head on the coins of Nahapan, was different from Gautamiputra

Vilivayakur. Again, Vasisthiputra Vilivayakur and Mlthariputra

Sivalkur were predecessors of these two Gautamiputras.

In paragraph 35, it is stated about Vlsisthiputra Vilivayakur:-

“His position as predecessor of Mlthariputra and Gautamiputra”.

(8) This does not mean that Nahapan himself was defeated by Gautami-

putra. Nahaplu’s son-in-law K^bhadatta had indicted a severe defeat on the

predecessors of Gautamiputra Satakarni. In order to wipe off the stain of this

defeat, he exterminated the ^kas and the Klaharatas and superprinted his

portrait-bead on the coins of Nahapa?. Details about this will be given in

the account of Balasil.

(9) The term “Re-struck” gives us a false impression. The right term

ought to be “Super-struck”.
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Thus, the first to flourish was Vasisthiputra; then came Mathariputra,

and then Gautamiputra. In paragraph 36, it is stated, “Mathariputra

§ivalkur of Kolhapur coins”. In paragraph 37, he sayst
—

“If the

identification of the Gautamiputra Vilivayakur with the great

Gautamiputra Satakarni may be assumed^®, the re-struck coins

would prove that he was the successor of Mathariputra”. To sum

up the details given in paragraphs 34, 35, 36 & 37'.—The first

was Vasisthiputra Vilivayakur, the next was Mathariputra Sivalakur

and the last was Gautamiputra Vilivayakur or Gautamiputra

Satakarni the Great. In the dynastic list given in chap. II, the

numbers of these kings are 4, 5 and 17 respectively. If the two

Gautamiputras mentioned last were different individuals (see f. n.

10) then one Gautamiputra Yagnasri Vilivayakur will be the second

in the list. There are many pieces of evidence to prove this.

(7) Nisik

Gautamiputra Satakariji, 18th year, 2nd fortnight of the rainy

season, 1st day.

The following extract will be found useful:
—

"Gautamiputra

tn Satakariji, lord of Bena-kataka in Govardhana sends from the

camp of victory of the army at Vaijayanti an order to the effect

that a certain field formerly in the possession of Bsabhadatta"

(Nahapan’s son-in-law) shall be secured to the monks of the Tri-ra^mi

mountain’’. This shows that before the eighteenth year of his reign,

Gautamiputra Satakarni of Bennakatak had established his power

over the region around the mount in Govardhan. Dr. Rapson states”

further:
—

“There can be little doubt in any case, that it indicates

the recent transfer of the government in the Nasik district^®

from the Ksaharatas to the Andhras."” We do not agree with

(10) The subjunctive mood is used here, because according lo him (para

34) the two Gautamiputras were different individuals.

(11) This proves that Rsabhadatta lived before Gautamiputra Satakarni.

Cf. f. n. nos. 14 and 26.

(12) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 48.

(13) Both Govardhan and mount Tri—rasmi are included in the modern
district of Nasik.

(14) F. n, no. 11 above and f. n. no. 26 below.
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this view. The very phrase “Lord of the Bennakatak in Govardhan”

proves that the transfer of power had taken place long ago. The

order indicates only the appropriation of the revenue of the field for

the maintenance of the monks at Tri-ra^mi. It should be noted that

the battle with Ksaharltas and the ^akas need not be believed

to have taken place at Nasik, just because the inscription is there.

Neither should it be believed that the battle took place in the

same year, in which the inscription was erected. The Puranas state

that the battle took place in Kaling—the battle in which the

^aka king was killed. (Vide the account of No. 17). It took place

in 57-6 B. C. The inscription was naturally erected sometime

later ( 4 years ). The very phrase, “ The lord of Bennakatak

orders ” shows that he had become the master of Govardhan a

long time since. Thus, this inscription has little to do with the

time or place of the extermination of - the ^akas.

(8) Nasik

By Gautamiputra ^latakariji; during the 22nd year of his reign,

summer season, 2nd fortnight, 10th day. The second part of the

same inscription was finished in the 24th year monsoon, 4th

fortnight, 5th day.

This inscription also refers to the field mentioned in No. 7

above. Dr. Rapson in C. A. R. pp. 48 states:-“This is an order of

the king to be communicated to ^yamaka, the minister in

Govardhana, in the name of the king Gautamiputra and of the

king’s queen mother, whose son is living. The name of this queen,

Bala^ri is known from her inscription dated in the year, 19th of

the reign of her grandson Pulumavi (Inscr. No, 13.).” This extract

means that Bala^ri was the mother of Gautamiputra, and that

she had, besides Gautamiputra, another son who was elder than

Gautamiputra’- ° and who was alive at the time of inscription. The

reason why he did not come to the throne though he was elder,

is not known’®. We do not know for how many years Gautamiputra

(15) Had this son been younger, there would have been no necessity to

refer to him here, or he must have been referred to in different terms.

(16) For the reason why this eldest son did not come to the throne,

vide his account.

36
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was alive after this inscription was completed. No coin or

inscription is available to shed light on this point. Scholars have

come to the conclusion that he must have died a few years later,

and was succeeded by Pulumavi, the grandson^^ of Balasri. During

the 19th year of the rule of this grandson, Balasri erected

inscription No. 13^®.

Both Nos. 7 and 8 have been erected by the orders of

Gautamiputra Sltakarni. In the case of No. 7, however, the king

issued his order from his military camp at Vaijayanti. This means

that he was not present at the place of the inscription. It was

erected during the 18th regnal year. No. 8 was erected during the

24th regnal year. We do not know from which place he issued

the order for No. 8. We have stated above that he lived only a

few years after the completion of No. 8. It may be, he might

have issued this order from his capital where he may have been

lying in bed'® due to some illness. Dr. Rapson*® seems to support

this view, “It is quite possible that some cause, such as failure of

health in his later years, may have led to the association of queen

Balasri in the Government.” There is no piece of evidence, however,

to support the view that BalaM was ever actively engaged in the

affairs of the government. The phrase “whose son is living” cannot

be interpreted in the sense*'- that the king was about to die.

Again, Pulumlvi, the heir to the throne, had already attained

majority. Hence, there was no need for Balasri to make herself

busy with the affairs of government. That was the reason why

she used the words “In the name of king Gautamiputra.”®*

(17) We have to find out, whether he was the son of Gautamiputra or

of his elder brother. Probably he was the son of the elder brother.

(18) For reasons, read further.

(19) It is a custom among Hindus to give something in charity at the

time of death. It seems that he died a short time after issuing this order.

His mother issued the order in the king’s name.

(20) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 48.

(21) I. e. - -

(a) ‘In the name of the king Gautamiputra, but by the queen-mother or

by king's mother ’.

(b) * Whose son is living ’.

(22) These words show that there was no council.
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(9) Karle

By Gautamiputra Satakaroi, during the 18th regnal year,

monsoon, 4th fortnight, first day.

The following extract gives us good information about the

inscription®®;—It places on record an edict sent to the minister

in charge of Mamada (line 1) or Mamlla (line 2), no doubt the

name of the Ahara in which Karle was situated The edict

grants to the monks, living in the caves of Valuraka the village

of Karajaka** in the Mamala district.”

We may note here that only two fortnights after the order

for No. 7, this order was issued. This order thus, also was issued

from Vaijayanti. So far we agree with scholars. Now we turn to

points where we differ from scholars. Nasik, the place of No. 7

and Karle, the place of No. 9 are very near each other, but are in

different districts. The former is in Govardhan while the latter is

in Mamid or Mamal. Probably Mamad is the same as Manamad

the junction of the G. I. P. Railway. The term Valuraka suggests

the term “ Elora.” The reason why we suggest this interpretation

is that Gautamiputra was a Jain, and he gave a donation to

to monks residing in caves and doing penance there and there

was a Gautamiputra pillar erected there. (For illustration see at

the end). The scenes in Karle and Elora (cave) belong to Jainism.

One more point. A scholar has said:—The present edict was

also issued by Gautamiputra ^atakarni as a result of his victory

over Nahapan”. This means that the orders for Nos. 7 and 9

were issued after his victory over Nahapa^®®. As a matter of fact,

Nahapa? was long since dead, and Satakar^i achieved this victory

over the Ksaharafas many years later®®, and then got this inscription

erected in commemoration of his victory.

(23) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 49.

(24) Is It the modern Karjat station of the G. I. P. Railway 1

(25) Cf. f. n. nos. 14 and 26,

(26) Vide their accounts for their times. (Nahapan died in B. C. 74;

Gautamiputra Sataiarni achieved his conquest in B. C. 52-53. So there is an

interval of 22-21 years).
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(
10 ) Amaravatl

By Vftsisthiputra Svami^ri Pulumavi; the date has disappeared.
“
Records a gift to the Amravati Top.” ( line 2; Mahachaitya=

the great Chaitya ).

This Mahachaitya is the same as that which Kharvel got

built at the expense of 35 lacs of coins, in Bennatafnagar on the

bank of the Krsria. (For details vide his account). Our conclusions

about this Mahachaitya are thus supported by the Amaravati Stiipa.

Dr. Pandya, the scholar engaged by the Orissa Government to

publish the History of Kaling (Orissa) consulted us on this point.

We had, however, not come upon this piece of evidence at that time

and hence had replied thai?^he ought to go through the account of

Kharvel given by us. This inscription, however, proves that both

^atakariji Vlsisthiputra and Kharvel were followers of Jainism. The

coins of ^atakargi kings also support this view. It will be seen

now, that the belief, that the Amaravati Stiipa*’ is not connected

with Jainism is a false one, and that Amaravati or Bennatatnagar

was a flourishing city upto the first century A. D.

(li-ia) Nasik

Both by Vasisthiputra Pulumavi, The first was erected in

the 2nd year, winter, 4th fortnight, 6th or 8th day. The second

was erected in the 6th year, summer, 5th fortnight, first day.

There is nothing particular about these two inscriptions. No.

11 contains the words “Svami^ri” and “Pulumai" No. 12 contains

“^ri Pulumayi.”

( i3

)

Nasik

By Vasisthiputra ^ri Pulumavi, 19th year, summer, 2nd fort-

night, 13th day.

This insctiption is very important. It sheds much light on

the life of Gautamiputra Satakarpi and on that of his successor

Vasisthiputra ^atakar^ii. It has been erected by a common relative

of both and so the information supplied by it is reliable. Dr. Rapson

(27) Cf. vol. I, pp. 294, f. n. no. 78.
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says:
—

“This is an inscription of Queen Gautamiputra Balasri,®® the

mother of Gautami Sri-^atakariii and the grandmother of Pulumavi

the Lord of Deccan®®... It records the donation of a cave®° by Queen

Bala^ri to the Buddhist®^ monks of the Bhadavaniya®® school

dwelling on mount Tri-rasmi®° and of the gift of Pulumavi of the

(28) In Jama literature (K. S. S. Com. pp. 128) there is an allusion to

a discussion that took place at the court of “Ranasri Balasri”. This RaJjasri

Balasrl and Ranisri ( queen ) Balasri seem to have flourished at the same

time* This requires further research.

(29) Vide chap. Xi, for the distinction between Dakfinapathesvar and

Dakfipapathpati.

(30) From the time, when Chandragupta became a Jaina monk and began

to travel with his preceptor Bhadrabahu, Jaina monks began to stay in large

numbers in the hilly region near the sources of the Krsna and the Godavari.

Nahapan and Rsabhadatta, who were Jains, fought many battles to conquer

Junner, Paithap, Nasik and Kapheri and other religious places of theirs. Ct.

the details about Abhirs and Trikutakas in vol. III. ^rivajrasvami, the 10th

successor of Sri Bhadrabahu, and his successors frequented (f. n. no. 37 below)

mount Trirasmi. The Jains always considered this mount sacred. (For the list

of monks that succeeded Bhadrabahu. Vide vol. II, pp. 26, f. n. no. 126.

' 31) Readers must have been convinced by this time that “Jaina” is the

proper term here.

(1) Sri Bhadrabahu A. M. 156 to 170

(2) Sthulibhadra 170 to 215=45
I

71

(3)

(Arya) Mahagiri 215 to 245= 30 (4) (5rya) Suhasti 245 to 292=47

I

(Preceptor of Priyadarsin)

r

(5-6) (Arya) Susthit and (Arya) Supratibadha (Both 292 to 376=84)

(7) Indradinna 376 to 453=77

(8) Dinna 453 to 470=17
•

1

(9) Sinhagiri 470 to 548=78

•
.. (10) Vajra 548 to 584=A. D. 21 to 57=36

(Contemporary of Sakari Vikramaditya and his three

successors; Birth B. C. 31).

(32) SatakarUi is a Jain. Hence the term "Bhadavaniya” refers to Jainism.

In S. B. E. Vol. XXII, Prof. Jacobi has given similar names. This point

requires research at the bands of Jaina scholars.
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village of ‘Pisajipadaka’ for its support.”® ® Then the author has

stated that Vasisthiputra Sri Pulumavi was the son of Gautamiputra,

the son of queen Balasii._ We have, however, proved above that

he was the son of Gautamiputra’s elder brother. This inscription

is one of the many instances of the devotedness to religion, of

the kings of those times. (Vol. II. Chap, on coins.) Monks in those

times stayed away from the places of human habitation®* and

the kings looked after their maintenance.

Turning to the historical information supplied by the inscrip-

tion, Dr. Rapson states®® ‘-“The great historical importance of the

inscription consists in the information which it gives as to the

extent of Gautamiputra’s dominion and the events of his reign.”

On pp. 31, para 42 of the intro, he states, “ In Queen Bala^ri’s

inscription Gautamiputra is styled king of the following countries®*,

Asika, Asaka, Mulaka, Suratha, Kukura, Aparanta, Aniipa, Vidabha

Akara, Avanti (p. XXXIII); Gautamiputra is further styled “lord”

of the following mountains:—Vindhya, JRksvat or Rksa®^ Paripatra,

Sahyadris, Krishnagiri®® Maca, Sristana, Malaya, Mahendra,

Setagiri and Chakora.” Further on pp. 36 he states:
—

“While the

(33) See inscription no. 14 below.

(34) This was the reason why most of the Jaina Tlrthankeras died in

hilly regions. (Vol. I, pp. 73-74, f. n. no. 13, cf. vol. 11, Places of Priyadarsin's

inscriptions).

(35) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 50.

(36) Most of these names are known. Some of them, however, are still

to be located. Details about many have been given in vol. II, in the account

of Priyadarsin; and in the account of Rudradaman.

(37) K. S. S. 130;— He (Vajrasuri), with his disciples, went to the

mountain Rathavarta and died by fasting to death". (He went to that mountain

from Soparak). This means that Rathavarta must have been very near Soparak.

Vide the account of Hal Salivahan, especially the paragraph on bis religious

activities.

(38) C. A. R. pp. 33:
—
“The Black Mountain, which is mentioned in the

Kanheri inscription and from which, no doubt, Kanheri takes its name*’.

(a. S. W. I. Vol. V, pp, 79, f. n. no. 15, and pp. 84, f. n. no. 24). Cf. details

in f< n. no, 30 above.
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place-names in the inscription thus merely record the conquests®"

of Gautamiputra and in no way represent^" the extent of his

empire, the names of mountains mentioned more adequately

vindicate his claim to be called Lord of the Duccan (Daksinapa-

thapati) the hereditary title of the ^atavahana dynasty. In

para 45 he states, “ Gautamiputra ^ri-§atakariii was succeeded

by his son Vasisthiputra ^ri-Pulumavi^® who is known to have

reigned for at least 24 years...whom Rudradaman (inscr. dated

Saka 72=A. D. 150) twice in fair fight completely defeated. It is

significant that in this inscription the territorial titles which

Gautamiputra won by his conquests are not inherited by his son*®

who is simply styled “Lord of the Deccan (DaLsin^pathesvara)”

We differ at many points from the statements made above.

(1) Pulumlvi was not the son of Gautamiputra but his nephew

(39) In a way, ha can be described as hsLviag achieved these conquests.

They have not been associated with him because he fought them in the

capacity of a helper to the Gardabhila kings. (Vide his account in vol. III).

This is the reason why we find the sign of “Cross and Balls" in the coins

of both the dynasties. This is also the reason why the coins of Gautamiputra

are found in Saurastra and why there is an inscription by SatakaiUi on Sancfai.

(Inscr. no. 4 above). Cf. f. n. no. 40.

(40) The names enumerated above might give the impression that his

kingdom must have stretched in north India also. The extract quoted above

is meant to remove that impression. (Cf. f. n. no. 39).

(41) It was not a hereditary title. The author has stated that the title

is found in inscrs. no. 1 and no. 13. The title DakSinapathesvar is also

associated with Pulumdvi Vasi^l^hiputra. The fact is that the title has been

associated with the names of valorous kings like those mentioned in inscrs.

no. 1, no. 13 and some two or three more only.

(42) This statement has been made on the assumption that the term

applies to nos. 17 and 18 only. We now know, however, that the term is

applicable to several. (Cf. f. n. nos. 43 and 44 below). From the accounts of

nos. 17 and 18; given later on, it will be evident that this inscription refers

to them.

(43) A larger territory can be denoted by a single name. The difference

between Daksi^patbpati and DakSi^patheWar has yet to be found out.

(Cf. f. n. nos. 42 and 44).
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(pp. 282, f. n. 17). (2) Pulumlvi ruled for 65 years while here it is

stated that they ruled for 24 years^* at least. It was, as a matter

of fact, Gautamiputra ^atakarni, who ruled for 24 years. (3)

Rudradaman’s victory over him is based on the Sudar^an Lake-

inscription. We have proved in Vol. II, pp. 352-5 and in this Vol.

IV, pp. 75 to 85, that the description there refers to Priyadarsin

and that Rudradaman has no connection with it. Figure 72 which

is mentioned by Dr. Rapson is not at all in the inscription. It is

in E. I. Vol. VIII. Dr. Rapson thus has confused one source with

another. Rudradaman’s time again, is not 150 A. D; it is 25 years

later (vide his account).

According to him he can be proved to have been a contem-

porary of Ptolemy, the famous Greek scholar. In historical matters,

however, a gap of 25 to 30 years in points where no dates can

be fixed, would not be much objected to. But, even if we accept

that Rudradaman lived about A. D. 150, things would not be all,

right, because Vasisthiputra Satakanji died nearly a century before

Rudradaman’s time. (Vide the dynastic list). The fact is that the

king of Deccan with whom Rudradaman was engaged in a battle

was quite another*®. (4) The greatest difficulty, however, is that

queen Bala^ri has called Gautamiputra, "Daksinapati” (C. A. R.

pp. 36; and pp. 285 above ) and Vasisthiputra, “Daksinapathesvar”

( C. A. R. pp. 38, and pp. 287 above ). The term “Daksiqapath”

is common in these epithets. The second epithet connotes greater

position than the first. The author of C. A. R. is of the opposite

opinion*®. We shall prove in their accounts that the uncle was

far inferior to the nephew and that the epithets given by Balairi

were quite in the fitness of things.

(44) The number of 24 years shows that it refers to no. 26. Nos. 24

to 26 and 27 to 29 have Gautamiputra and Vasisthiputra in succession. Again,

they were coatemporaries of Chastba? and Rudradaman. Hence it is very

difficult to differentiate them.

(45) The belief that Rudradaman gave his daughter in marriage to

^takarQi has been discussed in inscription no. 17.

(46) In the English translation, he has used the phrase “Lord of Deccan”.
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(i4) Nasik

Vasisthiputra ^ri Pulumavi; daring the 22nd year and a half

of his reign., seventh day of a fortnight in summer.
“ This is a continuation of the last; Pulumavi the lord of

Navanagar ( Navanara-Swami*’ sends an order to his minister in

Govardhana that the village of Sudasana (Skt. Sudar^ana ) given

to the monks on the date mentioned in the last inscription, shall

be exchanged for the village of Pisajipadaka.”

The point we want to discuss here is, the title connected with

Pulumavi. Dr. Bhau Daji ( J. P. B. R. A. S. Vol. VIII, pp. 139)

and Bakhle ( J. B. B. R. A. S. 1928, New Series, Vol. Ill ), agree

with Dr. Rapson and state that Navanar means the city newly

founded by Pulumavi. They further state that during the rule of

Nahapaini Ksaharat, the Andhra kings were forced to leave their

capital which was destroyed. Later on, when they reconquered

this region, the grandson of Balasri repaired the old city to look like

a new one and hence called it Navanagar. There are many points

against this theory. In the first place, was the city totally destroyed

during the time of Nahapaij? There is no positive evidence to

prove this point. Secondly, there seems little rhyme or reason in

interpreting Navanar as Navanagar. According to my opinion, the

term Nava-nar means the “overlord of nine best men” who probably

stayed at his court and maintained his reputation sky-high. The
Moghul emperor Akbar had collected such brilliant group at his

court. The legend that Sakari Vikramaditya had at his court a

group of seven or nine men is very current. We also know that

Vikramaditya and his successors had an intimate friendship with

the Andhra kings. The author of Amarkos has compared Hal

Salivahan with Vikramaditya, and the poet Gunadhya in his book

“Gatha-saptasati” has compared his master with Vikram. It is very

probable that Pulumavi followed the same custom and collected

a group of brilliant men at his court. He was an ardent patron

of arts and himself has composed books.

(47) The word in the inscription itself is “Navanar”. Scholars have

interpreted it as Navanagar for their convenience.

37
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(i5) Karle

Vasisthiputra Svami Sri Pulumavi, 7th year, 5th fortnight in

summer, first day.

“ The inscription records the donation to the monks of

Valuraka of a village by so and so.” The term Valurak is to be

interpreted as Elorl, where there are those famous caves. That

region was at that time called Mamad or Manmad. ( Inscr. 9 ).

( i6 ) Karle

Vasi^hiputra Sri Pulumavi, 24th year, winter, 3rd

fortnight, 3rd day.

There is a reference in it to a deed done by him during the

21st year. Dr. Buhler has misread this number as 31; but that

does not agree with number 24 in the inscription itself.

No. 17.

Probably by Vasi^hiputra Sri Pulumavi. There is no date.

Dr. Rapson^® states:—The inscription is fragmentary, and its

exact purpose is uncertain. The queen’s name is missing, but she

is described as “ Queen of Vasisthiputra Sri Satkargi, descended

from the family of Kardamaka*^ kings; she was almost certainly

also described as the daughter of the Mahaksatrapa Rudra. There

can be little doubt that the Vasisthiputra here mentioned is

Pulumavi and the Mahaksatrapa Rudra is Rudradaman."

This extract illustrates the way in which the conclusions

arrived at by scholars of established repute, are accepted as true

though they have little evidence to support them. The original

words in the inscription are quoted below®®. Three words in the

inscription, namely Vasisthiputra, Karaddamak and Mahaksatrapa

Rudra, require discussion. It should be noted that no proper

^48) C. R. Intro, pp. 51; and para 46, 47, pp. 38, 39.

(49) Tbe Kadamba and Satavahan families were united by marriage ties

for a long time. See f. n. no. 24 on pp. 244-45 and inscr. nos. 24 to 28.

(50) Bubler A. S. W. I. Vol. V, pp. 78, plate 51, 11; Cf. I. A. Vol. XII

(1883), pp. 273. It IS applicable to nos. 25 and 26; but not to no. 18. The

words are:
—

“Vasisthiputrasya Sri SatakarUisya Devya Kardadamaka Vamsa

Prabhavaya Mahaksatrapa Ru-.putraya”. It should be noted that the name

‘‘Pulumavi Vasisthiputra” is not mentioned here. Neither is there “Rudra”.
There is only “Ru”
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noun is connected with Vasisthiputra. What grounds have the

scholars to conclude that it should be associated with Pulumavi ?

Looking to the dynastic list, we find that it can be associated

with Nos. 18, 25, 26, 27 and 29. No. 26 has Pulumavi connected

with his name; but he is called Gautamiputra and not Vasisthiputra

with whom we are concerned here. During the times of Nos. 18

and 25, the Chasthaiia dynasty had not yet been founded. So they

have also to be left out of consideration. The only kings that

remain to be considered are Nos. 27 and 29.

Now we turn to the term “ Mahaksatrapa Rudra Some
letters after “Rudra” have disappeared. It, therefore, becomes very

difficult to decide whether the phrase should be interpreted as

" the daughter of Rudra ” or “ The daughter of an officer of

Rudra.” If we interpret in the first manner, we should consider

Rudradaman as well as Rudrasimh and Rudrasen as probablities.

If we interpret in the second manner, we have to consider Maha-

kastrap I^vardatta, the Abhira chief (Vol. Ill, pp. 308andseq; and

RudrabhQti, another Abhira chief, who was the commander-in-chief

of Mahaksatrap Rudrasimh (Inscr. 39). In short, to come to the

conclusion—as the scholars have done-that Rudra means Rudra*

daman is very hasty. Other names have equal right to be considered.

Karddamak:—Scholars, having come to the conclusion that

it is the name of a dynasty, have stated;
—

''She (daughter of

Rudradaman) may have been indebted to the mother for this

distinction.” No reason has been stated for this statement. It is

possible that it may have been a metronymic as in the case of

Andhra kings. In the case of Andhra kings, however, we have

evidence based on coins and inscriptions to support the theory of

metronymics. No such evidence is there in the case of Rudradaman

or for that matter, in the case of the whole Chasthana dynasty.

Again, it is more probable that Klrddamak denotes the name of

an Indian dynasty than of a foreign one.^^ Most probably it means

(51) In reference to Karddamak or Kardama. it is stated in I. A. Vol.

XII, pp. 274, f. n. no. 2;
—“A locality called Kardamila is known from the

Mababharat. Kardamarya occurs .in the Rajatarangi^i either as the title of
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“KadasEba'* which is the name of a branch of the Licchavi

Kssts^'as, and the kings of which family were united by marriage

iss-3 the Andhra kings®

Hence, it is quite reasonable to conclude that the girl in

question was the daughter of the Kadamba family and not of a

foreign family like that of Rudradaman. Now we may try to find

out, whether the term Vasisthiputra Satakarpi is applicable to No.

27 or to 29. The time of No. 27 is A. D. 153 to 180, and that

of 29 is A. D. 187 to 230. The time of Rudrasimh, on the other

hand is A. D. 206 to 222. Hence it was No. 29 who was a

contemporary of Rudrasimh. Hence the inscription means:—" The

daughter of Abhira chief Rudrabhuti, the commander-in-chief of

Mahaksatrap Rudrasimh, of the Kadamba family and queen of

Andhra king No. 29, gave a certain sum in charity.” We only

request our readers to judge the pieces of evidence given above

dispassionately and then come to their own conclusions.

We shall close this chapter after referring to a point or two.

Rudradaman had defeated the Andhra king twice; the belief that

he had let him go alive because he was a near relative of his,

is ill-founded. The Abhirs were the servants of the Chastha^as

and were also tied by marriage relations to the Andbras. Thirdly

upto the 29th Andhra king, the territory under the rule of the

Andhras was almost the same. Even during the rule ef Rudradaman

the kingdom of Avanti must not have stretched beyond Nasik

near the source of the Godavari. It is to be believed that

Rudrabhuti Abhir may have been the governor of this bordering

province of Avanti during the role of Rudrasimh; and Isvardatta

Abhir may have been the governor during the tiine of Damsen.

a son of KSemgupta”. [Note:—Why not connect it with Kadamba? Every

one should be allowed to come to his conclusions. ]

(52) This conclusion was independently arrived at by me. Now it is

supported by inscrs. nos. 24 to 28. Chap. HI, pp. 244—5 f. n. no. 241.

The author of }. I. S. I. has quoted extracts illustrating social unions. They

will show that the Kadambas and the Satakarnis had marriage ties with one

another, laser, V is an instance in point*
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This Idvardatta asserted his independence in A. D. 261, conquered

some territory from the Andhra king No. 32., and founded the

Traikutaka dydasty in the region near the source of the Godavari.

This was thus a buffer state between the Chasthana kingdom

and the Andhra kingdom. The Chastha^a kingdom thus never

extended beyond Nasik. Hence, where does arise the question of

their twice fighting against the Andhra king and defeating him

twice ? The ^dhras had marriage ties with Abhiras, a branch

of the Kadambas. In short, the Andhra kingdom began to decine

after No. 28 i. e. after 220 A. D.



Chapter VI

Inscriptions ( Contd.

)

(i8) Nanaghat

Vaaisthiputra Chatrapa!j({a!j) ^atakariji, 13th year, 5th fortnight

of winter, 17th day.

It refers to a private donation and hence does not much

concern us. Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji, however, has written a

big article on Vasisthiputra Chatrapaij saying that his exact identity

has not yet been found out. The author of C. A. R. summarises it as

follows:
—“The Pandit supposed this king to be the successor of

Pulumavi and he (Chatrapaiia) was the father of Gautamiputra

Sri-Yajna-Satkariji”. It is not clear whether Chatrapaij was an

immediate successor of Pulumavi Vasisthiputra or not^. (See the

dynastic list; nos. 25 and 26).

( i9 ) Amariivati

Rajasri Sivamaka Sata ( Siri Sivamata Sada ). No date.

“The inscription is fragmentary and its purport uncertain.

The king may possibly be the Siva-Sri-§atakariji of the coins

which are found in this region. The epigraphy shows that he must

belong to a late period”.

(1) The newly prepared dynastic list shows that there was a gap of

several ^ears.
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Looking to the details given by him in para 49, about this

king and his successor named ^richandra §anti, and to the evidence

supplied by coins*, we shall have to differ from him. The coins

seem to belong to the kings who ruled in the beginning of the

dynasty and not to the kings who ruled at the end. In the extract

from Sir Cunningham, quoted by him, “Vadasatas" is clearly

mentioned instead of ^richandra §ati. Vadasatas is the name of

Naganika’s son. (See inscr. no. 1). So, Sir Cunningham supports

our view point. Hence, further discussion is not needed. As a

matter of fact, the number of this inscription must be receded

back to no. 1 and styled as Inscr. No. 2.; and this will give us an

idea of the territorial extent of Vadasat^ri ( Nanaghat no. 1 is

in the west and Amaravati is in the east. Vide his account).

( ao ) Chhinni (Chinna)

^ri Yagna ^atakarni Gautamiputra, 27th year, winter, 4th

fortnight, 5th day.

Refers to a private donation. Chhinna is a village situated

in the district of the KrSQa. It is stated in para 56 of C. A. R.:—

“According to the Matsya Purana, his accession should be dated 14

years after the close of Pulumavi’s reign ” This would be all right if

taken in connection with No. 28. But looking to the region from

which his coins have been found out and to the coins themselves,

it seems that the inscription is connected with No. 2. There is

one difficulty, however, in coming to this conclusion. On the

authority of the Pura^as, we have fixed 54 years as the duration

of the rule of the first three Andhra kings. ( Chap. II; 23+20+10

months + 10 ) The distribution of years will have now to be

re-shuffled. According to this inscription, Gautamiputra Yagna^i

must have ruled for 27 years at the least. We have also to

consider the facts that Krsna usurped the throne from Naganika,

that the Puranas have allotted 18 years to him, and that Chandra-

gupta with the help of Chagakya established an independent

kingdom in the adjoining territory (B. C. 382) and became the

(2) Vol. II, nos. 67-68 (pp. 29, no. 117 and pp. 32, no. 125. Sit

Cunningham has given no. 14 in plats 12).
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emperor of Magadh ten years later. Then we can redistribute the

years as follows:—13+31+1-10 months + 8=54. This means that

^rimukh ruled for only 13 years and died at the age of 45. It is

not unreasonable to suppose that his life must have been shortened

by mental worries, which, looking to the circumstances of his life

he had more than he could manage. Again Gautamiputra came

to the throne at the age of 22 to 25 and hence may have ruled

for 31 years.

( 21 ) Naslk

Gautamiputra Svami; Yagnasri ^atakarni, 4th year, 3rd

fortnight of winter, 1st day.

Records the completion and donation to the monks of a cave

by the wife of a certain of his officials. There is nothing to be

discussed. The name of the king will be discussed in No. 23 below.

( 22 ) Kanheri

Gautamiputra Svami Yagnasri Satakarui, 16th year, 1st ( ?

)

fortnight, 5th day.

“ Granting to the monks living on the Krspa-Saila (Kaijhagiri"

Kanheri) endowments consisting of a sum of money put out at

interest and revenue derived from a field in the village of Mangal-

sthana, the modern Magathan.”

This makes it clear that interest was derived on invested

capital in those times ® (Vol. II, account of Chandragupta, extracts

from Artha^astra.).

( 23 ) Kanheri

Gautamiputra ( Svami Sriyagna ) ^atakarani; the date* has

disappeared; 5th fortnight of summer; number illegible.

“A private dedication."

Inscriptions Nos. 21 to 23 are to be noted for the fact that

Gautamiputra ^riyagna ^atakaroi has appended “ Svami ” to his

name. A study of the coins and inscriptions of the dynasty reveals

(3) Cf. Vol. Ill, inscr. no. 33 (C. A. R. pp. 58), donation by I^bhadatta

'’at the rate of 1 per cent per mensem".

(4) Details about this will be given later on.
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to US that no former king ever appended that title to his name.

We have noted in the case of the Chasthaijas that a number of

kings having come in succession, there is a gap, after which there

were kings who assumed the title “ Svami some of them assumed

the title “ Mahaksatrap ” also. In their account® we have made it

clear that these changes were due to their coming under the

vassalage of the Guptas of Avanti. We have to find out whether

any such changes took place in the case of Andhras. The last

and the smallest date connected with Chasthai; is 52. The

scholars have concluded that his rule ended in that year, and

thinking it to be of the ^aka era, which according to them was

started in A. D. 78, they concluded that his rule ended in A. D.

130®. We have, on the other hand, proved that (Vol. Ill) he died

in the year 49-50 of the Saka era, which we have proved to have

been started in 103 A. D. Thus, Chastha^’s ruled ended in 152

A. D. We have also proved that he was king of Avanti from

A. D. 142 to 1 52, and that he was the Mahaksatrap of the Ku^ana

kings of Mathura from A. D. 132 to 142. Dr. Rapson^ states:—

“Another statement of Ptolemy® which would seem to indicate

that Pulumavi and ChasthaQ, the grandfather of Rudradaman,

were contemporaries.” This extract supports our view that the

ChaslhatJia era was begun in 103 A. D.® Thus, the Deccan was

under the power of Pulumavi, while north India was under the

power of ChasthaQ, at first the Mahaksatrap of Kudina kings and

then the independent ruler of Avanti

On the strength of the evidence given above, we can fix the

dates of Gautamiputra Yagna^ri Pulumavi as A. D. 133 to 161.

(5) Ante pp. 62| f. u. no. 19. Cf. Vol. Ill, pp. 143 and further. Even

Rahapai? was called "Swami”.

(6) J. B. B. R. A. S. New edi. Vol. Ill, pp. 48:
—“We shall have to

place Pulnmavi, who was a contemporary of ChastbaUa long after A. D. 130”.

(7) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 39.

(8) Ptolemy bad visited India. His time was A. D. 139 to 165. Thus

Ptolemy, Cbasthan and Pulumavi were contemporaries.

(9) Proofs have alfeady been given in vol. III. This is one more proof.

38
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We have shown that Chasthan was Mahaksatrap from A. D. 132 to

142, and independent ruler of Avanti from A. D. 142 to 152.

In the three inscriptions (nos. 21, 22, 23), the dates given are 7, 17

and illegible. These dates may be interpreted as A. D. 140 to 150,

129 to 1 39 and etc. in connection with Pulumavi. It has been accepted

as true, that Chasthaij first ruled in Rajputana and then in Kathiawar.

A study of the coins^® reveals to us, “And since Yagna §ri’s

coins are found in Kathiawar, he must have been the last king

of the dynasty to rule over this provinces^^”. This means that

Gautamiputra had to bow down to the authority of Chasthaij.

From the two inscriptions in which the dates are given, we can

deduce that before A. D. 132^** Chasthan was simply a Ksatrap

of the Ku^ana king. Hence, after A. D. 132, when he was made

a Mahaksatrap he must have assumed control of these provinces.

The date of the third inscription also must have been not more

than 19 (122+19*141), when he became an independent ruler

of Avanti. Thus, upto A. D. 142 the Andhra kings sometimes ruled

over Klthiawar and Gujarat. From that date onwards their power

was confined to the Deccan, beginning with Tri-ra^mi and Kanheri.

What were the relations between Chasthaij and the Andhra

kings between A. D. 142 to 152 ? In that portion'® of the Sudar^ana

lake inscription, which was inscribed by Rudradaman, the date is

72; but in the list of the countries given there, there is no mention

of the Deccan. This means that upto 175 A. D (72 + 103), Chastha?,

and then his successor never turned their eyes towards Deccan.

(10) J. B. B. R. A, S. New edi. Vol. Ill, pp. 84.

(11) Cf. f. n. no. 12 below.

(l 2) It follows from this that Saurs^tra, which at first was under the

power of the Gardabhilas, was conquered by the Andhras when the power

of the former was on the decline. (A. D. 107 to 132). Then Saurastra was

conquered by Cbafthan.

(13) Scholars believe that Rudradaman is the author of the whole

inscription. I think that the countries enlisted therein were conquered by

Priyadarsin. Rudradaman added only a part to it to commemorate his name.

(For more details, Vol. II, appendix on Sudarsana lake; and for the account

of Rudradaman, ante pp.7j to 84).
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Thus Pulumavi and his successor Siva^ri suffered no molestation

at the hands of the rulers of Avanti.

(a4-25) Kanherl & Banaviisi

Haritiputra Visnukad-Chutu ^atakariji; no date. Haritiputra

Visnukad-Chutii Kulanand Satakaroi, 12th year, 7th fortnight of

winter, first da^.

(ad) Malavalli

(In the ^imoga district of Mysore State). Haritiputra Vis^iukad

Chutu ^atakarni, first year, 2nd fortnight of summer, first day.

(a8) Malavalli

(In the ^imoga district of Mysore States); of a Kadamba king

whose name is not given; no date.

All these four inscriptions are connected with king Chlitlikada*

nand. We have proved on the evidence of coins that these Chutu

chiefs were related to the Nandas of Magadh and to the ^atavahanas

also. They came to the south with the ^atavahanas, under whose

vassalage they ruled in the south.

We shall take note of an important point here. During the

rule of king Udaya^va of the Si^unaga dynasty, his son Anuruddha

and his commander-in-chief Nandivardhan, conquered south India

and appointed ksatriya chiefs belonging to the ruling family, as

governors there. Other ksatriya clans, one of which were the

Kadambas, also emigrated and settled there. The Kadambas

established independent power over Aparlnt. The Chutus, as their

coins tell us—must have established their power in Kanada. Now
these inscriptions tell us that the Kadambas achieved a conquest

over the Chutus and occupied Banavasi or Vijayantapur. It follows

from this that the ^atavahanas must not have helped the Chutus

in this war. This is possible only, when we accept that the

Kadambas^*, the Chutus and the Satavahanas^* have their own
independent kingdoms in the south. The Kadambas had their

kingdom in Aparant, i.e. the long strip of land between the Western

Ghats and the Arabian Sea. The Chutus had their kingdom in a

(14) For Dr, Bnhler’s opinion on thisi vide pp. 244, f. n. no, 24,
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similar strip further in the south. The ^atavahanas began with a

small kingdom on the east of the Western Ghats, and in course

of time established a powerful kingdom. This proves that in the

beginning of their rule, the ^atavahanas had no power over the

coastal regions on the west. The coins of the Chu{us reveal that

they were contemporaries of ^atakarijis.

We will also touch another point here. Many times we come

across terms like Maharathi and Mahabhoji, in the inscriptions.

Their relations and positions are much clarified by the dynastic

list given in these inscriptions. It is given below:

—

King Haritiputra = (Queen) Mahabhoji
Chutukadanand ^atakar^i

Maharathi^® (chiefs)

1

(Mahlbhojis were chiefs)

Nagamulika“ (daughter)

Haritiputra §ivaskandavarman

Vaijayantipati (from whom the Kadambas conquered Vanavasi)

(a7) Hathigumfa

Kharvel of Kaling; (165th year of the era of the Mauryas);

during the 13th regnal year.

We have proved that 103 (not 165) is the correct number

and that it belongs to the Mahavira era. (Vide Kharvel's account.)

All details have already been given.

(a9) Tala-gunga

In the Sikarpur district of Mysore State; by king Kakustha*

varman Kadamb; no date.

(3o) Jaggyapeta stupa

In Krsiil district; by Madhariputra Iksavakunam. ^rivirapurusa'

datta, 20th year, monsoon, 8th fortnight, 10th day. (For details

vide chap. VIII, No. 5).

(3i) Nasik*®

By Rsabhdatta, (Usavadata) the son-in-law of Nahapig.

No date.

(15) C(. with the names in inscription no. 1. (This title and these names

indicate that they were contemporaries, (chap. VII), Vol. II, pp. 319, f. n. no. 21.

(Id) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 56.
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The inscription is divided into three parts. The chief part is

in Sanskrit and has big letters. The other two are in Prakrit and

in small letters. In the first, Rsabhadatta has used the first person

pronoun, and in the other two, there is a mixture of the first and

the third persons.

“ The immediate object of this inscription is to record the

construction of the cave in which it stands in the Trirasmi hills

in Govardhana.” (Some details about Tri-rasmi have already been

given in No. 13.)

In the first of the two Prakrit divisions it is stated:
—‘‘And by the

order of the lord, I went to relieve the chief of the Uttamabhadras,

who was besieged for the rainy season by the Malayas; and

Malayas fled as it were "at the sound (of my approach) and were

made prisoners by the Uttambhadras. Thence, I went to the Puskara

lakes and was consecrated and made donation of three thousand

cows and a village. ” Scholars believe that the Uttambhadras

resided in a region near Ajmer and that the Malayas were the

natives of Malavl.

But before coming to final conclusions, we have to take note

of three points:—(1)
“ By the order of the lord” (i. e. of Nahapap)

(2) In connection with the consecration. Dr. Rapson has raised a

doubt and has said (pp. 57):
—

“It cannot be determined whether

?,sabhdatta’s consecration (Abhisek) had any special significance

or whether it formed a part of the ordinary pilgrim’s ceremonial”

(3) In the inscription there is the word “lakes.” How, then, can

it be interpreted as a single lake,—Puskar ? (We shall discuss

these points after further study.

In the other Prakrit part it is stated that a field was pur-

chased at the cost of 4000 Karsapa^jas and was given in charity

for “ Food to be procured for all monks without distinction.” We
have to note the fact that tlsabhdatta was a Jain. If the above

statement be interpreted as referring to Jaina monks only, it

means that the monks were divided into many groups; or that

some group of Jaina monks had disregarded the precept that no

Jaina monk should accept food intentionally prepared for them.

Arya Suhasti, the preceptor of Priyadar^in, had introduced the
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custom of taking meals at the kitchen of the king, and was

therefore taken, to task by Arya Mahagiri. Hence, Suhasti had

formed a separate group. Ksabhadatta may have looked to the

comforts of some such group.

(3a) Nastk

By 9sabhadatta. No year; the full moon day of Chaitra. It

is in ruins.

(33) Natik

By Psabhadatta; 42nd year; Vai^akb; no. 41” and 45 (years).

' It records the gift of a cave and certain endowments to

support the monks living in it during the rainy season”. It is

stated therein that 2000 Karsapanas should be laid aside; at the

rate of 1 per month per hundred, that sum would yield an interest

amounting to 240. That sum must be equally divided among 20

monks for the purchase of their clothes during the rainy season.

There is a further donation of 1000 coins at the rate of | p. c.

The 90 coins realized as interest from this were to be used in

“Kusanmula” which Senart explains as “Money for outside life”.

Some scholars (on the authority of Buddhist books) state, “It

would seem more probable that reference is here made to the

custom of “Kathin” i. e. the privilege of wearing extra robes”.

This second interpretation is not correct because:—(1) ksabhadatta

was a Jain and not a Buddhist, (2) The donation of the first 2000

coins has been made for the same purpose. So the meaning of

the term “Ku^anmul” has yet to be found out.

The dates in this inscription belong to the Ksaharafa era.

So no. 42 means B. C. 117 (Vide the account of Bhflmak).

(34) Niislk

Records the gift of a monk’s cell by Daksamitra, the daughter

of Nahapau and the wife of Rsabhadatta.

These donations of caves to the monks show that rainfall

during those times was plentious.

(35)

Junner

By Ayam, Nahapag’s minister, 46th year.

(17) The number may also have been 41 or 43.
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“Records gifts made by Ayama of the Vatsa-gotra, minister

of the (Raja) Mahaksatrapa Swami Nahapaija. The titles of Nahapaija

are remarkable in two ways. The family designation ‘Ksaharata*

is omitted, and this is the only occurrence of the title of “Maha-

ksatrapa” as applied to Nahapaoa, In inscription no. 33 (year 42,

with later date, year 45 in postscript) he is styled ‘Ksatrapa’. All

that can be inferred with certainty is, that he became Mahaksatrap

between the years 42 and 46”.

In the account of Nahapan in vol. Ill, we have explained how
he succeeded to the title of Mahaksatrap after his father’s death.

That there is only one inscription describing him as “Mahaksatrap”

is quite in the fitness of things. About eight or nine months after

coming to the throne as Mahaksatrap, he gave up that title and

assumed the more majestic title “King”. Again, the term “Ksaharat”

denotes merely the foreign origin of these kings. It is not a family

name^*. Hence, its omission in the inscription. The title “Swami”

indicates that upto the time of this inscription, Nahapa? had not

become an independent king.

(36)

By Rsabhadatta, no date.

“The immediate object of the inscription is to record the

grant of the village of Karjika for the support of the ascetics

living in the caves of Valuraka-a grant which was subsequently

renewed by Gautamiputra §ri ^atakarni” (Vide sup. no. 9).

We have already given details about Karajik-Valurak. The

chief thing to be noted is that all these inscriptions have a religious

significance rather than political^®.

(37) Karle

By Deva^ak, the son of Rsabhadatta; no date; nothing

particular.

(18) The language spoken by the Kfaharatas was KharoSthi, which

therefore is not the name merely of a script as some scholars believe. Brahmi

on the other hand is a mere script, not a language. The Kharosthi language

was spoken in Persia and Kamboj. Many of its words got intermixed with

the Brahmi of Gandhar due to trade-relations between these countries. Pacini’s

grammar shows this very clearly.

(19)

.VM8 ante pp. 82-83.
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(38) Juni^adh

By Radtadaman; the first day of the dark half of Marga^irsa.

(It should be noted that this inscription does not bear the date

72 as others do).

The inscription®" is a famous one. Hence, we shall note here

only those points where we have reason to differ from scholars.

Dr. Rapson states;
—

“But the chief importance of the inscription

consists in the information, which it affords as to the history of

Rudradaman and the events ef his reign”. He further states:

—

“He was the lord® ^ of Purvaparakaravanti, Anupa, Anarta, Surastra,

Maru, Cutch, Sindhu-Sauvira, Kukura, Aparanta and Nisad

and other countries gained by his valour. He conquered the

Yaudhdheyas and twice defeated Satakarni, the lord of Daksi^a*

path. He himself acquired the name of Mahaksatrap”. As a matter

of fact all this description of the conquest applies to Priyadarsin

and not to Rudradaman. We have proved this convincingly in

the appendix on the Sudar^an lake in vol. II and in the account

of Rudradaman. Again, it is written in the inscription itself, "He
had conquered Yaudhdheyas”, a region in U. P. Now, for all the

years during which Rudradaman was on the throne of Avanti, the

whole of U. P. was under the power of the Kusans (KanisVa II),

who were the overlords of his dynasty. We have also explained

that it was not necessary to achieve conquests in order to rise

to Mahaksatrapi®® from Ksatrapi. There were other ways.

The doctor further states:
—
“The work of repairing the broken

dam to be carried out by the minister Suvisakha, the son of

(20) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 60.

(21) The term 'Svami" shows that these countries were inherited by
him (not conquered). The word “Lord” indicates that the holder has conquered
some countries. No. 17 was called “Daksinapathapali and no. 18 was called

"Daksinapathesvar”. As a matter of fact no. 18 was a much greater king
than no. 17. Vide the account of no. 17.

(22) If we accept that this inscription was erected by Priyadarsin, then
he must have been the holder of the title “MahakSatrap ’ for some time. But
that is impossible. Hence this portion of the reference about Mahaksatrapa
is for Rudradaman who thus clarified his position.
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Kulaipa of Pahlava”. My belief is that Kulaipa was not a Pahlava

( i. e. a Persian ), but a Pallava ( one of the branches of the

Lichchhavi ksatriyas ). Suvisakh itself is an Aryan name.

There is no mention of the date in C. A. R. The date stated

is 72 (Epi. Ind. Vol. VIII, pp. 47). Scholars have taken it to be

belonging to the ^aka era and hence have interpreted it as A. D.

150. According to my opinion it belongs to the Chastha^a era

and hence should be interpreted as 103 + 72 = 175 A. D.

(39)

Qunda

By Rudrasinha I, year 103, 5th day of the bright half of

Vai^kah. Gunda is a village in the district of Halar in Kathiawar.

"It records a donation made at the village of Kasapadra by

the Abhira general (Senapati) Rudrabhuti”. This means that the

Abhiras were the servants of the Chasthaijas. (Vol. Ill, chap. II,

pp. 309-11). An Abhira chief named I^vardatta, later on, founded

an independent dynasty. The inscription refers to a donation for

religious purposes. 103 should be interpreted as A. D. 206.

(40) Juaifadh

By Rudrasinha I; the date has disappeared; 5th day of the

bright half of Chaitra.

All details about this inscription have already been stated:

(pp. 83). It refers to a religious donation. According to C. A. R.

it is connected with Jainism. The year is 40, which should be

interpreted as 143 A. D. as in the case of nos. 38 and 39.

(41) Malvasar

By Rudrasinha I, year 122, 5th day of the bright half of

Vai^akh.

Mulvasar is a village in the Okha district ( Gaekwar ) in

Kathiawar. The inscription was found on the bank of a lake. "Its

purport is uncertain". The year 122 should be interpreted as

A. D. 225.

(4a) Jasdan

By Rudrasena I, year 128 (or 126), 5th day of the dark half

of Bhadrapada.

39
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“This inscription is on a pillar on the bank of the lake at

Jasdan in the north of Kathiawar. It probably commemorates the

construction of a tank during the reign of Rudrasena”. The year

128 should be interpreted as A. D. 231.

It has been by now a well-established fact that kings in

ancients were strongly attached to religious activities, and erected

inscriptions with the intention that posterity*® might imitate and

emulate their religious activities. When Chandragupta Maurya

came on a pilgrimage to Mt. Girnar, the sacred place of the Jains,

he got a lake dug there, so that pilgrims might have no difficulty

in getting water’**. In course of time, his successors got it repaired

whenever it was necessary. The region about Jasdan also was

a sacred place of the Jains; and the Chasthat^as were staunch

followers of Jainism. (The inscriptions above and their accounts).

Hence they seem to have got a lake dog here for the convenience

of pilgrims.

Jasdan is situated in Pafichal, a region in the centre of KSthiawSr.

Near it is the hill of Chotila. In the same region there is also a

village named A^andpur*®. ( Vol. II pp...l82). This region was

invaded by Mulraj Solanki in the 9th century A. D. At that time

there ruled a king named Dhrovasen over this region. The foot

of Mt. ^atrufijay*®, the sacred place of the Jains, was near Anandpur

in those times. All this has been proved by me in an article®^

on the authority of the inscription at Hadala (I. A. Vol. 12, pp. 190).

(23) The purpose of the donation was not to acquire fame but to show
the posterity a manner of charity.

(24) Vol. II, pp. 179-80 and their f. nos.

(25) Vol. II, pp. 180; “Though eternal, under the clutches of Time”.

(26) The original name of Mt. Satrunjay is Siddhachal. It had 108 peaks.

Some of them are Revatagiri (Girnar), Kadambagiri, Hastagiri, Vimalagiri,

Dhankgiri (etc.). Many old idols and other relics are found there. Anandgiri

is also one of the peaks.

(27) Vide “Buddhiprakas” (Gujerat Vernacular Society); 1934; article on

Anartapur. (Cf. pp. 44 to 53); “Jaina Jyoti’', Vol. I, (V. E. 1988); Paufa,

No. 3, pp. 83 to 88; "Jaina Dharmaprakas", Vol. 45 (V. E. 1985), VaiSakh,

No« 2, pp> 53 to 63.
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(43) Nasik

Isvarsen, 9th year, 4th fortnight of summer, 13th day.

“ It records the investment of two sums of money. ..for the

purpose of providing medicines for the sick among the monks

dwelling in the monastery of Mount Tri-ra^mi. We have already

stated details about Tri-rasmi.

The fig. 9 represents the year of his own reign which began

in 249 A. D. Hence no. 9 is equal to 258 A. D. (Vol. Ill, pp. 312 ).

Scholars call it the Kalchtiri or the Chedi era which was begun in

249 A. D. *

(44) PardI

By king Dharsena, year 207 of the Trikutaka era; 13th day

of the bright half of Vaisakh.

It refers to the performance of the A^vamedha yagna by

Dharsen in celebration of his conquests and to the donation to

Brahma^ias of the village of Kaniyadakasarika. The king was

evidently a follower of the Vedic religion®®. No. 207 means 207+

319=A. D. 526. As stated in inscr. 43 above, the Trikutaka kings

were followers of Jainism and used the KalchOri era. Dharsen

seems to have been converted to the Vedic religion. It is not

clear when this change of religion took place*®.

(45)

Kanberi

Year 245 of the Traikutaka era; the author’s name not given;

It refers to the installation of a Chaitya in the monastery at

Krstjagiri. (Inscr. No. 13; f. n. 30 to 32). year 245 means 245 +

319=564 A. D.

* F. n. oo« 28 below.

(28) The Trikutaka dynasty had two branches. One consisted of the chiefs

of the ChasthaUas. The members of this branch were Jains (Inscr. no> 43).

Their coins bear evidence to this fact. They adopted the Kalchiiri era which

was begun in A, D. 249. The persons connected with inscr. no. 44 form the

other branch. This was an offshoot of the Guptas and were thus followers

of the Vedic religion and have also adopted their era beginning in 319 A. D.

(29) F. n. no. 28. It was during this period that the Maitrakas of

Vallabhipur and the Chalukyas of Kaly^i in south India, asserted their

independence.
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Details about nos. 43, 44 and 45 have already been given

in vol. Ill, chap. XI.

Of the 45 inscriptions described above, the reader will see

that nearly two-thirds are connected with Satakarqi kings. If we

refer to the matter of the inscriptions we shall find that | of

them are connected with them. We have seen that the main reason

of the erection of these inscriptions is the commemoration of a

religious deed, such as the digging of a lake or the donations of

fields and sums of money for the convenience and maintenance

of monks. The donor may have been a king, or his minister or

a private gentleman; but all have given something in charity in

commemoration of a happy event in their lives. Thus, these

inscriptions reflect very brightly the tendency of the people of

those times to do something good for their fellow human beings.

Western scholars have unanimously committed the mistake of

coming to the conclusion that these inscriptions were erected for

political reasons only. Below is given, for the sake of re(prence

a tabular list of these inscriptions:—

Noj

1

Date and Place
Authority

Evidence
Details in brief

1 ! B. C. 383
1

C. A. R. Intro- Refers to the donation to

Nanaghat pp. 45, Para Bamma^as by Naganika the queen

( Godavari 57 and pp. of Gautamiputra Yagna^ri. (Ba-

-

district). 19, Para 21.

1

mmaQa means, one who observes

celebacy and the vow of non-

violence. Evidently the donation

was given to Jaina monks). The

donation was given at the time

when she was the regent for her

son who was minor (B. C. 383).

The inscription was erected during

the 13th year of the rule of that

son (B. C. 371). For details see

J. B. B. R. A. S. New edi. vol.

Ill, pp. 47-83,
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2 Uncertain; C. A. R. pp.

Nasik. 46; para 23;

pp. 19, para

22-23

3 Beginning of C. A. R. pp.

A. D. 46; pp. 20,

Nasik. para 25.

4

Uncertain. Bhilsa Topes,

Bhilsa pp. 214, 264,

( Malva ). 269; Plate

“Safichi Tope

No. 1. ; No.

19; C. A. R.

pp. 47, and

23, para 29

and 57.

5-6 B. C. 309; C. A. R. pp.

Kaijheri. 27, para 35

(Nlsik Dist.). and 36.

7 B. C. 54; C. A. R. pp.

Nasik. 29, para 38;

pp. 36, para

43.

C. A. R. pp.

104; He ex-

terminated

the race of

Ksaharatas.

By Krs^a of Satavahana

dynasty. He was the brother of

king Srimukh.

Details are given about §akti>

^i. If this legend is proved true,

it will be applicable to Hal

Salivahan (No. 18), though accord-

ing to the dynastic list in chap.

II, it is applicable to ^ivasvati

(No. 23).

Refers to a donation by an

artisan during the rule of Vasisthi-

putra ^atakar^i; by Hal Pulumavi.

The name Satakariji seems to

have been written because the

artisan was a subject of the

Satakar^i king and the donation

was made in the king’s presence.

(5th king) Madhariputra Svami

Sakasen; during the 8th year of

his reign.

Gautamiputra Satakar^i, the

lord of Bennakatak conquered

Govardhan Samay during the 19th

year of his reign, and issued the

order that the donation given by

llsabhadatta should be considered

as given by him. He “destroyed

the Sakas and restored the glory

of his family”. He is to be

understood as Aristakari}a(No.l7).

It has a religious signihcancet
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B. C. 48; C. A. R. pp.

Nasik. 48, para 38.

B. C. 53; C. A. R. pp.

Karle, 49, and 29,

(Nasik dist.). para 38-39.

'

because it refers to a donation

to monks'. He has been given the

title “Daksinapathapati”. (Cf. No.

13 below).

. In continuation with no. 7

inscription; during the 24th year

of his reign, due to the order of

queen Balasri, his mother. The
order was issued from Bennakatak,

to Syamak, the governor of the

district of Govardhan. His elder

brother was alive at this time.

It also seems that he was on

death-bed at the time of this

inscription. During his illness

lasting six months, two orders

were issued at an interval of five

months. This also proves that

there was a custom in those times

to give donations at the time of

death. Balasri does not seem to

have taken any part in political

affairs. All were considered of

equal status.

During the 18th year of the

rule of Gautamiputra ^atakariii

referred to above. Refers to the

donation of a village named
Karajak (Karajat ?) for the main-

tenance of the monks residing at

the caves of Valuraka (Elori ?) in

the district of Mamal (Manamad).

The donation was made two

fortnights after the one made in

No. 8. It was not made, as the
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10 Uncertain;

Amaravat!

( Bezwada

KtsqI district).!

11- B. C. 45

12 Nasik.

B. C. 41;

Nasik.

13 B. C. 28; C, A. R. pp.

Nasik. 30; para 4?-

42; and pp.

38, para 45.

scholars believe, "as a result of

his victory over NahapSij”, but

at the time of his death. This

took place nearly 22 years after

the death of NahapaQ.

By Vasisthiputra Svamiitl

Pulumavi-No. 18, Hal Satakarpi.

It refers to a donation to the

Mahachaitya built at the cost of

38 lacs of coins of Kharvel, as

it is described in the HathJgumfa

inscription. This means that both

Kharvel and Pulumavi followed

the same religion namely Jainism.

Thus the Amaravati stQpa is

connected with Jainism and not

with Buddhism.

There is an interval of four

years between them. They are

by Vasisthiputra Pulumavi.

Nothing particular.

During the 19th year of Vasigthi*

putra Pulumavi, by his grand-

mother Bala^ri. He seems to have

conquered the whole of Deccan.

(In inscription no. 7, Gautamiputra

is styled as "Daksi^apathapati”

and here he has been styled as

Daksipapathesvar; there seems to

be some difference between the

meanings of the two. The time

of No. 7 is the 19th year of the

rule of Gautamiputra, and the
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14

15

16

B. C. 25; J. B. B. R.

Nasik. A. S. New.

er. Vol. HI.

pp. 74; C.

A. R. pp. 50

para 57.

B. C. 40;

Karle (Nasik

dist.).

B. C. 23;

Karle.

time of this inscription is the

19th year of Vasisthiputra. Thus,

there is an interval of 25 years

between them. It refers to the

donation to the monks residing

on Mt. Tri-ra^mi.

During the 22nd regnal year

of Vasisthiputra Pulumavi (i. e. 3

years after the above inscription).

He is described in it as “Lord

of Navanar”. It is thus clear

that he connected himself with

literary activities after the conquest

of countries. He must have com*

posed his
*

Gathasaptasati” at this

time. The belief that he founded

a new city as the seat of his

capital is quite false. He seems

to have had nine learned men at

his court. He ordered the governor

of Pisajipada, to give the village

named Samalipad in charity.

By Hal or Vasisthiputra

Pulumavi, during the 7th regnal

year. It refers to the donation

of a village named Valurak to

the monks.
4

By Pulumavi Vasisthiputra,

during the 24th regnal year. He
has there also mentioned his

donation during the 21st regnal

year.
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17 Uncertain C. A. R. pp.

51; pp. 38-

39, para 46

and 47

18 B. C. 112;

NInaghat

19 Amrlvati;

( Near

Bezvada )

20 B. C. 387; C. A. R.

Chinna para 51

(Krs^a dist.)

21 B. C. 129;

Nasik

22 B. C. 138;

Kapheri

By a Kadamba queen of

Vasisfhiputra Pulumavi; must not

have been the Queen Consort.

It is in ruins. So the purport is

not clear.

By Vasisthiputra Chatrapa?

Satakan;ii during the 13th regnal

year; refers to some private

donation.

By Vadasatsri; no date; it is

in ruins and hence the purport is

not clear. This shows that he

had conquered all the region upto

Bezvada.

By Gautamiputra Yagna^ri

Satakar^i, during the 27th regnal

year; refers to a private donation.

This proves that his kingdom

stretched as far as Krsina district.

By Gautamiputra Yagna^ri

during the 7th and a half year

of his reign; refers to the donation

of a cave to monks by the wife of

his officer (probably commander-

in-chief).

By Gautamiputra Yagna^ri

^atakaiTii, during the 16th regnal

year. Refers to the donation of a

field and a certain sum of money
to the monks residing on Mt.

Kapheri.
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23

24

25

26

28

27

29

B. C. 141 (?)

Kaqheri

Kaqheri

Banvasi (?)

1 (Kanara dist.)

Malvalli (?)

(Mysore State)

Malvalli ,(?)

(Mysore State)

B. C. 414;

Hathigumfa

( Orissa )

No date

Talgud;

(Mysore State)

During the 19th (?) regnal year

oi Gautamiputra Svlmi^ri Yagna

^atakar^i. Private donation.

By Haritiputra - Vispukud -

ChQtili ^atakaroi, the date lias

disappeared.

By Haritiputra Visijuknd-Chii-

tu-ktilanand Satakarni, during

the 12th regnal year. The inscr.

is in the compound of the big

temple.

By Haritiputra Visoukud-Chiitu

§atakarQi during the 1st regnal

year. Banavisi was conquered by

the Kadambas from them.

Of a Kadamba king whose

name is not given.

As Nos. 24, 25, 26 and 28

do not fall within our time-limit,

we are not much concerned with

them here.

By Kharvel of Kaling during

the 13th year of his reign. All

the details have been given in

the account of Kharvel.

By the Kadamba king named

Kakusthaverman. We are not

concerned with it.
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30 Uncertain; A. S. S. I.

]aggayapet Vol. 1. pp.

Stupa 5 (Imperial

(Ki^i Dist.) Series

)

31 No date; C. A. R.

'Nasik pp. 56

32 No date;

Nasi]f

33 B. C. 117;

118 & 114;

Nasik

By Mildhariputra Iksavaku

Kama 6ri Virapuruadatta during

the 20th regnal year. It does not

i come within our time-limit. He
may be No. 5 in the list. If that

is so, the time of the inscr. would

be about B. C. 298 (For details

vide his account).

By ?sabhadatta Saka. There

are details about a cave on Mt.

Tri-rami. It also refers to the

defeat of the Uttamabhadras and

the donation of some cows and

of food to monks.

By {l^abhadatta; it is in a

ruined condition; the purport is

not clear.

By Rsabhadatta; it bears No.

42 of some era. It refers to the

provision for the maintenance of

monks residing in the caves. It

also notes the increase in the

sum given in donation during the

previous year. Some details of

the 45th year are also given. So
we find details about the 41st,

42nd and 45th years. Nahapaij

was a Ksaharat and he founded this

era beginning with the accession

of his father, Bhumak, to the

throne.
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34 No date;

Nasik

35 B. C. 113;

Junner

( Nasik

)

36

37 No date

Karle

It refers to the donation of a

cave for monks by l^sabhadatta

and his wife Daksamitra the

daughter of Nahapaini.

By Ayama, the minister of

Nahapan. in the year 46 of an

unspecified era. (As he was a

minister of Nahapatj, he must •

have used Ksaharata era).

By {Isabhadatta. No mention

of date or place. The matter it-

self indicates that it must have

been erected at Karle. It refers

to the donation of a village named

Karjak for the maintenance of

the monks residing in the cave

at Valhrak. The donation was

continued by Gautamiputra ^ata-

kami (Inscr. No. 9).

By Deva^ak, the son of 9^*
bhadatta, No date given. The
perport is not clear.

38 A. D. 175;

Junagadh

C. A. R. ppi

60; E. I.

Vol. VIII,

pp. 138.

By Rudradaman. All details

have been given in his account.

No. 72 given in the inscr. is not

at all discussed in C. A. R.

In Epigraphica Indica, however,

the No. is mentioned. Scholars,

thinking that it belongs to the

Saka era, have interpreted it as

72-+78=l 50 A. D. But, as a matter

of fact, the Chastha^a era

was begun in 103 A. D. and so

72 comes to 175 A. D.
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40

41

42

43

A. D. 206;

Gunda

(Kathiawar)

A. D. 213;

Junagadh

A. D. 225;

Mulvasar

( Okha,

Kathiawar)

A. D. 230;

Jasdan

(Eathiawlr)

A. D. 258;

Nlsik

Rudrasimh I, in the year 103;

it refers to the donation of a

village named Rasoprada by

Rudrabhiiti, the commander-in-

chief of the Abhira chief. Thus

it is certain that the Abhiras have

come into being by the 2nd

century A. D.

By Rudrasimh I. Refers to a

donation. In C. A. R. No. 40 has

been mentioned; but it seems to

be a mistake, because in No. 39

the date given is 103. His reign

lasted from 103 to 119. Hence

the number must have been 110.

Herce, we have written 213 A. D.

Rudrasen I, 122nd year. The

puiport is not clear. The inscrip-

tion has been erected on the bank

of a lake and hence must have

a religious significance.

Rudrasen I, It refers to the

digging of a dam in the 126th

or 127th year.

By Isvarsen Abhir, during the

9th regnal year. Refers to the

donation of a sum of money as

a provision for the monks resid-

ing on Mt. Tri-rasmi, during

their illness. The No. represents

the Traikutaka (Kalchuri) era and

hence can be interpreted as 249+

.

9=258 A. D.
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A. D. 546; By Traikutaka Dharsen-207

Pardi No. It refers to a donation to

(Surat Dist.) the brahmarjas after performing

the A^vamedha sacrifice. His

coins bear Jaina signs; hence it

follows that he must have given

up Jainism, the religion of his

ancestors in favour of the Vedic

religion. Possibly there took place a

religious upheaval in those times.

A. D. 494(1) The name of the author is

Kapheri not given. The No. given is 245.

We have, for want of definite

evidence, surmised that it belongs

to the Traikutaka era and have

thus interpreted it as 2494-205b

454 A. D. It refers to the instal-

ation of a Chaitya in a monastery

on Mt. KrsQagiri.

The following table is given in order of dates. Those inscrip-

tions, the dates of which are uncertain, are left out«
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Date Name of the king; and of the place No.

B. C.

414 By Kharvel; Hathigumfa 27

387 By Gautamiputra Yagnasri Satakar^i; 20

Cbinna I* *

383 By Naganika, the Queen of Gautamiputra 1

309

Yagnasri; Nanaghat

By Madhariputra Swami §akasen:-two 5-6

298 (?)

inscriptions at Ka^heri

Madhariputra Iksavaku §ri Virpurasadatta, 30

118-117

Jaggayapet

Rsabhadatta ^aka; information is given 33

& 114 about the three years mentioned; Nasik
35113 Ayama, the minister; of Nahapan; Junner

53 Gautamiputra Satakar^i (Daksinapathapati) 7

53

NIsik

Gautamiputra „ „ Karle
9
848

„ „ „ Nasik
45 Vasisthiputra Sltakarqi, Pulumavi; NIsik 11

41 19 9f ft
12

40 „ „ „ Karle 15

28 „ (as Daksi^apathe^var Nasik 13

25 „ (as Navanarapati) Nasik 14

23 „ Karle 16

A.D. 112 Vasisthiputra Catropai;, Satakar^i; Nanaghat 18

129 Gautamiputra Svamiiri Yagna Satakarni; Nasik 21

138 Gautamiputra „ „ „ Ka^heri 22
141 (?) Gautamiputra 23

175 Mahik^atrap Rudradaman; Junagadh 38

206 Mahaksatrap Rudrasimh I; Gunda (Kathiawar) 39

213 Mahaksatrap „ „ Junagadh 40
225 „ Rudrasen I; Mulvasar (Okha) 41
230 „ „ Jasdan (Kathiawar) 42

258 I^varsen Abhir; Nasik 43
456 Dharsen Trikutak; Pardi (Surat) 44
494 Author’s name not given; Kaniheri 45



Chapter VII

Satavahana dynasty (Contd.

)

Synopsis:—

(

1 ) §;rimukh : a brief account of his life; of his

patents, his nine btothets, and step-brothers; and of their ages—
The place, where he and his brother Knna were born—Though, he

was the eldest of dU the brothers, yet his right to the throne was
disclaimed and he left Magadh to found a new dynasty elsewhere—
The seat of his capital—Hisfamily, race and religion—His progeny

—The events of hts reign—Was Pusyamttra his contemporary?

( 2 ) Gautamtputra Yagnairi—The Maharathi chiefs—His

marriage relations with them—The extent of his territory and the

seat of his capital —Vadsathri—Queen Ndganikas regency during

the minority of her son The usurpation of the throne by Kfstia.
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SaTAVAHANA DYNASTY (Contd.)

( 1 ) ^RIMUKH ^ATKARNI

The founder^ of this dynasty was ^rimukh®. In coins and

inscriptions we find the name with a slight change as “Simukh”,

which seems to be a Magadhi form. Some
Founder scholars have also connected the term

“^atavahan” with his name. Full explanation of

this term has been given in Chap. I.

We have seen that history has little say on many points in

the accounts of the dynasties of north India. The condition of

the dynasties that ruled the south is no better. The account of

the Kalinga empire, one of the two most powerful empires in the

Deccan, has made this very clear. The other mighty empire, the

account of which we are writing, fares no better. It is, therefore,

fortunate that coins and inscriptions connected with the dynasty

have been found out. Looking, however, to the fact that the

duration of this dynasty was the longest of all the dynasties that

ruled India, and to the consequently large number of kings, the

information that is available is neither enough nor satisfying. It

affords us only glimpses here and there. To build a connected

whole on this smattering of evidence, is, therefore, no easy task.

He was born of Nand IPs sudra queen, whose parents were

hunters®. As he founded the dynasty in 100 A. M., it was called

^ the Satavahana dynasty (B. C. 427). We have
Srlmukh’s age and already explained how the terms Andhrapati,

® Andhrabhrtya and ^atakarni were appended to

the names of some of these kings.

Nand II died in 100 A. M. = 427 B. C. He had many queens;

(1) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 42, para 52:
—"The founder of the line bears the

name "Satavahan inscribed over his statue m the Nanaghat cave" (Raja

^rimukb iSatavahano).

(2) In Matsya Parana (vide text of f. n. 32 on pp. 210) he is called ^isuka.

(3) If the term ' Andhra'’ represents a race (pp. 217), it must have been

one of the hunter tribes. She seems to belong to a high brahman family

(Read farther).

41
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some of which were ksatriya and others ^udra*. When he died,

there arose a quarrel about the throne. It was decided that only

a ksatriya-born prince should succeed Nand II. This shows that

some of the princes, born of sudra mothers were senior in age

to the ksatriya-born princes. All the kings from Nand III to

VIII were ksatriya-born. All of them, however, died without

leaving any son behind them. Hence, the same problem arose

after the death of Nand VIII. The ministers then could not allow

the ^udra-born prince to come to the throne, because that would

mean injustice to ^rimukh", who by that time, had established

himself as a powerful king, and of whom the ministers were a

bit afraid.

It was therefore settled that a she-elephant should be made

to go round the city and that the man upon whom she sprinkled

the sacred water should be crowned. The person who was

fortunate enough to be thus selected was none other than one of

Mahlpadma’s sons, born of a iudra mother. That was Nand IX.

(A. M. 112=B. C. 415). At the time of his accession he was 21-22

years old. ( For details, vide Vol. I ).

Thus in 100 A. M. when Nand II died, the throne was given to

a son, born of a ksatriya mother and in 112 A. M. when Nand VIII

died, the throne was given to a son born of a sudra mother.

It follows from this that in 100 A. M., Nand IX must have been

about 10 years old. Hence, all his elder brothers from Nand III

to VIII must have been senior to him in age and Nand III himself

must have been 24 to 25 in 100 A. M. when he came to the

throne. We have proved above that Srimukh was elder than

(4) There were no castes in those times. There were only classes according

to professions. Inter—class marriages were very common. Srimukh’s father and

mother belonged to different classes. Nand II bad married girls belonging to

various classes. Nand IX was married to the daughter of a brahman astrologer,

who had foreseen his bright future, just before his coronation. Srepik had

married a vaisya girl and had given his daughter in marriage to a vaisya.

Chandragupta’s mother was a low-class woman. Binduslr married a brahman

girl. Asok married a yavana girl. etc.

(5) Srimukh, as we have already proved, was the son of Mahapadma.
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Nand III and hence must have been 27 to 28 in 100 A. M. In

fact, scholars are probably right in affirming that he was about

32 years old when he came to the throne.

Nand II, therefore, had eight sons. The eldest was §rimukh,

who was born of a ^udra queen. The next six sons were born of

a ksatriya queen and the last (Nand IX) was born of a ^udra queen.

We are not sure whether Srimukh and Nand IX were born of the

same mother. We have, however, shown in Vol. I, that they were

born of different mothers, and that Srimukh had a brother named

^ri Krstja® (Inscr. 2, pp. 275). Thus Mahapadma or Nand II had

nine sons and three queens.

We have stated that he was about 32 when he came to the

throne. His reign lasted for 13 years, (pp. 233 dynastic list, and

pp. 296, Inscr. 20). Hence he died at the age of 45. Sri Krsija was

probably 5 years junior to him. Calculating back, Srimukh was

born in A. M. 68 (B. C. 459) and §ri Krsna in A. M. 73 (B. C. 454).

We have shown above that Srimukh was born in B. C. 459.

This means that Mahapadma must have married the ^udra girl

in about 461 B. C, when Nand I was on the

other points throne of Magadh and when he himself was the

heir-apparent. Now, Pataliputra was the seat of

the capital of Nand I. Under what circumstances then, did

Mahapadma go so far as the Kanara district in order to marry

the sudra girl ?

We have proved in Vol. I, that Nand I had conquered Aparant

and other southern countries. Probably he must have sent

Mahapadma on these expeditions and Mahapadma, after achieving

the conquests, must have stayed there for a time. Nandivardhan

had adopted the commendable custom of appointing his cousins

and other near relatives as governors over conquered territories in

the south, with the heir-apparent as their head. This is the reason

why we get in the south the coins of Chutukanandand Mulanand.

The heir-apparent’s head-quarters must have been Kolhapur or

(6) C. A. R. para 53:—"It is probable that K«na was the brother of

Srimukh".
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any other town in the neighbourhood. There he fell in love with

a ^udra girl, as Asok did a vai^ya girl, and married^ her. Two
sons-§rimukh and §ri Ktsiia were born of her. We can not say

whether one or both the sons were born in Kanarl.

We have stated in Vol. I, that Nand I ruled a mighty empire

consisting of the whole of India and that he was for that reason

called Nandivardhan. His successor Mahapadma

the Andhra dynasty
at least strong enough to maintain the

status quo, with a few changes here and there.

During his rule, Ksemraj established a powerful empire in Kaling-

an empire that was extended by his successor Vrddhiraj, whose

heir-apparent Bhikhkhurlj conquered the whole of south-eastern

sea-coast. This was more due to Mahapadma’s love of peace than

his inability to resist the aggression. The territories on the south-

western coast also, though nominally under the suzerainty of

Magadh, were more or less independently ruled by chiefs like

Mulanand, Chutukanand and Dhulanand® who were not unaffected

by greed for land. The death of Mahapadma in 100 A. M. was

utilised by them as an opportunity for asserting their independence,

because things were rather unsettled in Magadh due to the succession

quarrel. Thus, almost the whole of south India was lost to the

Magadha empire. It was with great difficulty and much statesman-

ship on the part of the ministers that the northern empire was

kept intact.

^rimukh and Sri Krsna went to the south to seek some political

ends with the help of their mother's relatives. It seems that the

ministers in Magadh must have encouraged them in this project,

so that they might be left undisturbed in their task of establishing

peace and order in Magadh. ^rimukh avoided the eastern route in

order to avoid encounter from Kharvel, who had powerfully esta-

blished himself in Kaling. So, he passed through Budelkhaijd' Central

(7) During Asok's, as well as Mahapadma's times inter-class marriages

were as common as anything. Readers will now see, how unreasonable it is

on the part of the scholars to give the name "Kalasok” to him on this ground.

Mahapadma was not at all called Kalasok (Vide his account in Vol. !)•

(8) Vol, II, Coins nos. 49-52.
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Provinces and Berar and went to Maharastra. He succeeded in

establishing his power over a small region”. His intention was to go

to the south coast of Maharastra where lived his mother’s relatives^®

and to get some help from them. He was also tempted to invade

from this side the kingdom of Kaling where Bhikhkhuraj (27^ years

old) had recently come to the throne^ because he thought that

he was in every way superior to Bhikhkhuraj and had therefore

every chance of success. Hence, he marched into his territory from

the western frontier. Kharvel marched against him with a large

army, inflicted a heavy defeat upon Srimukh and pursued him

hotly for a long distance, devastating all the region on the way
(Hathigumfa inscription). Srimukh was forced to retire to Nasik

on the bank of the Godavari. Bhikhkhuraj returned to the seat

of his capital after forcing Srimukh to accept his suzerainty ( ? ).

Srimukh selected Painth^” or Junner as the seat of his capital.

Thus was founded the Andhra dynasty in the district of Nasik in

100 A. M. As he had to accept the suzerainty of KharveP®, he

was called “Andhrabhrtya”^*.

By the time Srimukh established his own dynasty, he had

passed through many vissicitudes in life, and

The events ol his reign hence had learnt to curb his ambition and to

temper valour with wisdom. He seems to have

called himself “Vilivayakur^””. During the thirteen years of his

(9) Read further.

(10) Vol. II, Chap. Ill, pp. 105, f. a. no. 130.

(11) Bhikhkhuraj was 25 when be ascended the throne in B. C. 429<

(Hathigumfa inscr.). This invasion took place two years later in B. C. 427.

(12) For difference between Pyton situated on the east of Nasik and

Painth, situated on the west, vide chap. IV and also map at the end.

(13) The Federal System of government was given a blow by Chauakya

in about 160 A. M., and it totally disappeared during the rule of the Sungas

in A. M. 345 and after.

(14) Cf. f. n. no. 13 ( which shows that the term “Sungbhftya" was in

use upto A. M. 345). Vol. 11, pp. 112, f. n.no. 145; Vol. I, pp. 151, f, n. no, 13

and pp. 356, f. n. no. 47.

(15) For the meaning of this term vide Vol. II, pp. 102. Coins nos,

56 to 58<
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rale, he extended his kingdom with slow but sure steps and

never undertook an expedition where the chances of success were

rather remote. He probably brought under his control all the

territory upto Kolhapur, Berar and Central Provinces, though it

is more probable that these conquests were achieved by his son

Gautamiputra Yagnasri. Looking to the places from which his

coins have been found out and to other circumstances, we can fix

up his territory as bounded by Navasari district in the north, the

banks of the Tungbhadra on the south, the Arabian sea on the

west and the Sahyadri ranges in the east.

We have already given some details about “Andhra”, “Satavahan”,

“Satakarnii” etc. Some more details are given below. We should

first be clear about the difference between a
More details about , a

family, race and ^ nation. A race means a group of

dynasty persons claiming descent from the same blood.

These persons may be residing in one territory

or in various territories. A nation means an aggregate of people

residing in the same geographical area. A nation may consist of

one race or of a number of races. The "Andhra” is the name of

a nation.

We have proved in Vol. I, that the Si^unagas and the Nandas

were Malla ksatriyas, one of the eighteen branches of the Samvrijis.

^rimukh was the son of Hand II. Hence, he and his descendants

were also Malla ksatriyas*®. The fourth Andhra king—the grandson

of ^rimukh—is for this reason called Vadsatsri Mallik^ri SatakarQi.

As regards family, ^rimukh, of course, belonged to the same Vahik

family (Vol. I, pp. 261, f. n. no. 47) to which ^reijik, all other

Si^unlgas and Nandas belonged.

We have already given details about Sata*'', ^ata, Satakaroi

etc. It is not unreasonable to conclude that the dynasty derives

(16) Some scholars call them Brahmins, some call them noH-Brahmins.

Some discussion about this is given in *'The Indian Culture” (Calcutta), Vol,

V, no. I, 1938. Vide pp. 248 above.

(17) Volt 111, pp, 349) f. D, DO, 10,
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The dynasty and

the religion

its name from the date of a particular era in which it was founded.

The date 100, as has already been proved, belongs to the Mahavira

era. It follows from these, that the kings of this

dynasty were Jains. Their coins*® bear witness

to this fact. We have proved in Vol. I, that the

Si^unlgas and the Nandas were Jains. The inscriptions of the

Andhras, in which are commemorated the religious donations*®

made by them also show that they were Jains. We
will show in the accounts of kings like Aristakarna and Hal

Satakami—commonly known as Salivahan—that they performed

many Jaina rites and ceremonies*®. Of course, it is quite possible

that not all the kings of this long-lasting dynasty, might have been

Jains. There may have been slight deflections here and there on

account of the various religious upheavals*^ that shook ancient India

on and often. Mostly, however, they were Jains; only some of

them have gone to the fold of the Vedic religion. The writer®*

of “The Early History of India” says.
—

“It is a curious fact that

although Andhra kings were officially Brahminical Hindus, most

of their donations were made to the Buddhistic institutions”. Had
the writer of this extract given any piece of evidence to support

the statement, it would have been to the great advantage of all

the students of history. The mention of the word “Buddhist”, as

our readers by this time must have clearly understood, is the

result of the common and widespread mistake of the scholars

of misinterpreting everything Jaina as Buddhist*®. “Simukh” is

clearly a Magadhi word, the language of the Jaina scriptures.®*

(18) Vol. II, coins nos. 56 to 84.

(19) Chapters V and VI in this volume.

(20) Vol. Ill, pp. 6.

(21) Cf. vol. I, pp. 4 and sequel.

(22) 3rd edi. pp. 210.

(23) For more proofs vide Vol. II, chaps. II & III.

(24) Cf. the Jaina couplet given below:-—

“Koi aneru jag nahi e tirtha tole,

Fm iSrimukh Hari agale Sri Simandir bole”.
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The kings of this dynasty always took pride in appending to

their names, terms like “ ^ata^ri ” or “ Vadsatsri ” because they

denoted the religious connection of the beginning of their dynasty

in the hundredth year of the Mahavira era. That seems to be

the reason underlying the statement of C. H. 1. (pp. 531):-“Their

(Satvahans) earliest coins bear the name of a king Sata.” As time

went on, as political and religious changes began to take place,

terms like Sata and Satavahan began to be replaced by Satakartii

and Salivahan. Such changes took place twice—during the reigns

of the seventh and the twenty-third kings.

Inscr. no. I by Queen Naganika ( Chap. V. ) shows that

Sriraukh had a son, who was married to Naganika, the daughter

of a Maharathi belonging to a family named
ms family Angiya. Naganika gave birth to two sons,

namely, Vadasri and Haku^ri. Inscr. no. 2

shows that ^rimukh had a younger brother named Sri-Krs^a. The

coins of ^rimukh’s son reveal that his name was Yagna^ri Gautami-

putra, who died in A. M. 143 (B. C. 384) leaving two sons behind

him, respectively eight and six years old. Naganika took the reins

of the government into her own hands. Calpulating back, we find

that Gautamiputra’s two sons must have been born in A. M. 135

(B. C. 392) and A. M. 137 (B, C. 390) respectively. §ri-Krsria,

the younger brother of Srimukh, usurped the throne from Naganika

and ruled for ten years and died in A. M. 153-4 (B. C. 373).

We have fixed A. M. 73 (B. C. 454) as the date of his birth.

This means that he died at the age of eighty. Srimukh died at

the age of 45. That Srimukh’s son called himself Gautamiputra

means, that Srimukh had married a princess belonging to the

Gautami family, Similarly Naganika’s son Vadasat^ri called himself

Vasisthiputra, thus proving that Naganika belonged to the Vasistha

family. Again, both Srimukh and ^rikrsna called themselves Vasisthi-

putras. Evidently, their mother, though a low class woman, belonged

to that family. This shows that these kings did not marry girls

belonging to the same family as theirs. This is the reason, why

‘‘Srimukh=by his mouth, Hari=Indra; Sri Simandir=one of the four

living Tirthankeras.
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some of the kings have been called Gantamipntras and some

Vasisthiputras etc. In those times class-distinctions were based on

various professions followed by the people. The name of ^rimukh’s

queen has, as yet, not been found out.

We have seen that scholars have fixed up Pusyamitra Sunga,

Kharvel and Srimukh as contemporaries, and that, having been

able to fix up Pusyamirra’s time as 188 B.C.®®,
Who were conttem

have come to the conclusion that the
porarles and who

, , , n • . . .

were not other two, also must have flourished at about

the same time. We have proved convincingly

that the whole theory is ill-founded and that Brhaspatimitra

whose contemporary was Kharvel, was quite a different individual

from Pusyamitra §unga.

Below are stated the times of all these persons in order to

avoid confusion:

—

(1) Brhaspatimitra of Magadh : B. C. 417-415 (Vol. I, pp. 360).

(2) Kharvel of Kaling: B. C. 429- 393 = 36 years ( Vol.

Ill, chart opp. pp. 329 ).

(3) Pusyamitra §unga; B. C. 226-188 = 38 years ( Vol. Ill,

cahrt opp. pp. 79 ).

(4) Srimukh of Andhra: B. C. 427-414=13 years (pp. 233),

(2) gautamiputra yagnasri or
YAGNA^RI GAUTAMIPUTRA

According to Mr. Pargiter, Srimukh was succeeded by Sri-krsna.

We have, however, already proved that Srimukh

His family was succeeded by his son, named Gautamiputra

Yagnasri, the husband of queen Naganika. He
died leaving two sons behind him, eight and six years old respectively.

In inscr. 20 (chap. VI), it has been stated that he was about

20 to 25 when he ascended the throne. His rule lasted for 31

years and he died at the age of about 50 to 55 years, in A. M.

143=B. C. 384. Calculating back, he must have been born in

A. M. 93=B. C. 434. His two sons, as we have already seen, were

born in B. C. 392 and 390 respectively. This means that he got

his first son at the age of forty-two. It has not yet been decided

whether he had any other children except these two or whether

(25) Even this d^te is not quite correct.

42
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he had any other queens except Naganika. Looking to the poli-

gamous custom of those times and looking to his age when his

first son was born, it is but natural to surmise that he had

married other girls before Naganika and that he must have had

children by them who were all, however, dead.

Naganika, as has been stated in inscr. no. I, (Chap. V) was

the daughter of a Maharathi of Anga. It has been stated in C. A.

R. pp. 21, para 27:—^“Maharathis and Maha-

Maharathes bhojakas were evidently high officers of the state,

probably Viceroys*® in the Andhra empire.

They are often intimately connected by family ties with the ruling

sovereign. We have stated in the account of Sreijik that there

was in his army an officer named Nagarathik. (Vol. I, pp. 246). In

the divisions of the army, in Chanakyas “Arthasastra”, mention is

made of Maharthi^®. It seems that it indicates a certain position

and status in the army and is not the name of any officer.

Gautamiputra Yagna^ri married the daughter (Naganika) of a

Maharathi of Vidarbha. Nearly a century and a half later,

Agnimitra ^unga defeated a certain Maharathi of Vidarbha and

married his daughter named Malavika. (Vol. Ill, pp. f. n. 32).

Possibly these two girls belonged to the same family. Yagnas'ri

must have, sometime during his rule, defeated Naganika’s father

and married her.*®

Prying into the hoary past is a difficult business. As regards

research work in ancient history, conclusions are arrived at on a

(26) Members of the ruling family were customarily appointed as governors

and on other high posts in all the dynasties in those times.

(27) The coins of Chuj^ukanand and Mulanand bear witness to this. It

is stated in C. A- R. para 140:
—

“Ujjain symbols are only found on coins of

Satavahan family but not on those of Chutu dynasty”. The statement has

been made bv the author under the impression that the Chutus were independent

kings. As a matter of fact, however, provincial governors had the power to

have their own coins.

(28) Cf. with the matter in Chap. VI, pp. 300 and the table given there.

(29) We had raised the question whether this region was conquered by
Srimukh or by Yagnasri on pp. 259. The answer is given here.
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collaboration of certain pieces of evidence. Of all the ways of

finding out truth in history, that of chronological sequence and

coincidence is the soundest. That was how we proved that

Sandrecottus of Greek history was not Chandragupta but Asok.

The dynasties which ruled in other parts of India contem-

poraneously with Gautamiputra Yagnasri were the Nandas in the

north and the Chedis in the east. Now Yagnasri
Territorial extent and ^ 113 to 144=31 years. During

capital

****
Nand IX ruled over Magadh (112 to

115 A. M.=43 years ); and Kharvel ( A. M. 98 to

134=36 years), and Vakragriv (134 to 155 A. M. = 21 years) ruled

in Kaling. The coins of Yagnasri are found in the Canda district

of Berar and in the regions of the Godavari and the Krsna in

the south. From this, we can conclude that the central Provinces,

Berar, the whole of the Nizam kingdom and certain portions of

Maharastra must have formed parts of his territory.

The Hathigumfa inscription tells us that Kharvel defeated

^rimukh during the second year of his reign (100 A. M.). The

sixth line of the same inscription tells us that he defeated all the

Rastrikas and Bhojakas in A. M. 102. This shows that the Rastrikas

and the Bhojakas were not under the vassalage of Andhras. The

Rastrikas ruled over a portion of Maharastra and the Bhojakas

over Berar (C. H. I. pp. 600). These two people were therefore

the vassalage of the Chedi rules for 102 A. M. and onwards, until

the Andhras conquered them. Yagnasri, knowing it too well that

his father had suffered a severe defeat at the hands of Kharvel,

dared not lift his head against him. On the other hand, we know

that when Yagnasri died, his son born of Naganika, was eight

years old. Hence he must have married her in about 134 A. M.

It has been proved that Kharvel died in 134 A. M. and was

succeeded by his son Vakragriv, who was a lover of pleasure, and

who was not as valorous as his father. It is possible, therefore,

that Yagnasri may have conquered Berar and Central Provinces

in 134 A. M. immediately after Kharvel’s death, and married

Naganika. Having achieved these conquests, it was not difficult for

him to conquer the southern portion of the Nizam tenitory, in
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B. C. 393 - 92 = A. M. 134 - 35. Thus we see that when Yagna^ri

came to the throne in A. M. 113, he inherited from his father,

a comparatively small territory. By 135 A. M. he increase’d his

territory to a large extent, as we have already seen. For the first

20 years of his rule, he was an Andhrabhrtya; for the remaining

11 years he was an independent Andhrapati.

Now we turn to the seat of his capital. We have proved that

Painth was the seat of the capital during his father’s time. Looking,

however, to the extended kingdom of Yagnasri, it is not certain

whether Painth was continued as the seat of capital. Did he shift

the seat of the capital to the region of Warrangul-Amaravati ? We
know that after achieving his conquests in 133 A. M., he ruled

for the next ten years; he had, therefore, ample time to make

Changes like this. If Painth, however, was in one corner, Warrangul

was in another. Amaravati has to be more or less ruled out because

we are not sure whether Yagnasri’s kingdom extended upto that

region. We know, however, for certain that the region of Benna-

katak was conquered by Vadsat^ri Mallika ^atakar^ii, the son of

Yagnasri (Vol. II, coins nos. 67-68). In all probability, therefore,

he may not have changed the seat of his capital.

VADSATSRI SATAKARNI

In the dynastic list given in the Puranas, Vadsat^ri is stated

to have succeeded Krsna. As a matter of fact, however, when

Yagnasri died, the infant Vadsatsri was immediately declared to

have succeeded him and Naganika worked as regent. Hardly had

this state of affairs lasted for 10 months in 146 A. M., as it is

stated in inscriptions nos. 1 and 2 (Chap. V). Sri Krsija usurped

the throne. When Yagnasri died in 144 A. M., Nand IX was

ruling over Magadh and Vakragriv ruled over Kaling. Both ruled

for the succeeding 11 years. We also know that in 155 A. M.,

Chandragupta defeated Nand IX and became the emperor of

Magadh. This conquest was achieved by him with the help of

Vakragriv of Kaling. We also know that at the time of dividing

the spoils of the kingdom, Vakragriv was treacherously murdered.

We have proved that Chandragupta was born in 130 A. M.
(B. C, 397), founded the Maurya dynasty in A. M. 145 (381 B. C.),
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and became the emperor of Magadh in A. M. 155 ( 372 B. C. )•

Let us see whether the events of Chandragupta’s life have

any connection with the events that took place in Andhra in 144

and 146 A. M. Coins Nos. 56, 57, 67 and, 68 (Vol. II) tell us

that Yagnasri for a short time, and Vad^atsri for a long time,

were under the vassalage of the Nandas and the Mauryas. Thus

it follows that Chandragupta must have some hand in the usurpation

of the throne of Andhra by Sri Krsija. In Vol. II, pp. 190 we

have stated that in about A. M. 145, Chandragupta, then sixteen

years old, had established his kingdom by conquering from king

Nand the region now called the State of Reva and the district

of Chattisgadh (Vol. I, fig. No. 54 ) with the help of Chanakya.

We should note that before Chandragupta achieved this conquest,

the region was under the power of Nand IX. We have also stated

above, that Yagnasri defeated the Maharathis—of the Angakula

vardhana family-of the same region, and married Naganika, the

daughter of one of the Maharathes. These Maharathes who were

originally the governors appointed by Nand II, had changed several

masters during the 50 years that succeeded the death of Mahapadma

in 100 A. M. When Nand IX consolidated his power at home®",

he turned his attention to the re-conquest of these regions during

the 32nd® ^ year of his reign, as he felt strong enough for an

expedition of this nature®*. Hence he must have reconquered them

from Yagnasri in about 144 A. M., as is indicated by coin No.

56. This means that during the last year of his rule, Yagnasri

must have been forced to accept the vassalage of Nand IX.

Vadsatsri, naturally, must have succeeded him in the same

circumstances. It is possible that Sri-krsiia, who was, as we know,

a consin of Nand IX, may have appealed to him for help in

(30) Vide vol. I, the account of the Nanda dynasty to have an idea of

the anarchy that prevailed from 100 A. M. onwards in Magadh.

(31) Nand IX 'came to the throne in A. M. 112. This event took place

in 144 A. M.

(32) He came to the throne in very precarious circumstances (Vol. I).

He made an effort to exterminate the k^atriyas. He settled as a powerful

ruler only after 30 years.
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getting the throne from Naganika, on the plea that she was a

woman and could not handle the affairs of the kingdom as he

would. Nand IX, may have helped him in the act of usurpation.

Below is given a chronological table of principal events'.

—

A. M. B. C.

100 427 The region over which Chandragupta established

his power, was under the rule of Nand II.

102 425 Kharvel conquered this region. Political condi-

tions in Magadh were quite unsettled during

the rule of all the kings from Nand III to VIII.

134-5 393-2 Yagnasri conquered this region from Kaling

and became quite independent.

142-3 385-4 Nand IX reconquered this region from Yagnasri

and forced him to become his vassal.

143-4 384-3 Vadsatsri succeeded Yagnasri as Andhrabhrtya.

144-5 383-2 Sri-kysga, with the help of Nand IX, usurped

the throne.



Chapter VI 11

^atavahana dynasty (Contd.

)

Synopsis:—(3) ^knria I—the circumstances under which

he usurped the throne—Two kings of the same name have been

fownd in the dynastic list as is revealed by their coins—The retribution.

{4) Vasisthiputra Vadscdhn Mallika^ Satakarni—The reason

why the epithet Mallikahn is appended to his name—The meaning

of the term Viltvaya-His children and the duration of his Ufe-Some

pecidtar events of his rule—The extent of his territory—The

Natiaghat inscription by his mother Naganika.

(5) Purnotsang or MSdhariputra §ivalakuras—His name and

his titles—The political condition of India in his time and the

extent of his territory—The details of his army based on the authority

ofafamousforeign anibassador-Pu^amitra was not a contemporary

of inmukh just as Chandragupta was not Sandrecottus—The

probable seats of the capital—Painth and Amaravati, and their

prosperous condition.
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(3) ^RIKRSNA I; VASISTHIPUTRA

We have seen how Srikrsna usurped the throne from Vad-

sat^ri and his mother Nlganika. We also know that Chanakya

had taken a vow not to enter Magadh and of not tying his quene

as long as he did not destroy the Nandas root and branch. When
Chandragupta, the son of a daughter of peacock-keeper, became 16

years old in 144 A. M., he took him away from his parenjts, and

having conquered some region between the kingdoms of Andhra

and Kaling, established Chandragupta as a king there. Then, as

the incident of the old dame tells us (Vol. II, pp. 166), he began to

organize the army and began a methodical conquest of the

surrounding territory. Chanakya took enough care not to molest

the territory of Kaling, because it was his design to make Vakragriv

help Chandragupta against Mahanand. When Mahanand came to

know of these things, he, wisely enough, made a move to make

friends with the king of Andhra, where at that time Vadsatsri,

the infant king, was on the throne, with queen Naganika as the

regent. Hence, he turned 'his eyes to old and experienced Ktspa

who was very eager to come to the throne. Pressure was therefore

brought upon Naganika to make way for him. The queen, who

was wise enough to recognize the trend of the times, vacated

the throne and thus made the way clear for Krsna. The Nanaghat

inscription describes the whole event in very telling terms and

the hatred of Naganika for Srikrsna has been expressed there in

very biting terms.

Coin No. 63 (Vol. II, pp. 110) bears the name Srikrsna Sata-

karni and has been found out from the district of Chanda. It bears

the elephant on the obverse side. We know definitely that the

elephant was the symbol of Priyadarsin, who flourished much later

than Snkrsna, with whom we are concerned here. Hence, the coin

has no connection with Snkrsna who usurped the throne. The
Srikrsna of the coin must have been some other king in the

line. The Dhauli-Jagauda inscnption of Priyadarsin tells us that

Priyadarsin twice defeated an Andhra king and let him go alive

because he happened to be his relative. The dynastic list tells

US that Srikrspa, who was a contemporary of Priyadarsin was.
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Gantamiputra; while ^rikrsna with whom we are concerned here

was a Vasisthiputra. Thus there were two ^rikrsnas.

^rikrsna I was born in A. M. 73 (pp. 323), came to the throne

in 145 A. M. and died in 155 A. M. at the age of 82. Nothing is

known about his family or about his children.

Srikrsna’s alliance with Nand IX did not accrue to his

happiness. The Maharathis became his staunch adversaries on

account of his treachery towards Naganika. He
other details also created another powerful enemy in

Chandragupta. Under the expert guidance of

Chanakya, Chandragupta molested the Andhra as well as the

Magadha territory whenever he got an opportunity and never

missed to have a bite from the territory. This continued for nine

years from B. C. 381 to 372. Then Chandragupta, by the advice

of Chanakya, invaded the Andhra kingdom and ^rikrsna was

killed in the battle that took place. Then Chandragupta gave the

throne back to Vadsat^ri, the rightful owner, who was by this

time 18 years old, and who accepted the suzerainty of Chandragupta

and began to be called Andhrabhrtya.

(4) VADSATSRI MALLIK SrI §ATAKARNI ;

VILIVAYAKURAS VASISTHIPUTRA

We have stated, under what circumstances Vadsat^ri was

restored to the throne. We have also explained why the title

Malliksri was appended to his name. It remains here for us to

explain the terms Vilivayakuras and Vasisthiputra.

The term Vilivayakuras is made up of Vilivaya + kuras.

Scholars believe that “Kura” is a deteriorated form of “Kula”^

and the whole term denotes the name of a dynasty. Had that

been so, however, all the kings of the dynasty would have appended

the term to their names. That is not the case. Another writer*

is of the opinion that the term Vilivaya is a deteriorated form

of Viravalaya, meaning, “ one who has put on a bracelet as a

(1) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 87:
—

“Kura"=tribe'’...Vilivayakura=prInce belonging

to the tribe of Vihvay, Shival etc.".

(2) K. S. S. Com. pp. 52.
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sign of valour." This seems to be the right interpretation. I

believe that those kings of the dynasty who were independent

assumed this title; and those who were under the vassalage of

any king could not. This helps us to understand the signs on

their coins.

Vasisthiputra comes of course from the name of the family

of his mother, Naganika. The name Vadsatsri is mentioned in

one of the inscriptions. In inscr. No. I (chap. V) it is stated that

Vadsatsri had a younger brother named Hakusiri. Dr. Buhler

(A. S. W. I. Vol. VI. pp. 62, no. 1) has identified Hakusiri with

^aktikumar, whose name is so often mentioned in the Jaina books.

We have, however, already explained in mscr. 3 (chap. V), that

^aktikumar was none other than the brave king Hal Silivahan. As
regards Hakusiri, he seems to have died at an early age.

In A. M. 145, when his father died, he was eight years old.

He was born in 137 A. M. He was restored
Hli family to the throne in A. M. 155, at the age of

eighteen. His rule lasted for 56 years, and he

died in A. M. 210 = B. C. 317, at the age of about 73.

Little is known about his children. His successor may have
been his son Jaina books® tell os that he had another son. The
episode is as follows:—“In the city of Pratisthan, two brahmins
named Varahamihir and Bhadrabahu became Jaina monks. When
Bhadrabahu was made the Acharya, Varahamihir felt envious and
became angry. He disguised himself as a brahmin, composed
Varahsamhita and led the life of an astrologer. Once, a son

was born to the queen in the royal palace. Varahamihir predicted
that he would live for hundred years. All the people thereupon
flocked to the palace and congratulated the king. The only man
who kept aloof was Bhadrabahu, whom Varahamihir began to
censure in the strongest terms. Bhadrabahu told his Jaina followers

that the prince would die on the seventh day by the onslaught
of a cat. The king thereupon caused all the cats to be driven
out from the city. On the seventh day, a wooden stopper having

(3) K. S. S. pp. l25-2e.
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the shape of a cat fell accidentally upon the prince who died

instantly. As’a result of this, Bhadrabahu was praised everywhere,

and people began to censure Varahamihir^. ” This means that

the son must have been born a short time after Bhadrab&hu was

made Acharya in A. M. 156. This episode also gives us the date

of the composition of Varahasamhita (156 A. M.). This Bhadrabahu

was the royal preceptor of Chandragupta, who described to him

the 16 dreams which he had in Ujjain. Bhadrabahu thereupon

interpreted the dreams ( Vol. II, pp. 186 ); and Chandragupta

renounced the world and became a Jama monk (A. M. 169=B. C.

358). The preceptor and the pupil travelled through many provinces.

At last in A. M. 170=B. C. 357, Bhadrabahu took tha Samlekhaija

vow and died near Sravatia-belgol®.

More than thirty kings ruled in the dynasty. Of these, there

were hardly four, whose reigns lasted for more than fifty years. One

of these four, was Vadsatsri. Another peculiarity
The ^raHairitics of

throne

twice. Thirdly, his was a very peaceful and

prosperous reign®. Fourthly, no king of the dynasty had to accept

the suzerainty of so many overlords one by one. When he came

to the throne, he was under the vassalage of Nand IX. When he

came to the throne the second time, his overlord was Chandra-

gupta. After Chandragupta’s renunciation, he came under the

vassalage of Bindusar. Taking advantage of the anarchy that

prevailed in Magadh due to the weak rule of Bindusar, he became

independent in B.C. 347 and enjoyed his independence upto 317 B.C.

(4) There took place another incident showing the superiority of Bhadra*

bahu over Varahamihir, in point of knowledge. With that, however, we are

not concerned here.

(5) In Svetamber Jama books, Chandragupta’s entering the Jaina Holy

orders and Bhadrabahu’s going to the south and many other incidents have

not been mentioned. We have, however, shown in Vol. II, why Priyadarsln

erected gigantic idols in this region. Hence the absence of these details in the

8vetamber books does not prove that they were untrue.

(6) It is possible that some events may have taken place, of which there

Rie no signs or records extant.
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when he died. Even Asok who came to the throne in 330

B. C. did not disturb him. Even his successor enjoyed independence.

As we have already said, his was a peaceful reign. Hence,

we expect little change in his territorial extent. Vadsat^ri inherited

all the territory that was under the rule of his

Territorial extent father. During the time when Snkrsija was on

the throne, the Central Provinces and Berar

were conquered by Chandragupta; the greed for land, however,

being non-existent in those times, Vadsatsri, when he was restored

to the throne, was given back these provinces. Right upto the

retirement of Chaijakya in B. C. 350, things continued without any

change. When, however, after the retirement of Chaijakya, anarchy

ruled supreme in Magadh, Bindusar found it impossible to hold

the Deccan under his power. All the territory upto Bezwada,

Bennakatak and Amaravati (Vol. II, coins nos. 67, 68 and inscr.

no. 19), came under his power. All the petty chiefs on the eastern

coast accepted his suzerainty. Even the Cholas, Pallavas and

Paijdyas came under his banner, or under that of his successor.

We may safely conclude, therefore, that Vadsatsri was the un-

challenged ruler of the whole of south India except the extreme

southern regions. His coins are found in eastern India. General

Cunningham says in his C. A. I. pp. 108:
—

“All the coins of Andhras

are found in Eastern India round about Amaraoti, while all bow

and arrow coins come from Western India”.

This inscription (No. 1, chap. V) was erected by Naganika;

in which she has given details about herself and her two sons. It

refers to a donation made by her. No date is

The date of Nanaghat given in it. The author of J. B. B. R. A. S.

(1928, Vol. Ill, new edi. pp. 83) has stated that

it was erected during the 13th year of Vadsatsri’s reign. He has

given no piece of evidence in support of his statement. The Na^ik

inscription was also erected by Naganika. In it, we find full details

about the usurpation of the throne by Srikrsrja. The Nanaghat

inscription, on the other hand, contains no mention of ^rikrsija.

It is, therefore, possible that the Nasik inscription was erected

immedisttely aftec the usurpation, and that Nanaghat inscriptioq
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was erected some 12 years later, L e. immediately after Vadsat^ri

was restored to the throne.

(5) PURNOTSANG OR MADHARIPUTRA ; SIVALAKURAS

Mr. Pargiter says that Purnotsang succeeded Vadsatsn on

the throne; but he is silent on the point of relationship between

the two. In the absence of any information to the contrary, we

might as well suppose that Purnotsang was the son of Vadsatsn.

There is little evidence to support that Purnotsang was called

Madhariputra. A coin, however, has been found out. (Vol, II, pp.

106, No. 59). It bears the names Madhariputra and Sivalakuras.

Another coin ( Vol. II, pp. 108, No. 63 ) has been found out,

bearing the name Krsna ^atakariji Considering these things together.

Sir Cunningham and Dr. Rapson have come to the conclusion

that these two succeeded Vadsatsri one after the other, and rbar

each ruled for eighteen years. Thus, they believe that Purnotsang

succeeded Vadsatsri, and that Gautamiputra Vilivavakuras

Skandha-sthambh ( pp. 223 ) or Krsija II succeeded him.

We have seen that Vadsatsri died at the age of 73, and

that a son of his died in A. M. 156. At this time Vadsatsn was

only 21 years old. The next son to be born was Purnotsang.

Hence at the time of Vadsatsn’s death, Purnotsang must-have

been 50 years old. The fact that he ruled for 18 years means

that he died at the age of about 70. He ruled from B. C. 317

to 299, and was born somewhere between 364 B. C. to 369 B. C.

We have stated above in agreement with scholars that

Madhariputra ruled for 18 years. But the details given below leave

some room for doubt. In inscr. No. 20

M'*ih*””***r” ( Jaggayapet Stupa, Krsna dist. ) it is stated

that it was erected by a king named Madhariputra

Iksavaku Nama ^ri Virapurusadatta, during the 20th year of

' his reign. “In the Archeological Survey of South India” (Imperial

Series ) Vol. I, p. 5, it is stated that there are inscriptions by

Pulumavi and Yagnasn in the Avanti stupa. This means that

these two kings, namely Nos. 18 and 17 of the dynasty, had this

region under their power. It, therefore, becomes clear that Madhari*

putra of Jaggayapet can have no connection with Nos. 17 anc)
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18. We know further that this region of Amaravati and Jaggayapet

was under the power of kings Nos. 5, 6 and 7 also. No. 5 was,

as we have seen, Madhariputra Sivalakuras. Probably, therefore,

the Madhariputra Iksavaku Nama §ri Virapurusadatta of the

Jaggayapet Stupa was none other than No. 5. The name Iksavaku

is not so objectionable as it seems at first sight. It has been

found to have been applied both to the ksatriyas and to

the brahmanas. The Satavahanas, as we have seen, though

born of a low-class mother, had a ksatriya ancestor of a noble

descent. Hence, Madhariputra may well have been called

Iksavaku. If we accept this theory, we shall have to ascribe at

least 21 years to Madhariputra, instead of 18. Some changes, here

and there, thus will have to be made in the chronological list.

If we look to the dates of Madhariputra’s reign, we shall find

that by the time he came to the throne, the Kalinga empire had

gone to pieces. Hence, there were only two

Territorial extent powers in India:—(1) Asok at the head of the

Magadha empire in the north and (2) Madharh

putra at the head of the Andhra empire in the south. A^ok ruled

from B. C. 330 to 289 and Purnotsang ruled from B. C. 317

to 299. We have made it clear in the account of Asok

that after Chanakya’s retirement and due to the weak rule

of Bindusar, there prevailed misrule and anarchy in north India,

and that it took Asok nearly 26 years of his rule to see things

settled in India and to repulse the persistent attacks of foreign

invaders like Alexander and of his successor and general, Seleucus

Necator. Hence upto B. C. 304, Asok had no time to attend to

things in the south. Taking advantage of this opportunity, Purnotsang

annexed that part of Kaling, which was not annexed to the Magadha
empire. Consequently all the territory on the south of the Vindhya

ranges, with the Mahanadi in the east and the Narmada in the

west, and Cape Comorin in the south, formed the Andhra empire.

When, therefore, Asok wanted to send a mission to Ceylon, headed

by Sanghamitra and Mahendra, he sent it by a sea-route,

and saw the members of the mission off, on the banks of the

Maha. This took place in B. C. 312, i. e. during the 5th year of
Ma^hariputra’s reign.
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It is an indisputable fact—modern scholars may believe it

or not—that the kings in ancient times fully realized the signi-

ficance of having a well-organized and well-

The army trained army and of other forms of military

defence and tactics. §remk, the builder of social

guilds, had spared no efforts in having an organized and trained

army. His grandson, Udayanbhat, reaping the advantage of his

military genius, conquered the whole of south India. Udayanbhat’s

commander-in-chief Nandivardhan, later on the founder of the

Nanda dynasty, was the unchallenged emperor of the whole of

India, because of his remarkable genius for military organization.

Chanakya, that incomparable statesman, also recognized the im-

portance of a well-trained army for the protection of an empire.

The army in those times consisted of four divisions:—Infantry,

Cavalry, Elephants and Chariots. Large towns and strategic places

were protected with strong walls around which were dug ditches,

some ideas about which have been given in Vol. I, pp. 286. When

in B. C. 304 Seleucus Necator sued for peace with A^ok, the

latter concluded a treaty with him and married his daughter.

Seleucus, therefore, sent an ambassador named Megasthenes at

the court of Asok. Due to the Greek influence, one division of

the army, namely, the chariot, gradually disappeared. We find no

mention of chariots in Megasthenes’ description of the Andhra

army which is given below’:
—“The Andhra territory included 30

walled towns, besides numerous villages, and the army consisted

of 1,00,000 infantry, 2000 cavalry and 1000 elephants and

was reputed to possess a military force, second only to that at

the command of the king Prash Chandragupta Maurya”.

We have proved in Vol. II, that A^ok and Priyadar^in were

different individuals and that the latter was the grandson of the

former. A^ok ruled from B. C. 330 to 289 and Priyadar^in from

289 to 235. In his Dhauli Jaguda inscription, Priyadar^in has

stated that in the 9th year of his reign (280 B. C.) he conquered

that region from Satakariji and let him free twice, because he was

(7) E. H. I. 3rd edi, pp. 206<
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a near relative. We shall see later on, that the first battle was

fought with the 6th Satakarni and that the second was fought with

the seventh. Priyadarsin also erected three inscriptions (Brahmagiri

etc.) in the Chittaldurga district of the modern Mysore State,

during the 32nd (and a half) year of his reign. This means that

from B. C. 280 to 256, all this territory was under the power of

Priyadarsin. Clearly, the sixth and the 7th Andhra kings were

under the vassalage of Priyadarsin. The coins of the 5th and the

6th Andhra kings are, however, found in the region now called

the Coromandal coast and in the region around the Krsna. This

means that before 280 B. C. these regions were under their

power. Clearly, therefore, they must have been conquered by

the 5th king Madhariputra, who was evidently more valorous

than the sixth king.

We have quoted an extract from Megasthenes as it is found

in the “Early History of India ” by Mr. Vincent Smith. We want

to comment here on two phrases in that extract.
Some ideas on xhe first is “ The Andhra dynasty The very

^''Megasthenes™
Andhra army had reached such

height of efficiency by 304 B. C. means that

the dynasty itself was founded long ago and Srimukh, its founder

flourished several years before 304 B. C. This is one more proof

against the common belief of the scholars that he was a contem-

porary of Pusyamitra Sunga who flourished in about 188 B. C.

The second phrase is “Prasii Chandragupta Maurya.” The phrase

suggests that Megasthenes was writing about a king who was

already dead by the time of his writing his diary, because, had

he meant the king at whose court he stayed as ambassador, he

would have described him as “ my king” or “our king.” This is

one more proof-and a very reliable one at that—against the

commonly accepted theory of the scholars that Sandrecottus

was none other than Chandragupta. Sandrecottus, as we have

already proved, was none other than Asok.

In chapter IV, we discussed the question of the seats of

capital and came to the conclusion that there were three possible

capitals of the Andhras-namely-Painth, Warrangul or Amaravati

4
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The seat of

the capital

and Vijayanagar. Of these, the third has to be left out of consideration

as it was the capital of one of the branches of the dynasty. Painth

must have been the original capital of the Andhra

empire. With the passage of time, and with

a substantial increase in the territorial extent,

political exigencies might have required the change of the

capital from Painth to Amaravatl-or Warrangul. Coins and

inscriptions of some of the earlier kings have been found in the

south-east and of some others in the south-west. The same has

been the case with some later kings. This shows that the seat

of the capital had to be changed several times. Let us try to find

out the causes and dates of such changes.

It has been accepted as true, that Srimukh selected Painth

as the seat of his capital. We have now to find out when

Amaravati was preferred to Painth. In inscr. No. 7 (Chap. IV)

Nasik, there are the words “ destroyed the Sakas and restored

the glory of ” (Inscrs. 33-35). Scholars have interpreted these words

in the sense that Gautamiputra Yagna^ri, at the instance of his

mother Baladri, got this inscription erected at this point in order

to wipe off the stain on his dynasty, caused by the defeat of his

ancestor at the hands of Ayama and Bsabhdatta (the son-in-law

of Nahapan) and by the forced removal of the seat of capital

from Painth to an unknown place in the south. It was for this

-for this purpose—that he changed the seat of his capital back

to Painth and erected the inscription in B. C. 53. The removal

of the seat of the capital to Amaravati had to be made in B. C.

114. We shall show below that this theory of the scholars

is ill-founded.

In the first place it is very wrong to suppose that in the

times with which we are concerned here, battles took place for

political purposes only. On the contrary, greed for land, as we

have proved in Vol. I, was conspicuous by its absence in India

in those times, and was not at all an incentive to war. This was

especially the state of things in south India, where foreign influence

which had contaminated the northern kings with this greed for

land, had not at all penetrated. Hence, wars in the times with

44
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which we are concerned here, were waged for purposes other than

political- We have already proved on the evidence of coins and

inscriptions that long before B. C. 114, the Satavahanas had

established their power over south-east of India (Vol. II, Chap. Ill,

and Chaps. V and VI in this Vol.) Hence the change of the seat

of capital from Painth to Amravati had taken place long before

114 B. C. due to reasons, other than the wars with Rsabhdatta

and Ayatna. Again Nahapln, Rsabhadatta and Ayatna erected

inscriptions in Nasik, Kanheri, Karle, Junner and at other places.

This region was at that time called Govardhan Samay, in which

was situated Mt. Tri-rasmi, in the caves of which many Jaina

monks resided and observed penance. For the maintenance of

these monks, many donations, as we have already noted, were

made by kings and other private gentlemen. The inscriptions

extant bear witness to this fact. Mt. Tri-rasmi had another name,

viz. Ruksavarta (Rathavarta). It has been stated in Jaina books

that many Jaina monks took here® the holy vow of fasting unto

death and went to heaven. We have already proved that Nahaplp

and other Ksaharata chiefs and most of the Satvahana kings

were followers of Jainism. Hence the wars, that were waged for

the region of Mt. Tri-rasmi, were not for political purposes but

for religious ones.

We have proved above, that the change of capital from Painth

to Amaravati took place long before B, C. 114. When did this

change take place ? Generally the district of Krsna, in which

Amaravati was situated, was under the power of the Kalinga kings.

We must therefore try to find out the date, when that region

must have been w'rested from the Kalinga kings by these Sata-

karni kings. Three dates suggest themselves as possible for such

an opportunity. The first is about 415 B. C. when ^rimukh’s

rule ended and Gautamiputra Yagnasri’s rule began. The second

(8) Pp. 286, f. n. no. 37 states that Vajrasuri died on Mt. Rathavarta.

Vaitasensun, one of his disciples, also died there. Chandiagupta and his

preceptor also went to the south, which thenceforth became a fr^mous place

of pilgrimage.
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is somewhere between 392 B. C. ( when Khlrvel died ) to'B. C.

360 (when the Chedi dynasty ended). At that time Chandragupta

and after him Bindusar, were on the throne of Magadh, and

Gautamiputra Yagnasri and after him Snkrsija, were on the throne

of Andhra. The third is B. C. 347 and thereafter, when Bindusar

and then Asok ruled in Magadh. Of these, the first is not probable

because there is no evidence to show that this region-Krsija

district-came under Gautamiputra Yagnasri's power. The second

also is equally improbable, because Chandragupta was then on

the throne. He had defeated the king of Kaling also and had

conquered all the territory upto cape Comorin, leaving only a

strip on the sea-coast for the Andhras. The third date seems to

be probable. By that time, Chaijakya had already retired from

active political life. Misrule and anarchy prevailed in Magadh due

to the weak rule of Bindusar. The Andhra king, taking advantage

of the opportunity, had established his power of the whole of south

India, beginning with the Vindhya ranges. Hence, the Amaravati

region must have come under Andhra control during this time

only. Probably the change in the seat of capital was therefore

effected by Madhariputra.

(1) Srimukh selected Painth as the seat of his capital in

B. C. 427, when he founded his dynasty.

(2) Madhariputra Satakariji changed it to Amaravati in 317

B. C. or thereabout. ( If earlier, the change must have been made

by Vadsatsri, at least not before B. C. 347 ).

We shall now consider, when the seat of the capital was re-

shifted to Painth. From B. C. 317 to B. C. 114, the Andhras seem

to have been left undisturbed. In 114 B. C. Nahapag began to

harass them, and wrested from them some portions of the district

of Nasik. Hence, Amaravati must have enjoyed the status of the

capital upto 114 B. C. Even after 114 B. C. it was left undisturbed.

Nahapaij’s rule was succeeded by that of the Gardabhilas. The

Andhras had very friendly relations with them. Both were ]ains.

There, therefore, existed no cause of conflict between them. This

state of affairs continued upto the rule of ^ivasvati (No. 23). Being

born in rather uncommon circumstances, a religious upheaval took
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place during his reign and he gave up Jainism in favour of the

Vedic religion. Naturally, there arose a sort of hostility between

him and the Gardabhilas. In order to have a direct eye on the

activities in Avanti and thinking that an attack upon his territory

would be easier off Painth, he must have changed the seat of his

capital from Amaravatl to Painth. It seems that his and his

successor No. 24*s efforts against the Gardabhilas proved fruitless.

No. 25—Chatrapana Vasisthiputra Satakarni, however, was not

without success, when he tried to conquer Saurastra in about 105 A.D.

(Inscr. 18). Both Gujarat and Saurastra continued to be under

the power of the Andhras upto 142 A. D, (Coin No. 76 of No. 25).

During the meantime, No 25 was succeeded by No. 26, who ruled

peacefully for a long time. In the meanwhile, the rule of the

Gardabhila dynasty ended. Mahaksatrap Chastlian became the

luler of \vanti. The first thing he did was to reconquer Gujarat

and Saurastra from the Andhras. Chasthatj was succeeded by

Mahaksatrap Rudradaman. After conquering Cutch, this young

and ambitious ruler turned his eyes towards the Andhra territory.

He marched his army into the territory, routed the Andhras (A. D.

155) and forced them to change the seat of their capital from

Painth to Vaijayanti or Vijayanagar on the bank of Tungbhadra.

No. 27's seat of the capital was, therefore, Vijaynagar. Then began

a steady decline of the dynasty, which divided itself into two

branches—the eastern and the western. Below is given a synopsis:

—

(1) B. C. 427; Painth selected as the seat of capital by ^rimukh.

(2) B. C. 317; Change to Amarivati due political exigencies.

The Andhras found that they could control the state affairs better

from there.

(3) A. D. 70; Change to Painth, not due to the reduction

in territorial extent, but for the sake of convenience. Amaravatl

was thus the Andhra capital for nearly four centuries.

(4) Change from Painth for good (A. D. 155). We thus see

that Amaravatl enjoyed the status of the capital for more than

double the time for which Painth did.
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Satavahana dynasty ( Contd.

)

Synopsis;—

(

6 ) Gaittamipidra Skiindha or Krsna II—His

time and the duration of his life—The Maskt inscription by

Priyadarkin; its date—His name—His conflict with Priyadarkin.

( 7 ) Vasisthiputra Satakarni or Satavahan VII—His name,

the duration of Jus life and his family—Hts change of religion

and its consequences—Political repercussions of the religious change

—Some epithets connected with the kings of this dynasty—His

territorial extent; the true meaning of the term “ Bordering lands
'*

found in Pnyadarkm’s inscriptions—A peculiarly of his reign^

His friendship with PataHJali,
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(6) GAUTAMIPUTRA SKANDHA-STHAMBHA
KRSNA II (Contd.)

The Puraoas are unanimous in allotting to him 18 years of

rule. Hence the dates are B. C. 299 to 281

His time, the duration qj. thereabout. A slight change in his time was
of his life and his name . , . j „ j

thought necessary and made before; but

later thought has convinced me that the change is not necessary.

He must have come to the throne at the age of about 40

to 45 and must have died at the age of about 60.

The Purlgas tell us that his name was Skandhstamhh. All

his other names have been connected with him by us for the

following reasons. We have already stated that coin No. 62

(Chap. 3, Vol. II) bears the elephant (Priyadarsin’s sign) on the

obverse side. This means that Krsija, whose name is found on the

coin, was a Bhrtya (vassal) of Pnyadarsin. Was this Krsna the

No 3 ? That had to be ruled out, because No. 3 ruled much

earlier than Pnyadarsin. A study of the dates revealed to us that

Nos. 6 and 7 were contemporaries of PriyadarSin. Of these two,

the name of the 7th has been definitely stated to have been
r

Vasisthiputra SatakaruL Naturally, therefore, Krsga was the name

of No. 6. The Dhauli-Jagoda inscription of Pn/adarsin supports

this conclusion. So also do the Maski and Allahbad inscriptions

support it. He had to be called Kisria II, because No. 3’s name

was also Krsija. We have seen that the father and the son in this

dynasty did not marry the daughters of the same family according

to the prevailing customs and thus avoided confusion of the

metronymics. Hence, if No. 5 was Madhariputra and No. 7 was

Vasisthiputra it would not be unreasonable to conclude that No.6 was

Gautamiputra.^ That also helps us to differentiate him from others.

Krsna may also have been an adjectival epithet of this king.

(Krsna=black in character). It seems that in his conflicts with

Pnyadarsin, he acted in such a treacherous manner, that, had he

not been a near relative of Priyadarsin, the latter would have

(1) Further study reveals to us that he called himself Gautamiputra.

(VoU 11, com so. 64).
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ordered him to be executed after his defeat in the fight against

him. The Sudar^an-lake inscription by Salisuk, the brother of

Priyadarsin and the Dhauli-Jlgoda inscription support this theory*.

It is stated clearly therein:
—

“ Without treachery, after thoroughly

conquering Satakariji, he let him go alive owing to close relationship."

In the account of Priyadarsin we have stated that, at the

places at which the Jaina Tirthankeras died, he erected big inscrip-

tions, and that at the places at which his

The Mask!
relatives died be erected small ones. In the case

Inscription
Mahavir, he erected tall pillars and installed

lions upon them, because the lion was the sign of Mahavir, at

places where he underwent hardships for the sake of religion.

Maski inscription being a small one, must, therefore, have been

erected in commemoration of a relative of his. It is situated in

in the Raipur district of the modern Nizam state. In those times,

both Kaling and this region were under the power of the Andhra

rules, and that was the reason why the Andhras were called the

lords® of Kaling. Of the two defeats inflicted by Priyadarsin on

Satakariji, in the Dhauli-Jagoda inscription, one was at Maski

during the reign of Krsna II. We have just explained that Krsjia

acted very treacherously in his fight against Priyadarsin, It seems

that this treachery must have been in the form of the murder of

a near relative of Priyadarsin at the place of the Maski inscription.

Who was this relative ? Two names, viz, that of prince Tival and

of Charuvaki, are mentioned in the Allahabad-Kausambi Pillar. We
have shown in Vol. II, pp. 263 that these names suggest that Charu-

vaki was the sister of ^atakarni and that Tival was her son. Scholars

believe (Siinih “Asok" pp. 198. f.n. 33) that this prince Tival must

have died early, because he did not succeed Priyadarsin on the

(2) This proves that Priyadarsin is directly connected with the Sudarsan

lake-inscription and with the Dbauli-J%o^ inscription. Rudradatnan only

got the lake repaired at one time, and then in the inscription, he compared

himself with Priyadarsin. (Appendix to Sudarsan lake, Vol. II).

(3) On the authority of Yugapariu, the lord of Kaling is called "iSata”.

The coins of Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7 etc. show that Kaling was under their power,

and for this reason they were called Lords of Kaling.
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throne. All these circumstances lead us to the conclusion that either

Charuvaki or Tival must have been murdered at Maski. This

conclusion is supported by the fact that Priyadarsin has not

mentioned his own name in the inscription. We have explained this

omission in Vol II, where we have shown that, so long as Asok

was alive (B. C. 271; 19 years after Priyadarsin came to throne),

Priyadarsin out of respect to his grandfather, never mentioned his

name in any of the inscriptions and on the idols-and they were

innumerable-that he erected during Asok’s life time. It was only

after his death, that he began to insert his name in them. He

therefore at Maski simply wrote “Asokassa" (of Asoka) and then

left some space vacant, in which, as we have already suggested,

should have been inserted some word like ‘ grandson” (Napta) or

descendant (Vamsaj). This incidentally proves that the battle of

Maski took place* during the life time of Asok. The fight probably

took place after the murders. In political matters, even blood-

relationship is sometimes forgotten, and that was the reason why

§atkariji murdered his own sister or her son.

We have stated that Skandha-stambha ruled from B. C. 299

to 282-1. Upto 289 B. C. Asok was ruling in north India. He
was too busy with affairs at home to turn his

The date of Maski gygg southwards. Hence, Skandhastambha was
inscription

unmolested upto 289 B. C. Even during

Priyadarsin’s reign, he had no disturbance for the first six years, as

Priyadarsin was busy conquering northern countries. In B. C. 284

however, Priyadarsin turned his eyes southwards and marched into

the Andhra territory, with the result that Skandha-stambha was

defeated and had to acknowledge his suzerainty. The Kalinga

inscription of Priyadarsin tells us that he defeated the Satakarni

king twice. The inscription was erected in 281 B. C. Probably,

therefore, the Kalinga inscription bears reference to the second

battle. We have stated above that Skandha-stambha died in 281

B. C. He must have died a natural death, since it has been

expressely stated in the inscription that Priyadarsin let him go

(4) We have proved this in the account of No. 7.
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alive because he was a near relative of his. Hence, the first battle

took place in B. C, 284, after which Priyadarsin went to Avanti

and stayed there for six months. In B. C. 283, Prince Tival or

his mother was treacherously ’’ murdered near Maski by the ^atakariii

king. When Priyadarsin heard of this, he became very angry,

marched against the Satakarni king with a large army, and would

have ordered his execution, had he not been a near relative of

his. Satakarni died a short time after his release, and was succeeded

by No. 7. Priyadarsin led an invasion again into the Andhra territory

(reasons will be stated later on), defeated the king and forced him

to acknowledge his suzerainty. Thus, we see that the Maski

inscription was erected in about 282 B.C. As this fact is mentioned

in the Sudarsan lake inscription by ^alisuk, the reparation must have

been effected by him after B. C. 282.

We have repeatedly stated that in ancient times greed for

land was conspicuous by its end, and that battles were most fought

for religious causes. The three battles fought

Causes ol battles near Maski seem to have the same kind of

origin. From the rock-inscriptions of Priyadarsin

we understand that three years after his coming to the throne,

he had gradually begun to be attached to his religion, devotion

for which steadily increased with the passage of time. Whenever

he achieved a conquest over a king, he or a member of the royal

family married the daughter of the defeated king. So, after defeating

Satakariji king No. 6, he married his daughter (284 B. C.) named

Charuvaki, who gave birth to prince Tival a year later. The

Andhras were Jains, and hence there was no possibility of religious

differences between them. So the murder of his own daughter or her

son must have been perpetrated by him due to family dissensions.

This murder made Priyadarsin furious. He marched against him,

and would have ordered him to be executed but for the fact of

his being a near relative. Soon after this defeat, the ^atakariii

king died, and was succeeded by a young king, who felt very much

the disgrace inflicted upon his dynasty by Priyadarsin. He,

(5) Some are of the opinion that no. 7 was guilty of the plot. That,

however, is not possible, taking into consideration his youth.
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therefore, began to harass thejaina® pilgrims toMt. Samet^ikhar in

Kaling (Vol. I, pp. 164). When Priyadarsin came to know this’,

he at once invaded the Satakarni king and inflicted a heavy defeat

upon him. The sight of numerous soldiers being killed in the

battle shocked the tender heart of Priyadarsin, who, thereupon,

took a solemn vow not to wage any more wars.

Name, duration of

life and family

(7) VASISTHIPUTRA ^ATAKARNI

Unlike other kings of the dynasty, this king was free from

titles and epithets. His rule lasted for a long time. Little is known

of the events that might have taken place

during such a long reign. Generally all kings

of the dynasty call themselves ^atakarnis or

Satavahanas, thus showing that these two are not distinctive

epithets. The names derived from the mother’s family-name also

recur at intervals, because the kings of this dynasty married

daughters of the same families, there being very few high families.

Hence, even family-names of their mothers are not much helpful

in distinguishing the kings of this dynasty. On the contrary, one

Gautamiputra has been mistaken for another, and so have been

Madhariputras and Vasisthiputras. (No. 2 for No. 29; No. 4 for

No. 7; No. 17 for No. 26; and No. 18 for No. 25 or 29). Thus

many mistakes have arisen due to this confusion of names. Dr.

Rapson says (C. A. R. pp. 86, para 70):
—

‘ Andhra kings were

known by different names in different districts of their own empire”.

Mr. Vincent Smith also (E. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 186) says, “They
are personal names”. It is therefore absolutely necessary that a

detailed inquiry and study of the coins of these kings should be

undertaken by experts in this branch. It need not be said that

such an inquiry will dispel many clouds of errors^ and confusions

and will go a great way towards helping us in understanding ancient

history in its proper perspective.

(6) He had gradually begun to sever his connections with Jainism.

(7) Vol II, pp, 320, f. n. no. 22.

(8) Many such instances have bpeq given in the chapters on coins iq

Vol. II,
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A is a rule, generally accepted, that if for three or four gene-

rations, the sons succeed their fathers in a dynasty, the third or

the fourth in succession comes to the throne at a very early age.

(Vol. I, pp. 85) According to that rule, Satakargi VII must have

come to the throne at the very early age of about 20. His reign

lasted for 56 years and he died at the age of about 75.

His succeessor may have been his son. Little is known about

his queen or queens. His sister was married to Priyadarsin in B. C.

284. He was the senior in age. His mother belonged to the

Vasistha family.

Satakariii VII came to throne with high ambitions. Inspite of

suffering a reverse at the very beginning of his reign at the hands

of Priyadarsin, his enthusiasm did not abate.

The chage of religion Feeling jealous of the religious prowess

and devotion of this mighty emperor,

he decided to give up Jainism in favour of the Vedic religion. In

this decision he was supported and encouraged by Patafijali who

was born in B. C. 275® and who had established his reputation

as an authority on the Vedas, ^atakariji appointed him as the

royal preceptor and converted himself to the creed of the Vedic.

As long as, however, Priyadarsin was alive, not much could be

done by him. In B. C, 236, however, Priyadarsin died, and was

succeeded by flsabhsen, his eldest son, who had spent a number

of years in Afganistan and Baluchistan, and who had, consequently

imbibed not a little of the haughty temper of the natives of those

countries. His religious zeal was an added impetus to this haughti-

ness. Hence in religious matters, he gave up the policy of

tolerance and broad-mindedness, so wisely and uniformly followed

by his father, and began to persecute the non-Jains. This was

one cause of disturbances at Avanti. Again, his haughty nature

alienated the sympathy and co-operation of his relatives, who, as

opportunities came, severed their connections with him and

(9) On the strength of this conclusion we have fixed that he died in 180

at the age of 90. He must, therefore, have been born in B. C. 270. Tn Vol.

Ill, pp. 73, f. n. no. 32, an extract from an author states that be was born

ia 275,
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established independent kingdoms. Satakariji, incited by Patafijali,

now saw his opportunity. He marched into Avanti with a large army,

defeated Vrsabhsen and forced him to acknowledge his suzerainty*®.

He returned to his kingdom in B. C. 230 and performed an

Asvamedha sacrifice. In B. C. 227 Vrsabhsen died. The Satakariji

king accompanied by his trusted chief Pusyamitra** again invaded

Avanti, forced the successor of Vrsabhsen to acknowledge his

suzerainty, performed the second Asvamedha sacrifice at Vidisa

at the expense of the people of Vidisa, and erected an inscription

there in commemoration of his victory*®. The author of C. H. I.

says (pp. 530-1), “ Twice, it appears, had Satakarni proclaimed

his suzerainty by the performance of the horse-sacrifice and on

one of the occasions at least, the victory thus celebrated must have

been at the expense of the Sungas.” The words ‘Sungas’ here, is

of course, the result of insufficient information on the author’s

part. Having appointed Pusyamitra as the commander-in-chief

in Avanti, he went to his capital, where he died a year later in

B. C. 225.

Infatuated by a beautiful wife, A^ok, as we already know,

changed his religion (Jainism), and became an ardent follower of

Buddhism, which enjoyed the status of the royal

Rallglous upheaval religion for the succeeding 35 years. The Sata-

kariji king gave up the religion of his ancestors

in order to shine out in the political field. This revival of the

Vedic religion by Patafijali, Pusyamitra and the Satakarni king

had far-reaching effects. The weak successors of Priyadarsin, inspite

of their zeal for Jainism, did more harm than good to it. Whgn
the rule of the Mauryan dynasty was over, and when the rule

of the Sunga dynasty began in Avanti, the Vedic religion ruled

supreme for a century. In the south, after the death of the

(10) In B. C. 418, Kharvel defeated B^aspatimitra of Magadh and then

allowed him to remain on the throne, after forcing him to fall at his feet<

^acakarni defeated VfSabhsen of Avanti in B. C. 230 and retaliated by forcing

him to fall at his feet.

(11) It is possible that Patanjali might have accompanied him thither4

(12) See Vidisa-Stochi stupa.
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^atakar^i king in B. C. 226-5, his successors, Latnbodar and Apilik

were only lukewarm in their regard for the Vedic religion and were

being gradually converted to Jainism by the able preaching of

Kaliksuri or Syamacharya (A. M. 335 to 375), an authority on Jaina

scriptures and the holder of the title Pannavanakar. This Kalikasuri

was the maternal uncle of the ^unga kings Balamitra-Bhanumitra.

When Balabhanu the king’s nephew became a Jaina monk under

him, Balamitra, made with rage, ordered Kaliksuri to quit Avanti

even though the rainy season had already set in. It appears, thus, that

soon after the death of Satakaroi VII, Jainism was revived in Andhra

and continued to be the religion of all the Andhra kings upto

22nd. It was in the reign of 23rd (Sivasvati) that the pendulum

began to swing towards the Vedic creed.

In the case of foreign races that settled in India, there were

some titles like “Ksatrap” and “Mahaksatrap” which we have already

explained. Some epithets-Satavahan, ^atakariji,

Some epithets Gautamiputra, Vasisthiputra etc. connected with

the ^atakariji kings have already been explained.

The term Bhrtya has also been explained. It should be noted

here that the Andhra kings have not used the term “ Bhrtya ”

in any of their coins or inscriptions. Perhaps they found it too

humiliating to do so. There are some other titles like Vidivayakuras-

Vilivayakuras, Sivalkuras etc. which require some explanation. I

believe that they denote independence on the part of the kings

holding them. Hence only those kings of the dynasty, who

were independent, could append it to their names. The Bhrtyas

could not do so. The table given below will be helpful.

No. in the list Tltle^’^ Proof of coins in vol. li

1 Vilivayakuras No. 58

2 Do „ 56

No title „ 69

(4) No title „ 70

3 Do No coin

4 Do Nos. 67-68
Do „ 71-72

(13) This point requires mote studyt
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Ko. In the list Title

4 Vilivayakuras

5 Sivalkuras

No title

6 Do
7 Do

. Nil

As a suzerain

Proof of coins In vol. 11

No.

99

9 *

57

59

60

Nos. 63, 64, 66

No.

99

99

62

73

61

It should be understood, that by the time when rule of the

7th king ended, the custom of annexing all conquered territory

had already begun. Hence the term “Bhrtya” had no importance

attached to it. Coins, only, continued to be struck in the old

fashion. After Agnimitra performed the Asvamedha sacrifice and

proclaimed his suzerainty, the distinction in the coins also disappeared.

We know that Mallika Sri ^atakarni had become the master

of a large territory. That territory was inherited in due succession by

the Satakar?! king. We also know that the 5th

Territorial extent king was the independent ruler of this territory,

while the sixth had to acknowledge the suzerainty

of Priyadar^in. The seventh king succeeded to the throne under

the same condition, Jaina books tell us that Priyadar^in re*instated

many kings on the throne, after defeating them in battles. Hence,

we might assert, that excepting the small kingdoms of Chola and

Pandya, Satakaimi was the ruler of the whole of Deccan upto the

Coromatidal coast, where his coins are found out. In Priyadarsin’s

inscriptions, the Andhra territory has been described as the

“bordering” land. Now, the kingdoms of Chola and Paijdya are

farther in south than the Andhra territory. Does this, then mean
that these two small kingdoms were quite independent and that

Priyadarsin had nothing to do with them ? Looking to the sweeping

victories and prowess of Priyadarsin, this does not sound possible.

The emperor whose banner was unfurled over distant countries

like Syria and Turkey, must certainly have brought these two

principalities under his hegemony ? Why then, has the intervening

Andhra territory been described as “bordering” land ? It might be

explained as follows;—The Chola and Pandya chiefs were direct
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relatives of the Mauryas. Hence, Priyadarsin might have maintained

with them family relations and looked at them with parental eyes.

The Andhra territory, on the other hand, was under the rule of

a dynasty not in any way connected with his race. Hence, he

must have forced the Andhra king to acknowledge his suzerainty

in due form and called the territory “bordering” land, because it

was situated near the frontiers of his own territory^*. This kind

of formal recognition he might not have considered necessary with

the Chola and Paijdya chiefs.

Of all the many kings of the Satavahana dynasty, only five

can be put in the ranks of the great and the valorous. It also

happens, though not always, that a long reign
A peculiarity of his

praiseworthy and brave deeds by the

king, Gautamiputra Yagnasri (No. 2), Gautami-

putra ^atakarQi Aristakarna (No. 17), Gautamiputra Satakar^i

(No 24) and Vasisthiputra Chatrapana Satakarni (No. 25) were

the kings, who, though their rules lasted about 25 years or there-

about, made their names worth remembering by their valour and

good deeds. Of the three kings, however, who ruled for nearly 50

years, Mallika^ri ^atakariii’s life has already been described,

Satakariii 7th’s account will be given here, and that of Hala

Salivahan will be given in due course.

There is truth in the common belief that the Andhras were

the rulers of the Deccan. This should not, however, be taken to

mean that none of the kings had anything to do with north India.

Many a time the province of Berar and the Central Province were

under their power ( No. 2. ). Kings No. 17 and 18 had very friendly

relations with the rulers of Avanti and helped them in their warfare
' against the Sakas. No. 25 had conquered Saurastra and Gujarat.

But this ^atakariji’s achievement was unique. Of all the Andhra

kings, it was only he, who invaded Avanti twice, defeated the Maurya

king, forced him to acknowledge his suzerainty and appointed his

general Pusyamitra as commander-in-chief there. Looking to the

fact, that a little while ago he was under the vassalage of the

same Mauryan dynasty, this is no small achievement.

(H) Vol. II, pp. 273, 276, 320, 321 aad 322 and footuotes.
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Both Patafijali and ^Itakarni were goaded into the revival

of the Vedic religion, largely due to their jealousy of the achieve-

Patanjali and

Satakarni

ments of Chanakya and Priyadarsin for Jainism.

Patafijali was without doubt a deep and sincere

scholar of the Vedas; but his active part in the

political field and his spirited efforts for the spread of the Vedic

religion were no less excited by his deep desire to emulate, and

if possible, to surpass the achievement of Chanakya. ^atakar^i

thus found in him a ready helper in his desire to outshine

Priyadarsin in the political as well as religious spheres. Hence, they

united their efforts^® and did what they could to imitate and

emulate the achievements of Chaijakya and Priyadarsin, who
devoted their lives to the service of humanity for its own sake,

and not for any ulterior purpose.

(15) We have already stated how iSatakarui, originally a follower of

Jainism, converted himself to the Vedic religion.



Chapter X
Satavahana dynasty (Contd.

)

Synopsis:—

(

8 ) Lambodar; (9) Apihk or Apdak; (70) Avi;

(11

)

MeghasvSti I—Influence of the Vedtc religion;—The revival

and rise of Jainism under the influence of KaliksTiri;—Religion

played a prominent part in ancient India—No true student of

ancient Indian History can afford to ignore this—An answer to

the charge that I am partial towards Jainism;—The conception

of religion in those times.

(12) Saudas or Sanghsvati;—Religious wars during his

reign;-^Its connection with the inscriptions erected during the rules

of Kmharat and of queen Balakri's son and grandson—Misinter-

pretations in history.

(13) MeghasvSti II; (14) Mrgendra—His even-handed rule;

(15) Svatikarria;—Hts queen Balain and her return with kings

Nos. 16, 17 and 18;—Proofs supplied from Puratflk and

Jama sources.

(16) Dipkarria or Dipkariii;—Reasons of his abdication]

—

Queen Balakrfs influence.
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SaTAVAHANA dynasty ( Contd.

)

(8) LAMBODAR; (9) APILIK OR APILAK; (10) AVI

We have been able at least to give some details about the

first seven kings. As regards kings Nos. 8 to 15, it must be stated

that very little has yet been found out. We have shown in the

account of No. 7, that the Vedic religion had spread its wings

over north India under the protection of the ^ungas and that it

was no less powerful in south India under the ^atavahana king.

The §ungas, born brahmins as they were, adhered to the Vedic

religion with a sort of inborn devotion. The Satavahanas, on the

other hand, could feel no such lies with the creed, adopted as it

was after a precipitous severance 01 connection with Jainism, the

religion of all their ancestors. Hence, after the death of No. 7,

there again began a slow but steady swing towards Jainism. The

^ungas persecuted the Jains in north India upto B. C. 196-5; when

the rule of No. 10 began, the province of Vidarbha was under

the power of Andhra. Then Agnimitra invaded and conquered it.

He also married a princess named Malavika, probably the daughter

of a Maharathi of Berar.

(11) MEGHASVATI I

Agnimitra was succeeded by Balamitra—Bhanumitra who
were as orthodox in their religious beliefs as their ancestors.

Meghasvati, on the other hand, though ostensibly a follower of

the Vedic religion, had a soft corner for Jainism also. Even

Balamitra and Bhanumitra could not devote much of their time

to the spread of their religion because they were busy—for many
years—withstanding the onslaughts of the foreigners on the Punjab

frontier. It was in one of such battles that they were killed. Anti-

alcidas, the Yona chief of Taxila, had erected a stupa at Safichi-

Ujjain as a token for his sympathy with the religion of Bhag-

(Bhanumitra). This shows that Bhag’s devotion to his religion

was of no mean order. This is further supported by the fact that

when his nephew became a Jaina monk under the preceptorship

of Kaliksuri, his maternal uncle, his anger knew no bounds and

he ordered Kaliksuri to vacate Avanti, though the rainy-season

had already set in. Kaliksuri was a great Jaina moak, who,
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according to Jaina books, flourished from A. M. 335 to 376^ =

B. C. 192 to I5l =41 years. He went to the south to Amaravati,

the seat of the capital of the Andhra king, who, though a follower

of the Vedic religion, was very tolerant and sympathetic towards

Jainism. In Jaina books® it has been stated (Bha. Ba. Vr. Trans,

pp. 187) that he spent the remainder of the monsoon in Pratis-

^hanpur where Salivahan ruled. We have already explained that

the name Salivahan is a mistake* and that Pratisthanpur must

have been a figurative epithet of Amaravati. A perusal of Jaina

books also tells us, that the name of the city where KaUksuri

went was Antaranjika. Whether this Antaranjika is but another

name of Amaravati or is altogether a different city is a matter

for speculation. I incline to the opinion that it was but another

name of Amaravati. After Kaliksuri’s stay in Amaravati for a

few days, the king approached him and asked, on what day the

Paryusan was to be celebrated, as he intended to take part himself

in the celebrations. Kaliksuri replied that it could not be celebrated

later than the 5th day of the bright half of Bhadrapad. As, on

that day, the Indra-mahotsav was to be celebrated, it was decided

that the Paryusan was to be celebrated on the previous day.

From thence began the custom of celebrating the ParyuMi? on

that day. Kaliksuri was a very learned monk. He composed a

religious treatise named “ Payavanna ” and has therefore been

named “ Payavannakar ” by the Jaina writers. At the time, it seems

to have also been decided that a month should end on the last

day of the dark half of a month, instead of the bright half. These

details make it clear that upto ISO B. C. the Satavahanas were

more or less under the influence of the Vedic religion. Thanks

to the efforts of Kaliksuri, the tide began to turn in favour

of Jainism.

(1) According to somct his time is between 386 to 396. Possibly be

lived for a decade or two more.

(2) Vide Bb. Ba. V. Bh. pp, 187.

(3) On another occasion, it was Hala Salivahan who Was on the throne.

Thus events that took place in the reign of one have been ascribed to the

.reigs of another*
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With the advent of modem times, it has been generally

accepted, especially by the rising generation, that religion is the

opium of the people. It seems to be a very

Importance of religion common and wide spread theory in our times

In those times and in every walk of life, religion is more a
romposition of

hindrance than a help. It was not so in ancient
religious treatises

times. Religion, in those times, was considered

to be—and really was—a liberator of the undesirable elements

of a man’s soul. By religion in those times, people did not merely

mean performance of certain rites and rituals every day. Religion

was their guide in every activity of life—small or great. Instances

of religious orthodoxy and persecution, of course, aft not quite

absent from the history of those times. But, as an expression of

the general conditions that prevailed in those times we might be

allowed to state that the majority of people were imbued with

a spirit of religious tolerance and catholicity, scarcely found in

the tnnes that followed.

It has been the misfortune of the present writer to be dubbed

as partial towards his own religion-jainism. He, therefore, assures

all his readers in full earnestness, that never throughout the writing

of these pages, had to been guided by any other principles except

those of truth, justice and impartiality. If the sad neglect of the

study of Jaina literature by scholars of Indian history, leads them

to judge and denounce me as partial, simply because I reveal to

the reading world those truths of history which were hitherto

lying in the abyss of darkness-truths that will certainly go a great

way in changing the whole structure of ancient Indian history

—

I can have nothing to say to people who are not ready to hear

to the dictates of reason, and who are blinded by prejudice pure

and simple. It should be the inalienable trait of a student of

history, that he approaches the study of a new theory with a mind

as impartial as the rays of the sun. Otherwise, he has no claim

to be one of the fraternity. I humbly put it to the notice of such

readers, that no statement of mine has ever been made, simply

because I desired that things should have been so. Every statement

and theory have been supported virtually by a cart-load of evidence

based on irrefutable sources, like the coins and the inscriptions.
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The one aim that has governed me throughout the writing of

these pages is the worship of, and the search for truth. Jainism,

as a religion, is not confined to any caste or community. It has

always welcomed members of all castes and communities under

its fold and is unchanged at present in that. It preaches the

restraint over and conquest of undesirable elements of man’s soul

and also teaches us that we should treat others as we would wish

to be treated by them. Another small point, towards which I might

draw the attention of my readers here, is that simply because a

king has been stated to have been a follower of Jainism, he should

not be taken to have either persecuted and acted against the

interests of the followers of any other faith. On the contrary, kings

who were followers of Jainism were always tolerant in their attitude

towards followers -of any other faith.

(12) SAUDAS OR SANGHSVATI

Meghasvati was succeeded by his son Saudas or Sanghsvati.

His reign seems to have been fairly uneventful. He must have

come to the throne at the age of 40. The fact, that though No. 1

1

came to the throne at a comparatively later time in life, yet his

rule lasted for 38 years, shows that No, 12 must have come to

the throne at a still later age. His rule lasted for 29 years.

Hence, No. 13 must have come to the throne in his old days

only. No. 12 ruled from B. C. 145 to 116. Nahapa^j ruled from

B. C. 114 to 74. Inscriptions Nos. 31 to 33 (chapters 5 and 6)

tell us that JRsabhdatta, the son-in-law of Nahapag and Ayama

according to the orders of Nahapa^j his commander-in-chief

defeated the Andhra king and conquered from him some region

in Govardhan-samay in which Nasik, Kanheri, Karle etc. are

situated. This conquest was achieved at the end of Bhumak’s

reign. Probably, therefore, the .defeat was inflicted upon No. 12

in the last years of his life. The battle was caused by a desire

on both sides to have control over Govardhana-samay, the holy

place of the Jains. We should remember that both the kings were

Jains and hence their desire proceeded from the same source. At

the end of the battle, an inscription was erected by the conqueror

and donations were also made. No. 12, therefore, must have been
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Meghasvati II; (14) Htgendfa; (15) Svatikai^a Chapter

killed while fighting. This was no occasion for a change in the

seat of capital, as scholars believed it was. The change was made

much earlier.

( 13

)

MEGHASVATI II

He must have ascended the throne, as it has been already

explained, at the age of about 50. No sooner did Nahapaij become

the ruler of Avanti, than Bsabhadatta, his son-in-law, began the

unfinished task of conquering some of the holy Jaina places in

the Nasik district (B. C. 113). As stated in inscr. 35, that region

was conquered and became a part of Nahapan’s kingdom. No. 13

may have died while fighting or due to the shock of the defeat.

He was succeeded by his son Mrgendra.

(14) MRGENDRA
His rule lasted from B. C. 113 to 92 (21 years,) Throughout

this time, Nahapag was ruling over Avanti. As, however, all nece-

sary conquests of the Jaina holy places in the Andhra territory

bad already been achieved during the two previous reigns, he was

left undisturbed by Nahapaij who was also too busy consolidating his

position in Avanti. Hence, he ruled peacefully for twenty-one years.

(15) SVATIKARNA

Queen Naganika and i queen Balasrl played a prominent

part in the history of the Andhras. Many inscriptions are to their

„ . . .
credit. Kings, Nos. 2, 3, & 4, were connected

Queen Balasri and

her children
Naganika as we have already shown in

their accounts. Balasri calls herself in the

inscriptions, the mother of Gautamiputra and the grand-mother

of Vasisthiputra, Which kings were these ? A glance at the

dynastic list shows us that there were four pairs bearing these

names. They were Nos. 17 and 18, 24 and 26, 26 and 27, and 28

and 29. Which of these pairs, were the son and grandson of Balasri ?

We shall show later on, that she was the mother of No. 17 and

the grandmother of No. 18. What relations had she and they,

with Nos. 15 and 16? Let us discuss this below.

An article by Mr. D. C. Munshi, published in “Buddhiprakls”

No. 52 sheds some light on this problem. The article is entitled

I*
The ^aka Ksatrapas in Western India.” We are not concerned
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with many of the ideas stated in the article. We shall confine

ourselves only to those extracts, with which we are concerned here.

(1) On pp. 51 it is stated, that there was a king named Vikrama-

ditya of the §atavahana^ dynasty. His father’s name was Mahendra

and that of his son was Kuntal. Sonoao the author of Kathasarit-

sagar believes that Vikramaditya Kuntal and Mahendra were the

names of the same individual (Brahmandapuran), The queen consort

of Kuntal was Malayavatl, the princess of a country named Malay.

(2) Later on, the writer quotes an extract from Guoadhya, a

writer who flourished in Kuntal’s reign and then states that Hindu

gods, tired of the persecution of the Mlecchas requested Siva to

send a brave man to the earth to destroy them. Accordingly, a

son named Visalasil (Vikrama-Sakti) was born to Saubhadra, the

queen of Mahendra®. (These Mlecchas were probably the natives

of Ceylon whom No. 18 defeated).

(3) He states further on, that Vikrama-Sakti had three queens;

one of Daksinapath, another of Sinhal-Malaya, and the third was

Kalingasena of Kaling. He defeated all the kings all over India,

and celebrated his conquest in Avanti on a magnificent scale.

(The statement that he conquered all the kings of India seems

to be an exaggeration. No Andhra king ever conquered anything

beyond Berar, central provinces and Saurastra, and that too for

a time. True it is, that No. 17 had friendly relations with the

rulers of Avanti and hence may have visited it. Vikramacharitra

of Avanti was at that time the suzerain of the whole of north

India upto Kasmir. These two kings, staunch Jains as they were,

went together on a pilgrimage to Palitana, the most sacred place

of the Jains and performed there many religious rites, under the

guidance of great Jaina monks. Satakarni got a pillar erected and

gave a sum of money in donation.

)

On pp. 42, he states on the authonty of Pandit Jayasval,

(4) Satavahan is a name which is very frequently found. The term

“^atavahan” seems to be a mistake*

(5) J. B. B. R. A. S. (New edi.) Vol. Ill, pp. 52:—-“One traditional account

says that the Satavahan was born from a virgin aged four years; another

traces his descent to a Yaksha". Vide the account of No. 23.
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that according to Kathlsaritsagar, Skandasvati was the 15th

descendant of ^atavahana ^rimukh. Mrgendra Svatikari]ia was his

son, whose son Knntal became a very valorous king (A. D. 78 to

83). During that time Chasthan was ruling in Avanti. He was

founder of the Saka-ksatrapi. ^atakarni defeated the §aka and

annexed all the territory upto Ujjain to his kingdom. This battle

was fought in the region of Lit in Gujarat.

[ Note:—(1) There seems to be no legitimate reason for the

use of the term “Satavahana” everywhere. (2) In the original book,

Skandasvati is not described as the l5th king. (3) The sequence

of Skandasvati, Mrgendra and Kuntal disagrees with quotation

no. 1 on pp. 367; evidently a mistake. (4) Kuntal did not rule for

8 years only. He ruled for 60 years or more as will be seen in

his account. (5) Chasthan was not a Saka; neither did he rule from

78 to 83. A glance at the account of Chasthaij (vide ante) and

that of Kuntal given later on, will show that they were not at

all contemporaries. No Andhra king ever became the ruler of

Avanti. Queen Bala^rfs inscription (Chap. V, No. 7) tells us that

not only did Gautamiputra §atakarni defeat the §aka, but he

exterminated them also. Chasthan ruled over Avanti for a number

of years and the rule of his dynasty lasted for more than 300

years. This proves that Chasthaii was neither a §aka nor a

contemporary of Kuntal. The coins of Chasthap prove it, as an

irrefutable fact, that he ruled over Avanti as an independent king. ]

(5) He states later on;
—
“There flourished formerly in the

Satavahana dynasty a king named Vikramaditya. Hence the poet

praises his king by giving .him this epithet”.

[ Note:—We have stated^on the authority of Amarakos (Vol.

Ill, pp. 368, f. n. 10 and Vol. Ill, pp. 407) that Hal ^atavahan was

given the name Vikramaditya. Inscription No. 7, pp. 281 tells that

Bala^ri’sson Gautamiputra had played an important part in defeating

the §akas who were fighting against Vikramaditya ^akari. Gautami-

putra was succeeded by her grandson Vasisthiputra. This proves

that the Gardabhila king-Vikramaditya §akari was a contemporary

of Gautamiputra ^atakarni, the son of queen Balasri. He was

succeeded by Vasisthiputra ^atakar^ji, her grandson, who was also

known as Hal Satavahan. Being a very valorous king, his poet
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compared, him to Vikramaditya of the Gardabhila dynasty. If it

is intended that he was compared to a king of his own dynasty,

then that king must have been none other than his immediate

predecessor, who had so valiantly helped Vikramaditya Sakari

against the ^akas, and who in a later fight, killed the Saka king.

In short, the ^udrak®, who according to Amarakos preceded Hal,

is none other but Vikramaditya. This also proves that Hal was
not a contemporary of ^akari Vikramaditya. ]

The information given in the above five extracts may be

summarized as follows:—(1) Kuntal was the son of Mahendra and

Subhadra. (2) He defeated the Mlecchas of Ceylon and married

Malayavatl, the daughter of the king of the country. She was

established as the Queen consort. (3) Kuntal being a very valorous

king, the poet at his court compared him to Vikramaditya, who

fiourised a generation before him. (4) Kuntal was born under divine

circumstances and his another name was Vikramasakti. (5) This

Vikrama^akti may have had many queens, of which three are

well-known. (6) He erected a commemorative pillar in Avantl. He
had friendly relations with kings of Avanti and Ka^mir. He seems to

have toured in Saurastra on more occasions than one. (7) Pundit

Jayasvalji has allotted only 8 years of rule to Kuntal on the authority

of the Puraoas. That seems to be a mistake. He ruled for 60

or 68 years. Probably his father ruled for 8 years. (9) Gautamiputra

^atakarni, the son of BalasrI, helped Vikramaditya Gardabhil

against the ^akas. This battle was fought in Gujarat. (10) Hal

Vikramaditya was the grandson of Balasri. Hence, he could not

have been a contemporary of Sakari Vikramaditya. (11) Chastha^
and Hal were not contemporaries at all.

Let us now try to fix up the relations between kings Nos.

15 to 18. Inscription No. 8 (Chap. V) tells us that at the time

of its erection, Gautamiputra Satakarni was passing through the

24th year of his reign, and that at that time his elder brother,

i. e. the elder son of Balasri, was alive. Due to some reason or

(6) “Sudrak” means one born in the Sudra family. The Andhra king, as

we know, was born of a Sudra mother. Vikramaditya belonging to this dynasty

may well have been called ^udraka Vikramaditya> who was a contemporary

of Sakari Vikramaditya.

47
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Other, this elder son had given up his throne and the younger

son succeeded him, because the elder had no son at that time.

The inscription also tells us that a short time after the erection

of this inscription, Gautamiputra died and was succeeded by the

son of the elder brother. This means, that Svatikarija the 15th

king was the husband of Queen Balasri and that he had two sons

by her. As to the name of the elder son, it is stated in J. A. H. R. S.

Vol. II, Part I, pp. 64:
—

“Hala Satavahana was the son of Dipkarni”.

Again, on the authority of the Purapas, we have already proved

that the name of the 17th Andhra king was Astikarga. Thus,

Svltikarpa had two sons named Dipkarni and Astikama. Dipkarqi

succeeded Svatikarna as the 16th Andhra king, but he gave up

the throne probably because he wanted to enter the Jaina holy

orders. He having no son at that time, Astikarna came to the

throne as the 17th Andhra king. Probably within 9 months, a

son was born to the wife of Dipkarpi. This son succeeded A^ikarpa

on the throne as the 18th king at the age of 25, as we know

that Astikarpa ruled for nearly 25 years. Having come to the

throne at an age of 25, he^uled for nearly 60 to 68 years. We may
also note that Gautamiputra ^atakarpi was but another name of

No. 17 and Vlsisthiputra Satakarpi was but another name of No. 18.

( 16

)

MAHENDRA; DIPKARNI; GAUTAMIPUTRA
He was the elder son of Svatikarpa and Balasri. He can

also be called Gautamiputra Satakarpi, like bis younger brother

who succeeded him as No. 17. According to the Purapas, his another

name was Mahendra, and the name of one of his queens was

Subhadra, of whom was born Hala Salivahan. According to the

Purapas, his rule lasted for 8 years; in the dynastic list, we have

given him only 3 years of rule. Any way, he and his brother ruled

altogether for 28 years. It matters little if we ascribe two or three

years more to No. 16. I rather incline to allotting him 3 years
only. No. 17 died in B. C. 47. That is a historical fact. •

The reasons of his renouncing the throne are not definitely

known. He was succeeded by his younger brother Aristakarpa,

because he had no son at that time. A short time later, however,

a son was born, who succeeded Aristakarpa at about the age of

25. Inscription No. 8 tells us that BdaM was alive upto B. C. 29,
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i. e. upto the 19th year of the rule of this son of Mahendra. Looking

to the words in her inscription, we cannot help feeling that she

played an active and prominent part in the affairs of administration.

She must have been consulted when No. 16 renounced the throne.

No. 17 succeeded to it, and when No. 18 was coronated. Scholars

have interpreted the phrase “whose son is living” in inscr. No. 8

to mean, that her son Gautamiputra was seriously ill and that

she therefore was the regent. That, however, as we have already

proved, is far-fetched. No doubt, when No. 18 came to the throne,

he was a young man and he, therefore, must have been helped

and guided by her.

Jaina booke furnish us with an instance of BalasrI’s impartiality

and sense of justice. In the account of the 6th Ninhav (out of 9),

named Rohagupta Trai-ra^ik, that he defeated a rival in religious

discussion, at the court of king Balasri of the city of AntaranjikS.

His preceptor, however, snubbed him when the latter began to

grow hilarious over the subject of his success. Consequently, he

ordered Rohagupta to go and beg pardon of his rival. Rohagupta

disobeyed the order and challenged his preceptor for religious

discussion. The debate lasted for six months, at the end of which,

the preceptor came out victorious; and Rohagupta was excommu-

nicated. The question is whether the name is “ king ” Balasri or

“queen” Balasri. In K. S. S. pp. 128, his time is stated as 444

A. M.: while in other Jaina books the time has been stated an

544 A. M. The latter number seems to be the mistake of a scribe^

As we have so often shown, such mistakes were very common in

those times. For instance, Kaliksuri has been stated as a contem-

porary of Salivahan, though he was not. The better interpretation

is to take, that the discussion took place in the presence of Queen

Balasri. We are not definite about the date of Dipkargi’s death.

It is, however, quite certain that he was alive upto the 24th year

of his younger brother’s reign ( Inscrs. Nos. 7 & 8 ); i. e. upto

48 B. C. If we accept that he came to the throne at the age of

25, we can say that he died at the age of 52. Balasri died in

about B. C. 26. If we accept that when her husband came to the

throne in B. C. 92, she was about 25, then she must have beert

born in B, C. 1 17. Thus she died at the age of about 90.



Chapter XI

Satavahana dynasty (Contd.)

Synopsis:—
( 11) Gatiiamiputra ^atakartii or Aristakariia—

His names and the duration of his life—His wars with the Sahas

and the dates of these wars^The place of the battle of Kamr—
Some details about the Sahas, who were exterminated by him—
His wiping off of the ^ain on the reputation of his predecessors-—

The cause was not poltttccd but religious—The distinctions between

Gautamiputra Vilivayakuras,Gautamiputra Yagnab'iandGautami-

putra Sataharrii—The difference between Daksiriapathapati and

Daksiiiapathekvar—The reason why the Andhras were called

Kalingpatis—Different titles connected with those Andhra kings,

who were called Vasisthiputras—Details about Amaravati, the

seat of the capital—The political views of Gautamiputra His

donations at the time of his death and the possible establishment

of a council.
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(17) GAUTAMIPUTRA SATAKARNI OR ARISTAKARNA

We know that when his elder brother gave up the throne,

he came to the throne in about 72 B. C. and that his rule lasted

upto 47 B. C. i. e. for 25 years. In C. A. R. pp. 66, it is stated

on the authority of the Bhagavatpuraij that his name was Ani^

takarman. This name must have been given, probably because

Aristakarna was a Jain (Vol. II, Coin No. 75). In the Yuga-puratj^,

however, he has been praised as a brave and valorous king. He
helped, as we know, Sakari Vikramaditya against the Sakas, and

was called §udrak Vikramaditya, in order to distinguish him from

Sakari Vikramaditya, and in order to suggest his low origin. The
^aka king, who was defeated by the joint strength of Sakari

Vikramaditya and of Aristakarna, again challenged Aristakarna to

a battle. As is described in the Yuga-puran, where he has been

called “ Kalinga-pati ^ata ”, the Saka king was defeated and

killed. This second battle took place a few months after 57 B. C.

Aristakarna died a peaceful death in B. C. 47. Taking into

consideration the fact that Bala^ri's elder son came to the throne

at the age of 25, this younger son must have been born in 97

B. C. Hence, in 47 B. C. at the time of his age, he must have

been about fifty.

We know that he had to wage two wars against the Saka

king. In the first, he was the helper of Sakari Vikramaditya, and

in the second, he fought against him alone and
The dates of his wars

billed him. In Inscri. No. 13 of Queen Balasri,
with the sakas

described “ to have restored the

glory of his forefathers and destroyed the Sakas.” These words

indicate that the second fight was fought on the battle grounds

of Kaling, and that the ^akas were exterminated in it. The Yuga-

puraij supports this. We, therefore, safely come to the conclusion,

that in the first battle against the Sakas, he was a helper of

Sakari Vikramaditya, and that in the second, he exterminated

them. The first battle may have been fought in Saurastra, where

(1) G. V. S. “BuddhiprakM”, Vol. 76, pp. 88, an article by Diwan Bahadur

K. H. Dhruv, “that peaceful king”.
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the ^akas were biding their time due to the rainy season. We
also know that the Sakas were invited by Kaliksuri to redress the

grievances inflicted by the king of Malva, and must, therefore,

have fought their battle with the king of Malva, where they had

established their power and from which they had to be driven

out. Hence, the first battle was fought in B. C. 57 and the

second in B. C. 56.

We have stated in the previous volume that the battle between

Sakari Yikramaditya and the Sakas was fought near Karur. We
have here to find out the situation of this

The place of Karur place. It may be noted in this connection that

Yikramaditya, when his father Gandharvasen

was defeated by the ^akas, had taken refuge in the territory of

Andhra kings, where he stayed for seven years. Hence, when after

seven years, he led an invasion against the Sakas, he must have

marched northwards towards Avanti. Naturally, Karur must have

been situated somewhere between Avanti and the Andhra territory.

Probably the fight must have taken place on the outskirts of

Avanti, whither, the ^aka king, hearing of the invasion, must

have arraged his army to oppose him. One suggestion for the

identification of Karur is, that it is but another name of Mandsore.

The difficulty that prevents us from accepting this suggestion is,

that it is situated on the north of Avanti, while as we have just

proved, the battle must have taken place in the south of Avanti.

Another suggestion ’’ is, that it is the same as the old city of

Mahismati in the Vindhya Ranges, near modern Mahu. This

agrees with our theory of the flight having taken place on the

southern borders of Avanti. Though Mahismati, is as shown in the

map, situated on the north of the Narmada, we might suggest

that Karur was situated in the hilly region between the Tapti

and the Narmada.

(2) A piece of evidence would have been very valuable. “Boddhiprakas”

Voi. 81, No. 1; an article by D. C. Mnnshi; there are extracts there from

Pandit Jayasval, it is stated therein that the battle was fought in Lai;

According to Kathasaritsagar, the battle took place in Lat.
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In Nasik Inscription No. 7, it is stated that Gautamiputra,

the lord of Bennakatak, issued an order from his military camp
at Vaijayanti, to his governor over the province of Govardhan

Samay, that the donation previously made by Psabhdatta was hence-

forth to be transferred to his name. The date stated is B. C. 54,

the 18th year of his reign. This statement
The end of the

suggests the following four things:—(1) In
Sahi dynasty

Bennakatak,

meaning thereby that Amaravafi had been selected as the seat

of the capital long before B. C. 54. (2) He personally led armies

to the fields of battle. (3) The province of Govardhan Samay

was under his power. (4) Upto 54 B. C. he was not in a position

to transfer the donation to his name.

Nasik inscriptions Nos. 31 to 35 tell us that Ksabhdatta made

certain donations in that province, during B. C. 118 to 113. In

the account of Nahapan, we have shown, how his son-in-law,

JKsabhdatta, attacked this province under his instructions. Thus

the names of Nahapao and Ksabhdatta have been connected with

these donations. Nahapli? died in B. C. 74. Ksabhdatta was,

however, alive and Gautamiputra could not make the change in

the authorship of those donations, so long as he was alive.

In Vol. Ill, Chap. X, we have shown how the ^akas, at the

instance of K^iksuri, landed in Saurastra in B. C. 65, then attacked

the king of Avanti, defeated him, and established their empire

there. In B. C. 57, Sakari Vikramaditya defeated the §akas, and

drove tem out of Avanti. In Saurastra, however, the rule of the

^ahi dynasty yet continued. The Sahi, as we know, were a-branch

of the §akas. The statement in the inscription that in B. C. 54

Gautamiputra issued the order for the change in the name of the

donors, suggests that the ^ahi dynasty had ended by that time,

or at least that ^Ksabhdatta was already dead by that time. We
have also shown that Gautamiputra exterminated the ^akas in

B. C. 56. Inscription No. 7 tells os that the ^akas, the Ksaharatas

and the Yavanas were destroyed in B. C. 54. We may, therefore,

conclude that, though Ksabhdatta died in B. C. 58, his son’s rule

continued at least upto 54 B. C. or 52 B. C. when he died.
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The change in the

seat of the capital

had no connection

with the wiping off

of the stain

Inscription No. 13 contains a reference to the vindication of

the reputation of the Satavahana dynasty at the hands of Gautami-

putra. Scholars have taken the reference to mean

as follows. Daring the rule of Nahapan, his

son-in-law Rsabhdatta and his commander-in

-chief Ayama, defeated the Satakarni king,

conquered all the territory around Nasik and

forced him to change the seat of his capital

from Paithaij to some other place. Obviously this was a great

stain on the dynasty. Later on, Balasri’s son Gautamiputra Sata-

karni, exterminated the Ksaharatas and the Sakas, got Paithaij,

the old seat of the capital repaired and resuscitated it as the seat

of his capital.

There are some drawbacks in the theory, which we shall try

to point out below. The change in the seat of the capitad, to

Amaravati was made long before the Satakarni’s defeat at the

hands of JRsabhdatta. The battle took place not due to political

reasons, but due to religious ones—due to the sacred places of

the Jains in the Govardhan Samay. When the Sakas and the

Ksaharatas were exterminated, no change was made in the seat

of the capital. The following reasons will convince the readers

of the truth of our theory. (1) There arises no question of the

change in the seat of the capital because no such previous change

was made, due to the reasons stated above. (2) The interpretation

of “ Navanarsvami ” in No. 13, as “ Navanagar " is nothing but

an attempt to defend one mistake by another. (3) Both Rsabhdatta

and the Satavahana kings have made donations in this region,

thus proving that the wars were due to religious reasons. (4) Many
years after the extermination of the Sakas, a change was made
in the seat of the capital, just as many years before the conquest

by Rsabhdatta, a change was made to Amaravati. So these wars

have no connection with the change in the seat of the capital. (5)

This region was lost by the Satavahana kings in 114 B. C.; but they

must have reconquered it long before B. C. 57, because in that year,

the armies of Vikramaditya and of the Andhra king marched through

this region, which could not'have been, had the region not been
in their power.
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Gautamiputra Vili

vayakuras and
Gautamiputra

Satakarni

Inscriptions Nos. 5 and 6 (Kanheri) have naade Dr. Rapson

doubt whether Gautamiputra Yagnasri Vilivayakuras and Gautami-

putra ^atkariii, who superimposed his portrait-

head on the coins of Nahapaii, were one and

the same individual or not. In para 29 of his

C. A. R. he has, however, stated on the

authority of inscription No. 17,
“ The edict is to

the effect that a certain field upto the present time in the possession

of ?sabhdatta shall be secured etc.” This extract means that he

has at last come to the conclusion that both the ^atakarnis were

names of the same individual. A study of facts and evidence

leads us to the conclusion that they were different individuals.

The reasons are as follows- (1) One is called Gautamiputra

Yagnasri Satakarni, while the other is called Gautamiputra Sata-

kartfi. This shows there is difference in the very names. (2) No
coin of Yagnasri Satakariji (Nos. 64. 69) bears his portrait-head.

The coins of Gautamiputra Satakarni, on the other hand, bear

both the portrait-head and the letters (No. 75). This shows that

coins of Gautamiputra Satakariji were struck after the Aryans

came into contact with the foreigners, while the coins of Yagnasri

were struck before such influence permeated India. That denotes

a long interval of time between them. (3) The inscriptions have

the same tale® to tell. In inscription No. 7 Gautamiputra Sata-

karni has issued an order to change the donations to his name,

which were upto that time in the name of JRsabhadatta. This

shows that Gautamiputra Satakarni flourished before Nahapan.

Gautamiputra Yagnasri, on the other hand, flourished long before

Nahapaij. (4) The- coins of Yagnasri bear the sign of bow-and-

arrow, the sign adopted by the dynasty at the time of its inception,

indicated the Sudra origin. The coins of the other bear the

portrait-head, a much later idea, (5) The coins of the first do

not bear the Ujjain-symbol. The coins of the second do.

Having thus proved that they were different individuals, we

(3) J. B. B. R. A. S. 1927, Vol. Ill; £. H. 1. 3rdedi. pp. 21. “Nahapan’s

coins were restruck by Gautamiputra’’.
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now turn to the question of their dates. As regards Gautamiputra

^atakarni, it is stated* in C. A. R. pp. 48, “There can be little

doubt in any case, that it indicates recent transfer of the Govern-

ment in the Nasik district from the Ksaharatas to the Andhras”.

We have shown that this transfer took place in B. C. 54. The

author of J. B. B. R. A. S., on the other hand, states®*.—-‘‘This

proves conclusively that Nahapan and Gautamiputra were not

contemporaries but were separated by a very long period”. Thus,

we see that one writer holds that Nahapan and Gautamiputra

^atakarni were contemporaries, while the other holds that there

was an interval of a century and a half between them. The second

theory sounds improbable, because had there been an interval of

150 years between them, there could have been no coins of

Nahapan extant to be superprinted by Gautamiputra ^atakarjii.

We know it for a fact that Nahapaij’s rule lasted from B. C. 114

to 74, and that the region of Govardhan-samay was reconquered

by Gautamiputra ^atakariji in B. C. 57. So the work of super-

printing must have taken place some time between B. C. 74 and

B. C. 57, or at the moat from B. C. 114 to B. C. 47, the year

in which Gautamiputra died. Hence it will not be far from truth

if we hold that they were contemporaries.

As regards the time of Gautamiputra Yagna^ri, we have already

proved that he ruled from B. C. 414 to 381, and that he was
the second king in the dynasty. Coins Nos. 64, 65 tell us that

No. 6 was also. called Yagna^ri. Even if we accept this, the

interval between him and Gautamiputra §atakarni, would be no
less than three centuries.

Queen Bala^ri has several inscriptions to her credit, in which

she has mentioned the names of her son (No. 17) and of her

Thd difference between

Daksinapathapati and

Daksinapathesvar
« •

grandson (No. 18). In No. 7 she describes her

son as “ Daksigapathapati ”, and in No. 13

she has described her grandson as “ Daksi-

gapathe^var ”. Both these inscriptions were

erected during the 19th regnal year of the respective kings and

(4) Chap. V. No. 7.

(5) New edi. Vol. Ill, pp. 65.
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hence the dates of their erection are B. C. 53 and B. C. 28

respectively. In the case of No. 17 the son, along list of countries

and mountains is given; while in No. 18 the grandson, is simply

described as Daksiijapathesvar. This gives an impression that No. 18

has much smaller territory to rule over than No. 17 Dr. Rapson®

seems to be inclined to this view when he says:
—

“ It is significant

that in this inscription the territorial title which Gautamiputra

won by his conquests is not inherited by his son, who is simply

styled “ Lord of the Deccan ” (Daksi^apathesvar) ”. Later on,

however, he says:
—“While the place names in the inscription

thus merely record the conquests of Gautamiputra and in noway
represent the extent of his empire etc. ” In short, he is not very

clear whether No. 17 had larger territory than No. 18 or vice

versa. We have discussed the problem below in some details’'. It

will be clear from that, that the countries which are mentioned

in the inscription, were only inherited by him at the time of his

succession to the throne. There was no question of conquering

them. The inscription itself was erected not in commemoration of

his conquests of these countries but in commemoration of the

extermination of the ^akas and the Ksaharatas at his hands. No.

18, on the contrary, not only inherited all the territory that was

under the power of No. 17, but extended his empire by conquering

many regions in south India and Ceylon. Again, “Isvar” signifies

greater power than does “Pati” In short, the title “Daksi?japatesvar”

signifies larger territory than the other title.

It has been a common belief that the Satavahana territory

never extended beyond the mouth of the Godavari. We ha' e,

Kaling under the

Andhra rnie

however, proved in the accounts of Nos. 4, 5

and 6 that they were lords of all the territory

consisting of the northern part of the Madras

Presidency and Orissa. No. 6, as we know, was defeated by

Priyadarsin® and was re-instated on the throne by him. No. 7,

(6) Chap. V, No. 13.

(7) Details will be given in the account of No. IS.

^8) Dhauh-Jago^a inscription by Priyadarsin (ante pp. 78, f. n. no. 62^,
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during the major part of his reign (so long as Priyadar^in was

alive), could not lift his head. But soon after the death of Priyadarsin,

he conquered the whole of Kaling, and from that time onward,

right upto the rule of No. 17, the Satavahanas were also styled

“ Lord of Kaling ”. The Yugapuran tells the same tale. (Vol. Ill

pp. 350). Thus the Andhra empire consisted of the whole of south

India, except some regions in the extreme south.

Kings in those times were not covetous of land. It would,

therefore, be very wrong to take for granted that whenever a

battle was fought, the underlying motive was grabbing of some

more territory. No. 7, as we know, invaded Avanti, not with a

view to making Avanti a part of his empire. His motive was

religious. After defeating the Mauryan king, he re-instated him

on the throne and left behind him his able general Pusyamitra,

for the spread of the Vedic religion. In the same way. No. 17

helped ^akari Vikramaditya, not because he wanted any more

territory, but because he wanted to free the people of Avanti,

from the persecution of the ^akas and to restore the right claimant

to the throne. Conquest of land® was never a motive ' with kings

in those times.

VasiBthiputra and

the epithets con-

nected with it

There were several kings in the dynasty who were called

“ Vasisthiputras ”, just as there were several who were called

Gautamiputras ”. We have given below a list

of kings with whose names this epithet is

connected:-(l) Vilivayakuras. (2) Vidivayakuras.

(3) Vasisthiputra, (4) Pulumavi, (5) Catrapari,

(6) Yagnasri Satakarni Vlsisthiputra. Of these Chatrapan is the

name of No, 25 only and Yagnasri Vasisthiputra of the 29th only.

There now remain, therefore, only four to be considered. Again

Vilivayakuras refers to No. I only (coins 67, 61), and Vidivayakuras

to No. 4 only. We, therefore, consider the remaining two below.

First of all we turn our attention to “Pulumavi”. Three kings.

Nos. 7, 18 and 26 have been found to be holding this title. Of

(9) The same mistake has been committed in the case of Rudradaman,

in the Sudaisan lake inscription.
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these No. 26 is also called “Gautamiputra”, and hence his position

is- very clear. We have now to consider, Nos. 7 and 18. Both

were brave and ruled for a long time. Hence it is likely, looking

to the similarity of their names and epithets, that events connected

with one may be ascribed to the other. No. 7, as we know, was

a contemporary of Priyadarsin and was defeated by him and had

to remain under his vassalage for the major part of his reign.

Hence, his coins which bear the “Elephant” symbol of Priyadarsin,

can easily be distinguished from those of No. 18. Inspite of such

means of distinguishing one king from the others in this dynasty,

even great scholars have sometimes committed mistakes about

them. For instance Dr Bhau Daji says in J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol.

VIII, pp. 237:—We have long and valuable inscriptions of Gauta-

miputra who has hitherto been looked upon as the father of

Pulumavi as wrongly stated in the Puranik list. Gautamiputra,

however, appears from one of the Nasik inscriptions to have been

the son of Pulumavi. Had Dr. Bhau Daji taken into consideration

the fact that there were more than one Pulumavis in the dynasty,

he would have come to a different conclusion.

In Chap. IV, we have given some details of Paithan and

Amaravati and stated the periods for which they were the capitals

of the Andhra kingdom. We shall now try to

Amaravati find out the exact place, where Amaravati was

situated. As already stated in Vol. I, in the

account of Bennakatak, Amaravati was situated near Bezwada on

the banks of the Krsna in the Madras Presidency. At present

there is at this place a small village named Amaravati. Near this

village is situated Warrangul. Scholars have been inclined to the

view that WarranguP” was the capital of the Andhra kingdom.

We have, however, proved that the ancient capital of the Andhras

was situated at the same place where the small village of the same

name is situated at present. From the ruins of the city has been

(10) J. B. B. R. A. S. 1928, New edi. article by Mr. Bukhle; J. B. B. R. A. S.

Vol. VIII, Dr. Bhau Daji, pp. 239;
—
“Bennakatak is, I believe, identical with

Warrangul, the capital of Telangana or Andhra".
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found out a stupa by Colonel Mackenzie (A. S. S. I. Vol. I, New
Imp. Series, Vol. VI, 1882, pp. 23), who declared that it was

connected with Jainism. Scholars, however, later on came to the

decision that it was connected with Buddhism. We have proved,

however, that it is connected with Jainism. It was built by Kharvel

and is referred to
“
Mahavijaya Prasad ” in his Hathigumfa

inscription. It cost him 38^ lacs of coins. Inscription No. 10

(Chap. V), tells us that the 18th Andhra king donated a large sum

of money for this Stupa.

In Vol. I, we have stated how Srepik came to Bennltat

(Amaravati) in 583 B. C. VVe gather from the description of the

city that it was a flourishing emporium of trade and commerce

by that date. Hence we come to the conclusion that it must have

been founded at least two or three centuries before that time. Thus,

like other ancient cities of India, Amaravati has enjoyed the

duration of thousands of years and has seen many ups and downs.

It appears that he came to the throne not because he wanted

it, but because his mother desired him to come when the throne

fell vacant after his brother's renunciation. This

His policy belief is further strengthened by the fact that

when a son was born to his elder brother, he

did not do anything to prevent him from coming to the throne.

Events also prove that he was never covetous of land. During his

time, there was anarchy in Avanti due to the cruel rule of the

Gardabhila king. Had he desired, he could have easily conquered

Avanti, because he was powerful and because there was no other

equally powerful king at that time. But he never liked to interfere

in the affairs of others” in order to fatten his purse. When the

Sakas conquered Avanti, it was he who gave shelter to the refugee

princes of the Gardabhila king. When he heard of the cruel

persecution inflicted upon the people of Avanti at the hands of

the Sakas, he led an army against them, drove them out, and

(11) Queen Balasri’s statement that he fought the battles for the sake

of wiping off the stain on his dynasty is, after all, her interpretation of her

poo’s motives for fighting, not his own.
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re-instated Sakari Vikramaditya on the throne of Avanti. The
Andhra king never desired to have part of the Avanti kingdom in

return for these services^®. Thus he was a noble-hearted king

who rejoiced in extricating people out of difficulties and in helping

people, on whose side there was justice. No wonder therefore that

his poets eulogized him as the “Vikramaditya” of the Andhra

dynasty^®.

Inscription No. 8 (Chap. V) tells us that he fell very ill during

the 24th year of his reign, and that his iUness

lasted for nearly six months, as it appears

from his two orders, issued at the interval of

six months, to his governor in the Nasik

district. He made magnificent donations at the

time of his death. As regards the council, all details have been

stated in Chap. V.

His donation at the

time ol his death

and the formation

of a coancll

(12) Balasrf wf^s, jostlfia^ly pjqucl of liqr son.

(13) Inscription no. 18.



Chapter XII

Satavahana dynasty (Contd.

)

Synopsis;

—

Hal; his names, titles and epithets—The members

of his family—Some peculiarities of his reign—His territorial extent

—The interpretation of the term “ Navanarsvami ”—His love of

literature—Are Kuntal, mentioned in the Purari and Hal, the names

of the same individual—HW^s religious activities and donations—
Inscriptions commemorating these donatims—Govardhan-samay

and modem religious places—Different causes of the erection of

a Pillar and of a StUpa—The Saha era and the propriety or

otherwise of “^aka ^SUvdhan”—Laws of nature—Birth of a great

man'in Europe—Details about terms Uke Chutu, Kadamb and

Mahahhoji.
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( 18 ) VASISTHIPUTRA JaTA_KARNI; PULUMAVI II;

HAL ^ALIVAHAN

Hal is the most well-known of all Salivahana kings. His father’s

name was Mahendra and his mother’s was Subhadra (pp. 369).

He was the grandson of Balasri and the nephew of No. 17. We
have already stated under what circumstances he came to the

throne. He ascended the throne at the age of about 25 and had

a long and prosperous reign of 65 years, dying at the age of 90.

His rule lasted from B. C. 47 to 18 A. D.

He had several queens. The names of those that are known
are as follows:—(1) Malayavati of Simhal or Malayades; (2)

Kalingsena of Kaling; (3) The third was a princess of some southern

country whose name is not known. It has, moreover, been stated,

“From political considerations, Kuntala married the princesses of

many countries’’. Jaina books tell us that he had a queen named
Chandralekha,whose name, according to the Puraijas, was Malayavati.

According to J. A. H. R. S. Vol. II, part I, pp. 66, Hal married

Lilavati, the daughter of king Sitamegh of Sinhal and his queen

SaraM. Probably, Malayavati must have been but another name

of Lilavati. We do not know the exact number of Hal’s children;

but Mantalak who succeeded him as No. 19, must have been his

eldest son. Probably, Mantalak came to the throne very late in

life (60) and therefore, ruled for eight years only.

Various epithets like Hal, Vikramaditya, ^al and others which

have commonly been connected with his name, have already been

discussed. The Puranas have called him “Kuntal Satakariji” and

“Vikrama^akti”, which also we have already discussed. His other

titles, common found in inscriptions and coins are Vilivayakuras,

Pulumavi, Vasisthiputra ^atakarni, Daksiiiapathesvar, Saktikumar

and Mahahakusiri. The first three have already been discussed on

pp. 350 and the 4th has also been explained on pp. 379. As regards

the remaining two, details have already been given in Chap. V.

Inscriptions Nos. 1 and 3.

Of the 30 or 31 kings of this dynasty. Nos. 4, 7 and 18 have

to be singled out as having ruled for more than 50 years. Peculiarities

of Nos. 4 and 7 have already been stated in* their respective accounts.
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Both of them ruled for 56 years each. No. 18 ruled for 65 years.

Secondly, his birth took place in auspicious circumstances, details

about which have already been given in pp. 367.

Peculiarities Thirdly, he was an ardent patron of literature

and himself composed that famous treatise

“Gathasaptasati”. Of all the ancient kings who have been famous

for their patronage of literature, only two, namely Vikramaditya

of the Gardabhila dynasty and Hal, can be singled out as

authors of learned treatises. Fourthly, he conquered Ceylon. During

the one thousand years, the history of which we have been writing

in these volumes, only two achieved this feat of the conquest of

Ceylon; one was Udaya^va of Magadh, and the second was Hal.

Udayasva, however, had not himself led the army to Ceylon as

Hal did. That is the reason why of all the kings of the dynasty,

the title Daksiiiapathesvar is applied to his name only. Fifthly, the

Saka era has been connected with his name. This problem we

shall discuss in details later on.

It is quite certain that the territorial extent of Hal was greater

than that of his predecessor. On pp. 378 to pp, 379, we have quoted

extracts from the Pura^as in connection with

His territorial extent No. 18. In one of the extracts it has been

stated that he got a pillar erected in Avanti.

In the account of No. 7, on the other hand, we have stated that

of all the kings of the dynasty, the credit of having conquered

Avanti goes to him only. We have, therefore, here to decide

whether only one of them went to Avanti or both and to find out

which is which. As a matter of fact, both got pillars (of course

one’s was a pillar and other’s was a stupa) erected in Avanti

(No. 18, of course, got it done with a religious motive). As stated

in the inscription by Bala^ri, northern countries like Surastra, Akar,

Avanti and Vidarbha and many northern mountains also were

under the power of her son and of her grandson. The PuraQas,

moreover, tell us that No. 18 had friendly relations with the rulers

of Ka^mir and Sindh. Now, No. 7 never set foot in Saurastra or

in Lat, both of which were under the power of Priyadar^in, who

had defeated No. 7 and kdpt him under his vassalage. No. 18,
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on the other hand, visited Saura^ra in conipany with Vikramaditya

and performed many religious deeds there. All these details prove

that No. 7 had no connection with the kings of Kasmir and of

Sindh. These details, like birth in auspicious circumstances, con-

temporaneousness with the poet Guijadhya, lordship of Navanar

etc. are applicable to No. 18 and not to No. 7.

Over and above inheriting all the territory that was under

the power of No. 17, he conquered many regions including the

southern portion of the modern state of Mysore, the major portion

of the Papdya kingdom and Ceylon, which he had invaded, as we

shall make it clear later on, for religious reasons, in the 19th year

of his reign thus earning the title “Daksinapathe^var”.

In inscription No. 14, which is stated to have been erected

during the 22nd year of his reign, he has been stated as “Navanarpati”,

which the scholars have interpreted as “another
Navanarsvaml name of PaithaJj^”. Another writer states*:

—

His fondness for
‘padumavi is called Naravarsvami (a new king)

literature
r i i

and he has also the title of the Swaroi of

Benakataka”. We have made it very clear in our description of

inscription No. 14 that the term ’’Navanar” means assemblage

of nine learned persons, who lived at his court. We have already

stated that he was an ardent patron of literature and learning;

and no wonder it is, therefore, that he was able to attract learned

men to his court. Jaina books® also tell us that he has written a

learned treatise in the Prakrt language, and consider him as one

of the four learned Jaina kings, namely, Vikramaditya, Salivahan,

Munj and Bhoj. In “ The Jaina Sahitya Sathsodhak ”, Vol. Ill,

Part II, pp. 171, we find his fondness for literature praised in

glowing terms. Mr. Vincent Smith^ also says:
—“The anthology of

erotic verses (Saptasati) professes to be the composition of Hala

and IS ascribed by tradition to Salivahan, another form of Satavahana”.

(1) J. B. B. R. A. S. New edi. Vol. Ill, pp. 75.

(2) Ibid. Vol, VIIT, pp. 239. Dr. Bhau Daji’s article.

(3) Jainism by Glaaanapps, Trans, by Jaina Dharma Prasarak Sabha, pp. 64i

(4) 3rd edit pp. 208.
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Another writer states®:
—

‘‘That Hala by virtue of his political

greatness as well as literary merits...Hal is thus not only a great

patron of letters but also a warrior who defeated the Simhalese’V

Another writer says®:
—

“It is possible that the collection is" due

to some court-poet, but is known as the work of Hala.

We have already proved on pp. 367 to 370 that Kuntal was but

another name of Vikramaditya Salivahan, according to the Puragas.

The Jaina books, on the other hand, tell us

Hal and Kantal that Kuntal flourished after Salivahan. If we

study the Puranas minutely, we find that it has

nowhere been stated clearly that Kuntal was another name of

Salivahan. The conclusion, therefore, is the result of circumstantial

evidence, which briefly stated, is as follows:—(1) Mahendra was

the name of Vikramaditya ’s father; Vikramaditya, mentioned by

Somadev seems to be the same as Kuntal. (2) Malayavati was

the queen consort of Kuntal. (3) The poet Gupadhya has stated

in Brhatkatha that Saubhadra, the queen of Mahendra, gave birth

to a prince named Vi^ala^il or Vikramasakti. (4) Vikrama^akti

had three queens; one of Daksinlpath, another of Ceylon, and

the third of Kaling. The poet Gugadhya had given the epithet

‘ Vikramaditya ’ to him, in order to eulogize him. (5) Mahendra

was the son of Skandasvati. Mahendra was none other but

Mrgendra-svatikarna. Mahendra’s son was Kuntal who was very

brave. These are the conclusions arrived at by Pundit Jayasval.

We can deduce from this that Gu^adhya, the author of Brhat-

katha, was a contemporary of Kuntal. It is stated in " Jaina

Sahitya Sam^odhak, Vol. Ill, No, 2 pp. 171”:—Padliptasiiri, (the

author of “ Tarangavati-katha ”
) was a famous court-poet of

this king. Gu^adhya was also the court-poet of the same king Hal.

Details about him have been stated in the introduction to Kuvalaya-

mala. This king belonged to the Satavahana dynasty and is the

author of “Gathasptasati” a learned treatise in Prakrt.” All these

extracts lead us to the conclusion that Kuntal was but another

(5) J. A. H. R. S. Vol. II, Part I, pp. 65.

(6) J. B. B, Rf A. S. (New edi.), Vol. Ill, pp. 57.
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name of Vikramaditya Salivahan. Mr. Pargiter, in the dynastic

list given on pp. 223, states that Kuntal was 13th and that Hal

was 17th and that the former ruled for 8 and the latter for 5

years. We have now been able to prove that these figures are

not correct and that Kuntal was but another name of Hal.

It seems to have been a common belief among scholars that

in ancient times, inscriptions and edicts and pillars were raised

mostly with a view to commemorating political

Religious activities events. In the pages of these volumes we have

proved it convincingly more than once that

this belief has little foundation in fact and that the major aim

of these relics was religious. I, therefore, request my readers

to approach the study of these problems with an absolutely

unprejudiced mind.

What religion did king Hal follow ? Let us look to his

inscriptions. The Nasik inscriptions make it clear that at first it

was under the power of the ^atakarjji kings. Later on, Nahapaij’s

son-in-law Esabhdatta and his prime-minister Ayama conquered

it. In course of time, the ^atakarni kings wiped off this stain by

reconquering the district. Gautamiputra, No. 17, the conqueror,

as inscriptions Nos. 7, 8 and 36 tell us, got the donations

transferred to his name from the name of Esabhdatta. This proves

that both Rsabhdatta and No. 17 belonged to the same religion.

The very mention of donations to religious monks and of the

year, season, month etc. corroborate this conclusion. Secondly,

we find that the Bhilsa Stupa^ (Inscription No. 4) contains the

name of ^atakariji®, and also of Chandragupta Maurya®, thus

proving that these two kings also belonged to the same religion.

Thirdly, it has been stated that No. 18, Pulumavi Satakarni

(Inscr. No. 10), gave a sum of money as donation to that temple

(7) It should be remembered that stupa and pillar are different things.

The Sahchi pillar was erected during the Suaga king Bhag, by Antialcidas,

the governor of Taksilla, with a view to propitiate Bhaga (i. e. a political motive).

(8) See this paragraph for details.

(9) Vol. I, pp. 190; Vol. II, pp. 185,
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named Mahavijay (Chaitya), built by Kharvel, thus proving that

he and Kharvel^® belonged to the same religion. In short, Nahapan

Bsabhdatta, Chandragupta Maurya, Hala Satakariji Pulumavi and

Kharvel were followers of the same religion. The coins of these

kings have the same tale to tell. Hence they were all Jains.

It is stated in J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. IX, pp. 143:
—

" That

Shriman Satavahan repaired the Tirth or sacred place ( which

cannot be made out without having the Prabhavak Charita.) and

the Padaliptasuri established the standard. ” This means that king

Hal got some reparations carried out at Mt. Satrufiajay, under

the guidance of Padaliptasuri. “ Prabhavak Charita ” was written

eight centuries before our time, and there seems to be no reason

to discredit what is stated in it. It is a Jaina work, and should

be considered as much a source of truth as Buddhist or Vedic

works. Dr. Bhau Daji, the author of the above-mentioned article,

further states on pp. 144:--" In the Prabandhachintamaoi of

Merutungacharya and Chaturvinshati Prabhandh of Rajshekhar,

another celebrity better known as Nagarjuna in the Buddhist works,

is stated to have been a contemporary of a Satvahana and

Padaliptacharya. ’’ In short, Nagarjun, Padaliptasuri and Satavahan

were contemporaries. Nagarjun was a pupil ot Padaliptasuri. Once

upon a time both the preceptor and the pupil went to Saurastra

and visited Mt. Satrunjay. Donations by the Hal king were made

at that time. This Padalipta was a disciple of Aryakhaputsuri^^,

who was also at this time a pilgrim to Mt. Satrufljay. This makes

it clear that all these four persons were contemporaries, and that

Aryakhapufacharya was the oldest of them., and Nagarjun, the

youngest. Probably Nagarjun and Padaliptasuri were of the same

age, looking to the fact that the latter entered the Jaina holy

orders at a very early age. These facts now put Nagarjun before

(10) Chap. IIT, f. n. nos. 12 aud 13.

(11) "Iryakhput" died in A. M. 484=B. C. 43. Padaliptasuri studied under

him. (Nagaripracharini Patrika, Vol. X, No. 4, pp. 723). Hala’s time was

B. C. 47 to 17 A. D. This means that Aryakhaput died 4 years after Hala’s

coronation. Aryakhaput was 70 at this time.
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ti8 in true light. Mrs. J. Stevenson, in his “ Heart of Jainism
”

pp. 77-78 states:
—“Two other events are supposed to have

happened about this time, B. C. 56., the defeat of the Buddhists

in a great argument by famous Jaina controversialist, an ascetic

called Aryakhput, who lived in Broach; and the founding of

^atrufljaya in the state of PalitaQa ( Shatrunjaya, the Jains say,

was built by a monk who had the power of rising through the

air and by a disciple of his, who had the power of creating gold.

This fortunate junction of talents has resulted in one of the

loveliest temple cities in the world. *’ The famous Jaina contro-

versialist was Aryakhapfit. The extract means that Jaina temples

were built on Mt. ^atrufijay. The term Palitana is but a deterio-

rated form of “ Padaliptasthan.
”

PadaliptasQri, helped actively by his disciple Nagarjun, who had

not entered the Jaina holy order as a monk, got constructed and

repaired on Mt. ^atrufijay, a row of fine and exquisite temples.

As time went on, temples began to be built there in large numbers.

Buddhist books also contain the mention of a certain “Nagarjun",

who was the chief Buddhist monk in the direct line of Buddha.

We leave the scholars to decide whether there were two Nagarjuns

or one.

The verse given below is quoted from Prabhavakcharitra,

pp. 74, verse 84:

—

§ri ^atavahanlkhyo bhup idam Tirthmudadhara punah

Sri Padaliptastirir dhvajapratistham vyadhat tatra:

It means: a king named ^atavahan made certain reparations at

a holy place (Broafth), and Padaliptasuri performed there the flag

ceremony. The following verse is from ^atrufijaykalpa of

Dharmaghosasuri:

—

Sampai Vikkam-Vahad^^-Hal-Palit-Dattarayai

Jam Uddharhinti tayam Sirisattumjayamahatitham.

“Reparations were made on Mt. ^atrufijay, the sacred place of

pilgrimage, by Samprati, Vikram, Vahad, Hala, Padalipta and Datta”.

(12) See tbe f. n. no. 11 above.

(13) Vaha^ was the son of Udayan, a Jaina minister of Siddhaiaj and

Kumarpal.
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We have stated on and often that Na^ik is full of inscriptions.

In the region surrounding Nasik (about 50 miles) are the inscriptions

of Kanheri, Nanaghat, Junner, Karle etc. This region is also full

of hills like Ruksa, Krsnagiri etc. (pp. 286). It is possible that just

as in former times, Satruiijay was a big mountain with 108 summits

and then in course of time these summits separated from one

another, so there may have been a number of mountain-ranges

connected together in the Nasik district, and then these ranges

may have dismembered themselves. Probably, during the time of

queen BalaH and of her son and grandson, there may have

remained there a three-peaked mountain, thence forward called

Trira^mi, near which was founded the Traikutaka dynasty. In

short, the district of Govardhan-samay, of which Nasik formed a

part, was a sacred place of the Jains. (Inscriptions Nos. 7 and 13).

Hence Ruksa and Krsnagiri are names of only two of the many

peaks of this mountain, probably named Rathavarta, and called

“Rathavatananga” in Jaina sutras (Acharang, Niryukti etc.). It is

stated in “Prabhavakcharitra”, pp. 17, that Vajrasuri died here.

It is stated in the account of his life that he had purposely gone

there from Soparaknagar knowing that he was about to die'*.

Thus this mountain was a holy place of the Jains^®.

Thus the five kings mentioned above were all Jains. Now we

turn to the study of certain dates. Aryakhapiit is said to have died

in A.M. 484 = B. C. 43'®. Hence, Pldalipta must have studied

under him sometime before that. This means that both Pldalipta

and Nagarjun must have flourished during the fifty years after

43 B. C. So also king Hal, Nahapsg and Esabhdatta flourished

between B. C. 114 and 52. Queen Bala^ri’s son, Gautamiputra

who “restored the glory of the Satavahans” flourished between

B. C. 72 to 47. Gautamiputra must have thus flourished after

(14) Chap. V, Inscr. No. 13, f. n. no. 37.

(15) Vol. in. Vide the account of Abhir Isvardatta. Vide the account of

Satakaini in Chap. 10.

(16) Na. Pra, Pa. Vol. X, No. , pp. 723. “Jaina Kal Ga9ana’* by Muni
Sri Kalyanvijayji.
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Nahapag, because he got his portrait-head super-printed on tho

portrait-head of Nahapatj.

Now we turn to the study of a Stupa, which is at Safichi.

The Stupa itself consists of a semi-sphere of stones or bricks &
lime; and is erected at a place, where a person of prominence is

dead. The wall that surrounds a Stupa, the gates and other things

in the compound, may have been erected at the same time as the

Stupa or at some later time. One thing is certain that the thing

first to be erected is the Stupa itself. The reader is requested to

keep the above-mentioned things in mind, while reading the following

extract from J. B. B. R. A. S. (New ed.) Vol. Ill pp. 56:-“ This

king Vasisthaputri Siri Satakarani is to be identified with one of

the later Satakaranis. ” The same writer states further on:-“ Mr.

Chanda, (Memoirs of the Arch. Surv. India No. 1, pp. 175) and

Sir John Marshall assign the reliefs on the four gateways of Sanchi

to the latter half of the first century, " We have to remember

that the Sthpa itself may have been erected centuries before the

erection of these gateways in the first century. General Cunningham

says in his “ Bhilsa Topes ” pp. 269:
—

“ Those gateways were

added in the reign of Siri Satakarani between the years 19 and

37 A. D. ” We humbly submit that the date must have been

between 1 and 17 A. D., taking into consideration the fact that

the gateways were the work of king Hal. In the reckoning of

ancient dates, mistakes involwng centuries are made, not to talk

of a decade or two.

Now we turn to the Amaravati Stupa. It is stated therein

that Vasisthiputra gave a sum of money as donation for the

upkeep of the Mahachaitya erected there by Kharvel. This means,

at the most, that ^atakarni Vasisthiputra flourished after Kharvel^

Certain villages have been mentioned in the inscriptions of

these ^atakariji kings. They are Ilurak, Manamad,

Some new factors Karajak and others. The very fact that the

KrsQagiri, Kanheri, Karle and other places

where inscriptions are found are connected with Jainism, means

(I7) He iioutished in the 5th century B. C. Vide pp. 243. III. f. nos. 12 & 13.
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that these villages were parts of a Jaina district. As a matter of fact,

the whole district of Govardhan-Samay is connected with Jainism.

It has now been accepted that the caves of Elora and Ajanta

do not belong to Jainism but to Buddhism. Secondly, on pp. 367

to 369 we have quoted extracts from Puranas in connection with

the birth and parentage of King Hal. It is stated in them that

God ^iva, at the request of his devotees to exterminate the Mlecchas,

who were molesting them in the performance of their sacrifices,

promised that a son would be born and that, that son was king

Hal. This means that Hal was a follower of the Vedic religion.

We have proved convincingly in the foregoing pages that he was

a staunch Jain.

The following are the points of difference between a Stupa

and a Pillar:

—

stupa Pillar

(1) Erected at a place where a (1) Erected in commemoration

person of prominence is dead. of a victory, and sometimes

for religious purposes.

(as those of Pnyadar^in).

(2) The name of the dead person (2) The name of the conqueror

may or may not have been is generally mentioned for the

mentioned. sake of commemoration.

(3) Names of all donors are (3) Only one name of the

mentioned. conqueror is mentioned.

(4) The purpose of the donation
(4J

Always a secular purpose,

is mainly religious and is

generally stated.

(5) Dates of different donations. (5) Only one date of the conquest

is given.

In the chapters on eras in the preceding volume, we have

stated that the era started in commemoration of a religious prophet

was the best. Sometimes such eras, as happened

The Sake era in the case of the Christian, the Vikrama and

the §aka, were started by the people themselves

out of their devotion for these personages.

We have also shown that the people started the Vikrama era in
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commemoration of their kingl Vikram’s victory over the ^akas.

We have further shown that ^atavihan No. 17 was the chief helper

in this defeat of the ^akas. He was also the king, who “restored

the glory of the ^atavahanas” by reconquering the district of

Govardhan-Samay from the successors of ?>sabhdatta and Nahapag.

A rock-edict was erected in commemoration of this victory. His

successor No. 18, relieved the people of south India as a whole,

from the oppression of the Mlechchhas of Ceylon. Governed by

a sense of gratitude, the people seem to have started an era either

in B. C. 28, the year of the conquest, or in B. C. 47, the year

of No. Eighteen's accession to the throne. Thus, this era may have

been started either 29 years or 10 years after the founding of

the Vikrama era in B. C. 57. We are not quite sure that an era

was thus actually started. We are led to this surmise by the term

“^aka^alivahan”. More details about this will be given in the

account of No. 23.

In the beginning of the 1st century A. D., a strong wave of

misrule and anarchy spread over Europe and Asia and lasted for

about 25 years. We have stated in Vol. I, that whenever there

might come a period of transition from one age to another, great

men would be born. The birth of Buddha and Mahavir took place

under such circumstances in the 6th century B. C. At this time

Jesus Christ was born to destroy the unhappiness of mankind

In commemoration of the noble sacrifice he made for the suffering

humanity, the Christian era was started.

King Hal and Saka
Sallvahan

In the chapters on the eras, we have made it clear, that the

^aka era may either have been associated with the ^aka people or

may have been started by a king. The first point

we shall consider later on. Let us, however, try

to see here, whether king Hal was the founder

of the era or not. We have stated that an era was generally

founded either from religious or from political considerations. From
the political point of view can be mentioned the driving out of

the Mlechchhas and the conquest of Ceylon by this king. From
the religious point of view can be mentioned his pilgrimage to

Mt» §atrufijay and his donations there and at other places like
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the caves of Mt. Tri-rasmi. A look at these events will show that

none of them is big enough for the founding of a new era. Looking

from the view-point of time also, the Saka era was founded in

78 A, D., i. e. 60 years after Hal’s death. Hence, Hal was not the

founder of this era. We have also to note, that unlike other eras

like the Ksaharafa and Kusana, founded from political motives,

this era has lasted very long, proving thereby that it has a religious

origin. Hence, we come to the conclusion, that just as the title

“^akari” connected with the name of Vikramaditya does not mean

that he was the founder of the Saka era, so also the connection of

“§aka” with Hal, in no way indicates him as the founder of the era.

The Kadambas, as we have already stated in Vol. I, were

one of the 18 branches of the Samvnji clan. ( Udayan Bhat’s

account. ) In Chap. Ill, Part XI in this Vol.
Some more details

there were branches of

Nandas. Inscription No. 17 tells us that

they were connected by marriage-ties with the

Andhra kings. It seems that they must have come to south India

with Anuruddha, the son of Udayan, and settled there as governors

of “Various provinces conquered by Anuruddha. In course of time,

they must have severed their allegiance with the Magadha rulers

and must have become independent. Sometimes they must have

been under the banner of a powerful king-be he of any dynasty

and then like the grass, when the blast is over, must have become

independent again. Inscriptions Nos. 24 to 26, and 28 and 29

tell us that they ruled over a strip of a region called Aparant,

which was situated on the shores of the Arabian sea. Sometimes

they extended their territory, sometimes they bowed down to

the superior authority of a powerful king, and sometimes they

formed advantageous marriage-ties. Thus, we might consider their

origin as early as the 6th century B. C. Mayaijalladevi the

mother of the famous Siddharlj of Gujarat was probably a
princess of this family. At that time, Gokarijiapur (Goa) was the

seat of their capital. They were always under the vassalage of

the Satakarijis.

Dr. Rapson has mentioned coins of Chufu and Bodhi dynasties
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at the end of his C. A. R. Among the Chutiis, well-known in history

are Dhula(Dhutukul)nandj Mulanand (Vol. II, Coins Nos. 49 to

52), Chutiikanand (Inscription No. 25) and Visijukada-chuttu Nandas

and that they migrated southwards with the Andhras. In Vol. II,

coins 47 & 48, we have stated that their origin was at the same time

as that of Sadakanakalalaya Maharathi. Certain it is, that they

are connected with the founder of the Andhra dynasty. The
mention of the term “Rajno” and the absence of the Ujjain

symbol in their coins prove that they were independent kings.

Their coins and other inscriptions clearly indicate that they were

rulers over a small territory. We therefore come to the following

conclusions about them:—(1) They must be the natives of Kanara

district, where stayed the parents of the mother of ^rimukh. They

must have gone to Magadh with her. when Nand II took her to

Magadh after marriage. During their stay there, they must have

formed marriage-ties with the Ksatriyas of Magadh. When Srimukh

decided to go southwards, they must have migrated with him.

(2) Or they may not have gone to Magadh at all. They must

have, however, formed marriage-ties with him, after the establishment

of the Andhra dynasty. They followed the same religion as the

Andhras and were, for most time, under their vassalage. Inscription

No. 26 tells us that the Ch^t^s were defeated by the Kadaml .s

who annexed their territory with theirs.



Chapter XIII

Satavahana dynasty (Contd.

)

Synopsis:—

(

19) MatUaldk; (20) Purindrasen; (21) Sunder;

(22) Chakor; (23) ^ivasvati; his birth under auspicious circum-

stances; extracts from Jaina and Vedic hooks to this ejfed; the

duration of hts reign and of his life; The Saka era during his

time; Was he the founder of the §aka era ? With which religion

is the Saka era connected ? Proofs to the effect that the taka era

ts not connected wdh the Vedic religion; the circumstances under

which the era was founded; Various misinterpretations and -wrong

theories connected mth the taka era.
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( 19 ) MANTALAK; ( 20

)

PURINDRASEN; ( 21

)

SUNDER;
( 22

)

CHAKOR
Little is known about these four kings. They ruled in the

aggregate for about 17^ years. Probably, Mantalak was the son

of Hal. Nos. 20 and 21 were probably brothers, both sons of

No. 19. No. 22 also probably was the son of No. 19. No. 21 ruled

for six months only and must have died by some accident.

(23) ^IVASVATI

We arrive at a provisional conclusion that he was the son

of No. 22. He was born under auspicious circumstances^ as Pura^jic

legends® and others® tell us. Below is given the substance of

these legends.

“In former times, there was a famous king named Dipkarni

who was told by God Siva in a dream, that he would find a

prince riding a lion in a forest. He was to return home with him

and adopt him as his son. The king accordingly went to the forest,

saw the lion with the prince on his back; killed him with an arrow

and took the child in his arms. The lion transformed himself into

the shape of a man and told the wonderstruck king that he was

a Yaksa named ^at. Once, I saw the daughter of a $si taking her

bath in the river Ganges. Infatuated by her beauty, I married her

by the Gandharva ceremony. When her brothers came to know

of this, they cursed us to be transformed into the lion and the

lioness. Implored by us to have mercy on us, they told us that

my wife would be free from the curse the moment she gave birth

to a child, and that I would be free from the curse when pierced

by an arrow. The child in your arms is our son. The king called

the prince ^ivasvati because he had come to him through the favour

of §iva^“. This is the story according to the Pura^as. The Jaina

version is given® as follows:

—

(1) If we accept that he was born under auspicious circumstancosi his

father must have married the girl mentioned in the legend.

(2) For a legend from “Yugapuran”, vide pp. 3G7 to 369 and read the

extracts there from Buddhiprakas,

(3) Katbasaritsagar, 20.

(4) Cf. the name "Meghsvati” with "Sivasvati’’. Meghasvati was in all

probability a Jain. Hence, Sivasvati is equally a Jaina name.

(5) The original story is given in "Cbatorvim®ati Prabandh",
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"Two brahmins, with a widowed sister, came to Pratisthlnpur

and stayed there maintaining themselves by alms. Once she went,

to fetch water, to the Godavari where a serpent-king infatuated

with her beauty, raped her. As a result of this she conceived,

and in due course of time, gave birth to a son”.

According to the Purlijas this story is applicable to No. 23;

while according to Jaina books, it refers to No. 18. It is argued

that the Saka era, which is mostly prevalent in south India, was

begun by a king born of a Brahmin family, as the name Sivasvati

well testifies It is also argued that A. D. 78, which is generally

accepted as the year of the inception of the §aka era, would be

more in argument with the death of Sivasvati. Moreover, the

historians® have taken it for granted that Nasik inscription (No. 7),

erected by Bala^ri, is connected with this king. They tell us that

the then Andhra king defeated the Sakas and re-established their

former capital as the place of capital. The city was repaired, and

was therefore called Navanagar (another name of Paitha?). These

reparations were, according to them, over in 78 A. D. and in

commemoration of this change in the seat of the capital, the §aka

era was founded in that year. In order to fix things in these

proportions, the Pura^as state that the reign of the king lasted

for 43 years, though, as a matter of fact, he ruled only for a few

years. He must have died at the age of sixty.

We have proved above that the term “^aka^ilivahan” has

no connection with the founding of the ^aka era. We have also

proved that 78 A. D., the year in which the
Pacts about the a , „ , ,

Safca era
generally accepted to have been

founded, did not have any deed big enough

—

either religious or politiced—to start a new era. It has been

stated’, “Udhis{hir. Vikram and ^alivahan will flourish in the

Kaliyug. Later on will flourish Vijayabhinandan, Nagarjun and

Kalki. All the six will be known as the founders of the ^aka era”.

(6) J. B, B. R. A. S. (New edi.), Vol. Ill, the article by Mr. Bnkble.

(7) Vol. in. pp. 441; J. B. B. R, A. S. Vol. V, pp. 127.
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Let us see whether we can fix up ^alivahan in agreement with

78 A. D. The Puragas tell us that Kuntal or ^alivahan was the

contemporary and patron of the poet Gunadhya. We have stated

in his account that he ruled from B. C. 47 to A. D. 18. Let us

see if we can take his rule further upto 78 A. D. Taking into

consideration the general rule, that an era is generally founded in

the year in which the founder dies, we might assume that he died

in 78 A. D. He ruled for 65 years, i. e. he came to the throne in

13 A. D. This means that Aryakhaput, PIdaliptasuri, §akari

Vikramaditya and others, who have been proved to have been his

contemporaries, must have flourished later than the dates fixed for

them. That is impossible. Hence, ^alivahan's dates cannot be brought

in argeement with 78 A. D.

Other facts also support the conclusion arrived at above. The
Puragas and the inscriptions of Queen Bala^ri state very plainly that

her son, who exterminated the ^akas, died ten years after the defeat

of the Sakas at the hands of §akari Vikramaditya in B. C. 57. That

means that her grandson ^alivahan came to the throne in 47 B. C.,

and having ruled for 65 years, died in 18 A, D.®. The coins of

both these kings have the same tale to tell. Secondly, Gautamiputra

superprinted his portrait-head on the coins of Nahapa^, who, as

we know, died in B. C. 74. This Gautamiputra, the son of Balasri,

ruled from B. C. 72 to 47 B. C. These dates, as we see, quite

agree with the super-printing of the portrait-head, because if there

is an interval of a number of years, coins would be out of circu-

lation.® If we accept 78 A. D. as the date of the death of Salivahan,

Gautamiputra’s dates will be such that we must allow an interval

of 60 to 65 years between him and Nahapaii making the super-

printing business impossible. Thus, the contention that ^alivahan

died in 78 A. D. is not tenable. Hence, if we accept the contention

that the ^aka era was founded in 78 A. D. it can have no

connection with No. 18, ^alivahan.

(8) For more proofs, vide the paragraph on the religious activities of No. 18.

(9) We find at present also that the corns of a king are withdrawn from

circulation soon after bis death or at the most after his successor’s death.
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Let us now see whether ^ivasvati, No. 23, had any connection

with the founding of the ^aka era. We have shown, how scholars

have misinterpreted the term “Navanar” (No. 14).

Who founded the Hence, no political event of major importance
Saka era ? connected with the founding of the §aka

era- The occasion of the driving away of the Mlecchas of Ceylon,

is connected with No. 18. Can it be transferred to No. 23 ? One

thing is certain that scholars are unanimous in declaring that the

Saka era was founded by Hal Salivahan in 78 A. D. We have

shown above the difficulties of believing in this contention. We have

no solution to offer and hence express our regret for it.

The Saka era is at present prevalent both in north and south

India. It is, however, more prevalent in south India. It is commonly

believed that the era, thus found prevalent in

To which religion
paj-ts of India, is one and the same. We

founder of
however, proved in the account of the

Kusana dynasty that the Saka era started by

them in north India was founded in 103 A. D., i. e. 25 years

later than the ^aka era of south india. It automatically follows

from this, that though these two eras bear the same name, yet

they are different in origin and in the dates of their inception.

True it is, that the §aka era of south India sometimes found its way

into those countries like United Provinces and others, the people

of which, came into direct contact with the people of the south.

Another belief commonly accepted by scholars is, that as

Brahmins mostly use this era, its origin also is due to the Vedic

religion. This belief seem'* to have been based on the mention of

a brahmin girl in the legend connected with Hal Salivahan or

Sivasvati. We have shown it again and again in these volumes

that a person born of a brahmin familj \as not necessarily a

follower of the Vedtc religion. Both the coins and inscriptions of

the Satavatiana kings give an eloquent testimony to the fact, that

they were followers of Jainism. That they relieved the Brahmanas

of the persecution of the Mlecchas does not mean that they were

followers of the Vedic religion. With the exception of the 7th

and the 23rd kings, all other kings of the dynasty were Jains.
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(Later research shows to me that of these two even, one was

the follower of Jainism).

In the first place, the manner, in which these Satavahana kings

have specified dates on their inscriptions, shows
Proofs to the effect they were followers of Jainism. We have

that the Sak^a era had , ... • i t-kt i. -
, .

shown this convincingly in the cases of Nahapan,
no connection with _ , , ,

’

the Vedic religion
"sabhdatta, Chasthan and the Kusanas and

others. The Satavahana kings have not men-

tioned the Udhisthira era or any Vedic era.

No. 7 changed his religion from Jainism to the Vedic religion,

and in celebration of the change, performed Asvamedha sacrifices.

Had no. 23 changed his religion, he also would have done something

of the sort. Had he even been the founder of a new era, some

brilliant deed must have been recorded to his credit. In the absence

of any such evidence, we cannot help concluding that neither did

he change his religion nor did he found a new era.

We have examined above, all points of view from which it

could be proved whether the §aka era was founded in 78 A. D.

, by ^alivahan, and we have shown that there

j,
is no way, m which that can be proved. In the

absence of any positivil piece of evidence, it

remains for us to doubt whether any era of the name was founded,

or whether it had any other name in the beginning and was called

by this name later on. Whether any such era was founded by

any king of the Satavahana dynasty is a difficult question to

answer. The fact, that no Andhra king has ever used this era any

where, goes to show that none of them founded it. Scholars^® are

constrained to say:
—

“ The later inscriptions of Andhras are dated

in regnal years and not in the years of any era.” If either No. 18 or any

other king had founded this era, his successors would certainly have

used it in their inscriptions^^. Hence, whether the era was founded by

a king or by the people, it must have been mentioned some where,

had it been really founded. Mr. G. H. Oza in his Bhartiya Prachin

(10) C. A. R. pp. 26, para 23-

(11) For instance, Cbap< VI, Inscriptions Nos. 18, 21, 23 and 23.
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Lipimall”, states (pp. 170-72),"The earliest mention of the^akaera is

380 in the Loka Vibhag of Simhsun; but as the original manu-

script is not available, this date is not very reliable. The next

earliest mention is 427, in the "Pancasiddhantika” of Varahamihir.

As regards the inscriptions, only the years of the era have been

mentioned^* in the inscriptions of the Western Ksatraps in Cutch

and Kathiawar. Later inscriptions contain terms like" ^akanrpati^®

rajyabhisek Samvatsar The extract shows clearly, that very

little definite information is available about the era. It also supports

our view (pp. 405) that the Chalukya dynasty continued the use

of the original Saka era (begun in 78 A. D.)

It might be argued that Pnyadarsin, the staunch follower of

Mahavir, made use of the Mahavira era (A. M. 256), in his Sahasram

inscription only and in his other pillars and inscriptions,

mentioned his own regnal year. In the same way, the successors

of the founder of the Saka era need not necessarily have made

use of the era. The person, who forwards this argument should

well remember that in the case of Priyadarsin, Mahavir was simply

a spiritual head, while in the case of the successors of the founder

of this era, it was the question of honouring or insulting the founder,

who is an ancestor.
,

We have shown that the term " ^aka ” has been used as an

adjective, i. e. ^akari Vikramaditya and Saka ^alivahan. It is

possible to believe that the term ‘ Saka ’ was sometimes used to

mean, the particular year of that era which a particular king followed.

Hence, unless a definite name is connected with the term, it is

very difficult to decide whether the date refers to the ^aka era or

to any other era. In the inscription of King Bukkaray of Vijaya-

nagar, found near Harihar, the name ^alivlhan is connected with

the Saka date 1276^*. In the chapter that follows, we shall also

discuss the possibility of connecting the founding of the era by

No. 24 or No. 23 of the dynasty, instead of No. 17 or 18.

(12) F. n. no. 15 below.

(13) For meanings of these terms, vide Vol. Ill, pp. 441 to 444*

(14) Pp. 172, ibid.
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My opinion is that the founder of the §aka era was a Jaina

king. In the course of time foreigners came to India and started

their own various eras. People found it difficult to

The solution adjust themselves to these everchanging eras.

Hence, they must have secretly continued the

use of this era. Thus, in course of time the term “ Saka ” came

to mean simiply an "era”, and not any particular era^®. We have

shown that the Abhira chief Hvardatta founded the era dating from

the beginning of bis father’s accession in 249 A. D. Later on this

dynasty must have been absorbed by the Guptas. When, however,

the Gupta power was on the decline, Bhattarak founded his dynasty

in Vallabhi in Saurastra, another chief founded Traikutaka dynasty^®

in Lat in Gujarat and a third chief founded his dynasty in Kalyaiji

in the Deccan. These things took place in the beginning of the 6th

century A. D. All these dynasties continued the use of the era which

was adopted by the Guptas. ( using the term, the ‘Saka=era’ ). That

is the reason, why we find traces of Jainism in the accounts of

the Chalukya kings, who were on friendly relations with the Kadamba

kings, who were also Jains. King Karijadev Solanki of Gujarat

married Mayaijalladevi who was a Kadamba princess. With the

passage of time, the Rastrika dynasty—a branch of the Chalukya

dynasty-came into being and maintained Jaina traditions and

culture. King Amoghvarsa of that dynasty made a name in history.

With the advent of ^ankaracharya, a huge tide of the Vedic faith

spread over India, and the Saka era began to be considered as

having a Vedic origin^^. These changes, w^e have seen, always

(15) We have already mentiooed that in the book (referred to above),

by G. H. Oza, he has stated that only the *yeai’ is stated in the inscriptions,

of the western Kfatraps of Kathiawar and Cutch. (We arrived at the same

conclusion before we come across bis book. Scholars mistakenly believe that

the Ksatrapas were Sakas, and expected them to use the term l§akat We have

already explained why they have not used that term).

(16) Vol. nil pp. 312, We have stated there 207+249=456 A. t). aS

the date of Traikutaka Dbarsen. It has now to be changed to 207+319=526

A» D. as explained above.

(17) G. H, Oza in bis “Bharatiya Pracbin Lfpimala*’ states that according
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accompany great religious upheavals. The dates connected with the

birth and death of Sankaracharya are 710 and 742. Scholars have

interpreted this in terms of the Saka era and hence have translated

them as A. D. 788 to 820 A. D. Many considerations show that

these dates are not correct; and hence it is our humble suggestion

that the dates 710 and 742 may be interpreted in the terms of

the Gupta era^®, and that the term “ §aka ” should be taken to

mean “an era” and nothing more.

[ According to the old Jama system, a month is over on the

full-moon day; while according to the Vedic system, a month

ends on the day previous to the new-moon day. Vikrama^®, however,

introduced the system of ending a month on the day previous to

the New Moon day in his era. He being a Jaina king, the Jains

of north India at once adopted this custom. The Kus'anas and the

Chas{hanas, however, clung to the old system in their eras. Dr.

Keilhorn states’®:—"The difference in the mentioning of the eras

in north and south India, seems to be due to the influence of the

the Brahmagas”. The change in south India was effected as late

as the time of Sankaracharya. This also shows that the founder

of the Saka era was a Jain ].

to the inscription in a Jaina temple by Pulkesi II, there is an interval of

3197 years between the Saka era and the Udhisthira era.

(18) Pp.404 for the meaning of “Sake”.

(19) Vol. Ill, pp. 455.

(20) I. A. Vol. 37, pp. 46; Vol. Ill, pp. 448.



Chapter XIV

Satavahana dynasty (Contd.)

Synopsis:—

(

24 ) Gautamiputra ^atakarni. —

(

25 ) Chatrapati

Vamthipiftra—Thefour pairs ofGautamipuiras and Vasisthtputras

—The pair that belongs to GauHnnputra—Dr. Buhlers and Dr.

BhagvanlaTs theory about Chatrapan—Ptolemy’s theory that

Chatrapati and Chasthan were his contemporanes-RelaUons between

the Gardabhilas and Satavahanas—

(

26 ) Gaulamiputra Yagnakri

^atakarni, Pulumavi III—Chatham’s conquest from him of

Gujarat and Saurastra and his vassalage under him—Inscriptions

and coins to the credit of various Gautamiputras—( 27 ) Siva&ri

Vastsihipulra—

(

2S )
p^vaskandh Gautamiputra—

(

29 ) Yagnakri

Vasi^hiputra Satakariii and the last three kings {30 to 32)— Causes

of the decline of the dynasty—Confusion resulting from the

similarities in the names Rudradatnan {Chas hatia dynasty No. 3),

Rudrasimh .No. 5 and Rudrasen No. 7—Relations between the

Andhras and the Abhiras and the Chasthanas—Acquisition of

independence by the Abhiras at the decline of the Guptas—The

theory of the scholars that these Abhiras were Andhrabhrtyas—
The dynastic list of the Satavahanas.
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Below is given a dynastic list of the last kings of this dynasty.

A. D, A. D. Years

(24) Gautamiputra ^atakariii 78-109=31 '1^

(25) Chatrapaij Vasisthiputra 109-1 37=28

J

(26) Gautamiputra Yagna^ri

Satakarqi 137-165=28

(27) ^ivasri

(Vasisthiputra Puloma) 165-181=16

(28) ^ivaskandh 181-188= 7 )

(29) Yagnadri Satakarni

Vasisthiputra 188-218=30 )

(30-31-32) 218-261=43

59 years between both

44 years between both

37 years between both

Probably the scholars njeant to call these seven kings

Andhrabhftyas.

(24) GAUTAMIPUTRA ^ATAKARNI

There is little information about this king. He ruled from

A. D. 78 to 99. If it is found out in any reliable source that the

epithet ^alivahan is connected with his name, we might consider

the possibility of his having founded the ^aka era.

(25) CHATRAPAN VASISTHIPUTRA SaTAKARNI

He ruled from 99 A. D. to 122 A. D. We have stated in the

account of No. 17, that there were four pairs bearing the names

Gautamiputra and Vasisthiputra, viz. Nos. 17 and 18; 24 and 25;

26 and 27; and 28 and 29. We had given there as a tentative

conclusion that Nos. 17 and 18 were the son and the grandson

of queen Balasri. Taking into consideration the fact that BalasrI

has plainly stated in her inscriptions, that both her son and her

grandson were very brave and ruled each for at least 24 years,

we shall have to rule out Nos. 28 and 29, because neither of them

ruled for more than 7 years; we shall also have to rule out Nos.
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26 and 27 because, No. 26 was defeated^ by Chastha?, who
conquered from him Saurastra and some portions of Gujerat, We
therefore, consider below Nos. 24 and 25 as rival claimants.

(1) Queen Balasii has very clearly stated in her inscription

that her son “had restored the glory of his forefathers”. This

evidently refers to the conquest of Govardhan-samay by Rsabhdatta,

the son-in-law of Nahapan, in 114 B. C. This date is very near

the dates of Nos. 17 and 18 and very far from Nos. 24 and 25.

As far as Nos. 24 and 25 are considered, the question of wiping

out a stain does not arise, because Nos. 17 and 18 were very brave,

and because next to them nothing is known about Nos. 19 to 23.

Scholars consider that No. 23 was a king, brave and great, enough

to be credited with the starting of an era. Hence, from the view

point of the wiping off of the stain, No. 17 seems to have been

the son of qneen Balasri.

(2) Queen Balasri has also plainly stated that her son
“ destroyed the Sakas and extirpated the Ksaharatas. The 6akas

ruled on Avanti from B. C. 64 to 57 and the Indo-scythians like

Rsabhdatta and Ksaharat Nahapan ruled upto 74 B. C. It has

also been proved that No. 17 helped Sakari Vikramaditya against

the §akas, and killed the last Saka king in a battle later on. All

these details lead us to the conclusion that No. 17 was the son

of Balasn.

[ It should be noted here that Chasthanas were not Sakas

at all. As shown in their account, they were quite a different race

from the cultural point of view. ]

(3) We know that Balasri erected the inscription in the 19th

year of her grandson’s reign®, and that it is plainly stated in the

inscription that it was erected in the particular regnal year of

her grandson. Now, if we accept No. 24, as the performer of

heroic deeds and as the son of Balasri, then the era must have

been started in his name, in the year in which he died. Why

(1) Previously we have stated that Cha^tbau defeated No. 25. That is

a mistake. He defeated No. 26.

(2) Any way, ^alivahan cannot be connected with the" founding of the

iSaka era.

52
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theti, should queen Bala^ri disregard the era, stirted by her own
son, and state only the regnal year of her grandson ? This would

be the greatest insult to her own son.

(4) It is an established fact that Gautamiputra superprinted

his portrait-head on the coins of Nahapan. Now, Nahapan died

in 74 B. C., and the date of the erection of the inscription by
Balasri, if we accept No. 17 as her son, comes to 52 B. C.®

that is, as we know, a reasonable time during which Nahapan’s

coins might well have been in circulation. If we accept Nos. 24
and 25, the interval would be nearly a century and a half; a

period during which Nahapan’s coins would certainly have been

out of circulation. Hence, Nos. 17 and 18 have the most legitimate

claims to be called queen Balasri’s son and grandson.

We khow that there was an interval of 135 years ^ between
the Vikrama era and the Saka era. That is the only argument
in favout of Nos. 24 and 25. Further research might prove that

the era founded by ^atavahan was different from the §aka era.

Just as the four pairs of Gautamiputras and Vasisthiputras
have Required minute study from us, so does the term Pulumavi®.
Ar regards, Chatrapan (No. 25) and his son Gautamiputra Yagna^ri

^atakarni. Dr. Bhagvanlal says in Ind. Ant.
Other details Vol. 12 pp. 272:-“Yagna Shree Satakarjii, the

the princely scion of Chaturpana, born of

Gautami Queen.” Dr. Buhler comments upon this (same page,
f. n. no. 1) as follows:

—
“ Bhagvanlal’s translation Chaturpana

does not seem to me acceptable. It is very probable that the word
Chaurchindbo or Chaurvindho, which Hemchandra in Deshikosha
mentions as a synonym of Salhana, denotes the same person.”

(3) We know how Gautamiputra (No. 17) helped Sakati Vikramaditya
against the Sakas, and how he exterminated the Sakas m the same year
(57 B. C.). Later on, in 53 B. C. with the help of Sakati Vikram^itya, he
invaded Saurastra, defeated Rsabhdatta who was ruling there, and superprinted
his portrait-head on the coins of Nahapan. Thus the battles connected with
the wiping oflf of the stain, began in '57 B. C. and ended in 53 B. C,

(4) Pp. 447, Vol. Ill, Patt VIII, Chap. II, f. n. no. 44.

(5) Inscription No. 4, Chapter V.
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The famous scientist Ptolemy has stated that Pulumavi gtyl

Chastha^ were his contemporaries. Dr. Buhler has come to the

conclusion that Pulumavi was none other but Chatrapan and

states® “ Under the circumstances the synchronism, Pulumavi and

Chasthan were contemporary rulers, which I am prepared to

admit, cannot be made on the basis of chronology”. Scholars have

fixed A. D. 150 as the time of Chasthaij and Dr. Buhler has

come to the conclusion that Pulumavi flourished at a different

time. Dr. Buhler ought to have accepted that, there must have

been more Pulumavis than one in the dynasty, and that one

of them may have been the contemporary of Chasthaig. Dr.

Rapson has come to the same conclusion^ which he states as

follows:
—

“ Ptolemy at Alexandria in 139 A. D. has been living

after the death of Antonias Pius ( 161 A. D. ) Pulumavi and

Chasthan were contemporaries.” This extract makes it clear that

Chasthan flourished sometime between 139 and 162 A. D. It is

stated in J. B. B. R. A. S. (New ed. pp. 48, vol. Ill) “ We shall

have to place Pulumavi, who was a contemporary of Chasthan

long after A. D. 130 ”. These extracts support our view (state4

already in the account of Chasthan) that he started his era in 103

A. P., when he came to the throne. If that is accepted, he may

be said to have died in 155 A. D. after a rule of 52 years, as

accepted by scholars, and he can also be considered as a

contemporary of Ptolemy. Thus, Gautamiputra Yagnasri Pulumavi

was the son and successor of Chatrapan (No. 25) and was a

contemporary of Ptolemy and Chasthatj.

We have seen how No. 17 helped Sakari Vikramaditya in his

fight against the Sakas. That indicated that there were friendly

„ ties betv/een the two dynasties. No. 18, Vasis-
Relatiqfis between

, . . . , .

'

the Gardabhilas and fhiputra gave a sum of money in donation at

the ^atavahanas the Bhilsa Tope, and accompanied Sakari

Vikramaditya on a pilgrimage to Mt. Satrunjay

and performed many religious deeds there. In a Jaina book named

Prabhavak Charitra, it is stated that, in course of time, Vikram

(6) I. A. Vol. 12 (1883 A. D.). pp. 274.

(7) C. A, R. Para 48; Chap. VI, Ng. 23.
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was warned by an astrologer, that the only king he had to be

afraid of was Hal ^alivahan; and that Vikram thereupon concluded

a sort of non-aggression pact with him. This, however, does not

seem to be in the fitness of things, so fas as Sakari Vikramaditya

and No. 18 are concerned. They were on very friendly terms and

had no occasion of quarrel. We should note in this connection that

there was another Vikram in the dynasty of 6akari Vikramaditya

and that he died in 93 A, D. It seems that No. 25, Chatrapan

crossed the Vindhya Ranges; and conquered Saurastra and Lit

in 105 A. D. This is supported indirectly by coins and inscriptions.

He died in 122 A. D.

(26) GAUTAMIPUTRA YAGNA^RI SATAKARNI OR
PULUMAVI.

He ruled from 122 A. D. to 153 A. D. (31 years). Inscriptions

Nos. 21, 22 and 23 tell ns that he called himself “Svami”. We
have shown in the account of the Chasthaijas that this term

denotes slight degradation in power and position. In reference to

this king, the term can be explained as follows:—We know that

Saurastra- was conquered by Chatrapan (No, 25). Saurastra was

at that time—and is at present—a sacred place of pilgrimage for

Jains. Chasthaij, who was at that time ruling over Avanti, was a

Jain. So were these Andhra kings. In those times, kings always

fought with one another for the possession of those regions in

which sacred places of pilgrimage were situated. It is possible,

therefore, that Chasthaij may have invaded Saurasjra in 143 A. D.

and wrested it from the hands of this Andhra king. The defeat

may have resulted in his being called "Svami”. It is stated in

J. B. B. R, A. S. (New edi.), Vol. Ill, pp. 84:
—

“and since Yagna^ri’s

coins are found in Kathiawar, he must have been the last king

of the dynasty to rule over these provinces”.

There were, as we have noted, several kings in the dynasty

bearing the name Gautamiputra. Hence, we have to find out, which

coins and inscriptions belong to which of them.

Coins & inscriptions The following are some of the ways:—The coins

which bear the term “Rajno” definitely belong

to No. 2 and those inscriptions (i. e. No, 20 etc.) which do not
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bear the epithet “Svami” also belong to No. 2. Those coins on
which are superprinted the portrait-head of Gautamiputra over

that of Nahapao, definitely belong to No. 17; and those coins

which simply bear the portrait-head and the name of Gautamiputra

belong to No. 26. We have noted, why these last coins are found

in Saurastra. It is possible that for the convenience of the pilgrims,

it must have been customary to strike coins in Saurastra with the

name of that king under whose power the province was. We know
that No. 25 conquered Saurastra; but probably he did not live long

enough to strike his coins and hence No. 26 must have done that.

(27) SiVASRI VASISTHIPUTRA; (28) ^IVASKANDHA
GAUTAMIPUTRA; ( 29

)

YAGNASRI ’ ^ATAKARNI
VASISTHIPUTRA aND THE LAST THREE KINGS (30-32)

Little is known about these six kings. By this time, the power

of the dynasty was on the decline. We have seen, how No. 26

was driven out of Saurastra by Chastha?. We do not know whether

Chasthao pursued him any further in the south; probably Chasthao

did not live long enough to do that. His grandson and successor

Rudradaman however, enjoyed a long and prosperous rule. It is

possible therefore that Rudradaman may have inflicted a severe

defeat on No. 27 and forced him to retreat as far as the Kanheri

inscription. This is supported by the fact, that during the rule of

one of his descendants (No. 9) in 261 A. D,, his governor Hvardatta

Abhir founded an independent rule over Nasik district. It follows

from this, that Rudradaman must have conquered from No. 27

all the region upto Kanheri and appointed an Abhira chief to rule

over it as governor. This conquest may well have been achieved

by Rudrasimh (No. 5 in the line) or by Rudrasen I, (No. 7 in

the line). Further research has yet to decide, who achieved this

conquest, out of these three kings of the Chasthaija dynasty. During

the weak rule of Nos. 8 and 9 in that dynasty, the Abhira chiefs

as we have already seen, asserted their independence and founded

their own dynasty in 261 A. D. Thus, the Andhra dynasty ended,

about in that year.

In inscription No. 17 it is stated that a certain Vasisthiputra

married the daughter of a certain Kardamaka Mahak^trap RtldraM,
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Scholars are of the opinion that this Rhdra was Rudradaman. In

chap. V, we have shown convincingly that this princess was the

daughter of Mahaksatrap Rudrabhuti a Kadamba

Some final details chief, who was in all probability the governor,

of a large territory, like the Abhira chiefs.

The Vasisthiputra in question, we have fixed up as No. 29, and his

time was about 200 A. D. Hence, this Mahaksatrap Rudrabhuti

also must have flourished somewhere about that time.

The Puranas tells us (pp. 285, Vol. Ill, Part VI, Chap. X
f. n. No. 13):

—
“ Seven Andhra kings sprang from the servants

of the original dynasty. ” This statement can be interpreted as

follows. No. 26 was defeated by Chasthan and had in all

probability to accept the position of vassalage. That vassalage

must have continued for all his successors. Hence, the last seven

kings may have been called Andhrhbhrtyas.

It is stated in C. A. R. that after the decline of the Andhras,

ten Abhira kings ruled the territory, one by one. In Vol. Ill,

Chap. XI, we have shown how Havardatta Abhir, started his era

and dated it from the year, in which his father Isvarsen came to

the throne. We do not know when this dynasty definitely

ended. The Guptas, as we know, had directed their attention

towards conquering the south, and Chandragupta II actually

achieved the thing, in about 400 A. D. It follows from this, that

the Abhira dynasty, which was founded in A. D. 249, ended after

a rule of 1 10 years, in 400 A. D. Thus, the Abhiras were first the

Bhrtyas of Andhras, then of Chasthaijas, and then of Guptas. At

last Dharsen again founded an independent dynasty.
* # si!

We have seen that the most highly controversial question

in this dynasty is that of the ^aka era, which the scholars believe

to have been begun in 78 A. D. According to

Conclusion my opinion this §aka era has no connection

with Hal Salivahan, who, according to Jaina

books, began his era in A, M. 496=26 of the Vikrama era.

Below is given the revised chronological list of the kings of

this dynasty beginning with the 17th; for the first 16 kings,

(see pp. 233 & seq.)
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*

B. C. B. C. Yean

(17) Aristakar^a 72 47 25

(18) Pulumavi 47 3A.D. 50

(19) Mantalak 3A.D. 8 5

(20) Purindrasen 8 29 21

(21) Sundar 29 40 11

(22) Chakor 40 40 (6 months)

(23) ^ivasvati 40 78 38

(24) Chatrapaij Hal

Vasisthiputra 78 137 59

(25) GautamiputraYag-

na^ri ^atakarni 137 165 28

(26) ^atakarQi

Vasisthiputra 165 182 17

(27) ^iva^ri Puloma 182 199 17

(28) Gautamiputra

Satakargi 199 229 30

(29-30-31) 229 261 33

The dates of No. 25 have been verified; others are tentative.

A. D. 122 to 157 were given to No. 26; but an inscription has

been found out describing him as the vassal of Chasthaij. Hence

his time had to be shifted to A- D. 137 to 165.

We have noted that the first seven, as well as the last

seven kings of the dynasty were called Andhrabhrtyas. We have

also to revise the statement, that No. 23 changed his religion

from Jainism to the Vedic religion. In a Jaina book, it is stated

that Nahad Parmar consecrated several idols with annointment at

the hands of Jajjigasuri in 143 A. D. This means that Chasthatj

must have come to the throne in 144 or 145 A. D., instead of

143 A. D. as fixed above.





N. B.- -Simple figures mentioned against the events show the

pages, and figures in brackets, the pages of the foot-notes, on which

their description is given; when two dates of an event are probable,

the one doubtful is bracketted; approximate dates are treated

as circa; while those which are doubtful are marked as ?.

B. C. B. M.

847 350 Parsvanath became 23rd JainaTirthanker (107)

777 250 Parsvanath attained Nirvan 107

8th cent. Parsvanath flourished (173)

583 56 Prince Srenik of Magadh went to Bennatat-

nagar-(Amravati) 382; and stayed there for

2-3 years (583-80) 160

580 53 Prince Srenik ascended the throne of

Magadh 160

Bennatatnagar was a flourishing city 198

568 42 Mahavir became a Jaina monk (107)

558-537 32-10 Rule of Meghavahan 95; Beginning of Ghedi

=21 yrs. era, if at all established (theory for 563, 537,

429, 475 dates also discussed); 126, 125,

180; origin of Chedi dynasty by Maha-

Meghvahan, (cir. 558) 94, (94) 107; first part

finished 95; (Karkaijdu Meghavahan ascended

the throne 559, 125; 558, 180)

556 30 Mahavir attained Kaivalya 107; became a

Tlrthanker (107)

537-474 10-53 (first) Interregnum between the first two

=63 periods of the Chedi dynasty 95; beginning

of Chedi dynasty by Ksemraj (according to

scholars) (95)

537 10 Death of Meghavahan 94, 99 [ 563,
565

,

559 theory discussed (94)]

53



418 Chrouolog!^

B. C. A. M.

527 0 Nirvan of Mahavir (140); beginning of Maha-

vira era 124, 126, 138 (55<i theory discussed

124, 126)

525-4 2-3 Change of Magadha capital from Rajgrhito

Champa by Ajatiatru 99

507 20 Jambu, second successor to Mahavir, attained

Kaivalya 158; he was succeeded by his

disciple (158)

6th cent. Andhras in Jltaka stories 243

Origin of Kadambas and Cutus, as early as

that, 396

6th cent, to 188 B.C. Bihaspatimitra of Magadh must have flou-

rished 123

500 (dr.) Aiterriya Brahaman was composed 204,

205, 240

500-600 A.D. 1 100 The word Andhra came into edstence 205

492(upto) 35 (upto) Anga remained under Magadh ( Anga-

Magadha) 100

492-475 35-52 Trikaling was a part of the Magadha
=17 =17 empire 100

491-482 36-45 Anurudhdha conquered S. India upto Cey-
=9 Ion (187)

482-452=30 45-75 Panduvas, king of Ceylon 144

475 52 Anurudhdha of Magadh died 100

Ksemraj began to rule 101, 103 (see under 474)

475-439 52-88 Rule of Ksemraj 103; between 475 & 468

=36 =36 Ksemraj conquered Orissa 104; between 475

-372=103 years, Chedi sway remained over

Orissa 171

474 53 Re-establishment of Chedi dynasty by Ksemraj

(see under 475) 95; scholars believe it to be

second century (95)

474-361 53-166 Second part of Chedi dynasty lasted 95; (Accor-

=113 =113 ding to scholars it commenced in A.D. 249; 96)

472-456 55-71 Nand I ruled over Magadh 138, 246
=16 =16



Chtonology 4M

B. C. A. M.

472 55 Date of Nanda era, if possible at all, 122;

(Theory discussed for 465; 122)

468 59 Nandivardhan invaded Kaling and carried that

Jaina idol with him 105, 139; a pitched battle

was faught between Nand I & Ksemraj 104;

Excessive rain in Magadh 139

467 60 King of Vatsa died 139

463 64 Jambu, second in descent from Mahavir died

(152) 158; Knowledge felt to be preserved

from this time onwards 159

462 65 A year of draught in Magadh 139 (468-9,

139) (463 to 455)

461 (cir.) (cir.) 66 Nand 11 (as a prince) married a Sudra girl 323

458 69 Srimukh (founder of Satavahana dynasty was

born (254) (459; 323); founder of the dynasty

was born before 427; (from about 450-460) 246

456 71 Nandivardhan died 180

436-428 71-99 Rule of Nand II 246

=28 =28

454 73 Birth of Emp. Kharvel of Kaliug 182

Krsna I, 3rd Andhra king was born 323,

328, 337

439 88 Vrdhdhiraj succeeded Ksemraj 108; Kharvel

was appointed heir-apparent 182

Patliputra was founded (161)

434 93 Gautamiputra, No.2 Andhra king,was born 329

432 95 Abhivijay of Ceylon became king 118, 134, 144

429 98 Vrdhdhiraj died 109;Kharvel came to the throne

111, 118, 124, 138, 143, 144, 182, 220, (325);

Existence of idols proved on inscriptional &
edict evidences as far as this time 177

Kharvel must have flourished before 372; 118

Kharvel lived in 5th cent, 243, (393)

429-393 98-134 Kharvel’s time (132), 329, 331; 4th cent, Khar*

s:36 ;=36 vel flourished as her inscriptional evidence 120



Chironology

B. C. • A. M.

427 100 ^atavahana dynasty was founded (124), 135,

(135), 226, 240. 321

^rimukh founded his dynasty 209i his dynasty

was named ^ata 209, 220, 325; Andhra dynasty

founded 246. ^rimukh flourished in 3rd or

4th cent, according to inscriptionalevidence 120

Kharvel defeated Simukh 135, (325), 331

Painth as the seat of capital 348 (from 427-

317); again from A. D. 70 to 155; §ata kings

ruled over Paithaij on before Nand 415; (209)

427-414=13 100-113 ^rimukh ruled; 233 (427-413=14 yrs; 256, 329)

427-235 A. D.=662\ The whole Andhra dynasty lasted ( Two
427-261 A. D.=688J theories ) 232

427-195-232}
Andhrabhrtyas’ rule (Two theories) 232

427 100 Nand II died 258, 321, 322, 324, 333

427 & onwards Anarchy in Magadh (333)

425 102 Bennatat enjoyed flourishing condition upto

this time 161

Khlrvel defeated the Bhojakas & Rastrikas 331

C. P. Berar & Nizam's territory went under

the Chedi rule 334

427-230 First seven Andhra kings were Jaina-followers

268

(from)427 The region, over which Chandragupta esta-

blished his power first, was under Nand II, 334

424 103 Kharvel extended the canal to Tanstiliya 138

422 105 Birth of prince (heir-apparent) Vakragriv of

Kaling (141), 184, 185, 192

421-420 106-107 Kharvel erected Amaravati stupa (in 9th regnal

year) 163; (Mahavijay built by Kharvel in

10th year 419, 144); Amaravati already in

existence during Mauryan times (from 372-*

234) 163

109 Kharvel destroyed Ma^di 145, (187)418



ChjroBologj

B. C. A. M.
'

417-415=2 110-112 Brhaspatimitra—Nand VIII ruled 329

417 no Kharvel defeated Brhaspatimitra and brought

back the }aina idol from Magadh to Kaling

147, (418, 356)

415 112 Nand VIII died 322; Nand IX came to the

throne of Magadh 322, (333)

Khlrvel accomplished preservation of Know-

ledge 159; HIthigumfa inscription carved out

184 (414, 314, 319)

415-372 112-155 Nand IX ruled 246, 331

=43 Nand IX was establishing his power in Magadh

(in 415) 187; he did not turn his eyes to

conquer south India (187)

Sata kings ruled over Paithao before Nand

IX’s time [
415-372 ; (209) j

414-383 113-144 No. 2 Andhrapati Gautamiputra's rule 233,

=31 331, 378; he succeeded his father in 414, 332

(414-384; 253); as independent from 413-

390=23 & as a vassal from 390-383=7; 256

397 Chandragupta Maurya was born 332

393 134 Death of Kharvel 182, 331 (392, 253)

393-372 134-155 Vakragriv’s rule 192, 331

=21 =21

393 134 No. 2 Andhra king married Naganika 331 :

he conquered Berar & C. P. from Cfaedis

331; he conquered Nizam’s territory in 393-2

from Chedis 332; & became master of a

large territory in 392; 332

392 135 No. 4 Andhra king (No. 2’s & Queen Naganika’s

eldest son) was born 328, 329, (390, 338)

390 137 Queen Naganika’s younger son was born 328,

329

390-384 137-143 Nand IX invaded Andhras 253

388 139 Bhadrabahu entered Jaina monk order 158

^his time 388-357=31)



4i2 Chronology

B. C. A. M.

387 140 Chhina inscr. No. 20 by No. 2 Andhra king

Gautamiputra 313, 319

383 144 No. 2 Andhrapati died 332 (382, 338); (died

in 384 while fighting with Nand IX, 253, 328,

329)

383-382 144-145 Vadsatsri’a time as a minor 233, 332; as a

=10 mths. =10 mtha. vassal to Nand IX 256 (384-3, 334);

383 144 Nanaghat inscr. donation made by Queen

Naganika. 275, 308, 319 (erection date see

under 372)

Nand IX reconquered the territory of Berar

& C. P. from the Andhras 333 (385-84, 334)

Chaijakya took hold of prince Chandragupta

from his wards 336

382-372 145-155 No. 3 Andhrapati, Krsr;a I as a vassal 256

(382-373 Kysga I ruled, 233) (KrsQa I with

the help of Nand IX usurped the throne from

Vadsat^ri & Naganika in 383-2; 334) (383;

332); 382 Krsna came to the throne 337

381 146 Chandragupta established his kingdom in a

hilly region 193, 194; 332 (382; 295, 333);

381-82 Date of Mauryan era if at all esta-

blished (Theory for 372, 326 & 295 dates

' also discussed) 122

381-372 146-155 Chandragupta as a king molested the Andhras

=9 & the Magadha territory 337

372-318 155-209 No. 4 Andhrapati Vadsatsri’s rule 256 (as a

=54 =54 vassal to Chandragupta 372-357=15 : as a

vassal to Bindusar 357-344=13 & as quite

independent 344-318=26) (373-317=56, he

ruled 234) : 372 Vadsat^ri restored to the

throne 338 ; He became independent (347-

3 17) from Magadhan yoke 339

372-204 155-323 Mauryan sway over OrissI 171
»168



B. C.

372

371-357
=14

371
'

(bet.)369-

364

(cir.) 367

(cir.) 361

358

357

357-312
=45

357-356

Chronology

A. M.

155 Chandragupta became emperor of Maeadh
193, 332, 333

Krsna I died 337 [ 373, No. 3 Andhra king

died while fighting with Chandragupta (253),

254 (or a natural death); 328]

Nanaghlt inscr. No. 1 erected 275 (371 , 308);

Its time in 4th cent. (277) fourth king

(Vakragriv) of the second period in Chedi

rule died 95; annexation of some i Chedi

territories to the Magadha empire by emperor

Chandragupta 95

156-170 Time (patriarchal) of Bhadrabahu (see also

under 388); religious preceptor of Chandragupta
Maurya, 153, (285), (Two famines in Magadh
during his time);

156 Varahasamhita was probably composed 339.

A son was born to No. 4 Andhra king but

it was dead in infancy 339, 341

158- No. 5 Andhra king Madhariputra was born 341

163

160 (cir.) Federal system of government was given a

blow by Chaijakya (325)

166 (cir.) Malayaketu was killed in a battle fighting

with Chandragupta 195; end of that part of

the Chedi dynasty in which Ksemraj flourished

96 (372; 96); Chedi dynasty ended before

the arrival of Megasthenes into India 195

169 Emperor Chandragupta became a Jaina monk
339

170 Bhadrabahu, the religious preceptor of Chandra-

gupta died 339; Sthtilibhadra, a monk in the

direct line of Mahavir (140)

170-215 Time of Sthulibhadra (285)

=45

170-171 Knowledge was preserved in memory and

hearing; A rapid decline began from this

time.in;.retentive power human being 154



424 Chronology

B. C. A. M.

350 177 Retirement of Chaiiakya from political life 340

347-317 180- Amaravati as' the seat of capital 347 (not

& A. D. 70 599 before 347) (Theory of dates 415, 392, 360

also discussed) 347 & 348

330-289 197-238 Asoka ruled 342, 343

:=41 =41

327 200 Alexander the Great came to India 143

327-317 200-210 Governors of Alexander the Great held power

=10 =10 over the Punjab 8

327—45 A. D. A list of rulers that, ruled over the Punjab

and the Sursen is given 9

317-

190 Indian princes (Jalauk and his descendants,

& Sunga emperors) ruled over the Punjab,

Ka^mir and Siirsen 8

4th cent. Jains emigrated to Burma 190
: Jains settled

in East Archipelago 190

318-

299 209-228 No. 5 Andhra king, quite independent 256;

=19 =19 (317-299)

Plirnotsang ruled 234, 341, 342

317 210 No. 4 Andhra king died 338 (it ought to be 3 18)

312 215 A^oka saw the members of the Ceylon-

mission off the Indian eastern coast 342

312-282 215-245 Time of Arya-Mahagiri (285)

=30 =30

309 218 Kanheri inscriptions Nos. 5 & 6 by Madhari-

putra Svami Sakasen 309, 319

304 223 Famine in Vatsa-territory (140), Asoka had

no time upto this year to look after the

affairs in the South 342; Andhra army had

reached a height of efficiency at this period 344

(cir.) 300 227 JaggyapeJ inscr. no. 30 by Madhariputra

Iksavaku 315-319

299-281 228-246 No. 6 Andhra king Skandha-stambha 256

=18 =18 (independent from 299-285; & as a vassal

from 285-81) 350, 352; (298-280 Yagna-Sri’s

rule (161); (299-282=17i 234)



ChroQolosry 431

B» C. A. M.

299 228

289-235 238-292
=54 =54

289 (upto) 238

284 243

284-3 243-4

283 244

282 245

281 246

282-236 245-291

=46

(after) 282 (after) 245

281-225 246-302

=56 =56

281-0 246-7

280 247

(bef.) 280 (bef.) 247

280-256 247-271

275 252

271 (upto) 256

242 to 500 A. D.

=7 centaries

Madhariputra No. 5 Andhra king died 254

Priyadar^in’s rule 343

Asoka was ruling N. India 352; No. 6 Andhra

king Skand-stambha was left unmolested 352

Priyadar^in directed his attention to conquer

S. India 352; first ba.ttle of Priyadar^in

with the Andhras 353; P. married Charuvaki

353, 355

Prince Tiver (Tival) was born, a year after

marriage 353

Prince Tival or his mother treacherously

murdered 353

Probable date of erection of Muski Inscr, 353

Death of No. 6 Andhra king 352

Time of Arya Suhastiji, religious preceptor

of Emp. Priyadar^in (285); [281-235; (267)]

Reparation of Suder^an-lake by Salisuk 353

7th Andhra king ruled 256 (281-236=45 as

a vassal; 236-229=7 as an independent ruler;

229-25=4 as a suzerain) (282-236; (161), 234)

Battle in Kaling between Priyadarsin and

Andhras 78, (281, 352)

Priyadarsin conquered Kaling, 343

CoromSndal coast was under the power of

the Andhras 344

Proofs to show that all the Deccan territory

was under the power of Priyadarsin 344

Birth of Patafijali 355 [270, (355)]

ASoka was alive 352

PriyadarSin has used Mahavira era (256) date

in his* edict at Sahasram 404

Hinduism eclipsed by Buddhism (scholars’

opinion) 38; (No Buddhistic influence in India

from B. C. 270 to 4th cent. A. D. (39). This

is the true state, as per my opinion)

54



Chronology

B. C. A. M.

237 290

236-7 291-0

236-192 291-355

=44 =44

235-151 292-376

=84 =84

230 297

227 300

226-188 301-339

=38 =38

225 302

225-207
=18

302-320

225 to 261 4 D.

=486

(upto) 224

207-195 320-332
=12

(npto) 204

204-300 A. D.

(bef.) 200

2nd or 3rd cent.

(upto) 196-5 231-2

195 232

195-183 232-244
=12 =12

l?j2-15,l 2^5-276
'

Death of Piiyadarsin 216 (236; 265, 355)

(235; 343)

No. 7 Andhra continued to be a v^sal of

Priyadarsin 255

Time of Jaina monk Guiia-Sunder suri (267)

Conjoint time of Arya Susthit and Supriti-

badhdha (285)

First Asvamedh by No. 7 Andhra king 356;

he defeated Vrsabhasen (356)

Vrsabhasen died 356

Pusyamitra in power 329

No. 7 Andhra king died 356 (226-5; 357)

No. 8 Andhra-Lamboder’s rule 235

Andhrapates’ rule lasted 232 (Another view

from 195-261 A. D.=456 yrs.)

Andhrapates «were called Andhrabhrtyas 222

No. 9th Andhra-king’s rule 235

Pusyamitra was called ^ungabhrtya 216

About 500 years, Andhras’ sway over Orissa 17

1

First inscr. of ^atavahan found in Nasik

region 211

Amravati stupa was built (scholars’ belief) but

much older according to Col. Mackenzie; its

rails only of a later date 162

The ^ungas persecuted Jains in N. India 362

No. 9 Andhra king died 225

No. 10 Andhra king Avi ruled 235

Time of Jaina monk Kaliksuri aligs ^yaraa-

c^arya ( accordii^g to some, his timg e^dended

upto ^^1 ox even upto 131), (267), 363, (363);

he reconY^i^d tl^e Andhras to Jainism 358



Ctodool'o^

B. C A. M.

I'gd 237

(apto 190)

190 237

190—70

o11

188 239

183 244'

1^3-145 244-282
=38 =38

182 245'

180 247

2nd cent.

(cir) 160-A. D. 78

152 375

151—74 376-453
=77 =77

(upto) 1 50 (upto)377

145-116 382-411
=29 =29

Patafijali’s time' 143 : (see under 180)*

Berar & C. P. were under die power of fie

Andhras, from whom Agnimitra conquered
them 259

Agnimitra married Ma'livika 259 (196; 235)

Different foreigners held their sway 6vef fid

Punjab 8

Pusyamitra came fo-thefhcone (sbiolars’belieify

117, 118, 122, 143, 329, 344

Time of Demetrius 142;

2nd cent, they believe Kharvel to have existed

189 Kharvel ascended the throne (scholars*

belief) 117, 122 (cir. 169 as per C. ti. I. (12iy

No. 11 Andhra king Megha-svati ruled' 235

Federal system of Government completely

disappeared (325); the word Sungabhytya was

in use upto this lime (325)

Death of Patahjali (355)

Beginning of Chedi rule (scholirs’ belief) (95)r

for real time see under 474)

Jainism revived as the faith of Andh'ras 26S

Jaina monk Kalik-suri got a great number

of followers in the Deccan 267

Time of Jaina monk Indradinnasuri (285)

The Andhras were more or less under the

influence of the Vedic influence 363

No. 12th Andhra king Saudas ruled 235, 36'5

2nd B.C. to 2nd A.D. The word Trikaling came into existence

during these 4 cent. 190 (see also under

1st cent.)

2hd & Ist B. C. Andhra rule began (PUraijas say this) 120

118, 117 409, 410 Na^ik inscription' No. 33 by 9sabhadafta, 315,

& 114 & 413 319, 375, 409



42^ Chronology

B. C. A. M.

117 410

116-113 411-414
=3 =3

114 413

114—53

114—74 413-453
=40 =40

113 414

(long before) 413

114 (before)

(cir) 110-1 15 417-412

113—92 414-435

=21 =21

110 (?) (E. H. L)

120 (?) (E. H. I.)

92—75 435-452

=17 =17

83 444

75—72 452-455
=3

74 453

74—57 453-470

=17 =17

72—47 455-480

=25 =25

Probable date of Queen Bala^ri’s birth 371

Meghasvati, the 13 th Andhra king 236

Battle of Nahapai; & Andhras 263 (scholars

fix it at 118 A. D.)

Removal of Andhra’s capital to Paithani (Theory

by scholars is ill-founded) 345

Nahapaij’s rule 365, 378

Esabhadatta conquered some territory in

Nasik district 366; Junner inscr. No. 35 by

Ayam 316, 319

Satavahanas established their power over S. E.

India 346, 378; change of capital from Painth

to Amaravati 346

A Chinese general conquered east portion of

the dwindling Bactrian empire 27

Mrgendra, the 14th Andhra king 236, 366

Kadaphasis II died 10 (see under 110 A. D.)

Kaniska’s accession 10 (see under 120 A. D.)

Svatikarpa, the 15th Andhra king 236, 371

Rohagupta 8th Ninhav at the court of king

Balasri 371 (another theory A. D. 17 which see)

Mahendra, the 16th Andhra king 236

Nahapan died (283), 375, 401, 410

Time of Jaina monk Dinnasuri (285)

Aristakarna, the 17th Andhra king 236, 373,

401; he super-printed his coins over those of

Nahaplij (from 74 to 57 or at the most 47)

378; time of helper of Sakari Vikramaditya 230

125 years, Indo-Parthian rule over the Punjab

& the Suisen 8

70to 45 A. D.



Chronology 429

B. C. A. M.

65 462 Kaliksuri landed in Saurastra with the ^akas
from Paras-kul 375

64—57 463-470 Sakas’ rule over AvantI 409
=7 =7

57 470 Andhra kings were known by the appellation

Sata 209

58 469 Death of llsabhadatta 375

57 470 Sakari Vikramaditya defeated the ^akas 229,

373, 375_

No. 17 Andhra fought first battle with the

Sakas 374, 401

Vikrama era started 395

Sakari Vikramaditya is supposed to be a

contemporary to Sidhdhasen (?) (172)

Sakari Vikramaditya as a contemporary to

No. 17 Andhra king (224), 373

56 471 No. 17 Andhra fought second battle with Sakas

& killed their king 373, 374, 375; (57-6,
the

battle in which Saka king was killed 281)

56-A.D. 22 471-549 Time of Jaina monk Simhasuri 229 [57 to 21

=78 =78 A. D. (285)]

(cir) 56 471 Arya-khaput, a Jaina monk, defeated the

Buddhists in argument at Broach 391; founding

of the city of Palitana by a Jaina monk

Padalipta, the Guru of Nagarjun 391

54 473 No. 17 Andhra king was already the lord of

Bennakajak 375; Nasik inscr. No. 7 by No.

17 Andhra king 309, 375, 378 (53; 319, 379)

54 (long before) Amaravati was the capital 375; Rsabhadatta

was dead 375; Bennatatnagar was a flourishing

city upto 1st cent. 284

53 474 Karle inscr. No. 9 by No. 17 Andhra king

310, 319, 345

53—52 474-475 No. 17 achieved conquest against the Sakas

(283)

475 Deva^ak died & the Sahi dynasty came to an

end 375
52



Chro'^'Slo^y

B. C. A. M.

48 479 No. 16 was alive though he had relinquished

the crown 371

Nasik inscr. No. 8 by No. 17th king 310, 319

47 480 King of Paithao, helper to ^akari Vikratn-

aditya, died 229: No. 17th king died 370,

373; king Hal succeeded to the throne 230, 401

47 480 People seem to have started an era after

(or 28) (or 499) king Hal subdued the disturbing Mlechchhas

of Ceylon 395 (if 47, it is from the date of

accession; if it is 28, then the actual date of

submission)

47 to A.D. 480-545 No. 18 Andhrapati-Hal ^alivahan’s rule 237,

18=65 383, (390), 401

Middle of 1st cent. Donation to Sahchi Stupa by Satakar^i 277

45 482 Na^ik inscr. No. 11 by No. 18th king 311, 319

43 484 Probable date when the Jaina monk Arya-

khaput died (390), 392

41 486 Nasik iiiscr. No. 12 by No. 18th king 311, 319

1st ceiit* Talaing people settled in E. Archipelago 190

The word Trikaling cannot be said to be in

existence (Scholars’ opinion) 189; (see udder

2nd B. C. to 2nd A. D.)

(cir.) 16 (cir.) 511 Malwa under Andhras (scholars’ belief) 277

40 487 Karle inscr. No. 15 by No. 18th king 312, 319

31 496 Birth of Vajrasuri; contemporary to Sakari

Vikramaditya & his 3 successors (285)

29 (upto) 498 (upto) Queen Bala^ri was alive 370

28 499 For establishment of an era see under 48 B. C.

Na^ik inscr. No. 13 by No. 18th king 311,

319, 379

26 501 Queen Balasri died 371

25 502 Karle inscr. No. 14 by No. 18th king 312, 319

23 504 Karle inscr. No. 16 by 18th king 312, 319

25*020 502-507 Pulumavi ^atakarni (No. 18th king) defeated

a Kadaroba king & married his daughter 78



Chcoaology m
A. D. A. M.

earlier than 542 Kadaphisis I was born (17)

15 (early)

1st cent. B.C. (end) Maha-Hakusiri as a valourous king (evidence

of inscr.) 276

17 544 Rohagupta, 8th Ninhav at the court of king

Bala^ri 371

(for other theory, see under B. C. 83)

18 545 King Hal ^alivlhan died 401; Hal flourished

in first cent, beginning 278
18—26 545-553 Mantalak, the 19th Andhra king 237

=8

(bet.) 19 546-564 Gateways of Saiichi Stupa were made 393

& 37 (real time is 1 to 17 A. D.)

21—57 548-584 Time of Vajrasuri (285)

=36 =36

26—-32 553-559 Purindrasen, the 20th Andhra king 237

=6

31

—

71 558-598 Kadaphisis I ruled 17, 19, 24, 88; according

=40 to E. H. I. 40 (cir,)-78; 1 1; Kadaphisis I was

a young man in 45, (17)

32

—

32 559-560 Sunder, the 21st Andhra king 237

=6 mths. =6 mths.

32-35=3 560-562 Chakor, the 22nd Andhra king 237

35—78 562-605 ^ivasvati, the 23rd Andhra king 237

=43

45 572 Emp. Gondopharnes left India for ever 10-15

(45-46 24, 53)

45—64 (bet.) Deposition of Pecores, the Persian emp. (24)

(upto) 45 The Kusanas had no footing in India (9)

45-103 572-630 Kusanas established their power any time

between these years 16; from 45 to 290=245

Ku^ana ruled in India (scholars’ belief) 10;

different scholars hold different views 11

52 579 End of Indo-Scythian rule in India 53

53-r-93 580-620 Qardabhila Vikramucharitra ruled 26

=40 =40



432 Chronology

A. D. A. M.

(cir) 60 (cir) 587

71-103 598-630

=32 =32

(or 40 (or 638)

78-110 605-637

=32 =32

78 605

78—99 605-626

=21 =21

83 610

85 612

93 620

95 622

99-122 626-649

=23 =23

103

120-140

=40

Goijdopharnes died (24)

Kadaphisis II 17, 19, 25 (11 years out of

32 be was outside India 25; & the rest in

India) another theory (22 outside India & 10

in India; 26 or 30 yrs. outside India and 8

in India) '88

Kadaphisis II (E. H. I.) 11; (another theory

he was on the throne in 77 in India: 27):

anytime between 82-103; 16

Kusana era is supposed to have been founded

2, 40; but it is really founded much later. 2

Scholars are unanimous in declaring that the

§aka era was founded by Hal ^alivahan 402.

^alivahana era started in S. India 59, ^aka era

founded in this year 226, 230, 237, 396, 400

Chalukyas of the South continued using the

^aka era 404

Upto this time ^atavahans followed Jainism 197

Gautamiputra ^atakartji, the 24th Andhra

king 237 408; (78-109=31 yrs: 408)

Founder of the ^aka era is supposed to have

died 227, 230

Conquest of Taxilla by the Kusanas, 28 (scho-

lars believe it in 70) (see also under 95)

Vikrama-charitra Gardabhil died 412

End of Gardabhila’s go^^rnor Mantrigupta’s

authority in Taxilla-Kasmir 28: Taxilla was

sacked 28 (scholars take it in 70)

Chatrapan Visisthiputra the 25th Andhra

king 237 , 408 (109-137=28 years; 408)

Kaniska I ascended the throne 15 (some

assign 78, 60); His rule lasted 103-126=23yrs;

19, 32, 42, 88

Kaniska’s reign (E. H, 1.) 11; his accession

in 120; (10), 60



Chronology

A. D.

iQ3

103—17=14

105

105-142

106

107-32

110

110-120=10

(cir) 110

112

(cir) 115

114

117—52=35

117

120-126 (betiveett)

121

122-153:^31

Kn^ana era started 55,73, 88, 402 (Scholars

believe it in 78); it was ended in 280 by the

Guptas 73: ^aka era (Kusana era) was started

some where between 100 & 150 (one theory)

60; Cbas(hana era started 62, 65, 73, 85,

88, 297, 411

Time of Ghsamotik 88; (104-5 Ghsamotik

appointed as a ksatrap; 62) True date 103,

62); 115-7 death of Ghsamotik 63, 115; 73;

(116-7; 88)

Chatraparf Satakarni conquered Saurastra 237,

348, 412

Saurastra & Gujarat under the Andhras 348

Hamath inscription by Kaniska I, 88

Power of the Gardabhila’s on decline (298)

Kadaphisis II died (10)

Interregnum (E. H. I.) in Kusana dynasty 11

Kudinas conquered a part of Ka^mir 44

Nanaghat inscri. No. 18 by Chatrapag Vasisthi-

putra 313;319;2ndcent. (scholars opinion) (277)

Mathura inscr. by Kaniska I, 88

Founding of the city of Kaniskapur; 43

Suzerainty of Kaniska over Sue Vihar; 32

Chasthao’s rule 75 (Ksatrap for 16, Maha-

ksatrap for 10 & King for 9; Total 35 yrs.)

(1 17-32 as a ksatrap; 88) scholars believe his

rule to have ended in 127; 59 (see under 152)

Scholars calculate him in power in 120

(which really ought to be (145) 263; his rule

ended in 130 (scholars) 297; it is to be placed
long after 130, (297)

Nasik inscr. No. 33 by Nahapan 302

Huskapur was founded 43 (see under 132-163)

Mlijikyal inscr. by Kaniska I, 88

Pulumlvi II the 26th Andhra king ruled 238,

4122(see page 297,:&;415)

55



424

A. D.

126-132=6

127

128

129

131

132

132-142

132-142

132-163=31

136

132-196=64

133-161=28

138

141 (?)

139-165

(upto) 142

Chronologic

Vaziska ruled 19, 43, 88: bet. 126-132 found*

ing of the city of Juskapur 43;

Isapur inscr. by V&zeska 88

Birth of Kaniska II 88

Nasik inset. No. 21 by Gautamiputra Yag-

fia4ri 313, 319

Siflehi inscr . by Vazeska 88

Mathura „ „ „ 88

Death of Emp. Vasiska 88; Chastha^i upto

132 as a Ksatrap 63; Chasthan raised to

Mahaksatrapi 88

ChasthaQ as a Maha-ksatrap 88 (see under

117-52)

Huviska as the regent of Kaniska II, 88

Huviska’s rule 19 (132-143=11 without title,

as regent & 143-163=20 as emperor); (160-

182=22 His rule E. H. I. 11) Huviska stayed

in Kasrair once 115-126=11 yrs. (during

Kaniska I’s reign); again from 132-142=10 &
later on as independent ruler; Huskapur must

have been founded by him bet. 120-126; 43

Mathura inscr. by Huviska 88

Kaniska II total reign, 19; (132-143=11 as

minor; 143-196=53 as emperor (he has ruled

for 57 years at least 14) he came to the throne

as Mahaksatrap in 143; 63 [141
-2 ; (63),

66); a ruler of Mathura (142-198=56) 88]

Gautamiputra Yagfia^ri Pulumavi (see also

under 122-153) 297

Kanheri inscr. No. 22 by No. 26th King

313, 319

Kanheri inscr. No. 23 by No. 26th King

314, 319

Ptolemy’s time in India (297), 411

Andhras ruled over Kathiawar 298



Chfonology 435

A. D.

142

142-152=10

143

144

145

150

2nd cent.

152

152—75

153-180=27

154

155

160-182

163

167

175

175 (upto)

Chasthan raised to independency 88 (143, 63)

Coronation of Kaniska II, 88 Mati dol of Kani-

ska & Chasthan supposed to be made 66
,
88

Chasthan as a ruler of Avanti 88; [ 143; (64);

144-S; 415] (cir 14i-2) Chasthan defeated

Andhra king 221; (cir 143) 221
:
(see under 145)

Chasthan conquered Saurastra from the

Andhras 412

Nahad Parmar consecrated idols with anno-

intment under Jajjigasuri 415

Ara inscr. by Kaniska II, 88

Chasthan invaded Andhra territory 65, 88

Scholars say ^udersan Lake repaired (see
under 175)

Brahamanism pushed itself forward in India

& Ku^anas were converted to it 52

Jainism disappeared from Mathura 52

Death of Chasthan 65, 73, 88 (see under

155) Accession of Jayadaman as Maha-

ksatrap (?) 88 . De?th of Jayadaman 88 :

Rudradaman came to the throne 88
,
75.

Chasthan’s rule' ended 297 ( King of Avanti

142-52; as a Maha-ksatrap 132-142; 297, 298)

Rule of Rudradaman 88 ; end of Rudradaman’s

rule- in 175; 75. (ISO, Rudradaman as the

scholars say 287 288; real time is 175)

Sivasre, the 27th Andhra king, 292, 238

Vardak inscr. by Huviska 88

Chasthan may be said to have died 411

Huviska’s rule (E. H. I.) 11

Mathura inscr. by Huviska 88

Terrible plague in Europe 53

End of Rudradaman’s rule 75 (see under
152-75 )

Chasthana kings did not turn their eyes to
Deccan at all 29$



4IB Chronoiegy

A. D.

175

180—7=7

182-220=38

187-217=30

196-234=38

200

400 (cir) A. D.

249 to 400 (cif)

206—22=16

206

213

225

231

217-262=45

234

234-280

236

Sudersan Lake repaired by Suvi^akh 305

(scholars assign it to 150)

Junlgadh inscr. No. 38 by Riidradaman

316, 319

^iva-skandha, the 28th Andhra king 238

Ku^ana Vasudev I ruled (E. H. L); 11 (real

time 196-234=38; 19, 51)

Yagflasri Satakarni the 29th Andhra ruled

238 (187-230; 292)

Vasudev I ruled 19, 51 (199-236=37; 88) (for

E. H. I. opinion see under 182-220=38 )
'

Mahaksatrap Rudrabhuti-Abhira chief-flouri-

shed about this time 414

Chandragupta 11 made conquest in the south

414

Abhira dynasty lasted for about 150 yrs. 414

Radra^imh 1 (Chasthaija dyn.) ruled 292

Gunda inscr. by Rudrasimh 1, 305, 317 319,

Junagadh inscr. „ „ 305, 317, 319

Mulvasar „ „ 305, 317, 320

Jasdan „ Rudrasen 306(230,317,319)

Last three Andhra (30, 31, & 32) kings 238;

after 220 Andhra dynasty began to decline 293

Vasudev I died 53

Seven petty kings of the Ku^ana dynasty, 19

( 236-286; 88 ) (220-260=40 according to

E. H. 1. 14; about 260 Kusana dynasty ended

1 1;) Kusana era ended 280; 73

Probable end of Andhra dynasty (one theory)

222, (222); (second theory 261; 222, 332).

This 261 is the real date; (235, 226, 232,

240); 3rd cent. Andhra dynasty ended 205

A descendant of Chasthana defeated the

Andhra king 225 (defeated the 28th Andhra

king, 226)



A. D.

m

249 (?)

258

261

(cir) 279

(cir.) 280

290

4th cent.

3-4 cent.

Upto 4th cent.

(cir.) 300

(Upto) 300

(bet) 3rd & 6th

302

4S»

Chedi era supposed to start (by schciJars) 96

(96); scholai^ believe that 2nd part of Chedi

rulers began 96; starting of Chedi or Kal-

cburi era from the accession of Isvarsen, the

father of I^vardatt (307), 405

Traibutakas began to rule 96

Nasik inscr. No. 431 by Isvarsen 307, 317, 319

Real end of Andhra dynasty (see under 236)

Abhira dynasty was founded by Isvardatt 221

I^vardatt Abhir flourished (261-4; 87) asserted

his independence 293, 413

Guptas supplanted the Kusanas, 53(282-6);88

Probable end of the Kusana dynasty 18; the

Guptas began to rule in India (cir 275-290)

18; The Guptas came to India from Nepal 1

1

Buddhist pilgrims from Ceylon & China did

not notice Buddhism flourish in India till this

time 39 (B. C. 270-4th cent. A. D.) (39)

Puranas are composed 251, 178

Idolatry was conspicuous by its absence in

Vedas 199

The Jagannatbpuri temple & shrines around

it were destroyed 168, 169 : It is said that

the Guptas must have destroyed them 170,

177, 178. (If it is true, the date must be

nearly the latter half of the 4th cent.)

Truth leaked out about the Jagannathpfiri idol

though tried to hide it 176

No monolithic pillars in temple yards are

found to be erected. It seems to have come

into vogue in 5th or 6th cent. A. D. ; 173

cent. The word Andhrades (country) came into

existence 206, 240

A coin of Andhra dynasty bearing this date

^6 a;tid to have been found 221, (244)



438 Chronology

A. D.

319

374

397

413-456=43

452

423

427

456-480=24

490

(cir.) 490

490-510=20

(cir.) 492

510-533=23

5th cent, (upto)

6th cent.

526

564

531-33

580

Vikramlditya I Gupta^ alias Chandragupta

established the Gupta empire 11, 62

Starting of the Gupta era (307)

Samudragupta died 85

Scholars believe the Chasthana dynasty to

have ended 59 (Correct date is 422, which see)

Kumargupta’s rule 86

Chasthana dynasty must have ended (Scholars

assign it to A. D. 397 J 359)

Chasthaqa era ceased to exist 73

Earliest mention of Saka era in Panch-

Sidhdhantika 404

Samudragupta’s time 86

Kumargupta fled from Avanti 86

Torman Hu^ conquered Avanti 86

Tormaij’s role (86)

Vallabhi dynasty was founded by Bhattarka

86 (it ought to be first quarter of the 6th

cent, see under 526)

Mihirkul Hun ruled over Avanti (86)

The Guptas held their sway over Kaling 96

Chalukyas originated ( probably from the

Guptas ) (245) (see under 526)

Pardi inscr. by Traikutaka Dharsen 307, 318,

319, (405) (Traikutak of S. Gujerat, Maitrakas

of Vallabhi & Chalukyas of Kalyagi all

seem to have asserted their independence

from the Gupta emperors during the time of

their decline from 490 & onwards)

Kanheri inscr. by a Traikfitaka king 307,

318, 319

People rebelled against the Huns in Avanti 87

Yayati Kesari, first king of the Ke^ari dynasty

began to build Jagannathpftri Temple 166, 168.

Yayati Kesari rebuilt the Temple 170, 177.



A. D.

580-655*75

5th to 7 cent.

(Upto) 600

611

(cir.) 690-750

8th cent.

788-820=32

9th cent.

11th cent.

1198

1276

B. C. 57

B. C. 57-53

B. C. 53

B.C.31 A.M.

A. D. 78

Chtooolocy 459

Yayati Ke^ari took 75 years to rebuild the

Temple of Jagannathpuri 178

Ruins of Devagadh and Abu (269)

Descendants of Asok ruled over Magadh 118;

soon after 600, ^asank of Bengal destroyed

the Boddhi tree, implanted by Emp. Asok. It

was restored by Punerverman of Rajgrhi 118

Origin-time of Islam as a faith (21); rise of

Islam in the 7th cent. A. D. 45

Bhavbhtiti flourished (171)

A miraculous legend, about the Parsvanath

idol at Ujjain by Sidhdhasen Divaker (172)

(see under B. C. 57 Vikramaditya)

^ankaracharya flourished (171), 406; 8th

century is his time 171 (My calculation is that

the numbers relate to the Gupta era; & hence

they will be 1029 & 1061 respectively)

Mfllraj Solanki invaded KIthiawad ( when

Dhruvsen was ruling at Anandpur) 306

Scholars believe that the third part of Chedi

dynasty had begun 96-97

Present temple of Jagannathpuri was built by

Anang Bhimdev 164. (A legend says it is

Buddhist 300 A. D. : 165) 169

^alivahan §aka has been used conjointly by

Bukkaray in an inscription 404

* * *

No. 17 helped ^akari Vikramaditya against

the §akas (410)

Battles wiping off of the stain (410) (during

this period

No. 17 invaded Saurastra and defeated Rsa-

bhadatt with the help of Vikramaditya (410)

496 Hal Salivahan began his era (Jaina books) 414

Scholars believe §aka era to have started 414



EKRATA

Page Line Incortect Correct

96 1 B. C. 249 A. D. 249

107 17 B. C. 877 B. C. 777

107 18 Nirvaij Kaivalya

107 34 B. C. 877 B. C. 847

161 29 289 to 280 298 to 280

193 3 ( (4) Vakragriv &tc. ) ( to be placed on

pp. 192 above the

last 3 lines )

210 32 or of

264 16 Metronymics Matronymics

289 30 Gatha-saptasati Brhat-katha

313 6 B. C. 112 A. D. 112

313 20 B. C. 129 A. D. 129

313 26 B. C. 138 A. D. 138

314 1 B. C. 141 (?) A. D. 141 (?)

315 7 B. C. 298 B. C. 300

318 1 A. D. 546 A. D. 526

318 11 A. D. 494 (?) A. D. 546 (?)

318 16 249 + 205 = 454 319 + 245 = 564

319 10 B. C. 298 B. C. 300

319 35 456 526

319 36 494 564

331 10 115 A. M. 155 A. M.

367 5 Somao Somadev

414 25 110 150

432 34 120-140 120-160









Fig. 22 ]

Mahavijay-Prasad

[ Herein Pp. 159; Vol. I, Pp. 159

Tri-MQrti—Jagannathpurl

^ I Herein pp, 164;

& Vol, I, pp, 171



Charao-Paduka—Amaraoti Charari-Prija—Amaraoti

Fig. 26 ] [ Pp. 198 Fig 27 ]



Excavations from Xiraraoti-stfipa

Parsvanath

Fig. 29 ] [ Herein Pp. ItS;

\'oi. I, Pp. It!:,

Chaumukhji

Fig. 30 J Herein I ’p

\ ol. I, Pp. Hi)

Fig. 23 j

Tii-ratna

f Pp. 167



Tirhut-pillar

Fig. 33] [Pp. 197

Sankisa-pillar

Fig. 34 ] 1
Pp. 198





Man-stambha

Fig. 38 ] I Pp. 173



Tonuj-Entrance door of Safichl Stupa Toran-Enttance door of Bharhut Stupa

Fi*. No. 39 ] r Vol I, Pp P ? \a -ii’‘
] [ Vol. I. Pp. 139

Toran-Entrance door of Mathura Stupa

Fig. No. 41 ] [ Vol. 1, Pp. 139



Ayaga-pat of Mathuta

Fig 42 [ Vide Vol. I, Fig. 35

Emp Priyadarsm

Fig. 43 ] [ Vol. II, Pp. 2f)l-2









Fig. No. 52 ]
Map No. 7 [ Pp. 186 & seq.









INDEX
A

Abhay 134

Abhir 87, 96, (244), (285), 291, 292, 293

Abhir-Community 87

Abhir-chief 305, 317, 405, 414

Abbfsek 301

Abhivijay 118, 129, 134, 144

Acharya 338

Adinagai 106

Adinath (148}

Adriatic (3)

Afgan 185

Afgasistan 4, 9, 16, (25), 68, 185,

(185), 355

Agnimitra 113, 114, (IW), 115, (115),

(119), 120, (148), 225, 226, 235,

(245), (249), 255, 259, 267, 269,

270, 271, 275, 330, 352, 358

Abara 283

A>hol (173)

Ail-Meghvahan 102

All (Air) 128,

Aja (148)

Ajatsatru (kunik) 50, 99, 100, (lOO),

150, 245

A]ivak-sect 178

Ajmer 301

Akamrakanana 166

Akara 277, 286, 386

Akbar 289

Allabbad 38, 350

Alexander 8, 33, 143, 149, 342

Alexandria 411

Amardev 87

Amoghvarga 405

Amravati 161, (198), 234, 236, 258,

(258), 259, (259), 261, (261); 262,

56

263, 284, 294, 295, 311, 313, 340,

342, 344, 345, 346, 347, 348, 363,

375, 376, 381, 382

Amu 5

Anand 279

Anandgiri (306)

Anandpur 84, 306

Ananga-Bhimdev 164, 169, 170, 171

Anarta 75, 79, 304

Anartpur (306)

Andbau 85

Andhra 64, 69. 88, 112, 113, 120,

137, 182, 204, (204), 205, 206, 207,

209, 211, 213, 217, 219, 225, 226,

240, 241, 243 251, (261), 262, 276,

277. (280), 340, (381)

Andhra 204, (204), 205, 209, 217, 242,

(242), 243, (243), 244, (244), 245,

246, 250, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262,

274, 27a, 297, ( 298 ), ( 321 ), 326,

327, 329, 331, 333, 336, 337. 343,

347, 348, 351, 357, 362, 366, 378,

396, 414

Andhrabbrtya 109, 186, (186), 193,

(193), 204, 205, 216, 217,222, 223,

(224), 225, (225), 226, 227, 228, (231),

232, (232), 251, 252, 255, (255), 271,

321, 325, 332, 334, 337, (408),

414, 415

Andbra-desh 205, 206, 207, 208, 241,

242

Andhrapates 224, 225, 226, 227, (227),

231, (231), 234

Andhrapati 205, 206, 222, 223, 224,

225, 226, (231), 321, 332

Andhra-people 208

Andhra-territory 352, 353, 358



442 In'!**

Angft 93, 97, (97), 98, 99, 100, 101,

105, 115. 155, (155). 158, 180, 181,

194, 195. 275. 330

Anga-kul 333

Anga-Magadh 93. 130, 148

Angasaptika~ 131, 154

Angiya 328

Anglya-kulavardhan 274, 275

Angul 98, 104

Ani^akarman 373

Antaranjika 236, 363, 371

Antialcidas 362, (389)

Antonias Pios 411

Anuloma 250

Anupa 75, 79, 286, 304

Aparant 75. 79. 138, 286. 299, 304,

323, 396

Apilak-see Apilik

Apilik-see Apilik

Apilik 223, 225, 226, (231), 234, 235,

255, 257

Aia (4). 13, 17, 35

Arabia (3), (21), 45

Arabians 44

Arabian-sea 299, 326, 396

Aravalli-hills 68, 269

Ardta'des' (3)

Arhat 130, 133, (133), 162

Arhat-Temple 144

Aribant 131, (150), 151, (151)

AristhakarDa (l09), 223,230,236,260,

309, 327, 370, 373, 415

Arthasastra 330

Aryakhputsuri 229, 390, (390), 391,

392, 401

Aryan (96', 377

-Civilization 36, 92

-Colomists (25)

-Culture 43, 190

-Name 305

-Origin (15), 43

Aryans -2, 3, 4, 5, (5), 6, 20, (20), (21),

36, 40, 43, 190

Arya“Mahagiri (267), (285), 302

Arya-Subastin ( 173 ), ( 267 ), ( 270),

(285), 301

Arya~Supratibadbdha (285)

Arya-Sustbit (285)

Asam 38

Asia 43, 44, 45, 395

Asian'Turkey 3, (3), 4, (4), 5, 43, 192

Asika 286

Asoka (16). 20. 47, 52, 79. 80, 81, 83,

112, 118, 119,(119), 120, 121, 122,

(165), 170, 171, 172. 191. (245),

254, (265), 274, 322, (322), 324,

(324), 331, 334, 340, 342. 343, 347,

352, 356

Asmak 137

Astikarna 370

Asvak 137

Asvamedba (Horse) Sacrifice ( Yagna )

117, 120,' 141, 234, 255, 265, 266,

(266), 269, 271, 307, 318, 356,

. 358, 403

Aurangabad 236

Avachnri 155

Avanti 20, (20), 23, (29), 31, 34. 44,

50, 53, 59, 62, (62), 63, 64. (64),

(65), 68. 69, 73, 83, 86, 87, 88, 98,

(111), 139, (145), 170, (172), (173).

219, 225, 229, 235, 266, 267, 269,

270, 278, (278), 286, 292, 297, 298,

299, 304, 348, 353, 355, 356, (356),

357, 359, 362, 366. 368, 369, 374,

375, 380, 382, 383, 386, 409, 412

Avantiku 176

Avasarpipi 107, (140), (l53), 158

Avi see Apilik

Ajama 67, (71), ’236, 302, 303, 316,

319, 345, 346, 365, 376, 389

Ayodhya (143), (145), 175

Azilises 8, 24

Aziz 1 8, 24, 55

A4riz 11 8. 24. 50, 55



B

B^lctiia 5i 9, (2l)i 25, 116

Bactiians 7, 8, (20), (24), (40). 43,

44, 53, 69, 70, (70), 162

Bactrian-chief (116)

Badimi (173)

Bagd^ (5)

Bahupatisasina 147

Bakshu-^es’ 6

Balabbadra 1'74

Balai3m 169

Balasmore 180

Balasti 197, 211, (230), 236. (260),

261. (279), 281, 282, (285), (285),

286. 288, 289, 310, 311, 345, 366.

368, 369, 370, 371, 373, 376, 378,

(382), (383). 385. 386, 392, 400,

401, 408. 409, 410

Balbhanu 357 .

Balhika 6

Bali 241

Balipuccbak 251

Balkh 25

Ballabhi 135

Balmitra 235, (235), 362

Balmitra-Bhannmitra 357

Baluchistan 355

Bamabanasa 248, 249, 250

Bamana 275, 308

Bamiah 9

Bang 180, 181

Bangdhara 181

Bappabhattsuri 87, 171

Bardavan 180

Basal (242)

Basaia (5)

Basileus (242)

Bastar 97

Behar [Bihar] 65, (129), 180, <266)

Belgium (242)

Bellari dis< 206

Benares 29, 38

Bengal 38. 65, (97), 101, 118, 180,

275

Benkatak see Bennakatak

Benna 261

Bennakatak 160, 234, 260, 261, 262,

280, 309, 310. 332, 340, 375, 381,

(381), 387

Bennatat 161. 382

Bennatatnagar 160, 198, 199, 261,

281, 284

Berar [Birar] (94), 258, (258), 259,

(259), (261), 262, 275, 325, 326,

331, 340, 359, 362, 367

Bezw^a 161, (243), 261, 262, 311,

313, 340, 381

Bhadavaniya 285, (285)

Bbadrabahu 121, 153, 154, (154), 158,

159, 234, 338, 339, .(339)

Bbadrabhanu (285)

Bhadravati 85

BhadreSvar 85

Bhag (235), 362

Bhagalpur 97, 180, 181, 275

Bbanumitra 235, (235), 267, 362, (389)

Bbaradhavas 144

Bbargavi 140

Bbarhut-gallery (148)

Bhartradamji 61

Bbattarak 86, 405

Bbavabhuti (171)

Bbikhkhuraj.-Bhiksuraj 108, 109, 131,

(131), 152, 155, 156, 324, 325, (325)

Bhi(m)dati 146

BbogvaimaD 87

Bboj (Bhojdev) (170), 387

Bhojakas 93, 129, 137, 144, 186, 331

Bhojkat 98

Bbratradaman 60, 62, 85

Bhrtya 215, 216, 226, 252, 350, 357,

358, 414
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Bhukti 137

Bhumak 50, 53, 64, 67, <71 ), 260,

315, 365

Bhurlya 152, <152)

Bhutan 52

Bhuvanefvar (130), 165, 166, 167, 169,

173, (177), (183)

Bikaner 269

Bilaspur 97

Bimbisar 261

Bindusar 254, 256, (322), 339, 340,
347

Black-Mountain (286)

Black-sea 3

Bodhi-Tree 118

Bokhara 5, 6 , 25

Bombay-Presidency (242)

Boramdev
(94), 97

Bow and Arrow 242, (247), (261), 262,
340

Bfahspati 115

Brahaspatimitra 108, 114, (II4), 115,

119, 120, 121, 123, 130, 142, 147,

152, 187, 189, 220, 263, 329, (355)

Brahaspati-Sutra (133)

Brahma 157

BrahmansK Brahmins ] 168, ( 168 ),

(247\ 249, (249), 250, 266, 271,

307, 318, (326)

Brahmanical 37

Brahmgiri 344

Brahmi 76, 77, (150), 303

Brhadrath 267, 271

Broach 391

Buddha 37, (37), (39), 50, 94, (106).

(125), 168, 199, (264), 265, 395

Buddhas 1 76

Bnddha-Statues 12

Buddhism 36, 37, (37), 38, 39, 44,82,

150, 167, (168), 169, 176, 177, 178,

197, 199, 245, 255, (265), 356

Buddhist 38, 50, 52, 94 , (132), 165,

(165), 166, (167), (243), 391

Bnddhist-books 50, 94, 104

Bnddhist-conference 50

Buddhist-council 52

Buddhist-document 162

Buddhist-Idol 165

Bnddhist-monk 120

Buddhist-Trinity 168

Bukkaray ,404

Bull 197, (197)

Bundelkhand 94, 324

Burmah 182, 187, 190, (190)

Bustar (94), 105

C

Calcutta (148)

Canada-dis. 331

Canara 139

Canonj 38

Cape-Comorin (242), 342, 347

Capital

—

-Andhra 65

-Magadh 216

Carnal 38

Caspean-Sea 3, 5,(5)

Caste-distinctions 175

Catrapan 380

Caucasus 3, 4, 5



Cftvalry 343

Caves

—

-Ajanta (173), 394

-Elora 283, 290, 394

“Nanaghat (321)

-Nasik 197

Central-Asia 4, 5, (5), 6, 7, (20), 21,

, 41, 68

Central-Tndia <29), 44, <52), 58, 86

Central-Provinces 137, 181, 207, 259,

324, 326, 331, 340, 359

Ceylon 39, 100, 118, 133, 134, 143,

181, 182, 187, (187), 342, 367,369,

379, 386, 387, 388, 395, 402

Chaitya (131), (150), (245) (261), 269.
307

Chakar 223

Chakor 237, 286. 399. 415

Chakora-see chakor

Chakratirth (166) ,

Chakravarti (I 3O), (137), (183)

Clialukya 86, (244), (245)

Chalukyas-see chalukya

Champa 176

Champanagri 98

Champapuri 99, (99)

Chanakya 114, 145, 193, 194, 216,

251. 254, 272, 295, (325), 330, 333,

337, 340, 342, 343, 347, 359

Chanda 208. 258, 259, (259), 260, 336,

Chanda 258

Chanderi 98

Chandragupta (3), 1 1, 79, 80, 81, 83, 85,

86, 95, (102), 114, 121, 122, (130),

(131), (132), (140), 145, 152, (152),

(154), 155, 158, 159, (159), 182,

,
193, 194, 195, 204, (204), 216, 233,

237, 240, ( 242 ), (245), 251, 253,

(253), 254, (254), 256, 271, 278,

(285), 295, 296, 306, 331, 332, 333,

334, 336, 337, 339, (339), 340, 343,

344, (346), 347, 389, 390

Chandragupta I 53, (53), 59

Chandragupta II 85, 86, 414

Chandragupta-Maurya; see chandi^gnpta

Chandralekha 355

Chandrasri 223

Chandray 100, 103, 108

Chariots 343

Charuvaki 351, 352, 353

Chasthan
(4 ), 6,7,8, 16, (16), 20* 28,

31,34, 39, 40, 49, 52, (55), 56,(56)

57, (57). 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, (62),

63. 64, (64), 65, 66, (66), 67, 68,

69. 70, (70). (71), ((72). 73, 74.(74).

75, 76. (77), 79, 82, 84, 88, 96,

(185), 225, (225), 238, 262, 263,

(288), 297, (297). 298, (298), 348,

409, (409), 411, 413, 414, 415

Chasthaus 41, 44, S3, 55, 85, 87, 96,

170, 206, 219, 261, 292, 297, 305,

306, 307, 368, 369. 403, 406, 412

Chasthau-coins 221

Cha|tha9-father (266)

Chasthan-kstrap 67

ChaStha9“Ruler 85

Chasthai}-Saka (66)

Chatrapan 237, (238), 348, 410, 411,

412

ChatrapaJa-Satkarni (277)

ChatrapaD-Vasisthiputra 408

Chatrapan Hal Vasifthiputra 415

Cbaturpana 410

Chatufastika 155

Chaulukyas (244), (245)

Chaurchindho 410

Chaurvindho 410

Chedi 94, 98, 99, 102, 105, 194

Chedides 96, 97, 180

Chedis 33 1 '

Cbediraj 102, 128

Chera 188

Chet (94), 102

Chetak (145), (242)



Cheti 98

Che^iya-Kula 120

Chhatisgadh (94), 97t 105| 333

Chhinna see chinci

Chhotanagpur 98i 253

Chilka 104, 105, (105), 140, (l65), 180

China 7, 21, 25, 27. 33, 34, 39

Chinab 185

Chinese 20

Chinese-chief (20)

Chinese-general 33

Chinese~manneTS 7

Chinese-oiigin 21, 27

Chinese-Traveller 118, 119, 178, (198)

Chinese-Turkestan 33

Chineae-Turkoy 43, 44

Chinese-Wiiters 50

Chinna 295, 313, 319

Chinur 258, (258)^ 259, (259), 260

ChittaUurg 275, 344

Cbityas 261

Cholas 93. (137), 144, 146, 160, 181,

187, 188, 195, 340, 358, 359

Chosati 131, 151, 154

Chotila 84, 306'

Christian 38

Christianity 1 19

Chiirni 155

Chutu see chutus

Chutus 300, 314, 396, 397

Chutukadanand 299, 323, 324, (330)

Chutukanand [ Chutkanand-Chatuka

—

nand ] 93, 137, (242), (245), 247,

264, 275, 300

Chutu-Satkariji 299

Cochin (242)

Copper-Pillar (l46)

Coromandal-coast 344, 358
Crescent 52, 74, 82

Cross and Balls (287)

Cutak 180

Catch 64, 75, 79. 85, 304, 348, 404,

(405 )

D

Dadbtvahan D 92, 93, 97, 100, 101

Dahal 99

DakSamitra 302, 316

Daksbi^apath 76, 78, 79, 80, (25lX

288, 304. 388

DakshinipatheSvar (285), 287, (287)

288.* (304), 311, 378, 379, 385,

386, 387

Dakshinapathpati 274 (285), 287,(287),

304, 310, 311, 319, 378

Daksinapati 288, 367

Dahalmandal 98

Damaisri 61

Damajsri Il-III 61

Daman 41

Damodar (20), 181

Damsen 61, 87, 221, 292

Danda 144
^

Dan^akara^ya 208

Dantapur 104, 105, 106, (106)

Dinyadsii 57

Darius (72)

Dasarath 112, 170, 274

Datta 391

Deccan 235, 254, 285, 288, 297, 298,

311, 321, 340, 358, 379, 405

Delhi 9

Demetrius 8 , 23, 24, (40), 116, (116),

117, 129, 142, (143), 270

Demin 116

Depari 188

Deva?ak 303, 316

Devaputra 13, 22, 36, 49

Devgadh (269)

Devsakti 171

Dhanakatak 160, (160), 182. (258), 261

Dbankgiri (306)

Dhanya-Kafak (243)

Dbarmachakra (132)

Dharmaraj J31, (I3 I), 152,155, 156



Dhai^ikot 161

Dharsen 87, 307, 414

Dhaisen' Traikfitak 319

Dharwar (242)

Dhauli 78, 106, 107, (130), ( 140),

(163), 175

Dhauli-Jagauda 101, (101), (165), (183),

255, 269, (269), 336. 343. 350,351,

(351)

Dhruvasen 306

Dhula [Dhutukullnand 324, 397

Digamber 173

Dimit 142 see Demiti

Dimita (116)

Dimiti (116), (117)

Dinna (285)

Dlpkarpi 370, 371, 399

Dravidian 104, 240, (242)

Dravidian-Origin 181

Dravidian-Piakrit 276

D|[?{lvad 15S

Duriya 152, 158, 159

Dvaravatl 176

Dwarka 176

Dynasties

—

Andhra 93, III, 112. 113, (121),

(16lX 186. 193, 207, 221, 224,

226, (244), 325, 397, 413

Bodi 396

Chalukya 404. 405

ChasthaDa 86, (222), 291, 413

Chedi 92, 93, (94), 95, (95), 98,

100, 101, 111, 121, 125, 134,

172, 180, 195, 196, 347

Chutu (330)

. Gaidabhila 59, 209, 229, 369, 386

Gupta 18, 85, 88

Iksavaku 249

Kadaphisis 10

Kalchurt (94), 96

Kesary 166

Kshahatat 197

Ku^n 10, 14. 18, 19, 41, 42, 52.

53, <65, 402

Maurya (Mauryan) (16), 96, 111,

113, 121, 152, 153, 271, 275,

332, 356, 359

Nanda 100, 121, 122, 226, 333, 343

Rastjika 405

gahi 53, 374

gata (78), (109)

Satvahan 93 , (118), (l24), 219,222,

227, 258, 287, 359, 367. 388, 403

Sisunaga' 23, 299

gunga 111, 113. 119, (21 1), 216,

219, 220, 225, 226. 235, (235),

267, 275, (276), 277

Tochari 10

Tralkutaka 293, (307), 405

Vallabhi (185)

Vijaya 134

B

East“Deccan 208

Eastern Akaravanti 79

Eastern Gaa<? (266)

Eastern (East) India 11, 170, (261),

262, 340

Elephant (159), (163), 198, (198), 343,

350, 381

Emperor—41, 46, 48, (48), 49, 62,

(66), 88

-Andhra 92

-Chinese (4), 7, 23, 27, 28, 29, 3 1, 32

-Kaling 92

-Mauryan 83, 118, 122, 216, 263

-Moghal 289

-Persian 24, 25, 27

Empires

—

Andhra 330, 342, 345, 380

Avanti 2

Bactrian 27

Gupta 11, 86

Kaling 109, 321, 342
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Magadh 7, 93, (93), 95, 99, 100,

105, 112, 194, 270, 342

Mauryan 23, 255

Era—58, 69, 70, 71, 72, 85, 86, 121,

122, (124), 138, 394, 395, 403

Buddhist (125)

ChasJhaD 40, 55, 60, 65, 73, 75,

88, 297, 305. 316

Chedi (94), 96, (96), 124, 125,

126, (126), 180, 307

Chinese 27

Christian (124), 394, 395

Gupta 53, (53)

Kalchuri 97, (307)

Kshaharata 58, 302, 316

Kusan 2, (4), 17, 18, 19, 26, 28,

29, 40, 55, 59, 60, (64), 73, 88

Mahavir 126, 138, 180, 300, 327,

328, 404

Mauryan 121, (121), 122, 123, 153

Muslim (125)

Naud 121, 122. 123, (123), 138

Regnal (14)

Saka 28, 31, 55, 57, (59), 60. 62,

197, 224, 226, <230), 237, 263,

265, 267, 297, 305, 316, 386,

394, 395, 396, 400, 401, 402,

403, 404, 405, 406, (406), 408,

(409), 410, 414

Salivahana 59, 265

Trikutak 307, 318

Udhisthira 403, (406)

Vedic 403

Vikrama 394, 395, 410, 414

Eral 5, 6

Euphratis (3), 4, 5, (5)
Europe 395

Euthidemos 8, 23, 116, 117, 143, (143)

P
Falodhi (148), (175)

a

Gandharva“ceremony 399

Gandharvasen 209, 374

Ganges 105, 140, 213, 399

Ganjam 101, 106, 208

Gardabhila 23, 44, 45, 50, 64, 236,

(298), 369

Gardabhilas 347, 348

Gautam (264)

Gautami-gotra 249

Gautami"gotri 236

Gautamiputra 195, 197, 199, 211,223,

226, 230, 231, 233,(233), 234, (234),

236, 238, 247
,
256, 259, 275, (279),

280, (280), (282), 286. 287, (287),

(288,) 291, 296, 298, 311, 337, 341,

350, 354, 366, 370, 371, 375, 376,

(377), 378, 380, 381, 389, 392, 401,

408, 410, (410), 413

Gautamiputraa 264, 329

Gautamiputr^'Balasri 285

Gautamiputra-Satkar?i 279, 280, (280),

281, 282, 283, (283), 284, 288, 309,

310, 316, 368, 369, 377, 378, 404,

415

Gautami puira-Satkarn i-Aristhakarna 359

Gantaniiputra—Sri“Yagna~Satkatni 294,

319, 408, 410, 412, 415

Gautamipntra-Svami 296, 314

Gautamiputra-Skandhagupta 254

Gautamiputra-Vilivaykur 280

Gautamiputra Yagnasri 137, 228, 253,

261, 263, 295, 297, 308, 313, 319,

326, 329, 330, 331, 345. 346, 347,

357, 359

Gautamiputra-Yagnasri-PulumaVI 41

1

Gautamiputra-Yagnasri-Vihvaykur

280, 377

Gautami-Sri-Satkarni 285, 303

-Gaya 118, (129)

-Georgia“2, 3

GhSamotik 34, 41, 49, 56, 59, 61, 62,

63, (66), 88Gandbar (303)



Index 449

Girinagar 83

GItnar 41, 62, 68, W, (72), 79, 83.

84, (165), (306)

Godavari 87, 96, 98, 105, 108, 161,

181, 188, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208,

240, 248, 251, (258), 259, 260,

(266), (285), 292, 293, 308, 325,

331, 379, 400

GokaiTapttr (Goa) 396

Gomatesvara-Idol (244)

Gonard (266)

Go^dofarnes 8, 10, (15), 24, (24)

Gopal 160

Gopal-Sresthi (210)

Gorathgiri 129, (129), 142

Gosalak 178

Govardhan 280, (280), 281, 283, 289,

301, 310

Govardhan-Samay 309, 346, 365,375,

376, 378, 392, 394, 395, 409

Govindas (171)

Great-Chaitya 162

Greek (20), (21), (25), 43, 70, (70),

116, (117), 162, 178

— Ambassador 112

— Chief 25, 116, 117, 142, 143

— Culture 43

— Gods 37

— History 331

— Rulers 23

Grhavarman 86, 87

Group-Temples (165)

Gujrat 64, 86, (93), 221, 249.-: 270,

298, 348, 359, 368, 369, 396,

405, 409

Gunadhya 289, 367, 337, 388, 401

Gunsundarsuri (267)

Gunda (82), 84, 85, 305, 317, 319

Giindivad (161)

Guptas 11, 18, 52, 53, 62, 73, 87, 96,

169, (173), 297, (307), 405, 414

58

Gupta-Forces 86

— Period 190

— Rule 170

Gurjaras 2

Gwader 5

Gwalior 171, 172, (172)

H

Hadala 306

Hagam-Hagamasa 8, (70)

Haihayas (244)

Haku-Siri 274, 276, 328, 338

Hal (Hala) 214, 215, 223, 229, 231,

(231), 255, 277, 312, 369, 385,386,

388, 389, 390, (390), 391, 392, 393,

394, 395, 396, 399

Hal-gahvahan 78, 237, (277), (286),

289, 309, 338, (353), 359, 370, 402,

412, 414

Hal (H^a) Satkarni 278, 311, 327

Hal ^atkarni Fulumavi 390

Hal ^atvaban 368, '370

Halar 85, 305

Hardwar 32

Hari (327), (328)

Haribhadrasuri (172)

Harihar 404

Haritiputra (244), 299, 300, 314

Haritiputra~l§ivaskandavarman 300

Har^a 86

Hastagiri (305)

Hatkam 277

Hathigumpha (116), (165), 205, 274,

300, 314, 319

Hathisah 185, (185)

Hercules 37

Hieuen-Tsang—see Huen Tsang

Himalayas 2, 6, 7, 20, 23

Hindu 38, 39, 44, 51, 115, 189. 199

Hinduism 3, (4), 36, 38

Hindukush 4, 5, 7, 9, 15, 33



Hitdu-origln (25)

— manners ,38

— names 41

— Religion 154

Horse (253)

Hosangabad 98

Huen-Tsang 118, 178, (198), 205, 206

Hups 2, 4, (4), 5. 6, 7. 8, (15), 22,

86. (86)

HuPa-chief 87

HuPka 34, 39, 42, 45

Hushkapur 42, 43

Huviska 6, 9, (9), 11. 12, (12), 13,

14. 17, 18, (18), 19, (19), 34, 35,

(35), 37, (37), (38), 43, 46, 47. 48,

(48), 63, 86

Hydtab^ 109, 208, (242), 252

I

Idol 132, (132), 133, (133), 169, 171,

172, 175, (177), 185, 187. 191, 199

Idolatry 199

Ikahavaku (249), 250, 300, 341, 342

Ilia (94)

India 2, 4. 6, 8, 10, 11, 15, 16, 21,

23 . 24, 27, 29, 31, 34, 41, 55, (66),

70, 270

Indian 8

— Archipelago 188, 189

— Colonists 189

— Colonization 183

— Culture 68, 190

— Customs 69

— Name 51

— Throne 31

Indo-Nesia 193

Indo-Parthian 8, 10, 24, 43, 44, SQ,

53, 66
- ,

.

Indo-Scythian 37, 43, 53, 6,6

Indra (249), (328)

Indradinna (285)

Indra-Mithotsav^ 363

Indravijayasuri 80, 81

Indus 25

Infantry 343

Inscriptions

—

Ira 14. (15), 18, 46, 88

Banvasi 299, 314

Buddhist 39

Dhauli-Jagoda (379)

Girnar 76

Hathigompha—

(

94), 95, (95), (96),

(100), 102. 103, 105, 107, 109,

(109), 111, (111). 113, (113),

114, 115,(118). 119, (119), 120,

121, (121), 122, 123, 124,030),

(147), 150, 159, (159), 162,

( 163 ). 177, 181, ( 182), 183,

(183), 186, (186). 187, 196, 198,

207, 209, 220. (243), (252), 277,

311, 325, (325), 331, 382
»

llurak 393

Isapur (15), 88

Junner 392

Kalinga 352

Kapheri (78). 238, (238), (245), 377,

392, 393, 413

Kanifka 17

Karajak 393

Karle 392, 393

KrPPagiri 392, 393

Kusan 39

Manamad 393

ManikySl 17, 88

Mask! 351

Mathura (14), (15). 18, (18), 88

Nanaghat 228, (253)

Nasik 112. 226. 836. 2?4i ^
375, 381, 389, 392. 4§Q

paiat (41)

Rock 14, 56. 62, 270. 353

Sahas.r|in (150X 4Q4

(15), (4lX 88,



Samath (l4)t 88

Sudatsan 78,82,(251), (255), (271),

288, 298, (380}

Taxilla (27)

Vardak (15), 46, 88

[ Also sea the words mentioned in

Index-order ]

IrS (94)

Isapur 17, 35

Islam (21), 45, 119

I§var 379

isvardatta 61, 73, 87, 96, 291, 292,

293, 305

I?vardatta-Abhir 221, 222, 317, 405,

413, 414

Uvarsen-Abhir 319, 414

It»riya 153

J

Jabulpur (94), 98, (99) ,

Jagannath 106, (148), 16$, 166, (167),

168, 170, 174, (175), (177), 178, 199
J^gannathpuri 104, (105), 106, (IO6),

140, (148 ), 154, 167, 168, 169,

(170), 172, 174, 176

Jaguda (163), (175)

Jaggayiipet 319, 342

Jain (jains)-5, 37, 39, 41, (41), 44,

50, 68, 82, 83, 85. 120, (128), (130).

(147)

, (149), 154, 162, (163), (165),

(167), (168), 171, 174, 177, 197,234,

235, 237, 243, (243), 255, 327

Jainism (4), 36, 37, (38), 39, 41, (41),

44, 45, 50, 52, 81, 82, 106, 107,

(107), 120, 124, 130, (133). (147),

(148)

, 150, 169, 170, 173, 174, 175,

196, 198, 268, 270, (270), 306, 348,

356, 360, 362, 364

Jain-Cultnre 189, 269

— Gospel 149, I90

— Hply Books 100, (172), 269

— Holy place 68.83, 101, 107^(150)

- Idol 104, lOS, 107, 108, 120, 123,

130, 138, 139, 147, 177, 189

— Literature 76

— Merchants 198

— Monk (39), 83, 93, 106, (107), 120,

125, (131), (132), (150), 154, (154),

182, (182), 229, 235, 236, 267, 269,

270, (285), 301, 301, 338, 357, 362

— Nun 93, (158)

— Pilgrimage 84

— Pilgrims 354

— Scriptures (140), (152), 155, 327

— Shakhas 121

— Signs 52, 318

— Symbols 41

— Temple 144, 150, (165), (168)

- Tirthanker 107, (107), (134), (148),

150, 151, (151), 163, (165), (173),

176, (197), (198), 199,(286), (328),

351

Jaipur 38, 207

Jajjigasuri 415

Jalauk 8, 19, (20), 44

Jambu 158, (158)

Jambudwlp 3, 4, 5, 6, 22

Jambusvami (152)

Jarasandh 175

Jasdan 84, 306, 317, 319

Java 188, 189

Jesalmir 269

Jesus-Christ 119, (124), 395

Jivadaman 61

Jodhpur 269

Junaga^h 41, (57), (74), (82), 83, 84,

304, 316, 317, 319
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OPINIONS

Your book presents quite a novel aspect of ancient historyi I conclude
that you have not spared yourself in writing these volumes.

Bombay Krisbnalal Mohanlal Zaveri M. A. LL. B.
* * *

His judgements are always synthetic and the book contains things hitherto

unknown.

Baroda Keshavlal Himatram Kamdar M. A.

Prof, of History, Baroda College
* * *

It is possible that your conclusions may differ from the conclusions of

those writers who have relied on Buddhist and Vedic literature. On the wholei

your effort is sure to bring a good result and is therefore really praiseworthy.

Bombay Vishvanath P. Vaidya Bar-at-Law

( Director, Bhandarker Oriental Institute, Poona )
* * *

He has laboured much in elucidating our past history and his conclusions

mostly run counter to tlfe accepted theories. Nevertheless, bis new theories will

stimulate further discussions and research; from which we may gain mnch good.

Oriental Institue, B. Bhattacharya Ph. D.

Baroda ( Director

)

* * *
I believe that his work will prove very useful and interesting. Many new

points are introduced by him and though agreement on those is not always

possible, yet they show the great energy and vast reading of the author. I am
sure, it will be most welcome to all mdologists.

Bombay H, D. Velankar M. A.

Professor, Wilson College
* * *

He had collected a mine of information with an aim to compile an Ency-

clopaedia of Jainism, and with the due discretion he has gleaned material out

of it, which comes to light as “ Ancient India“ Some of his theories and

conclusions might strike many a reader as bomb-shells, but there is not a shadow

of doubt, that a close study of these theories will disillusion even experts, on

many a most and debatable point of ancient history and will clearly show us,

how we misconstrued our own past. The book deserves encouragement from

the heads of educational departments.

Prince of Wales Museum, Acharya Qirjashanker Vallabhil M. A.

Bombay Curator, Archeological Section (Now retired

)



He has boldly advanced several sew theories and he has supplied full

evidence in support of them* He has given a detailed account of the sociali

political, religious, geographic and economic condition of ancient India« He has

not spared himself in the pursuit of hts studies, and has based his conclusions

on the evidence of coins, inscriptions and ancient manuscripts* His effort

deserves encouragement from all quarters.

Baroda Qovindbhai H. Desai B. A. LL. B.

( Ex* Naib-Dewan )

* * *

Most of us are quite ignorant of the real cultural glory of ancient India*

Dr* Shah’s book is an admirable effort to supply deficiency.

He has put forth some new theories and has thus invited much criticism, argu*

mentation and discussion. He has not failed to give as much evidence as possible

for every theory. Such efforts are rare and deserve all possible encouragement-

Bombay H* Q* Anjarla M. A*

( Retired Principal, S. N. D. T. Women's University)

* * *
He has advanced new theories and he has given full evidence to prove

them* Some of bis conclusions are revolutionary, I wish Dr. Shah all success

in his enterprise.

Bombay Motichund Qlrdharlal Kapadia

B* A. LL. B., Solicitor

* * *

I had been waiting long since, for an effort of this kind, and you can

imagine my delight at the concretization of my desire.

Vallabhvllay Suri
* * *

Few will be able to render as much service to India as you. Such books

are few and far between, and the more such publications are made, the better*

Muni DarshanvIJay
* *

The book will prove very useful and stimulating to all*

Vijayniti Surl

* * *
The author has not spared himself in the pursuit of knowledge, and had

gathered materials from various sources* This is admirable*

Bombay Sanj Vartaman
* * *

Dr* Shah is one of those scholars who have not spared any effort in

unearthing the golden past of India, Few books in any language can stand

comparison with his work, which is the outcome of many years of constant

application* He has given us a connected account of the history of India from

900 B. C. to 100 A* D. The book is sure to prove a great incentive to scholars

and will go a great way in furthering research work in this direction.
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The chronological lists of events given at the end of the book is snre'to

prove very useful< One such list was prepared by Grant Duff; but that was
years ago. This is more detailed. 'The book contains, moreover, a number of

pictures, maps and illustralions-an added attraction. His style his homely.

Ahmedabad Prajabandhu
* * *

Copious footnotes, chronological lists and index have made the book worthy
of the attention of scholars, while the homely style of the author has laid the

material within the rich of all.

The difficulties and setbacks which the author has experienced in the

publication of this book, are enough to make his effort worthy of admiration.

His new theories, his challenging attitude and his enthusiasm are really inspiring.

Bombay Janmabhuml
* * *

One praiseworthy feature of the book is the maps of various countries

and kingdoms. Another equally praiseworthy feature is the illustrations of

ancient coins and other pictures, which are aptly designed to give us a

panoramic view of ancient India as it really was. The picture of Sarasvati,

giving us idea of the art of painting 2000 years ago, deserves special attention.

We congratulate Dr Shah for bringing to light things, which had hitherto

been concealed in the womb of antiquity,

Bhavnagar Jain
* * *

The book presents a new angle of vision into the cobwebs of Indian anti,

quit. , and therefore deserves full study by all students of ancient history. Written

with a view to incite more research work, the book is invaluable and admirable.

To avoid all misconstruing, the readers may go through the perface first,

as the author has clearly stated his viewpoint there.

Baroda Nava-Qujarat
* *

None should work under the erroneous conception that the author has

been partial towards Jainism.

In fact, he has given a panoramic picture of ancient India and his

theories and conclusions shed quite a new light on those times.

The book is a great attempt to give a correct picture of India, as it was

twenty-five hundred years ago. We congratulate Dr. Shah upon his marvellous

effort and courage and hope that his services will be appreciated by all,

Bombay Bombay Samachar
* * *

This substantial volume of five hundred pages deals with numismatics-

old coins, i. e, coins current in ancient India. In addition, the period covered

by the Maurya dynasty and the onslaughts of foreigners-Yavanas-have been

handled with the precison of a scientist. The indexes are very useful and
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furnish a key to the varied contents of the volume- Assiduity and research

work cannot but be admired.

Calcutta Modern Review
* » *

The book is unique adventure. The scholarship, the information, the material

and the zeal of the author are praiseworthy. He has not spared himself m the

pursuit of his work, He has defended his theories with enthusiasm of a pleader.

If scholars begin to reinvestigate all the available material in the light of

this book, another link in the broken chain of ancient history is sure to be supplied

Karachi Urmi
* *

He has advanced marvellously novel theories. The whole book sheds a new

search light on ancient Indian history. He has not failed to advance solid evidence,

wherever he has differed from his predecessors. It deserves deep study by all

students of history. Its homely style makes it interestingly readable to the general

reader as well. It is full of maps and illustrations which are fully explained.

We offer our congratulations to the author for his deep knowledge of

the subject and hope that no library will be without it.

Baroda Sahityakar
* * *

The book presents a connected history of ancient India from 900 B. C. to

100 A.D.; the most noteworthy feature of which is a chronological statement of

events, that took place during the period stated above. It is full of picture and

illustrations of coins and maps. The book is specially important from

the viewpoint of research work, and presents good material to all interested

in the subject.

Bombay Jain Prakash
* *

The present book will convince the reader that Dr. Shah, though a

doctor by degree, is a painstaking student of ancient Indian history and culture,

and that he has dived deep into that ocean- He has made a formidable

attempt in this book to prove, that many theories hitherto universally accepted

by all historians, are entirely wrong.

Ahmedabad Bnddhiprakash
* * *

Dr. Shah's achievement deserves full credit and support from all interested

in the glory of ancient India, which is revealed m its true form, by the Doctor.

Bombay Jay-Bharat
* * *

His chronological scheme, apart from the pre-historic epochs, is made

to run on two parallel wheels of Christian and the Mahavira eras. The

conclusions suggested in this book require careful consideration, and the

treatment is also worthy of critical notice at the hands of serious student.
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His account of the Saka era and of the interpretation that might be

given about its origin is interesting The outline—maps showing the rule

of the various foreign kings and also of Vikramaditya are bound to be useful.

The conclusions are as usual prominently bold Some of them are opposed

to existing views but they all deserve, as we have mentioned before, the

attention of the careful student.

Journal of Indian History C. S. S.

Annamalnagar
* .* *

His work certainly contains novel and startling theories. But all these

theories deserve full attention and need not be disregarded as unacceptable

simply because they are new.

Bombay Qujarati
* * *

There seems almost everywhere the vast study, deep knowledge and lofty

conscience devoted to the message of History. In our land, few writers try

on such a grand and laborious scale to make the best of the foundation of

the subject they choose. The readiness of Dr. Shah for the subject he has

bandied is praise-worthy, and his love of duty and deepness of labour are also

more welcome. On account of this singularity, his publications have been

able to put before us some such new materials and theories, which not only

the oriental but also tbg western scholars have not yet touched. Such new

treasure, concerning our ancient history, is to be found in this volume.

Ahmedabad The Review of Gujarati Literature
* *

This volume covers 1000 years of Indian History from B. C. 900 to

A. D. 100, which are described in the forward as ‘ the really formative period

of the History of ancient India.’ It is added that no really comprehensive work

on this period exists-a claim with which the history-student will readily agree.

The book has an added interest in that, apart from Buddhist and

Brahmanic sources which have to a certain extent already been exploited,

Dr. Shah has been able to draw on Jain material so far unavailable. That he

is in an excellent position to be able to do this, is proved by his 25 years’

work on a Jain Encyclopaedia. Since publication of this latter work has not

been possible, he has written this history instead.

.. At least one feature of this book will startle history students and that

is Dr. Shah’s recalculations of ancient Indian Chronology.

M. H. B.

Bombay The Illustrated Weekly of India
-r* -tV

Revolutionary theories on India’s Ancient History

Dr. Shah has undertaken an almost superhuman task of investigating

most of the established landmarks of a most eventful period in India's ancient

history and of propounding some revolutionary changes in them,
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One can certainly commend Dr. Shah’s tremendous labours and un-

common boldness in setting forth some novel conclusions.

History needs all workers and the whole truth of any period of history

is never known until many have sought for it.

Bombay Rao Bahadur Q* H. Sardesal

* * *
Dr. Shahi the author is a medical practitioneri and it certainly does credit

to his perseverance, zeal and love of historical studies that in the midst of his

exacting preoccupations, he has been able to produce a work of this bulk and scope.

It is a scholarly work and statements made in it, are supported by proofs

from coins, inscriptions and writings of old authors. It has roused of course,

an amount of controversy, but all the same is a monumental work.

The Bombay Chronicle

* * *

Epigraphic, numismatic and monumental sources have been sufficiently

utilized by the author. The perseverance, zeal and love of historical studies

of the author is really commendable. The footnotes he has given are helpful

in elucidating facts that they are a special help to the reader.

Dr. Shah deserves the thanks of the Jam community, as well as

arcbseological workers, for having done justice to such a dry and chronological

subject. The Bombay Sentlnal

* * *

The book bristles with -many such new theories.

The hook is an epoch-making publication.

Calcutta Amrita Bazar Patrlka

* * *

The whole work is based upon information which has not hitherto been

exploited by historians and research scholars.

Although sceptics might hesitate to take in all that the author says, I

personally do not disbelieve his theories.

Bombay New book-Digest

[The Editor]
* * *

We have all got to expunge our accumulated knowledge of Indian History

and start learning all over again. What we have been cramming at school

and at college and rubbing into ourselves all these years, are now proved to

be sheer balderdash.

We wish the author might live long to finish the arduous work which he

has undertaken as a labour of love aud create a genuine work for future historians.

It must also be mentioned here, that owing to the extreme importance

of this work, and the brilliant new light it throws on the history of Ancient



Indiai it has been approved by the University of Bombay, sanctioned by the

Director of Public Instruction and recommended by all eminent scholars.

The Zanzibar Voice
* * *

We must throw overboard many preconceived notions about the

history of ‘Ancient India.’

We have to learn much Indian History all over again. No longer

are we to consider Sandrecottus the Magadban Emperor, who met Alexander

the Great (B. C. 327) as Chandragupta; the author of the Rock and Pillar

edicts was not Ashok but Priyadarshin, who was quite a different person-

these two names are generally associated with one person. Moreover, the

inscriptions on those monuments have no reference to the glory of the

Buddhist faith.

Lahore The Civil and Military Gazette
* * *

This is a novel work The author’s learning is wide, bis patience is

inexhaustible.

Bombay The Times of India
* * *

With the characteristic zeal of a medical man, be dissects and vivisects

the sources in such a way as to present to the readers “bomb-shell like and

astounding theories,” either quite new or presented with a new garb.

One admirable feature of the book, is the inclusion of innumerable art

plates of the architectural achievements of the epoch and the facsimile of the coins.

Calcutta Indian Review
* * *

Mr, Tribhuvandas L. Shah's work on Ancient India is an attempt to

throw further light on Indian history from documents which, hitherto, have not

been given the importance they seem to deserve.

The Ceylon Observer
* * *

Dr. Shah is a Jain by religion and had had access to little-known, little-

studied and somewhat inaccessible Jain works and manuscripts. A close study of

these enabled him to produce a monumental work differing in many ways from

orthodox historical works written by European orientalists in the middle and

later decades of the last century and of the first decades of the present century.

We are quite sure the great spade work done by the learned author will

provide a very sound basis for the future collection of historical data in

relation to India of the times be treats of. We take this opportunity of

congratulating the publishers, Messrs Shashikant & Co., of Baroda for producing

a really fine illustrated work.

Tan{i:an3ika Opinion



Revolution In Indian History

Ptof. Shah’s book explodes most of the old theories about Ancient India*

The whole work has been based upon information which hitherto has

not been exploited by historians and research workers*

The Kenya Dally Mall

* * *

show much industry and wealth of material-literaturei epigraphy and

numismatics* The author is not an historian by profession, but he has made

this study his own* Many may not agree with all his views, but these views are

strikingly original and need careful consideration before they ate accepted or

reje'^ted.

Calcutta The New Review
* * *

The author, who has devoted many years of his life to an untiring effort

after bunting and tapping all kinds of sources for material, has spared no pains

to give a just and true picture of India that was two thousand years ago*

his volumes will one day be regarded as heralds of a true picture of

ancient Indian History.

Bombay The Free Press Jouraal
* * *

deserve careful consideration*

Madras The Mall
* * *

boldly sets fourth his views in a thoroughly independent spirit and

with an amazing courage of conviction.

Madras The Hindu
* * -ir

The book is copiously illustrated..* ...Dr* Shah’s work speaks of his

untiring energy and enormous labour expended over the volume. It is creditable

to him, therefore, to devote so much time in this matter*

Poona Oriental Literary Digest

* « It

One must admit that it is a vast store—house of valuable information,

much of it practically unknown to the workers in the field of Indian History.

Uptill now Jain literature has not been drawn upon as much as Buddhist

and Vedic literature. That deficiency has been made good by the author*

Madras South Indian Teacher
* * *

The great industry and zeal for research which the author has brought

to bear on his undertaking deserve high praise*

Ranchi Man in India
* « *

The book gives valuable information and adds to our knowledge,

Allahbad The Twentieth Century




